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E, the People of the United States, i 
a more perfect Union, eftablith Juftice, 
Tranquility, provide for the commo: 
mote the General Welfare, and fecure 

Liberty to Ourfelves and our Pofterity. do ordain a 
Conftitution for the United States of America. 

A Ree bee 
Sz@. 1. ALL legiflative powers herein granted fhall be vefted in a Congrefs of the United 

i States, which fhall confit of a Senate and Houle of Reprefentatives. 
; Seét. 2. The Houfe of Reprefentatives thall be compofed of members chofen every fecond year 

P by the people of the feveral ftates, and the electors in cach ftate thall have the qualifications requi- 
f fite for ele€tors of the moft numerous branch of the ftate legiflature. 

No perfon thall be 2 reprefenrative who fhall not have attained tothe ageof twenty-five years, and 
been feven years a citizen of the United States, and who thall not, when elected, be an inhabitant 
of that ftate in which he thall be c’ ofen. 

Reprefentatives and dire&t taxes {hall be apportioned among the feveral ftates which may be in- 
cluded within this Union, according totheir refpective numbers, which fhall be determined byadd- 
ing to the whole number of free perfons, including thole bound to fervice for a term of years, 
and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other perfons. The aétual enumeration fhall 

. be made within three years after the firft meeting of the Congrefs of the United States, and within 
F every fubfequent term of pen cern ie fuch manner as they thall by law dire&t. The number of 

reprefentatives fhall not exceed one for every thirty thoufand, but each ftate thall have at leaft one 
reprefentative ; and until fuch enumeration fhall be made, the ftate of New-Hamphhire thall be en-



RATIFICATION OF THE 

CONSTITUTION BY THE STATES 

RuopE IsLAND was the last of the original thirteen 

states to ratify the Constitution. For three tempes- 

tuous years, the state’s freemen virulently contested 

the Constitution within the context of their own state 

politics, which was dominated by a radical economic 

policy begun in the spring of 1786. Out of the main- 

stream of British America from its very origins, when 

its first English settlers were banished from Massa- 

chusetts, Rhode Island continued its unconventional 

ways during and after the War for Independence. In 

1782 it was the only state to reject the Impost of 1781 

that would have given Congress the power to levy a 

tariff that would have provided it with an indepen- 

dent source of revenue to pay the wartime debt. 

Without this tariff, Congress relied on requisitions 

on the states for money, which state legislatures were 

not always willing or able to supply. Throughout the 

Confederation years, Rhode Island was vilified for 

killing the Impost and perpetuating the country’s 

economic distress during the 1780s. 

Rhode Island’s radical economic policy relied 

upon an emission of paper money in 1786 that, after 

it greatly depreciated, was used to retire the state 

wartime debt, largely in the hands of hated specu- 

lators. A bitter partisan political struggle between the 

dominant Country party (Antifederalists) and the 

minority Mercantile party (Federalists) ensued from 

the spring of 1786 until the Constitution was ratified 

in the spring of 1790. Having a large majority of sup- 

porters in all but a few of the state’s thirty towns, the 

Country party controlled all branches of state goy- 

ernment. Although the state had appointed com- 

missioners to the Annapolis Convention of 1786, the 

legislature on three occasions refused to appoint del- 

egates to the Constitutional Convention that met 

from May to September 1787. 

The legislature, dominated by the Country party, 

defeated the Mercantile party’s motions for a state 

convention to consider the Constitution as the 

Philadelphia Convention and Congress had recom- 

mended. Instead, it called a statewide referendum to 

be held on 24 March 1788 in town meetings in which 

the freemen voted individually for or against the 

Constitution—a procedure unique to Rhode Island. 

Many Federalists boycotted the referendum, particu- 

larly in the large Federalist towns of Providence and 

Newport. The vote—2,714 to 238—reflected the 

overwhelming opposition to the Constitution in 

Rhode Island. Only two of the state’s thirty towns 
voted for the Constitution. 

In January 1790, after Rhode Island had paid its 

state wartime debt with depreciated paper money, 

the legislature called a convention to consider the 

Constitution. The Convention, with a sizable Anti- 

federalist majority, met in early March 1790 in South 

(continued on back endflap)
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Organization 

The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution is divided 

into: 

(1) Constitutional Documents and Records, 1776—1787 (1 volume), 

(2) Ratification of the Constitution by the States (21 volumes), 

(3) Commentanes on the Constitution: Public and Private (6 volumes), 

(4) The Bill of Rights (2 or 3 volumes). 

Internet Availability 

The four volumes on Massachusetts ratification (volumes IV—VII) 

and their supplemental documents can be found on the web site of the 

Wisconsin Historical Society at www.wisconsinhistory.org/ratification. 

These volumes, and all other volumes, including the Rhode Island vol- 

umes, will be found at the web site of “Rotunda: American Founding 

Era Collection,” maintained by the University of Virginia Press at 

http://rotunda.upress.virginia.edu. The Rhode Island supplemental 

documents will be found on the web site of the University of Wisconsin- 

Madison Libraries at http://library.wisc.edu. 

Constitutional Documents and Records, 1776-1787 (Vol. I). 

This introductory volume, a companion to all of the other volumes, 

traces the constitutional development of the United States during its 

first twelve years. Cross-references to it appear frequently in other vol- 

umes when contemporaries refer to events and proposals from 1776 to 

1787. The documents include: (1) the Declaration of Independence, 

(2) the Articles of Confederation, (3) ratification of the Articles, (4) 

proposed amendments to the Articles, proposed grants of power to 

Congress, and ordinances for the Western Territory, (5) the calling of 

the Constitutional Convention, (6) the appointment of Convention del- 

egates, (7) the resolutions and draft constitutions of the Convention, 

(8) the report of the Convention, and (9) the Confederation Congress 

and the Constitution. 

Ratification of the Constitution by the States (Vols. W—XI, XTX—XXIX). 

The volumes are arranged roughly in the order in which the states 

considered the Constitution. Although there are variations, the docu- 

ments for each state are organized into the following groups: (1) com- 

mentaries from the adjournment of the Constitutional Convention to 

the meeting of the state legislature that called the state convention, (2) 

the proceedings of the legislature in calling the convention, (3) com- 

mentaries from the call of the convention until its meeting, (4) the 
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election of convention delegates, (5) the proceedings of the conven- 

tion, and (6) post-convention documents. 

Supplements to Ratification of the Constitution by the States. 

The supplemental documents for Massachusetts, New York, Rhode 

Island, and all future volumes are no longer placed on microfiche. The 

Massachusetts supplemental documents can be found on the Wisconsin 

Historical Society’s web site. The Rhode Island supplemental documents 

can be found on the web site of the University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Libraries at http://library.wisc.edu. 

Much of the material for each state is repetitious or peripheral but 

still valuable. Literal transcripts of this material are placed in the sup- 

plements. Occasionally, images of significant manuscripts are also in- 

cluded. 

The types of documents in the supplements are: 

(1) newspaper items that repeat arguments, examples of which are 

printed in the state volumes, 

(2) pamphlets that circulated primarily within one state and that are 

not printed in the state volumes or in Commentaries, 

(3) letters that contain supplementary material about politics and 

social relationships, 

(4) images of petitions with the names of signers, 

(5) images of manuscripts, such as notes of debates, and 

(6) miscellaneous documents, such as election certificates, atten- 

dance records, pay vouchers and other financial records, etc. 

Commentaries on the Constitution: Public and Private (Vols. XIII-—XVIII). 

This series contains newspaper items, pamphlets, and broadsides that 

circulated regionally or nationally. It also includes some private letters 

that give the writers’ opinions of the Constitution in general or report 

on the prospects for ratification in several states. Except for some 

gsrouped items, documents are arranged chronologically and are num- 

bered consecutively throughout the six volumes. There are frequent 

cross-references between Commentaries and the state series. 

The Bill of Rights. 

The public and private debate on the Constitution continued in sev- 

eral states after ratification. It was centered on the issue of whether 

there should be amendments to the Constitution and the manner in 

which amendments should be proposed—by a second constitutional 

convention or by the new U.S. Congress. A bill of rights was proposed
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in the U.S. Congress on 8 June 1789. Twelve amendments were adopted 

on 25 September and were sent to the states on 2 October. These vol- 
umes will contain the documents related to the public and private de- 

bate over amendments, to the proposal of amendments by Congress, 

and to the ratification of the Bill of Rights by the states.



Editorial Procedures 

All documents are transcribed literally. Obvious slips of the pen and 

errors in typesetting are silently corrected. When spelling, capitaliza- 

tion, punctuation, paragraphing, and spacing between words are un- 

clear, modern usage is followed. Superscripts and interlineations are 

lowered to the line, and marginalia are inserted where the author in- 

tended. The thorn is spelled out (1.e., “‘ye’” becomes “the’’). Crossed- 

out words are retained when significant. Obsolete meanings of words 

are supplied in footnotes. 

Square brackets are used for editorial insertions. Conjectural read- 

ings are enclosed in brackets with a question mark or in angle brackets 

as noted. Illegible and missing words are indicated by dashes enclosed 

in brackets. However, when the author’s intent is obvious, illegible or 

missing text (up to five characters in length) is silently provided. 

All headings are supplied by the editors. Salutations, closings of let- 

ters, addresses, endorsements, docketings, and postmarks are deleted 

unless they provide important information, in which case they are re- 

tained in the document or placed in editorial notes. Contemporary 

footnotes and marginal citations are printed after the text of the doc- 

ument and immediately preceding editorial footnotes. Symbols used by 

contemporaries, such as stars, asterisks, and daggers, have been re- 

placed by superscripted letters (a), (b), (c), ete. 

Many documents, particularly letters, are excerpted when they con- 

tain material that is not relevant to ratification. Whenever an excerpt 

is printed in this edition and a longer excerpt or the entire document 

appears elsewhere in this edition or in other editions, this is noted. 

‘Editors’ Notes” have been used frequently to discuss important events 

as well as out-of-state newspaper essays or pamphlets that circulated in 

Rhode Island but are printed elsewhere in the edition. 
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General Ratification Chronology, 1786-1791 

1786 
21 January Virginia calls meeting to consider granting Congress power 

to regulate trade. 
11-14 September Annapolis Convention. 
20 September Congress receives Annapolis Convention report 

recommending that states elect delegates to a convention 
at Philadelphia in May 1787. 

11 October Congress appoints committee to consider Annapolis 
Convention report. 

23 November Virginia authorizes election of delegates to Convention at 
Philadelphia. 

23 November New Jersey elects delegates. 
4 December Virginia elects delegates. 
30 December Pennsylvania elects delegates. 

1787 
6 January North Carolina elects delegates. 
17 January New Hampshire elects delegates. 
3 February Delaware elects delegates. 
10 February Georgia elects delegates. 
21 February Congress calls Constitutional Convention. 
22 February Massachusetts authorizes election of delegates. 
28 February New York authorizes election of delegates. 
3 March Massachusetts elects delegates. 
6 March New York elects delegates. 
8 March South Carolina elects delegates. 
14 March Rhode Island refuses to elect delegates. 
23 April—26 May Maryland elects delegates. 
5 May Rhode Island again refuses to elect delegates. 
14 May Convention meets; quorum not present. 

14-17 May Connecticut elects delegates. 
25 May Convention begins with quorum of seven states. 
16 June Rhode Island again refuses to elect delegates. 
27 June New Hampshire renews election of delegates. 
13 July Congress adopts Northwest Ordinance. 
6 August Committee of Detail submits draft constitution to 

Convention. 
12 September Committee of Style submits draft constitution to 

Convention. 
17 September Constitution signed and Convention adjourns sine die. 
20 September Congress reads Constitution. 
26-28 September Congress debates Constitution. 
28 September Congress transmits Constitution to the states. 
28-29 September Pennsylvania calls state convention. 
17 October Connecticut calls state convention. 
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25 October Massachusetts calls state convention. 
26 October Georgia calls state convention. 
31 October Virginia calls state convention. 
1 November New Jersey calls state convention. 
6 November Pennsylvania elects delegates to state convention. 
10 November Delaware calls state convention. 
12 November Connecticut elects delegates to state convention. 
19 November- Massachusetts elects delegates to state convention. 

7 January 1788 
20 November— Pennsylvania Convention. 

15 December 
26 November Delaware elects delegates to state convention. 
27 November- Maryland calls state convention. 

1 December 
27 November-— New Jersey elects delegates to state convention. 

1 December 
3-7 December Delaware Convention. 
4—5 December Georgia elects delegates to state convention. 
6 December North Carolina calls state convention. 
7 December Delaware Convention ratifies Constitution, 30 to 0. 

11-20 December New Jersey Convention. 
12 December Pennsylvania Convention ratifies Constitution, 46 to 23. 

14 December New Hampshire calls state convention. 
18 December New Jersey Convention ratifies Constitution, 38 to 0. 
25 December- Georgia Convention. 

5 January 1788 
31 December Georgia Convention ratifies Constitution, 26 to 0. 
31 December- New Hampshire elects delegates to state convention. 

12 February 1788 

1788 
3-9 January Connecticut Convention. 
9 January Connecticut Convention ratifies Constitution, 128 to 40. 
9 January—7 February Massachusetts Convention. 
19 January South Carolina calls state convention. 
1 February New York calls state convention. 
6 February Massachusetts Convention ratifies Constitution, 187 to 168, 

and proposes amendments. 
13-22 February New Hampshire Convention: first session. 
1 March Rhode Island calls statewide referendum on Constitution. 
3-27 March Virginia elects delegates to state convention. 
24 March Rhode Island referendum: voters reject Constitution, 

2,714 to 238. 
28-29 March North Carolina elects delegates to state convention. 
7 April Maryland elects delegates to state convention. 
11-12 April South Carolina elects delegates to state convention. 
21-29 April Maryland Convention. 
26 April Maryland Convention ratifies Constitution, 63 to 11. 
29 April-3 May New York elects delegates to state convention. 
12-24 May South Carolina Convention.
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23 May South Carolina Convention ratifies Constitution, 149 to 73, 

and proposes amendments. 
2-27 June Virginia Convention. 
17 June—26 July New York Convention. 
18-21 June New Hampshire Convention: second session. 
21 June New Hampshire Convention ratifies Constitution, 57 to 47, 

and proposes amendments. 
25 June Virginia Convention ratifies Constitution, 89 to 79. 
27 June Virginia Convention proposes amendments. 
2 July New Hampshire ratification read in Congress; Congress 

appoints committee to put the Constitution into 
operation. 

21 July—4 August First North Carolina Convention. 
26 July New York Convention Circular Letter calls for second 

constitutional convention. 
26 July New York Convention ratifies Constitution, 30 to 27, and 

proposes amendments. 
2 August North Carolina Convention proposes amendments and 

refuses to ratify until amendments are submitted to 
Congress and to a second constitutional convention. 

13 September Congress sets dates for election of President and meeting of 
new government under the Constitution. 

20 November Virginia requests Congress under the Constitution to call a 
second constitutional convention. 

30 November North Carolina calls second state convention. 

1789 
4 March First Federal Congress convenes. 

1 April House of Representatives attains quorum. 
6 April Senate attains quorum. 
30 April George Washington inaugurated first President. 
8 June James Madison proposes Bill of Rights in Congress. 
21-22 August North Carolina elects delegates to second state convention. 
25 September Congress adopts twelve amendments to Constitution to be 

submitted to the states. 
16—23 November Second North Carolina Convention. 
21 November Second North Carolina Convention ratifies Constitution, 

194 to 77, and proposes amendments. 

1790 
17 January Rhode Island calls state convention. 
8 February Rhode Island elects delegates to state convention. 
1-6 March Rhode Island Convention: first session. 
24-29 May Rhode Island Convention: second session. 
29 May Rhode Island Convention ratifies Constitution, 34 to 32, and 

proposes amendments. 

1791 
15 December Bill of Rights adopted.
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FOR MANUSCRIPTS, MANUSCRIPT DEPOSITORIES, 

SHORT TITLES, AND CROSS-REFERENCES 

Manuscripts 

FC File Copy 

MS Manuscript 

RC Recipient’s Copy 

‘T'r ‘Translation from Foreign Language 

Manuscript Depositories 

DLC Library of Congress 

DNA National Archives 

MHi Massachusetts Historical Society, Boston 

NRom Jervis Public Library, Rome, N.Y. 

R-Ar Rhode Island State Archives, Providence 

RHi Rhode Island Historical Society, Providence 

RNHi Newport Historical Society 

RPJCB John Carter Brown Library, Providence 

Short Titles 

Abbot, Washington, W. W. Abbot, ed., The Papers of George Washington: 

Confederation Confederation Series (6 vols., Charlottesville, Va., 

Series 1992-1997). 

Abbot, Washington, W.W. Abbot, Dorothy Twohig, et al., eds., The Pa- 

Presidential Series pers of George Washington: Presidential Series 

(Charlottesville, Va., 1987—). 

Bartlett, Records John Russell Bartlett, ed., Records of the Colony 

[State] of Rhode Island, and Providence Plantations, 

in New England (10 vols., Providence, 1856-— 

1865). 

Blackstone, Sir William Blackstone, Commentanes on the Laws 

Commentaries of England. In Four Books. (Re-printed from the 

British Copy, Page for Page with the Last Edi- 

tion, 5 vols., Philadelphia, 1771-1772). Origi- 

nally published in London from 1765 to 1769. 
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Boyd Julian P. Boyd et al., eds., The Papers of Thomas 

Jefferson (Princeton, N.J., 1950-). 

Conley, Democracy Patrick T. Conley, Democracy in Decline: Rhode Is- 

in Decline land’s Constitutional Development, 1776-1841 

(Providence, 1977). 

DHFFC Linda Grant De Pauw, Charlene Bangs Bickford, 

Kenneth R. Bowling, et al., eds., Documentary 

History of the First Federal Congress of the United 

States of America, March 4, 1789-—March 3, 1791 

(Baltimore, 1972-). 
DHFFE Merrill Jensen, Robert A. Becker, and Gordon 

DenBoer, eds., The Documentary History of the 

First Federal Elections, 1788—1790 (4 vols., Madi- 

son, Wis., 1976-1989). 

Evans Charles Evans, American Bibliography (12  vols., 
Chicago, 1903-1934). 

Farrand Max Farrand, ed., The Records of the Federal Con- 

vention of 1787 (3rd ed., 3 vols., New Haven, 

1927). 

JCC Worthington C. Ford et al., eds., Journals of the 

Continental Congress, 1774-1789 ... (34 vols., 

Washington, D.C., 1904-1937). 

Polishook Irwin H. Polishook, Rhode Island and the Union, 

1774-1795 (Evanston, IIl., 1969). 

Rutland, Madison Robert A. Rutland et al., eds., The Papers of James 

Madison, Volumes VUI-XVII (Chicago and 

Charlottesville, Va., 1973-1991). 

Smith, Letters Paul H. Smith, ed., Letters of Delegates to Congress, 

1774-1789 (26 vols., Washington, D.C., 1976- 

2000). 
Staples William R. Staples, Rhode Island in the Continental 

Congress, 1765-1790 . . . (edited by Reuben Al- 
dridge Guild, Providence, 1870). 

Thorpe Francis N. Thorpe, ed., The Federal and State Con- 

stitutions ... (7 vols., Washington, D.C., 1909). 

Cross-references to Volumes of 

The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution 

CC References to Commentaries on the Constitution are 

cited as “CC” followed by the number of the 

document. For example: “CC:25.”



XXVIII SYMBOLS 

CDR References to the first volume, titled Constitu- 

tional Documents and Records, 1776—1787, are 

cited as “CDR” followed by the page number. 

For example: “CDR, 325.” 

RCS References to the series of volumes titled, Ratifi- 

cation of the Constitution by the States, are cited as 

“RCS” followed by the abbreviation of the state 

and the page number. For example: “RCS:R.L, 

325.” 

Mfm References to the microfiche supplements to the 

““RCS” volumes are cited as ““Mfm’”’ followed 

by the abbreviation of the state and the num- 

ber of the document. For example: ““Mfm:R.I. 

25.”” No microfiche supplement will be pub- 
lished for RCS:N.Y. and RCS:R.I. All Mfim:N.Y. 

and Mfm:R.I. documents will be placed on the 

web site of the University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Libraries at http://library.wisc.edu.



Rhode Island Chronology, 1772-1790 

1772 

9-10 June H.M.S. Gaspee revenue schooner burned off the coast of 
Warwick 

1773 

January, May—June Witnesses boycott hearings on the burning of the Gaspee 

1774 

17 May Providence Town Meeting calls for a continental congress 
15 June Legislature appoints delegates to First Continental Congress 
12 December H.M.S. Rose arrives in R.I. to suppress smuggling 

1775 

2 March Providence Tea Party burns tea in Market Square 
25 April Legislature votes to raise ““Army of Observation”’ (1,500 

men) 

7 May Nathanael Greene given command of “Army of 
Observation”’ 

May-June Legislature replaces Loyalist governor-elect 
15 June Legislature creates state navy 
26 August Legislature asks First Continental Congress to establish a 

navy 

1776 

4 May Legislature renounces allegiance to King George III and 
instructs R.I. delegates to Congress to work for a Union 
and to fight to preserve liberty 

19 July Legislature ratifies Declaration of Independence 
8 December British occupy Newport 

1778 

16 February Legislature instructs delegates to Second Continental 
Congress to sign Articles of Confederation and to submit 
three proposed amendments 

23 June Congress rejects R.I.’s proposed amendments 
9 July R.I. delegates to Congress sign Articles of Confederation 
29 August Battle of Rhode Island concludes unsuccessful siege of 

Newport 

1779 

25 October British evacuate Newport 

1780 

10 July French fleet and troops arrive in Newport 
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1782 

1 November House of Deputies unanimously rejects Impost of 1781 

1783 

6 March Legislature admits Roman Catholics to rights of citizenship 

1784 

1 March R.I. law for the gradual abolition of slavery goes into effect 

1785 

March House of Deputies rejects 1783 Confederation amendment 
to apportion federal expenses by population 

5 March Legislature adopts Impost of 1783 with qualifications 
5 March Legislature adopts 1784 grant of temporary power for 

Congress to regulate commerce 
2 November Legislature adopts for a second time 1784 grant of 

temporary power for Congress to regulate commerce 

1786 

3 March Congress requests R.I. to revise its 1784 grant of temporary 
commercial power for Congress 

4 March Legislature adopts Impost of 1783 
15 March Legislature revises previous adoption of 1784 grant of 

temporary commercial power for Congress 
19 April Country party wins control of state government in annual 

state elections 
6 May Legislature passes paper-money act 
28 June, 1 July Legislature appoints commissioners to Annapolis 

Convention 
30 June Legislature passes first penalty act 
26 August Legislature passes second penalty act 
13 September Smithfield Convention of Providence County towns proposes 

radical state trade system 
26 September Superior Court decides Trevett v. Weeden 
7 October Legislature asks town meetings to instruct deputies on draft 

test act 
1 November House of Deputies reads instructions on test act indicating 

freemen overwhelmingly oppose the act 

1787 

1 March Legislative committee estimates state’s debt to be £153,000 
12-17 March Legislature rejects sending delegates to Constitutional 

Convention 
17 March Legislature begins redeeming first part of state debt in 

quarterly installments 
18 April Country party landslide in annual state elections 
2-5 May Legislature rejects sending delegates to Constitutional 

Convention
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25 May-17 September Constitutional Convention meets without R.I. being 
represented 

11-16 June Legislature rejects sending delegates to Constitutional 
Convention 

20-22 August Legislature fails to obtain a quorum 
15 September Legislature adopts letter to Congress giving reasons for not 

sending delegates to Constitutional Convention 
17 September Newport and Providence deputies protest legislative letter to 

Congress 
17 September Governor John Collins sends legislative letter and protest to 

Congress 
31 October Legislature prohibits foreign slave trade by R.I. citizens 
3 November Legislature rejects calling a state convention, but votes to 

print copies of Constitution for distribution to towns 

1788 

14 February News of Massachusetts ratification with recommendatory 
amendments first printed in R.I. 

29 February House of Deputies defeats motion for a state convention, 
43-15 

1 March Legislature passes act submitting Constitution to referendum 
of freemen in town meetings 

24 March Freemen in town meetings vote against Constitution, 
2,714-238 

2 April House of Deputies defeats motion for a state convention by 
a majority of 27 

5 April Legislature adopts letter to President of Congress explaining 
referendum results 

16 April Country party again wins annual state elections 
7-10 May Legislative session takes no action on the Constitution 
14 June Motion for a state convention is “not noticed” by House of 

Deputies 
24 June News reaches R.I. of New Hampshire’s ratification 
27 June Providence resolves to celebrate the adoption of the 

Constitution by nine states and the anniversary of 
American independence on Fourth of July 

3-4 July Antifederalist threats of violence and Providence celebration 
5 July News reaches R.I. of Virginia’s ratification 
29 July News reaches R.I. of New York’s ratification 
21 August News reaches R.I. of North Carolina Convention’s 

adjournment without ratifying the Constitution 
1 November Legislature begins redeeming second part of state debt in 

quarterly installments 
1 November House of Deputies defeats motion for a state convention, 

40-14 
1 November Legislature orders New York Convention’s circular letter and 

amendments sent to towns for their consideration 
22 November- Town meetings consider New York circular letter 

29 December
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1 January Legislature reviews instructions from towns on New York 
circular letter 

1 January House of Deputies rejects motion for a state convention, 
34-12 

4 March New Constitution goes into effect without R.I. in the Union 
13 March House of Deputies rejects motion for a state convention, 

36-19 
15 April Country party wins annual state elections 
9 May Legislature postpones motion for a state convention until its 

June session 
11 June House of Deputies rejects motion for a state convention by 

a majority of 11 
27, 28 August Providence and Newport petitions to Congress asking 

exemption from payment of foreign tonnage duties 
September Entire state debt redeemed or forfeited 
18 September Legislature asks freemen in town meetings on 19 October to 

vote on calling a state convention 

19 September Legislature temporarily suspends tender provision of paper- 
money act of 1786 

19 September Legislature approves letter to President and Congress asking 
for exemption from foreign duties 

19 September Gov. John Collins sends legislative letter to President and 
Congress 

2 October President George Washington transmits amendments to 
Constitution proposed by Congress to state executives, 
including Gov. Collins 

15 October Legislature orders congressional amendments to 
Constitution printed and sent to towns for their 19 
October meetings 

17 October Legislature repeals tender provision of paper-money act of 
1786 and allows real estate and personal property to be 
used to repay debts 

19 October Town meetings instruct deputies on calling a state 
convention 

29 October House of Deputies defeats motion for a state convention, 
39-17 

12 December News of North Carolina’s ratification first printed in R.I. 

1790 

15-17 January Legislature considers bills calling a state convention 
16 January House of Deputies votes to call a state convention, 32-11 
17 January Gov. John Collins breaks tie vote in House of Magistrates to 

call a state convention 
17 January Legislature orders act calling a state convention to be sent 

to Congress with a request for further commercial 
indulgences 

2 February Antifederalist convention held at East Greenwich to 
influence state convention elections 

8 February Election of delegates to state convention
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1-6 March State Convention meets in South Kingstown 
6 March Convention votes 41—28 to adjourn until May 
6 March Convention sends bill of rights and proposed amendments 

to towns for their consideration on 21 April 
6 March Antifederalist “nocturnal convention” proposes election 

prox with Daniel Owen as candidate for governor 
18 March Antifederalist convention substitutes Arthur Fenner for 

Daniel Owen 
6 April Federalist convention held at East Greenwich proposes a 

coalition prox 
21 April Country party wins annual state election 
21 April—1 May Town meetings deliberate on R.I.’s bill of rights and 

proposed amendments 
8 May Gov. Arthur Fenner, in council, states he will call a special 

session of legislature if Convention ratifies Constitution 
18 May U.S. Senate passes bill discriminating against R.I. in 

commerce 
20 May Gov. Fenner writes to President George Washington 

indicating R.I. will soon ratify 
25-29 May R.I. state Convention meets in Newport 
29 May R.I. Convention ratifies Constitution, 34-32 

29 May Convention recommends that the state legislature should 
adopt congressional amendments 

29 May Convention President Daniel Owen informs President 
Washington of R.I.’s ratification 

29 May News arrives in Providence of R.I. ratification at 11:00 P.m. 
1 June President Washington transmits word to Congress of R.I.’s 

ratification 
3 June Gov. Fenner informs Mass. Gov. John Hancock of R.I.’s 

ratification 
4 June President Washington congratulates Gov. Fenner on R.I. 

ratification 
9 June Convention President Owen sends President Washington 

official form of ratification 
10 June Officers at legislative session take oath to Constitution 
11 June Adoption of 11 of 12 congressional amendments 
12 June Legislature passes election bill 
12 June Legislature elects Joseph Stanton, Jr., and Theodore Foster 

as U.S. Senators 
12 June Legislature orders Gov. Fenner to issue proclamation 

notifying all state officers to take oath to Constitution 
14 June Gov. Fenner issues proclamation on oaths 
14 June Congress passes act putting federal tariff into effect in R.I. 
16 June President Washington transmits official R.I. form of 

ratification to Congress 
25 June R.I. Senators take their seats 
17-19 August President Washington’s entourage visits R.I. 
31 August ‘Towns vote for R.I.’s U.S. Representative 
9 September Legislature declares Benjamin Bourne elected U.S. 

Representative



Officers of the State of Rhode Island 

1786-1790 

Governor Attorney General 
John Collins (May 1786-—May 1790) William Channing (elected April 1786) 
Arthur Fenner (first elected April 1790) | Henry Goodwin (elected April 1787 and 

Deputy Governor April 1788) Ty 
Daniel Owen (May 1786-May 1790) David Howell (elected April 1789) 
Samuel J. Potter (first elected Daniel Updike (elected April 1790) 

April 1790) Treasurer 

Justices of the Superior Court of Judicature Joseph Clarke 
Elected May 1786 Annapolis Convention Commissioners 

Paul Mumford, Chief Elected June 1786 

Joseph Hazard Jabez Bowen* 
Thomas Tillinghast Christopher Champlin (declined) 

Gilbert Devol Samuel Ward* 

David Howell *Did not arrive before adjournment 
Elected May 1787 Delesates to C 

Paul Mumford, Chief OBS OO OUST OSS 
William West Elected May 1786 

Stephen Potter James Mitchell Varnum 

Watres Cooke Nathan Miller 
; ; George Champlin* 

John Waite (declined) 
; Peleg Arnold 

Simeon Clarke, Jr. (elected in Sept.) Elected May 1787 

Elected June 1788 and May 1789 ewe OO 
f ; Peleg Arnold 

Othniel Gorton, Chief we 
William West Jonathan J. Hazard 

Daniel Manton* 
Stephen Potter ‘ 
Walter Cooke Sylvester Gardner 

Simeon Clarke. Ir Elected May 1788 and May 1789 

> Jr. Peleg Arnold 
Elected May 1790 th Hazard 

Othniel Gorton, Chief Jonathan J. Mazar 
Daniel Owen Thomas Holden 

Sylvester Robinson John Gardner (* in 1788) 
Walter Cooke *Did not take seat in Congress 

Ezekiel Gardner, Jr. Continental Loan Officer 
Secretary William Ellery 

Henry Ward judge, Northwest Territory 
James Mitchell Varnum 
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The Rhode Island Legislature 2 

1786-1790 z 
O 

HOUSE OF MAGISTRATES (ASSISTANTS) S 
Neen ee — 

1786 1787 1788 1789 1790 5 

First John Mathewson John Mathewson John Williams John Williams Thomas G. Hazard §& 

Second Joseph Stanton, Jr. Joseph Stanton, Jr. Sylvanus Sayles Sylvanus Sayles Peleg Arnold S 

Third John Williams John Williams James Arnold James Arnold James Arnold = 

Fourth Richard Searle Sylvanus Sayles Caleb Gardner Caleb Gardner Caleb Gardner > 

Fifth James Arnold James Arnold John Cooke John Cooke John Cooke z 

Sixth William Hammond William Congdon William Congdon James Congdon James Congdon 

Seventh Gideon Clarke Caleb Gardner Joseph W. Tweedy Joseph W. Tweedy Thomas Hoxsie 

Eighth Thomas G. Hazard Thomas G. Hazard Thomas Coggeshall Cromel Child Thomas Holden 

Ninth John Cooke John Cooke Thomas Hazard (Prov.) John Dorrance Job Watson 

Tenth Oliver Durfee Oliver Durfee Thomas Hoxsie Thomas Hoxsie John Harris 

Alphabetically with years: 

James Arnold, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790 John Dorrance, 1789 Thomas Hoxsie, 1788, 1789, 1790 

Peleg Arnold, 1790 Oliver Durfee, 1786, 1787 John Mathewson, 1786, 1787 

Cromel Child, 1789 Caleb Gardner, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790 Sylvanus Sayles, 1787, 1788, 1789 

Gideon Clarke, 1786 William Hammond, 1786 Richard Searle, 1786 

Thomas Coggeshall, 1788 John Harris, 1790 Joseph Stanton, Jr., 1786, 1787 
James Congdon, 1789, 1790 Thomas Hazard (of Providence), 1788 Joseph W. Tweedy, 1788, 1789 
William Congdon, 1787, 1788 Thomas G. Hazard, 1786, 1787, 1790 Job Watson, 1790 ts 

John Cooke, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790 Thomas Holden, 1790 John Williams, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789 "4
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HOUSE OF DEPUTIES (TOWN REPRESENTATIVES) 

*Speaker of the House 

Barrington 
Matthew Allen xX 

Samuel Allen xX xX xX xX 

Vial Allen xX xX 

Joshua Bicknall xX xX xX xX xX 

Josiah Humphry Xx Xx 
Josiah Humphry, Jr. xX xX xX 

Nathaniel Martin xX 

Ebenezer Tiffany xX 

Bristol 

Shearjashub Bourne xX xX xX xX xX 

William Bradford X* xX X* | X xX xX X* ] X xX 

Stephen Smith xX xX xX 

Samuel Wardwell xX 

Charlestown 

Robert Congdon Xx 
Peleg Cross, Jr. Xx 
Jonathan J. Hazard Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Jonathan Hazard, Jr. Xx Xx 
Joseph Hoxsie Xx 
Stephen Hoxsie Xx 
Thomas Hoxsie xX xX xX 

Jonathan Macomber Xx 
Joseph Stanton, Jr. Xx X*] X* X* 
Lodowick Stanton xX 

Coventry 
Benjamin Arnold xX xX 

William Burlingame xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

John Clarke xX 

Jeremiah Fenner xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Job Greene Xx Xx 

Cranston 

Jeriah Hawkins Xx 
Nehemiah Knight xX 

Matthew Manchester xX xX 

William Potter xX xX xX xX 

Stephen Sprague Xx 
Peter Stone xX 

George Waterman Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Abraham Whipple xX
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Cumberland 

Levi Ballou xX xX xX 

Elijah Brown xX xX 

John S. Dexter Xx Xx Xx 
John Gould, Jr. Xx Xx 
John Lapham xX xX xX xX xX 

Roger Sheldon Xx 
Stephen Whipple X X xX 

East Greenwich 

Job Comstock Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Joseph Fry X X X X X X 

Benjamin Howland xX 

James Sweet Xx Xx Xx Xx 

Exeter 

Christopher Champlin xX xX 

Joseph Reynolds Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Charles Tripp xX 

Abraham Wilcox, Jr. Xx 
Job Wilcox X xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Foster 

Christopher Colwell Xx Xx Xx 
Jonathan Hopkins, Jr. Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Daniel Howard X 

William Howard xX xX xX xX xX 

William Tyler xX 

John Westcott X X X 

John Williams X 

Glocester 

Seth Hunt X X X xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Timothy Wilmarth xX 

Stephen Winsor xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Hopkinton 
Ross Coon xX 

Oliver Davis X xX xX xX 

David Nichols xX xX xX xX 

Abel Tanner xX xX xX 

George Thurston Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Thomas Wells II xX xX xX
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Oct. 
Jamestown 

Edward Carr xX 

John Eldred xX xX xX 

John Franklin xX 

John Gardner Xx 
Job Hopkins Xx 
Isaac Howland xX 

John Howland Xx Xx 
Benjamin Remington xX xX 

Rowland Robinson xX xX xX 

John Weeden Xx 

Johnston 
Philip Arnold xX xX xX 

Abraham Belknap xX xX xX 

Andrew Harris xX xX xX 

William B. King xX 

Noah Mathewson xX xX xX xX 

William Waterman xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Little Compton 
John Davis Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Fobes Little X 

Thomas Palmer xX 

William Richmond xX xX 

Nathaniel Searle xX xX xX xX 

George Simmons Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Philip Taylor xX xX 

Middletown 

Elisha Allen xX 

Joshua Barker Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Pardon Brown xX 

Joseph Coggeshall Xx Xx Xx 
Thomas Coggeshall Xx Xx Xx 
John Gould Xx 
William Peckham, Jr. X xX 

James Potter X X X X
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Newport 

Robert N. Auchmuty Xx 
John L. Boss Xx 
Francis Brinley X 

George Champlin Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Peleg Clarke xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

George Hazard Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Henry Marchant xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Daniel Mason xX xX xX xX 

George Sears Xx Xx Xx 
John Topham xX xX xX xX xX 

William Tripp xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

New Shoreham 

Rowse J. Helme Xx Xx 
Edward Hull X X xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

William Littlefield X 

John Sands Xx Xx 
Ray Sands Xx Xx 

North Kingstown 
Bowen Card X X X X xX xX xX xX xX xX 

James Congdon Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Sylvester Gardner Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 

North Providence 

Elisha Brown xX xX xX xX 

Esek Hopkins Xx 
Thomas Olney xX xX xX 

Edward Smith X X X xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Jabez Whipple Xx 

Portsmouth 

Tillinghast Almy xX xX 

Burrington Anthony xX xX xX xX xX 

William Anthony, Jr. X 

Benjamin Brownell xX xX 

Holder Chace xX 

Elijah Cobb X X xX xX xX xX 

Job Durfee Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Benjamin Hall xX xX xX xX 

Henry Lawton xX xX xX 

Robert Lawton xX xX xX 

Thomas Potter xX xX xX
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Providence 

Welcome Arnold xX xX xX X* 

Amos Atwell xX 

William Barton xX xX 

Benjamin Bourne xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Jabez Bowen Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
John Brown Xx Xx Xx 
John I. Clark X 

Amasa Gray xX xX xX 

John Jenckes Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Charles Keene xX xX 

Sylvanus Martin xX 

Robert Newell X 

Joseph Nightingale Xx Xx 
Amos Throop xX xX 

Thomas Truman xX 

Nathaniel Wheaton xX 

Richmond 

Thomas James Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
James Sheldon Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 

Scituate 

James Aldrich xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Nathan Bates xX xX xX xX 

Peleg Fisk xX xX xX 

John Harris xX 

Nathaniel Medbury xX xX 

Thomas Mowry xX xX xX 

Caleb Westcott xX 

Smithfield 

Job Aldrich Xx Xx 
John Sayles Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Andrew Waterman xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Stephen Whipple Xx 

South Kingstown 

Rowland Brown xX xX 

John Gardner xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Jonathan J. Hazard Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Samuel J. Potter Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 

Tiverton 

Joseph Almy Xx Xx 
Thomas Durfee xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Benjamin Howland xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Philip Sisson xX
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Warren 

William Barton xX xX 

Benjamin Bosworth X 

Smith Bowen xX xX xX xX 

Robert Carr xX 

Cromel Child xX xX xX xX 

Nathan Miller xX xX xX xX 

Samuel Peirce xX xX xX xX 

Warwick 

Benjamin Arnold xX xX 

Gideon Arnold X xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Moses Arnold xX xX 

Joseph Brown X 

Samuel Budlong Xx Xx 
Jonathan Gorton Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
Othniel Gorton xX X*)] X*¥) X*F 1] X* 

Benjamin Greene xX 

Anthony Holden xX xX xX xX xX xX 

Thomas Holden xX xX 

John Low Xx Xx 
Thomas Rice, Jr. Xx Xx 

Westerly 
Joseph Noyes Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx Xx 
George Stillman Xx Xx 
Walter White xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

West Greenwich 

Jonathan Comstock Xx 
Caleb Hall xX xX 

Thomas Joslin xX xX xX xX xX 

William Mathewson xX xX xX xX xX xX xX xX 

William Nichols xX xX 

Jonathan Niles Xx 
Benjamin Tillinghast xX 

Clerks 

Benjamin Bourne xX 

John S. Dexter Xx Xx 
Ray Greene X 

Rowse J. Helme X X X X 

Daniel Updike xX xX xX
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VI. 

THE DEBATE OVER THE 

CONSTITUTION IN RHODE ISLAND 

20 January—29 May 1790 

Introduction 

During the four months from the passage of the act calling a state 

convention to the ratification of the Constitution by the second ses- 

sion of the Convention on 29 May 1790, the Rhode Island debate over 

the Constitution intensified. Some Rhode Islanders and out-of-state com- 

mentators predicted that the state Convention, scheduled to meet in 

South Kingstown on | March, would ratify the Constitution. Their op- 

timism was soon dampened when, on 8 February, the Antifederalists 

elected a majority of Convention delegates (RCS:R.I., 684-708). Rhode 

Islanders were concerned about how the federal government would 

treat them as the only state still outside of the Union. In late February 

Rhode Island newspapers were filled with items appealing to the state 

Convention delegates. All but one of the items were Federalist pieces 

that stressed the dire consequences if the Convention did not ratify the 

Constitution. 

The first session of the Rhode Island Convention met from 1 to 6 

March. It drafted and approved a bill of rights and amendments and 

ordered them sent to the towns for their consideration before adjourn- 

ing to 24 May (VII, below). The Convention’s failure to ratify the Con- 

stitution produced an outpouring of Federalist private letters and news- 

paper items. Federalists disparaged Antifederalist motives for adjourning 

the Convention, asked for federal aid in pressuring Antifederalists, and 

enumerated the dangers of remaining outside the Union. Several Anti- 

federalist newspaper pieces countered these arguments. 

The decision to adjourn the Convention was made in hopes of fa- 

cilitating a Country party victory in the annual spring election of state 

officers, assistants, and deputies, all on 21 April. Antifederalists dropped 

Governor John Collins and nominated Daniel Owen, who did not want 

to run. Arthur Fenner replaced Owen at the head of the Antifederalist 

ticket. Federalists knew they could not win a statewide election, but they 

hoped to elect half of the assistants through a coalition prox. Anti- 

federalists dismissed the Federalist plan. The entire Antifederalist ticket 

was victorious. The town meetings of 21 April had also been enjoined 

by the state Convention to deliberate on the Convention’s bill of rights 

and amendments and to instruct their Convention delegates accordingly. 

711
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For some time, Rhode Island Federalists had asked Congress to pres- 

sure the state’s Antifederalist majority more aggressively. On 28 April 

the U.S. Senate began to consider whether to enact a bill to subject 

Rhode Island’s trade to draconian sanctions if it remained outside of 

the Union. The Senate passed the bill on 18 May. The House of Rep- 

resentatives was considering the bill as the second session of the Rhode 

Island Convention met. On 24 May, the first day of the second session, 

a special town meeting was convened in Providence. Fearing that the 

Convention might again refuse to ratify the Constitution, freemen con- 

templated the separation of Providence, Newport, and other Federalist 

seaport towns from Rhode Island. 

In the eleven weeks between the first and second sessions of the 

Rhode Island Convention, the number of Federalist essays appearing in 

newspapers increased significantly. The state legislature, meeting in early 

May, took no action on the Constitution. Speculation was rife, inside 

and outside of the state, about whether the Convention would finally 

ratify the Constitution when it met in Newport on 24 May. (See VIII, 

below, for the Convention’s second session.) 

The Public Debate on the Constitution 

All four Rhode Island newspapers published items on the Constitu- 

tion between 20 January and 29 May. The Newport Herald published 

seventeen essays, six editorial commentaries, two news items, and a 

poem. The Federalist position was represented by ten of the essays (“A 

Friend to the State of Rhode-Island,” 18 February; “A Freeholder,” 18, 

25 February; “Agricola,” 11 March, 1 April; “Spectator,” 25 March; 

“X.,” 8 April; “Buccinator,” 15 April; “Friends to the Coalition of Par- 

ties,’ 15 April; “One of the Freemen of the State of Rhode-Island,” 15 

April), all six editorial commentaries (20 January, 4, 18 February, 11 

March [2], 8 April), and a poem (25 February). Seven essays were 

Antifederalist or Antifederalist leaning (“Greenwichiensis,” 25 Febru- 

ary, 18 March, 8 April; Nos. I-HI, 18, 25 March, | April; and anony- 

mous, 15 April). The Newport Mercury printed only three items on the 

Constitution: two Federalist editorial commentaries (20 January and 15 

February) and a Federalist essay by “A Friend to Justice and good Gov- 

ernment” (15 March). 

The two Providence newspapers printed three Federalist essays signed 

“Solon, junior” (David Howell?): United States Chronicle, 25 February, 4 

March; and Providence Gazette, 27 February. The Chronicle printed five 

Federalist letters from New York City and the Gazette two, all but one 

from members of Congress. Items related to the 21 April annual election 

appeared in the Gazette (Daniel Owen’s address, 3 April; Newport and 

Providence Committee to Arthur Fenner, 27 March; and election tick- 

ets, 10 April) and in the Chronicle (Fenner’s response, 1 April; and the
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Newport and Providence Committee’s call for a meeting, 1 April). The 

Providence Gazette printed two additional Federalist essays (“‘A Farmer,”’ 

22 May; and “Matthew Mizen,” 20 March), Federalist David Howell’s 

address to the state’s freemen (17 April), and three Federalist editorial 

commentaries (6 February, 20 March, and 3 April). The United States 

Chronicle printed an additional Federalist essay (“A Freeman,” 15 April), 

three Antifederalist essays (“Alpha,” 11 February; “A Countryman,” 15 

April; and “A. B. C. D. &c. &c.,”” 15 April), two Federalist editorial com- 

mentaries (25 February and 13 May), and one brief anonymous Anti- 

federalist item (15 April). 

Out-of-state newspapers also printed items on the debate over the 

Constitution in Rhode Island. These items appeared in three Boston 

newspapers (Boston Gazette, Herald of Freedom, and Massachusetts Centz- 

nel), four New York City newspapers (Daily Advertiser, Gazette of the United 

States, New York Daily Gazette, and New York Journal), and two Philadelphia 

newspapers (federal Gazette and Pennsylvania Packet). ‘The items consisted 

of ten letters (mostly from Rhode Islanders), seven editorial commen- 

taries, four essays, and five reports of congressional action on Rhode 

Island. Only two items were Antifederalist: “Plutarch,” Massachusetts Cen- 

tinel, 8 May, and an editorial commentary in the Antifederalist New York 

Journal, 18 May. Three Federalist essays were printed in the Philadel- 

phia Federal Gazette. ‘They were written by “Prudens” (5 April) and “A 

Citizen of United America” to the people of Rhode Island (Tench 

Coxe) (6, 12 April). 

Private Commentanies on the Constitution 

Forty-nine manuscript letters discussing the Constitution and Rhode 

Island politics are printed in this part. Ten letters were written from 

Providence, thirteen from Newport, twenty from New York City, two 

from Philadelphia, and one each from Biddeford, Maine, Boston, Dur- 

ham, N.H., and a suburb of London, England. The 20 May letter from 

Governor Arthur Fenner to President George Washington is the only 

letter written by an Antifederalist. Letters by Federalists include ten 

from William Ellery, six from U.S. Vice President John Adams, eight 

from U.S. Representatives, three from U.S. Senators, and two from Theo- 

dore Foster. Two letters are from French diplomats stationed in New 

York City, two are from U.S. Treasury official Tench Coxe, and two are 

from the Providence mercantile firm of Brown & Benson. Thirteen 

other individuals each wrote a single letter. 

Newspapers printed excerpts of letters dealing with Rhode Island 

politics and the Constitution. Four letters came from Newport, three 

from Rhode Island, two from Providence, one from Philadelphia, and 

seven from New York City (six from members of Congress). Rhode
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Island newspapers also printed addresses to state voters by Daniel Owen, 

Arthur Fenner, and David Howell in the weeks before the 21 April state 

elections. 

The Legislature and Town Meetings 

The Rhode Island legislature met only once during this four-month 

period. The Newport Herald, 13 May, printed a brief report of the pro- 

ceedings of this session, which indicated that the General Assembly 

largely ignored the Constitution. Two letters from William Ellery (11, 

13 May) described the legislative proceedings relating to the Consti- 

tution in more detail. 

On 21 April the towns met to elect state officers, assistants, and dep- 

uties and to consider the bill of rights and amendments sent to the 

towns by the state Convention on 6 March. Records of action on the 

bill of rights and amendments have been found for twelve towns. ‘Three 

documents relating to the Providence town meeting of 24 May, which 

drafted instructions for the town’s delegates to the state Convention, 

are also printed below. 

Rhode Island and the Union 

Numerous private letters and newspaper items commented on Rhode 

Island’s relationship to the United States. Federalists painted a grim 

future for their state if it continued to remain outside the Union and 

asked for help from the federal government to convince the Antifed- 

eralist majority to ratify the Constitution. Federalists in the seaport towns 

even contemplated seceding from their state and joining the Union. 

Congress had granted Rhode Island an exemption from foreign import 

and tonnage duties until 15 January but in early February it extended 

the exemption until | April to give the Rhode Island Convention an 

opportunity to ratify the Constitution. However, within four weeks be- 

fore the second session of the Rhode Island Convention was scheduled 

to meet on 24 May, Congress began to consider legislation to punish 

Rhode Island if it did not ratify the Constitution. 

Newport Mercury, 20 January 1790! 

A Correspondent is happy to learn, that there was a Majority in the 

General Assembly, at their last Session holden at Providence, for calling 

a Convention. 

This pleasing Circumstance opens the Way for this State’s adopting 

the FEDERAL CONSTITUTION; a Constitution which is fully adequate to rem- 

edy the Evils under which we labour, and the Adoption of which will procure to 

us every national Blessing.
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Our Correspondent adds, that his Fellow-Citizens will do well to examine 

with the strictest Care into the present State of their Situation, and he flatters 

himself, that the Result of that Examination will convince them, that they are 

too feeble as a State to subsist alone, and that it will be for ther political 

Happiness to support the Pillars of the FEDERAL Temple. And when the Temple 

is completed, the Lover of LAwS founded on JUSTICE and EQUITY, may rest 

securely under his own Vine and Fig Tree, and have none to make him afraid.°— 

While the Wretch who with a sacrilegious Hand attempts to dam up the Streams 

which flow from that Source from whence the People derive their Safety and 

Security, will have Cause to fear and tremble. 

1. These paragraphs follow immediately after the Newport Mercury’s report of the Jan- 
uary legislative proceedings (Mfm:R.I.). 

2. Micah 4:4. 

Newport Herald, 21 January 1790! 

A Correspondent congratulates his Fellow-Citizens, and the Public, 

on the pleasing prospects that are afforded in consequence of the Gen- 

eral Assembly having ordered a Convention to be called, and to meet 

on the first Monday in March—He flatters himself that before the month 

of April, we shall be united to the NEw CONSTITUTION; a Constitution 

which was formed by the labour of wisdom, and which if cordially 

adopted by us, may give us reason to hope for the accomplishment of 

our rational wishes: our trade will flourish, the farmer find a market 

for his produce, and industry a reward. 

1. Reprinted: New York Daily Gazette, 5 February; Pennsylvania Packet, 11 February. 

Theodore Foster to Dwight Foster 

Providence, 22 January 1790 (excerpt)! 

Frater Charissime, 

Deus hanc Diem faustam nobis dedit.—Dies enim nullus fuit in 

quo nos qui sumus Providentize plus gavisi fuimus.—et Gratias Deo 

agimus.?— 

I wish to transmit an animating Spark of the Federal Fire of the 

Rhode Island Elder to the Bosom of my Brother at Brookfield that he 

may participate in the General Joy of the Federalists of this State on 

Account of the Act of the Legislature for calling a Convention to adopt 

the New Constitution of the National Government a Copy of which I 

Send you in the inclosed Newspaper.’ I congratulate you on this aus- 

picous Event.—An Event long wished for by Me. The Federal ‘Temple 

will now soon be completed and Peace Joy and Plenty I hope pervade 
the Land....
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1. RC, Dwight Foster Papers, MHi. Theodore Foster apparently held on to this letter 
for a while before sending it. At the top of the blank third page, he dated it “Sunday 
Evening Feb. 14. 1790.” The letter is addressed ““To/Dwight Foster Esqr/Brookfield/On 

Favour of/Mr Hitchcock.” It is docketed as “Theodore Foster Esqr/Letter Recd. Feby 
15, 1790.” 

2. Latin: God gave to us this favorable day. For there was no day in which we lived 
rejoicing more of divine Providence—and we press forward thanks to God. 

3. The United States Chronicle, 21 January, and the Providence Gazette, 23 January, printed 

the text of the act calling a state Convention (RCS:R.I., 675-76). 

Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 1 February 1790 

The accession of Rhode-Island to the confederation, is an event, 

which it can no longer be doubted, will soon take place. All that was 

wanting to effect the adoption of the constitution of the United States, 

was a fair and impartial examination. This it will now have, and from 

this it will never lose. On the contrary, the more it is examined, the 

more manifest will its excellencies become. Every friend to union and 

good government will rejoice to hear, that this deluded people have 

become sensible of their errors; and that paper money and tender laws 

will be banished from this their last hold. 

The success which has crowned the perseverance of the virtuous and 

well disposed part of that community, may teach us a useful and im- 

portant lesson, never to desist from our endeavours to obtain that which 

is right, nor to be disheartened, however powerful and determined our 

adversaries may be; for, sooner or later, the cause of truth and justice 

will prevail. 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 2 February 1790 (excerpts)! 

I have received your letter of the 23d. of last month with the News 

papers, and thank you for them.—I have written two letters to you 

before this, the receipt whereof please to acknowledge in your next if 

you should have received them.... 

I have given to Mr. Partridge* the best account of the state of parties 

here, that I can obtain at present.—In the course of the next week I 

shall be able to determin what will be the result of the Convention. 

The Delegates will I am afraid be nearly equal. I hope the majority will 

be in favour of the New-Constitution. If the Feds should fail it will not 

be from a want of the most strenuous exertions.— 

With great esteem 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Printed: DHFFC, XVIII, 387-89. In the omitted 

portion of this letter Ellery comments on the 14 January report of Secretary of the
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Treasury Alexander Hamilton on public credit and the 12 January report of Secretary of 
War Henry Knox on the Indian Department and the southwestern frontier (DHFFC, V, 

743-823, 1279-93). 
2. For more than thirty years, George Partridge was sheriff of Plymouth County, Mass. 

He voted to ratify the Constitution in the Massachusetts Convention on 6 February 1788, 
and he served in the U.S. House of Representatives, 1789-90. 

Moses Brown to Isaac Lawton, Jacob Mott, and Sampson Sherman 

Providence, 4 February 1790! 

Esteemed Friends 

It having been permitted by the Governor of the Universe that a 

great revolution should take place in the gov’t of this country & that 

a Const. for the National Gov’t should be formed by the common coun- 

sel, & peaceably established by the common consent of the people of 

12 of the 13 states, it is now the period when this state must decide 

whether it will be one of the Union or not. A period perhaps as inter- 

esting as any the state has known—so much so that did I not hear the 

contrary I should suppose there would not be any opposition to the 

adoption of the Const. with the amendments that are proposed by Con- 

gress or on the proposal of others may be thot necessary. But hearing 

there is likely to be an attempt in your town to choose such persons 

for Members of the Convention as will reject the Constitution,’ I tho’t it 

would be well for our F[rien]ds to manifest their desire of uniting with 

our sister states in the adoption of the Const. & those who have been 

opposed to some parts thereof like Danl Howld® & myself will like him 

do themselves & the public the justice to show in town mtg or otherwise 

that the amendments proposed & the distressed situation of this state 

(should we long continue separate) require that we manifest our opin- 

ion as a people of some influence in the state among our neighbors & 

that we think the time is come when our acceptance of the new gov't 

will be better for us than to any longer stand out being alone & there 

can be no possibility, in my view, of any advantageous alteration in our 

favor. But were we represented by good men at Congress we should 

then have a voice equal to any state in the Union to propose & to 

adopt any alteration that may appear best 

Having been a tour around as far as E. Greenwich with our esteemed 

friend Isaac I have conversed with Dan’l Howland on this 

subject & we are agreed that however our opinion has been that the 

Constitution might be [a]mended it is now only to be first adopted 

before we can attempt amendments. Indeed we think some of those 

proposed by Congress* so important that the Govermm’t will be the 

best & the most peaceably founded, perhaps, of any in the world. The
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administration will depend upon the people that are sent & stand ap- 

pointed to administer it, who if they are men of wisdom & integrity we 

have reason to hope & expect as much happiness under the form 

agreed upon as under any form whatever. I wish, therefore, our Friends 

would consider this matter; a matter on which perhaps it may never 

hereafter be in their power to act, & do what may contribute to the 

best interest of this poor, lonely, divided State in such manner as may 

appear best. If it should be alleged that it is uncertain whether the 

amendments will be adopted 

a passage here hardly legible [- — —] at present 

Friends address to Gen’! Washington® I esteem as designed princi- 

pally to manifest thier cordial acceptance of the Gov’tmt I am united 

with them therein & hope that none may conclude this letter is de- 

signed to serve any political party or to encourage Friends therein, but 

in practically manifesting our prospects & unitedly using our freedom 

in this cause as a right I have no doubt we may innocently exercise 

With love to Freinds I conclude Your affectionate Freind 

To Isaac Lawton, Jacob Mott, Sampson Sherman or any other Freind 

to whom they may think proper to communicate 

1. FC and Copy, Austin Collection, #12, RPJCB. The file copy appears to be a nearly 
illegible press copy. A copy of the letter seems to have been transcribed by Samuel Austin. 

An “N. B.” reads “This contains an important letter, scarcely legible, together with a copy 
made by Samuel Austin—See also the accompanying copy from S. A.’s MS. which traces 

the probable influence of the letter” (Mfm:R.I.). Lawton, Mott, and Sherman were Quak- 
ers living in Portsmouth. None of these men voted in the March 1788 referendum on 

the Constitution. 

2. For the election of Convention delegates in Portsmouth, see RCS:R.I., 695-703. 

3. Daniel Howland was an influential Quaker in East Greenwich. 

4. For the twelve amendments to the Constitution adopted by Congress on 25 Septem- 
ber 1789, see Appendix I (below). 

5. Perhaps a reference to the address to George Washington from the yearly meeting 

of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers), which was held in Philadelphia from 28 
September through 3 October 1789 and represented Friends from Pennsylvania, New 

Jersey, and the western parts of Virginia and Maryland. See Abbot, Washington, Presidential 
Series, IV, 265—69n. 

Newport Herald, 4 February 1790 

A Correspondent requests us to inform the public, that by a letter 

from New-York, of the 29th of January, from a gentleman of good in- 

formation, he is advised, that it appears to be the sense of both Houses 

of Congress, that the Acts of Congress, subjecting the citizens of this 

State to foreign tonnage and foreign duties, would be suspended in
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consequence of the request of the Legislature of this State, and their 

declaration that there was every reason to hope that this State would 

in a short time accede to the Federal Government:' and that it is of 

the utmost importance that members from this State should go forward 

as soon as possible, as reports of a most interesting nature are under 

the consideration of Congress, and will probably be decided upon this 

session, which it is expected may be protracted until May or June next, 

which will give this State an opportunity of being represented in Con- 

STeSS. 
Our Correspondent hopes that his fellow-citizens will not by slighting 

the repeated indulgence of Congress, provoke the resentment of the 

United States; but at the approaching Town-meetings? make such pro- 

vision as that the New Government may be immediately embraced: And 

he further hopes, that this State may be represented in Congress, and 

assist with its councils in matters now on the carpet which are highly 

interesting to this State, and which will probably be decided upon this 

session. 

1. See Governor John Collins to President George Washington, 18 January (RCS:R.L., 
677-78). 

2. The town meetings scheduled to meet on 8 February were to elect delegates to the 
state Convention called to consider the Constitution (RCS:R.I., 684—705). 

Providence Gazette, 6 February 1790! 

Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman in New-York to 

his Friend in this Town, dated January 30. 

‘‘T congratulate you very sincerely on your Prospect of a Return to 

the Path of Honour, and the Road to Happiness—to a Participation of 

the Blessings which we enjoy under the New Constitution of the States. 

‘A curious Anecdote is circulated here, that a Parson in your Senate? 

was violently opposed to a Convention, and prevented the Passing of 

the Act for calling one: That the Governor proposed deferring the 

Business till next Day (Sunday) which was agreed to: That the Parson, 

being obliged to attend to the Cure of Souls, was under a Necessity of 

banishing worldly Cares on that Day; and that his Absence occasioned 

an equal Division of the Senate, which furnished the Governor with an 

Opportunity of doing a popular Act, and turning the Scale in Favour 

of a Convention.” 

1. The entire extract was reprinted six times by 25 March: N.H. (1), Mass. (1), Conn. 

(1), N.Y. (2), Pa. (1). The Pennsylvania Gazette, 24 February, reprinted only the first par- 

agraph. 
2. John Williams. See Newport Herald, 21 January, note 4 (RCS:R.L., 671).
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Antoine de la Forest to Comte de la Luzerne 

New York, 10 February 1790 (excerpts)! 

I have the honor to send you the translation of an act of Congress, 

to take effect the 8th of next month, to apply the provisions of the acts 

relative to the customs duties of the United States to North Carolina. 

The act is the first one that Congress has passed in its second session, 

and the general interest did not permit it to spend a long time in 

deliberation.... 

The last clause of the act of which I have the honor to give you an 

account, sir, postpones until the Ist of next April the moment when 

the inhabitants of the state of Rhode Island will be treated in the Union 

as foreigners.” The 16th of last September Congress extended to them 
until the 15th of the following January the favors reserved to the ships 

of the United States, in the supposition that the state would be reunited 

with the others before that time.’ The same sentiment of moderation 
urged Congress to temporize further and it has moreover become very 

probable that the accession of Rhode Island will not be delayed much 

longer. To begin with, the Federalists of this state have gained a small 

majority to repeal the laws relative to its paper money; they have just 

taken an even greater step in obtaining the convening of a convention 

for the first Monday in March. It is not expected that this convention 

can be immediately brought to ratify the Constitution. It is more real- 

istic that it will adjourn; but in the end it will not be able to resist the 

current which carries all the other states and under these circumstances 

Congress believes it should avoid all severe decisions. 

1. RC (Tr), Affaires Etrangéres, Correspondance Consulaires, BI 910, New York, ff. 

282-83, Archives Nationales, Paris. 

2. See Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 
3. See John Adams to John Brown, 15 September 1789, note 3 (RCS:R.L., 599). 

Alpha 

Providence United States Chronicle, 11 February 1790 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE CHRONICLE. 

Sir, Much has been said by a certain Class of Men, against a Nocturnal 

Convention,’ held on the Evening of the 6th Inst at the House of Gen- 
eral ‘Thayer.2—The Conduct of the Members of that Convention by a 

partial interested few has been reprobated in the strongest ‘Terms.— 

To answer certain Purposes it is represented to have been a Meeting 

of the Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers*—this is denied.— 

It is affirmed, Sir, in Contradiction to those who willfully misrepre- 

sent—That it was a Meeting of the Freemen of the Town of Provi- 

dence—that it was a Meeting from which no Freeman of the Town
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upon Application would have been excluded.—It is true, Sir, the Meet- 

ing consisted principally of Mechanics; but then, even if the Members 

of the Convention who were the same Evening assembled at the Lower 

End of the Town, threatning Destruction to the Liberties of those poor 

ignoble Mechanics, had advanced in a Body, tho’ the Phalanx must 

have appeared terrible, without Opposition it would have been admit- 

ted. 

These Sir, are Facts,—if any Person could be found to deny them, 

he would not be called “a Liar’’—but with all Politeness imaginable, 

he would be proved to be such.—But allowing that this was a Meeting 

of the Mechanics and Manufacturers alone, and from which all other 

Classes of Men would have been excluded, where was the Criminality 

of it.—Is there any existing Law, in this State which forbids such Meet- 

ings?—Does not the Disapprobation of this Meeting come from the 

wrong Persons? With what Propriety can Men who have for Years past 

met zn Convention and agreed upon certain Persons for Representatives 

for the Town, and indeed almost all the other Officers, come forward, 

and with so much Warmth and ill Temper execrate the Proceedings of 

the Meeting at Gen. Thayer’s.—Do they suppose themselves the “well 

born”’ few,—and that they alone are to regulate the Choice of the Rep- 

resentatives, and other Officers of this Town.—This, Sir, has heretofore 

been too much the Case—the Mechanics and other Freemen of this 

Town have been a long Time duped by a certain Class of Men—but, 

thank God, the Scales have fallen from their Eyes,* and they have opened 

them to a Sense of their Liberties. 

If these Nocturnal Conventions do strike at the Freedom of Elections; 

if they are as replete with Evils as the Box of Pandora,’ who are to 

blame?— Let those who introduced them decide? 

Providence, Feb. 9, 17790 

1. “Nocturnal conventions” was a term usually used to describe the Country party 
caucuses to plot strategy or nominate officers (see “Glossary,” RCS:R.I., 317). 

2. Simeon Thayer, a major in the Continental Army during the Revolution and then 

a brigadier-general in the Rhode Island militia, owned a tavern on Constitution Hill in 
Providence. 

3. In March 1789, the Rhode Island legislature incorporated the Providence Associa- 
tion of Mechanics and Manufacturers (Bartlett, Records, X, 315-17). 

4. In Acts 9:18, scales fell from Saul’s eyes, curing his blindness; whereupon, he was 
filled with the Holy Spirit and converted to Christianity, becoming St. Paul. 

5. In Greek mythology, Pandora was the first woman on earth. She was given a box 
(or a large jar) which was not to be opened. Curiosity, however, consumed her and she 

opened the box, which then released all the evils that spread throughout the world. 
Hurriedly she closed the box, to retain in it only Hope.
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William Peck to Henry Knox 

Providence, 15 February 1790 (excerpt)! 

... When the Legislature of Rhode Island Order’d a convention of 

the State to meet the first of March next, our Federal Friends were 

happy in the (almost) certainty of soon becoming a part of the Union; 

nor had they any cause to change their opinion, untill they found the 

Antis, by their unremitted exertions, had elected a Majority of their 

own people to decide upon the Constitution—What their decision will 

be is yet uncertain—We however hope for the best—Our Federal Del- 

egates are many of them men of abilities and good Speakers; this cir- 

cumstance justifies us in the hope that ignorance & obstinacy will give 

way to Eloquence & fair reasoning—but should we fail in this, we ex- 

pect that Solid Arguments, a principle by which many of them have been 

frequently Sway’d will again have its desired effect.... 

1. RC, Knox Papers, GLC 02437.04513. The Gilder Lehrman Collection, courtesy of 
The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society. 

In the rest of the letter, Peck asked Knox to recommend him for the position of naval 
officer at Providence in the customs service. Peck also wrote President George Washing- 

ton directly on 15 February saying that, because a state convention had been called and 
there was hope that Rhode Island would soon join the Union, he wished to be considered 

for the position of naval officer (Abbot, Washington, Presidential Series, V, 149-50n). Peck 

(1755-1832), a native of Lyme, Conn., and a Yale College graduate (1775), was a Con- 

tinental Army officer, 1776-81, serving as deputy adjutant of the general forces in Rhode 

Island, 1777-81. After the war, he moved to Providence. He was appointed the U.S. 
marshal for Rhode Island in July 1790, serving until 1810. 

Newport Mercury, 15 February 1790 

From a Correspondent. 

In a few Days our political Happiness or Misery will be determined— 

But before that Day arrives, it is hinted to those Gentlemen, who are 

opposed to the Federal Government, that they be cautious, lest they 

plunge themselves into irretrievable Ruin and Disgrace. 

Much is expected from the Convention who meet the first Monday 

in March. Congress have suspended all Acts respecting this State, in 

Consequence of the Request of the Legislature of this State, and their 

Declaration that there was every Reason to hope that this State would 

in a short Time accede to the Federal Government.'—Expectation is on 

tip toe, and Fame, with Wings expanded, and a Trumpet in her Hand,’ 

waits earnestly to waft the happy Intelligence to our Sister States.— 

Consider, ye who are to decide upon the all important Question—Let 

your Hearts be open to Conviction—Remember that you cannot stand 

alone—but united to the other Pillars you will be protected, and be- 

come respectable.
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Be wise for yourselves, and may the State of Rhode-Island rise from 

the anarchial Gulph into which it has, for many Years been plunged— 

to the Zenith of political Glory and Fame. 

In the Answer of the Legislature of Massachusetts to the Governor’s 

Speech, is the following Paragraph:® 

‘The Accession of another State [1.e., North Carolina] to our Union, 

by so large a Majority of its Citizens, is a happy Presage of those Bless- 
ings we wish to obtain by the Adoption of the Federal Constitution.— 

We are convinced that the Strength and Respectability of the Confed- 
eration, essentially depend on the united Exertions of all the indepen- 

dent States of America. From this Consideration we sincerely hope, that 

the Citizens of Rhode Island will, at their ensuing Convention, exercise 

their wonted Patriotism—and by their Decisions complete the Union. 
Thus allied under One Federal Government, and by paying a strict 

Attention to its Administration, we cannot but anticipate Peace, Liberty 

and every National Happiness.” 

1. For the legislature’s request to Congress, see RCS:R.I., 676-78. For Congress’ sus- 
pension, see Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 

2. A reference to the Roman goddess Fama (Greek goddess Pheme). 
3. A reference to the legislature’s response to Governor John Hancock’s 19 January 

address to the legislature. For the portion of the address on Rhode Island, see the Mas- 
sachusetis Centinel, 20 January (Mfm:R.I.). The response appeared in the Centinel on 6 
February. 

A Friend to the State of Rhode-Island 

Newport Herald, 18 February 1790! 

In the present uncertain and critical situation of our affairs I beg 

leave to propose the following observations to the serious consideration 

of the Delegates to the approaching Convention, on whom depends 

the happiness or misery of this State. 

The General Assembly at their last session passed two Acts, in one of 

which they recommended a Convention to be called for a full and free 

investigation of and decision upon the New Constitution,—and in the other 

they set forth that unless a further suspension of the Acts of Congress, 

subjecting the citizens of this State to foreign tonnage and foreign duties, 

could be obtained, the operation of the then existing laws of Congress 

would prove greatly injurious to the commercial interests of this State, and 
therefore requested the Governor to make application in the name of 

this State to Congress for reviving the indulgence granted by them to 

the citizens thereof by their Act passed at their last session, &c. and in 

order to induce Congress to comply with their earnest request, they 

further declared that there was every reason to hope that this State would 

in a short time accede to the Federal Union.’
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An application was accordingly made, and Congress relying upon the 

assurances of the Legislature, and willing to conquer opposition by 

moderation, have further indulged the State to the first of April next.° 

Now let me ask the Delegates appointed to the Convention, most of 

whom are members of the General Assembly, what sentiments will Con- 

gress entertain of you and the Legislature of the State, if, contrary to 

the declarations in the Act last referred to, you should refuse to ratify 

the New Constitution, or which will be considered by Congress as tan- 

tamount to a rejection, you should adjourn without a decision,—and 

what consequences would flow from such refusal or an adjournment 

of the Convention. 

Would they not consider the Legislature as having trifled with them, 

and imposed upon their leniency? you as insensible or wilfully opposed 

to the real interest of the State and the United States, and take such 

measures to reclaim us as their wisdom and justice should warrant and 

direct? —They certainly would. 

The operation of the Act imposing foreign tonnage and foreign du- 

ties will as the Legislature justly express it, prove greatly injurious to the 

commercial interest, and, let me add, for they are inseparably con- 

nected, the landed interest of this State. —AIl intercourse between this 

and the United States, by land as well as by water, will, by the operation 

of that Act, be so clogged, as to amount to an almost absolute prohi- 

bition.—It will be left to the charity of our once Sister States, grown 

cold by our obstinacy, if not turned to resentment, to determine whether 

some of the principal towns in the State shall be supplied with bread 

and fuel or not;—and great numbers who depend immediately on com- 

merce for their subsistence must perish. 

The farmers in general, and they especially whose estates are nearest 

to the large commercial towns, will not be exempted from the common 

distress. Some of them receive their fire wood and a considerable part 

of their bread from the other States, and the faculty of the inhabitants 

of the sea ports for purchasing the produce of the farmer, being di- 

minished by the embarrassments of trade, the price of their produce 

must fall, and their estates, which have already sunk 25 per cent. must 

sink still lower in their value.—These observations are so natural and 

so obviously true, that one would think they could not have escaped 

the notice of the farmer; and, discerning the truth of them, it would 

seem almost impossible that he should not unite with the merchant in 

promoting measures calculated to extend trade, agriculture, and me- 

chanic arts; and yet as obvious as these observations are some artful 

and designing men have so far deluded a number of the citizens of 

this State, as to induce them to believe that the interests of the mer-
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chant and farmer are distinct, and have inflamed them to such a degree 

against the former,’ as that they seem to delight in counteracting their 

views, and even to glory in effecting their ruin.—Yea these base parti- 
zans have gone such lengths to accomplish their purposes, as to rep- 

resent a Constitution evidently calculated to extend commerce, pro- 

mote agriculture, and manufactures, and to secure the liberties of the 

state, as a system of government contrived to enslave the mass of the 

people, and to aggrandize a few ambitious, avaricious characters.— 

They have represented that the monies, drawn from the people, into 

the public Treasury, instead of being under the control, and appropri- 

ation of their representatives, may be taken from thence at the will of 

individual Officers, and particularly that by the New Constitution the 

President holds the keys of the Treasury; and may take out of it what 

and when he pleases.—The most palpable falshoods delivered with so- 

lemnity by those who have acquired a confidence with persons, who 

have neither leisure, nor perhaps inclination, to examine into facts, too 

frequently make impressions which cannot be easily erased.—By such 

prepossessions a number of the good people of this State have, alas! 

been too long governed. 

The General Assembly of the State have at length by their letters to 

Congress, and by the Act of the last session disclosed to the people, 

that commerce is essential to the happiness of the State, that the pri- 

viledges of it cannot be obtained but by adopting the New Constitu- 

tion,—and sensible that a right understanding of the New Constitution 

cannot be acquired without a full and free investigation, thereof by Del- 

egates appointed by the people for that purpose; have recommended 

a Convention to be called, and Delegates are accordingly chosen.—As 

they will have sufficient leisure, and without doubt will be disposed to 

communicate and receive light, and to embrace the truth with honest 

minds on which side soever it may appear, it is to be hoped, that 

seeing the evils which will ensue a rejection of the Constitution, and 

the advantages which will result from adopting it they may be induced 

to ratify it. 

Having in general pointed out the misery and distress which will 

attend the operation of the Act subjecting the trade of this State to 

foreign tonnage and foreign duties, which Act will operate in full force 

against us after the first day of April next, if the Constitution is not 

previously ratified by this State—I now proceed to propose a few ques- 

tions to the consideration of the Delegates to the Convention, leaving 

the solution of them to their own judgments.— Will not our continuing 

detached from the Union interfere with the Revenue Acts of the United 

States,—with their plans for the common defence, and for establishing
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public credit?—Will Congress suffer a single refractory State to em- 

barrass its great, necessary national measures? Have not the United 

States an undoubted right, on the principles of national justice, to pre- 

vent, in such way as they shall judge proper, our embarrassing the ex- 

ecution of their political system?—Hath not Congress a right to insist 

upon, and even to compel us to pay our quota of the debt contracted 

by the war;—and although this State should consider itself as foreign, 

and independent, yet, upon the principles of an incorporate union, to 

view us as a part of the United States, subject to its general government, 

and to demand from the State its proportion of the expence accrued, 

and accruing by the General Government?—Now let me ask what would 

be the consequence if the Congress should make a demand solely of 

the payment of our quota of the debt contracted by the late war?—Is 

this State able to pay it?—And would not the country suffer essential 

injury by distraints?P—Let me further ask, is it just that the other States 

should sustain the whole expence of establishing and administering the 

Federal Government,—securing the Western Territory, &c. &c. and that 

this State, without contributing towards it, should enter the Union, and 

reap all the benefits of that Government and that territory, whenever 

it shall please to adopt it?° 

Can justice admit such an ungenerous sentiment, and will the wis- 

dom of the United States, to use a familiar proverb, beat the bush and 

suffer this State to take the bird?® 

What measures the Great Council of the Union may take with us, 

besides leaving us to the operation of her acts of trade, and to our own 

destruction it would be presumptuous in me to suggest.—But if any 

degree of resentment could be supposed to enter into their delibera- 

tions, might we not expect the most rigorous treatment, would be the 

consequence of unexampled moderation, ignominiously abused. 

The hints I have thrown out are intended to awaken the attention 

of the Delegates to the Convention to the true interests of this State; 

for the honor and happiness of which I am anxiously solicitous. Sure 

I am that if they will advert to this, and deliberately weigh the merits 

of the New Constitution, we shall not experience the calamities which 

a rejection of it will most certainly bring upon us.—But if on the con- 

trary this State must fall a sacrifice to inconsideration and invincible 

prejudice, which may Heaven prevent! they who have endeavored, and 

shall still endeavor to support it, will have this consolation that they 

have done their duty, while the stings which will goad the consciences 

of those who have contributed to her ruin will be sharpened by ever- 

lasting reproach.
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1. The Providence Gazette, 27 February, reprinted this article “By request,” along with “A 
Freeholder” (immediately below). 

2. For the two acts, see RCS:R.I., 675-78. 
3. See Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 
4. “Farmer” in the original printing but corrected to “former” by an errata in the 

Newport Herald, 25 February. The Providence Gazette reprinting used the corrected “‘for- 
mer.” 

5. A condensed and modified version of this paragraph appeared in the New York 
Daily Advertiser, 15 March (Mfm:R.I.), and was reprinted in the Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 
19 March; Pennsylvania Packet, 25 March; and Charleston City Gazette, 9 April. 

6. John Heywood, A dialogue conteinyng the number in effect of all prouerbes in the englishe 
tongue... (London, 1546), Part I, chapter 3: “And whyle I at length debate and beate 

the bush/There shall steppe in other men, & catche the burdes.”’ 

A Freeholder 

Newport Herald, 18 February 1790! 

To the OPPOSERS of the CONSTITUTION of the UNITED STATES, 2n this 

State. 

An ancient Sage being asked, how he acquired so superior a degree 

of knowledge? replied, that he examined all subjects before he adopted 

or rejected them, with as much circumspection as the blind man who 

feels with his stick the ground on which he is going to step;—But the 

manner of obtaining information (or rather of ignorance) in this State, 

hath been blindly to step first, and then to feel; hence many are found 

in the ditch. 

Hearing a person warmly inveigh against the Constitution of the 

United States, I asked him what parts of it he objected to?>—all—all of 

it, he replied— ’twill strip us of our houses—lands—make us slaves,— 

Ill therefore have nothing to do with it, but kick it out.— You have not 

perused it with candor, rejoined I.—No, said he, I have never read 

it:—Never read it, cried I with astonishment, and yet oppose it!—No, 

replied he; for Squire ———— and neighbor ——— told me what it 

was, and I am therefore against it.—Wretched picture of ignorance, 

and a melancholy proof of the baneful influence of party spirit! 

Long—too long, have we determined the merit, or demerit of prop- 

ositions, which have been submitted to us in this State by the principle 

of party; ’tis time therefore, that each one searches for himself before 

he makes up his judgment, and pay some regard to the general good. 

The Constitution of the United States hath undergone a liberal and 

manly discussion in the twelve States that have adopted it.—The im- 

perfections that the most critical could point out, are so trifling as not 

to be placed in competition with its merits; but however important they
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are, the amendments proposed by Congress, and already ratified by 

several States, will remedy those defects.’ 

At this late period of discussion by this State, we have not only to 

consider of the fitness of the Constitution, but the necessity of our 

adopting it,—the leading characters in opposition have openly avowed 

that the latter principle must sooner or later operate.— Deputy-Governor 

Owen, in the preamble to a Bill he presented, (in order to supersede 

the appointment of a State Convention, by) referring it again to the 

people, declares, that “the Constitution recommended by the General Con- 

vention held in Philadelphia, on the 17th day of September, A. D. 1787, has 

been adopted by twelve of the United States: And that the said twelve States have 

proceeded to organize a Federal Government conformable to the principles thereof, 

and have put the same into actual operation: And that from the operation thereof 

the citizens of this State will suffer great and manifold inconveniences and 

discouragements in their trade and commerce, and otherwise, while they are 

considered and treated as foreigners, wholly disconnected from all the said States: 

By reason whereof it has become the interest and policy of this State to take the 

most prudent measures for acceding to the Union of the said twelve States, formed 

and organized as aforesaid: And that the accession of the State of North-Carolina 

to the said Union, and the grievous operation of the Federal Government on the 

interests of many of the citizens of this State, since the last measures taken by the 

General Assembly on the subject, have presented the same to our view and consid- 

eration in a very different attitude from that in which it then appeared,”’—Of 

this necessity however, the present opposers are the only cause.— There 

was a time when our voice was called for in the General Convention, 

to join in forming a Constitution,* when, from the respectability of the 

State, we had a full share of influence in the Union, and could thereby 

have effected what had been conformable to our wishes, provided they 

were founded on the general good—There was also a time when, if we 

had considered the Constitution in a State Convention, and should 

have found it inapplicable to our happiness, our objections, if they 

comported with reason, would have influenced other States in their 

decision; but the policy of the leading opposers to it, hath been to 

procrastinate an investigation of it, while the State hath experienced 

all the evils consequent to an undecided government.—The adoption 

of it now is of moment to us— Questions of revenue, which involve the 

most important events to the interest of this State, are now before Con- 

gress; should we again delay, we may lose an opportunity of doing es- 

sential service to the interest of the State. 

From the proceedings of Congress it appears, that in consequence 

of an application from this State, agreeably to a Resolve of the last 

sessions of Assembly, they have continued a further suspension of the
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Navigation Laws, as it regards this State, to the first of April next;? and 

by private letters we are informed, that Congress viewed the assurances 

conveyed by this Resolution of the Assembly, as leaving no doubt of an 

immediate adoption of the Constitution: Should we therefore reject it, 

Congress must consider the Assembly either as purposely deceiving 

them, or totally ignorant of the principles of their constituents: Or 

should the State Convention adjourn, it must be viewed by them as a 

pitiful trifling with government. 

It hath been a subject of astonishment, that the Constitution should 

have been opposed by the landed interest, as it evidently bears harder 

on the mercantile.-—The revenue for the exigencies of government, is 

raised only by imposts on the importation of foreign goods, while ag- 

riculture and manufactures are encouraged—The consumer, it is true, 

will eventually pay this tax; but are not the inhabitants of (sea-port)® 

towns the greatest consumers of foreign luxuries? and is it not a heavier 

tax on them, than by quotaing a sum according to wealth, or numbers? 

besides no one is obliged to pay, but he who dresses in rich attire, or 

satiates his appetite with dainties of foreign climes; for our lands with 

industry, will yield every thing necessary for the support and conve- 

nience of life. 

The prosperity of this State is much dependent on commerce; it is 

the medium for disposing of the produce of our country, besides en- 

abling us to build ships and be the carriers for others. 

(The value of lands have risen or fallen according to the thriftiness 

or decline of our sea ports: Before the war, lands in this State were sold 

from 50 to 200 per cent. higher than the price they will now command; 

and the lands upon this island’ are valued at a proportionable higher 

rate, than lands of equal goodness, but not so contiguous to the mar- 

ket—hence it is evident, that the landed interest is connected with the 

mercantile, and that the landholders upon this island are more inter- 

ested than others in the success of this town—lIt was therefore with 

surprize the inhabitants of it learnt that the towns of Portsmouth and 

Middletown, upon this island, should be opposed to the Constitution, 

as the existence of this town is so dependent upon its adoption. 

If the State Convention should be so regardless to the true interest 

of this State, as to reject the Constitution, or even to adjourn the de- 

cision of it, the situation of Newport would be ruinous, unless remedied 

in a way that would be painful to their connexion with the State— 

Their coasting vessels could no longer sail under the high imposition 

of foreign tonnage and port charges, and their foreign vessels would 

be rotting in the docks, for want of markets in the neighboring States 

to vend the excess of the supply here, they would therefore be pre-
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vented from purchasing of the country their produce: or should the 

town of Newport be driven by distress and apprehension of total ruin, 

to apply to Congress to be admitted into the Union separate and dis- 

tinct from the State, there would scarcely be found a man among them 

so regardless of the honor and interest of their town as to purchase 

any articles of those characters, who, by opposing the Constitution, 

should have thus forced them to a dismemberment from the State.)® 

These are subjects of serious consideration—they are not the effu- 

sions of temper, but the result of dispassionate reason. 

Examine then with coolness, what you have opposed from preju- 

dice—Consider that you tread on dangerous ground, and that if you 

persevere in opposing the adoption of the Constitution, you may entail 

misery on yourselves, or cause the annihilation of the government of 

the State. 

1. The Providence Gazette, 27 February, reprinted this article “By request,” along with “A 
Friend to the State of Rhode-Island”’ (immediately above). 

2. For the twelve amendments to the Constitution adopted by Congress on 25 Septem- 

ber 1789 and sent by President George Washington to the states for ratification on 2 
October, see Appendix I (below). By 18 February 1790, New Jersey, Maryland, North 

Carolina, South Carolina, New Hampshire, and Delaware had ratified some or all of the 

amendments. 

3. See “Daniel Owen’s Bill Calling Town Meetings to Give Instructions on the New 
Constitution,” 17 January 1790 (RCS:R.L., 673-75n). 

4. Rhode Island refused to send delegates to the Constitutional Convention. See RCS:R.L., 
Vol. 1, xxxv—xxxvii, 8-23. 

5. For the legislature’s “application” to Congress, see RCS:R.I., 676-78. For Congress’ 

suspension, see the Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.1., 736-37). 

6. An errata in the Newport Herald, 25 February, indicated that the word in angle 

brackets should have been inserted before the word “towns.” The Providence Gazette re- 

printing included “‘sea-port.”’ 

7. A reference to the island of Rhode Island (i.e., Aquidneck) which contained the 

towns of Portsmouth, Middletown, and Newport. 

8. The text in angle brackets was reprinted in the New York Daily Advertiser, 15 March 

(Mfm:R.I.); Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 19 March; Pennsylvania Packet, 25 March; and 

Charleston City Gazette, 12 April. 

Newport Herald, 18 February 1790! 

It is to be hoped, says a Correspondent, that the State of Rhode-SIsland 

is destined to share with her Sister States, the honors, advantages and 

felicity resulting from the Federal Government. The great Father of 

Nature has chequered her condition with the passing clouds of dejec- 

tion, but the force of Federalism will burst her into being—She shall 

then look back with regret at the causes which have impeded her pro- 

gress to political virtue and happiness, and blush that she procrasti- 

nated to so late a period, the adoption of a Constitution which will
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encourage and promote every useful art, afford her peace at home, 

and render her respectable abroad. 

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 22 February; New Hampshire Spy, 24 February; New York 
Daily Advertiser, 5 March; Pennsylvania Packet, 12 March; and Charleston City Gazette, 19 
March. 

New York Daily Advertiser, 20 February 1790! 

Extract of a letter from Newport, (Rhode-Island) Feb. 11. 

“At present our island and state may not improperly be called the 

Botany Bay? of America, the receptacle of the seditious, the disaffected, 

and the bankrupts of other states, an Augean stable, whose accumu- 

lated filth will take some modern Hercules’ at least thirty years to clear 

away; for we are still in hopes there is virtue and magnanimity enough 

among us to remove some time or another, the mass of pollution col- 

lected in this state in the course of the last six years. The sons of Belial* 

are numerous amongst us, tho’ there are some hopes of their refor- 

mation in as much as Dr. I—— T——” and Co. have published some 

letters in which they assert that should the general government be wisely 

and prudently administred they make no doubt its subjects may be the 

richest and happiest people on earth, which (says ‘T——) is my sincere 

prayer. &c. What a lovely, immaculate creature is this Dr. I—— ‘T—— 

and lo! he prayeth![’’] 

1. Reprinted: Stockbridge, Mass., Western Star, 2 March; Pennsylvania Packet, 18 March. 

The writer of this letter is attacking John Taylor, a Massachusetts Antifederalist who had 
recently moved to Smithfield, R.I. For Taylor, see Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 6 August 
1789, note 4 (RCS:R.I., 566). For Taylor’s defense of himself, see “John Taylor,” Newport 
Mercury, 15 February 1790 (Mfm:R.L). 

2. A reference to the British penal colony in Australia. 

3. According to myth, King Augeas was the largest owner of cattle in Greece and each 
night all of the animals were confined to the stables, which created massive filth. Hercules 
is fabled to have cleaned Augeas’ stables in one day. 

4, See “A Friend to Rule and Order,” Providence Gazette, 15 March 1788, note 1 (RCS:R.L, 

139). 

. The Stockbridge, Mass., Western Star, 2 March, reprint changed “I——- T——”’ to 

“JOHN TAYLOR.” 

A Freeholder 

Newport Herald, 25 February 1790 

To THE HONORABLE THE DELEGATES OF THE STATE CONVENTION. 

To the Delegates of a free people, the Address of a Freeholder can- 

not be displeasing, especially at a period when the State is convulsed 

by parties, and the public decision is called for on a question that is
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pregnant with the most interesting consequences—The citizen there- 

fore, who shall communicate his sentiments on public affairs with de- 

cency, hath, at least, a claim to attention and candor. 

Regular government is essential to the happiness of society, to protect 

the poor from the rich, and the weak from the strong, to give security 

to the fruits of our labor, and safety to our persons,—All civilized so- 

cieties have therefore considered it as the greatest of human blessings: 

but so uninformed have been the mass of the people in the first origin 

of social compacts, in the various nations of Europe, that they have 

neglected improving an important crisis to form a free and efficient 

government, but left it to chance or ambition—Hence there is a chaos 

in their systems, and a tyranny more or less in the executions of them: 

But America hath shaken off the yoke of ancient ignorance, and seized 

the favorable moment, to deliberate upon and form a Constitution 

upon the great principles of liberty and security: How far the present 

Constitution of the United States comports with those principles, and 

is adapted to the happiness of this State, is with you, GENTLEMEN, a 

subject of serious consideration, you are honored by the suffrages of a 

free people, to fully investigate and decide this question—a question 

the most important that can be submitted to a public body:—It is there- 

fore presumed, that in your discussions and determination of it, you 

will act unbiassed by party attachments, or sinister motives. 

The Constitution is calculated for a confederacy of States: It vests in 

Congress the power, of making war, peace, and treaties; over concerns 

of a foreign and general nature, of regulating commerce, providing for 

the support of government, and establishing correspondent judicial 

and executive authorities—Can these powers, or any of them, be ex- 

ercised to effect or advantage by this State, in its individual capacity? 

Experience hath taught us they cannot. 

States or individuals, entering into civil compacts, must give up a 

share of liberty to preserve the rest in a more perfect manner; and 

where the interests are various, arising from situation, habits, or trade, 

concessions must be made by each: Upon these principles (which are 

sanctioned by the experience and wisdom of mankind) the merits of 

the Constitution appear; for there is not a right, important to the States, 

which are not by them retained; nor will this State cede greater advan- 

tages to the Union, in the adoption of the Constitution, than the State 

which is the least benefited by it. 

It is prudent and wise, not only to consider of the merits of the 

Constitution before you adopt it; but in case you meditate an adjourn- 

ment or a rejection, that you look forward to consequences which may 

result therefrom.
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Should you adjourn, upon what principle could you do it? What 

reason could you give, that would be satisfactory? One of the State 

Conventions, it is true, did adjourn, but this was at an early period;' you 

cannot have the same reason, because you have had two years longer to 

consider of it, and their wisdom to guide you. Plausible as may be your 

ostensible reasons for such a measure, will not another and perhaps 

the true construction be put upon it? Will Congress be again induced 

by any assurances, to further suspend the operation of their laws? You 

must be sensible they will not:—Besides exposing our citizens to ruin, 

do you not hazard the interest of the State? The general Government 

hath been organized a year, and the revenues arising from the Impost 

of the States now in Union, have paid the expences of it and left a 

surplus in the Treasury towards discharging the interest of the public 

debt; is it not then a privilege to be admited now (at the eleventh hour) 

to a participation of the government, without having contributed to- 

wards its establishment? Must we not expect, that if an adoption is 

delayed, that Congress at least will require, our proportion of the gen- 

eral expences, as a preliminary for admission?p—And this at a time, 

when we shall have no other resource left but taxation, for with the 

stagnation that will take place in our trade, the revenues that have 

arisen therefrom, will cease. 

A rejection of the Constitution will be a solemn declaration of se- 

ceding from an union with the other States:—If we were blessed with 

the greatest domestic harmony, such a secession would be dangerous, 

but when we consider the division that prevails, the numbers and re- 

spectability of those, who advocate an adoption, will not a rejection be 

madness in the extreme? Will the State have power to prevent a dis- 

memberment of it? It is evident they will not. Or should we be called 

upon for a payment of our quota of the foreign and domestic debt, 

have we any funds provided? Or are there any resources that would 

furnish it? There are none. Since then a rejection would be ruinous, 

and an adjournment productive of numerous evils, what reason can 

there be for delaying an adoption? 

GENTLEMEN, The trust reposed in you, is of the highest importance, 

and your responsibility is consequently great.—That you may discharge 

your duty to the honor and interest of the State, and meet with the 

just and grateful approbation of your Fellow Citizens, is the ardent wish 

of A FREEHOLDER. 

1. On 22 February 1788 the New Hampshire Convention adjourned to 18 June 1788 

(CC:554). The reconvened Convention ratified the Constitution on 21 June (CC:785).
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Greenwichiensis 

Newport Herald, 25 February 1790! 

Mr. Edes, Please to give the following remarks on two pieces published in 

your last paper, the one signed A Friend to the State of Rhode-SIsland, and the 

other A Freeholder? a place in your impartial Herald, and you will oblige 

GREENWICHIENSIS. 

The writers of the two pieces referred to have both endeavored, by 

representing, in striking colours, the evils which will result to the landed 

as well as the mercantile interest of this State, from a rejection of the 

Constitution by the ensuing Convention, to induce the Delegates to 

adopt it;—and the Freeholder has ventured so far, as to hold up the idea 

that a dismemberment of the State may be the consequence of a re- 

jection. 

That the landed and mercantile interest are inseparably connected,— 

that the landed interest at large must be involved in the ruin of the 

trading towns, and that the farmers who are contiguous to those towns 

will soonest feel, and participate in their distress must be acknowledged 

by every thinking man,—and I will agree with those writers that the 

Commerce of this State would be utterly ruined by a rejection of the 

Constitution if we were reduced to their Hobson’s choice.’—But is there 

not a channel through which our commerce might flow enlarged, and 

by which our agriculture and manufactures might be promoted, even 

if we should be excluded from the privileges of the Union?—There 

is,—and is it not surprizing, that our politicians, who in other respects 

have shown themselves to be possessed of extensive forecast, as well as 

fortitude, should have so long overlooked or neglected it?—Let the 

Constitution be immediately rejected, we have dallied with it too long 

for our interest,—the Revenue Act of the State be repealed,*—and our 

ports thrown open to all the world, commerce will then revive, and 

agriculture and manufactures flourish.—Our harbors will be covered 

with the ships, and our stores be replenished with the produce of for- 

eign nations, and they will readily admit us to all the benefits of a 

reciprocal intercourse.—A high demand for our productions and man- 

ufactures will ensue, and give an animating impulse to industry and 

agriculture.—All the States on the Continent of America will bring 

hither their produce, their manufactures and their money to exchange 

for and to purchase the foreign articles in which we shall abound.— 

We shall exceed St. Eustatius’ in its most flourishing state, and, instead 

of experiencing those evils, which have frightened the Federalists, and 

with a gloomy picture of which they have endeavoured to frighten the 

Antifederalists, we shall soon become the wealthiest, the happiest, and
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the most envied State in the World.—This plan for advancing our op- 

ulence and felicity is so easily executed, and the advantages which will 

flow from its execution are so great and obvious that it ought to be 

immediately embraced. But if we do not adopt the Constitution we shall 

soon cease to exist as a State, says the Freeholder, Congress will destroy our 

State jurisdiction, and dismember the State.—It must be confessed that 

this threat if it were well founded would be alarming;—but pray what 

has this menace to support it, but a metaphysical, cobweb bottom woven 

with the subtle threads of distinction between an incorporate Union and 

a federal Alliance?—Is not this State a free, distinct sovereignty, abso- 

lutely independent of the rightful control of any and all the States and 

kingdoms of the Earth?°’—and, this being palpably the case, what right 

have the United States to interfere with US?—What right have they to 

annihilate, and dismember this Statep—What right have they to exercise 

dominion over us?>—We are not a conquered people; nor have they any 

right to make war upon us.—If they should attempt to subjugate us, 

would not foreign powers, who will find their account in a commercial 

intercourse with us, combine to support us, and apart from this, would 

not all the Sovereign Powers of the Earth consider such an attempt, even 

upon a small Sovereignty, as an insult upon Sovereignty itselfP—Did not 

every crowned head, in Europe, and in the World feel and resent the 

decapitation of Charles the First?’—Trust me my Antifederal Friends, 

these hints of a dismemberment are intended solely to intimidate you.— 

They are mere scare-crows.—As a free distinct independent, Sovereign 

State, you are not bound to enter into any alliance but what you conceive 

will be for your interest;—and it is interest alone that doth, and which 

alone ought to govern Sovereign, Independent States. 

That Commerce is essential to the happiness of this State, is allowed 

by its Legislature, and on all hands, and if our commerce must be 

ruined unless we accede to the Union, we ought immediately to accede 

to it;—but if on the contrary, by rejecting the Constitution, and pur- 

suing the plan I have proposed, our commerce, our agriculture, our 

manufactures, and our wealth will be encreased, we most clearly ought, 

without hesitation to reject it (dallying and adjourning will only pro- 

long our distress,) and embrace a measure which will ensure to us such 

extensive, and such lasting benefits. 

1. For a response to this piece, see “Agricola,” Newport Herald, 11 March (below). 
2. See “A Friend to the State of Rhode-Island” and “A Freeholder,” Newport Herald, 

18 February (both above). 

3. The option of taking the one thing offered or nothing. 

4. In May 1789 the Rhode Island legislature passed an act providing that the state 
would collect the same impost duties as Congress would enact (Newport Mercury, 11 May
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1789, RCS:R.I., 501-2). The legislature revised the act and appointed state collectors in 
September (General Assembly Schedule, September 1789 Session [Providence, 1789] 

[Evans 22104], 5-25, 27). See also Bartlett, Records, X, 340-55. 

5, St. Eustatius was a Dutch island in the West Indies that served as an entrepot for 

smuggling. 
6. Article II of the Articles of Confederation provided that “Each state retains its 

sovereignty, freedom and independence” (CDR, 86). 

7. King Charles I was executed by order of Parliament in 1649 during the last stages 

of the English Civil War. 

Newport Herald, 25 February 1790 

The prayers and prophesy of JONAS in the Whale’s Belly.' 

What shocking news I lately hear, 

Which fill’s our souls with trembling fear; 

That Antifederal foes invade, 

And have a mighty conquest made; 

If Antifederal powers commence, 

Consult the gloomy consequence! 

Our Liberty we must deny, 

Or like good martyrs bravely die! 

Heaven grant us what is wanted most, 

A Washington to lead our host; 

A Congress to support our laws, 

And long protect the righteous cause! 

Thus head and members shall agree, 

And peace shall reign o’er land and sea. 

For Sion’s sake, O Lord, arise, 

And scatter all our enemies! 

While fraud and treach’ry shall reign, 

And wise and wholesome laws prophane! 

Can Antifed’s in any wise, 

Pray God to bless their enterprize? 

The time will come, O Antifed’s, 

When shame shall clothe your empty heads! 

When heaven shall all your schemes defeat, 

And kindly raise the good and great. 

1. See Jonah, chapters 1-2. 

Newport Herald, 25 February 1790 

The following is an extract from an act passed at the present session 

of the Congress of the United States of America, entitled, An act for
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giving effect to the several acts therein mentioned, in respect to the 

State of North-Carolina, and other purposes.!— 

‘‘And be it further enacted, That the second section of the act, en- 

titled, “An act to suspend part of an act, entitled an act to regulate the 

collection of duties imposed by law, on the tonnage of ships or vessels, 

and on goods, wares, and merchandizes, imported into the United 

States, and for other purposes,’ passed the sixteenth day of September 

last,? shall, with respect to the inhabitants and citizens of the state of 

Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations, be revived, and also, that the 

fourth section of the said act shall be revived, and both continue in 

force until the first day of April next, AND NO LONGER.” 

1. The extract is clause 6 of the North Carolina Act of 8 February 1790. The act provided 
for the collection of impost and tonnage duties in North Carolina since it was now in the 
Union. For legislative action on and the text of the act, see DHFFC, VI, 1532-51. 

2. See John Adams to Henry Marchant, 17 September 1789, note 2 (RCS:R.L., 610n). 

Solon, junior 

Providence United States Chronicle, 25 February 1790! 

Under the old Confederation the several States retained the power 

of regulating trade exclusively, by levying imposts, or otherwise: And 

altho applied to by Congress, several of them pertinaciously refused to 

part with that power.* 

It is not difficult to see that under the operation of that power, lodged 

in the several State Legislatures, the trade of this State might and prob- 

ably would, in a short space of time, have been shackled with restraints, 

and reduced to embarrassments, similar, and perhaps equal to those 

under which it labours at present. It must therefore be evident, that, 

in this particular, the old Confederation was inadequate to our protec- 

tion. The expedient of vesting Congress with power to raise a revenue 

from trade would not have remedied that defect. It might have placed 

us in our present situation, charged with a heavy impost, and shut out 

from the neighbouring ports, with this difference only, that in that case 

the duties which now go into our own coffers would have gone into 

those of Congress. 

Before the powers of the Sword and Purse could be lodged both 

together in the general Government, with safety, radical alterations were 

necessary in the very frame and constitution of that government. This did not 

escape the examination of those enlightened patriots who met at Phila- 

delphia in the year 1787. The letter from their President to that of 
Congress contains the following remarkable passage. 

“The friends of our country have long seen and desired, that the 

powers of making war, peace and treaties;—that of levying money, and
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regulating commerce, and the correspondent executive and judicial 

authorities, should be fully and effectually vested in the general Gov- 
ernment of the Union:—But the impropriety of delegating such exten- 

sive trust to one body of men is evident—HENCE RESULTS THE NECES- 

SITY OF A DIFFERENT ORGANIZATION.’ ”® 
This sentiment, sanctioned by such venerable authority, must dignify 

the characters of those men and those States, that refused the powers 

of revenue to the old Congress, viz. the patriots and States of New-York 
and Pennsylvania, who finally refused to grant those powers, even after 

this State had complied. 
Pennsylvania having experienced the inconveniences of a single Leg- 

islature, in the late reform of their Constitution, has divided their Leg- 

islature into two Houses.° 
The new federal Constitution contains a wise and beautiful organi- 

zation.—The Representatives of the people, chosen by all the freemen 

personally,—the Senate, chosen by the State Legislatures,—and the 

Supreme Executive, chosen by Electors, specially appointed by the Leg- 
islatures for that purpose. 

In the business of legislation the two Houses have a concurrent ju- 

risdiction, and the Supreme Executive a qualified negative. 
Here we mark traces of the British Constitution—the admiration of 

the world;—but with mighty advantages to the democratic interest:— 
For in that we behold hereditary Lords, constituting a seperate estate 
in the Legislature;—in ours a Senate, periodically eligible, by our State 

Legislatures: In that we behold a King, possessing his crown by hered- 
itary right, and fortified with an absolute negative on both the other 

estates, and many other prerogatives;—in ours, an elective President, 

who is to become a private citizen at the end of four years, unless 

revived by the breath of the people, possessing only certain and definite 

powers. 
Let any candid person compare the old Congress, a single body, with- 

out a head, possessing and exercising, as the spur of the occasion might 
suggest, by themselves or their committees, or boards, legislative, judi- 
cial and executive powers, blended and confused in the undistinguish- 
able mass of their impotence (if such an expression may be used) with 

the present well-organized national Legislature, and a decided prefer- 
ence must be given to the latter.—In the latter will be found the great 
out-lines of a free efficient and well-balanced government; while the 
former must appear to have been only a fluctuating body of aristocrats, 

not chosen by the freemen at large (except in this State and that of 
Connecticut); but by the Legislatures of States*°—an assembly of am- 
bassadors from sovereign States, armed with full powers only—to give 
advice.
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These remarks may serve to account for the greater confidence re- 

posed in the present Congress, in regard to the collection and expen- 

diture of the national revenues. 

It would not be difficult to point out, in a variety of particulars, the 

changeableness, and the want of economy™ as well as of system, in the 

old Congress—but it becomes us to tread lightly on the ashes of the 

dead;—many venerable patriots have at all times belonged to that body, 

and as much, good, and as little mischief, has been done by them, as 

was to be expected from the deliberations of a single assembly, ap- 

pointed and authorized as they were. 

It may not perhaps become an individual, whose abilities and learn- 

ing are felt by him to be incompetent to the deep research, to attempt 

to decide on the merits of the new federal Constitution, relatively to 

the amendments made, or to be made; nor doth the Writer of these 

lines even flatter himself with the vain hope of bringing all his fellow- 

citizens to the standard of his own scanty ideas of political propriety. 

He knows that the opinions of mankind are, and always will be discor- 

dant, and that “dafference of sentiments is no crime among freemen,” and he 

expects to submit ultimately to the general voice of his country—that 

is to be governed, and not to govern by his sengle voice.—Yet at a time 

when a question, in which the fortunes of his fellow-citizens, as well as 

himself, and of those he expects to leave behind him on the stage of 

life at his departure, are so deeply concerned, is about to receive a sol- 

emn decision, he cannot think he has discharged the duties of a good 

citizen, without declaring his sentiments in the most explicit manner. 

(a) Lt will appear by their Journals, that upwards of THIRTY-FOUR 

THOUSAND DOLLARS, in real money, were ordered to be paid, and 

actually were paid, to one of their general Officers, between the years 

1784 and 1788 inclusively.’ 

1. “Solon, junior’ was perhaps David Howell. See “Solon, jun.,” Providence Gazette, 5 
July 1788, note 1 (RCS:R.IL., 348). 

2. On 30 April 1784 Congress sent to the states an amendment to the Articles of 

Confederation granting Congress the power to regulate commerce for fifteen years (CDR, 
153-54). On 23 October 1786 a congressional committee reported on the acts adopted 

by the various states ratifying that amendment. The committee found that the ratifications 
of New Hampshire, North Carolina, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and South 

Carolina were not proper. Congress resolved that these states reconsider their ratifications 

and make them acceptable to Congress (JCC, XX XI, 907-9). 
3. See the second paragraph of the letter from George Washington, president of the 

Constitutional Convention, to the president of Congress, 17 September 1787 (RCS:R.L., 
322). The last eight words were not in small capital letters in the original letter. 

4. A reference to the Impost of 1783, which Rhode Island finally granted to Congress 
in March 1786 (RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, xxviii-xxix). For New York’s action on the Impost of
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1783, see RCS:N.Y., Vol. 1, xxxvi-xl. On 27 July 1786 Congress declared that Pennsylva- 

nia’s act adopting the Impost of 1783 contained clauses that needed to be repealed before 
the impost could go into effect (JGC, XXX, 443). 

5. The Pennsylvania Constitutional Convention (1789-90) then meeting was drafting 
a new state constitution which would replace the unicameral legislature of the Constitu- 
tion of 1776 with a bicameral legislature. 

6. According to Article V of the Articles of Confederation, delegates to Congress were 
“annually appointed in such manner as the legislature of each state shall direct’ (CDR, 
87). Only in Rhode Island and Connecticut were delegates to Congress elected directly 
by the people. In the other eleven states, the state legislatures elected congressional 
delegates. 

7. Probably a reference to the compensation Congress approved for Baron von Steu- 

ben for his service as a major general and inspector general during the Revolutionary 
War. David Howell was in Congress when it considered granting von Steuben $45,000 in 
April 1784. The amount was reduced to $10,000. Howell likewise was involved in granting 
von Steuben $7,000 in September 1785. See JCC, XXVI, 217-19, 227-30; XXIX, 771- 

74, 

Providence United States Chronicle, 25 February 1790 

LET THOSE WHO CAN SPARE TIME — READ. 

So much has been said, and wrote on the subject of the federal Con- 

stitution, that little new remains to offer the honorable Members of the 

Convention, appointed to meet next week.—Yet I will venture for the 

first time, to impress the magnitude of the business entrusted to their 

care, and to point out a few of the many reasons which urge the ne- 

cessity of a speedy adoption of that Constitution our sister States now 

enjoy. 

Sensible as they all were of the unhappy consequences which flowed 

from the old confederated system, the people at large, by their Rep- 

resentatives, appointed and sent forward the best and most respectable 
of their fellow-citizens, either to revise and strengthen the old or form 

a new government, that would secure to themselves and posterity their 

liberties and properties. This State unfortunately was almost destroyed 

by internal commotions—party rage and private malice so occupied the 

thoughts of those who turned the wheels of government, that little at- 

tention was paid to the advice of any, when those worthy well-informed 

Delegates met in 1787, and without our assistance,! on cool delibera- 

tion, formed and proposed that Constitution the States have now in- 

dividually chosen for to bind themselves together.—A government that 

must necessarily increase the welfare of all classes of men, and render 

them beloved and respected at home and abroad. 

The want of power to protect us from invasion, or internal insurrec- 

tions,—to promote our Agricultures and Manufactures at home, and 

our Commerce abroad was sufficiently exemplified under the old Con- 

federation. How often during the last war, when Congress applied to
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the States for men and money, were they either refused, or treated with 

silence and contempt—they were devoid of power to enforce obedi- 

ence, and consequently were many times reduced to the brink of ruin 

and slavery, and saved alone by the kind assistance of our European 

allies, who advanced that property Congress had not credit to procure 

at home. This inability since the war has been sufficiently exemplified. 

Have not our enemies the Britons, in direct violation of the treaty of 

peace, held subjected to them our Western Territory? have not the 

Savages with impunity been murdering and stealing our Western Breth- 

ren? and have not their cries for assistance been neglected? is there a 

nation on earth to whom we carry the produce of our farms, or our 

manufactures, who do not impose such heavy and intolerable burthens 

as almost amount to a prohibition? our offers of treaties abroad were 

spurned at with contempt, and knowing we had not power under our 

divided inefficient government to retaliate, they have taken every ad- 

vantage, and almost reduced our Commerce to a shadow, consequently 

our lands and their produce to small, very small value. 

In this contemptible situation we were the scorn of other nations, 

the bye word, the reproach of all.—'To remedy those defects the Con- 

stitution you are I hope about to adopt was proposed;—the adoption 

by the other States has gained them as many advantages as the most 

sanguine admirers of it could promise. 

Calmly then, my dear fellow-citizens, revert to our particular situa- 

tion:—Consult your own unbiassed judgments; let your generous sen- 

timents and views be coextensive with the welfare of the Union, and I 

will answer for it, scarce one among you but will say, we ought and will 

be once more united with those we love, from interest and connexion. 

That there are objections, no one will have the presumption to deny— 

a plan that would promote the exclusive interest of one, would be 

injurious to the other States. The President of the General Convention 

has told you, mutual concessions were made; they were indispensable, 

and that they did not expect the entire approbation of each State;— 

yet that he, with the members, religiously believed it would promote 

the lasting welfare, and secure the freedom and happiness of our be- 

loved country.*—Experience thus far has verified those predictions— 

they increase in wealth and population.—Agriculture, Manufactures, 

and Commerce flourish—whilst we, not gradually but rapidly, are driving 

towards inevitable ruin and disgrace.—Our industrious and invaluable 

inhabitants, starving for want of encouragement, quit their native soil, 

emigrate westward and cultivate wildernesses;—Agriculture, the mis- 

tress of all arts, droops her head; our farms are decreased in value at 

least one half, and our dependent commerce, before limited by the
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arbitrary will of foreigners, on the rejection, or even the postponement of the 

adoption of the Constitution, will be utterly ruined: We must not again 

expect from Congress a continuance of lenity.-— However well disposed 

they may be, justice to their own citizens demands an alteration of 

measures, and an entire stoppage of all commerce by land, and no 

other by sea except as foreigners, will follow. 

Would to God our sufferings were at an end here, or that I had 

abilities to depicture, and you time to read them. Alas, difficulties crowd 

on difficulties—turn your eyes on which side you please; the prospect 

darkens, and not a glimpse of relief opens from any other quarter than 

our union with those States, we are allied to by kindred, by inclination, 

by interest and by situation. 

Their impost promises a sufficiency to pay the expences of govern- 

ment, and their proportion of the foreign debt. When they call on us 

for payment of our part, how shall we be prepared? Will the present 

warm opposers, find any other method than by drect taxatton—a mode 

of raising a revenue the present Congress will never adopt, but in case 

of invasion—no dependence can be placed on the payment of our 

Impost but in paper-money, whilst the present act continues;* and even 

allowing specie were paid, we should not raise one-third the sum by 

impost that we should if joined in the Union, with the advantage our 

local situation affords us, of importing for the consumption of a large 

part of Massachusetts, Connecticut and Vermont. 

Without dwelling longer on the misfortunes which surround us, and 
which you are sensible are daily in a rapid manner increasing,—Let 

me assure you the eyes of the world are on you—and individually, your 

names will be held up, either as the fomenters of discord and injustice, 

or the promoters of public justice and private virtue.—Let me request 

you to give a candid unbiassed hearing to the arguments used on both 
sides, and let me intreat you to give that construction which arises from 

your good judgment, not your jealousy to those around you. Beware of 

those intriguing, designing men, who will flock round and cry down all 

order and good government—be assured they are never happy but in 

broils, and that their importance continues only whilst the minds of 

honest men are unhappily heated by party prejudice—be wise, there- 

fore, adopt, and Make Hay while the Sun shines. 

1. For Rhode Island’s refusal to send delegates to the Constitutional Convention, see 
RCS:R.L., Vol. 1, xxxv—xxxvii, 8-23. 

2. See the letter from George Washington, the president of the Constitutional Con- 
vention, to the president of Congress, 17 September 1787 (RCS:R.I., 322-23). 

3. See Newport Herald, 25 February 1790 (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 
4. For Rhode Island’s 1789 impost law, see ‘““Greenwichiensis,”’ Newport Herald, 25 Feb- 

ruary, note 4 (RCS:R.I., 734—36n).
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5. John Heywood, A dialogue conteinyng the nomber in effect of all the prouerbes in the englishe 
tongue... (London, 1546), Part I, chapter 3: “Whan the sonne shynth make hey. whiche 

is to saie,/Take tyme whan tyme comth, lest tyme stele awaie.”’ 

John Adams to Jabez Bowen 

New York, 27 February 1790! 

Your letter of the 15th never reached me till yesterday I condole with 

you in the unfavorable aspect of your elections: but still hope that your 

people will cool upon reflection and that a majority of the convention 

may be induced to accept the constitution. It is in vain to enquire what 

Congress may or can do, at present they can do nothing. The awful 

object before them, I mean the national debt, monopolizes the atten- 

tion of Congress to such a degree that untill some system is digested 

no member of either house will be able to attend to any thing else. 

When the affair of Rhode Island shall be taken up, there will be twenty 

different plans proposed, time must be spent in examination discussion 

and deliberation. 

He must be less than a thinking being who can be at a loss to foresee 

what Congress will ultimately do with Rhode Island, if she obstinately 

refuses to come in—But it would not be prudent in me to predict it 

The opposition of Rhode Island to the impost seems to have been the 

instrument which providence thought fit to use for the great purpose 

of establishing the present constitution:? I sincerely hope their infatu- 

ation may not oblige the United states to take severe measures at their 

expence to convince the people that their interests are in the power 

of their neighbours and to gain strength to the New government by 

punishing its rash opposers. I must finally say to you in confidence that 

I beleive Congress will never beg or pray or exhort your Antis to come 

in. They will leave them at perfect liberty—and whenever they take any 

steps it will not be till injuries shall be multiplied and their just resent- 

ment approved by all the world 

1. FC, Adams Papers, Letterbook, MHi. Adams is responding to Bowen’s letter of 15 
February (RCS:R.I., 706-7). 

2. A reference to Rhode Island’s refusal to ratify the Impost of 1781, which killed the 
measure that would have given Congress an independent source of revenue (RCS:R.L, 
Vol. 1, xxviii). 

Samuel A. Otis to William Smith 

New York, 27 February 1790 (excerpt)! 

... The prospect of accession by the State of R I is unfavorable, there 

are restless & abandoned men there who want curbing, but I know not 

when it will take place....
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1. RC, Smith-Carter Family Papers, MHi. The letter was addressed “Willm. Smith Esqr./ 

Merch[an]t/Boston.” Otis (1740-1814), a graduate of Harvard College (1759) and a 
Federalist from Massachusetts, was a delegate to Congress, 1787-88, and secretary to the 

US. Senate, 1789-1814. Smith (1755-1816) was a very wealthy Boston merchant-shipowner. 

Solon, junior 

Providence Gazette, 27 February 1790! 

It was observed, in a former paper, that the happiness of the people 

in all countries is the result of the spirit of the times, and of the ad- 

ministration of government, rather than the letter of their Constitu- 

tions, on paper or parchment;? and it must give real satisfaction to 

those who have seen or thought they saw defects in the new Federal 

Constitution, to learn that those defects are in any cases remedied by 

legislative regulation. I need instance only in one particular.—The want 

of security for trial by jury, in civil causes, has been a very popular 

objection against the Constitution. The act for establishing the judicial 

courts of the United States provides, that “the tral of issues in fact, in 

the district courts, in all causes except civil causes of admiralty and maritime 

jurisdiction, shall be by jury.”’° 

As all three of the branches of the legislative body are elective, and 

in a shorter period than even the only popular part of the British leg- 

islature,* let us hope, that, while the people at large are attentive to 

the characters of their rulers, and preserve and cherish a diffusive spirit 

of liberty and justice, the nation may be happy, and that constitutional 

defects may be remedied by legislative regulation. 

Such is the crisis of our present affairs, that the question, however, 

does not seem to be, whether the best possible Constitution is pre- 

sented to us?—But, whether it is for the interest of the State to remain 

in its present abandoned situation, in preference to adopting it, such 

as it 1s? 

The public happiness is the aggregate of that of individuals; and just 

and faithful rulers will have an equal and impartial eye to the condi- 

tions of all classes of people, as the head of a family regards all branches 

of it with the same paternal affection. That will be thought a very de- 

fective administration, that does not attend to the distresses of a part, 

and even a small part, of the people; nay, let me say, of an individual— 

for no individual can be supposed ever to have entered into society on 

such terms, as that he might fall a sacrifice to any policy, without any 

crime on his part. Protection and allegiance ought to be in all cases 

reciprocal. That government which provides only for the majority of 

the people, treads on too narrow ground.—The reasonable wants and
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the various conditions of all must be supplied, and attended to, other- 

wise all may in their turns suffer. 

The proneness of mankind to bandy into parties, is an evil incident 

to human nature, and perhaps irremediable. Great and wise men, in- 

stead of fomenting this passion, will endeavour to assuage it—to soften 

the tempers of their fellow-citizens, and to sweeten their dispositions— 

to heal breaches, rather than to widen them.—However this humane 

and generous service may be rewarded, in times when real merit is out 

of the question, or to whatever unworthy motives it may be ascribed, it 

will not fail ultimately of rewarding itself. 

The duration of a party is perhaps not reducible, in all cases, to 

accurate calculation; yet there are certain general canons that apply. It 

will be directly as the extent of territory, and inversely according to the 

number and aggravation of the injuries committed—for which latter 

reason it is the policy of those in power, if they are actuated by no 

better principle, to listen to the cries of distress, and to consider that 

the best way to kill our enemies is to do it with kindness. 

(The people of this State, from its first settlement, have been used 

to breath in a free air—their spirits are firm, and unbroken by the 

inroads of arbitrary power: Even the persons who apprehend the pres- 

ent zeal of those who oppose the adoption of the new Constitution to 

be a mistaken zeal, cannot fail in many instances to applaud the prin- 

ciples that nourish it: But let me pray and beseech those whose breasts 

glow with the love of real liberty, to attend for a moment to the actual 

situation of the sea-port towns, and of our seafaring brethren. Cast your 

eyes on the people that are planted around our bay, in a circuit of 

more than one hundred miles; consider their various distresses, and 

will they not reach the inmost recesses of your hearts? Will they not 

move the humane, the tender feelings of the mind, and melt your very 

souls in sympathetic distress? Will not the complaints of a long train of 

mechanics and labourers, in want of business and of bread, move you? 

Will not the still greater distresses of the poor, daily increasing in their 

streets, affect you? Or shall I paint to your view the impoverished widow 

in her lonely cell, dividing her mouldy bread among her famished chil- 

dren? Will not such scenes—scenes not of imagination, but real life, 

interest all your feelings, and force the tear of compassion? 

There remain many other sources of conviction to be applied to. 

The commercial system adopted by the federal States will turn and 

settle their trade into other channels than those heretofore accustomed, 

and it will not be a very easy thing to command its return to this little 

State, more especially exhausted as it is of its trading stock and re- 

sources, and drained of its inhabitants—not to mention the stain fixed
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on our credit as a people, which it is to be feared will not be easily 

wiped off. 

This State has an account open with the other twelve, which are now 

in the receipt of a great revenue from their trade. Can it be thought 

that we shall be admitted to a rateable participation of it hereafter, with- 

out producing an equivalent? as, suppose two years elapse before our 

accession, and the net proceeds of their revenue amount to 2,000,000 

dollars, and our estimated quota of it amounts to a fiftieth, or 40,000 

dollars—shall we not be called on to make good our 40,000 dollars on 

acceding to the Union, and from what funds will it be raised? Is it not 

well known, that our present duties are payable in paper, in which the 

State may sustain a loss of 30 to 40 per cent.? And after our accession 

to the Union, what resources will be at our command to supply the 

deficiency, other than a capitation or a land tax?—Let those resolve 

this difficulty, who advise a longer continuance in our present situation.)° 

1. “Solon, junior” was perhaps David Howell. See “Solon, jun.,” Providence Gazette, 5 
July 1788, note 1 (RCS:R.1L., 348). 

2. See “Solon, junior,” Providence Gazette, 9 August 1788 (RCS:R.1., 386). 

3. The quoted text is the last sentence in section nine of the Judiciary Act of 1789 
(DHFFCG, V, 1154). 

4. U.S. representatives were elected for a two-year term, the president for a four-year 
term, and U.S. senators for a six-year term, while members of the House of Commons, 

per the Septennial Act (1716), were elected for a term that could last no more than seven 
years. 

5. The New York Daily Advertiser, 16 March, and Pennsylvania Packet, 20 March, re- 

printed the text in angle brackets under a “PROVIDENCE (R.I.) March 5.” dateline with 

substantial revisions to the first paragraph. The Daily Advertiser’s revision of the first par- 
agraph is as follows: 

The people of this state, from its first setthkement have been used to 
breath in a free air, their spirits are firm and unbroken by the modes of 
arbitrary power. Even the persons who apprehend the present zeal of those 
who opposed the adoption of the new constitution to be of a mistaken kind 
cannot fail, in many instances, to applaud the principles that nourish it. But 
let us attend for a moment to the actual situation of our seaport towns and 
of our sea faring brethren. Let us take a view of the people planted round 
our bay, in a circuit of more than 100 miles, consider their various distresses 

and will they not move the humane, the tender feelings of the mind. 
“Yes—duller must he be than the fat weed 
That roots itself in ease on Lethe’s wharf, 

Who would not grieve for this.” 
Will not the complaints of a long train of mechanics and day labourers in 
want of business and of bread, be of some weight in the federal scale—the 
still greater distresses of the poor, daily increasing in the streets—the im- 
poverish’d widow in her lonely cell dividing her mouldy bread among her 
famished children—will not such scenes—scenes not of imagination, but 
real life, interest all the feelings natural to the heart of man, and force the 
tear of compassion? —
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The quoted verse is adapted from William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act I, scene 5, lines 
32-34. 

From Caleb Strong 

New York, pre-28 February 1790! 

The idea of a perpetual separation cannot I am sure find place in 

the mind of one reflecting man. There has been no instance in the 

history of mankind when two contiguous and unconnected states have 

existed for a length of time in [un]interrupted peace, and the sources 

of contention in the present case would be numerous—By the acces- 

sion of North Carolina you stand alone. 

1. Printed: Flyyng Quill (Goodspeed’s), March 1941, Item 51. A longer extract from this 

letter, without attribution, was printed in the United States Chronicle, 20 May 1790 (below). 

The Chronicle indicated that this letter was written before Strong’s letter of 28 February 

to Theodore Foster (below). 

Strong (1745-1819), a lawyer and a graduate of Harvard College (1764), had been a 
Massachusetts delegate to the Constitutional Convention of 1787, but left at least three 
weeks before the final adjournment on 17 September 1787. He voted to ratify the Con- 
stitution in the Massachusetts Convention on 6 February 1788. Strong was a U.S. Senator, 
1789-96, and governor of Massachusetts, 1800-1807, 1812-16. 

John Adams to Brown & Francis 

New York, 28 February 1790! 

Your Letter of the 16th. I recd only by the Post of last Wednesday.— 

I am really much affected at the obstinate Infatuation of so great a Part 

of the People of Rhode Island. It is inconceivable how men of common 

Sense can reconcile such a Conduct to their Understanding, men of 

common Honesty, to their Consciences; or men of human Feelings, to 

their Hearts. 

Do the Antis of Rhode Island expect that the Congress of twelve 

states will send them a Petition, to pray them humbly, to take a share 

in the great Council of the Nation? or do they wait for the President 

to send them an Ambassador in great Pomp and state to negotiate their 

Accession to the Union? 

The Inhabitants of Rhode Island are Freemen and I presume will be 

treated like Freemen. Congress will not think themselves authorised, 

by the Principles they profess, to make a Conquest of that People, or 

to bring them into the Union by Coertion. 

If the Convention should reject the Constitution or adjourn without 

adopting it, Congress will probably find it necessary to treat them as 

they are, as Foreigners, and extend all the Laws to them as such. This 

will be disagreable because it will involve our Friends in Inconvenience
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as well as others. But you know that in all national Calamities, the same 

Fortune attends the good and the Evil the Just and unjust.* Providence 

itself does not distinguish, and Nations cannot.—If the lime, the Barley 

and all other Articles whether of foreign or domestic Growth or Man- 

ufacture, should be Subjected to a Duty, it would soon shew your People 

that their Interests are in the Power of their Neighbours. 

The benign Influence of the new Constitution, upon the Commerce, 

Manufactures and Agriculture of the Country, has been already Seen 

and felt, in as great a degree as the most sanguine Admirer of it, could 

have reasonably expected. If the People of your state will not be con- 

vinced either by Reasoning or Experience, what can be done? but to 

let them have their Way, and treat them like Aliens as they choose to 

be considered? 

I cannot however doubt, but that when the Convention meet and 

begin to think, converse and debate upon the Subject a majority of 

reasonable Men will be found. 

1. RC (photocopy of original), John Brown Collection, MSS 312.1, RHi. The original 
is in Henry A. L. Brown Deposit, MSS 1031, RHi. Adams’s letterbook copy is in the Adams 

Papers, MHi. Adams is responding to Brown & Francis’ letter of 16 February (RCS:R.L., 
707-8). 

2. Matthew 5:45. “That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for 
he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth the rain on the just 
and on the unjust.” 

John Adams to William Ellery 

New York, 28 February 1790! 

Many months ago I received a kind letter from you,’ which by some 

sad accident or strange fatality has never been answered, I really know 
not how this happened: but I hope you will excuse it and beleive me 

to be as I am, at all times ready to promote your views, expressed in it 

as far as I may have opportunity and ability. We are very greatly disa- 

pointed in the election of Delegates to your Convention. We are told 

that a majority are unfriendly to the union of the nation. I still flatter 

myself however, that when the members assemble they will see objects 

in a new light and feel affections for their sister states which they have 

not yet been sensible of. It is now become of more importance than 

ever for your State to act right, as it will not be possible much longer 

to extend that lenity and indulgence, which has been hitherto granted.° 

Since the accession of North Carolina, I have learned with certainty 

that a correspondence has been maintained between your Anti’s and 

theirs, and I wish to know whether the hopes of your opposition are
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still supported by secret communications from Virginia or Boston. In- 

sinuations of that kind are thrown out here.— What can any Gentlemen 

mean? Can they coolly or warmly wish to raise a storm? The national 

debt engages all attention at present; but when that is over if Rhode 

Island should be still refractory, something must be done. I should be 

glad to hear from you Sir, and will be a better correspondent for the 

future, being with great and sincere esteem and regard Yours 

1. FC, Adams Papers, Letterbook, MHi. 

2. For Ellery to Adams, 30 March 1789, see Mfm:R.I. 

3. See Newport Herald, 25 February 1790 (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 

Caleb Strong to Theodore Foster 

New York, 28 February 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Our Accounts from several Gentlemen in your State are not very 

favourable as to the Fate of the Constitution with you, but be the Event 

what it may I am glad a Convention has been called, as the Result of 

it will enable us to determine what to depend upon, if the Constitution 

is rejected in direct Terms, or if the Convention adjourns without ac- 

ceptance, which, after so long Time to reflect on the Subject will be 

only a delicate Mode of Rejection the Government here will be justified 

even to the discerning People in Rhode Island in pursuing Measures 

that in other Circumstances might be thought severe, but I hope your 

Expectations of an Adoption will not be disappointed... . 

1. RG, Foster Papers, RHi. The letter was actually dated ‘“‘Feby. 29th. 1790” by Strong, 

but 1790 was not a leap year. The letter was postmarked “Feb 28.” Foster docketed the 

address page as ‘“‘Letter from/Honble. Caleb Strong Esqr/Dated Feby 29th./1790/Recd. 
March 7th. 1790./Being Sunday Evening after/my Return from Convention.—/of the 

State at South Kingstown.” An extract of this letter was printed in the United States Chron- 

icle, 20 May (below). 

Richard Bassett to George Read 

New York, 1 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Rhoed Island it is said will not come in, that there is a Majority 

of 12. against it—The Eastern Men here are exerting all possible influ- 

ence to bring them in, from this motive principally alone I fear, to give 

a Clearer decided Majority. ... 

1. RG, Richard S. Rodney Collection of Read Papers, Book B, Delaware Historical 

Society. Bassett (1745-1815) was a Dover, Del., lawyer. Bassett and Read represented 
Delaware in the Constitutional Convention of 1787 and signed the Constitution. Both 

men were serving in the U.S. Senate.
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Solon, junior 

Providence United States Chronicle, 4 March 1790! 

The efficiency of government is the life of it. The principles of the 

late Union were deficient in this particular. The subjects of Congres- 
sional legislation were sovereign States, and the only effectual mean of 

compelling obedience was war. The subjects of legislation under the 

new government are as numerous as the individual inhabitants, and 

the mean of securing obedience apply to their personal honour and 

interests. 

Requisitions of Congress made on the States, and by them disre- 

garded, at once swell the journals of the late Congress, and prostrate 

the national honour. 
It has been generally said, that this State is in advance,?—admitting 

the fact, and that we had continued to exhaust and depauperate our 

people, by furnishing our quotas, what remedy was given us against the 
delinquent States, some of which had put nothing into the general 

coffers since the close of the war? Clearly there was no compulsive 

power in the hands of Congress, but beginning a domestic war to defray 
the expences incurred in the foreign one. 

Mark the policy of the new general government—they have authority 

to apply, by their officers, to individuals,—they arrest the cash where 

it is to be had, and bring their application as closely to the people of 

one State as another. 

The want of an Executive was a capital defect in the old Congress;— 

this defect was palliated, but not fully remedied, by the establishment 

of the great departments,’—for they were the creatures of Congress, 

and, as such, dependant on that body; they were not possessed of native 

vigour, and their secondary powers were inadequate to the great object. 
The powerful Executive in the new government is the soul of it, and 

its glory, as the man who fills that place, is of the nation. When an 

individual is personally responsible to the people for the operation of 

their laws, his personal honour, his patriotism, and every consideration, 

that can reach the mind of man, secures him from failing in his duty; 

and the estate, or interest, every subordinate officer thus appointed, 

will have in his office will guard him, in many instances, perhaps, no 

less than his virtue, from the temptations of indolence and corruption. 
The power also of establishing Judicial Courts for punishing offend- 

ers, as well as for the purposes of distributive justice in matters of prop- 

erty—the execution of the decrees of which being also secured by the 
aid of the militias of the district, when necessary, gives weight and dig- 

nity, as well as energy, to the public corrective arm of the general gov- 
ernment.
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1. “Solon, junior,” was perhaps David Howell. See “Solon, jun.,” Providence Gazette, 5 
July 1788, note 1 (RCS:R.IL., 348). 

2. A report by the Confederation Board of Treasury indicates that by 31 March 1788 
Rhode Island had paid 24% of its share of the specie and indents levied by congressional 
requisitions from October 1781 to October 1787. Five states had paid smaller percentages 
of their quotas. (See RCS:N.Y, 14, note 4.) 

3. The Confederation Congress created four separate departments: Foreign Affairs, 

Finance (later the Board of Treasury), War, and the Post Office. See Jennings B. Sanders, 

Evolution of Executive Departments of the Continental Congress, 1774-1789 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 
1935). 

Brown & Benson to Thayer, Bartlett & Co. 

Providence, 6 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

... The Convention of this State assembled this Week to discus the 

Constitution but we expect they will make a short adjournment before 

they ratify it We are extremely impatient to be introducd to the em- 

braces of the Union and hope the other states will e’er long rejoice at 

the return of the Prodigal.?... 

1. FC, Brown Papers, RPJCB. The letter was sent ““@ Capt. Pain.”’ and was delivered 
by Pain on 16 April. Thayer, Bartlett & Co. responded the next day (Mfm:R.I.). Thayer, 
Bartlett & Co. was a mercantile firm in Charleston, S.C. 

2. For the parable of the Prodigal Son, see Luke 15:11-32. 

William Ellery to John Adams 

Newport, post-6 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

Engaged as you are in public business, and this State not having shown 

a disposition to join the Union I did not wonder, although I could not 

but regret, that my letter should remain so long unanswered.*— 

I wish that our affairs now afforded a prospect of a speedy acces- 

sion.— 

Before you receive this letter you will have heard of the proceedings 

of our Convention.—They met, framed a bill of rights, collected a long 

string of amendments to the Constitution, ordered them to be laid 

before the people at the annual meeting for proxing for Genl. Officers 

and chusing representatives, and adjourned to the fourth monday in 

May.— Unless something is done by Congress which will make the Antis 

feel they will in my opinion adjourn again and again.—The Feds will 

continue to exert themselves;—but the Antis appear to be steeled against 

the most powerful addresses to their reason, their passions and their 

interest.—It is the opinion of many that they are supported and har- 

dend in their opposition from the quarters you mentioned;—but it 

cannot yet be reduced to a certainty.—The report of the Commee of
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your State, appointed to consider what further Amendments are nec- 

essary to be added to the Constitution of the United States,’ will give 

an handle to our Antis to put off our accession.—If it is the wish of 

your State that this State should speedily become a member of the 

federal government it appears to me that their conduct is altogether 

impolitic.— 

Some of our Antis have had the courage to say, that if the State stood 

out but six months longer, there would be such insurrections in the 

other States as would overturn the New Government;—and that their 

opposition would be the salvation not only of our own but of the thir- 

teen States.— 

Others talk as if they really thought Congress would still extend their 

lenity and indulgence to the trade of this State.—When the Federal 

members of the Convention, in order to obtain an adjournment to the 

last monday in March, represented in strong, pathetic? terms, the dis- 

tresses in which the Sea-port towns would be involved at the expiration 

of the Act reviving the suspension of the navigation Act,® an Anti re- 

plied that they were in no danger,—that upon an Application of the 

merchants further indulgence would be granted;—for Congress would 

do any thing to favour their friends.— 

The operation of the navigation act will have no influence upon the 

Antis until the fall, and then they will probably rather pay an advanced 

freight, and receive less profit upon what they may have to export to 

the other States, than accede to the Union.— 

Something must be done.— 

An address to the Genl. Assembly at their Session on the first wed- 

nesday in May next, setting forth the advantages which will result to 

the United States and this State from her accession, and the necessity 

which Congress will be under to use rigorous measures if she should 

still persist in her opposition might answer the purpose.— 

A requisition of our quota of the public debt with a declaration that, 

unless it was collected at the time assigned, an equivalent would be 

distrained would have a good effect.— 

If Congress have a right to consider us as a part of the United States, 

and to extend their Genl. Government to us, and would make a dec- 

laration that they have such authority, and would exercise it if the State 

did not adopt the Constitution, I have no doubt but that it would be 

adopted at the next Session of the Convention. — 

Wisdom as Father Sherman?® used to say, in difficult cases, is profit- 

able to direct, and the great Council of the United States are possessed 

of a large share of it.—
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Uncertain as it is when this State will adopt the New Government; 

yet it must sooner or later become a member of the Union, and federal 

Officers be appointed for it.... 

With great esteem and regard I am Yr. friend & servt. 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. Ellery dated the letter “March 1790.” The letter was 

written after the Rhode Island Convention adjourned on 6 March. In the omitted portion 
of the letter, Ellery asks for Adams’s support in gaining an appointment as collector of 
customs for Newport. 

2. Ellery had last written to Adams on 30 March 1789 (Mfm:R.I.) when he asked for 

Adams’s help in obtaining an appointment as a federal district judge. Adams replied to 
that letter on 28 February 1790 (above). 

3. See the Boston Herald of Freedom, 23 March 1790, note 2 (below). 

4. “Pathetic” means moving, passionate, or in earnest. 
5. See the Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 
6. Representative Roger Sherman of Connecticut. 

Henry Sherburne to Henry Knox 

Newport, 7 March 1790! 

Your kind favour of the 25th Ulto came safe to hand, I must beg you 

to accept my warmest thanks for your friendship, in my Application to 

the President of the United States. Last Evening our State Convention 

after a Session of six days, rose, without taking the Question, upon the 

adopting, or rejecting, the Constitution of the United States, and have 

adjourned themselves to the 24th. of May next then to meet in New- 

port. This Extraordinary Step was warmly opposed, but without effect; 

Reason, Duty; necessity, and every other Argument was made use of, to 

no purpose. The grand aim of our Anti party by postponing this Busi- 

ness is to secure themselves in the State Government (which Choice 

will be the Middle of April next) whereby they expect to have sufficient 

strength in the Legislature to make Choice of their own kind of Crea- 

tures to represent this State in the Senate of the United States, and 

thereby have sufficient Influence to establish such of their friends in 

office as will best serve their purpose; every step is taking by us to 

frustrate their design, and from present Appearances I am warranted 

to say we shall be able to Obtain a Majority in the State Legislature. 

The Convention in Order to Cover their design and keep in with the 

Ignorant, have by a Committee of their Body reported a Number of 

Articles they call a Bill of Rights, all of which the Constitution has 

provided for; Likewise Nineteen Amendments to the Constitution, prin- 

cipally taken from New York, Massachusetts, and North Carolina,’ this 

Notable performance they have ordered printed and sent to the several 

‘Towns in the State for the Information of the people on proxing Day.’
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This Cobweb Covering to their Iniquity, will be set in a true Light, and 

that advantage which they expect to derive therefrom will be turned to 

their Injury. 

I do myself the pleasure to Inclose you the Newport Herald,* which 

States the proceedings of the late Convention. 

That we may find Deliverance, ere long from a Sett of Men whose 

great Object is to destroy good Government, is the Ardent Wish of, 

1. RC, Knox Papers, GLC 02437.04533, The Gilder Lehrman Collection, courtesy of 
The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History, at the New-York Historical Society. 

2. For the Massachusetts, New York, and North Carolina amendments, see CC:508 or 

RCS:Mass., 1468—71; CC:818 or RCS:N.Y., 2326-35; and CC:821. 

3. See “Rhode Island Convention: Bill of Rights and Proposed Amendments,” 6 March 
(RCS:R.I., 976-81). 

4. The Newport Herald printed accounts of the Convention’s proceedings on 4 and 11 
March (VII below). 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 8 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

I have received all the letters you have written to me which could 

have come to hand by this time.— 

In answer to that of the 13th. of February I would observe that the 

Militia system of the Secretary of War? has not been made publick; 

because it was thought it might hurt the cause of federalism; especially 

among the Quakers; and as you have not desired my sentiments upon 

it I have thought it prudent to say little or nothing about it.—Some 

plan of national defense is certainly necessary, and that which will be 

the least burthensome and expensive, and most agreeable to the spirit 

and manners of the people, will in general be the most suitable to 

adopt.—I coincide with you in opinion respecting the probable effects 

of the Secretary’s plan.—I presume that no plan of militia regulations 

will be fixed upon this Session.—Your whole time will be taken up I 

imagin in contriving and establishing a system for funding the public 

debt.—I have not as yet seen Mr. Maddison’s plan.*—If a discrimina- 

tion can be possibly made which will satisfy the origl. holders of secu- 

rities, and the present possessors of them, and a considerable saving 

be made to the public it ought to be made.—It cannot be expected 

that the great council of the nation should split hairs.—De minimis 

non curat lex,* and the trouble of making discriminations, should not 

be suffered to outweigh the public Interest.—I trust that no system of 

finance will be determined upon until Congress shall be sure of suffi- 

cient funds for discharging the interest of the debt they shall contract 

to pay.—If they should fail here the whole fabrick of public credit,
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however speciously and ingeniously it may be built, will tumble into 

ruin.—You have time enough to consult about and wisdom enough to 

form a plan for establishing public credit, which shall be satisfactory to 

the people at large.—To please every one is impossible.—We are in- 

formed that your house have, by a large Majority, determined against 

making any discrimination between the Original and present holders 

of public securities,—that you are upon that part of the Secry’s report 

which respects the Assumption of the State Debts, and that no debt 

prior to the commencement of the war will be considered as a part 

thereof, because, I suppose, the admission of debts which accrued be- 

fore that period might too much enhance the aggregate debt.— 

You have heard of the Act of this State forfeiting such of the State’s 

securities, given for articles furnished during the war, which were not 

exchanged for paper bills at par by certain periods.’ Some persons in 

consequence of that Act received paper in exchange for their Securities 

and delivered them up into the Treasury of the State,—and others 

refused to exchange them, and still hold their Securities. — Will an es- 

timate be made of the specie value of the paper received by the first, 

and the difference between that and the Specie value of their Securities 

be considered as a part of this State’s Debt?—and will the Securities 

which have not been delivered up come within the description of and 

be viewed as State debt?—Upon the principles of Justice I think that 

they, who, for fear of loosing the whole of their debt, received in fact 

but a part only, ought to have the deficiency made up to them;—and 

that they who still hold their securities ought to receive their full value.— 

It would be hard indeed if the last should loose their whole debt; be- 

cause they refused to submit to a most iniquitous law.— 

When the New Constitution shall be adopted the Fed’s will do every 

thing in their power to prevent an Antifedl. Election to Congress,— 

The Convention, after sitting only one week, have adjourned to the 

fourth monday in May next to meet in this town.— 

It was the determination of the Feds to force the Antis to a decision 

on the Constitution but they could not effect it.—When they failed in 

that point they moved for an adjournment to the last monday in March; 

but could not succede,—they then tried for the fourth monday in April, 

here they failed also,—they represented that the State would suffer 

great injury if the Constitution was not adopted before the time limited 

for the suspension of the navigation act of the U.S. as it respects this 

State;° that the trade of the State would be ruined, a great number of 

its inhabit[ant]s be thrown out of employ, and in a word that we should 

be involved in the deepest distress;—but it was to no purpose,—the 

Antis must have a bill of rights, and a long string of Amendments to
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lay before the freemen at the annual Town-meetings for proxing for 

Genl. Officers on the third wednesday in April next,—then the time 

for planting Indian Corn would be at hand,—that the merchants would 

be able on application to Congress to procure another revival of the 

suspension act &c &c, and in short an adjournment could not be ob- 

tained to a shorter period than that I have mentioned.—The Antis 

carried their bill of rights and twenty amendments, exclusive of the 

amendments proposed by Congress all which except the first they ap- 

proved.’—The bill of rights is 1am informed innocent enough.—Their 

Amendments are made up of the Amendments proposed by N. Caro- 

lina, and some other States.—In the course of the debate on the Con- 

stitution they made but few objections, reserving to them a place in 

their Amendments.—On every question which they considered as im- 

portant, and which they had settled in their private meetings they car- 

ried a majority from four or five to twelve.—Some others they lost by 

a small majority.— What will be the result of the next meeting of the 

Convention it is impossible to say,—it has hitherto been the design of 

the Antis to amuse Congress and the Feds,—and in my opinion they 

will continue to do it until Congress shall take some measures that will 

make them feel more sensibly than will the operation of the navigation 

Act.—If Congress have a right to comprehend this State in the exercise 

of their general government, and were to declare that they had such 

right, and would exercise it unless the State acceded to the Union it 

would have a powerful effect;—this and an annihilation of our State 

jurisdiction, and a division of the State they are more afraid of than a 

requisition of our quota of the public debt, the loss of this States share 

in the profits of the Western territory; or any thing else.— 

The Feds will endeavour to gain some of them over to their side 

between this and the next meeting of the Convention, and to lessen 

their numbers in the legislature at the election in April but exitus in 

dubio est.*... 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Printed: DHFFC, XVIII, 784-86. The portion of 

the letter not printed here concerns payment of Ellery for his services as commissioner 
of the Continental Loan Office for Rhode Island. Endorsed by Huntington as “Recd the 
18th March/1790/Answered March 23d 1790/by Capt. Brown with 300/Dollars—BH.” 

2. Secretary of War Henry Knox’s plan, drawn up by him and President Washington, 
nationalized the state militias and was widely and bitterly opposed after it was presented 
to Congress in January 1790. Congress’ Uniform Militia Act of 1792 bore little resem- 
blance to the Knox-Washington plan as it did not provide for effective national regulation 
of the state militias. See Richard H. Kohn, Eagle and Sword ... (New York and London, 
1975), 128-38, and DHFFC, V, 1433-57. 

3. James Madison opposed Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton’s 14 January 
1790 proposal to fund the federal debt by issuing new securities for the entire face value 
to the present holders. Madison wanted to issue some securities to the original holders
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of the debt and only a portion of the face value to the present holders, many of whom 
were believed to be speculators. (See DHFFC, V, 713-937, especially pp. 840-41, for 
Madison’s “‘plan.’’) 

4. Latin: The law does not concern itself with trifles. 

5. For the funding of the state debt in quarterly installments, see the “Introduction” 
(RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, xxxili-xxxv). 

6. A law, dated 8 February 1790, exempted Rhode Island from duties charged against 
foreign countries until 1 April 1790. See Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 

7. See “Rhode Island Convention: Bill of Rights and Proposed Amendments,” 6 March 
(RCS:R.I., 976-81). 

8. Latin: The outcome is in doubt. 

Jabez Bowen to John Adams 

Providence, 9 March 1790! 

Your favour of the 27th. ulto came safe to hand yesterday.” 

I attended the Convention last week and after choosing a President 

&c we heard the Constitution Read by paragrap[h]s with the objections 

which were verry few and of no great importance, and were fully an- 

swered. a Committe was then appointed to draw a Bill of Rights with 

such Amendments as they thot necessary. which they Reported and 

after the necessary discussion they were Received. A Motion was then 

made to Adjorn. which was carrid by a Majority of Nine. the Bill of 

Rights with the Amendments were Orderd to be Printed® and sent out 

to the people to be consider’d of by them at the Anual Town Meetings 

to be held on the Third Monday of April and the Convention Adjorned 

to the Twenty fourth Day of May. 

We are not much disappointed in the event but much Mortify’d; 

more especially as we canot see any end to our sufferings, if good arose 

to the U[nite]d States from our opposition to the five per Cent Impost.* 

I fancy your Excellency will be obliged to Rack your Invention to point 

out the advantages that can possibly arise to the United or to this par- 

ticular State from our late determination. 

We had five old Tories in the Convention who would keep a Day of 
Thanksgiveing on hearing that the Federal Government was dessolved, 

and some of the principle officers carred away prisoners to Babilon 

alius G.B.? we had many of Desperate Circumstances and the principle 

heads of the Papermoney faction, all added their strength together 

made the bottom tolo] firm [to be?] broken, and these same people 

never will come so long as they can possibly keep a Majority. the Con- 

vention we are almost discouraged from makeing further Exertions. 

our best Citizens are looking out to dispose of their property and to 

Remove out of the Government. the Restrictions on Trade will fall in- 

tirely on our Friends at which the oposers of the Fedl. Government will
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be well pleased so that on the whole we begin to turn our Eyes back 

on the Country that we left and must all turn Tories, for any thing I 

can see. 

be so kind Sir as to let the President know how our Convention has 

ended and that the Friends of the Federal Government are in despond- 

ing Circumstances at present. 

We would willingly Recive the necessary Officers for Collecting the 

Impost; if Congress would Order them to be appointed. 

So I Remain with much Esteem your most Obedeint & verry Hum|[b]le 

Servant 

PS. as the Freemen at large are to take up the Amendments on the 

17th of April® I cannot help reminding you that it will be a good op- 

portunity for an Remonstrance or Adress from Congress to the People 

stateing the Reasons for their Adopting & the probable Consequences 

of their Rejection. 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. 
2. See Adams to Bowen, 27 February (above). 

3. See “Rhode Island Convention: Bill of Rights and Proposed Amendments,” 6 March 
(RCS:R.I., 976-81). 

4, Rhode Island’s rejection of the Impost of 1781 killed the measure. See RCS:R.L., 
Vol. 1, xxvii. 

5. “Carried away as prisoners to Babylon alias Great Britain.’’ Bowen is alluding to the 
Israelite captivity in Babylon. 

6. See “Town Meetings Consider Rhode Island Convention Bill of Rights and Proposed 
Amendments,” 21 April 1790 (below). 

Agricola 

Newport Herald, 11 March 1790! 

Mr. EpEs, In observing a piece in your paper No. 157, with the sig- 

nature of Greenwichiensis,? I confess that I am scarcely possessed of pen- 

etration sufficient to discover whether the author was really serious, or 

meant to treat the subject in a ludicrous light—if serious, he may pos- 

sibly deserve an answer. 

This author animadverts on two pieces published in the Herald No. 

156,° in which are contained some pertinent observations on the pres- 

ent crisis of public affairs, and weighty reasons for the speedy adoption 

of the New Constitution, and the dangerous consequences that would 

arise to this State, if it should be rejected, or the adoption of it pro- 

crastinated.—Those this incomparable politician treats as mere bug- 

bears, fantoms, and metaphisical cobwebs, of the authors own raising 

and without any foundation in reason or nature; and after accusing the 

whole race of politicians of neglect or want of understanding, he, Ma- 

chieval like, launches forth into a field that has remained, and ever will
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remain untrodden, unless by men who are so unhappy as to be de- 

prived of reason, or cease the exercise of the same. 

Let us hear the advice that this sage statesman gives us.—“Let the 

Constitution be immediately rejected, we have dallied with it too long 

for our interest,—the revenue act of the State be repealed—and our 

ports thrown open to all the world,—commerce will then revive, and 

agriculture and manufactures flourish.—Our harbours will be covered 

with the ships, and our stores be replenished with the produce of foreign 

nations.’’—O delightful prospect! O halcyon days! may this golden age, 

moved on more rapid than the car of time, soon be with us—then shall 

the heads of the wise of the earth be converted into barbers blocks, 

and when too late be convinced that virtue and honesty are mere chi- 

meras and fit only to warm the brain of the enthusiast—and that old 

rags possess more intrinsic worth than gold or silver, or the most du- 

rable property.—But to be serious, I would beg that Greenwichiensis 

would inform me what inducements foreign nations can have to cover 

our harbours with their ships, or fill our stores with their produce? Is 

it the practice of mercantile bodies to send their ships and produce to 

countries where they can have nothing in return? And where are the 

staples, or the circulating medium, that will induce foreigners to trade 

with us, or those manufactures for which he tells us a high demand 

will ensue? But if he should fail in answering those points, in any other 

way, I suppose he will refer us to his piece, where he says, that “all the 

States on the Continent of America will bring hither their produce, 

their manufactures and their money to exchange for and to purchase 

the foreign articles in which we shall abound,’’—and to conclude, “we 

shall soon become the wealthiest, the happiest and the most envied 

State in the world.” 

I am surprised that a man possessed of such an amazing foresight 

had not discovered, that a government, invested with such extensive 

powers, as many of his party ascribe to the Federal Government, should 

not have the authority and inclination to prevent any commercial in- 

tercourse between this State and the States under their jurisdiction. 

Would the other States, when they saw all that wealth and happiness, 

which he has painted out? rolling in full tides into this most “envied 

State,’’ set down contented with their situation? Would they acquiesce 

in the idea, that that child whom they had fostered and nurtured, for 

whom they had expended their blood and treasure, should now secede 

from her Sister States and refuse to pay her quota of that debt by which 

she purchased independence; and not only refuse to pay her propor- 

tion, but prevent their discharging it, by intercepting their trade and 

depriving them of their revenues? No—surely they will not tamely look
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on and suffer their resources to be engrossed and their wealth swal- 

lowed up by a people whom they had raised to independence—And 

what nation on earth will interfere? What European nation|s] are such 

novices, as to expend millions in protecting the trade of a people who 

never will refund them a groat??—Is it the French, the Dutch, or the 

Spanish, that are coming three thousand miles to protect and support 

your And for what? Because you are unwilling to pay them the monies 

you borrowed of them twelve or fourteen years since, and prevent those 

who are willing, from refunding it.° 

A truly glorious cause! and characteristic of their wisdom and pol- 

icy!—No, believe me my countrymen, whatever may be the insinuations 

of designing men, there is no power in Christendom that will interfere 

in support of our sovereignty, nor, had they the abilities, would they 

have a disposition, of defending us—Let us no longer be led about by 

the illusions of fancy, but taking reason for our guide and pole-star, 

adopt a form of government, wherein safety and security may be en- 

sured to our persons and properties, trade and manufactures extend 

their salutary influence—and every one rest in peace under his own 

vine and fig-tree.’ 

1. For a response to “Agricola,” see “Greenwichiensis,” Newport Herald, 18 March 
(below). 

2. See ““Greenwichiensis,” Newport Herald, 25 February (above). 

3. See “A Friend to the State of Rhode-Island” and “A Freeholder,” Newport Herald, 

18 February (both above). 

4. To express or display by painting. 

5. A groat was a British silver coin worth four pence. 
6. A reference to the loans given to the U.S. during the Revolution by France, Spain, 

and the Netherlands. 

7. Micah 4:4. 

Newport Herald, 11 March 1790! 

In commencing a detail of the proceedings of the Convention of this 

State, we forebore a recital of the conduct of the leading characters in 

opposition since the appointment of it, from the flattering hopes that 

the Constitution would be not only investigated, but candidly decided 

on; but these hopes being blasted, duty and honor forbid us to be 

silent. 

Previous to the election of Delegates, letters of an insidious nature 

were circulated in every town where they could be supposed to influ- 

ence, and in many of them were read in open meeting—innumerable 

falshoods were propagated, and every artifice used, to excite and con- 

tinue the fatal delusion of the people.—In one of the towns, the Ser- 

jeant was furnished by a leading Antifederalist with a bugbear lie, to
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relate to every Freeman whom he warned, in order to excite prejudices 

against the federal candidates—And when this partizan was charged 

with fabricating the lie, he had the effrontery to declare, “that he was 

a party man, and would stick at no measures to carry his point.” A spirit of 

insurrection was disseminated in the Northern and Western parts of 

the State, and several of the leaders of the Anties (among whom were 

some who sustain offices under government) at a clandestine meeting, 

actually deliberated upon levying a body of men, and marching them 

in a hostile manner, to prevent the meeting of the Convention—Though 

this measure was not attempted to be carried into execution, it however 

shows the licentiousness of the opposition. 

1. Reprinted: Boston Independent Chronicle, 18 March; Hartford American Mercury, 22 
March; Northampton, Mass., Hampshire Gazette, 24 March; New York Daily Advertiser, 26 

March; and Pennsylvania Packet, 5 April. This item comes immediately before the Newport 
Herald’s report of the Convention proceedings for 2—6 March (VII, below). 

Newport Herald, 11 March 1790! 

The members of the Convention in opposition to the Constitution, 

met in North-Kingston on Sunday evening, and afterwards at South- 

Kingston, on Monday and Tuesday evening:—At these Nocturnal Meet- 

ings,” the adjournment was agreed upon, and the time fixed as was 

voted by the Convention—One powerful reason which operated at those 

meetings, to induce an adjournment of the Convention to so distant a 

period, was an expectation that the report of the Secretary of the Trea- 

sury,’ would create great uneasiness in the States in the Union, which 

would terminate in insurrections, and thereby would establish the an- 

tifederal power in this State, and make it the centre of opposition. 

From the conduct and conversation of many of the members of the 

majority in the Convention, in and out of the House, we have reason 

to believe, that it is their determination again to adjourn, and never to 

agree to an adoption, but upon the most urgent necessity. 

In justice to the numerous spectators who attended the Convention, 

we cannot but observe, that although many of them were known to 

entertain an unfavorable opinion of the new Government, yet they con- 

ducted themselves with great decency; and from the attention which 

they gave to the debates, and what has since fallen from them, we are 

led to believe, that many of them are persuaded that they have been 

deceived, and were before unacquainted with the merits of the Consti- 

tution. 

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 15 March; Massachusetis Spy, 18 March; New York Gazette 
of the United States, 20 March; Pennsylvania Mercury, 25 March; and Pennsylvania Packet, 31
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March. On 5 April the Pennsylvania Packet again reprinted the second paragraph. The 
first two paragraphs were reprinted in the Salem Mercury, 16 March; Newburyport, Mass., 
Essex Journal, 17 March; and Connecticut Courant, 22 March. The first paragraph appeared 

in the Charleston City Gazette, 14 May. The Boston Independent Chronicle, 18 March, and 

Northampton, Mass., Hampshire Gazette, 24 March, reprinted the second paragraph. This 

item comes immediately after the Newport Herald’s report of the Convention proceedings 
for 2—6 March (VII, below). 

2. For more on “nocturnal conventions,” see “Glossary” (RCS:R.I., 317). 

3. For Alexander Hamilton’s 14 January 1790 report on public credit, see DHFFC, V, 

743-823. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 11 March 1790 

The Convention of this State, which convened last Week at South- 

Kingstown, adjourned on Saturday, to meet at Newport on the 24th 

of May next—having previously agreed to a Bill of Rights, and pro- 

posed a Number of Amendments to be annexed to the Ratification of 

the Constitution, provided they are agreeable to the Inhabitants of the 

State. —Copies of which are ordered to be printed and laid before the 

Freemen of the State, at the annual Town-Meetings next Month. 

“It is highly honorary to the Convention of this State, and to the 

Gentlemen who supported the Measure (says a Correspondent) that 

they, in so decided a Manner, expressed their Disapprobation of the 

infamous African Slave-Trade.””' 

1. The debate in the Rhode Island Convention on Article I, section 9, of the Consti- 

tution, which pertained to the slave trade, took place on 3 and 6 March (RCS:R.I., 923- 

30, 955-57). 

Louis-Guillaume Otto to Comte de Montmorin 

New York, 13 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

... The hopes one had concerning the approaching accession of 

Rhodeisland, to the new Confederation vanished very suddenly. The 

Antifederalists feeling that they had the majority in the convention of 

this state, adroitly had a motion passed, that questions of adjournment 

and of amendment will always be considered before that of adoption. 

Giving themselves neither the time to read the new Constitution nor 

to examine any article in it they proposed to adjourn the following day 

and to compel the good people to name a new Convention to draw up 

amendments to this constitution. This conduct unique in its type since 

there have been conventions in America, has angered several Federal- 

ists to the point of wanting to persuade the Congress to conquer Rhode 

island, others have laughed about it, and she [Rhode Island] inspires 

pity in all intelligent men. The tiny state has carried on this extrava- 

gence to the point of imagining that it can retain its independence in
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the center of the United States and that by means of free commerce it 

will be able to become for them what the Island of Eutache is for the 

West Indies.* The majority of Antifederalists there is much too small to 

be able to resist for long the torrent of public opinion and the pow- 

erful motives which must persuade them to take part in the union of 

the United States. In spite of appearances, Congress is beginning to 

erow tired of all the maneouvers, which they have used to deceive their 

expectations and several senators are preparing a violent motion, the 

substance of which they have communicated to me. Under penalty of 

confiscation of ships, vehicles and goods and even of fines and impris- 

onment they are proposing to prohibit all communication with Rhod- 

eisland by land and water and to authorise the President of the united 

States to exact from this state the payment of its part of the debt con- 

tracted during the war.’ They are waiting for things to be ripe to pass 

this motion, which will probably only be done in two months and 

which, until then, they will keep secret to shelter themselves from in- 

trigues. 

1. MS Copy (Tr), Henry Adams Transcripts, French State Papers, Moustier and Otto, 

1790-91, DLC. Printed: DHFFC, XVII, 847-49. The original letter is in Correspondance 

Politique, Etats-Unis, Vol. 35, ff. 66-70, Archives du Ministére des Affaires Etrangéres, 

Paris. This is dispatch No. 22 and was received by Montmorin on 2 July. 
2. St. Eustatius was a Dutch island in the West Indies that served as an entrepot for 

smuggling. 
3. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April 

1 June (below). 

A Friend to Justice and good Government 

Newport Mercury, 15 March 1790 

Mr. BARBER, Please to give the following a Place in your Paper, and you 

will oblige 

A CUSTOMER. 

This may shew the disposition of a set of people in the town of West- 

Greenwich, that are so imbittered against giving Congress power. They 

say if the Constitution takes place, they shall be undone, and in three 

year’s time their estates will be all taken away.—I think they judge Con- 

gress by their own works, for the sole power of town taxation in this 

town lieth in those sort of people, for instance, in December 1789, at 

a town-meeting in said town they ordered a town tax of two hundred 

pounds silver money, to be paid in silver money or Indian corn, or in 

paper money at fifteen for one, in which tax, as they proportioned it, 

one man’s proportion was one hundred and seventy pounds seven shil- 

lings and six-pence, and two sons that lived with him was taxed thirteen
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pounds twelve shillings and six-pence, which made in all one hundred 

and eighty-four pounds, which he has since paid in money, the greater 

part of which, by corrupt laws, he was obliged to take on par for silver 

money debts; had it been all so, it would have cost him the whole tax, 

lacking sixteen pounds, which should have been divided amongst three 

hundred and fifty persons, the better part of them called freemen, and 

each man had an equal vote with that man in taxation and other things. 

It is supposed what made the unequal proportion was three things.— 

First, that man lent the town a considerable sum of silver money, to 

answer an execution, to keep their Treasurer from going to gaol, and 

they took that way to pay him a good part of it—the second thing was, 

because he was in favour of the Constitution—the third, and worst of 

all, was, because one of the Assessors lodged a hundred and odd pounds 

of paper money for him when the depreciation was eighteen hundred 

per cent. from the time the money was sent.—If any Antifederalist has 

a mind to purchase, he will sell his real estate in this town, at half price, 

and let them all go to their haven together, provided he has the real 

money in hand, for there remains no trust. 

I can but resent the bad usage of my friend in this town. 

West-Greenwich, February, 1790. 

Massachusetts Centinel, 17 March 1790! 

RHODE-ISLAND. 
The Convention of this deluded State has adjourned to the last Mon- 

day of May next—then to meet at Newport. And this too, after an ac- 

knowledgement on the part of OPPOSITION of the necessity of an adop- 

tion of the Constitution of the United States, and the danger to be 

dreaded from a rejection of it. The question of an adjournment to May, 

was carried by a majority of four—and all the proceedings were agreed 

upon in Nocturnal Conclaves? of the anti-members, some evenings before 

the decision. This strange derilection from every principle of honour 

and interest, cannot fail to draw on the majority of that Jzttle State, the 

execrations of every patriot and friend to his country. Nor can the 

strong arm of the Union suffer its interest to be hurt, by so insignificant 

a district—And they may be assured, that to relieve the virtuous few who 

suffer under the tyranny of these lawless rulers, and to bring the vicious 

many to a sense of their duty and interest, the whole body of the people 

of this part of the Union, stand ready to obey and to execute any measures 

that shall be thought necessary to be pursued by the Head of the Union, 

against these Aliens.
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1. Reprinted: Springfield, Mass., Hampshire Chronicle, 24 March; New Hampshire Gazetteer, 
27 March; and New Hampshire Concord Herald, 30 March. 

2. For more on “nocturnal conventions,” see ‘Glossary’ (RCS:R.I., 317). 

Greenwichiensis 

Newport Herald, 18 March 1790! 

And so Mr. Agricola, you are scarcely possessed of penetration enough 

to discover whether Greenwichiensis was really serious or not.— What 

an excellent judge of composition! If I were to ask you whether you 

was in earnest or not, I might run the hazard of being thought a ——. 
You are mistaken Sir, I did not accuse the whole race of politicians 

of neglect,— the clear-sighted and the long-sighted Anties were the only 

characters I taxed with neglect, and to whom I distantly imputed a want 

of proper spirit. The advice I gave them was such as, if you knew a little 
more than you do, you would acknowledge would be highly advanta- 

geous to the State.—After repeating the benefits which I boldly de- 

clared would result to it, from a speedy rejection of the Constitution, 

you rhapsodically and ironically exclaim—O delightful prospect! O hal- 

cyon days!—may this golden age, moved on more rapid than the car 
of time, soon be with us,—and,— 

Thou Dathousy great God of war, 

Lieutenant-Colonel to the Earl of Mar?— 

When will the time, ye Gods, when will the time come, when block- 

heads shall be inspired, and Agricolas become politicians! 
But you would be serious.—Your serious people sometimes ask very 

silly questions.— You want to know, do you?—are you really serious? — 

You (want to know what inducements foreign nations can have to cover 

our harbors with their ships, or fill our stores with their produce?—I 

answer by asking you what has induced foreigners to send their ships 

and produce to St. Eustatius?’—The produce and manufactures of 
that Island are not so great as the produce and manufactures of this 
State:—and I repeat it, if our ports were thrown open to the world all 

the States on the continent of America would bring hither their pro- 

ductions, their manufactures and their money to exchange for, and to 

purchase the foreign articles in which we shall abound;—and we should 
soon become the happiest and most envied State in the world.)—And 

what have you said in answer to this? why you affect to wonder that I 
have not the foresight to discover that the Federal Government would 
have authority and inclination to prevent any commercial intercourse 
between this State and the States under their jurisdiction, I did, Mr.
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Agricola, and do foresee that that government hath authority to regu- 

late the trade of the United States with this State, or any other foreign 

nation: but I know also that (mankind are governed by their interest, 

and I am confident that, actuated by that powerful principle, there 

never would be found a majority in Congress who would consent to 

interdict the citizens of the United States a trade with this State, when 

such prodigious advantages would be derived from it as I have pointed 

out.)—Some of the other States might indeed envy our prosperity; but 

they would sacrifice that passion to their interest.—Those States would 

have more sense than Agricola supposes they can be possessed of.— 

But the other States have nurtured and fostered us, and have expended 

their blood and treasure for us.—We never to be sure shewed any fond- 

ness, nor expended any blood or treasure for them. We secede from 

them? you mistake the matter, they have seceded from us.—(We refuse 

to pay our quota of that debt by which this State purchased her inde- 

pendence? No Sir,—The plan I have proposed will enable her to do 

it,) and I will warrant that her inclination will coincide with her duty. 

But, pursuing this plan, we shall intercept their trade and deprive them 

(the United States I suppose) of their revenues.—This is the first time 

I ever heard that opening a commodious, beneficial trade to any people 

was an interception of their trade and a deprivation of their revenues.— 

No, Agricola, No—This is the way to augment both,—and I trust the 

United States will never exhibit such an instance of injustice and in- 

gratitude as to (attempt to subjugate us, for increasing their commerce 

and their wealth.—Besides the nations of the earth never have been 

and I believe never will be tame spectators of invaded sovereignty.— 

An attack upon the sovereignty of this State would be an attack of their 

sovereignties through its side.)*—But for what, ask you, would they pro- 

tect us, and like Deborah of old return an answer to yourself;? and, in 

my opinion, a very miserable one indeed. I have already told you that 

my plan will enable us to pay our quota of the public debt, which 

comprehends the foreign as well as domestic debt; and I again tell you 

that we shall be willing to do it; which will be an additional reason for 

France, Spain and Holland, to espouse our cause, if we should be un- 

righteously and impolitically invaded by the United States. 

In a word, it will be against the interest and the honor of the United 

States to attempt to subjugate us, and it will be for the interest and 

honor of all the maritime powers in Europe to defend and protect 

us,—and in this just view of the matter I pronounce again your men- 

aces to be bugbears and scare-crows. 

I am not against my countrymen’s sharing in the supposed advan- 

tages of the Union if they choose it; but if they will follow my scheme,
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notwithstanding any thing you have alledged against it, they will be a 

happy and a flourishing people. 

At all events it will not do to dally any longer with the New Consti- 

tution.—We should reject it and open our ports, or adopt it and suffer 

or rejoice with our once Sister States—Every day that we continue in 

this condition our distresses will increase, and in the course of a few 

months they will become so great that they will not be easily removed. 

1. The text in angle brackets was reprinted in the New York Daily Advertiser, 29 March, 
with many variations in order to take it out of the context of a debate between “Agricola’”’ 
and “Greenwichiensis.” The Advertiser’s excerpted version was reprinted in the New York 
Daily Gazette, 30 March; Philadelphia Federal Gazette and Pennsylvania Packet, 5 April; and 
the New Jersey Journal, 7 April. See also note 4 below. “‘Greenwichiensis”’ is responding to 
“Agricola,” Newport Herald, 11 March (above). For a response to “Greenwichiensis,” see 
Agricola, Newport Herald, 1 April (below). 

2. Alexander Pope, Pert Bathous Or Martinus Scriblerus His Treatise of the Art of Sinking 
in Poetry, in Jonathan Swift, Miscellanies. The Last Volume (London, 1731), 57. 

3. St. Eustatius was an island in the Dutch West Indies which served as an entrepot for 
smuggling. 

4. The New York Daily Advertiser concluded its reprinting of excerpts from this item 
(note 1, above) with the following editorial comment: “Here it might be asked, whether 

these same nations of the earth know Rhode-Island as a sovereign power, when discon- 
nected with the other states.” None of the four newspapers that reprinted the Advertiser's 
version included the comment. 

5. A reference to the prophetess and judge Deborah of the Old Testament. See Judges, 
chapters 4 and 5. 

Newport Herald, 18 March 1790 

For the NEWPORT HERALD, 

No. I.' 

Mr. EDES, As the press is free, and most people are dabbling in poli- 

tics, the public will pardon me while taking my turn with other scrib- 

blers. Last week Agricola? grins at Greenwichiensis of the week before, 

who is of the opinion that we had better reject the new Federal Con- 

stitution, and earnestly apply to the reformation of our State laws, as 

the readiest means of reviving our declining commerce, of arriving at 

political grandeur, and domestic happiness; yet, says he, if our com- 

merce must be ruined, unless we accede to the Constitution, let us 

accede; but if we can thrive better without it, reject it immediately; for 

dallying and adjourning will only prolong our distress,—is not this 

speaking like a candid politician? By implication he thus addresses his 

fellow-citizens,—my friends, you see that our political situation, on many 

accounts, is unhappy; we all wish a remedy; on one hand, I have pre- 

scribed; on the other, the Convention has prescribed; consider there- 

fore which prescription will best relieve your disorders, and apply that
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without hesitation.—Is such advice censurable? The public should ever 

be led by reasoning on information, and not by the harangues of in- 

terested persons, which, in this State, have hitherto had too much in- 

fluence. 

The new Federal Compact has obviously some defects, which will 

prove so many inlets to the destructive tide of ambition and avarice— 

individuals have already received more of its beneficial influence than 

the great body of the people, for which it was constructed;—will gov- 

ernment hereafter progress more in our favor? history shews us that 

delegated power seldom progresses in favor of the people, and there- 

fore that it ought to be guarded by the strongest barriers; those barriers 

consist in a well defined constitution; the Federal Compact is not well 

defined, and consequently ought to be rejected, or subjected to amend- 

ments; but what say sticklers for officesPp—let it go down at all events? 

those I shall join when for interest I barter my sentiments, or am con- 

vinced. 

1. For No. If and No. III, see Newport Herald, 25 March and 1 April (both below). 

2. See “Agricola,” Newport Herald, 11 March (above). 

The Annual Spring Elections and the Attempt to 

Form a Coalition of Parties, 19 March—21 April 1790 

The fate of the Constitution in Rhode Island was tied to the annual spring 

elections on Wednesday, 21 April 1790. Both Federalists and Antifederalists 
indicated that the adjournment of the March ratifying Convention until after 
the spring elections was designed to assure the Country party (Antifederalists) 
another year in control of the state government. (See Henry Marchant to John 

Adams, 7 March, and Henry Sherburne to Henry Knox, 7 March [RCS:R.L, 
753-54].) In fact, the Antifederalist delegates to the state Convention met in 

a “nocturnal convention”’ shortly after the Convention adjourned, on the eve- 
ning of 6 March, and formed their election ticket (or prox). Governor John 

Collins, a loyal Country party member but a supporter of the Constitution, was 
passed over and replaced by Daniel Owen. Owen, however, did not want to 

run and suggested that Arthur Fenner be the gubernatorial candidate. 
Federalists, hoping to elect more assistants and deputies to the legislature 

than in the past and to obtain a ratification of the Constitution in the upcom- 
ing state Convention, proposed a coalition prox with Arthur Fenner at the top 

of the ticket. Fenner rejected the Federalists’ efforts to create a coalition of 
parties. A month later, Federalists met at East Greenwich on 6 April and pre- 
pared their nomination list. Both the Antifederalist and the Federalist proxes 

appeared as broadsides and in two Rhode Island newspapers. Several writers 
contributed pieces to Rhode Island newspapers commenting on the attempt 
to form a coalition prox, on Daniel Owen’s letter to the freemen of the state 
explaining his reasons for declining to run for governor, and on his efforts to 

get Arthur Fenner to be the Country party’s candidate.
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The Country party, as they had done since 1786, won all of the state-wide 
offices and elected their slate of ten assistants. 

Daniel Owen to the Freemen of Rhode Island 

19 March-3 April 1790 

Country party leaders met in South Kingstown on Saturday evening, 6 March 
(the day the state ratifying Convention adjourned until May), and nominated 
Convention president Daniel Owen for governor. Owen wanted to decline the 
nomination and suggested that Arthur Fenner be nominated instead. Fenner 
refused, leaving Owen to head the party’s election ticket (or prox). Owen 

eventually persuaded Fenner to run, and a convention of Country party leaders 
substituted Fenner for Owen on the evening of 18 March. 

Two different versions of Owen’s letter to the freeman giving his reasons 
for declining the nomination exist. The first is an unsigned smooth manuscript 

copy in Rhode Island Historical Society Manuscripts, Mss 9003, 3:129, at the 

Rhode Island Historical Society. It is docketed “Copy/Govr. Owen’s/Circular 

Letter’? and dated ‘‘Providence March. 19th 1'790.’”’ The second version, dated 

‘‘Glocester, March 29, 1790,” first appeared in the Providence Gazette, 3 April, and 
was reprinted in the Newport Herald, 8 April; United States Chronicle, 8 April; and 
Newport Mercury, 10 April. Both versions are printed here. 

Manuscnpt Version of Daniel Owen’s Circular Letter 

Providence, 19 March 1790 

Permit me Sir, to address you with my usual Freedom & Candour. 

Mankind being designed for social beings, it is the indispensable duty 

of every individual to divest himself of every kind of prejudice, render 

himself a useful Member of Society, & endeavour to support the rights 

& Liberties of the People. 

You will remember Sir, that in the Convention held at Southkingston 

on Saturday Evening 6th of March current, it was thought best that a 

Prox should then be agreed on; And after discussing the subject I had 

the Honour of being nominated for the head of the Prox. Sensible of 

the confidence reposed in me, I sincerely thanked the Convention, 

wished to be excused & gave my reasons, which were my local situation, 

my infirmities &c & proposed Mr. Fenner, knowing his situation to be 

much more eligible than mine, & that his superior abilities, his candour 

& firmness, his veracity, his Attachment to, & Zeal for the Liberties & 

Privileges of the People of this State could not be doubted. Mr. Fenner 

being then present rather declined & I was overruled. 

Previous to my being appointed a Delegate to the State convention, 

I frequently solicited Esqr. Fenner to permit me to nominate him for 

that Honourable Post[.] He refused me as he did the Convention. Since 

my return home I have repeated my solicitations & with the assistance
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of our Friends have at length prevailed on him to accept. With the 

unanimous consent of the Breth[rjen & Friends in the Northern part 

of the State, I have willingly & cheerfully resigned to him hoping he 

will not only meet your approbation & support, but also of all our 

Friends in the State. From the best information we expect a powerfull 

opposition: and after making the necessary calculations it was the gen- 

eral opinion that Esqr. Fenner from his convenient situation would 

make the greatest Vote.—I beg you, & it is the unanimous wish of the 

Convention held last Evening, that you wou’d use every just argument, 

& exert every Nerve to assist Mr. Fenner during this critical Juncture— 

My sentiments have ever been uniform: they are still the same: they are 

on the side of the Liberties of the People; and I will to the utmost of 

my abilities, aid & support, not only the Gentleman now agreed on but 

also the present administration. Inclosed I send you a Prox which is 

the same agreed on at South-kingston except the alteration in this 

County & one Assistant for the County of Kent 

With sentiments of Esteem & due respect your very humble Servt. 

Printed Version of Daniel Owen's Circular Letter 

Providence Gazette, 3 April 1790 

To the FREEMEN of the State of RHODE-ISLAND. 

GENTLEMEN, It having been customary, in this State, for those more 

generally conversant in political affairs, as well those belonging to the 

Legislature as others, to assemble and agree upon a prox, or nomination- 

ticket, previous to the annual choice on the third Wednesday of April, 

a respectable Convention, consisting of gentlemen from every town in 

the State, was therefore holden for this purpose, at South-Kingstown, 

in the evening of the sixth day of March inst. when a prox was agreed 

on. I then had the honour of being nominated as Chief Magistrate. I 

was gratefully sensible of the honour done me, and expressed my grat- 

itude to the Convention for the repeated and distinguished marks of 

confidence with which I had been honoured by the State, but more 

particularly for the nomination then made. But the most weighty rea- 

sons, such as my residence in the country, distant from the centre of 

public business, and inconvenient on that account, the infirm state of 

my health, my wish to live in retirement, and to be excused from the 

cares of public life, and other considerations, induced me to decline 

accepting that important trust, and to propose ARTHUR FENNER, Es- 

quire, of Providence, for the office, knowing his central situation was 

convenient for the public—that his abilities were great—and that his 

candour, his firmness, his attachment to and zeal for the safety, liberties
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and privileges, of the people of this State, could not be doubted. Mr. 

Fenner having been then present, declined, and I was over-ruled. 

Previous to my being appointed a Delegate to the State Conven- 

tion, I frequently solicited Mr. Fenner to permit me to nominate him 

for that honourable post. He refused me, as he did the Convention. 

But after my return home I repeated my solicitations, and, with the 

assistance of a number of our friends, at length obtained his consent 

to serve in the office, if chosen. I have willingly and chearfully re- 

signed the nomination, with which I was honoured, to him, hoping 

that he will meet with the approbation and support of the State at 

large. 

Permit me, Gentlemen, on thus retiring from public life, in this public 

manner to acknowledge the grateful sense I have of the confidence so 

often placed in me by my fellow-citizens, in their repeated election of 

me to the office of Deputy-Governor. I have endeavoured to serve them 

to the best of my abilities; my sentiments have ever been republican; they 

have been and will continue to be on the side of the liberties of the 

people. That the freemen may experience all the blessings of a mild, 

just and equitable government; that their agriculture, trade and manu- 

factures, may flourish; that plenty, peace and felicity, by the beneficent 

Providence of Almighty God, may be multiplied to them, to their chil- 

dren and children’s children, are the sincere wishes of, Gentlemen, your 

obliged and obedient servant, 

DANIEL OWEN. 
Glocester, March 29, 1790. 

Newport and Providence Committee to Arthur Fenner 
Providence Gazette, 27 March 1790! 

Mr. CARTER, Many persons who were present at the late Convention 

held in South-Kingstown, for the purpose of deliberating on the pro- 

posed Federal Constitution, will recollect, that at the close of the Con- 

vention, when the gentlemen on both sides of the House were form- 

ing a nomination-list for General Officers at the ensuing election, a 

proposal was made, on the part of the federalists, for a coalition in 

the nomination of General Officers, equally from both parties. As 

this proposal appeared to be rejected at that time rather from the 

hurry and agitation with which affairs were then going on, it has been 

thought proper to renew it in a more definite and formal manner, 

for the calm and deliberate consideration of our fellow-citizens of all 

descriptions. 

For the most early information of all parties, and that nothing may 

be concealed of a transaction which has for its object no other than
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the public good, you are requested to insert the following in your next 

Gazette, 

By the COMMITTEE. 

At a very full Meeting of the Freemen of the Town of Providence, after general 

Notice, on the 22d of Third Month (called March) 1790, for the Purpose of 

promoting Measures for a Coalition of all Parties in the Nomination and Choice 

of General Officers for this State the ensuing Year. 

JABEZ BOWEN, Esq; in the Chair. 

Resolved unanimously, That a Committee be appointed to write to 

the different towns in this State, and propose a meeting of such inhab- 

itants as are desirous to promote a coalition of parties. 

Resolved unanimously, That John Brown, Welcome Arnold, and Da- 

vid Howell, Esqrs. Col. Zephaniah Andrews, and Jabez Bowen, Esq; be 

the Committee for that purpose; and that they are desired first to wait 

upon the citizens of Newport, and endeavour to obtain their concur- 

rence, in writing to the several towns aforesaid, or in any other mea- 

sures that may be mutually agreed on by the aforesaid Committee, and 

such good citizens of Newport as they may consult. 

THOMAS ARNOLD, Clerk. 

In pursuance of the above appointment, the Committee conferred 

with a number of the citizens of Newport, who joined with them in the 

following letter, which was delivered on the 26th inst. to the gentleman 

to whom it is addressed, and a reply is now waited for. 

Newport, March 24, 1790. 

SIR, Many of the good people of this State see, with deep concern, 

the unhappy divisions which for a long time have distracted their po- 

litical concerns, distressed the mercantile interest, and threatened de- 

struction to all.—They also consider it a duty to study for peace, as the 

only mean by which the best interest of the State may be built up, 

mutual confidence restored, and the felicity of all be best effected. 

Moved by these considerations, the inhabitants of the town of Provi- 

dence have had a very general meeting, in which it was unanimously 

resolved, that a coalition of parties should be earnestly attempted, and 

for that purpose appointed a Committee to consult with the people of 

Newport, and other towns, and request their assistance in a measure 

so necessary and so very desirable. 

The subscribers have therefore not only had a meeting for that pur- 

pose, but have had some considerable opportunity of consulting many 

others; and from the disposition which they have for some time per- 

ceived and pervade the minds of the people at large, conceive it their
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duty, as far as respects themselves, and the general peace and happiness 

of the State, to propose for your consideration, and that of your friends, 

who are desirous to place you at the head of administration for the 

year ensuing, that there be a prox agreed upon as nearly equal as may 

be, and filled up on principles truly and sincerely conciliatory: That 

you, or such other person as you and your friends may agree upon, be 

recommended as Chief Magistrate: That a Deputy Governor be pro- 

posed who shall be agreeable to those who have for some time been 

considered as the minority, and that the Assistants be as nearly divided 

as may be: In accomplishing which, you and your friends may expect 

from us, and as far as our influence may extend, every reasonable con- 

descension, so that the main object may be accomplished, which we 

assure you is no other than the peace and lasting prosperity of the 

State. 

We wish your serious consideration of this proposition, and your 

hearty concurrence in an object so very important, and which it must 

be the earnest desire of all good men to see happily obtained. We shall 

be ready to meet you, and such friends as you may think proper to 

consult, at any time and place you may notify to us in the course of a 

week from this time. 

We are, Sir, your very humble servants, 

GEORGE CHAMPLIN, 

HENRY MARCHANT, 

GEORGE GIBBS, 

JAMES ROBINSON, 

ISAAC SENTER, 

JOHN BROWN, 

WELCOME ARNOLD, 

Davip HOWELL, Providence Committee. 

ZEPHANIAH ANDREWS, 

JABEZ BOWEN, 

ARTHUR FENNER, Esq; 
to be communicated. 

1. This item was also sent to Bennett Wheeler who printed it in his United States Chron- 
icle on 1 April. The Newport Herald, 1 April, and Charleston City Gazette, 21 April, both 

reprinted this item from the Providence Gazette. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 1 April 1790! 

Mr. WHEELER, Being informed, that the Letter of the joint Commit- 

tee from Newport and Providence, which was directed to me “to be 

communicated,” is to be published in your next Paper; and having, agree-
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able to their Request, delivered them my Answer, I wish you to publish 

it also in the same Paper, 

Your’s, (7c. A. FENNER. 

Providence, March 30, 1790. 

Providence, March 29, 17790. 

GENTLEMEN, Your Letter, dated at Newport, the 24th Instant, I re- 

ceived on Friday last. 

No Man more deeply regrets the unhappy Divisions which have been 

so long prevalent in the State, or more anxiously wishes that mutual 

Confidence may be restored, and that the Felicity of all may be pro- 

moted by the joint Exertions of all, for the common Good of the State. 

But I cannot see the Propriety of particularly addressing to me the 

Proposal which you so strongly recommend to my “serious Consider- 

ation.” 

In a free republican Government, the reasonable Wishes of the Body 

of the People ought to be, and they must be, attended to; if they are 

not, sooner or later their Voice will reach and influence the Seats of 

Legislation. 

Every Government therefore ought to be so administered, as that it 

will have the Hearts of the People for its Support, and it will generally 

have this Support if it deserves it. Not but that an unjustifiable Party 

Spirit may sometimes spring up in Society, and from Resentment and 

personal Considerations, be continued to the public Detriment: But in 

general it may be observed, that if the Administration of the Govern- 

ment has in Fact been changed by the elective Voice of the People, 

because they suppose it to have been ill administered, and Parties have 

arisen in the State by Reason of such Change, the readiest and most 

prudent Way, in such Case, to allay the Spirit of Party, is to yield little 

Matters, and to comply with the general reasonable Views of the major 

Part of the People, till by the mild Voice of Persuasion, and from the 

Coalition and Commixture of Sentiments in the public Mind, one gen- 

eral Object, the public Good, shall unite all in promoting their mutual 

and common Happiness. 
It is impossible but that the Body of the People should wish the 

Promotion of the general Good in the common Security of their Per- 

sons and Property, though they may sometimes mistake their Measures 

in accomplishing it. It therefore ought always to be a Maxim in Repub- 

lics, that Party is to be influenced by Persuasion not to be irritated by 

Bitterness of Invective, or provoked to Desperation by the Application 

of Force. The public Opinion may be wrong for a Time, but it will
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generally settle on what is right, especially if proper Means are used 

for the public Information. 

The great Principle of Republics is, that the Majority shall govern; 

and that they may govern rightly and most for the Happiness of the 

State, the wise, the magnanimous and the patriotic, tho’ perhaps not 

personally concerned in the Administration, should unite to enlighten 

by their Information, and to assist by their Counsels, in the Way most 

likely to serve the Public, and most conducive to the Honour of the 

Government. 

I express these Sentiments because I think they are such as ought to 

prevail, and if attended to, will have a Tendency to extirpate the Ani- 

mosity of Party, and to restore mutual Benevolence and confidential 

Esteem, the sweetest Ingredients of human Felicity. 

I beg Leave to mention, that I cannot help thinking that the Pro- 

posal, which you have been pleased to address to me, would with much 

greater Propriety have been addressed to the Freemen at large, or the 

Representatives of the People appointed for the Purpose of agreeing 

upon a Prox, or Nomination-List, without my Name being mentioned. 

From the obliging Expressions you use I am unwilling to believe, that 

any thing unfair was intended, or to suppose that the Proposal was 

made on any other than “Principles truly and sincerely concilatory,’’—but 

the Publication of the Letter in a public News-paper, within 24 Hours 

after it was delivered to me, with a Notification to the Public, that “a 

Reply was waited for,” when the “Course of a Week,” from the Date, was 

mentioned as allowed for an Answer, seems to indicate at least an Haste 

of Proceedings. 

You say, that “you shall be ready to meet me, and such Friends as I may 

think proper to consult at any Time and Place in the Course of a Week,” from 

the Date of your Letter. You will excuse me for suggesting by the fol- 

lowing Query the Impropriety, as it appears to me, of my doing any 

Thing respecting such a Meeting.—Would it not indicate a very ex- 

traordinary Fondness of an Office and appear like Presumption and 

Arrogance in me, when honoured with the Nomination made in the 

Letter, to attempt to call a Convention of the State to ratify it? Beside, 

there was not sufficient Time allowed for notifying and assembling a 

Convention of the whole State, to consider of the Proposition, and 

there would be an Impropriety in taking it up partially. The Truth is, 

that it is a Matter which rests with the Freemen at large. By the Publi- 

cation of the Proposal in the News-Paper, the Business was taken off 

my Hands, and thrown into the proper Channel, and the Freemen now 

have it before them for Consideration. They will act respecting it as
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their Wisdom and Prudence shall direct, in such Manner I hope as will 

eventually best subserve and promote the true Interest and Happiness 

of the State at large, which no Man has more at Heart than, Gentlemen, 

Your most obedient and humble Servant, 

A. FENNER. 

GEORGE CHAMPLIN, 

HENRY MARCHANT, 

GEORGE GIBBS, 

JAMES ROBINSON, 

ISAAC SENTER, ; 
Esquires, 

JOHN BROWN, 

WELCOME ARNOLD, 

DaAvID HOWELL, 

ZEPHANIAH ANDREWS, 

JABEZ BOWEN, 

to be communicated. 

1. This item was also printed in the Newport Herald, 1 April, without the introductory 

paragraph, and in the Providence Gazette, 3 April, with an alternative introduction. A manu- 
script draft of the letter is in Rhode Island Historical Society Manuscripts, MSS 9003, 

14:143, at the Rhode Island Historical Society. It is endorsed “A Fenner’s Answer/to the/ 

Electioneering Committee” and differs in spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and para- 

graphing from the newspaper versions. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 1 April 1790! 

(Mr. WHEELER, As no Time nor Place has been mutually agreed on 

to meet together for the Purpose of forming a COALITION-PROX, we 

request your publishing the following Notification in your next, and 

you will oblige 

THE COMMITTEE.) 

Providence, March 31, 1790. 

GENTLEMEN, No Prox for the General Officers of this State for the 

Year ensuing having been recommended to the Governor, agreeable to 

the Custom of former Times, and Information being received, that some 

Persons, without previously consulting their Fellow-Citizens in general, 

or possessing any representative Power for that Purpose, have formed 

a PROX, of Persons almost entirely of one Party: And it being considered 

the indefeasible Right of Freemen to give their Suffrages in their own 

Manner.—And as it is just and reasonable that all Interests in the State, 

all Classes of People, and all their different Sentiments, should be ad- 

equately represented in the Legislature; to the End, therefore, that a 

Nomination-List of General Officers of this State for the Year ensuing
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may be proposed to the Freemen, on the most liberal, candid and 

conciliatory Principles—such of the Freemen of this State as may be 

desirous to cooperate in a Business so necessary to establish a good 

Administration of Government therein, are requested to attend for that 

Purpose, at the Court-House in East-Greenwich, on TUESDAY, the Sixth 

of April next, at Two o’Clock, P. M. 

We remain your most humble Servants, 

JOHN BROWN, 

WELCOME ARNOLD, 

DAvID HOWELL, 

ZEPHANIAH ANDREWS, 

JABEZ BOWEN. 

1. This item also appeared in the Providence Gazette on 3 April and as a broadside (Evans 
22825). The broadside did not include the text in angle brackets. 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 5 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

... Before this letter reaches you, you will probably have seen a pro- 

posal from a Commee of the town of Providence and some private 

gentlemen of this town, directed to Arthur Fenner|[,] who is at the head 

of the Antifedl. prox, for a coalition.—The design of the Feds in this 

manoeuvre was to introduce, if they could, some fedl. members into 

the upper house, and thereby increase their strength in the Legisla- 

ture.—If the Feds had previously concluded to have opposed the Anti- 

fedl. prox, the proposal of a coalition might have had an influence 

upon some moderate men;—but without that it could not possibly, in 

my opinion, answer any good purpose, and so I told the Providence 

Commee.— However they were feirce for the measure, and to gratify 

them some of our gentlemen joined with them.—For my part I esteem 

honesty to be the best policy, and I have no notion of coalescing with 

the unfruitful works of darkness.*—I think I told you in my last’ that 

it was not probable that any opposition would be made to their prox;— 

but that the Feds would exert themselves to gain a majority in the 

Lower House.—An opposition would be unsuccessful,—and therefore 

I still suppose will not be made.—There is I think a prospect of an 

addition of strength in the Lower-House.—If we should by a superiority 

in that house be able to ballance their superiority in the Upper House, 

we may at the election, appoint some federal State officers who would 

be of great use at a future election of Genl. Officers, and if the Con- 

stitution should be adopted we may possibly stand a chance to get one 

Senator. ...
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Since I wrote the aforegoing, the Gentlemen of Providence who 

formed the Commee before mentioned, have advertised the people at 

large to meet at Greenwich to morrow to form a prox.—If the Antis 

will not unite in a prox which will admit into it a number of Feds, it4s 

probable the Feds will either print a prox with a federal Head; or only 

insert into their new prox a few federal Assistants leaving to it an Anti- 

fedl. head.—When they meet if the Antis will not join with them they 

will do what they think will be most beneficial.—I do not expect that 

the Antis will meet with them;—or that any advantage will result from 

issuing a prox in any form;—but some of our principal Feds had pro- 

ceded so far;—that I beleive it is necessary to go farther. ... 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Docketed “Recd 10th #@ Post.” Another portion 

of the letter is printed below (RCS:R.I., 807-9). The beginning of the letter, not printed 
in this volume, deals with Ellery’s salary as commissioner of the Continental Loan Office 

for Rhode Island. 

2. Ephesians 5:11. 
3. See Ellery to Huntington, 28 March (RCS:R.I., 800-801). 

Providence Gazette, 10 April 1790! 

To the PRINTER of the PROVIDENCE GAZETTE. 

Herewith you will receive the two Proxes that are to be proposed to 

the Freemen for their Approbation, at the ensuing Town-Meetings.— 

The ANTIFEDERAL PROX was formed by Deputy-Governor OWEN, and 

such Friends of the present Administration as it was thought necessary 

to consult.—The FEDERAL PROx was formed by a very respectable Num- 

ber of Freemen, from a Majority of Towns in the State, which met the 

present Week at East-Greenwich.—Your publishing them in your Paper 

will oblige 
THE COMMITTEE. 

Providence, April 9, 1790. 

MAJORITY, OR ANTIFEDERAL PROX.? 

His Excellency ARTHUR FENNER, Esq; 

GOVERNOR. 

The Honourable SAMUEL J. POTTER, Esq; 

DEPUTY-GOVERNOR. 

ASSISTANTS. 
1. THOMAS G. HAZARD, Esq; 

2. SYLVANUS SAYLES, Esq; 
3. JAMES ARNOLD, Esq; 

4. CALEB GARDNER, Esq; 

5. JAMES CONGDON, Esq;
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6. JOHN COOKE, Esq; 

7. THOMAS HOXSIE, Esq; 

8. THOMAS HOLDEN, Esq; 

9. JOB WATSON, Esq; 

10. JOHN HARRIS, Esq; 

HENRY WARD, Esq; Secretary. 

DANIEL UPDIKE, Esq; Attorney-General. 

JOSEPH CLARKE, Esq; General-Treasurer. 

COALITION, OR FEDERAL PROXx.? 

His Excellency ARTHUR FENNER, Esq; 

GOVERNOR. 

The Honourable SAMUEL J. POTTER, Esq; 

DEPUTY-GOVERNOR. 

ASSISTANTS. 

1. HENRY BLISS, Esq; 

2. RUFUS SMITH, Esq; (of Gloucester) 

3. JAMES ARNOLD, Esq; (of Cranston) 

4. JOHN DORRANCE, Esq; 

5. JAMES CONGDON, Esq; (of N. Kingstown) 

6. JOHN COOKE, Esq; 

7. SAMUEL BABCOCK, Esq; (of Hopkinton) 

8. JOHN WATERMAN, Esq; (of Warwick) 

9. JOB WATSON, Esq; (of Jamestown) 

10. ELISHA BARTLET, Esq; (of Smithfield) 

HENRY WARD, Esq; Secretary. 

DAVID HOWELL, Esq; Attorney-General. 

JOSEPH CLARKE, Esq; General-Treasurer. 

1. This item also appeared in the Newport Herald on 15 April. 
2. Bennett Wheeler, the printer of the United States Chronicle, printed the “Country 

Prox, 1790” as a broadside (Evans 45986). The broadside included the following before 

listing the nominees: “The PROTECTORS of ther COUNTRY, and the SUPPORTERS of 
the RiGHTS of MANKIND.” 

3. For the broadside version of the “COALITION PROX,” see Evans 45985. 

Massachusetts Centinel, 14 April 1790! 

The antifederalists of Rhode-Island have agreed upon a list of officers 

for the next year—in which they have left out Governour COLLINS, and 

nominated Deputy-Gov. OwEN to fill the stood—Mr. Owen has publickly 

declined the nomination, and has nominated Mr. ARTHUR FENNER— 

who, it is said, will be chosen.
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ADVERTISEMENT. 
Wanted, by the anties of R. I. a person of the following description, 

to officiate as their Chief Magistrate for the year ensuing. 

He must be a firm antifederalist, that would rather fight the other 

twelve States than be in the Union with them. 

The candidate must not resemble a gentleman, nor be a merchant 

of character, as such an one cannot please the country. 

His religion may be that of an athiest or deist; but should he profess 

any other principles, or have been known to go to publick worship 

within seven years last past, he will not do. 

He must be largely in debt, otherwise he might inhumanly assist in 

forming acts of government to destroy that liberty debtors now have, 

and enable creditors to collect their just dues. 

The perquisites of government being small, if he can twig a trout out 

of the river, or shoot down a pigeon on the leisure day called Sunday, 

so much the better, as he may thereby supply his table expenses without 

a salary, which the anties are woundily* against. 

The candidate must be as ill-natured and obstinate as any mule, that 

he may kick and bite every federalist that comes within reach of his 

head or heels until they become good anties. 

He must be a complete master of the art of fabricating political 1—s, 

and making fair promises, and understand the most advantageous way 

of retailing them to the people when they are greedy for such intelli- 

gence. 
One with the character of a modern hermit’ would fill the station of 

government with satisfaction, as he could instruct the people in the art 

of fishing and fowling, to compensate them for the losses they may 

sustain in their trade by being out of the Union. 

Any one answering the above description, that is either athiest, deist, 

hermit, paper money tenderer, or know-ye receiver, let him repair to 

the Hermitage in Providence, where he will be received with open arms 

by the Grand Sanhednm of the anti’s, and supported with as much vigour 

as G—] W—— fought the Federal Ox, on the memorable Fourth of 

July, 1788.4 

1. Reprinted: New York Daily Advertiser, 28 April. The first paragraph was reprinted in 
the Portland, Maine, Cumberland Gazette, 19 April; Stockbridge, Mass., Western Star, 27 

April; and State Gazette of North Carolina, 15 May. The advertisement was reprinted in the 
Vermont Journal, 19 May, and Pittsfield, Mass., Berkshire Chronicle, 3 June. 

2. “Woundily” here means excessively, extremely, or dreadfully. 
3. A reference to Arthur Fenner, who was sometimes described as the “Political Her- 

mit.” See ‘Observer,’ Newport Herald, 24 July 1788, and Newport Herald, 27 November 

1788 (RCS:R.I., 365, 449-51).
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4. Former militia brigadier general William West was one of the leaders of an Antifed- 
eralist mob that threatened to disrupt the Fourth of July celebration in Providence if the 
ratification of the Constitution by nine states was also celebrated. See RCS:R.I., 285-86, 

296-307. 

Buccinator 

Newport Herald, 15 April 1790 

If the world refused to acknowledge, and render due praise to merit; 

the love of fame, instead of being an incentive to beneficial and noble 

atchievements, would be an unnecessary, tormenting passion. Nature 

has not tantalized her children by endowing them with ardent desires 

never to be gratified;—nor has she constrained meritorious characters 

to trumpet their own praise. —America hath given an incontrovertible 

evidence that mankind are neither insensible to merit, nor indisposed 

to remunerate with unanimous and exalted encomiums, the vigor, the 

fortitude and the capacity which have been exerted, and displayed in 

public occupations,—and mankind have agreed, that next, in ridicule 

and contempt to the hypocritic who soundeth a trumpet before him 

when he is about to give alms,’ is the man who swolen with self conceit 

braits? his own commendation. 

An address to the freemen of this State published in the last Herald 

and signed Daniel Owen,’ led me to the foregoing observations. 

When I read the relation he has given of his nomination as chief 

magistrate by a late convention,—his expressions of gratitude for re- 

peated and distinguished marks of confidence,—his weighty, apologet- 

ical reasons for declining to accept the important trust of Governor of 

the State, and for retiring from public life, I did not know which most 

to admire the folly, the vanity, or the false representations of the man. 

To increase the importance of his nomination he tells the public that 

it has been customary for those more generally conversant in political 

affairs to assemble and agree upon a prox or nomination ticket, pre- 

vious to the annual choice on the third Wednesday of April, and that 

a respectable convention of gentlemen from every town in this State met 

at South-Kingstown, for this purpose, and that he had the honor of 

being nominated as Chief Magistrate.—Would not any stranger to this 

State, and this little z, the hero of his own tale hence conclude that the 

principal, leading, political characters of every town in it had assembled 

at South-Kingstown solely for the purpose of framing a prox, and that 

they were all present upon that occasion?—He certainly must;—and 

would it not surprize him to be informed that this august, political 

assembly was principally composed of the Antifederal Delegates who
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had met there at that time to inspect and decide upon the New Con- 

stitution,—and that there was not one Federalist among them. It doubt- 

less would,—and it is a fact. 

The Antifederalists alone were the gentlemen more generally con- 

versant in political affairs who compelled our modest Deputy-Governor 

Owen to accept the nomination of Chief Magistrate.—But what made 

him resign it?-—His reasons for it are so multifarious that I must refer 

the reader to his letter for them, only remarking that among them he 

forbore to mention a want of capacity. 

He declined accepting the important trust (of Governor[)], before 

he was elected to it, and proposed Arthur Fenner, Esq. whom he has 

bepraised so amazingly that he could not possibly add to his commen- 

dations: unless he had acknowledged, which his vanity would not per- 

mit, that Governor Arthur, was as great a man as himself. 

That he should recommend his friend in the highest strains is not 

much to be wondered at, when it is considered that there is a similarity, 

in their cast, and political sentiments,—the principal difference be- 

tween them as I am informed being this, Fenner is more absolute, and 

decided than Owen, and is not so deeply tinctured with jesuitism and 

duplicity as his flatterer.—I never heard that the former among Fed- 

eralists held the conversation, and put on the appearance of a friend 

to the new constitution;—but the latter has frequently endeavored to 

impose upon them by that specious artifice. 

Conscious that the reasons which he has alledged were not the gen- 

uine reasons for his resigning, and anxious to deceive, he has taken 

great pains to inform the freemen of the State, that, previous to his 

being appointed a delegate to the State Convention (which his vanity 

has impelled him to lug in here) he had solicited his friend Fenner to 

permit him to nominate him to that honorable post;—that after he had 

returned home, he repeated his solicitations, and, in fine, that he wll- 

ingly and cheerfully resigned the nomination.—The truth of fact is, after 

Deputy Governor Owen was nominated for Chief Magistrate, and had 

accepted the nomination, his nominators were informed that the Fed- 

eralists intended to issue a prox headed by a gentleman greatly es- 

teemed. This alarmed him and them, occasioned his resignation, and 

induced them to place Mr. Fenner, at the head of their prox, who they 

conceive has greater influence among the Anties than Mr. Owen. 

The true reason of his retiring from public life is not because he is 

satiated with honor; but because it would not stand with party policy 

that both Governor and Deputy-Governor should be inhabitants of the 

county of Providence, and at the Convention of the Anties at South- 

Kingstown Samuel Potter, Esq. of that town had been agreed upon as
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Deputy-Governor.—Thus this star of the first magnitude has fallen from 

office, and is compelled to retire from public life, or condescend to 

shine in the humble sphere of a representative. 

When we contemplate this sagacious legislator, this frank candid char- 

acter retiring from the busy, bustling scene of public life, and apolo- 

gizing with infinite modesty as he retires, can we forbear running a 

parallel between him and the illustrious American Hero, retiring from 

the field of renown, to enjoy leisure with dignity, attended with the 

universal gratitude and applause of his admiring countrymen.*— 

Had you, great Owen, duly estimated your own worth and services, 

and the disposition of the citizens of Rhode-Island and Providence- 

Plantations to reward conspicuous merit, you would not have dishon- 

ored yourself by trumpeting your own fame. The incense of praise is a 

just oblation to those who have rendered eminent services to their 

country; and however eager I may be to check aspiring vanity, and 

detect duplicity, when noble atchievements are accompanied with mod- 

esty, I shall burst forward, and with distended cheeks endeavor to fill 

the clarion of fame and augment their renown. 

1. Matthew 6:1-4. 
2. The author may have meant “braids,” which could mean to upbraid or reproach. 
3. See “Daniel Owen to the Freemen of Rhode Island,” 19 March—3 April (RCS:R.L., 

769-71). 
4. A reference to George Washington’s retirement as commander in chief of the Con- 

tinental Army in December 1783. 

Friends to the Coalition of Parties 

Newport Herald, 15 April 1790! 

To the FREEMEN of the State of Rhode-Island 

and Providence-Plantations. 

GENTLEMEN, The time approaches when you will be called upon to 

select from your Fellow-Citizens your rulers for the year ensuing. Your 

happiness as individuals and that of the public will greatly depend on 

your exercising this privilege with integrity, discretion and candour. 

The actual situation of our political affairs cannot fail to awaken your 

attention, to alarm your apprehensions, and to call forth the exercise 

of all your wisdom and virtue. 

It is natural to suppose that you will look back on the past conduct of 

your rulers and consider the effects of their administration, as well on 

the private interests of the people as their relative concerns in the union 

to which the State once belonged. Strictures on these subjects are beside 

our present purpose. Let us cast the mantle of charity on past transac- 

tions, and let it be our great concern to ponder well our future steps.
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Painful experience of the evils of dissentions among brethren and 

Fellow-Citizens has led us to recommend to you a coalition of parties; 

and notwithstanding this proposal may have been treated with evasion 

and neglect by some who aspire to rule over you and mean to keep 

the management of your affairs in their own hands, we do not lay it 

before you with less confidence of success on that account. You cannot 

feel yourselves so much interested in the elevation and aggrandisement 

of any individuals as in the public tranquility and good government of 

the State. 

The prox for general officers which we hold up to your view contains 

six magistrates named by the convention of South-Kingston and six 

named by that of East-Greenwich.? In an accommodation of parties, 

whose comparative strength is at least doubtful, it was thought candid 

as well as convenient, neglecting fractional calculations, to yield to an 

equal participation in numbers—and that entire moderation may ap- 

pear on our part, you will please to take notice, that both the Governor 

and Deputy-Governor are nominated by others. 

That the rulers of the people, on the principle of a virtuous democ- 

racy ought to be taken in due proportion from citizens of all ranks, 

occupations, interests and sentiments, is a truth we presume that needs 

no illustration. Another common principle is that a majority have a 

right to govern. This requires to be explained with candor and exer- 

cised with propriety. A majority most clearly have no right to associate 

to nullify or to impair their obligations to the lesser number. ‘There are 

first principles and fundamental laws that no majority can abolish. 

The wants, conveniences and luxuries of mankind have introduced 

various occupations among them. In almost all countries the cultivators 

of the earth furnish the necessaries of life and form the great basis of 

wealth. The necessity of working up and fashioning for the various 

purposes of life the raw material furnished by that class gives rise to 

the order of mechanics. The interchange of the productions of various 

countries is the occupation of merchants. Wise Legislators have thought 

all those occupations entitled to protection and encouragement and to 

a proportionable participation of seats in their Legislative bodies. 

Cast your eyes, Gentlemen, around you in this State, contemplate all 

the sources of wealth, and then resolve which you will dry up and 

destroy, or in other words which you will place wholly in the power of 

the others. Admitting that the agricultural interest prevails is it not 

inseparably connected with the mercantile, and do they not both es- 

sentially require the aid and assistance of the mechanic arts? If there- 

fore a majority under a false pretence of upholding the country interest 

should attempt to seat themselves exclusively in power to monopolize
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the offices of government and to prostrate the other orders in society, 

ought they to receive countenance and support in a pursuit so unwar- 

rantable? Would you dignify such a conspiracy against the rights of so 

many worthy fellow-citizens with the name of government? Would you 

not suspect them to be as liable to be seduced from the paths of honor 

and justice by the flattering prospects of personal interest to promotion 

to office as those who only put in a humble claim to their proportional 

voice in Legislation? 

The social compact was doubtless entered into by individuals for the 

safety of their persons and property. Some natural rights are given up; 

but greater security for the residue is expected as a compensation. Gov- 

ernment therefore cannot strip any class of men or even an individual 

of his property and leave him to ruin without violation of the public 

faith. The public arm is made powerful to relieve and not to oppress. 

It is a maxim in the British law that there is no wrong without a remedy. 

And shall it be said that we have thrown off that government to estab- 

lish one less friendly to the rights of individuals? If you carefully attend, 

gentlemen, to the complaints of your fellow-citizens, will you not dis- 

cover a great defect in the administration of distributive justice? Are 

not the existing laws unequal and oppressive? Has not the measure of 

right been uncertain and fluctuating? Is industry protected and en- 

couraged? Are the people contented and happy? Are not our seaport 

towns and our State in general depopulating and going to ruin? Are 

not the poor and dependant part of the people in want of employment 

and in want of bread? And in the sensibility of distresses heretofore, 

even in time of a desolating war, unknown among us, to what quarter 

are we to direct our eyes for their culpable cause? Can it be thought 

that heaven has doomed us to fall a sacrifice unless to our folly and 

impolicy? Is it prudent, therefore, any further blindly to pursue the 

road that has lead to those calamities? 

Let us intreat you to contemplate the tranquil and happy circum- 

stance of our once sister States, and you will behold them united under 

a government, not perfect indeed, but perhaps the best actually exist- 

ing in the world. You will behold them under the protection of just 

laws flourishing in agriculture, arts, and commerce.— You will see them 

as contented and united, nay more so than any other people on the 

face of the earth—and need you go far abroad to discover their citizens 

growing rich by commerce driven from your ports? 

If therefore you have any feeling for the distresses of the poor, almost 

starving in the streets of your seaport towns.—If you can be touched 

with the sufferings of your seafaring brethren, if you wish the prosperity 

of commerce, if you want just and equal laws to govern your courts of
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justice, if you are solicitous for the general peace, interest and honor 

of the State you live in, if you regard the desire of all good men for 

your union with the great American confederacy, and finally, if you have 

any regard for your welfare, and that of your posterity here and here- 

after, let us beseech and intreat you to attend on town-meeting day and 

to vote agreeably to your conscience. 

1. Also printed in the United States Chronicle, 15 April, and reprinted in the Providence 
Gazette, 17 April. On 3 June David Howell informed Thomas Jefferson that he was the 
author of this piece (RCS:R.I., 1027). 

2. See Providence Gazette, 10 April (RCS:R.I., 778-79). 

One of the Freemen of the State of Rhode-Island 

Newport Herald, 15 April 1790! 

A PROTEST. 

Lest silence may be construed as approbation, One of “the Freemen 

of the State of Rhode-Island” conceives it his duty to protest against 

the Address signed “Daniel Owen.” 

Because it stiles that Convention “‘respectable”’ which was clandestinely 

held by a faction under the dark cover of the night, in order to per- 

petuate themselves or creatures in office. 

Because it declares and implies that this “respectable Convention” con- 

sisted “of gentlemen from every town in the State’”’ who “were more generally 

conversant in political affairs, as well those belonging to the Legislature as 

others,” although no person attended from this town who possessed its 

confidence enough to be honored with the most menial office. 

Because it makes a merit of an absolute necessity, by representing 

that the subscriber of that address declined the nomination made of him for 

Chief Magistrate, in consequence of his being distant from the centre of public 

business, his infirm state of health, and his wish to live in retirement, and to 

be excused from the cares of public life-— Notwithstanding it is the decided 

opinion of a large and respectable number of the freemen of this State, 

that it was his most ardent wish to continue in office, especially to fill 

the place of Chief Magistrate, and that the only reason of his resigning 

was in consequence of a gentleman being nominated to oppose him, 

whom he and his friends well knew would carry the election. 

Because it contains fulsome adulatory praise of a man, whose abilities, 

if they had been rightly exerted, would have rendered him too cele- 

brated in qualifications to have needed an OWEN, as a vouchee for them. 

Finally, because it vaunteth much of what the signer of it has done, 

instead of leaving his constituents to declare it, and puffeth forth bub- 

ble wishes for the public good, instead of exhibiting any patriotic ex- 

ertions.
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1. This item is an answer to “Daniel Owen to the Freemen of Rhode Island,’ 19 

March-3 April (RCS:R.I., 769-71). 

A Countryman 

Providence United States Chronicle, 15 April 1790 

Mr. WHEELER, Be pleased to publish the following, in your useful 

paper, and you will oblige 

A NUMBER OF YOUR READERS. 

To the FREEMEN of the State of RHODE-ISLAND. 

My FELLOW-CITIZENS, We are called upon to agree to a COALITION 

PROX, which has been proposed by a Convention of a number of gen- 

tlemen, who met at East-Greenwich, on the sixth inst. The proposal 

seems to carry with it a degree of plausibility. But on mature consid- 

eration I am of opinion, that the people at large, can best judge for 

themselves, in whom they can confide; and tho’ I am not a scholar, 

being only a plain countryman, and unused to addressing you in this 

way, I have thought it my duty, as well as I could, to express my senti- 

ments, respecting the two Proxes, which were published in the Provi- 

dence Gazette, of Saturday last.' 

When I saw the Prox proposed from East-Greenwich, I could not help 

thinking of the dream of Nebuchadnezer, as related at large, with the 

interpretation thereof, in the 2d. Chap. of the Book of the Prophet 

Daniel; and that the dream and the interpretation, if rightly applied, 

would assist us in forming a just opinion of this Prox. The Prophet 

informs us, that the great king Nebuchadnezer, saw in his dream, “An 

Image, whose head was of fine gold, his breast and arms of silver, his belly and 

thighs of brass, his legs of iron, his feet, part of iron and part of clay.” And 

when he came to interpret the dream, he says: ““And whereas thou sawest 

the feet and toes, part of potter’s clay, and part of iron; the kingdom shall be 

divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron; for as much as thou 

sawest the iron mixtd with miry clay; and as the toes of the feet were part of 

iron, and part of clay, SO THE KINGDOM SHALL BE PARTLY STRONG 

AND PARTLY BROKEN. And whereas thou sawest tron mixed with miry clay, 

they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: But they shall not cleave one 

to another, even as tron is not mixed with clay.” 

Now it appears to me, that if we rightly apply this passage of scripture, 

we may by way of inference, learn, that attempting to mx together, an 

EQUAL NUMBER of members of different sentiments in our Upper House 

of Assembly, who have a negative on all that is done in the Lower 

House, will be as incongruous, as the feet and the toes of the image, 

part of potter’s clay and part of iron; and that the KINGDOM WILL BE
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DIVIDED; “and being parily strong and partly broken,” that your Rulers will 

not “cleave one to another” “even as iron is not mixed with clay.” The 

consequence will be that the public business will be clogged, delayed 

and defeated, and the wheels of government will move on heavily and 

irregularly, if they should not come even to a DEAD SET. 

And why, my Fellow-Citizens, should you consent to this? What are 

you to gain by it? For what do you appoint your members of the Gen- 

eral Assembly? And are those men so likely to serve you to your satis- 

faction whose sentiments you do not know, any otherwise than as they 

are supposed to be opposed to yours in general, as those whom you 

have tried, and with whom you are well acquainted? The people in 

general, in a free government will judge right respecting proper per- 

sons to serve in publick office: That nomination therefore which came 

from the body of the people, through those appointed to represent 

them, deserves your attention, and when it is attempted to be defeated, 

you ought to look out, and take care that you are not misled. 

Whether the Coalition-Prox, as it is called, shall meet with success or 

not, at the approaching election, so far as it respects the members of 

the Upper House, is to me one and the same question as to ask, Whether 

you will preserve the balance of power in the hands of the present 

administration? or, Whether you will give it up to be managed, you 

know not how? It is contention of party with party, in a new form; and 

if this Prox succeeds, as effectually answers the purpose of establishing 

the government in the hands of the MINORITY, as if they nominated 

all the officers, in as much as they will have the casting vote. It is a 

dispute, whether or no you shall keep the government yourselves; or 

whether you will be governed by the minority, and the mercantile in- 

terest? It is a struggle speciously disguised, under the plausible pretext 

of Coalition, when it does not seem that there is any Coalition in the 

matter. ‘The East-Greenwich Prox was formed intirely by those who have 

been with the minority. No others were admitted, and it has been re- 

ported, that when a gentleman who was supposed to be of different 

sentiments, desired to be present, that he was requested to withdraw: 

whether this is true or not, it may be relied on, that this is a Minority- 

Prox, and intended to support minority measures, and if it succeeds, 

will give the government into the hands of the minority. 

You are presented in the Providence Gazette, with two Proxes, curi- 

ously intitled, one, “MAJORITY, OR ANTIFEDERAL PROX.” The other, “Co- 

ALITION, OR FEDERAL PROx.” And you are told, that “the ANTIFEDERAL 

PROX, was formed by Deputy-Governor Owen, and such friends of the 

present administration, as it was thought necessary to consult.” That 

“the FEDERAL PROX was formed by a respectable number of freemen, from
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a majority of the towns in the State, when met at East-Greenwich.” The 

words Federal and Antifederal, as here used, have a strong emphatic and 

are intended to have an influential meaning. Be not deceived, my Fel- 

low-Citizens, by mere sounds without substance. An attempt is made to 

stigmatize the people’s Prox, by the epithet of Anizfederal; and to em- 

bellish the other with the title of Federal, as if the General Officers, 

whom you are now about to elect, were to determine, whether the new 

Constitution should be adopted or not. This is a matter now before the 

Convention of the People of the State, and respecting which they will 

act as their wisdom and prudence shall direct, uninfluenced by the 

approaching election. Be the event what it may, ought you not to have 

members in both Houses of Assembly, who will attend to the general 

wishes of the people? Who will study the true interest of the State at 

large, and have resolution to support it? 

His Honour Deputy-Governor Owen has informed you in his address, 

in what manner the Country Prox was formed;’ the insinuation there- 

fore, that it was formed by a Convention not so respectable and numerous 

as that at East-Greenwich was unfair, and the stigma of “Antifederal” 

affixed to the Country Prox may be considered as a specimen of the 

COALITION that exists. 

My Fellow-Citizens, judge for yourselves.—You have the right. The 

principles of power are with you. And you ought to put men into power 

who will aim solely for your good, and who have your esteem and con- 

fidence. That government which seeks for the common good of the 

whole people, securing to every man his right, and the quiet enjoyment 

of the fruits of his honest industry, with the safety, liberty and privileges 

of the Freemen, is the government that you ought to cherish, support 

and vote for. 

And after declaring these sentiments, may I recommend to your fa- 

vour, so far as respects the Members of the Upper House, that Prox 

not marked with the signs of “THE MIRY CLAY.” 

Washington-County, April 12, 1790. 

1. See the Providence Gazette, 10 April (RCS:R.I., 778-79). 
2. Daniel 2:32—33, 41-43. 

3. See “Daniel Owen to the Freemen of Rhode Island,” 19 March—3 April (RCS:R.L., 

769-71). 

A Freeman 

Providence United States Chronicle, 15 April 1790 

To the FREEMEN of the Town of PROVIDENCE. 

GENTLEMEN, Next Wednesday you are to give your Votes for General 

Officers—two Proxes are held up to your View;—and I am sure you
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cannot hesitate a Moment which to give the Preference.—You are al- 
most all known to be Federalists; —the Prox agreed on at East-Greenwich 

is a federal Prox;'! and I cannot doubt but you will one and all attend 

Town-Meeting, and vote for the Gentlemen nominated in it. 

1. See the Providence Gazette, 10 April (RCS:R.I., 778-79). 

Providence United States Chronicle, 15 April 1790 

Mr. WHEELER, From your avowed Impartiality I am led to expect, that 

you will publish the following Information in your next Paper. 
CENTINEL. 

On Saturday Night last (10th April) a Nocturnal Convention! was held 
at Mr. Dagget’s Tavern, of a Number of mercantile Gentlemen, at which 

was admitted two or three of another Class. The Object and Proceedings 
of this Meeting is attempted to be kept a profound Secret—whether 

the Members were sworn or not is not publicly known—it has however 

leaked out, that the Intention of the Meeting was to raise Monies to defray 

the Expences of the Coalition-Business, and for secret Services—dont say 

to buy Votes. 
FREEMEN BEWARE! 

1. “Nocturnal conventions” was a term usually used to describe Country party caucuses 
to plot strategy or nominate candidates (see “Glossary,” RCS:R.I., 317). 

A. B. GC. D. &c. &c. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 15 April 1790 

To the MECHANICS of PROVIDENCE. 

Next week will be the time by law appointed for to give your suffrages 
for General Officers for the year ensuing;—and the Coalition-Committee 
have endeavoured to stamp such of you as Antifederalists who do not 

vote for ther Prox.—I hope you will act like Freemen and vote for the 
men you like best.—The Country People have made a Prox, and the 

Merchants have made a Prox, and I cannot see why the Mechanics ought 
not to be allowed to vote for such Men as they like, whether in either 

of the proposed Proxes, or not, or not to vote at all? For my own part, 

I am a poor Man (altho’ a Voter) but I know if I go to Town-Meeting, 
and do not vote as my Employer does, he will turn me out of his Employ, 

as he has lately done some others—so I believe I shall be very unwell 
Town-Meeting day. 

Providence Gazette, 17 April 1790 

To the FREEMEN of the State of RHODE-ISLAND. 
GENTLEMEN, An opposition against me, in the place of Attorney- 

General for this State, was notified to you in the last Providence Ga- 

zette.'— My standing in the practice of the law would have admonished
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me to have withdrawn my name from the competition, had any gentle- 

man of longer professional experience been held up to your view. 

I have not been able to learn that any other objection prevails against 

me, than that I was active in forwarding the State Convention for de- 

ciding on the Federal Constitution.—I can meet this objection only 

with an acknowledgment of the truth of the fact. I have been fully 

convinced that it would have been for the advantage of this State to 

have adopted that Constitution, and that we suffered loss every moment 

of delay; yet I might have suppressed this conviction, and remained 

inactive, had I not been actuated more by a wish to secure your inter- 

ests, than the emoluments of an office. 

If the whole tenor of my conduct in life hitherto has not been in 

favour of the rights of the people, nothing I can now say will deserve 

your attention. 

I shall only add, that as I have no doubt but that you will exercise 

the privilege of appointing your officers according to your best discre- 

tion, so it will not disquiet me to be voted against by those who can 

persuade themselves that my competitor ought to be put into the office 

I now hold, merely on account of the difference of our opinions on 

that subject. 

I am, Gentlemen, your most obedient and very humble Servant, 

D. HOWELL. 
Providence, April 16, 1790. 

1. Daniel Updike was the candidate for attorney general on the Antifederal Prox 
printed in the Providence Gazette, 10 April (RCS:R.I., 778-79). 

Editors’ Note 

Annual Spring Election, 21 April 1790 

Town meetings were held on Wednesday, 21 April, to elect state offi- 

cers, assistants, and deputies to the General Assembly. All of the candi- 

dates on the Antifederalist Prox (Providence Gazette, 10 April [RCS:R.L, 

778—79]) were elected. On that day the towns also considered the dec- 

laration of rights and amendments to the Constitution proposed by the 

state Convention on 6 March (for this action, see RCS:R.I., 830-36). 

John Adams to Henry Marchant 

New York, 20 March 1790! 

Your favors of the 19th Decr. 18 Januy. and 7 March are all before 

me.* [am much obliged to you for the accurate and useful information 

in all of them. It is a mortifying thing to be obliged to take so much
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pains with a man to prevent him from setting fire to his own house, 

when he knows that he must burn the whole town with it. I can give 

you no other advice my friend than to persevere with the same zeal 

candour honour probity and public virtue which you have hitherto 

discovered and leave the event to time. Congress I hope will now take 

a firm part; and make Rhode Island Cheese, butter, lime and every 

thing else foreign. To be trifled with again would be too much. 

Can it not be discovered who are the men among you who carry on 

the correspondence with the Antis, in New York, Virginia, Massac[hu- 

se|tts North Carolina &c. and who are their correspondents. Your Cham- 

pions are all but poor puppets danced on the wires of certain hot spirits 

in other states whose ambition is greater than their talents or virtues, 

and whose vanity is greater still. Nothing in all this surprises me so 

much as the blockheadly ignorance and stupidity of your common peo- 

ple which suffers them to be made the dupes of artists so unskillful. 

This fact among many others serves to show that in proportion as you 

approach in a Constitution of government to a complete democracy by 

the same degrees your people must become Savages. The vulgar envy 

and malignity will not be content with plundering the helpless and 

Defenceless, but they will not bear the least superiority in knowledge 

nor in virtue. They will never be content till all are equally fools knaves 

and brutes. Equality! perfect equality! 

Your exertions and your influence my good friend have hitherto done 

a great deal to procure mercy to your fellow citizens. ‘That esteem and 

respect in which you and a few others are held will still induce many 

to wish that the day of grace may be prolonged. I cannot say it will not: 

but I must say that I believe it will not: and that I think it ought not. 

There are three sorts of men, who are like three discordant materials 

in a chemical composition; The old whiggs; the old tories and the 

youngsters. The old whiggs are hated by the old tories and envied by 

the youngsters. Hatred and envy therefore have allied themselves to- 

gether and the old whigs have many of them given great advantages 

against themselves to this confederacy by an obstinate attachment to 

very ignorant notions and pernicious principles of government, which 

will end in their ruin. But not perhaps till they have excited a civil war 

and involved their country in calamities more dreadful than those we 

have escaped. Rhode Island is pursuing a conduct more directly tending 

to this end than any other state. The character of a Legislator has in all 

ages been held above that of an hero. Lycurgus and Solon are ranked 

higher than Alexander or Cesar. The most profound and sublime ge- 

nius, the most extensive information and the vastest views have been 

always considered as indispensible. A consummate master of science
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and literature a long experience in affairs of government, travel through 

all the known world were among the ancients thought little enough for 

a founder of Laws. But in America Dr Young, Common sense Paine 

Samuel Adams and R H Lee® have been our founders of Empires. I 

esteem them all, but God knows there is not a legislator among them: 

and if this poor people will not learn, some better plan of government 

than those gentlemen even with the assistance of Dr Price Mr Turgot 

and Dr Franklin’ are capable of, they will attone with their blood in a 

civil war for their negligence, rashness and willful ignorance. 

1. FC, Adams Papers, Letterbook, MHi. 

2. For Marchant to Adams, 19 December 1789, 18 January 1790, and 7 March, see 

RCS:R.L., 649-50, 680-82n, 981-83. 

3. Dr. Thomas Young, Thomas Paine (the author of Common Sense), Samuel Adams, 

and Richard Henry Lee were all patriots during the Revolutionary War whom John Adams 
viewed as revolutionaries supporting forms of government that were too popular. Both 
Young and Paine supported the democratic Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776 with its 
unicameral legislature. 

4. A reference to Englishman Richard Price, Frenchman Anne Robert Jacques Turqot, 
the Baron de |’Aulne, and Benjamin Franklin. Adams attacked Turgot’s and Price’s sup- 
port for unicameral legislatures, weak executives, and the drift toward democracy in his 

Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United States of America ... (CC:16). Adams 
believed Franklin to be too supportive of the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1776. 

William Vassall to James Lloyd 

Clapham Common (near London), 20 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Mr. Smith informed me that the Genl. Assembly of Rhode Island 

had ordered a Convention Some time in this month, to determine 

whether they will Accede to the New Constitution or not. And it is 

thought they will Accede. I wait till I know whether Rhode Island will 

accede or not before I Commence any Actions at the Supreme Federal 

Judicial-Court at New York—I Consider myself as a greatly injured Per- 

son both by Massachusetts & Rhode Islands States, And am determined 

to Employ the most able Counsel to Commence Actions at the Supreme 

federal Court at New York against Oliver Windell Esqr for unjustly and 

illegally Seizing and Selling my Household Goods, Against Mess Davis 

Dawes &c a Committee of the General Court for Seizing Letting and 

Mortgaging my Mansion house in Boston And against the ‘Treasurer or 

Government of Rhode Island for illegally Seizing & Selling my Farm at 

Bristol, On which Actions I shall Undoubtedly recover full and Ample 

Damages. ... 

1. RC, Papers of Temple, Nelson, Lloyd, Vassall, & Borland, Houghton Library, Har- 

vard University. Vassall (1715-1800), a graduate of Harvard College (1733) and a ban- 

ished Boston Loyalist, was living in a suburb of London, England, and was intent on
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receiving compensation for his confiscated property, some of which was on Poppasquash 
Neck in Bristol, R.I. A portion of his Rhode Island property was purchased by Providence 
merchant John Brown. Lloyd (1728-1810), a native of Long Island, N.Y., and a member 

of one of New York’s great landholding families, was a graduate of Harvard College 
(1747) and a wealthy Boston obstetrician and surgeon. His inherited estate on Long 
Island had been destroyed by British troops. He served as an agent for Vassall and other 
Loyalist absentees. In 1789 Lloyd went to England seeking compensation but returned 
to Boston after his claim was denied. 

Matthew Mizen 

Providence Gazette, 20 March 1790! 

To the ANTIFEDOES in the State of RHODE-ISLAND. 
The first of April’ is close aboard, d’ye see, when we shall be April 

fools in good earnest; and many an honest sailor must then haul himself 

up, and suck his paws, or pad the hoof to other States for employ.— 

What say you, my honies? Would it not be fair dealing for the Anti- 

fedoes to advance a couple of months pay, or so, to such as shall be 

without a ship after the day of All Fools? The business of eating, d’ye 

see, can’t well be adjourned.—Think of this a little, my chickens, and 

let’s hear from you. 

1. Reprinted: Boston Independent Chronicle and Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 1 April; Penn- 
syluania Packet, 6 April; and Charleston City Gazette, 12 May. 

2. The exemption granted by Congress to Rhode Island from foreign tonnage and 
impost duties was set to expire on | April. See the Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.L., 
736-37). 

Providence Gazette, 20 March 1790! 

A Correspondent remarks, that the People of this State must be very 

happy in their present Circumstances, as they are so disinclined to alter 

them. If Happiness lies in absolute Sovereignty and Independence, no 

People on Earth have a better Claim to it.—The State is as free from 

the Congress, either old or new, as it is from the King of Great-Britain, 

or France.—In short, the State is as free as an Individual in a State of 

Nature; and there is no more Reason for an Adoption of the new Con- 

stitution, than there is for such Individual to enter into a State of Gov- 

ernment. 

1. Reprinted nine times by 19 April: Mass. (2), N.Y (3), Pa. (2), Va. (1), S.C. (1). 

New York Gazette of the United States, 20 March 1790! 

Extract of a letter from Providence, (Rhode-Island,) dated March 7, 1790. 

‘Alas for poor Rhode-Island! doomed still to experience the evils 

attendant on anarchy and misrule.
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[“‘]The delegates of this place are just returned from South-Kingstown, 

(the convention having risen last evening at ten o’clock, without accom- 

plishing the important business of their appointment. The convention 

stands adjourned to the 24th of May, then to meet at Newport)—which 

favourite measure was carried by a majority of 1.—Every objection raised 

against the general government was clearly obviated; but antifederal- 

ism, obstinacy and ignorance, were triumphant. A committee was early 

appointed to draft and report a bill of rights, and amendments to the 

constitution: The former, I am told, is nearly a copy of the Virginia 

bill*—the latter are said to have been collected chiefly from amend- 

ments proposed by other states. Where any thing new has been intro- 

duced, stupidity is the characteristic feature. The old game of handing 

these to the people, is once more to be played; and yet no mode is 

pointed out whereby their sentiments are to be collected. An adjourn- 

ment till after our election, is intended to serve the purposes of party, 

and obtain a re-election of the powers that be, or others of similar 

character. 

‘It is much to be lamented, that an exemption from foreign impost 

and tonnage was ever asked for or granted.® The first indulgence af- 

forded our antifeds an opportunity to dispose of their fall produce and 

they must be made to feel, before they can be brought to a sense of 

duty.[”’] 

1. Reprinted: New Jersey Journal and Pennsylvania Gazette, 24 March; Pennsylvania Mercury 

and Pennsylvania Packet, 25 March; and State Gazette of North Carolina, 10 April. The text 

in angle brackets, with slight variations, was reprinted in the Virginia Independent Chronicle, 
31 March; North Carolina Gazette, 15 April; and North Carolina Chronicle, 10 May. 

2. For the Virginia declaration of rights and amendments, see CC:790. They were not 
reprinted in Rhode Island. For the declaration of rights and amendments adopted by 
the Rhode Island Convention on 6 March, see RCS:R.I., 976-81. 

3. See the Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 

Tench Coxe to James Madison 

Philadelphia, 21 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

I am sorry to find that the Rhode Island Convention have adjourned 

without determining in favor of the Constitution. This conduct is how- 

ever so far favorable as it may be deemed a proof that they are not 

violently bent against it. The general causes of the conduct of that State 

are perfectly well understood, but I wish much to know as far as you 

have collected them and are at liberty to communicate them, their 

present views & intentions—Such things as they wish to accomplish 

before their adoption and the consequences they fear or pretend to
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fear in the event of their coming into this Union. I wish to make myself 

master of the subject and to make such use of the information I may 

collect as may be proper in a publication.’ Our affairs with them must 

ere long draw to a point—Legislative or more forcible coercion must 

be at least considered—The case is so new and delicate that a reason- 

able proceedure, which may be expected to bring them to their duty, 

will be difficult to devise. ... 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. Printed: Rutland, Madison, XII, 111-—15n. Coxe (1755- 

1824), a Philadelphia merchant, was a delegate to the Annapolis Convention (1786). 
After the Constitutional Convention (1787), he became one of the most prolific writers 

in support of the Constitution. He was an assistant secretary of the U.S. Treasury, 1789- 
92, and the commissioner of revenue, 1792-97. Madison, a Virginia member of the U.S. 

House of Representatives, responded to Coxe on 28 March; Coxe replied on 31 March 
(both below). 

2. For Coxe’s essays to the freemen of Rhode Island, see “A Citizen of United Amer- 

ica,” Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 6 and 12 April (both below). 

Boston Herald of Freedom, 23 March 1790! 

Extract of a letter from Newport, dated March 18. 

“IT prognosticate we shall be in a miserable situation in this town this 

summer, on account of our not adopting the constitution. Trade will 

be entirely stagnated, and no business for any body but the farmer— 

what will be done I know not—the people seem to be very much de- 

jected—I do not think we shall adopt the Constitution in May—the 

amendments proposed by the committee of your assembly? will operate 

in favour of the Anties in this state, and I believe will strengthen them— 

I am sorry they made their appearance at this time.” 

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Gazette, 31 March; Pennsylvania Packet, 5 April. 
2. On 25 September 1789 Congress adopted twelve amendments to the Constitution 

to be considered by the states. For the amendments, see Appendix I (below). On 29 
January 1790 the Massachusetts Senate adopted ten of the twelve congressional amend- 
ments and appointed members to a joint committee to consider further amendments to 
the Constitution. Four days later the Massachusetts House of Representatives adopted 
nine of the proposed twelve amendments and appointed its members to the joint com- 
mittee. The legislature never resolved the internal differences over ratifying the congres- 
sional amendments, but on 24 February the Senate ordered 190 copies of the joint com- 
mittee’s report be printed for its use (Evans 22655). Since the session was almost over, 

consideration of the report was referred to the next session. 
On 25 March the United States Chronicle reprinted the report at the request of “A 

constant reader” (Mfm:R.I.). The committee reported that further amendments “are 

necessary to secure the Liberties of the People.’ After justifying the need for further 
amendments at length, the committee reported twelve amendments that would “secure 
the blessings of freedom without injuring the nerves of Government.”
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Massachusetts Centinel, 24 March 1790! 

THE DEY OF ALGIERS’ LETTER. 

To our beloved Friends in Rhode-Island, in America, GREETING. 

Peace be to those who tread in the right way. 

We, the servant of the true Prophet, and slave of the Sublime Porte, 

Dey of Algiers, &c. &c. have hitherto deemed it far beneath the dignity 

of true Musselmen to unite in bonds of alliance with any nation of 

faithless Christian Dogs; but from divers information to us communi- 

cated of your dispositions, modes of thinking, and disregard for the 

absurd tenets held by the Christian nations,? have condescended to deem 

you worthy our friendship and alliance. 

For our mutual benefit—and in order that our future operations 

against the faithless nations of the globe, who respect not the sign of 

the Prophet—and that the States of Algiers, &c. may be synonimous 

with Rhode-Island—and Rhode-Island synonimous with Algiers—we 

have appointed our trusty and well-beloved slave, ABUCACAER, the Min- 

ister and General of our Gallies, &c. to the end that he, with such 

persons as you may appoint, may form and agree upon articles of Al- 

liance, eventual and defensive—that in future our enemies may be your 

enemies—and our friends your friends, and that our devastations on 

the property of the world, who shall not pay us due tribute and re- 

spect—may be prompt and efficient. 

At our city of Algiers—done, in the 1167th year of Hegira,® 8c. &c. 

1. Reprinted in the Newport Herald, 1 April, and in fourteen other newspapers by 31 
May: Vt. (1), N.H. (2), Mass. (2), Conn. (1), N.Y. (2), Pa. (2), Va. (1), N.C. (2), S.C. (1). 

2. See Philadelphia American Museum, August 1788 (Addendum, below). 
3. The flight of Mohammed from Mecca in 622 a.p. 

Newport Herald, 25 March 1790! 

For the NEWPORT HERALD. 

No. IL. 

Mr. EpDES, In our first number we asserted that the Federal Compact 

was not sufficiently guarded against the ordinary innovations of avarice 

and ambition; that it had obvious defects, which ought to be mended, 

prior to its adoption by patriotic Americans, who have been liberal of 

their blood and treasure to obtain a system of laws, that might equally 

operate from the shivering beggar to the possessor of millions; to such 

a system the light of the present age entitle us—Such a system would 

render the States equal to the happiest parts of the world; but if such
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a system is not within our power, we must be contented to make the 

best of our situation. At present the people of Rhode-Island are at 

liberty to choose for themselves; their own interest ought to be their 

polar star, whence no influence should divert them,—hence the only 

questions, at present, that occur in politics are, is it better to receive 

the Constitution as it is? if not, shall we insist on amendments, or place 

our whole dependance on our domestic policy? we do not think our- 

selves competent to answer these important questions; we shall obtain 

our object, and think ourselves very happy, if, by a number of hints, 

we can bring our fellow-citizens to reason for themselves.—That the 

public may have proper information, we request them to view past de- 

bates, and the amendments proposed by the several States, some of 

which have been recommended by Congress; that demonstrates that the 

collected wisdom of the Union thought the Constitution imperfect; yet, 

my friends, how many conceited politicians have we heard exclaim, even 

before there was one amendment proposed, that the wisdom of man 

could not have contrived a better constitution.—O ye place-hunters! 

ye thirsters for popularity! ye sticklers for the favors of the great! when 

ye thus exclaimed, were ye ignorant, or designing?—It is certain the 

Constitution has been defective, because the collected wisdom of the 

Union has mended it: It is still obvious to us that some defects remain, 

and therefore we highly applaud the cautious proceedings of our late 

Convention, which will perpetuate their memory, while a spark of lib- 

erty warms the bosom of a grateful posterity. 

1. For No. I and No. III, see the Newport Herald, 18 March (above) and 1 April (below). 

Spectator 

Newport Herald, 25 March 1790 

“Sure fix’d on Virtue may your Nation stand, 

And public Evil never touch the Land.” 

HOMER.! 

When I take a retrospective view of the evils once impending on my 

country ready to burst in chains and fetters upon her for ever, I see 

her seize the golden moment to defend her unalienable rights, strug- 

gling for liberty, the continent desolated by the ravages of war during 

the full period of eight years, assisted by a generous ally, and the ex- 

pence of the best blood that ever fired the breast of perhaps any nation 

on earth, she is at length acknowledged free and independent. 

A greater evidence of the want of a general government need not 

be given than the rejection of the five per cent. impost, which the 

general voice of the continent about this period declared highly nec-
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essary, to pay part of the debts contracted in the greatest emergencies; 

yet this inferior State opposed the plan,* and some of its enemies have 

since denied that they opposed it.—Such is owned to be the stain which 

they have incurred. 

Our situation and circumstances fully indicate that we may yet be 

respectable, unless we suffer a set of men who sacrifice the public good, 

and set at nought every thing civil and sacred, which they think may 

obstruct their advancement to popularity, to overthrow all govern- 

ment.—Why, my countrymen, do we listen to the MAN of infamous 

character, who ceases not to invent ways and means to deceive honest 

men?—Let us but a moment reflect upon the probable motives which 

excite him to attend our general councils,—obtruding in one com- 

pany—listening in this—gliding there—stepping here, as though much 

hurried—at length measuring the utmost bounds of the State spread- 

ing his baneful influence,—Let us, I say, reflect if this proceeds from 

a true regard for the establishment of a civil government, without which 

never yet was a nation happy,—or from some private views, which he 

endeavors to conceal, and if publicly known, must excite the utmost 

indignation and contempt. 

1. Alexander Pope, The Odyssey of Homer. Translated from the Greek (5 vols., London, 1725- 
26), Volume II, Book XIII, p. 240, lines 60-61. 

2. Rhode Island’s rejection of the Impost of 1781 killed the measure (see RCS:R.L, 
Vol. 1, xxviii). 

New York Daily Advertiser, 27 March 1790! 

Extract of a letter from Providence (R.I.) March 13. 

‘Heaven only knows what will become of us, if our next convention 

should persist in refusing to accede to the Union. There is not the least 

probability of our obtaining any further exemption from the foreign 

impost and tonnage duties than to the first of April,? and the navigation 

laws of the twelve states must then operate with such severity on several 

classes of our citizens, as without doubt, will oblige them to emigrate 

into other states, rather than to remain and starve at home.” 

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 2 April; Pennsylvania Mercury, 3 April; Philadelphia 
Freeman’s Journal, 7 April; Lansingburgh, N.Y., Federal Herald, 12 April; New Jersey Burling- 
ton Advertiser, 13 April; and State Gazette of South Carolina, 27 May. 

2. See the Newport Herald, 25 February (RCS:R.I., 736-37). 

John Adams to Jabez Bowen 

New York, 28 March 1790! 

If your state would as you hint in your letter of the 9th? all turn tories 

and go back to Britain openly; I should not be obliged to rack my
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invention to point out the advantages which would result to the United 

States. For as this would oblige us to chastise the treachery, insolence 

and ingratitude of your people, it would be an exemplary vengeance 

to all others whose hearts are no better than theirs: and consequently 

would sufficiently strengthen the national government: A remonstrance 

or Address from Congress would employ them better than the Quaker 

petition® but there are other things which await their decissions of 

much more import than either. As I know it to be impossible that Con- 

gress should interpose by an address, so I hope they will no more in- 

terpose by their lenity: but treat Rhode Island in all points as a foreign 

state. If your people are desirous of trying their strength and their wit 

with us, I am for joining the issue. I shall feel for you and some others. 

But I say Come out from among them. 

1. FC, Adams Papers, Letterbook, MHi. 

2. See Bowen to Adams, 9 March (above). 

3. For the memorial from the Society of Friends (Quakers) against the slave trade 

presented to the House of Representatives on 11 February and an outline of congres- 

sional action on it through 23 March, see DHFFC, VII, 314-38. 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 28 March 1790 (excerpts)! 

I have received your letters of the 3d. and 8th. of March on the same 

sheet, and in answer to the first refer you to my letter giving a general 

account of the proceedings of the Convention,’ which you had not recd 

when you wrote last; only observing that the Anti’s wanted time not to 

give information to their Constituents; for they have studiously endeav- 

oured to conceal it from and to deceive them;—but to secure to them- 

selves the administration at the next election, and to put off the adop- 

tion of the Constitution as long as it should suit their interest.—They 

have fixed upon their prox for General Officers, and have admitted 

into it not more than one Fed, and two Mongrels:—and these they 

would have excluded had they not imagined that an admission of them 

might silence the first, and stimulate the last in their favour.—They 

have dropped Govr. Collins, and placed Arthur Fenner of Providence, 

a violent Anti, at the head of their Prox.—They first intended that the 

Deputy Governor, Owens, should have been the man;—but expecting 

an opposition from the Feds, they chose Fenner on account of his 

superior influence. Samuel Potter of Southkingston is to be their Depy. 

Govr.—I question whether the Feds will oppose their prox.—If they 

should there is no prospect of their succeeding,—and it may be the 

best policy to exert themselves in procuring a majority in the house of 

Deputies; and this may possibly be obtained if the Antis should not be
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alarmed by an opposition to their prox. The Feds will do all they can 

to increase their weight and influence in the Assembly;—but, they are 

still overpowered by numbers, and are obliged to fight undermost.— 

If they could receive any assistance from Congress before the election, 

which will be on the third Wednesday in April, it would have a good 
effect. ... 

When do you expect Congress will risep—and do you think that Con- 

gress will do any thing respecting this State at this Session?—wWill the 

goods, wares, productions and manufactures of this State excepting 

cheese and rum be Subject to pay any duty after the first of April with- 

out a positive act for that purpose?—There is no act of Congress laying 

a duty upon lime, flaxseed, or barley that I can recollect,—and if those 

articles are allowed to pass into the other States duty free the Antis will 

not be impelled by a sense of interest to adopt the Constitution; unless 

Congress should require an immediate payment of a sum of money 

from the State with an assurance that if not collected an equivalent will 

be distrained. Whatever Congress mean to do should be done before 

the Convention meets, and it would be best that it should be done before 

the third wednesday in April, which is the day of our election.... 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. The omitted portions of the letter deal with 

Ellery’s position as commissioner of the Continental Loan Office for Rhode Island. Ellery 

added two postscripts on the last page, the first saying “I intended to have sent this letter 
by Capt. Peterson but he sailed unexpectedly last saturday early in the morning.” He 

then added: “Peterson is driven back by the fog and I now send this epistle by him.” 
2. See Ellery to Huntington, 8 March (above). 

James Madison to Tench Coxe 

New York, 28 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

... T regret that it is not in my power to supply the explanations you 

wish with regard to Rho. Island. I have fallen in with no one who seems 

to possess an accurate and authentic knowledge of the springs which 

direct the misconduct of that State. My conjectures would resolve it 

into the contrivances of a few leaders who are interested in keeping 

the disaffected party together, and the fear that the federal Constitution 

might present obstacles to some unfinished iniquities. As the crisis which 

has arrived in relation to that infatuated people seems to have sug- 

gested to you the idea of discussing the subject, it would have given me 

particular pleasure, if I had been able to contribute any lights that 

might be of use to you.... 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. Printed: Rutland, Madison, XIII, 128-29. Madison is 

responding to Coxe’s letter of 21 March (above). Coxe responded to Madison’s letter on 

31 March (immediately below).
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Tench Coxe to James Madison 

Philadelphia, 31 March 1790 (excerpts)! 

I recd. your favor of the 28th. instant by yesterday’s post.... I had 

applied my Sunday morning to what I consider as a pious work, some 

notice of the affairs of R. Isld., before your favor reached me—I had 

not intended it as argumentative, because I hoped for matter from you. 

I am sorry to find that it is nothing more than that general depravity, 

with which it is too plain that those people are justly chargable. I en- 
close you the paper? above alluded to in the form & manner of which 

I have endeavoured to address the seeds of honest & serious feeling 

which I believe remain in the hearts of the most corrupted people. 

There is one point on which I have not, from delicacy, laid quite the 

stress I now think I ought to have done. I mean the personal character 

of the President which I find every where impressive. It has been so 

much the custom to seize every opty to plaister with the praises’ this 

excellent gentleman, that I wished to be very brief whenever I found 

it proper to mention him. It is probable I may use some other notes 

wch. I have made this unhappy case of R. Island. I own I have great 

fears of their Obstinacy—and think their reformation an object of the 

first magnitude to the United States and interesting in a high degree 

to every lover of Mankind. ... 

It appears to me advisable to have the Rhode Island paper reprinted 

in one of the New York Gazettes,’ that is least friendly to the constitu- 

tion. If it is not done within a few days I submit to you whether this 

step may not be of use— 

1. RC, Madison Papers, DLC. Printed: Rutland, Madison, XIII, 130—33n. Coxe is re- 

sponding to Madison’s letter of 28 March (immediately above). 
2. Coxe probably sent to Madison a manuscript copy of one or both of the essays he 

wrote to the freemen of Rhode Island. See “A Citizen of United America,” Philadelphia 
Federal Gazette, 6 and 12 April (both below). 

3. “To seize every opportunity to plaster [1.e., lavish] with the praises.”’ 
4. The New York Daily Gazette reprinted the two essays by “A Citizen of United America” 

on 10 and 15 April. 

Newport Herald, 1 April 1790! 

For the NEWPORT HERALD. 

No. III. 

Mr. EDEs, In a series of numbers we intended to display some of the 

deficiences of the Continental Government; to tender some advice rela- 

tive to our present situation; and to conclude with remarks on the
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proceedings of the present Congress, especially on the intended fund- 

ing act,* which will probably be adopted, and which, at once, will sub- 

ject this country to an immense, unnecessary loss: we say the loss will 

be unnecessary, as it is not demanded by good policy, or common jus- 

tice, but by the avarice of a few, who, at a low price, have purchased 

the greatest part of the public stock, or securities, and by certain cour- 

tiers, who expect to profit by advocating the mercenary schemes of the 

rich and powerful—so rapid is the progress of avarice and ambition, 

whose train are poverty and misery.—Those things are highly aggra- 

vating to the patriot; really distressing to a free people who live by their 

labor; yet, perhaps, they better be hid from our eyes, as the necessity 

of our situation will probably soon or late, subject us to them, and as 

anticipating unavoidable evils will but increase our sufferings; there- 

fore, from real affection to our fellow-citizens, with whom we mean to 

rise, or fall, we shall quit our first purpose, after making some obser- 

vations, and paying the tribute of a few tears to Liberty lately trium- 

phant, but now receiving chains, the weight of which must daily in- 

crease—yet our situation is not desperate; some of our amendments 

may be received, and the Constitution has the form of liberality, af- 

fording many privileges, which we presume will continue, while its pres- 

ent illustrious head presides,*® and the feelings of the present genera- 

tion remain; but that head, and those feelings, will naturally cease; then 

this flourishing country must dwindle to servitude, or again struggle, 

in civil discord, for that liberty and security which the present Consti- 

tution may be qualified to perpetuate:—Those considerations may well 

fill the impartial with a melancholy, not to be dissipated by the design- 

ing harangues and misrepresentations of partial interest. 

1. For No. I and No. I, see the Newport Herald, 18 and 25 March (both above). For a 

criticism of these three anonymous essays, see “X.,”” Newport Herald, 8 April (below). 

2. For the Funding Act and an outline of legislative action on it, see DHFFC, V, 713- 

937, especially pp. 721-38. 
3. President George Washington. 

Agricola 

Newport Herald, 1 April 1790! 

I Should be sorry to burden the press and trouble the public with 

my doubts and queries a second time,* did I not conclude that myself 

and other Agricolas, who are so unfortunate as not to be born Solons 

nor Lycurgus’s, nor trained up under the discipline of Greenwichiensis 

or his coadjutor,’ should, by a careful perusal of their performances, gain
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some small portion of that knowledge, which must flow in copious 

streams from the pens of such consummate politicians. 

Mr. Greenwichiensis, be calm, be consistent, or you may possibly for- 

feit the opinion we have imbibed of your wisdom. I do not recollect of 

reading that any of the sages of antiquity flew into a passion because 

some more ignorant than they, wanted information.—You have, Sir, to 

thank the Gop of nature, who has bestowed on you such a profusion 

of talents that you far exceed in forecast and penetration a class of 

politicians, with whom Agricola never had the audacity to think of put- 

ting himself in competition. You ought to pity the man, whose appre- 

hensions were so dull, and whose knowledge of composition was so 

small, that it was difficult for him to determine, whether that person 

was serious or not, who declared that it was the highest interest of the 

smallest State, of thirteen, and the most dependant on, and exposed 

to the other States, to become wholly independent of, and unconnected 

with them; a situation which not one State in the thirteen have ever 

thought it their interest or their power to support—And who further 

asserts “that it is interest alone which doth and ought to govern sov- 
ereign independent States.”” Pardon me, Sir, “for the sin of ignorance 

is to be winked at,” if I thought that even sovereign independent States, 

were bound by some other principles beside interest.—I must confess 

that I had an idea, that the principles of commutative and distributive 

justice were obligatory on States, as well as individuals: nor do I con- 

ceive that sovereign States are authorised by the laws of Gop or Nature, 

to violate the most solemn compacts; to take away the lives, liberties, 

or properties of the innocent and defenceless, merely because they 

think it their interest so to do. 

There are certain extensive geniuses, who with the greatest facility 

solve all questions by asking others:—And you, Mr. Greenwichiensis, in 

answer to my quere, what could be the inducements for foreign nations 

to cover our harbors with their ships and fill our stores with their pro- 

duce? return the question, by asking what has induced foreigners to 

send their ships and produce to St. Eustatius?p—I will endeavor to an- 

swer your question, however wise—The principal incentive is a contra- 

band trade, that is carried on by that island and that of Curracoe with 

the Spanish colonies; a trade that is very advantageous to the Dutch, 

to whom those islands belong, and by them is it encouraged and pro- 

tected.# 

The situation of this State is very different from that of the island of 

St. Eustatius, or any of the West-India islands; they belong to European 

powers, they are not exposed to the resentment of any rival neighbor- 

ing power: it is the interest of the European nations to guarantee to
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each other the possession of those islands; and that of Eustatius belongs 

to one of the greatest maritime powers in Europe; and the moment 

Spain attempted to take it, or be revenged for the injuries she suffers 

in her trade in consequence of it, that moment she would suffer much 

greater losses by a deprivation or destruction of some of her possessions 

in America.—This State is not allied nor dependant on any European 

potentate, who will defend her; her interest, I say, and shall attempt to 

prove, must contravene with that of the States which are on each side 

of her,’ and who, from their situation, have but little to fear from any 

foreign nation; but who, were they provoked, might materially affect 

the interest of almost any of the powers of Europe. 

Greenwichiensis says, “there never can be found a majority in Con- 

gress, who would consent to interdict the citizens a trade with this State, 

when such prodigious advantages would be derived from it as he had 

pointed out.” If the advantages that arise from this lucrative trade ac- 

crue only to the citizens of this State, I do not see what influence that 

ought to have on Congress to prevent the inhibiting the other States a 

commercial intercourse with this: but if it will, as he intimates, be pro- 

ductive of such advantageous consequences to these States, I will agree 

that Congress will not prohibit the trade—But this is not the case.—It 

is an undeniable truth that it is the interest of every commercial people 

to be the carriers of their own produce and manufactures. Have not 

Congress been convinced of this, by the discrimination they have made 

between the ships of the United States and those of foreign nations?® 

Then surely as this State is to be the grand store-house from which the 

other States are to receive the produce and manufactures, of foreign 

countries, and in return are to deposit their own, the United States 

must according to your own stating, Mr. Greenwichiensis, have no man- 

ner of use for any shipping excepting a few coasting vessels, and be 

wholly deprived of the duty on foreign tonnage; and what is that but 

intercepting their trade and depriving them of their revenues?—I wish 

Sir, you had been a little more particular in pointing out the advantages 

that would result to the Union by making this State a free port.—If by 

making other nations their carriers—if by destroying the vent for their 

staple commodities—if by taking the bread out of the mouths of a 

useful class of citizens, the United States are to reap such surprising 

benefits, then will it be their interest, that this State be a free port; 

otherwise not. If a free port should be found necessary to the pros- 

perity of the United States, they have within their own territories ports 

that are more advantageously situated for trade, and to draw the atten- 

tion of other nations, than any port in this State; and they never can 

think it for their interest to make foreign merchants their factors; to
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carry their produce, their manufactures and money, to enrich and ag- 

erandize a foreign State, when only by opening a free port, they share 

all the advantages themselves.—You trust, Sir, “the United States will 

never exhibit such an instance of injustice and ingratitude as to attempt 

to subjugate us for increasing their commerce and their wealth.’ —I 

have never hinted that they had an idea of subjugating us, nor do I 

believe they will find it by any means necessary: But pray, Sir, why do 

you talk of injustice and ingratitude? according to your principles, a sov- 

ereign State has nothing to do with either, and they may not only sub- 

jugate you, but do whatever else they please, if it should be for their 

interest; and foreign powers, unless their inierest is at stake, will never 

move a finger for your support. 

With due deference, you must have been a little mistaken in saying 

that no nation on earth have ever been tame spectators of invaded 

sovereignty. What nation ever interfered in support of the brave and 

heroic Welsh, when their darling liberties and independence were in- 

vaded, when the greatest supporters of their rights were massacred in 

cold blood?’ Is not Ireland, that garden of Europe, dependant on the 

crown of Great Britain? she was once a sovereign Kingdom, but by arms 

was reduced to her present State of vassalage, and no nation thought 

their honor or sovereignty so much wounded, as to step forth in sup- 

port of her invaded rights. 

Poland a rich and powerful nation, has lately been divested of her 

sovereignty and divided among three European powers, the one of 

which had been her vassals, the other had been rescued from destruc- 

tion by her assistance, and the third had been made to tremble by her 

arms;* yet the rest of Europe were tame spectators, and peaceably suffered 

this valuable jewel to be annexed to the crowns of their rival neighbors. 

Is Greenwichiensis or his supporter a friend to reason; so am I.—Do 

they wish the happiness and prosperity of the State,—I am as much its 

friend and concerned for its happiness; and wish that we may find the 

clue that will lead to it.—Are they averse to the public’s being led by 

the harangues of interested or designing men,—I am equally so.—Do they 

wish that the State may earnestly apply to the reformation of her laws,— 

I have no manner of objection. 

My sentiments are, as I believe, founded on the basis of truth, and 

as I condemn no man who thinks different from me, so I shall neither 

barter them for interest, nor relinquish them for the barking or growling 

of any one; but when by reasonable arguments I am convinced of the 

fallacy of them, I will willingly renounce my present opinion, and adopt 

that which shall appear more consonant with reason and the interests 

of my country.
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I fully agree, that it will not do to dally and trifle with the Constitu- 

tion any longer; a further procrastination of its adoption would be con- 

sidered as a rejection; and we should experience all the evils that would 

arise from a total rejection. The present moment is of the greatest 

importance; we, by a speedy adoption of a Constitution, that we and 

our posterity must ultimately live under, and share the blessings or 

miseries in consequence thereof, may be able, with the assistance of 

the friends to liberty and good government, to amend whatever can be 

found in it, that is objectionable, and to ascertain and define whatever 

is doubtful, and finally to ensure prosperity, harmony, wealth, and gran- 

deur to the State. 

1. “‘Agricola”’ is responding to ““Greenwichiensis,”’ Newport Herald, 25 February and 18 
March (both above). For a response to “‘Agricola,” see “Greenwichiensis,’’ Newport Herald, 
8 April (below). 

2. For the first essay by “Agricola,” see the Newport Herald, 11 March (above). 
3. For the “‘coadjutor” of ““Greenwichiensis,’ see anonymous essays No. I, No. II, and 

No. III, Newport Herald, 18 and 25 March and | April (all above). 

4, St. Eustatius and Curacao were islands in the Dutch West Indies that served as 

entrepots for smuggling. 
5, Massachusetts and Connecticut. 

6. See ‘‘Z.,”” Newport Mercury, 30 December 1789, note 5 (RCS:R.I., 655). 

7. Probably a reference to the English conquest of Wales by Edward I in 1277 and the 
crushing of the Welsh revolt in 1282-83, wherein most members of the Welsh nobility 
were executed, imprisoned, or dispossessed of their estates. Wales lost its independence. 

8. A reference to the partition of Poland in 1772 by Russia, Prussia, and Austria. 

Providence Gazette, 3 April 1790! 

Article from a Correspondent. 

Last Week Mr. Abner Merrifield, of Medway, in the State of Massa- 

chusetts, having purchased in this Town a Chest of Tea, and other 

Articles, was proceeding homeward with the Goods in a Waggon, when 

his Property was seized by a Revenue Officer, and sent to Boston.—By 

Act of Congress, not only the Goods, but Waggon and Team are for- 

feited. Blessed Effect of our being out of the Union!—Mr. Merrifield 

had long dealt in this Town, and expended much Money therein. 

1. Reprinted in eighteen newspapers by 31 May: Mass. (6), Conn. (3), N.Y. (3), NJ. 

(1), Pa. (2), Va. (1), N.C. (2). 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 5 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

... You mention that common report says the adjournment of the 

Convention was agreed to in hopes that Congress would in the present
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Session do something which might be considered by the Antis as 

alarming, and so to frighten the people still more against adopting the 

Constitution.—This is entirely new to me, and appears to be calculated 

to prevent Congress from taking any rigorous measures.—If Congress 

do nothing, I am confident the Convention will adjourn again and 

again.—In a former letter I assigned what I take to be the true reasons 

for their agreeing to adjourn.*—The only reason in my mind against 

their adjourning again (they are afraid to reject the Constitution) is 

this:—The longer they delay the adoption of it, the less may be their 

ability to chuse such Senators as they please, when it shall be adopted;— 

and the two men who wish for that appointment are I believe anxious 

to be possessed of that honour and profit.—One of them is the famous 

Jonathan Hazard, and the other is Theodore Foster, a brother in law 

to Mr. Fenner, but a clever fellow and a Fed at heart.— 

It is regretted that so much time has been spent in a business about 

which nothing effectual can be done until the year 1808.—The Quak- 

ers are very persevering in whatever they undertake, and they act in 

concert.*—When Congress are besieged by religious bodies of men, 

they may expect to be not a little perplexed.—At the first session of 

Congress, under the old Confederation, the Baptists made an applica- 

tion requesting the interference of Congress respecting their persecu- 

tion in Massachusetts,—and they endeavoured to procure aid from the 

Quakers in Philadelphia;—but by the happy management of the Ad- 

ams’s, then delegates from Massachusetts, the Quakers were detached 

from them, and the danger was averted.—The Vice-Presidt. can tell 

you the story, I was not then in Congress, and it is worth hearing.*@— 

The Quakers have several times applied to Congress on the subject of 

Slavery, and it always occassioned some heat in the Southern mem- 

bers.—While they consider the Quakers as enthusiasts, and that it is 

for their interest to countenance slavery, any attempts to abolish it be- 

fore 1808, will without doubt disturb them; and it seems to me that any 

applications for that purpose before that period ought not to be en- 

couraged.... 

The goods, wares, productions and manufactures of this State I am 

told are still admitted into the United States duty free, and they must 

be so admitted unless Congress passes an Act prohibiting their impor- 

tation, or laying a duty upon them,—and unless one or the other is 

done the country party, who are the Antis, will feel no inconvenience 

from not adopting the Constitution,—the Feds alone will be the suf- 

ferers,—and further the former, not suffering any disadvantage from 

the Impost Act as it now stands, will triumph in their opposition to the
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Constitution.—If a discrimination cannot be made in favour of the 

Feds, the Antis certainly ought not to be indulged.— 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Docketed “Recd 10th #@ Post.” Another portion 

of the letter is printed above (RCS:R.I., 777-78). The beginning of the letter, not printed 
in this volume, deals with Ellery’s salary as commissioner of the Continental Loan Office 

for Rhode Island. 
2. See Ellery to Huntington, 28 March (above). 

3. For the Quaker memorial against the slave trade, see John Adams to Jabez Bowen, 
28 March, note 3 (above). 

4. On 14 September 1774 the Warren Baptist Association of Massachusetts voted to 
send the Reverend Isaac Backus to Philadelphia to apply to the First Continental Congress 
for greater religious liberty for Baptists. Backus and several other Baptists traveled to 
Philadelphia, where they met with Quakers to gain support before presenting their plea 
to Congress. The Quakers recommended that the Baptists not address the entire Congress 
but rather have a conference with the Massachusetts delegates and other members of 
Congress who supported religious liberty. At the conference on 14 October, the Reverend 
James Manning briefly spoke before reading the memorial stating the Baptists’ grievances. 
John and Samuel Adams opposed the memorial in long speeches. See William G. Mc- 
Loughlin, ed., The Diary of Isaac Backus (3 vols., Providence, 1979), II, 911-19. 

Boston Gazette, 5 April 1790! 

Extract of a letter.— Newport, April Fools-day, 1790, 

‘And Fools I think the people of this State are, in not adopting the 

CONSTITUTION, and we shall soon feel the sad effects of our Folly.” 

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Concord Herald, 20 April. 

Prudens 

Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 5 April 1790 

To the CITIZENS of the UNITED STATES. 

The time is unhappily arrived, when the general government of these 

states have declared it necessary, that the ships and vessels of our per- 

verse or deluded breth[rJen in the state of Rhode-Island and Provi- 

dence Plantations, should enter our ports under the same charges as 

those of foreign nations.' They have hitherto persisted in a conduct 

that will be fatal to themselves, and may be exceedingly inconvenient 

to us. As their continuance in that disunited state forcibly suggests to 

us the danger of promoting their growth or strength, it seems highly 

proper that we should consider, whether it will not be prudent in us 

to enter into associations not to import, purchase or consume any ar- 

ticle of the growth, produce or manufacture of that state. The articles 

which they usually export are flaxseed, horses, cattle, pickled meat, fish,
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onions, cheese, butter, barley and poultry, and of all of these Provi- 

dence has given us enough and to spare, without the smallest occasion 

to depend on them. The same may be said of all the little articles of 

manufacture which they can make. As their convention is yet to meet 

again, and may unite us all in one bond of brotherhood, it would be 

equally indelicate and unnecessary to enter into such an association at 

this moment. But as it is a measure of great moment, it will be of use 

to have it before the public, till the unhappy necessity to adopt it shall 

arise. In the mean time let us earnestly implore the Supreme Governor 

of the universe, to incline their hearts to join us, as ours are sincerely 

inclined to embrace them. 

1. The exemption Congress granted Rhode Island from foreign tonnage and impost 
duties expired on 1 April 1790. 

A Citizen of United America 

Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 6 April 1790! 

To the People of the State of Rhode-SIsland and Providence Plantations. 

Every prudent man in your litthe commonwealth must feel the im- 

portance of employing in sober thought the short time between the pres- 

ent moment and the adjourned meeting of your convention. The de- 

termination of that body must have an influence upon every interest, 

every present advantage, and every future expectation of your State. It 

must either produce your accession to the more perfect union of the 

North American States, or the hazardous attempt of some new and 

untried plan. This must be the case, considering the measure only as 

it will influence your future conduct. But it is not to be forgotten, that 

your decision is of great importance, as it will affect our future deport- 

ment towards you. Seeing then how momentous your determination is, 

it will be wise in you and us to apply to the subject honestly, prudently 

and dispassionately the whole strength of our minds. 

Your conduct in this business, of the reform of our government, has 

been attentively observed by us, from the beginning. It was known, that 

several of the greatest evils, which the new constitution was meant to 

cure, existed in a peculiar degree among your Paper-money tenders, 

and ex post facto, or retrospective laws, are all that will be brought into 

public view at this moment. From your habits in the baneful use of 

paper tenders, through almost the whole of the present century, it was 

known, that the essential principles of religion, both natural and re- 

vealed, and the simple but divine rules of right and wrong, as they regard 

the property of our neighbour, had become almost blotted out of your laws.
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Even your old men, whose near approach to the tribunal of eternal 

and almighty justice, ought even now to make them tremble like Felzx,? 

even your old men cannot remember the time, when the unhappy peo- 

ple of your State were free from the temptations of paper-money. We 

are told in holy writ, that forty years long was the Almighty grieved with 

the doings of an evil generation,’ but eighty years is the melancholy race 

of your unhappy state in paper tenders.* It ought to be a serious ques- 

tion with you, whether there is not a real and great danger, that so long 

a practice of doing to others what ye would noi, that others should do 

unto you, may not have so far corrupted your moral sense (or sense of 

right and wrong) as to render it improbable, that of yourselves, you 

could be reclaimed. You are not to suppose, that these things are here 

mentioned for the sake of accusing you. Tis only done to shew you, 

that the Americans and the world at large had a perfect conception of 

the state of things among you, and that from this knowledge of you, it 

was generally feared that great difficulties in the attempts towards the 

establishment of just government would arise from you. Accordingly it 

happened, that when the laxness of government, the lost credit and 

the sinking honor of our country drew together that band of pure, of 

wise, and of enlightened men, who probed to the bottom our numerous 

political maladies you refused even to attend at the consultation.’ It 

was not that the form or spirit of the constitution displeased you, for 

it was unknown—it was not that the cause was unimportant or insuf- 

ficient, for our enemies were not more severe in their accusations, than 

were our friends strenuous in their remonstrances at our neglect to 

reform our government—no. The cause was very different; for tho’ the 

hand of providence had formed your minds, like other men’s, to virtue, 

legal injustice had become familiar to you. It had ceased to be an object 

of disgust, and consequently, sheltering yourselves under forms and 

words, you avoided to consult with the chosen friends of your country 

about the restoration of her virtue and her honor. Your subsequent 

conduct has corresponded with these motives and these measures. It 

remains now to consider, after the approaching meeting of your con- 

vention, what must be the consequence, should it terminate without 

your accession to our union. 

The public indignation is so highly raised, and the possibility of in- 

conveniences and injuries from you has so quickened the feelings of 

our people, that an immediate reduction of your state is the wish of 

many. A measure, involving such serious consequences, will neither be 

advocated nor opposed in this paper. Blessed be God, we have a legislative 

power competent to this delicate and interesting question—and a chief
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magistrate whom you well know to be equal to the execution of their 

ordinances. It is not necessary here to compare the strength of Rhode- 
Island and THE NEW UNION—you know as well as we, that your majority 

is but little more numerous than your minority—that your minority are 

our decided and firm friends—that they are panting for the accession 

to the union—that the opponents of the new constitution in your state, 

with their families, do not amount to 30,000—that the population of 

Boston, New-York, and Philadelphia, and of scores of counties in the 

United States, do each exceed that number—that if every opponent to 

the union, in your state, who is able to bear arms, could be induced 

into so rash, so ruinous a measure, you could not embody 5000 men— 

that you could neither furnish them with arms nor artillery fit to take 
the field, nor with powder, ball, nor cloathing—that your cattle, and 

horses might be driven from your state—that you have no stores in salt 
provisions or /lour—that if you had, you could not risque a general 
engagement to protect them—and that you have not coin or other 

funds to pay your forces. But it is needless to waste your time by com- 
bating the preposterous wild idea of a military opposition on your part. 

Let us consider with becoming seriousness the injuries you must sus- 
tain and the sufferings you must endure from not acceding to the union, 
in consequence of the self-defensive and bloodless measures we must 
in that event be obliged to take. 

Your vessels have already become subject to foreign tonnage, but as 

we want not their aid in our trade, having enough of our own, we shall 
find it prudent to raise the tonnage on them till it becomes equal to a 
prohibition, and this will throw all your workmen for building and fit- 
ting ships out of employ, and will induce them to emigrate to us, and as 
it is well known that their labor is higher in many of our ports than in 
either of yours, their change of situation will be to their advantage. The 
only hardships they have to fear are from staying among you. Good 

wages and a cordial welcome are ready for them among us, and tem- 
porary associations will no doubt be formed to assist them with em- 
ployment, dwelling places, and money immediately on their arrival. 

The ships built in your state prior to the meeting of your convention 
(but not after) may be received by us as free American bottoms, if first 

actually bought and owned by our merchants, by which means there 
will cease to be any work in repairing them in your ports, and many 
thousand pounds of property and many valuable captains, mates and 
sailors will be induced to leave you and come to us; thereby impairing 

your strength and encreasing our own. 
In regard to your manufactures of rum, loaf sugar, chocolate, nails, 

anchors, shoes, hats, coarse linens, cheese, butter, &c. it will be neces- 

sary that they pay in our ports not only the same duties as foreign goods
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of the same kinds, but that an addition be made to those, which shall 

be equivalent to the charges of importation. The most compact article 

you make and send into our ports is linen, on which, in addition to 

the impost on foreign linen, we shall find it necessary to put 20 per 

cent. for the charges of importing those for instance of Ireland and 

Germany, which countries are more friendly to us in their deportment 

than you; so of butter, cheese, nails, rum, &c. which are imported from 

foreign countries under charges of 30, 40 and 50 per cent. according 

to their bulk, for we cannot sacrifice our manufacturers, who are a great 

strength to us, to support yours, who will by their prosperity enable you 

to incommode, and, if you can to injure us. As in the case of your 

shipbuilders, &c. so in this of your manufacturers, the want of the mar- 

kets of the United States must impel them to remove from your towns, 

from whence their goods and wares cannot be sent into our cities where 

the duties on your goods, and on foreign goods will operate directly 

and powerfully to encourage them. With us they will be sure of success 

for raw materials, flour and fuel are cheaper, in the United States than 

in Rhode-Island, and wages are generally better from the plenty of land, 

which occasions a constant want of people. 

It will also be necessary that we should lay the same burden upon 

your produce|,| fish and live stock[,] flax, hemp, flaxseed, horses, cat- 

tle, sheep, cheese, butter, barley, hops, onions, potatoes, cod fish, mack- 

erel, salmon, beef, pork, and poultry, [which]°® are produced among 

ourselves. We must cherish our own farmers who are the main strength 

of our country, by consuming their productions. Your articles which 

interfere with them, we cannot consent to buy, because as before ob- 

served, it will encrease your strength or at least preserve you in as good 

a situation as you are, and perhaps enable you to injure us, and to keep 

your farmers employed at home. As the emigration of your manufac- 

turers, mariners and merchants, and the total decline of your foreign 

trade must lessen your home demand for the produce of your lands 

and interrupt the exportation of them, your farmers will also find them- 

selves compelled to leave you, and to repair to the other states in which 

farms are much more numerous and cheap, and there is a constant 

market for produce. 

As the virtuous part of your citizens are entitled to the brotherly 

affection of the American people and to the tender care of the Federal 

government, it is probable that Congress will allot them a body of lands, 

on which those, who have not money or a trade, may settle with a 

prospect of great advantage. To every male adult, who would emigrate 

and settle, might be given 200 acres of land, if married 100 acres more 

might be given for his wife, and if he should have children 50 acres
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more for each. Supposing your whole population to be 50,000 souls, 

then five millions of acres of land would be sufficient to make the above 

distribution, besides an additional allowance for ministers of the gospel 

and teachers of children. 

Bounties in money might be very wisely offered to several descrip- 

tions of men, who should make themselves citizens and residents of 

the new union. The expence of a single brigade thro’ one campaign, 

would amount to more money. Ten dollars extra for example to each 

of your sailors, who should move to us with his family and enter on 

board one of our vessels. You never had 3000 seamen, and the above 

bounty upon that number would amount to no more than 30,000 dol- 

lars. This might be extended to some other classes of people to whom 

the money would be an object. 

There is a prevailing inclination among many here to enter into an 

agreement not to export to or import from you, nor to consume any 

article made or raised in your state, nor any foreign goods imported 

from it, nor to charter or ship goods in Rhode-Island bottoms.’ The 

motions of government will, however, be waited for, which the people 

are ready to second and support. One very weighty reason that induces 

our people to think of such an association is, that it is known that some 

among you expect to defeat our revenue laws, and to ruin our fair traders 

by collusion and smuggling. It is particularly believed, that you will 

attempt to supply our fishermen with salt, who, coming in with their 

salted fish, will have no occasion to enter or report it, but yet may 

endeavour to obtain the drawback of the salt duty on exportation. 

You formerly enjoyed considerable advantages in the West-India trade, 

by being enabled to load your vessels with boards, staves, &c. imported 

from the United States now in the new union. The necessary measures 

must be taken to prevent this in future, and perhaps this may produce 

a prohibition of your vessels entering our ports on any terms whatever. 

In addition to these obvious means of checking your growth and 

promoting our strength, many will no doubt be suggested by the wis- 

dom and vigilance of our government, as well as by experience. A fu- 

ture paper® will lay before you other considerations of a nature, that 

appear also to demand your serious attention. 

1. Reprinted: New York Daily Gazette, 10 April; Newport Herald, 13 May; and Providence 
Gazette, 15 May. This piece and another under the same pseudonym printed in the Federal 

Gazette, 12 April (below), were written by Tench Coxe, a Philadelphia merchant. A prolific 
Federalist writer, Coxe sent copies of these articles to Secretary of the Treasury Alexander 
Hamilton and Congressman James Madison in New York City (see Coxe to Madison, 6 
April, Rutland, Madison, XIII, 141-—42n. Coxe’s letter to Hamilton of 6 April has not been 

found.). The manuscript draft of this essay is in the Coxe Papers, Series III, Essays, Ad- 

dresses, and Resource Material, at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania (Mfm:R.I.). 

2. Acts 24:25.
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3. Psalms 95:10. 

4, Rhode Island first authorized an emission of paper money at the July 1710 legislative 
session to finance the colony’s participation in a military expedition against the French 
in Nova Scotia (Bartlett, Records, IV, 96-98). 

5. For Rhode Island’s refusal to send delegates to the Constitutional Convention, see 
RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, xxxv—xxxvii, 8-23. 

6. The New York Daily Gazette inserted “which.” The other reprints reproduced the 
Federal Gazette’s version. 

7. See ““Prudens,” Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 5 April (immediately above). 
8. See note 1 (above). 

Abraham Baldwin to Joel Barlow 

New York, 7 April 1790 (excerpt)! 

My dear friend 

... R Island convention was together a few days last month, the antis 

had a majority of 12. they are to meet again the last of next month. 

what they will dare to do is uncertain. I think we shall dare to manage 
them pretty soon if they adjourn again without coming to a determi- 

nation. I have no doubt of our powers on the subject.... 

1. RC, Baldwin Collection, Yale University Library. Baldwin, Barlow’s brother-in-law and 

a native of Connecticut, represented Georgia in the U.S. House of Representatives. Barlow 
(1754-1812), a Yale College graduate (1778), a lawyer, a member of the “Connecticut 
Wits,” and a well-published author of epic poetry, who went to Europe in May 1788 as 
an agent of the Scioto Land Company, an endeavor that ended disastrously in France. 

Greenwichiensis 

Newport Herald, 8 April 1790! 

I am happy to find that Agricola, however he may have mistaken my 

sentiments and my feelings, is possessed of that moderation and inge- 

nuity which I hope may ever mark the character of my antagonist. My 

coadjutor, as he styles the anonymous writer, who has promised to come 

forth in numbers,* he may be assured is a volunteer whose services are 

neither required nor needed by me.—The occasion demands no such 

aid;—and when I find that my ground is not tenable, I shall readily 

quit it, without calling in any one to my support. 

When I wrote my last piece,’ I was, as | am now, perfectly calm, and 

in the best of humors—disposed to smile where I ought, and to be 

candid where I can,—happy to think that my system for the prosperity 

of the public has called forth the abilities of a writer, whose extensive 

genius may adorn the Herald and instruct his fellow-citizens. 

The principles of commutative and distributive justice are indeed 

obligatory on States as well as on individuals;—but are not individuals 

governed by their interest, and are not, and ought not States to be 

governed by that principle?—Indeed, Agricola, interest in some shape
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or other, is the pursuit of individuals, as well as societies:—And if a 

State, instead of being actuated by apparent interest, were to proceed 

on the frigid ground of moral investigation, opportunities for its ad- 

vancement might pass away before it came to a determination; or it 

might be overthrown, unless all States were to become moral philoso- 

phers, while it was deliberating, whether it were consistent or not, with 

the principles of morality to defend itself.— Mores may form Utopias,' 

but until the Empires, Kingdoms, and States of the world shall be new 

cast by his model, their apparent interest ought, in my opinion, to 

govern them. 

The reason why foreigners send their ships to St. Eustatius, however 

wise it may be, is on account of the articles which are collected there 

from other places; and I humbly conceive if the goods of other coun- 

tries were collected here, this State would be visited by the vessels of 

the United States and other maritime powers, for a reason similar to 

that which produces traffic at St. Eustatius:? This I take to be sound 

analogical reasoning.—But, says Agricola, the situation of this State 

differs from St. Eustatius, or any of the West-Jndia islands,—they belong 

to European powers,—they are not exposed to the resentment of any 

rival neighboring powers, &c. and St. Eustatius belongs to one of the 

greatest maritime powers, &c. &c. 

Strange!—Have none of the islands in the West Indies experienced 

the resentment of rival powers?—Did not the island of Jamaica once 

belong to the Spaniard?—and was not St. Eustatius taken by the British 

in the late war?—lIs the United Netherlands one of the greatest maritime 

powers in Europe?—There is scarcely a maritime power in Europe that 

is not superior to it in naval force, and you might as well compare the 

strength of an armed pinnace with that of a first-rate ship of war, as 

the naval strength of the United Netherlands with that of Spain.—'There 

was a time indeed, when Van Trump hoisted a broom at the mast head 

of his ship, and threatened to sweep the British channel;° but that time 

has long since elapsed. 

But, say you, the moment Spain should attempt to take St. Eustatius; 

or to revenge the injuries she suffers from its trade with her territories, 

she would suffer much greater loss by a deprivation or destruction of 

some of her possessions in America,—on the principles of commutative 

justice I suppose,—But, pray Sir, what power would in that case un- 

dertake to deprive Spain of some of those possessions? The Dutch alone 

are certainly unable to make such conquests;—and who would assist 

them? If any of the maritime powers should aid them to recover Sz. 

Eustatius from the Spaniard, or to invade his American territories—it 

clearly could not be on your grand principles of justice, it must be on
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the bottom of interest; and here we are on the true ground of national 

operation.—Indeed you observe, that the interest of this State must con- 

travene that of the States on each side of her, and therefore they may, 

without fear from any foreign nation, control this State. —I know you 

renounce the idea of subjugating it, but if your argument don’t go to 

something like this, it amounts to nothing at all.—But how do you 

prove this contravention? —Why,—it is the interest of every commercial 

people to be the carriers of their own produce and manufactures.— 

True, O King Agricola!—but if the vessels of the United States bring 

their goods and manufactures here to be exchanged for foreign pro- 

duce and manufactures, they will not be the carriers of their own pro- 

duce and manufactures? The question answers itself.—But the United 

States, you say, according to my stating, will have no manner of use for 

any shipping, excepting a few coasting vessels.—I must again recur to 

my comparison of this State, with St. Kustatius, and again ask a question, 

with your leave, to shew that your inference from my stating is not well 

founded.—Doth the trade to that island employ all the ships of the 

maritime powers who trade there? Certainly not;—nor did I mean that 

all the vessels of the United States would be employed in a trade to this 

State; nor do I conceive what I said, could be fairly taken in an absolute, 

universal sense.—Again, I ask, for I love to ask pertinent questions, is 

there any State which objects to trading to St. Eustattus on account of 

a loss of the duty of foreign tonnage?—If the United States should lose 

a portion of that duty, it would be amply compensated by the saving in 

insurance, and the facility of procuring a number of foreign articles in 

exchange for their goods, wares and productions in this State.—To 

gratify you, Sir, I have been thus particular. 

The United States, will never agree to open a free port within their 

jurisdiction for this short plain reason; because the benefits of it would 

be so great that they will never consent that any one State should re- 

ceive them in preference to the rest. 

I repeat it again; because I believe it to be true, that no nation on 

earth hath ever been a tame spectator of invaded superiority, and I do 

not imagine that the instances you have adduced militate against that 

observation. 

It hath happened, and probably it will re-occur, that sovereign powers 

may be attacked, and subdued;—but it never was, nor can it be the 

case where there has been ability in a neighboring or an interested 

State to protect and support it.—Who could defend Ireland and Wales 

against the arms of Britain at the time they were conquered by her; 

and who could prevent the dismemberment of Poland?’ But doth it 

follow from these examples that the neighboring powers who received
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no share of the spoil, acquiesced in the division of Poland, or that the 

conquest of Ireland and Wales excited no jealousy in Europe.—I think 

not.— Jnterest, and ability aside, invaded Sovereignty, becomes the com- 

mon cause of Sovereigns;—and it holds equally good in Sovereign States 

as well as among individual Princes.—I gave the effect which the de- 

capitation of Charles the First had on the Princes of Europe, as an in- 

stance in point.—I now mention that Queen Elizabeth, notwithstanding 

her bitter enmity against Mary Queen of Scots; yet when she was impris- 

oned by her subjects, resented their conduct, and for the first time 

interposed sincerely in her behalf.® 

Kings, and Queens, Sovereign heads, I presume proceed in their 

resentments of violated majesty on this ground,—the example is dan- 

gerous to their honor and existence; and the reason should operate as 

powerfully with respect to Sovereign States,—the destruction of one 

augments the power of another, and destroys that balance which serves 

to protect all. 

Professing as great a regard for reason, and the happiness of this State 

as Agricola, | ventured to hold out a system to the public, which I thought 

would be eventually beneficial to the State. I aimed not at the character 

of a Solon or Lycurgus.—I received it not from any terrestial or celestial 

nymph.—It was the offspring of my own invention, and I have de- 

fended it as such, against the attacks of Agricola, as well as I could in 

so contracted a field as a news-paper.—If I have failed I would chuse 

that it should be attributed to the superior abilities of my antagonist, 

rather than the badness of the plan, or the imbecility of its defence; 

because I respect his ingenuity, and because I am not altogether des- 

titute of vanity.—But let the public opinion be as it may, I am happy 

to find that however different our reasonings may have been, we agree 

in our conclusion, that dallying any longer with the constitution will 

prove extremely injurious to the State. 

1. “Greenwichiensis” is responding to “Agricola,” Newport Herald, 1 April (above). 
2. For the “coadjutor” of “Greenwichiensis,” see three anonymous essays, No. I, No. 

II, and No. HI, Newport Herald, 18 and 25 March and 1 April (all above). 

3. See “Greenwichiensis,” Newport Herald, 18 March (above). 

4, Sir Thomas More (1478-1535), an English lawyer and statesman, was the author of 

Utopia (1516), a book set in an imaginary island with a political system based upon mo- 
nastic communalism. 

5. See “Greenwichiensis,” Newport Herald, 18 March, note 3 (above). 

6. A reference to Dutch Admiral Maarten Harpertzoon Tromp’s naval battles against 

the English in 1652-53. 

7. A reference to the partition of Poland in 1772 by Russia, Prussia, and Austria. 

8. Mary, Queen of Scots, was forced to abdicate and was imprisoned in 1567. After 

unsuccessfully trying to regain her throne, she fled to England and sought protection
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from her cousin, Queen Elizabeth I. Seeing Mary as a rival to the English throne, Eliza- 
beth placed Mary under house arrest. In 1587 Mary was executed. 

6X .”? 

Newport Herald, 8 April 1790! 

The three NUMBERS which have appeared in the Herald? claimed the 

perusal of one of your readers. The author of them is opposed to the 

Constitution, however, he is truly a weak opposer.—He is labored ex- 

tremely hard to produce something, but indeed, he has spun out a 

large portion of nonsense.—He thinks the Continental Government is 

defective; but if we may judge from his writings, he finds it difficult to 

point out its defects.—He would drop a tear to Liberty lately trium- 

phant, but now recerving chains,,-—Alas Mr. Numbers! thy tears proceed 

from an effeminacy, unbecoming a firm opposer,—they are the over- 

flowings of a timid heart.—If it be true that thou art EURIPIDES, as has 

been hinted,* or whoever the writer may be, it is sincerely recommended 

to him to lay aside his pen; however if he is determined to indulge that 

petulant desire of appearing as an author (which will surely bring on 

him the disgrace that naturally attends labors such as his) he will have 

this consolation, that his productions will be read with that mixture of 

pity and contempt which they truly merit. 

1. For a response to “‘X.,” see the Newport Herald, 15 April (RCS:R.I., 827). 

2. For the three numbered and anonymous essays, see the Newport Herald, 18 and 25 

March and 1 April (all above). 

3. Quoted from the third anonymous essay (Newport Herald, 1 April [above]). 

4. The Newport Herald, | April, printed the following statement under the heading “A 
HINT”: “LOOK out Federalists—EURIPIDES has awoke from his slumbers.—and strong in NUM- 
BERS, he boldly attacks the Constitution.” Euripides (c. 480-406 BC) was the last of the 

three great Greek tragedians. 

Newport Herald, 8 April 1790! 

POLITICIANS.—A SCRAP. 

No country, perhaps, in the habitable globe, contains so many gov- 

ernment amenders and declaimers on the subject of Constitutions, as 

the United States.—Every man seems to think himself born a Legisla- 

tor, and is generally so tenacious of his own darling sentiment, that 

unless it is adopted, he is continually complaining. But this TRUTH, 

advanced by the SOLON of our country, ought to be known:—That the 

experience of the world hath shewn, that a person “may defend the 

principles of liberty, and the rights of mankind with great abilities, and
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yet after all, when called upon to propose a plan of Legislation, he may 

astonish the world with a signal absurdity. [”’ ]* 

1. Reprinted: New York Gazette of the United States, 21 April; Winchester Virginia Gazette, 
8 May; and New York Daily Gazette and New York Morning Post, 24 May. 

2. The quoted material is from John Adams, A Defence of the Constitutions of Government 
of the United States of America .. . (3 vols., London, 1787-1788), I, Letter LIV, 365. 

New York Daily Advertiser, 9 April 1790! 

A RHODE ISLAND MEDITATION. 

Embark’d on an ocean long noted for gales 

And amply provided with rigging and sails 

The bulky Twelve-sisters her anchor has weigh’d 

We wish we could say that her builders were paid. 

Success to her Pilots—bad luck to her foes 

May fortune go with her wherever she goes, 

May she ever be able to weather the gale 

Without a Rhode-Island to tow at her tail. 

As for us, we are waiting to take an ebb-tide 

And sail by ourselves (as the ocean is wide) 

Our pilot in England has took his degrees 

And swears he can live upon onions and cheese. 

It is true, you are able to hoist us on deck 

But what if your vessel should happen to wreck; 

Your draught is so great, we can make it appear 

That you would lie thumping, where we should go clear. 

If the weather is good, and you’re sailing all free, 

Rhode-Island might query, what is it to me;— 

To force us along would be rather ungracious 

So leave us alone—to become a Eustatius.? 

But to drop this dull practice of talking in tropes, 

As we've told you our fears we will tell you our hopes: 

As deep as the ocean, a scheme we have laid 

To worry your gizzards by cramping your trade. 

In a union with you we could hardly be blest 

If not in a wrangle, we’re never at rest; 

The world has acknowledged our merit in scheming 

He rises full early that catches us dreaming.
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If tonnage is out of the question, tis’ clear 

All Britain will come with her merchandize here, 

From duties give up, and no tonnages paid 

Rhode-Island shall be the emporium of trade. 

Then, then we shall see the effects of our struggling 

When our island abounds with the spirit—of smuggling: 

Not a day shall arrive but will bring us some booty 

By running you packages, free of all duty. 

Altho’ you may brand us with many a curse, 

We can put up with that, if you do nothing worse. 

All Europe shall help in erecting our pile, and 

Jack Taylor’ shall be first King of Rhode-Island. 

1. Reprinted: Hartford American Mercury, 19 April; Massachusetts Centinel, 28 April; State 
Gazette of North Carolina, 1 May; New Hampshire Gazetteer, '7 May; Charleston City Gazette, 18 
May; and Vermont Journal, 2 June. 

2. See “Greenwichiensis,’’ Newport Herald, 18 March, note 3 (above). 

3. For Antifederalist John Taylor of Massachusetts, who had moved to Smithfield, R.I., 

see Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 6 August 1789, at note 4 and note 4 (RCS:R.L., 566). 

New York Daily Advertiser, 10 April 1790! 

Extract of a letter from Philadelphia, April 8. 

‘Pennsylvania has ever claimed a pre-eminence, in doing her en- 

deavour to accommodate such unfortunate persons as have been ne- 

cessitated to emigrate to her shores. A recent instance of this is our 

Hibernian society,* which bids fair to be of immense public utility, in 

regard to putting a number of destitute persons in a way of getting 

their bread by their industry. I have lately mentioned to some of my 

friends here, and now mention to you with the same view, that a similar 

association for the relief of distressed Rhode-Islanders ought, in justice, 

to be set on foot. Thro’ the obstinacy of the antifederals of that state, 

itis more than probable that numbers of a contrary sentiment will soon 

think of changing their situation to prevent a want of employ reducing 

them to speedy distress. These will generally be tradesmen, sailors and 

a few farmers; and are consequently the very people we should relieve 

and encourage.” 

1. Reprinted: Charleston City Gazette, 10 May. For more on aiding potential Rhode 
Island emigrants, see the Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 15 April (below). 

2. A reference to the Hibernian Society for the Relief of Emigrants from Ireland that 

was founded in Philadelphia on 3 March 1790 (Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 13 
March).
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A Citizen of United America 

Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 12 April 1790! 

To the PEOPLE of the STATE 

of RHODE-ISLAND and PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS. 

In our last paper we proposed further to consider those circum- 

stances, that ought to prevent your persevering to decline an accession 

to the new union, to which we now proceed. 

When the United States dissolved their connexion with the British 

nation, they certainly considered themselves as one independent people, 

and were not then anxious for any other object, but establishing them- 

selves as one body of free equal citizens. It was solely owing to their having 

been thirteen Provinces, that they were afterwards thrown into the form 

of thirteen States, and however important and expedient it may now 

appear, that the State governments should be preserved, it was not then 

deemed a matter of any moment, compared with the great object of 

forming them into one republic. The sense of the majority was uni- 

formly held up, and wisely was it done, as the supreme law of the land. 

Hence it may be argued, that the design of the American revolution is 

counteracted, and the spirit of the declaration of independence is con- 

travened, whenever state politics prevent the execution of the will of a 

real majority of the citizens of the United States. In this view of the 

subject what can you say, what will the world think of 50,000 people in 

your state persevering to oppose the sense of three millions of their 

fellow citizens? Can such conduct be permitted—Can we consent to 

allow to the sixtieth part of our nation a right to secede from us, and 

to keep in their hands a dangerous rendezvous for hostile fleets, which 

we considered as ours at the moment of the revolution, and of which we can 

easily possess ourselves in a single day. If this may be done by your state, 

because you do not like a constitution, which a large and increasing 

majority approve, does it not follow, that a majority of the inhabitants 

of the island of Rhode-Island? may secede from you and join us—and 

that other districts may do the same? Shall we not be justified in de- 

fending them in their secession from you, upon the very principles on 

which you will first have seceded from us? 

Some of you, we are told, hold out to your fellow-citizens the dan- 

gerous and delusive idea of making advantageous foreign connections. 

The nations from whom you must look for such advantages will cer- 

tainly expect that their vessels, manufactures and merchandize will sus- 

tain every burden in our ports, which Congress can devise. ‘They will put your 

consumption against ours in the two sides of the scale, and as fifty
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thousand people, whose territory is incapable of much greater popu- 

lation, are much less important than three millions with a very exten- 

sive territory to contain their increase, so our scale must preponderate, 

if those who hold the balance, have common sense. If they look a little 

further and consider how they are to be paid by you, they will quickly 

find, that paper-money has banished all your coin—that you cannot 

supply their islands with boards, staves, flour, bread and Indian-Corn, 

nor can you pay them in furs, tobacco, indigo, rice, square timber, 

masts, spars, &c. for their European markets—and that you can give 

them only butter, cheese, wet provisions and fish, which they either 

prohibit, or load with high duties, because they have them from their 

own dominions or fisheries. 

It is manifest, that all the American States, which have no vacant 

territory, will be unable to maintain their present weight or importance 

in the union, but by the advancement of their commerce, fisheries and 

manufactures. All their surplus people must emigrate to less populated 

scenes, unless trade, navigation, manufactures and the arts can be made 

to employ them. It is therefore deeply injurious to your future impor- 

tance as a state, that your laws, paper tenders, and your still withholding 

from our union, are rapidly destroying your merchants, fishermen, man- 

ufacturers and artizans. No prudent man therefore will breed his son 

in your State to those occupations—no prudent foreigner will set down 

among you with a store of goods, or a valuable work-shop and property, 

in raw materials, for the same reasons. He will be afraid to deal with 

you for fear of your laws and paper-money—the European nations take 

no American manufactures—and our States, as before observed, must 

in self defence prohibit your goods of every sort and kind. Thus your 

only means of increasing in wealth, people and strength are now wan- 

tonly thrown away—You have already lost much, while we have gained; 

but under the new laws, which we must pass, your suffering will be 

great indeed. 

Some of your public papers have formerly held out the idea of dan- 

gers to liberty from the new constitution. You well know, that amend- 

ments have since been made’—that many points not so fully explained 

or secured, have been strengthened by new clauses, and that there is 

a constitutional mode of obtaining others by means of the state legis- 

latures, though Congress should refuse them.* You also know that the 

opposition to the constitution has every where become more mild, and 

that in many places the objections have been given up from its being 

better understood, and that several of the states that very reluctantly 

adopted the constitution, have since returned to the federal and state 

legislatures known friends of that new plan of government and union.
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Some of your politicians have undertaken to say, there is particular 

danger to liberty in the circumstance of our having chosen the greatest 

and most virtuous of our citizens to fill the principal stations in the 

government; because, say they, it will render the people less sensible of 

the faults of the constitution. In answer to this it may be justly observed, 

that any errors and improprieties, which may have crept into it, are 

placed before the known friends of the people, long approved for their 

wisdom and virtue; so that whatever is really wrong, will be discovered 

by their abilities, and will be amended by their integrity. It is much 

more just and reasonable that we should assert, that there really cannot 

be this supposed danger to the liberty and happiness of our country, 

from a constitution which a long list of our worthiest and most enlight- 

ened patriots, with our political father at their head,’ continue after mature 

reflection and experience, deliberately and decidedly to approve. Superla- 

tively base and infamous would be the return for the series of essential 

services performed by our most excellent chief magistrate, were we to 

admit a bare possibility, that he could calmly view the destruction of 

that liberty and public happiness, which he so long laboured to pro- 

cure, and is now toiling to perpetuate. How much do your wretched 

politicians wantonly hazard, when, in torturing every thought and cir- 

cumstance into forms of deception and alarm, they will venture to sug- 

gest, that he who has almost grown old in the practice of every public 

and private virtue, can endure torpidly to witness through the remain- 

der of his days the ruin of his country. 

The declared and manifest design of the new federal constitution, is 

the obtaining and securing the most desirable and estimable objects of 

civil society. It has been always conceded, even by its opponents, that 

the people of America cannot secure these blessings without an Union 

among at least four or five contiguous states. How preposterous, how 

wild then would an attempt to maintain the separate independency of 

your state appear. You know already the difference of our population 

and yours; our territory is six hundred and thirty-eight millions of acres, 

yours is not two millions; our wealth is greater than yours by more than 

the proportion of population, for you are not as rich according to 

numbers as the other states are at a medium. You cannot increase in 

people for want of room, and from other causes already laid before 

you; we must increase from the abundance of vacant territory and other 

advantages which we possess. What must be the consequence of your 

declaring for a separation, or your continuing to maintain it, which 

you must suppose we consider as the same thing. You cannot any 

longer shelter yourselves under forms or ingenious pretences. Affairs
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are brought to the point of maturity and time, that if you are not with 

us you are against us. Though you may cautiously avoid to draw the 

sword, you will, by your conduct, declare yourselves hostile to our tran- 

quility, and that you are prepared to receive upon equal terms us and 

our enemies. Your convention may expect by procrastinating their deci- 

sion till the adjournment of the federal legislature to avoid the imme- 

diate adoption of those measures, which Congress might think proper 

to pursue in the event of your not acceding to our union. Do not be 

deceived. So early an adjournment of the federal legislature most prob- 

ably will not take place, and if it should, the President of the United 

States has power to convene them, whenever he shall think the public 

good requires it. 

You may not be accurately acquainted with the value of the western 

lands, which you would lose by seceding from the American union. 

They are above one hundred and ten times larger than your state and 

amount to 220 millions of acres, and none of them have been yet sold 

under two-thirds of a dollar payable in public securities. If the medium 

value of those, that have been sold and of those that shall be sold 

hereafter, should prove to be no more than one-third of a dollar per 

acre in certificates, this would produce 73 1-3 millions of dollars, which 

is the total amount of the foreign and domestic federal and state debts, 

with the arrears of interest due thereon. 

The portion of power given to your state in the federal legislature is 

very great. We have often repeated, that your population is but one 
sixtieth of that of the whole union. Yet in the senate, without whose 

consent no law, can pass, you have a thirteenth vote, that is, though 

you are but one sixtieth of the people you have near five sixtieths of 

the power. While that is the case can your liberty be in danger, and it must 

always be the case as long as you desire it, because the constitution de- 

clares “that no state shall be deprived of its equal suffrage in the senate without 

its consent.”® It becomes you seriously to reflect, and candidly to say 

whether you think any terms of union will ever be granted to you more 

favorable than these. 

The extinction of the separate government of your state appears likely 

to be the consequence of your rejecting the new constitution. Your 

principal islands will be unable to endure the destruction of your com- 

merce, fisheries, ship-building and manufactures, including those of 

cheese and butter. They will consequently secede from you in some mo- 

ment of deep distress and despair, and if they secede will undoubtedly 

join themselves to Massachusetts or Connecticut; so that when circum- 

stances force the remainder of your state to return to us, your people
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will probably be averse to the expence of a separate government, but 

will rather wish to connect themselves with the two states above men- 

tioned according to local circumstances. Those, therefore, who wish to 

hold that share of power in your commonwealth, which they now pos- 

sess, have a strong personal interest in acceding to the new union with- 

out delay. 

The United States are now prepared to pay off the arrears of interest 

and part of the principal of the foreign debt, for which (as well as the 

domestic) you are bound. They cannot permit their credit and national 

honor to suffer from a further delay of this claim upon their gratitude 

and justice. It is a serious question, which your convention should be 

able to answer, whether you can immediately produce your proportion, 

not in depreciated paper bills, but in solid coin. If you do not honestly 

discharge your proportion and yet persist in declining to continue in 

our union, it will be manifest to the French, Spanish and Dutch nations 

that you mean to treat them as you have already treated your own 

citizens, many of ours and some of theirs. Your hopes of a profitable 

connexion with them, if any such hopes you really had, will thus be 

blasted in the bud, and they would be more likely to assist us in op- 

erating against you, which we cannot want, than to form commercial 

treaties with you. 

It is very certain that every citizen of the United States, who endeav- 

ours to shew you the danger of declining to accede to the new union, 

may be considered as speaking in favor of a measure, which it is his 

interest to promote. But though this may inspire you with caution, it 

ought not to occasion you to shut your ears and hearts against truth 

and reason. Rhode-Island and the twelve United States are not natural 

enemies, but have one common interest. Such has been the universal 

opinion of our best and wisest men at every period, from the first 

moment of opposition to Great Britain down to the present time. When 

we persuade you, therefore, to do that which our interest requires, we 

also advise you to that which your interest no less demands: your sep- 

aration from us can only incommode, but not deeply injure us, but it 

may deeply injure, nay must destroy you. Let us, therefore, exhort you 

to consider the manifold and dreadful evils, that must befal your com- 

merce, manufactures, fisheries and agriculture as soon as we commence 

our bloodless legislative operations against you. In the day of calamity 

let it be remembered, that we have warned you of the approaching evil, 

and that we have deplored your infatuation, not in silence, but ear- 

nestly entreating of you for your sakes and for our own to come again 

into our political family.
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1. Reprinted: New York Daily Gazette, 15 April; Newport Herald, 20 May; and Providence 
Gazette, 22 May. See “A Citizen of United America” (Tench Coxe), Philadelphia Federal 

Gazette, 6 April, note 1 (above). 

2. See “A Freeholder,”’ Newport Herald, 18 February, note 7 (above). 

3. On 25 September 1789 Congress approved twelve amendments to the Constitution 
(Appendix I, below). 

4. Article V of the Constitution provided that whenever the legislatures of two-thirds 
of the states requested that Congress call a constitutional convention for proposing amend- 
ments to the Constitution, Congress was obliged to call the convention (RCS:R.L., 332). 

5. George Washington. 
6. Paraphrased from Article V of the Constitution (RCS:R.I., 333). 

Newport Herald, 15 April 1790 

Mr. EpEs, In the last Herald Mr. X! observes that the author of the 

numbers? was a weak opposer to the constitution; that was apparent to 

every body,—prudential reasons, as he says, induced him to suppress 

the materials he had collected, for subsequent numbers, to which the 

former were introductory; therefore the opposition (if any) must be 

weak.— What did you mean by “he zs labored extremely hard?” which 

expression contains neither sense, nor grammar, and yet you tell of 

“spinning out a large portion of nonsense;’’—ridiculous! Where, Mr. X, 

did you learn the use of tropes and figures? perhaps in the shop, by 

putting up large portions of m——e. You cry out in distress for Mr. 

Numbers, because he shed tears, and therefore is effeminate; fie, Mr. 

X, are you ignorant? observation, and the records of nature will inform 

you that the brave and generous often shed tears; weeping therefore, 

is no certain sign of effeminacy.—As to Euripides, he has ever been a 

good citizen, and a firm friend to this State; if he wrote the numbers 

they were well meant, and deserve more candor than actuates the soul 

of X, whose insignificancy will ever place him below the notice of so 

good a man as Euripides; but all parts of creation have their several 

appointments, X somewhere may be useful, therefore I have written 

these strictures lest X should burst with conceit, like the frog in the 

fable, who would equal the bulk of the ox.* 

1. For “X.,”’ see Newport Herald, 8 April (above). 
2. A reference to No. I, No. H, and No. HI, Newport Herald, 18, 25 March and 1 April 

(all above). 

3. A reference to one of Aesop’s fables, in which a frog, in an attempt to impress his 
son, tries to become as large as an ox by puffing himself up, but eventually bursts as a 
result. The moral is that self-conceit can lead to self-destruction. 

Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 15 April 1790! 

A correspondent recommends to inhabitants of Boston, New-York, 

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, and other principal sea-port or
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manufacturing towns in the United States, to establish societies for the 

advice, encouragement and assistance of Rhode-Island emigrants, in 

case the convention of that state should not adopt the constitution. 

Many valuable citizens of that state will be under the necessity of leav- 

ing them, if they persist in keeping out of the union. Ship-carpenters, 

sail-makers, rope-makers, mast-makers, anchor and black-smiths, block- 

makers, riggers, weavers, shoe-makers, tanners, hatters, wheel-wrights, 

cabinet-makers, distillers, painters, glaziers, and almost every other 

tradesman, artificer and manufacturer will find better wages in some 

one of the seaports southward of Rhode-Island state, than they can get 

at home—as also the captains and mates of vessels, and sailors. La- 

bouring men in the farming way are wanted in all the states. Abundant 

employment, cheap lands to buy, and low rents ensure them and their 

families comfortable living. 

1. Reprinted: State Gazette of North Carolina, 8 May. For more on aiding potential Rhode 

Island emigrants, see the New York Daily Advertiser, 10 April (above). 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 17 April 1790 (excerpt)! 

... 1 believe I mentioned in my last letter that any act which Congress 

might think proper to pass, laying duties on the goods, wares and pro- 

ductions of this State should be passed in time to reach this State pre- 

vious to the sitting of the Genl. Assembly.* Lest I should have omitted 

it I now mention it.—You may depend upon it that an Act of that kind 

would have a considerable effect upon our Antis in general,—and prob- 

ably might induce the General Assembly to request Congress to let the 

goods &c of this State pass duty free into the other States, upon its 

adoption of the Constitution, which request would greatly influence 

the conduct of the Convention.—The fall of the year is the time when 

the produce &c of this State is shipped to the other States, and then 

Congress will not be in session; where fore if Congress should pass their 

act in season, the Antis, who I am sure will be desirous to avoid its 

operation, will be naturally led to make a request similar to that I have 

suggested.— 

I repeat it, such an Act passed so as to be here before the sitting of 

the Genl. Assembly would be highly beneficial.— 

The Assembly will sit on the Ist. wednesday in May.— 

If this State should not adopt the Constitution before the next Ses- 

sion of Congress it is probable that this town, the town of Providence, 

and some other towns in this State may apply to Congress to be received
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into the Union,—and an application may be made before Congress 

rises, if the Constitution should be rejected by the Convention.—Such 

an application would alarm the Antis and might endanger the Feds, 

unless the former should apprehend that Congress would protect the 

latter against any violence which might be offered to them in conse- 

quence of their application.—If the applying towns should be received 

into the Union they would of course be safe under the protection of 

the United States;—but if their application should fail they may be 

involved in a war with the Antis. In that event would Congress assist 

the Feds if they should request Assistances?—Please to favour me with 

your opinion, and that of other leading characters in your house [i.e., 

the U.S. House of Representatives] on this question.— 

The non-assumption of the States Debts will I am afraid occasion 

great confusion in the business of financiering; and disturb state cred- 

itors exceedingly.— How the States will be able to make provision for 

the payment of debts due to their citizens, while their revenues are 

engaged for the public debt I cannot devise; unless they should go into 

practices like to that of this State.—What methods N. Carolina has 

taken and means to take to pay her State debt I don’t know exactly.— 

I hope She has not used, and doth not intend to use the R. Island 

sponge. — 
Ubi longa est fabula, longa sunt ambages.’—I recollect that under the 

old Confederation there was a time when long speeches were thought 

to retard public business, and therefore all the members of Congress, 

save one, agreed not to speak longer than 15 minutes.—While the 

galleries of Congress are open spouting may be expected;—and per- 

haps the advantages resulting from open doors may more than coun- 

tervail the loss of time occasioned by protracted declamations.—The 

noble art of amplification may be hereby learned;—and that mode of 

exciting and engaging the passions be acquired which will be necessary 

as long as men shall be influenced more by passion than by reason. 

Besides common auditors measure the depth of a man’s understanding 

by the length of his speech;—and the printer of the United States 

gazettes, which is a matter of infinite importance, will be furnished with 

ample matter for his paper while speech-i-fi-ca-tion exists.— 

But I should recollect to whom I am writing,—and that a long epistle 

may be as tedious as a long speech.— 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. 

2. See Ellery to Huntington, 28 March (above). 

3. Latin: When the story is long, extensive are the complexities. 
4. See Ellery to Huntington, 21 July 1789, note 7 (RCS:R.L., 562).
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Town Meetings Consider Rhode Island Convention 

Bill of Rights and Proposed Amendments, 21 April 1790 

The Rhode Island Convention on 6 March 1790 proposed a bill of rights 

and amendments to be added to the Constitution. The Convention then voted 

to send a copy of the bill of rights and amendments to each town to be con- 

sidered in town meetings on Wednesday, 21 April. At these meetings the towns 

also voted for state officers, assistants, and deputies to the General Assembly. 

Records of action on the bill of rights and amendments have been located 

for twelve of the thirty Rhode Island towns. Most towns approved the bill of 

rights and amendments, with some recommending additional amendments. 

Several towns instructed their delegates to vote for ratification of the Consti- 

tution while several other towns instructed their delegates to use their discre- 

tion on amendments. 

Charlestown Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At A Town Meeting held in Charles Town, in Washington County, on 

the 21 day of April AD 1790 at the Dwelling House of Joseph Kinyon 

Junr. 

Thomas Hoxsie Esqr. chosen Moderator ... 

Voted that the Bill of rites formed by this States convention, be ap- 

proved of by this Town Meeting. 

Voted that this Town Meeting do approve of the amendments made 

by this States convention to the New constitution. 

Voted that this Town Meeting do instruct, there delagates, to add as 

followeth, to this States, Amendments viz that the Judiciary power of 

the United States, be more explicitly, defined, and more accurately, 

destinguished from those of the respective States, 

that the Senate Shall not possess all the Executive, and Judicial pow- 

ers now vested in that body, 

that it be left to the Several States, to make compensations to theirs 

(senitors and) representatives, respectively, for there services in Con- 

OTeSS. 

that the States Legislatures have power to recall, when they may think 

it, expedient there Federal senators and to Send others in their Stead. 

Voted that the Deligates from this Town do not Adopt the constitu- 

tion of the United States, untill the Amendments proposed by our State 

convention Shall become a part of Said Constitution, 

Benja; Hosxie Junr T Clerk 

1. MS, Town Council and Probate Record, 1788-1793, Vol. 4, Town Hall, Charlestown, 

R.I. Another copy is in Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar.
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Cumberland Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At an annual Town Meeting held in Cumberland in the County of 

Providence in the State of Rhode Island &c. on the third wednesday in 

April, being the 21st. Day of said Month AD. 1790.— 
Mr. John Lapham chosen Moderator... . 

Voted—That the Bill of Rights and Amendments to the Constitution 

of the United States, proposed by the Convention of the State of Rhode- 

Island and Providence Plantations appointed to discuss and decide on 

said Constitution, are satisfactory to the Freemen of said ‘Town of Cum- 

berland in this present Town Meeting assembled... . 

Voted—That this present Town Meeting be dissolved— 

Attest. Jno S. Dexter Jr Esqr Town CIk. 

1. MS, Council Records, 1746-1816, Vol. 1, City Hall, Cumberland, R.I. 

Glocester Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At a Town Meeting held at Glocester on the 21st. Day of April A D. 

1790 John Smith Son [of] B Chosn. Morderator ... 

Voted that it is the Opinion of this Meeting that this State allways 

keep it in their Power to Recall their Senators When they think fit— 

Voted that this Town is Willing to adopt the Constitution When the 

Amendments that were proposed in this State the first Monday of March 

Last are added to it & made a part of it— 

Voted that this Meeting be Desolved 

1. MS, Town Meeting Records, 1786-1865, Vol. 2, Town Hall, Glocester, R.I. 

Little Compton Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At a Town Meeting Legally Warned and held in Little Compton April 

the 21st AD 1790 
Voted that Thomas Palmer Eqr Be Moderator of this Meeting ... 

Voted that this Town Except of [i.e., accept] the Bill of Rights and 

Amendments to the Constitution Proposed By the Convention held at 

South Kingstown on the first Monday of March Last... 

Voted that Cpt John Davis draw out of the Town treasury the Sum 

of Seven pounds Ten shillings for Serving the town as Deputy at october 

Sessions 1789 and Januwary Sessions 1790 and also for attending the 

Convention at Southkingstown in March 1790 

Voted that This Town Will Pay Cpt John Davis Interest for all the 

Money voted him By the town for Serving as Deputy at the General 

Assembly and as Delegate at the Convention untill Paid.... 

1. MS, Town Records, 1759-1855, Vol. 2, Town Hall, Little Compton, R.I.
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Middletown Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At a Town Meeting held in Middletown April 21th. AD 1790 
Joseph Peabody Esqr. Morderator ... 

Voted that the Bill of Rights and a Mendments proposed by the Con- 

vention held at South Kingston in the County of Washington on the 

first monday of March 1790. be approved of— 
Voted that this Meeting Do approve of the Bill of Rights and amend- 

ments Submitted by the late Convention & the Deligates of this Town 

are hereby Instructed to use their Votes and Influence for Adopting 

the Constitution of the United States, if the Said Bill of Rights And 

Said Amendments first become a part of the Said Constitution Together 

with the following Additional Amendment 

Viz that the pay of the Senators & Representatives be Assertained 

and paid by their Respective States and recalld when their respective 

Legislatives may think proper and others appointed in their Stead 

And otherwise that they the Said Delegates be and they hereby are 

Instructed to Oppose An Adoption thereof... 

1. MS, Town Meetings, 1743-1808, Vol. 1, Town Hall, Middletown, R.I. Another copy 

is in Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar. 

North Kingstown Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 

Appointment of Committee to Draft Instructions (excerpts)' 

At a Town Meeting held at the Dwelling House (of) [- - -] [---] 

met in North Kingstown (on April 21st.) AD 1790... 

Voted Wm. Hammond [- —- —] [- — -] [— — —] (be) a Committee to 

draught (instructions to the) Deligates Respecting the (amendments) 

to the Constitution &c.... 

Voted that the Next Town Meetg be at [- - —-] [- --] 

This is Disolved 

Instructions? 

Instructions For the Deligates of the Town of North kings town when 

in convention Assembled on the 24th. day of may A. D. 1790. Respect- 

ing the Bill of Rights & Amendments Recommended to the consider- 

ation of the Freemen of this Town— 

Voted that the amendments proposed by the State convention Con- 

vened at South kingston in March last. are conceived by the Freemen 

of this Town as inadequate to real and Substantial Amendments and 

we Recommend that Further Amendments be made [to] the Federal 

constitution as their wisdom Shall direct; in particular such as respect
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the Several States recalling their Deligates from congress— Whenever 

they think fit and that Each State Retain its Soverignty in paying their 

own Deligates their Respective Saleries and that they do not Addopt 

the Constitution untill their proseedings be again laid before & con- 

ceded to by the Freemen of this State & the Amendments made by Sd. 

Convention be agreed to by the Congress of the United States. 

Voted received & that it be coppyed & Delivered to the Deligates 
accordingly. 

The Above is a ‘True Coppy of the Instructions to this Towns Deli- 

gates, Voted & passed at a Town Meeting held in North kings town on 

the 21st day of April A.D. 1790 
Taken from the minutes. 

# Geo[rgle Thomas Tn. Clk. 

1. MS, Town Council Meetings, Earmarks, and Strays, 1762-1832, Town Hall, North 

Kingstown, R.I. The manuscript was severely damaged by fire. The words within angle 
brackets are conjectural. 

2. MS, Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar. 

Portsmouth Town Meetings, 21 and 26 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At a Town Meeting of the Freemen of Portsmouth in the County of 

Newport & State of Rhode-Island &c. Held the 21st day of the month 

called April AD 1790. at Burrington Anthony’s 

The Warrant being read 

Voted & Jonathan Freeborn Esqr. is Chosen Moderator ... 

Voted that this Meeting be adjourned to the 26th Instant at one 

OClock in the after noon. the[n] to meet at this place ... 

At a Town Meeting of the Freemen of Portsmouth Held by adjourn- 

ment the 26th day of the month called April AD 1790. at Burringn. 

Anthony’s... 

Voted that the following Instructions be given to the Delagates of this 

Town to wit; That it is the sense of this Town Meeting that the Instruc- 

tions given to their Delegates at the State Convention, held at South- 

Kingstown the first Monday in march last past. be ratified,* and again 

be recommended to the Delagates in order to regulate their Conduct 

at the Meeting of the adjournment of the said Convention, which is to 

meet at Newport the fourth monday in May next, with this aditional 

Instruction—that they do not by any means agree to another adjourn- 

ment—but at said next meeting use all their Influence & Abilities to 

have the New Constitution as proposed by Congress—Agreed to and 

Ratifyed by this State.— 

Voted that the following Report be received.
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Portsmouth April 26. 1790... 

Voted that this be Dissolved & it is Dissolved accordingly 

1. MS, Town Meetings, Vol. 2, 1786-1835, Town Hall, Portsmouth, R.I. Another copy 

is in Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar. 

2. See Portsmouth Town Meeting, 27 February 1790 (RCS:R.I., 699-702, 703n). 

Providence Town Meeting: Instructions to Convention Delegates 

21 April 1790! 

The proposed Bill of Rights and Amendments to the Constitution as 

agreed to by the Convention and referred to the several ‘Towns for their 

Consideration, being laid before the Meeting, It is Voted, That the 

Delegates from this Town be instructed, to conduct relative to said Bill 

of Rights and Amendments in such Manner, as will in their Judgment 

be most likely to procure a Ratification of said Constitution, by the afore- 

said Convention: And that in Case the Seventeenth Article of Amend- 

ments be moved to be expunged, that the Delegates of this Town, use 

their Influence to have the same retained, as an Article recommendatory 

to take Place, as soon as may be consistent with the Constitution.’ 

1. MS, Town Records, City Clerk’s Office, City Hall, Providence, R.I. 

2. The seventeenth amendment called for Congress to prohibit the foreign slave trade 

“as soon as may be.” See “Rhode Island Convention: Bill of Rights and Proposed Amend- 
ments,” 6 March (RCS:R.I., 981). 

Richmond Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At a Town Meeting held in Richmond in the County of Washington 

the Twenty first Day of April AD 1790.... 

Upon the Bill [of] Rights and amendments feaderal Constitution 

proposed by the Convention of this State it’s Voted that sam[e] be and 

hereby are approved by this Meeting and that the Representitives for 

this Town use their Influence in the State Convention at their Adjourn- 

ment That following amendments be added to said Amendments: That 

Each State have the power of paying and pay the Compensations to 

their Senators and Representitive and that Congress take effectual Mea- 

sures for the emediate abolition of Slavery and that direct taxes be 

apportioned by the Value of property And that Each State have power 

to Recall their Senators and Send others in their Room.... 

1. MS, Town Meetings, 1776-90, Town Clerk’s Office, Town Hall, Richmond, R.I. An- 

other copy is in Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar. 

Scituate Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At the Annual Meeting of the Freeman of the Town of Scituate in 

the County of Providence held on the 21st. Day of April 1790, it being
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the Day affixed by Law [for] Choosing Deputies & for Proxing for Genl. 

Officers 

William West Esqr. Chosen Moderator. ... 

Whereas the Bill of Rights & amendments proposed to the Federal 

Constitution, was laid before this meeting & Read for the Considera- 

tion, of the freemen, agreeable to the Resolve of the State Convention 

held at S. Kingstown in March last, and after having Duely Considered 

the Same—It is Voted that the Delegates appointed to Represent this 

‘Town in said State Convention act and do Respecting said Bill of Rights 

& Amendments as they shall [think] best and most to the benefit & 

Interest of this State—when Convened in Convention agreeable to 

adjnt.— 

Voted this Meeting be Disolved— 

#@ order John Harris T. Clk 

1. MS, Town Meeting Records, 1735-1825, Nos. 1 & 2, Town Clerk’s Office, Town 

Hall, North Scituate, R.I. 

South Kingstown Town Meetings, 21 April and 1 May 1790! 

21 April 1790 (excerpts) 

At a Town Meeting held in South Kingston the 21st. day of April 1790 
Colo Joseph Hazard Chosen Moderator... 

Voted that this Town approve of the Bill of Rights which was framed 

by the late Convention ... 

Voted this Town Meeting stand adjourned untill next Saturday Week 

I May 1790 

At a Town Meeting held in South Kingston by adjournment the Ist 

Day of May 1790 
Samuel Babcock Esqr. chosen Moderator 

Voted that the Amendments to the proposed Constitution made by 

the Convention in March last are approved of by this Town 

1. MS, Town Meetings, 1776-1836, Town Hall, South Kingstown, R.I. 

West Greenwich Town Meeting, 21 April 1790 (excerpts)! 

At a Town Meeting held at West Greenwich in the County of Kent 

at the Dwelling House of William Nichols. Esqr. Innholder on the 21st. 
day of April AD 1790— 

Voted Samuel Hopkins Esqr Chosen Moderator of this Meeting.... 

The Bill of Rights and amendments to the new proposed Constitu- 

tion as Recommended by the State Convention being Laid before this
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Meeting for their Consideration—Whereupon Voted and Resolved as 

the opinion of this Meeting that we will give no Kind of toleration for 

the Adoption of Said Constitution under the Restrictions Contained in 

the said Bill of Rights and Amendments: but that the doings of the Said 

Convention in that Respect are by this Meeting Altogether Disapproved 

of.... 

1. MS, Town Meeting Book, Vol. 2, 1773-1811, R-Ar. 

Theodore Sedgwick to Theodore Foster 

New York, 26 April 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Every man of integrity or humanity will lament the evils attendant 

on the fri[e]nds of good government in your state, and (there is noth- 

ing which could give me more sincere pleasure than again to embrace 

in the arms of the confederacy our wandering sister, who I am very 

confident will soon return to the family, from which she has been led 

astray) by the address and arts of wicked or the delusion of ignorant 

or misguided men.—(I have the utmost confidence in her returning 

good sense and that she will voluntarily relieve us from all those disa- 

greable consequences which might result from her longer continuance 

in her revolt.? There is none’ so weak as not to perceive that an ultimate 

seperation between your state and the rest of the nation cannot take 

place.)— 

Every thing new you will learn from the public papers... . 

1. RC, Foster Papers, RHi. Sedgwick was Foster’s uncle (Foster’s mother, Dorothy 
Dwight, was the older half-sister of Pamela Sedgwick, ‘Theodore Sedgwick’s second wife). 
The text within angle brackets was reprinted in the United States Chronicle, 277 May. Sig- 
nificant alterations in capitalization and punctuation occurred in the reprinting. (See 
also notes 2 and 3.) 

2. In the newspaper extract, “Elopement” replaced “revolt.” 
3. In the newspaper extract, “no one” replaced “none.” 

Massachusetts Centinel, 28 April 1790! 

Extract of a letter from Newport, dated April 21, 1790, to the Printer. 

“The Hermit of Providence (one ARTHUR FENNER) was yesterday cho- 

sen Governour, by the votes of the People of this State, without opposi- 

tion. If the best man in the State had set up against him, he the said 

FENNER would beat him by a great majority.—By this the world may 

judge what a people we are. Gov. COLLINS was too federal for us—and 

I think he must be happy in being rid of such a pack as the majority 

of this State are.”
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1. Reprinted: Portland, Maine, Cumberland Gazette, 3 May; New Hampshire Gazette, 5 May; 

Stockbridge, Mass., Western Star, 11 May; and New Hampshire Recorder, 27 May. 

Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce 

with Rhode Island, 28 April—1 June 1790 

On 28 April 1790 the Senate, on motion of Maryland Senator Charles Car- 
roll of Carrollton, appointed a committee to consider what to do about Rhode 

Island’s failure to ratify the Constitution. On 5 May the committee reported 

that a bill should be prepared to prohibit commerce with Rhode Island. The 
following day the committee asked for its report back so that it could be 

amended. On 10 May the committee reported resolutions, which were debated 
on that day and the next. On the 11th the Senate adopted the resolutions 
ordering the committee to bring in a bill or bills. The committee presented a 
bill on 13 May, which was read a first time. The next day the Senate read the 

bill a second time and, by a vote of 12 to 7, agreed to a third reading on 17 

May. The bill was sent back to committee on the 17th, reported out of the 

committee the next day with amendments, read a third time, and passed by a 

vote of 13 to 8. In the Senate the opponents of the bill argued that it was 
premature, coercive, and would have a negative impact on the second session 

of the Rhode Island Convention scheduled to meet on 24 May. 
The Senate bill prohibited the importation into the United States of any 

items from Rhode Island, barred United States vessels from entering Rhode 
Island ports, provided harsh penalties for violating the act, and demanded that 

Rhode Island pay the United States $25,000 by 1 December 1790 for its share 
of the expenses that the country had incurred before 4 March 1789. An early 

draft of the bill was printed in the New York Gazette of the United States, 15 May, 
and the paper was brought to Providence by a gentleman from New York just 
as the United States Chronicle of 20 May “was going to Press.’’ The Chronicle re- 
printed the text of the bill in that issue, as did the Newport Herald on 20 May. 
The Providence Gazette reprinted the bill on the 22nd. 

The House of Representatives received the bill from the Senate on 19 May, 
and, despite opposition from John Page of Virginia, the House read the bill 

for the first time. On the next day the House read the bill a second time and 
committed it to the Committee of the Whole for consideration. On 26 May 
Page renewed his objections to the bill in the Committee of the Whole, with 
other members joining in the debate. On | June President George Washington 
informed the House that Rhode Island had ratified the Constitution, and the 

House ordered that the Committee of the Whole be discharged from further 
action on the bill. 

French Counsel General Louis-Guillaume Otto informed his government in 
mid-March that “many senators,” exasperated at Rhode Island’s antics, were 

“preparing a violent motion” to put pressure on that state. They were waiting 

for the right time to act (to Comte de Montmorin, 13 March, above). Repre- 

sentative John Steele of North Carolina described the bill as “tyrannical, and 
arbitrary in the highest degree” (to Joseph Winston, 22 May [below]). The 
United States Chronicle, 20 May, printed a series of letters from members of 

Congress commenting on the bill, which underscored the growing impatience
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of Congress with Rhode Island’s failure to ratify the Constitution (below). On 

22 May the New York Daily Advertiser stated that “So great a majority of the 
house [of representatives] appear to be in favor of the bill that no doubt can 
exist of its passing’ (Mfm:R.I.). The French Vice Consul in New York City 

described the provisions of the bill in a dispatch home and noted that the 
House of Representatives, after reading the bill for a first time, “‘carefully man- 
aged delays” to give the Rhode Island Convention, scheduled to meet on 24 

May, time to ratify the Constitution (Antoine de la Forest to Comte de la 

Luzerne, 1 June [RCS:R.I., 1019-—20]). 

The Senate proceedings are printed from DHFFG, I, 294-95, 296, 303, 305-— 

6, 307, 309, 311, 312, 313-14. The Senate committee reports are taken from 

DHFFC, VI, 1811-12. The entries from William Maclay’s Journal are printed 
from DHFFC, IX, 255, 260, 261, 263, 264, 268, 270-71. The House proceedings 

are printed from DHFFC, III, 417, 418, 441-42; while the debates are printed 

from DHFFC, XIII, 1356, 1359-60, 1446-47, 1458-59, 1460-63, and the New 

York Daily Gazette, 21, 22 May 1790. 

U.S. Senate Proceedings and Debates, 28 April-18 May 1790 

Senate Journal, Wednesday, 28 April 1790 (excerpt)! 

... On motion, 

ORDERED, That Mr. Carroll? 

Mr. Ellsworth 

Mr. Morris 

Mr. Izard and 

Mr. Butler, be a Committee to consider 

what provisions will be proper for Congress to make, in the present 

session, respecting the State of Rhode-Island.... 

William Maclay Journal, Wednesday, 28 April 1790 (excerpt)? 

... As we had nothing to do in Senate. Carrol moved for a Com- 

mittee to consider What was to be done about Rhode Island &ca. One 

was accordingly appointed. ... 

Senate Journal, Thursday, 29 April 1790 (excerpt)* 

... ORDERED, That Mr. Strong be added to the Committee appointed 

the 28th April, “To consider what provisions will be proper for Con- 

gress to make, in the present session, respecting the State of Rhode- 

Island,” instead of Mr. Butler, excused at his own desire, his colleague 

being on the Committee.’... 

William Maclay Journal, Thursday, 29 April 1790 (excerpt) 

called to see Col. Gun. [Senator James Gunn of Georgia] he was 

willing to talk and I had no mind to interrupt him. he spoke freely
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relating to the bare faced Conduct of King [Senator Rufus King of New 

York] & Elsworth [Senator Oliver Ellsworth of Connecticut] in Sup- 

porting every Measure proposed, by the Secretarys.° Indeed their ‘Tool- 

ism is sufficiently evident, to every Body. He says the agitating the affair 

of Rhode Island, is only to furnish a Pretext to raise more Troops. be 

this as it may. That Carrol was only a Tool, in bringing it forward Yes- 

terday was sufficiently evident. ... 

Senate Journal, Wednesday, 5 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... Mr. Carroll reported from the Committee appointed the 28th of 

April, “To consider what provisions will be proper for Congress to make 

in the present session, respecting the State of Rhode-Island.” 

ORDERED, That Monday next, be assigned to take this report into 

consideration... . 

Senate Committee Report, Wednesday, 5 May 1790 

That all commercial intercourse between the United States and the 

State of Rhode Island, from and after the day of 

next should be prohibited under suitable penalties; and that a bill should 

be brought in for that purpose. 

William Maclay Journal, Wednesday, 5 May 1790 (excerpt) 

A Considerable deal of Business was done in Senate but no debate 

was entered on|[.] the Rhode Island Committee reported. The amount 

of it was to put that State in a kind of Commercial Coventry. to prevent 

all intercourse with them in the way of Trade. I think the Whole Busi- 

ness premature. We adjourned early... 

William Maclay Journal, Thursday, 6 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... The Rhode Island Committee. requested That they might have 

back their Report. to amend it. this was comply’d with. Their amend- 

ment amounted to [Maclay left blank space here presumably for the 

text of the amendment] ... 

Senate Committee Report, c. 6-10 May 1790 

Raised by the U.S. to the Ist. Augt. 90. say— 1,800,000 dr. 

Decr. say Y, for support of the Present Government 450,000 

1,350,000 

of which say ¥,, the quota of R.I. 27,000
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That the President of the U.S. be authorised to demand of the State 

of R.I.—27,000 dollrs., to be paid into the treasury of the U.S. by the 

Ist. day of Augt. next; which shall be credited to the sd. State in acct. 

with the U.S. 

Senate Journal, Monday, 10 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... The Senate proceeded to consider the report of the Committee 

appointed the 28th of April, “To consider what provisions will be proper 

for Congress to make in the present session, respecting the State of 

Rhode-Island,”—and 

ORDERED, That the consideration hereof be postponed until to- 

morrow.... 

William Maclay Journal, Monday, 10 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... When we came in. We found them on the Rhode Island Re- 

solves[.] the Committee had been called on to give reasons on which 

they founded their Resolutions. Elsworth spoke with great deliberation, 

often and long. and Yet. I was not convinced by him. I saw I must if I 

followed my Judgment Vote against both resolutions. It was therefore 

incumbent, on me to give some reasons for my Vote. I observed that 

the Business was under deliberation in Rhode Island. That the Resolves 

carried on the face of them, a punishment. for rejection. On Suppo- 

sition That they would ruin our Revenue. let Us first establish the fact 

against them that an intercourse with them has rumed injured our 

revenue, before we punish them with a prohibition of all intercourse. 

This Resolution I considered as premature. The other for the demand 

of 27,000 doll.’ I considered as equally so. let the Accounts be settled. 

& Rhode Island has a right to be charged with, & has a right to pay 

her proportion of the Price of Independence. By the present Resolu- 

tions, the attack comes visibly from Us. she is furnished with an Apology 

and will stand justifyed, to all the World, if she should enter into any 

foreign Engagements. ... 

Senate Journal, Tuesday, 11 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... The Senate proceeded to consider the report of the Committee 

appointed the 28th of April, “To consider what provisions will be proper 

for Congress to make in the present session, respecting the State of 

Rhode-Island,’’—whereupon 

RESOLVED, That all commercial intercourse between the United States 

and the State of Rhode-Island, from and after the first day of July next,
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be prohibited under suitable penalties; and that the President of the 

United States be authorized to demand of the State of Rhode-Island, 

dollars, to be paid into the Treasury of the United States, by 

the day of next; which shall be credited to the said 

State, in account with the United States,—and that a Bill or Bills be 

brought in for those purposes. 

ORDERED, That the Committee who brought in the above report, 

prepare and report a Bill accordingly. 

The Senate adjourned to 11 o’clock to-morrow. 

William Maclay Journal, Tuesday, 11 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... The Rhode Island resolutions were taken up. I was twice up 

against these Resolutions. They admitted all hands That Rhode Island 

was independent. and did not deny that the Measures now taken were 

meant to force her into an adoption of the constitution of the United 

States. and founded their Arguments in our Strength and her Weak- 

ness. I could not help telling them plainly that this was playing the 

Tyrant. to all intents & purposes. I was twice up and said a good deal, 

but it answered no purpose Whatever. 

Pierce Butler’s Notes, c. 11-18 May 1790° 

It is no infringement on Her Sovereignty to withdraw Your Trade— 

Civilized Countrys call this a declaration of War[.] opposition to Boston 

Port Bill? was Natural right[.] Pray what is this—It is hard that so Small 

a part shoud have any power as it were to put a Veto on the Interests 

of the whole[.] Granted—Mr. [Ralph] Izard [S.C.] says thire little State 

is brought into Compact with the other States. 

Senate Journal, Thursday, 13 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... Mr. Morris from the Committee appointed the 28th of April, “To 

consider what provisions will be proper for Congress to make in the 

present session, respecting the State of Rhode-Island,” reported a Bill 

on that subject, which was read the FIRST time. 

ORDERED, That this Bill have the SECOND reading to-morrow. .. . 

Senate Journal, Friday, 14 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... The Senate proceeded to the SECOND reading of the Bill, “To 

prevent bringing goods, wares and merchandizes from the State of 

Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations, into the United States; and 

to authorize a demand of money from the said State,” —
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And on the question, to assign a time for the THIRD reading of this 

Bill, the yeas and nays being required by one fifth of the Senators 

present, 

Mr. [Richard] Bassett [ Del. ] Yea 

Mr. [Pierce] Butler [S.C.] Nay 

Mr. [Charles] Carroll [Md.] Yea 

Mr. [Tristram] Dalton [Mass. |] Yea 

Mr. [Oliver] Ellsworth [Conn. | Yea 

Mr. [ Jonathan] Elmer [N.]J.] Nay 

Mr. [ James] Gunn [Ga.] Nay 

Mr. [John] Henry [Md.] Nay 

Mr. [William Samuel] Johnson [Conn. ] Yea 

Mr. [Samuel] Johnston [N.C.] Yea 

Mr. [Ralph] Izard [S.C.] Yea 

Mr. [Rufus] King [N.Y] Yea 

Mr. [| John] Langdon [N.H.] Yea 

Mr. [William] Maclay [Pa.] Nay 

Mr. [Robert] Morris [Pa. | Yea 

Mr. [George] Read [Del.] Yea 

Mr. [Philip] Schuyler [N.Y] Yea 

Mr. [Caleb] Strong [Mass. ] Yea 

Mr. [ John] Walker [Va.] Nay 

Mr. [Paine] Wingate [N.H.] Nay 

Yeas— 13 

Nays—7 
So it was 

ORDERED, That this Bill have the THIRD reading on Monday next. 

The Senate adjourned to 11 o’clock on Monday next. 

William Maclay Journal, Friday, 14 May 1790 (excerpt) 

The business of most importance agitated this day was the Rhode 

Island bill which must have had a first reading Yesterday While I was 

out. I contented myself with giving my Nagative to every particle of it. 
I knew I could gain no Proselites, and that as the bill could not be 

justifyed on the Principles of freedom law the Constitution or any other 

Mode Whatever. Argument could only end in Anger. Mr. [Robert] Mor- 

ris [Pa.] was one of the Warmest Men for it altho’ he knows well, That 

the only Views of the Yorkers are to get Two Senators more into the 
House on whose Votes They reckon, on the Question of residence." 

But he must think. the getting Rhode Island in Superior to all other 

Considerations. The Yeas & nays were called. and now after the Ques- 
tion was taken there seemed a disposition for Argument. and some very
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remarkable Expressions were Used. Izard said if gentlemen will show Us 

how we can accomplish our End by any means less arbitrary and Tyrannical I 

will agree to them. when we were on the Clause for demanding 25,000 

dollars, Mr. Morris said this is the most Arbitrary of the Whole of it— 

The nays were Butler, Elmer, Gun, Henry, Maclay, Walker, Wyngate. 7 

Yeas Basset[,| Carrol[,] Dalton[,] Elsworth[,] Johnson[,] Johnston|[, | 

Izard[,] King[,] Langdon[,] Morris[,] Strong[,] Schyler[,] Read. 

Senate Journal, Monday, 17 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... The Senate proceeded to the THIRD reading of the Bill, “To 

prevent bringing goods, wares and merchandizes, from the State of 

Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations, into the United States; and 

to authorize a demand of money from the said State:”’ 

And on motion— 

ORDERED, That this Bill be re-committed. 

The Senate adjourned to 11 o’clock to-morrow. 

Senate Journal, Tuesday, 18 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... Mr. Carroll, from the Committee appointed April the 28th, “To 

consider what provisions will be proper for Congress to make in the 

present session, respecting the State of Rhode-Island,” and to whom it 

was referred to bring in a Bill on that subject, reported several addi- 

tional clauses to the Bill “To prevent bringing goods, wares and mer- 

chandizes, from the State of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations, 

into the United States; and to authorize a demand of money from the 

said State:” Which report was agreed to as amendments to the Bill. 

The Senate proceeded to the THIRD reading of the Bill, ““To prevent 

bringing goods, wares and merchandizes, from the State of Rhode- 

Island and Providence Plantations, into the United States; and to au- 

thorize a demand of money from the said State,’ — 

And on the question, shall this Bill pass? the yeas and nays being 

required by one fifth of the Senators present, 

Mr. [Richard] Bassett [Del.] Yea 

Mr. [Pierce] Butler [S.C.] Nay 

Mr. [Charles] Carroll [Md.] Yea 

Mr. [Tristram] Dalton [Mass. | Yea 

Mr. [Oliver] Ellsworth [Conn. | Yea 

Mr. [ Jonathan] Elmer [N.].] Nay 

Mr. [Benjamin] Hawkins [N.C.] Nay 

Mr. [John] Henry [Md.] Nay 

Mr. [William Samuel] Johnson [Conn. | Yea
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Mr. [Samuel] Johnston [N.C.] Yea 

Mr. [Ralph] Izard [S.C.] Yea 

Mr. [Rufus] King [N.Y] Yea 

Mr. [| John] Langdon [N.H.] Yea 

Mr. [Richard Henry] Lee [Va.] Nay 

Mr. [William] Maclay [Pa.] Nay 

Mr. [Robert] Morris [Pa. | Yea 

Mr. [George] Read [Del.] Yea 

Mr. [Philip] Schuyler [N.Y] Yea 

Mr. [Caleb] Strong [Mass. ] Yea 

Mr. [ John] Walker [Va.] Nay 

Mr. [Paine] Wingate [N.H.] Nay 

Yeas— 13 

Nays—8 

So it was 

RESOLVED, That this Bill Do PAss; that the title of it be “An Act to 

prevent bringing goods, wares and merchandizes, from the State of 

Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations, into the United States, and 

to authorize a demand of money from the said State;”” That it be en- 

grossed and carried to the House of Representatives, for concurrence 

therein.... 

William Maclay Journal, Tuesday, 18 May 1790 

no debate of any Consequence arose this day. Untill the Rhode Island 

bill, which had been recommitted, was reported[.] Mr. [Richard Henry] 

Lee [Va.] opposed it in a long & sensible speech[.] [Pierce] Butler 

[S.C.] blustered away but in a loose & desultory Manner. [Rufus] King 

[N.Y] [Oliver] E[ll]sworth [Conn.] [Caleb] Strong [Mass.] [Ralph] 

Izard [S.C.] spouted out for it. It was long before there was a Slack. As 

this was to be the last reading & as the Yeas and nays would in my 

Opinion be called. I took What i1w-my—Opinion I thought was new 

Ground. The bill had been assigned to Various Motives. self defense 

self preservation, self interest &ca. I began with observing, that the 

Convention of Rhode-Island met in a Week. that the design of this bill 

evidently, was to impress the People of Rhode Island, with Terror. It 

was an Application to their fears, hoping to obtain from them, an Adop- 

tion of the Constitution, a thing despaired of, from their free Will or 

their Judgment. That it was meant to be Used the same Way That a 

Robber does a dagger or a Highwayman a pistol. & to obtain the end 

desired by putting the party in fear. That where independence was the 

property of both sides. no End Whatever could justify the Use of such
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means, in the Aggressors. I therefore was against the bill in every point 

of View &ca. &ca. the debate was long[.] I was up a second time. but 

to no avail. the Question was put at about 3 OClock and carried[.] the 

Yeas & Nays were called & Stood nearly as before. With the addition 

of Mr. [Richard Henry] Lee to the negative.... 

1. The Providence Gazette, 8 May, and United States Chronicle, 13 May, reprinted these 

proceedings. 
2. Charles Carroll of Carrollton (1737-1832), a wealthy Maryland planter and Fed- 

eralist, signed the Declaration of Independence and had been selected as a delegate to 
the Constitutional Convention, but declined to serve. 

3. Maclay (1737-1804), a surveyor and Federalist, served in the Pennsylvania assembly 

and on the supreme executive council in the 1780s. He was a U.S. Senator, 1789-91, and 

his journal provides the most complete account of the Senate debates (which were closed 
to the public and press) for the First Federal Congress. The selections from his diary 
printed here come from DHFFC, IX. 

4. The Newport Mercury, 8 May, and Providence Gazette, 8 May, reprinted, under a ““NEW- 

YORK, May 1,” dateline, a summary of these proceedings. 

5. Pierce Butler and Ralph Izard both represented South Carolina. The appointment 
of Caleb Strong of Massachusetts added geographic balance to the committee. 

6. Probably a reference to the policies put forth by Secretary of the Treasury Alexander 
Hamilton and Secretary of War Henry Knox (see Hamilton’s 14 January report on public 
credit and Knox’s 12 January report on the Indian Department and southwestern fron- 
tiers, DHFFC, V, 743-825, 1279-93). 

7. See Senate Committee Report, 6 May, for how this amount was calculated (above). 

The amount was reduced to $25,000 in the version of the bill that passed the Senate on 

18 May. 
8. Butler (1744-1822), a native of Ireland and a South Carolina planter, was a member 

of the S.C. House of Representatives, 1776-89, and a delegate to Congress, 1787, and 
the Constitutional Convention. He served in the U.S. Senate, 1789-96. Butler took very 

limited notes of the Senate debates for the First Federal Congress. The notes printed 
here are taken from DHFFC, IX, 458. 

9. The Boston Port Bill, one of the Coercive Acts or “Intolerable Acts” (as the Amer- 

icans called them) passed by Parliament in 1774, virtually closed the port of Boston until 
compensation was made for the East India Company’s tea that was dumped overboard 
in the Boston Tea Party of December 1773. 

10. A reference to the ongoing public debate over the location of the federal capital. 
It was thought that Rhode Island would support New York City over Philadelphia for the 
site of the federal capital. Northern senators, in general, looked to Rhode Island’s two 

senators to help counteract southern opposition to legislation favorable to the North. 

U.S. Senate Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island, 13 May 1790 

(As Reprinted in the Providence United States Chronicle 

20 May 1790)! 

A Gentleman, who arrived in Town from New-York just as this Paper was 

going to Press, has favored us with the Gazette of the United States, printed in 

that City on Saturday last, from which the following is copied:—
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NEW-YORK, May 15. 

We are informed that the following is now pending before the Senate 

of the United States. 

An Act to prevent bringing Goods, Wares and Merchandizes, from the State 

of Rhode-Island and Providence-Plantations, into the United States; and to au- 

thorize a Demand of Money from the said State. 

Whereas it is necessary to the security of the revenue, and other 

essential interests of the United States, to provide against goods, wares 

and merchandize, being brought into the same thro or from the State 

of Rhode-Island and Providence-Plantations, seoteng-asthat State-shal 

SEC. |. Be at enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 

States of America, in Congress assembled, ‘That from and after the Ist day 

of July next, no goods, wares, or merchandizes, of the growth or man- 

ufacture of whatever (any)? place or country (whatsoever), shall be 

brought into the United States, from the State of Rhode-Island and 

Providence-Plantations, by land or water; nor shall any ship or vessel 

belonging to any inhabitant or inhabitants of said State, enter any port, 

harbour, creek or river of the United States, except in case of distress; 

nor, except in like case, shall any ship or vessel belonging to any inhab- 

itant or inhabitants of the United States, enter any port, harbour, creek 

or river of the said State of Rhode-Island and Providence-Plantations: 

And all goods, wares and merchandizes, which shall be brought into 

the United States contrary to this Act, shall be forfeited, together with 

the ships or vessels in which the same shall be brought, if brought in 

by water; or together with the carriages, horses and oxen employed in 

conveying the same, if brought in by land. And all ships and vessels 

which shall enter any port, harbour, creek or river of the United States, 

contrary to this Act, shall be forfeited, together with their lading: And 

all ships and vessels which, contrary to this Act, shall enter any port, 

harbour, creek or river of the said State of Rhode-Island and Providence- 

Plantations, shall be forfeited, and shall be liable to seizure in any port 

of the United States, at any time within one year after such forfeiture 

shall have accrued. And all (every) persons who shall bring into the 

United States any goods, wares or merchandizes, contrary to this Act, 

or who shall be aiding therein; or who, being owners-er-captains (part 

owner master or commander) of any ships or vessels, shall contrary to 

this act, order or navigate the same into any port, harbour, creek or 

river of the said State of Rhode-Island and Providence-Plantations, shall 

forfeit (500) dollars; and be moreover liable to imprisonment, not ex- 

ceeding (6) months.
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SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That the forfeitures accruing by breach 

of this act, shall be recovered in the manner provided in the case of 

forfeitures of a similar nature in the Act to regulate the collection of 

the duties imposed by law on the tonnage of ships and vessels, and on 

goods, wares and merchandizes imported into the United States;’? and 

shall be disposed of in the manner provided in the case of penalties, 

fines and forfeitures, in the said Act: And every collector, naval officer, 

and surveyor, or other person, specially appointed by either of them, 

or aiding and assisting in the execution of this act, shall have the like 

power and authority, and be entitled to the indemnification and mode 

of defence, expressed or given in the said Act to regulate the collection 

of duties. 

SEc. 3. And to the end that the said State of Rhode-Island and 

Providence-Plantations, may contribute to the supplies raised for dis- 

charging the engagements of the United States entered into previous 

to the 4th day of March, 1789, Be it further enacted by the authority afore- 

said, That the President of the United States be, and he hereby is au- 

thorized and requested to demand of the said State of Rhode-Island 

and Providence-Plantations, (25,000) dollars, to be paid into the Trea- 

sury of the United States, on or before the (first) day of (Dec) next; 

which being paid, shall be credited to the said State in account with 

the United States. 

uatila—Cenvention of the State—of Rhoede-Island and Prowdence- 

Plantations, shall assent to_and ratify the Constitution, and sive notice antations, shall assent to and ratify the Constitution, and ove notice 

1. The bill was first printed in the New York Gazette of the United States and New York 
Daily Gazette on 15 May. The United States Chronicle, 20 May, reprinted the bill from the 

Gazette of the United States, while the Newport Herald, 20 May, reprinted it “From a New- 
York Paper of May 15,” and the Providence Gazette, 22 May, reprinted it under a “NEW- 

YORK, May 15” dateline. Other American newspapers also reprinted the text of the bill. 
Manuscript copies of the bill (S-11) and the various amendments offered in the Senate 

are in Senate Bills, Records of the United States Senate, First Congress, 1789-1791, RG 

46, DNA (see DHFFC, VI, 1812-14). The Senate Records also contain a broadside copy 

of the bill with annotation probably by Senate Secretary Samuel A. Otis. In the United 

States Chronicle version of the bill printed here, Otis’s handwritten additions are indicated 
in text that is set in angle brackets, while deletions by Otis are set in crossed-out type. A 

second annotated copy of the broadside is in the Rare Book Room of the Library of 
Congress. The annotation on this copy is in the hand of Senator William Samuel Johnson 

of Connecticut. (For this two-page broadside, printed for the Senate by John Fenno, 
printer of the New York Gazette of the United States, see Evans 46066.) The Library of 
Congress also has a second copy of the broadside without any annotation. A third an- 

notated copy is at Dartmouth College. Senator Paine Wingate of New Hampshire wrote 
on this copy of the broadside.
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The text of the bill appears on page three of the United States Chronicle. Previous to 
this item the Chronicle printed or reprinted a series of letters from members of Congress 
in New York commenting on this bill (see below under 20 May). 

2. “Any” is from William Samuel Johnson’s copy in the Library of Congress and is not 
in Samuel A. Otis’s broadside at the National Archives. 

3. For this act, see DHFFC, IV, 309-34. 

U.S. House of Representatives Proceedings and Debates 

19 May-1 June 1790 

House Journal, Wednesday, 19 May 1790 (excerpts) 

... A message from the Senate by Mr. [Samuel A.] Otis their Secre- 

tary. 

Mr. SPEAKER, ... The Senate have also passed a bill, intituled, “An 

act to prevent bringing goods, wares and merchandizes from the state 

of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations into the United States, and 

to authorize a demand of money from the said State,”” to which they 

desire the concurrence of this House: And then he withdrew. 

The said bill was read the first time.... 

Newspaper Reports of House Debates, Wednesday, 19 May 1790 

New York Daily Gazette, 20 May 1790 (excerpt) 

... The act respecting Rhode-Island was read the first time. 

New York Daily Gazette, 21 May 1790 

«> In the Minutes of Wednesday’s Proceedings, which appeared in 

yesterday's Gazette, we mentioned, that the bill respecting Rhode-Island, 

which originated in the Senate, was read the first time. 

It should, however, have been then observed, that there was an op- 

position made by several members; and Mr. [ John] Page [Va.], in par- 

ticular, opposed its being printed, and declared, “‘that he thought it 

ought, not only not to be printed, but that it ought not to be read 

again in that house, and that he should object to it as improper, unjust, 

and highly impolitic.”’ 

New York Daily Gazette, 22 May 1790 

«> In yesterday's Gazette we mentioned that Mr. Page, and several 

other members, opposed the bill respecting Rhode-Island; but this was 

a mistake, as Mr. Page alone objected, and made the observations stated 

in yesterday's paper. On Thursday the bill was read a second time, and 

committed to a committee of the whole on Monday se’ennight.
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New York Gazette of the United States, 22 May 1790 (excerpts) 

... A message was received from the Senate informing the house, 

... also that they have passed an act for prohibiting an intercourse 

after the first of July next, between the United States, and the State of 

Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations, &c. in which they request 

the concurrence of the House. This bill™ was read, and then the House 

adjourned. 

(a) At the first reading of this bill, it was moved that it should be 

printed for the use of the House; but it was said to be unnecessary, 

as the variations made by the Senate from the copy, printed by their 

order, were very few. Mr. Page made some short objections to the bill; 

but no other member offered any observations upon it, and it received 

the second reading on Thursday, without any opposition whatever. 

House Journal, Thursday, 20 May 1790 (excerpt) 

The bill sent from the Senate, intituled, “An act to prevent bringing 

goods, wares and merchandizes from the state of Rhode-Island and 

Providence Plantations into the United States, and to authorize a de- 

mand of money from the said State,” was read the second time, and 

ordered to be committed to a committee of the whole House on Mon- 

day se’nnight.... 

Reports of House Debates, Wednesday, 26 May 1790 

Thomas Lloyd’s Notes, 26 May 1790 (excerpt) 

JOHN PAGE (Va.).* Move to discharge the committee of the whole on 

the Rhode Island bill. They ought to consider it unbiassed. There should 

be no force. It sadly unbecoming a free state to make anything like 

threats. Hardly worthy of being in the union if they are driven. Un- 

worthy of it. Consider part of other members—none perfect. When 

the people called nest of smugglers and recollect a bill that resembles 

this, we ought not to suffer such a bill to be read. The Boston Port 

Bill’—scarcely a member but remembers with indignation. The people 

of Rhode Island must view it in the same light. Wish put myself into 

their situation, feel indignation. It supposed necessary to lay these se- 

vere threats. It said to be the only means to prevent smuggling. The 

states in Europe never thought of this idea to secure their commerce. 

The people who did it in Europe would be mad. It would amount to 

a declaration of war. We ought to cherish every sentiment of liberty, 

ought to have none but those who like the government. The people of
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the minority in every state must be wounded. The state of North Caro- 

lina would (see that) the same means made use of to bring them in. 

Several states [- —- —] [-— — —]. Other states watch the government. 

Highly impolitic to drive from us Rhode Island and wound the feelings 

of people. Were I member of that Convention, never would come into 

the Union until you had repealed. They had right to consider whether 

they approve the Constitution. Their purpose should be considered. 

They should be considered as allies. But mean and contemptible if they 

undertake to decide on the question until left free to choose for them- 

selves. They be laughed at by majority and despised by minority. They 

like a soldier pressed into the service, will desert the first opportunity. 

They will be weak enough or wicked enough. It would crush—You 

more desire of making up recruits than extending the benefit of gov- 

ernment—there not a people but wish that state stand out and distract 

and run from union. There not a nation on earth that can wish well 

to us but the French. When they see they can’t hold their possessions 

in the West Indies, it be their wish to see you state of little [- — —-], 

instead of free and united one. Our enemies be delighted with it and 

friends weep over it. 

Discharge the committee and reject the bill. Let her come in free. 

If she should, she comes in in a condition to be embraced by us. If 

one part have wicked designs, it answers very good purpose to put them 

in situation of foreign nations in alliance with us, all that compatible 

with our opinions. If to bring them into union, it is improper. If to 

secure the revenue, can bring in [another?]. Consider what they would 

felt if they had been a power so much superior to them. If such held 

over their heads they would [- — —] the Convention—immediately ad- 

journ. Hope remove all terror and take care of our revenue. When 

they see your government benign they will come in. 

JAMES JACKSON (Ga.). Move—Of the same opinion. I detest tyranny, 

whether in grip of tyrant or [democratic?]. If not more than Boston 

Port Bill—it makes no discrimination between the guilty [and the in- 

nocent|—one of the complaints of which began the war. I think it 

matter of policy. If any part of state comes in I would receive them? but 

not punish the innocent with the guilty. 

JOSIAH PARKER (Va.). Second it. 

WILLIAM SMITH (S.C.). Think it premature, when they going into the 

committee of the whole on it. I have no doubt but make it appear that 

the bill unnecessary for the existence of this country. Am surprised that 

a gentleman who in [citing/cutting?]° intercourse with West Indies, on 

the same principle—The gentlemen of Senate as little disposed to show 

disposition to tyranny.
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PARKER. Hope they come in without threats. [If the opposite to suffer 

it to lie? |] — 

MICHAEL JENIFER STONE (Md.). All that necessary is temper and 

moderation. 

DANIEL HIESTER (Pa.). Think the ways and means be first considered 

before they proceed on this bill. We know there will be opposition. We 

[have] petitions from very considerable part of union to be exempted 

from the small duties now laid and will we recognize a debt which don’t 

know whether able to make provision for or not? Take time to consider 

of it. Lay over for the present.... 

New York Daily Gazette, 27 May 1790 (excerpt) 

Mr. [ John] PAGE [Va.] moved to discharge the committee on the bill 

respecting Rhode-Island. He was averse to the idea of dragooning the 

people of that state into an accession to the present constitution: it was 

like making a declaration of war against them, and would be productive 

of smuggling. He further observed, that as a convention was expected 

to meet very soon, this bill would raise the indignation of the members 

who would compose that body, and they would esteem themselves con- 

temptible to accede to the new constitution under the influence of 

threatening measures; besides, it might have other dangerous conse- 

quences, in forcing them to look for aid to foreign nations, which might 

occasion distraction in our government. He therefore wished that the 

people of Rhode-Island should be left, at least, on as good a footing as 

other countries not in alliance with the United States. 

Mr. [William] SmiruH (S.C.) said that, unless the gentleman (Mr. Page) 

withdrew his motion, he would move for the previous question; as this 

business was made the order of a future day, and it was therefore pre- 

mature in the gentleman to move for discharging the committee. 

Mr. [James] JACKSON [Ga.] rose to declare his approbation of Mr. 

Page’s motion, yet he wished it to be withdrawn for the present; he 

considered the bill similar to the Boston port bill. Several members spoke 

against its coming on this day, and 

Mr. [George] GALE [Md.] moved for the house to go into the fund- 

ing bill, as reported yesterday by the committee of the whole.... 

New York Gazette of the United States, 29 May 1790° 

Mr. Page made a motion which was seconded by Mr. Parker, that the 

committee of the whole be discharged from any further consideration 

of the bill respecting the State of Rhode-Island, and added the follow- 

ing observations:
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Mr. [ John] PAGE (Va.). Sir, I rise to move that the committee of the 

whole be discharged from considering the bill respecting the State of 

Rhode Island, which originated in the Senate—and hope that it will 

by the house be rejected—for I think, as the Convention of that State 

is to sit in a few days, we should have nothing before Congress which 

could tend to influence their choice of the Constitution, under which 

they are to live. It peculiarly behoves this House, as Representatives 

of Republican States, which have always asserted their rights to judge 

for themselves in all cases which interested them as freemen—which 

adopted the plan of government after mature deliberation, unbiassed 

by any such motives as the bill alluded to holds out to Rhode Island. I 

say it becomes this House therefore to take care that their sister State, 

now about to consider of the propriety of adopting the Constitution, 

shall be as free to judge for herself as was any other State in the 

Union—Should this bill pass, and should Rhode-Island adopt the Con- 

stitution, she will come with so bad a grace into the Union, that she 

must be ashamed when she enters it, and the independent States must 

blush when they receive her—She will be laughed at by the majorities 

in the other States, and despised by the minorities—How far this may 

tend to strengthen the Union let those who favor the bill judge. She 

would be in the situation of a soldier, prest into the service, looked 

upon as unworthy to be ranged with the volunteers—suspected of an 

inclination to desert, till perhaps indeed it may become her interest, 

like his to do so, and to act vigorously against those who had insulted 

her. 

Surely, Sir, it becomes this House to pity the frailty of the weak and 

ignorant, who know not the blessings of our New-Government, to for- 

give the perverse and wicked who oppose it from base principles, and 

to shew a generous indulgence to that jealous, cautious republican 

spirit, which indeed we should cherish and revere. Let this House man- 

ifest such a disposition, and I will venture to predict the happiest con- 

sequences. Rhode Island will find it her interest to unite with States 

possessing such magnanimity—her rights she will see can never be vi- 

olated, and her true interests never can be neglected; but Sir, if we 

shew that we are more anxious to compleat the numbers of our States 

than to preserve inviolate the rights of freemen, and the principles of 

the late glorious revolution—if we are more solicitous to restrict smug- 

gling than to extend the benign influence of our New Constitution, 

through the state of Rhode-Island, as well as through the twelve other 

States, what can that State expect from a union with States thus dis- 

posed? But if we not only manifestly shew this disposition, but also a 

malevolence resembling that which Great Britain shewed when she in 

her rage to answer her revenge, and extend her despotic power over
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America, shut up the port of Boston, hoping to starve into submission 

its virtuous citizens— Must not the Rhode Islanders, like the Bostonians 

detest the cruel attempt, resent it, and by their resentment, may not 

the consequences be too much like those which followed in the case 

alluded to? May they not be applauded by true Republicans throughout 

the world? May they not be supported by the enemies of our peace? 

Sir, they will take advantage of every circumstance which may afford 

them an opportunity of gratifying their envy or revenge. There is per- 

haps but one nation upon earth, which wishes to see these States flour- 

ish in peace, and it may not be long before she may think that our 

erowing greatness may interfere with hers. Let us not therefore run 

the risk of endangering the peace and harmony of the United States— 

Let us not even wound the feelings of a sister State—Let us not expose 

ourselves to the charge of inconsistency, impropriety, rashness, and cru- 

elty; but let us to avoid those charges, discharge the committee of the 

whole, take up the bill in the House and reject it at once—leaving 

Rhode Island unbiassed (by any thing Congress can do) to adopt or 

reject the Constitution, as they may think proper. If they adopt it the 

bill will be unnecessary—lIf they should reject it, then let us leave them 

on a footing with foreigners—they are allies at present, and should be 

treated as such. But it is said our revenue is in danger. Sir, take my 

advice, and you will make it the interest of Rhode Island to unite with 

us, or at least lay her under an high obligation not to smuggle; but go 

on with the bill, and you force her to smuggle—nay, perhaps to be 

your enemy for ever. States in Europe adjoining each other, shew us, 

that this bill is unnecessary. It would be thought madness there, to 

interdict all commercial intercourse of neighboring States, merely with 

a view to prevent smuggling—It would I believe too be looked upon 

as equal to a declaration of war. 

Sir I lament that this bill has been committed, but if it should now 

be taken up and rejected, it will be doing all that can be done—and 

will shew that as soon as the attention of the House was turned to it, a 

proper regard was shewn for the rights of freemen. This bill is too 

inconsistent with the character the Representatives of these States ought 

to support—it has too much the appearance of certain British acts of 

Parliament, which our constituents have execrated. Surely Sir, the Rep- 

resentatives of Massachusetts, must unite with me in opinion, that such 

a bill should not be committed—The Members of States which ap- 

plauded the glorious spirit of that State in opposition to a similar act, 

risked their all in her support, and thereby acquired liberty and im- 

mortal honor, will, I trust, vote with me—and surely the States which 

came late into the Union and such as adopted the Constitution by a 

small majority, will consider that the case of Rhode-Island, might have
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been their own—Surely even those, if such there be amongst us, who 

think that devoted State to be as British Ministers said America was, a 

nest of miscreants, will allow that it will be inhuman to punish the 

innocent with the guilty. I think therefore that the bill deserves not the 

sanction of this house—that it is impolitic and unjust—I hope the 

committee will be discharged, and the bill taken up for a third reading, 

and rejected, time enough, to leave the Convention of Rhode-Island 

free to adopt the Constitution or reject it as they may please. 

Let us consider with what indignation the Convention of any of the 

States, which we represent, if about to sit on such an occasion, would 

have received such an Act of Congress—would they not have protested 

against it, as an insult, and adjourned without deliberating on the fa- 

vorite Constitution? Is there a man in this house were he in such a 

Convention, who would not agree to such protest and adjournment? 

But Sir, let us consider the design of the bill: If it be intended to induce 

the State of Rhode Island to come into the Union, I think I have shewn 

that it is badly calculated to answer that purpose—and if intended to 

prevent smuggling, I think I have shewn that it is more likely to produce 

that evil, than to prevent it. If the motion be agreed to, no inconve- 

nience can arise, but much mischief may be prevented. I hope there- 

fore that the House will agree with me, that the committee of the whole 

be discharged, and will not leave such a bill hanging over the heads of 

the people of Rhode-Island, which must put them into a situation dif- 

ferent from that of any other State in the Union when they adopted 

the Constitution. Let it not be said, Sir, I conjure this House, that the 

confederated Republics of America have united upon any other prin- 

ciple than that of a free and perfect conviction of the excellence of 

their federal plan of government—Let it not be said that fear had any 

share in bringing even the smallest state into the Union—Let us not 

treat a sister state in the very manner we disdained to be treated by 

Great Britain. 

Several gentlemen observed on the impropriety of the motion, as the 

bill was made the order of a future day—next Monday—and Mr. Parker 

having withdrawn his second, the motion subsided. 

House Journal, Tuesday, 1 June 1790 (excerpts) 

... A message, in writing, was received from the President of the 

United States, by Mr. [Tobias] Lear his Secretary, as followeth: 

UNITED STATES, June 1, 1790 
GENTLEMEN of the SENATE and HOUSE of REPRESENTATIVES, 

HAVING received official information of the accession of the state of 

Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations to the Constitution of the
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United States, I take the earliest opportunity of communicating the 

same to you, with my congratulations on this happy event, which unites 

under the General Government all the states which were originally con- 

federated; and have directed my Secretary to lay before you a copy of 

the letter from the President of the Convention of the state of Rhode- 

Island to the President of the United States.’ 

G. WASHINGTON ... 

ORDERED, That a committee be appointed to prepare and bring in 

a bill or bills for giving effect to the laws of the United States within 

the state of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations; and that Mr. 

[Theodore] Sedgwick [Mass.], Mr. [Egbert] Benson [N.Y], and Mr. 

[Thomas Tudor] Tucker [S.C.], do prepare and bring in the same. 

ORDERED, That the committee of the whole House be discharged 

from further proceeding on the bill sent from the Senate, intituled, 

‘An act to prevent bringing goods, wares and merchandizes, from the 

state of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations into the United States; 

and to authorize a demand of money from the said State.” ... 

1. Thomas Lloyd (1756-1827), a freelance shorthand reporter, took notes of the de- 

bates of the House of Representatives, which he proposed to publish in his new Congres- 

sional Register. The Congressional Register ceased publication on 8 March 1790, which make 
Lloyd’s shorthand notes invaluable for the debate on the Rhode Island Trade Bill in May 

1790. The Library of Congress has two volumes of Lloyd’s shorthand notes. The tran- 
scriptions of Lloyd’s notes are taken from DHFFG, Vol. XIII. 

2. Writing from London, England, John Brown Cutting informed William Short on 3 
July that Rhode Island had ratified the Constitution: “Thus this little stray commonwealth 

is reclaimed. Mr Page of Virginia before the news had arrived—with his wonted mildness 
and liberal philanthropy—spoke against the penal bill for compelling her to accede— 

Three days afterwards it was found unnecessary” (Short Papers, DLC). 

3. See RCS:R.L, 845, note 9. 

4. Federalists in the Rhode Island port towns considered separating from the interior 

towns and joining the Union. For example, see Jabez Bowen to George Washington, 15 
December 1789, and William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington, 17 April and 3 May 1790 
(RCS:R.L., 649, 828-29, 856). 

5. The shorthand could be possibly translated as either citing or cutting. 

6. The Providence Gazette, 12 June, and United States Chronicle, 17 June, reprinted Page’s 
motion and speech. 

7. See President of Convention Daniel Owen to President George Washington, 29 May 
(RCS:R.I., 1006-7). 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 3 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Our Genl. Assembly will meet here on Wednesday next. If they 

should do any thing worthy of notice I will give you an account of it.—
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The Antis will have a considerable majority, and from them no good 

thing is to be expected.— 

I am sorry that it was not convenient for Congress to take measures 

with this State, which might have had an influence on the Assembly, 

and of course on the Convention.—It is my opinion still that the Con- 

vention will adjourn again unless you do something which will touch 

the interest of the Anti’s before the Convention meets; which will be 

the last monday in this month.— 

You did not answer that part of my last letter? which expressed a 

desire to be informed whether upon the a failure of the [state Con- 

vention to ratify the Constitution and subsequent] application which 

the Federal towns might make to Congress to be put under the pro- 

tection of The United States, Congress would defend them against any 

violence which might, in consequence of such application, be offered 

to them by the AntisP—For my part I do not imagin that the Antis 

would resent such an application in a hostile manner; nor should I fear 

them if they should;—but among the Feds there are some prudent 

men who would wish to be sure of a favorable issue to their application; 

or of protection if Congress should not think it political to receive our 

federal towns into the Union.— 

I should be glad to know when it is probable Congress will rise.— 

Present my regards to my friends in Congress. — 

I am yr. friend and hble servant 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1420. The letter was 

docketed: “Answered May 12th 1790.” In the omitted portion of the letter, Ellery in- 
formed Huntington that he had sent to Huntington eight dollars by Colonel William 
Peck. For more on the eight dollars, see Huntington to Ellery, 8, 12 May (below). 

2. See Ellery to Huntington, 17 April (above). 

The Rhode Island General Assembly 

Newport, 5-8 May 1790 

Newport Herald, 13 May 1790! 

The Hon. General Assembly of this State rose on Saturday last, and 

adjourned to this town the 2d Monday of June next. 

No business of a public nature was done at this session other than 

the election of officers for the present year (a list of whom we shall 

publish in our next.) —There is no material change, except in the Su- 

preme Court—this was much wished for, and we are assured that it will 

be pleasing to the larger part of the community. 

The Lower House sent a message to his Excellency the Governor, 

requesting him to convene the Assembly immediately after the rising
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of the State Convention, in case they should adopt the Constitution of 

the United States. 

The Convention meets in this town on Monday the 24th of this in- 

stant, May. 

1. Reprinted: Salem Gazette, 18 May; Massachusetts Centinel, 19 May (1st and 3rd para- 
graphs); Massachusetis Spy, 20 May; Pennsylvania Packet, 28 May; and Carlisle Gazette, 2 June. 
For more on this session, see William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington, 11 May, and Ellery 
to John Adams, 13 May (both below). 

Jeremy Belknap to Ebenezer Hazard 

Boston, 7 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

My dear Sir 

... You speak of the ferment into which Congress were thrown by 

the Quakers petition;? I wish you had given me or that you would give 

me your sentiments on the propriety of such an application—& a par- 

ticular reason for my desiring it is this—That there is an abolition society 

set up at Providence, & they have elected several Gent[leme]n of this 

Town & vicinity corresponding members of wlhic]h number I am one*’— 

The other day each of us recd a Letter from the Presidt David Howell 

by order of the Society requesting that we would promote an Associa- 

tion of the advocates of freedom & humanity here, with a view to “join 

with the Society of New York & bring on the Subject next Session with 

additional weight—a Movement which (he says) we understand the 

Society there are preparing to make.” 

This proposition does not strike me agreeably—first it comes from 

a foul quarter, Rhode Island—2dly I am loth to meddle with things that 

do not belong to me—When there was a call to petition ag[ains]|t the 

slave trade to our own genl Court, I was forward in the matter because 

I tho’t it my duty, & the application happily succeeded; but there does 

not appear to be any such Call now—But 3dly & principally—I con- 

ceive the present Constitution to be a Compact between the states & 

one of the express stipulations is that “the migration or importation 

of such persons as any of the states now existing shall think proper to 

admit shall not be prohibited by Congress prior to the year 1808” — 

Therefore all applications to Congress for such prohibition are abso- 

lutely precluded—& I apprehend that the stirring up a Controversy on 

this subject may endanger the Union—I was not pleased with the Pe- 

tition of the Quakers, I think them very contemptible politicians—they 

are governed by their feelings & they do not reason—they think all 

mankind must submit to what their impulses dictate—I wish they had 

been consistent with themselves & that as they profess to be advocates
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for the Rights of mankind they had shewn some regard to the Rights of 

white people as well as black—What did they do toward supporting the 

Rights of America when invaded by Brittain—Then there was a clear 

call to support the Rights and Liberties of their Country—but we heard 

nothing of their movings & drawings in that Cause, unless it was the 

wrong way—Now, there is an union & compact formed on certain Con- 

ditions, they want to violate those Conditions, & set us again into a state 

of Anarchy—Suppose the southern states should say the principles of 

the union are infringed & we will withdraw—we will keep our slaves & 

you may keep your Quakers—what: a contemptible figure will America 

make in the eyes of the world? I wish the Quakers would lie still & 

mind their own business—& let Government mind theirs, without any 

more meddling.—Once our forefathers here in NE overstrained their 

Zeal in persecuting the Quakers—& ever since their Posterity have been 

convinced of their error they have been overdoing the other way— 

complimenting the Quakers & flattering them & speaking better of 

them than they deserve—I have lived among them long enough to 

know that they are no better than other people, either in point of 

morality, or wisdom or even neatness for wlhic]h they are so much cele- 

brated.—Have you seen a piece w{hiclh Brssot de Warville has written 

about them?* I am told he married a Quaker Wife—Well so much for 

the Quakers—my Question is what is your Society about? Do they in- 

tend to petition Congress? & with what view?—Let me know your tho’ts 

on the matter as soon as convenient that I may be able to form a proper 

answer to this Mr David Howell—Do you know any thing of this man’s 

Character? I have heard that he is a person of no principle but a seeker 

of popularity ... 

& I am Dr Sir yr very affectionate friend 

1. RC, Belknap Papers, MHi. Printed: “The Belknap Papers,” Collections of the Mas- 
sachusetts Historical Society, 5th series, Vol. III (Boston, 1877), 219-22. 

2. At their yearly meeting on 3 October 1789, Quakers from Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 

Delaware, and the western parts of Maryland and Virginia approved a petition asking 
Congress to prohibit the African slave trade. This petition, along with petitions from the 

New York yearly meeting and the Pennsylvania Abolition Society, was submitted to a 
House of Representatives select committee, which reported on 12 February 1790. The 

House considered the report from 16 to 23 March 1790 (John P. Kaminski, ed., A Nec 

essary Evil? Slavery and the Debate Over the Constitution [Madison, Wis., 1995], 202-3, 210- 

30; and DHFFC, VIII, 314-38). 

3. The Providence Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery was founded in 

February 1789 and received a charter of incorporation from the legislature in June 1790. 
(See United States Chronicle, 26 February 1789. For the charter, see Bartlett, Records, X, 

382-85.) 

4, Jacques Pierre Brissot de Warville, Examen Cntique des Voyages dans L’Aménque Septen- 
trionale, de M. le Marquis de Chatellux, ou Lettre a M. le Marquis de Chatellux, dans laquelle on
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refute principalement ses opinions sur les Quakers, sur les negres, sur le Peuple, & sur ’' Homme 
(London, 1786). 

Brown & Benson to Champion & Dickason 

Providence, 7 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

... We wish we could fully Confirm the intelligence you mention 

relative to the Repeal of the Tender Law in this State it is only a partial 

repeal* and still operates in a Legal discharge of executions by a tender 

of the Paper at fifteen for one or else Certain Articles at specified Prices 

which are 20 P.Ct perhaps higher than they will Command in Money, 

and with respect to the Paper it has now Ceas’d being a Currency 

having depreciated 25 or upward for one and no Person will receive it 

at any rate unless he is previously Certain that he Can apply it without 

loss, thus we are still depriv’d of every Legal Method to Recover the 

full Amot. of our Demands and our Debtors in general avail themselves 

of this Circumstance to procrastinate Payment, to this unfortunate State 

of our Publick affairs we have to add that the same administration is 

again elected for the Present year, and tho’ the federalists by great 

exertions obtain’d the appointment of a Convention to Deliberate on 

the Constitution yet a Majority of Antifederalists secur’d this election 

& adjourn’d to the last of this Month and we subjoin with great regret 

that we have but a faint hope that they will then adopt the Constitution, 

in Consequence of our being thus excluded from the Union & subject 

to such Unrighteous Laws the Mercantile interests have suffer’d & Con- 

tinue to suffer more than you can Conceive—but yet sirs you may Rely 

that every Measure shall be pursued by us to diminish our Debt.... 

1. FC, Brown Papers, RPJCB. Docketed: “Copy letter to Champion/& Dickason May 
7. 1790/via Boston # the Mary/capn Barnard/& copy e/ Neptune Scott.” 

2. The Rhode Island legislature at its first October 1789 session modified the legal 
tender provision of the paper-money act of May 1786. See RCS:R.1., 616-18. 

Benjamin Huntington to William Ellery 

New York, 8, 12 May 1790 (excerpts)! 

... You are sensible I cannot give an Official nor even an Authentic 

answer to your Question “Whether upon a failure of the [Rhode Island 

Convention to ratify the Constitution and the subsequent] Application 

which the Federal towns might make to Congress to be put under the 

protection of the United States, Congress would defend them against 

any Violence which might in Consequence of such application be of- 

fered to them by the Anties?[”’|* This is a Question which Congress 

alone could answer, but I have no doubt of their Doing it because I 

know there is a Number of that Body who would Justify such an Appli-
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cation and I believe very few who would Refuse Relief to their Friends 

the Feds when under an Oppresion of an Enemy I suppose the Anties 

would Charge such applicants with Treachery aad-Rebeliion, as should 

apply to be Received into the union which they would Construe as an 

attempt at the Subversion of the Constitution & State of Rhode Island 

but they must be better assured of Success than their own Strength 

would Warrant, before they could with Prudence take measures to Pun- 

ish the Federal Parts of the State as Traitors. The Consequence of the 

measure might be very serious I Cannot Suppose it will be proper to 

Commence an Application of that Nature unless at the Beginning of a 

Session of Congress—at Present there is a Prospect of Rising in the 

course of a few weeks and it might be fatal to the Feds if Congress 

should not be in Session during the whole Progress of the Business— 

We have so many Merciful men among us who chuse to wait to see the 

Result of the Next Session of your Convention, that I am not Certain 

they will agree to any Coercive measures with the Little Sister untill 

they are convinced of her finale Obstinancy ... 

May 12th, 1790.... 

By the NYork Packett of the 8th you will See, the Senate have ap- 

pointed a Committee on the 28th of April to Consider what provisions 

will be proper for Congress to make in the Present Session Respecting 

the State of Rhode Island—Nothing has yet come from that house on 

the Subject nor have I heard of any thing proposed by the Committee 

on the Business of their appointment.’ 

I am Sir your Friend & Hum Servt 

1. FC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1450-51, 1492. Hunting- 

ton docketed the letter as “Not Sent.” In the first part of the letter, omitted here, Hunt- 

ington wrote that he was returning the eight dollars that Ellery had sent as payment for 
services rendered by Huntington. Huntington described his service ‘“‘as a small act of 
kindness to an old friend.”’ For the eight-dollar payment, see Ellery to Huntington, 3 
May, note 1 (above). 

2. Quoted from Ellery to Huntington, 3 May (above). 
3. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April 

1 June (above). The New York Packet, 8 May, reprinted the Senate proceedings for 28-29 
April from the Senate journal. 

Plutarch 

Massachusetts Centinel, 8 May 1790! 

A CHARACTER 

In peace to govern, and the few controul, 

The few must chuse the GOVERNOUR of the whole;
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For if the many dare to claim the right, 

They’re worse than devils—What their favourite? 

He’s some “OLD HERMIT” from his darken’d cell, 

Where fiends incarnate, and the damned dwell. 

I was led to these reflections on reading in a late Centinel, “The 

Hermit of Providence—one ARTHUR FENNER— 1s elected Governour of the State 

of Rhode-Island.”’* The illiberality of the paragraph struck me so forcibly; 

and the design of the publication appeared so evidently calculated to 

deceive the good people of this State, I was induced to set the matter 

in its true light, and in justice to Mr. Fenner, as far as I am acquainted 

with him, to give to the publick his real character. 

He was ever esteemed a man of strict honour, honesty and integrity, 

until the party disputes took place about the Federal Constitution; and 

he would now claim the same honourable epithets from his calumni- 

ators, if he would but become a staunch federalist. He never was fond 

of fine clothes, or expensive entertainments; he always lived decently, 

and in the style of a good farmer, but not in that of an “Hermit.” He 

inherited from his father a very valuable real property, in houses and 

land, both in town and country. His profession was properly that of a 

farmer—not a laborious farmer, nor yet an idle one—the management 

and improvement of his numerous estates, found him always a consid- 

erable employment, without making it necessary for him to labour; nor 

has his property diminished in his hands—he has now a very ample 

estate. He was not educated at College, nor is he versed in the dead 

languages, but whoever has seen his compositions in English will not 

say he is an illiterate man. He was not brought up either at the bar, or 

in the compting-house, but he is possessed of very strong mental pow- 

ers and faculties, and has been long concerned in trade under the firm 

of Fenner and White. He has been Clerk of the Supreme Court in that 

State for many years past—he never appeared desirous of any other 

office, although he has long since been very popular. It is said his 

political influence has been sufficiently extensive to have been Gover- 

nour of that State several years ago, but he would not permit his friends 

to hold him up as a candidate, so long as Gov. C——Ns’’ administration 

met the approbation of the majority.—Since Gov. C——Ns changed 

his politicks, it became necessary to elect another man, and Mr. Fenner 

was obliged to come forward. He is no orator, but a man of good 

knowledge, and competent talents. He is an able antifederalist, and a 

powerful head to the party. He is neither a disciple of Chesterfield, nor 

of St. Paul,* but a bold defender of his principles. He is no sophist, but 

a man of strong reason and argument. These are qualifications which
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make him more feared than despised by his enemies—more dreaded 

than beloved by the minority, who denominate themselves federalists. 

1. On 5 May the Massachusetts Centinel announced that “Plutarch is received.” 
2. See the Massachusetts Centinel, 28 April 1790 (above). 

3. John Collins was governor from May 1786 until May 1790. 
4. Philip Dormer Stanhope (1694-1773), the fourth Earl of Chesterfield, was a promi- 

nent English politician and author whose fame as a writer was primarily derived from 
letters that he wrote to his son. Published in 1774, the letters were intended to improve 
the manners of his son and to inculcate in him the art of worldly success. St. Paul, by 
contrast, urged his followers to pursue spiritual fulfillment. 

New York Gazette of the United States, 8 May 1790! 

FROM CORRESPONDENTS. 

The people of America endured various and dreadful evils during 

the contest with Britain. They justly expected that they should be re- 

warded by establishing a free government—the people of Rhode-Island 

made great exertions in the war, yet at the end of it, what have they 

obtained? Is property safe? Is it a government by law or by men? Is 

liberty enjoyed there—and if enjoyed, by whom—by a part, or the 

whole? When Boston a single town was oppressed in 1774,? all America 
asserted her cause. If right may be violated and liberty destroyed in a 

part of the country with impunity and without redress, in the course 

of time and events it may be destroyed every where.—The distresses of 

Newport and Providence are truly deplorable. 

Rhode-Island is divided by parties. ‘Those who pay the duties are not 

the favorites of the government which imposes them, neither is much 

confidence placed in the wise and just disposal of the revenue; under 

such real necessities, and with so many causes of provocation and com- 

plaint, it is not in human nature to pay the duties cheerfully. A gov- 

ernment so loosely and capriciously administered will not be able to 

prevent frauds. With ruin before their eyes, the traders will be forced 

upon the practice of smuggling—the State is favorably situated for il- 

licit trade—instead of paying duties to the national treasury, the citi- 

zens of the United States will in fact pay duties to the support of the 

government of Rhode-Island, for the people of the adjoining States are 

supplied with goods imported into that State. Frauds will multiply in 

proportion to the encreased rate of duties imposed by Congress; be- 

cause the profit of smuggling will incite to practise them. It is rather 

shameful to remain tributary to that State. Their governor in his public 

letter to the President last September, informed that they were taking 

measures to pay their part of the debt.’ Is it not time to ask if they are 

ready?
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1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Gazette, 12 May; Providence Gazette, 15 May; and Newport Herald 
and United States Chronicle, 20 May. The New Hampshire Concord Herald, 1 June, reprinted 
the first paragraph. 

2. See Jabez Bowen to John Adams, 19 May 1789, note 4 (RCS:R.I., 509). 
3. See “Rhode Island General Assembly to the President, the Senate, and the House 

of Representatives,” 19 September 1789 (RCS:R.I., 605-7). 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 11 May 1790! 

I wrote to you lately by Col. Peck of Providence, and sent to you by 

him eight dollars.*—and at the same time I promised to give you an 

account of the proceedings of the Genl. Assembly.— The Antifederalists 

are in both houses, about 15 strong,’ and of course the election of 

Officers in general has been according to their wishes. The principal 

alteration has been in the superior Court. The Conduct of Judges 

[William] West, [Stephen] Potter and [Simeon] Clark had been so fla- 

erantly bad, as to excite the indignation of the people at large, and to 

render it impossible for the Antis to continue them in office any 

longer.—They were obliged to resign, and by the address of the Feds 

two honest men are introduced to the Superior bench, one of whom 

is a Fed, and the other, if an Anti, a moderate one.*—As it is of the 

last importance that the Superior Court should be filled with men of 

integrity we consider this as a great acquisition.— 

Towards the close of the Session, a bill was proferred empowering 

debtors in contracts for specific articles to discharge judgment which 

might be obtained against them either by a delivery of the specific 

articles, or by paying as much specie as they should be worth when the 

judgments should be obtained.—Notwithstanding this bill is in favour 

of the debtor, and was proferred by the Governor—yet it was referred 

by a majority of four for consideration to the next Session which will 

be in this town on the second monday of June next.—It was whispered 

out of doors that this bill was designed to reconcile the people to an 

adoption of the New Constitution; and as an act of this sort could work 

no material injury to the creditor the Feds were for acting upon it then, 

and would have given their voices in favour of it if they could have it 

brought to the question.—Perhaps some violent Antis in the house 

might apprehend that it would prove a leading step to embracing the 

Constitution, and therefore bid that it should be referred as before 

mentioned.—If it had been properly matured in a nocturnal Conven- 

tion’ it would probably have been acted upon, and passed into a law.— 

But that it was honestly intended to pave the way for an adoption of 

the New Government I have not faith enough to believe.—
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It is true that the Antis, in private conversations with the Feds, have 

talked more favorably respecting an accession to it, than they had here- 

tofore;—but it is my opinion it was only to amuse—lIf it was their in- 

tention that the New Constitution should be adopted at the ensuing 

Convention, which will commence on the fourth monday in this month, 

it would have been so agreed at some of their nightly Conventions;— 

but it was not made even the subject of discussion at any of them.— 

I find by the news papers that the Senate have appointed a Commee 

to consider what provision should be made respecting this State at the 

present Session of Congress.®° If any measures should be taken before 

the meeting of the Convention which would make the Antis feel that 

their interest would be affected by holding out, it might induce an 

adoption of it this month;—otherwise the Convention in my opinion 

will adjourn again.—The Antis had it in contemplation at the late Ses- 

sion of the Assembly to pass an Act recommending it to the several 

towns in the State to call town meetings for the purpose of taking the 

sense of the people whether the New Constitution should be adopted 

or not.—This would have taken the business out of the hands of the 

Convention and again remitted it to the people.—They found upon 

sounding some of the Federal Deputies, that such an absurd proposi- 

tion would fail of success, and therefore dropped it.—Not a word was 

said in the Genl. Assembly respecting the New Constitution until the 

Lower House had agreed to an adjournment, then one of our Deputies 

moved that the sense of the House might be taken whether the Gover- 

nour should be requested to call the Assembly provided the Constitution 

should be adopted by the ensuing Convention,’ which he ventured to 

say he did not doubt would be the case; or should be rejected.—Some 

of the Antis sneered,—but no objection was made to his motion.—He 

was desired to wait upon the Upper House and acquaint the Governor 

with the sense of the Lower House. He did and his Excellency said that, 

in either of those events, he would immediately call the Assembly.— 

The intention of the gentleman who moved the question was to feel 

the pulse of the Assembly if he could,—and to provide in case of an 

adoption that Senators should be appointed to attend Congress before 

it should rise,—and if rejected to consult what measures should be 

taken to prevent the mischiefs which might follow from a rejection.— 

If Congress should pass any act respecting this State, as I hope they 

will before the meeting of our Convention, I would be obliged to you 

if you would send me an authenticated copy of it immediately.— 

Will Congress defend the Feds if they should apply to Congress for 

protection, and the Antis should [- — —] war with them on that ac- 

count?—
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When will Congress rise?p—How goes [— — —] business?>—The appli- 

cation of the Quakers [for abolition?] of Slavery® I find has created ill 

blood among you. No application made by a religious Society as such 

ought ever to be countenanced by Congress.—If the Question had 

been asked the applicants whether their petition was founded on reli- 

gious or political principles;—ye would have found that they were moved 

by religious motives, and that politics was a secondary consideration, 

in their minds,—and if ye think as I do ye might have got rid of them 

on that ground. 

They will come again I expect.—If they should I hope Congress will 

tell them that they have nothing to do with their religious matters.— 

The non assumption of the State debts will be the cause of future 

trouble, as the question on that subject has been a cause of uneasiness 

in the present Congress.— 

Business proceeds best when there is a good understanding among 

those who are to execute it.— 

They who come hither from New York say that there are contentions 

among you.— Where every man has his text, and every man his parlor, 

the preaching and music will not be edifying.—Hoping for the perfect 

establishment of peace among the brethren; and of the New Govern- 

ment 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Huntington docketed this letter as “Answered 

May 22d Free.” 
2. See Ellery to Huntington, 3 May, note 1 (above). 

3. In his 13 May letter to John Adams, Ellery indicated that the Antifederalists had a 

ten-vote majority in the upper house and a five-vote majority in the lower (below). 
4. The new justices were former Deputy Governor Daniel Owen, Sylvester Robinson, 

and Ezekiel Gardner, Jr. The Superior Court was Rhode Island’s highest judicial court; it 
was renamed the Supreme Judicial Court in 1798. 

5. For “nocturnal conventions,” see “Glossary” (RCS:R.L, 317). 

6. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April 
1 June (above). 

7. See “The Rhode Island General Assembly,” 5-8 May (above); President of Conven- 

tion Daniel Owen to President George Washington, 29 May (RCS:R.I., 1006-7); and the 
Newport Herald, 3 June (RCS:R.I., 1029). 

8. For the Quaker petition to Congress, see Jeremy Belknap to Ebenezer Hazard, 7 
May, note 2 (above). 

New York Gazette of the United States, 12 May 1790! 

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Rhode-Island, 

to his frend in this city, dated April 28. 

‘There will be a majority of Anties in our New Assembly, which con- 

venes at Newport next week. Mr. FENNER who succeeds Gov. Collins,
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possesses good natural abilities, and without the graces of a courtier, 

hath acquired a considerable popularity—the appointment was not his 

wish, but the result of necessity, it being more consonant to his views 

to govern behind the curtain, as he was free from responsibility if any 

measures should prove injurious, and could claim the credit of such as 

were beneficial; but the anties fearful that a federal character might be 

in nomination, brought him forward as the most popular man of their 

party. 
“Most of the cowntry towns are as much opposed to the Constitution 

as ever, being dupes to the misrepresentations and falshoods of their 

designing leaders. The seaports are all federal. At the late election of 

officers in Newport there was 348 proxes for federal characters—but 

17 for Anties—and these 17 consisted of new fangled officers of the 

customs, tide-waiters, with a paper-money Judge and his sons. Provi- 

dence, Warren, and Bristol had also large majorities for the federal 

prox. Should not the Constitution be adopted by the Convention at 

their next meeting, (which I very much doubt) necessity will drive the 

sea-ports to measures of a most serious nature, measures, which will 

pave the way for a dismemberment of this unhappy State.’’— 

1. Reprinted ten times by 9 June: Vt. (1), Mass. (3), N.Y. (2), Pa. (2), Va. (1), S.C. (1). 

William Ellery to John Adams 

Newport, 13 May 1790! 

Immediately on the receipt of your letter of the 28th. of Febry. last, 

I returned an answer to it.* Since that time I have not had the pleasure 

of receiving a line from you, which induces me to apprehend that my 

letter miscarried; especially as you promised to be a better correspon- 

dent in future.— 

Our May session began and finished the last week. The Antifederal 

prox succeded. The Antis have ten majority in the Upper and five ma- 

jority in the Lower House. However the Feds had the address to bring 

a good Fed. and a moderate Anti into the Supr. Court,’ and to obtain 

several other points in the election of officers. — 

The New Constitution was not made a subject of debate during the 

Session.—At the close of it, after the Lower House had agreed to ad- 

journ to the second monday in June, one of our Deputies observed 

that the Convention would meet on the fourth monday in May, and 

would then without doubt adopt the Constitution, in which event it 

would be necessary that the Assembly should be immediately called to 

chuse Senators &c and therefore moved that the sense of the house 

should be taken, that the Governour should be requested to convene
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the Assembly on that occasion. Some of the Antis sneered, but none 

of them objected to the motion, or said a word about the Constitu- 

tion.—The Assembly will be convened agreeably to the motion; which 

was partly designed to feel the pulse of the majority.—In the Session 

it was whispered out of doors by some of the Antis that something 

would be done to pave the way to the adoption of the Constitution.— 

On the last day (Saturday) a bill was brought in, which was said to 

originate with the Governor, empowering debtors to discharge Judg- 

ments obtained against them on specific Contracts; either in the articles 

specified in the Contracts, or by specie amounting to their value at the 

time Judgments should be obtained.— Notwithstanding the bill was in 

favour of the debtor, the consideration of it was referred to the next 

Session by a majority of four.—The Feds, viewing it as a stepping stone, 

voted that it should be acted upon immediately;—the Antis perhaps 

for the same reason voted ad referendum.—It is said that the framer 

of the bill was much disappointed; but we cannot certainly tell what 

Antis mean by what they say. They have endeavoured to amuse Con- 

gress as well as the Federalists of the State.— 

What the result of the Convention will be is conjectural. Some suppose 

that the Constitution will be adopted with recommendatory amend- 

ments;—some that it will be adopted conditionally;—and some that 

the Convention will adjourn again. It is the universal opinion that it 

will not be absolutely rejected.—I cannot conceive that even the Antis 

can be so absurd as to vote for a conditional adoption; for they know 

that such an adoption is and will be considered by Congress as tanta- 

mount to a rejection; and I have not faith enough to embrace the first 

supposition. 

It has been intimated to me that the Governor would favour the 

adoption if he could be satisfied that his friend [Ebenezer] Thompson, 

who is now Collector of the Impost for the Providence district, could 

hold that office under the Federal Government; and the Governour 

has great influence among the Antis.—Mr. Thompson was a violent 

Anti; but it is said he has lately become a Fed.—How this is I don’t 

know;—but I believe interest has a mighty effect on the opinions of 

Men.— 

I find by the News papers that the Senate have appointed a Commee 

to consider what provisions will be proper for Congress to make in the 

present Session.* If any thing should be done which would wound the 

interest of the Antis it might have a good effect.— 

If the Convention should adopt the Constitution the interval between 

the time that Congress can receive the ratification and their rising will 

be so short that there will be little or no opportunity to apply for offices,
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and as Exitus in dubio est” give me leave to intreat you to renew your 

applications in my behalf to the President of Congress, and to address 

those whom he may consult with on such occasions, that I may be 

appointed Collector of this district. The known Character of the pres- 

ent Custom house officer will prevent their being candidates; and with- 

out disparaging others who may solicit for that office I believe I may 

venture to say that my pretensions are equal at least to any of them.— 

With sincere esteem & regard 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. 
2. See Adams to Ellery, 28 February, and Ellery to Adams, post-6 March (both above). 
3. See Ellery to Huntington, 11 May, note 4 (above). 
4. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 

1 June (above). 

5, Latin: The outcome is in doubt. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 13 May 1790 

It must give the highest Satisfaction, says a Correspondent, to every 

true Friend to his Country, to observe that happy Tranquility and that 

universal Acquiescence and Confidence of the People at large, in the 

new National Government of the United States.—By a Gentleman ar- 

rived directly from North-Carolina we are informed, that in that State, 

which received the New Government with so much Reluctance, it hath 

been lately organized, and is now compleatly established there, to the 

great Joy and Satisfaction of the Body of the People, whose Apprehen- 

sions that it might prove detrimental to their Interests and Liberties 

are entirely removed. We are also informed, that in those Parts of the 

United States where there was the greatest Opposition to the Adoption 

of the New Government, the People in general are now disposed to 

strengthen and support it, as they already experience the great Bless- 

ings and Advantages derived from the Union in their commercial Reg- 

ulations, and in the happy Confidence they feel, in being ensured against 

domestic Violence and the Disputes of one State with another, of which 

without the Union they would live in constant Dread. There are some 

Persons in all Communities, who wish that there may be no Govern- 

ment unless they can have the Direction of it, and who are therefore 

constantly endeavouring to pull down, to vilify and destroy that, that is 

established, in hopes thereby of raising themselves into Importance. 

This always has been and will always continue to be a Misfortune inci- 

dent to Society. These selfish little Geniuses, continually croak against 

the new Government, as they would against any other that they did not 

administer themselves, and were we to give them Credit as they wish, we 

should believe their Misrepresentations—that the People of the United
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States are universally discontented—That they have lost all Confidence 

in the Men they have sent to Congress—That they no more revere the 

President-General—That the People are oppressed and about to be 

enslaved—But at the same Time that the new Government is tumbling 

to the Ground, &c. &c. with many other Things of the like Stamp 

equally inconsistent, ridiculous, groundless and futile. 

John Brown to John Francis 

Providence, 14 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

... our Genl. Assembly made a better Superior Court than before, 

Potter & West was obloiged to Resighn for want of Friends to Support 

them, Judge Clark[e] was allso put out Govr. owen’s[,] Ezekiel Gardner 

& Silvester Robinson was Chose in thier places, Mr. J Clarkle] who is 

from Boston Jest Informs me of the Report of the Committee of Con- 

gress to Call On this State for 27,000 Dolls. & to Cut of[f] all Com- 

munication with us after the Ist of July? how this will go Down with our 

Convention the Week after next cant say but I think they must from 

Compultion do what they have no Natturel Inclination to do without Vz 

Adopt the Constitution, if this Reaches You before You Return through 

new York do Touch with Mr. Morris & others on the Scheme of a 

Discrimmination the Antie’s of this State most Certinly Desearves Very 

Different Treetment from the Fedderals, if possable pray Git Such a Dis- 

crimmination, why may You not petition Congress for our haveing Leave 

to Enter the Uonin [i.e., Union], When She Arives. Either at New York 

or Philada. on the Same terms as tho we belonged their You Can but 

ask, if You do not Succeede we Shall be but ware we are, but Shure I 

am We Are Desearveing of a Discrimmination ... 

1. RC, Henry A. L. Brown Deposit, Mss 1031, RHi. For another letter between these 

two men, see Brown to Francis, 20 May (Mfm:R.I.). 

2. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June (above). 

William Channing to Theodore Foster 

Newport, 18 May 1790! 

I left a note with you some time since against a Mr Windsor for 

butter—This is so very scarce with us at present that you would Oblidge 

me greatly if you could procure a payment on that Account—it is cer- 

tainly time that the Note was dischargd—If you should fail from this 

quarter And can otherwise purehase procure for me a Tub of good 

Butter by the meeting of the convention I will when I see you the next 

Week give you the Cash for it.—I have not heard from Providence since
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you left this place on the subject of Politicks—Pray what is passing with 

you! Are measures pursuing that may have a tendency to produce an 

adoption of the constitution the next Week—Without it We shall be 

ruin’d—This Town will first feel, but the whole State must soon expe- 

rience all the distresses consequent upon rejection—If Congress shall 

pass resolutions conformable to the report of the Commee. of the Sen- 

ate* a greater evil can not befall us but I have no referrence to this 

measure in working an adoption of the Constn. the next Week—If this 

shall not take place I am apprehensive of the most serious conse- 

quences—People with us will become desperate—And a dissolution of 

government may be expected—In times of such confusion those con- 

cernd in the administration of Governm will find themselves in a sit- 

uation the most distressing As it respects our friend I wish to avoid this 

evil—And as I wish well to his reputation I can not but hope but that 

we shall be happy in the adoption of the constitution the ensuing 

week—I convers’d with you & Mr F.’ freely on this Subject at the elec- 

tion—You then had my sentiments—and you gave me yours—I have 

no doubt therefore but that every thing will be done upon the prin- 

ciples we conversed upon to effect an Adoption—The present Admin- 

istn. will never have a more favorable opportunity of effecting their 

various purposes than by an immediate accession—Their decided Ma- 

jority will give them all the advantages they can wish for—I hope you 

have suggested to your friend F—— the probable consequences of his 

interference at this ttme—lI am persuaded he can be of advantage— 

and if this shall appear it will be favorable to his Application I have not 

time to add—but beg you to inform me by a Letter on the morrow if 

any thing new has occurrd in Your quarter—and whether any change 

is effected so as to ensure a favorable decision the next Week—In haste 

1. RC, Foster Papers, RHi. Docketed: “Letter from/William Channing Esq/Dated May 

18. 1790/Recd. Wednesday/Morning May 19th./1790—/By Hand of Saml./Westcots Son.” 
For Foster’s response of 24 May, see below. Channing (1751-1793), a 1769 graduate of 
the College of New Jersey (Princeton) and a Newport lawyer, was Rhode Island attorney 
general, 1777-87, 1791-93. He was William Ellery’s son-in-law. 

2. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June (above). 

3. Perhaps Governor Arthur Fenner, Foster’s brother-in-law. 

New York Journal, 18 May 1790! 

A correspondent observes, that he is surprized a certain member of 

the S—— had not taken pains to enquire the national disposition of 

the Rhode-Islanders previous to his originating a certain Bill*—for, says 

he, it is sufficiently ascertained, that they are disposed, lke hogs, to run 

back in proportion to the attempts to drive them forward.
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1. Reprinted six times by 11 June: Mass. (1), Conn. (4), N.C. (1). 

2. A reference to Maryland Senator Charles Carroll of Carrollton. See “Congress Con- 
siders a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April—1 June (above). 

John Adams to William Ellery 

New York, 19 May 1790! 

I have received your favor of the 13th. as I did that of [several?] in 

due season?— One wishes to be informed of all facts in which the public 

is interested, but the detail of Rhode Island manceuvres is distressing. 

The Senate yesterday passed a bill, which cutts off all communication 

with Rhode Island,’ if she chooses such a solitary selfish and unsocial 

system. The bill passed by a great majority, and the Senators appear 

very decided in this business. I would send you a copy of the bill, if I 

had one, but it is not necessary to send to town to get one, because 

the newspapers have already contained the substance of the bill, and 

the true bill as it passed will be with you in the gazetts before this letter. 

If the inland part of your people are so abandoned as to refuse still 

to ratify the Constitution, there will be no part left for the Seaports, 

but to do what I think they ought to have done long ago, meet and 

adopt the Constitution for themselves and petition congress to be re- 

ceived and protected. Your views and wishes I have communicated to 

several gentlemen in confidence, but not to the President. He has been 

very ill and unable to attend to business.* It is a rule with me to meddle 

as little as possible in appointments; and I know not who are candidates 

for the office you speak of at New Port. Whenever my opinion is asked 

concerning any candidates within my acquaintance I always give it ac- 

cording to my best judgment—I presume that the applications of your 

Antis, are made to other men, to such as they have consulted with 

already too long—Your convention meet next monday—Our bill can- 

not pass the house soon enough to reach you till many days after. I 

sincerely hope that your people will adopt the Constitution and send 

us an account of it before the bill passes the house.—I know not the 

character of the Governor|[’s] friend Mr [Ebenezer] Thompson; but 

possession you know is eleven points and if there is not any pointed 

objection against him, it would not I presume be difficult to gratify the 

Governor. 

1. FC, Adams Papers, Letterbook, MHi. 

2. See Ellery to Adams, post-6 March and 13 May (both above). 
3. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April 

1 June (above). 

4. Washington contracted influenza in the spring which then developed into pneu- 
monia. By 15 May his life was threatened; he began to recover on the 16th. See Abbot, 
Washington, Presidential Series, V, 393-400.
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Pennsylvania Packet, 19 May 1790! 

Extract of a letter from a gentleman in Rhode Island 

to a merchant in this city, dated 29th April. 

“The convention of this state meet next month at Newport, when it 

is tho’t by many that the new constitution will be adopted, though in 

my opinion it is a very doubtful matter. The place they meet in will, 

however, contribute more to effect it than any change in the sentiments 

of the people, as the delegates will be more under the federal influ- 

ence. The difficulty arises solely from the danger which a few unprin- 

cipled leading characters apprehend of the validity of the late tenders 

and payments of depreciated paper in discharge of their just debts, and 

from their not having got quite clear of all their paper for real secu- 

rities, under the sanction of the existing laws. And when we consider 

what sort of men are selected to serve as delegates, it is not to be 

wondered that such opinions and conduct should prevail among us— 

one of the delegates to the present convention, for a neighbouring town 
(Portsmouth) worked as a day-labourer all last fall with Mr. E——, mak- 

ing the common kind of stone fences, and offered to hire himself to 

him, for that kind of work, for the ensuing year. Many others are in 

worse situations, and perfectly illiterate. Indeed the being able to vote 

with the faction is all the qualification required of a representative.”’ 

1. Reprinted seven times by 11 June: Mass. (1), N.Y. (4), N.C. (1), S.C. (1). 

Governor Arthur Fenner to President George Washington 

Providence, 20 May 1790! 

Having been lately elected, by the Freemen of this State, to the Office 

of their first Magistrate, I therefore embrace this early oppertunity of 

assuring you of the sincere regard which I, in common with the Citizens 

in general, feel for your Excellency personally.—Admist the Universal 

Applause and the grateful Acknowledgements of United America sin- 

gular indeed would it be, if the Citizens of Rhode Island were insensible 

of the Obligations they are under to your Excellency for the constant 

Exertions and display of those Talents, and that Patriotism manifested 

on all Occasions, since you came into public life, and which so much 

contributed to the Emancipation and Independence of our Country.— 

The Citizens of this State were among the foremost in the support of 

the common cause of the American Confederacy, in the late War, and 

they will always remember with Gratitude and pride the repeated Tes- 

timonials you was pleased to give of your Approbation of their Exer- 

tions, and of the Valour of their Troops, on Various Occasions, in the 

Hours of difficulty and Danger.
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This State was at all times during the War anxious if possible to com- 

ply with every Wish signified to them by your Excellency. And when it 

is considered that a large Army of the Enemy for near three Years of 

the most gloomy and uncertain Periods of the War were, in Possession 

of their Capital, and of the Island of Rhode Island, and the other Is- 

lands in the Narraganset Bay.*—That the ‘Towns of Warren, Bristol and 

Jamestown were burnt on excursions of the Enemy, and that during 

the whole Period of their having Possession of Rhode Island, a consid- 

erable part of the Militia of the State were necessar|[il|ly kept in constant 

Duty, guarding the Shores of the Narraganset Bay more than sixty Miles 

in Extent, it will be natural to conclude that no State suffered more 

than the State of Rhode Island in proportion to their Numbers and 

extent, or made greater Exertions for the support of the common Cause. 

I Just mention these Circumstanc’s to recal to your Excellency’s mind 

those trying times when we looked to your Excellency as our common 

Protector, Friend, and Father endearing Appellations under which we 

hope yet long to consider you. It hath been published in the Newspa- 

pers that a Bill is now pending before the Senate of the United States 

entitled “An Act to prevent bringing goods wares and Merchandize 

from the State of Rhode Island and providence Plantations into the 

United [States] and to Authorize a demand of Mon|[ely from the said 

State’” A Copy of which Bill at large hath been published.’ 

This being a matter highly interesting to this State your Excellency 

will permit me to make some Observations upon it. It was natural to 

expect that there should be a Degree of Anxiety and impatience in the 

States in the Union on seeing this State not under the General Gov- 

ernment. But after it was known to Congress that a Convention of the 

people of this State had been called agreeable to the Recommendation 

of the Convention of Philadelphia and the consequent Resolution of 

Congress, and that the Convention of this State was adjourned to the 

last Monday of this Month for the purpose of Reconsiling the people 

to an Adoption of the Constitution, who had been oposed to it and 

when there was the greatest Probability that the New Constitution would 

then be adopted by the Convention of this State, a Measure of such an 

Hostile appearance and so degrading to this State as the one before 

mentioned could not be expected by us—I can account for it only by 

supposing that Representations unfavourable to the Adoption of the 

Constitution here must have been forwarded to Congress by Persons 

in this State who have had selfish and personally interesting Motives 

therefor It must be a matter known to your Excellency and to Congress 

that this State hath been very unhappy for several Years past, in having 

been involved in all the dificulties and Animosities of party Spirrit—
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The great Exertions of the People in general in the War caused an 

heavy accumulation of Debt payable from the Public to the Individuals, 

who had done personal services or Advanced property. But the public 

having taken no seasonably effectual Measures for keeping up the Credit 

of their Securities, till they greatly depreciated and had generally been 

parted with by the Original Holders or Earners for very small Consid- 

erations to the Richer, the more Speculating, and enterprising part of 

the Community, who availed themselves of the then low price—When 

therefore the Body of the People who had thus parted with their se- 

curities came to be taxed for the annual Interest of six per Cent payable 

on the Face of the Securities which in a short time would amount to 

more than the Purchasors had given both for principal and interest it 

caused investigations and discussions of the Reasonableness and Justice 

of the Public paying so much more than the purchasers had given for 

the Securities. Especially as many of the Purchasers had been instru- 

mental in depreciating the Securities and at the time of purchasing 

had made use of the Argument of the uncertainty of their ever being 

paid to induce the Original [Holders or] Earners to part with them at 

a low price.— Many supposed that there ought to have been a discrim- 

ination in favour of the present original Holders and a Liquidation of 

those which had been transferred that the same Arguments and the 

same principles and the same policy which led the Congress in 1780 to 

adopt the Measure of sinking forty Dollars of their Currency for one 

Silver Dollar* notwithstanding the Bill promised forty Silver Dollars 

would apply with the same Equity and Reason proportionably to the 

Case of the Securities which had been purchased for less than a quarter 

of their Nominal Amount[.] Difference of Opinion respecting this in- 

teresting Subject and the Introduction of the paper Mon[ely here in 

1786 and the unremitted Efforts of a part of the State to destroy its 

Currency, by depreciating it, and the jarring Interests introduced by 

the Depreciation with some Local considerations and personal Resent- 

ments naturally consequent thereon laid the Foundation of that party 

Spirrit which hath agitated the Government of this State for sometime 

past, and hath Occasioned the unfavourable Complexion of many of 

its Legislative proceedings and that Torrent of Obloquy and Abuse of 

the State and its Officers which hath been poured forth in the News- 

papers.—But I mean not to Trouble your Excellency with an Account 

in detail of the Circumstances which have led Step by Step, to our 

present unhappy Situation—Was I to undertake it, your Excellency 

would behold the Picture of a People who from being respectable in 

themselves, by their Struggles in party, have been reduced into a Po- 

litical situation so uncommon & peculiar, and of such irreconciliably
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varying and jarring interests, that to a benevolent and philosophic Mind 

particularly informed of the Circumstances, they would appear rather 

to deserve the Mantle of Charity, than the Obloquy of Reproach, and 

to merrit pity rather than resentment or contempt. The Conduct of 

the Legislature respecting the New Constitution is a proof more of 

Indecision of Council, than of Refractoriness of Disposition. In May 

1787 on the Question in the Lower House whether Delegates should 
be sent to the Convention then about meeting at Philadelphia it was, 

after long Debate Voted in the Affirmative, by a Majority of two, and 

Non-concurred in the upper House by the same Majority. But at the 

Session in June following it appearing that the other States had all 

agreed to a Convention, the upper House altered their opinion and by 

a large Majority Voted to send forward Delegates. But on sending their 

Vote to the Lower House they in their turn Non concurred and no 

Delegates were sent.® And since the Publication of the Constitution and 

the Adoption of it by the other States the Various and numerous pro- 

ceedings of the Legislature respecting it, from time to time, have been 

more influenced by party considerations than a determination finally 

to reject it. And as I can now assure your Excellency that all the other 

States having joined the New Confederacy and many important Amend- 

ments having been proposed, some of which have already been agreed 

to,° many persons of influence who have heretofore opposed the Adop- 

tion of the New Constitution here, have withdrawn their opposition, 

There is therefore reason to suppose that it will be very soon adopted 

in this State; and as measures which have the appearance of Coertion 

may be productive of Alienation of Affection, and will be peculiarly 

degrading to a State, which though small when she comes to join the 

Union will not be wanting in that public Spirrit and Patriotism which 

She hath heretofore been acknowledged to Posess Permit me There- 

fore in behalf of a State, towards which your Excellency hath heretofore 

appeared friendly disposed, to solicit your Excellency to take such mea- 

sures as your Wisdom shall suggest for preventing any fu[r]ther pro- 

ceedings of Congress, on the before mentioned Report of the Com- 

mittee of the Honble the Senate, at least until it shall be determined, 

by the Convention of this State whether they will adopt the New Con- 

stitution or not of which your Excellency shall have the Earliest infor- 

mation immediately after their rising.— 

Any Communications your Excellency may wish to have made to the 

Legislature of this State committed to my care shall have the earliest 

and most respectful attention paid them by him who begs leave to 

subscribe himself with the highest sentiments of Esteem and the sin- 

cerest Regard
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1. RC, RG 59, Department of State, Miscellaneous Letters, DNA. For Washington’s 4 

June response, see RCS:R.I., 1032. 

2. The British occupied Newport on Rhode Island in Narragansett Bay from 8 Decem- 

ber 1776 to 25 October 1779. 

3. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April 
1 June (above). Fenner probably refers to the 20 May reprinting of the bill in the United 
States Chronicle. 

4. On 18 March 1780 Congress revalued its Continental Currency at a rate of 40 to 1. 

The actual value of the currency had depreciated far greater. See E. James Ferguson, The 
Power of the Purse: A History of American Public Finance, 1776-1790 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1961), 

51-52. 

5. For the General Assembly’s refusal to appoint delegates to the Constitutional Con- 

vention, see RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, xxxv—xxxvi, 8-23. 

6. On 25 September 1789 Congress approved twelve amendments to the Constitution. 

On 2 October President George Washington transmitted the amendments to the states 
for their ratification. (See Appendix I, below.) By 10 March 1790 eight states had ratified 

ten of the amendments, not yet a sufficient number of states to meet the three-quarters 
requirement necessary to adopt the amendments. With Virginia’s ratification on 15 De- 

cember 1791, a sufficient number of states had adopted ten of the amendments. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 20 May 1790 

Extract of a Letter from a Member of Congress, to a 

Gentleman in Boston, dated New-York, May 6. 

‘“A Committee of Senate, to whom was referred a Consideration of 

the Provision proper to be made in the present Session respecting 

Rhode-Island, have reported, that all commercial Intercourse between 

Rhode-Island and the United States should be prohibited after the First 

of July next—and that a Requisition be made on Rhode-Island for 

27,000 Dollars, to be paid into the public Treasury before the First of 

August next.— Monday is assigned for a Consideration of this Report.’ 

It is universally agreed, that the public Good requires a decisive Line 

of Conduct towards these People.” 

(On the above Extract appearing in the last Saturday’s Paper,’ it was 

suggested by several, that it was probably fabricated here—the Editor 

of this Paper has enquired into the Fact, and can, in the most positive 

Manner, assure all such, that it is a true Extract from a Letter received 

by a Gentleman of Character in Boston from a very distinguished Mem- 

ber of the Senate of the United States.—Accounts since received, di- 

rectly from New-York, corroborate the Intelligence.—The following 

Extracts of Letters from two distinguished Members of the House of 

Representatives, and from a Member of the Senate of the United States 

contain further Information on this important Subject—the Originals, 

from which these Extracts are made, the Editor has seen, and vouches 

for their Authenticity.)
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Extract of a Letter of a late Date from a very respectable Member of Congress 

to a Gentleman in Providence.® 

“T think the Period cannot be very remote when the People in gen- 

eral in your State will discern, that a Union with us 7s necessary to their 

own Interest. The Idea of a perpetual Separation cannot I am sure find 

Place in the Mind of one reflecting Man. There has been no Instance 

in the History of Mankind, where two contiguous and unconnected 

States have existed for a Length of Time in uninterrupted Peace, and 

the Sources of Contention in the present Case would be numerous.—If we are 

ever to be united, Delay would manifestly be injurious as well to Rhode- 

Island as to the other States.—Many Questions, in which the Interest 

of your State will be deeply concerned, are yet to be decided.—By the 

Accession of North-Carolina you stand alone, if it is probable that will 

continue to be the Case, the Safety of this Government, and the Col- 

lection of its Revenue, may require that Measures disagreeable to your Cit- 

wens Should be adopted.—If such are adopted I am sure it will be with 

Reluctance.” 

Extract of another Letter from the same Gentleman of a still later Date. 

“Our Accounts from your State are not very favourable as to the Fate 

of the Constitution with you; but be the Event what it may I am glad a 

Convention has been called, and that the Constitution is before them, 

as the Result of it will enable us to determine what to depend upon; if 

the Constitution is rejected in direct Terms, or if the Convention again 

adjourn without Acceptance, which, after so long a Time to reflect on 

the Subject, will be only a delicate Mode of Rejection, the Government here 

will be justified even to the discerning People in Rhode-Island, in pur- 

suing Measures that in other Circumstances might be thought severe,—but I 

hope your Expectations of an Adoption will not be disappointed.” 

Extract of a Letter from a very respectable Gentleman in Congress, dated New- 

York, May 11, 1790, to his Friend in this Town.® 

“The local Situation of your State, its commercial Advantages and 

Pursuits,—the Energy and Enterprize of its Citizens, combined in Con- 

sideration with its former Connections with the Nation, will render it 

impossible that an ultimate Separation should take Place. 

“It being now generally believed that your Convention will reject the 

Constitution, the Measures to be pursued in that Event are in the Con- 

templation of the Senate. It is probable the Result will be, that all com- 

mercial Intercourse between Rhode-Island and the United States will 

be interdicted, as well by Land as Water; and that a Demand of im- 

mediate Payment of the Interest at least, perhaps the Principal, of her 

Proportion of the National Debt; while Humanity will regret the Evils
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to be produced by these Measures, their Necessity, I am persuaded will 

justify them to the Candour even of those who may be the principal 

Sufferers.— These Evils, which I am confident you will believe I ardently 

wish may be avoided, are the least that can be done under the present 

Circumstances. They may be averted, and I will not altogether despair, 

that Rhode-Island will yet, before it is too late, know and pursue the 

Things which belong to her Peace and Happiness.” 

Extract of a Letter from a Member of Congress, 

dated New-York, May 11, 1790.° 

“The Senate is employed in framing a Bill for prohibiting all Inter- 

course with Rhode-Island by Land or Water, after the Ist of July, and 

also to require the Payment of your Quota of the Debt without Delay. 

“If Congress should begin to coerce your State they must proceed; 

and I should suppose that your Opposers would readily see the Pru- 

dence of preventing Coercion, by an immediate Return to their Federal 

Duty. What is now before the Senate, and which is supported by a 

Majority perfectly disposed to bring your State into the Union, ought 

to be made known in your State. The People in the back Parts ought 

no longer to be deceived with the Idea, that the Condition of single 

Independence is an eligible one. I sincerely wish your Efforts may suc- 

ceed on the 24th; and am,” &c. 

Many of the Inhabitants in the Country Towns in this State, are op- 

posed to the Adoption of the Federal Constitution, because Congress 

are providing Ways and Means to pay the full Amount of the Continental 

Debt to the present Holders of the Securities’-—most of whom they say pur- 

chased them under Par;—and suggest, that by keeping out of the Union 

we shall avoid paying our Proportion of such Debt. One Moment’s 
Reflection must convince all such, that the State of Rhode-Island must 

pay her Proportion of whatever Congress shall declare to be the Continental 

Debt.—For instance, suppose Congress, by adopting the Report of the 

Secretary of the Treasury, should declare, that the United States owe 

54,124,464 Dolls. 56 Cents,® and should further declare, that they will pay 

the Interest of that Sum in Gold or Silver, in Quarterly Payments, to the present 

Holders of the Securities: —Can Rhode-Island prevent this by refusing to 

join the Union? Must she not pay her Proportion? It is acknowledged 

from all Quarters, that we must pay our just Proportion of the foreign 

Debt. And is it probable that the other States will agree to receive of 

this State less in Proportion than they pay of the domestic Debt, because 

some of her Inhabitants think Congress have not done right in funding the 

whole nominal Amount? Who shall determine the Proportion which shall 

be paid by this State? Will Congress consent that it shall be determined
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by us? No—He must have but little Knowledge of the Effects of Na- 

tional Pride on the human Heart, and of the Motives which influence 

a powerful People to Action, who can suppose that even the Antifed- 

eralists of the other States would not unitedly join, in the most decisive 

Measures, to oblige this State to pay her equal Proportion with them 

of what they shall consent to pay themselves. Is it not then the most 

mistaken Policy to refuse joining the Union when we are sure to be 

bound by the Decisions of their Government without our having any 

Voice in it? the people of this State ought seriously to reflect on their 

present dangerous Situation. They can no longer postpone the Adop- 

tion of the New Constitution without endangering the very Existence 

of their Government—An hostile Disposition towards this State is al- 

ready beginning to arise in the other States, and when an hostile Spirit 

where the odds is so amazingly great shall be once excited and pro- 

voked, who can tell what fatal Consequences may result therefrom to 

us as a People.—Surely no one can think of opposing Force to Force. 

Our Political Salvation then depends on the Adoption of the New Con- 

stitution the next Week. In Case of an Adoption, Peace, Tranquility, 

public Prosperity, at least so far as it is enjoyed by the other States, in 

perfect Friendship with them, may be expected. But if it is not adopted, 

have we not Reason to fear the greatest Evils, and the most deplorable 

Distress, that can come upon a divided and an unhappy People? 

1. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June (above). 

2. The extract of a letter dated May 6 from a member of Congress was reprinted from 
the Providence Gazette, 15 May. It was also reprinted in the Albany Gazette, 24 May, and 

Norwich Packet, 28 May. 

3. Reprinted: Providence Gazette, 22 May. This extract is from a letter from U.S. Senator 
Caleb Strong of Massachusetts (RCS:R.I., 747). 

4. Reprinted: Providence Gazette, 22 May. ‘This extract is from a letter written by Caleb 
Strong to Theodore Foster, 28 February (RCS:R.I., 749). 

5. Reprinted: Providence Gazette, 22 May, and New York Gazette of the United States, 2 June. 

According to George Benson’s 21 May letter to Theodore Sedgwick (immediately below), 
this extract comes from a letter written by Sedgwick to Benson, which was received on 
16 May. 

6. Reprinted: Providence Gazette, 22 May; Massachusetis Centinel, 26 May; Northampton, 

Mass., Hampshire Gazette, 28 May; New Hampshire Spy, 29 May; and Connecticut Litchfield 
Monitor, 29 May. This extract is perhaps from a letter written by U.S. Representative Fisher 

Ames of Massachusetts to Jabez Bowen and John Brown. See George Benson to Theodore 
Sedgwick, 21 May, at note 2 (immediately below). 

7. In his 14 January report on public credit Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Ham- 

ilton proposed to fund the entire federal debt at the face value of the outstanding se- 
curities (DHFFC, V, 743-823). 

8. This amount comes from Hamilton’s 14 January report on public credit (ziid., 
758).
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George Benson to Theodore Sedgwick 

Providence, 21 May 1790! 

I now do myself the pleasure to acknowledge the reception of your 

very acceptable favr. of the 11th inst. which reach’d me on sunday last 

[16 May], the very important and no less pleasing Contents, I imme- 

diately imparted to several particular friends, who express’d great plea- 

sure in the intelligence and Conceiv’d it advisable that most of the 

Letter should be publish’d, and as your Worthy Colleague Mr. Ames 

whose friendly attention we gratefully feel had written to Govr. Bowen 

& Mr. Jno. Brown by the same opportunity, and Mr. Foster having not 

long since received a Letter from Mr. Strong, several extracts of Cor- 

responding import are Publish’d in the News Paper, which I have now 

the honour to transmit you.*—The bill which appears to be design’d 

as a wholesome but severe applycation to the Political Maladies of this 

State arriv'd in ‘Town several days after I recd. your Esteem’d favour, 

and is also inserted in the Paper’—We are extremely anxious to hear 

the result of the debates, which have probably before this period de- 

cided the important Point. The Letter with which you favour’d me, with 

the others on the same Subject, have furnish’d a topic of much inter- 

esting Conversation, and it is with ineffable satisfaction, I assure you 

that the Contents have made a very alarming impression, on the anti- 

federal minds, it is very obvious that no Occurrence has produced ef- 

fects so apparently auspicious to our wishes, and we are now inspir’d 

with the most sanguine expectations that the Convention next week 

will adopt the Constitution, and rescue us from that Deplorable State 

into which the Malignant Policy and Perverseness of the Anties, have 

plung’d us, and also avert the more Deplorable evils which appear im- 

pending, tho’ I Confess we rather enjoy than regret the expected opera- 

tion of the Prohibitory Bill, as the inveterate Enemies of the Federal 

Government will then Suffer in the Common Calamity—hitherto the 

restraints have been Partial, and unhappily felt & lamented by those 

only, Who have long and ardently wish’d & endeavour’d for an acces- 

sion to the united States.— 

I Cannot Sir do ample Justice to those Grateful Sentiments of my 

heart which your Obliging kindness has impress’d, as so long time had 

elaps’d since I assum’d the liberty to address you, I was painfully ap- 

prehensive that you Consider’d me, as Presuming on an acquaintance 

too transient, to Warrant the freedom I exercis’d, and I am now em- 

barrass’d for language, in which to express, how much I admire the 

Delicacy of your apology, and how sensibly I feel the favour you have 

done me.—Will you my Kind, sir be so obliging as to inform my truly
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estimable friend Mr. Ames, that my best and grateful respects Court his 

acceptance, and permit me to subjoin that our most Judicious and 

Discerning Characters—Justly Conceive—Mr. Sedgwick, and Mr. Ames, 

as having the most Distinguish’d Claim to the exalted Character of 

Enlighten’d, and Eloquent Statesmen, and as the most influential ad- 

vocates for the interests of the Eastern States.—if it was not very un- 

graceful, for an alien to Censure—I should expatiate where, I only hint— 

but, in reference to a Gentleman in the Massachusetts representation — 

some Persons, not very Captious, Cannot forbear Complaining in the 

language of sacred Writ,—“‘one to his farm’’*—but I hope the good man 

will return to his seat in Season to signify his affirmative to the assump- 

tion of the State Debts,’ should that Question be finally negativ’d—it 

will be productive of Evils more injurious to the Federal Government 

than the defection of many Rhode Islands—but the alarming Conse- 

quences of a non assumption you have fully, solemnly, and irrefutably, 

stated to Congress in sentiments, and language, which should be re- 

corded in “Letters of Gold’’—tho’ they are more indelibly engraven 

on the grateful hearts of the numerous State Creditors, where they will 

erect a Monument to your Fame, that shall flourish unimpair’d, ““When 

Statues and Triumphal Arches, shall moulder in the Dust.”’® with every 

sentiment of respect attachment and Esteem—I am Sir Your much 

Obliged, & very obedt. Friend, 

1. RC, Sedgwick Papers, MHi. 

2. The letters mentioned by Benson were printed in the United States Chronicle, 20 May 
(immediately above). 

3. See “U.S. Senate Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 13 May (RCS:R.L., 

845—48n). The bill was printed in the United States Chronicle, 20 May. 
4, Matthew 22:5. 
5. Probably a reference to George Leonard. In mid-April 1790 Massachusetts repre- 

sentatives Leonard and Sedgwick were granted permission to be away from Congress. 
They had both returned in time to cast a vote on 26 May (DHFFC, III, 364, 371, 425). 

6. From a 1730 sermon delivered in Boston by the Reverend Benjamin Colman (1673- 
1747) at the beginning of Governor Jonathan Belcher’s term as governor of Massachu- 

setts and New Hampshire. The sermon was published under the title Government the Pillar 
of the Earth (Evans 3262, p. 16). 

John Steele to Joseph Winston 

New York, 22 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

...A bill has lately passed the Senate, and sent to us for concurrence 

which is designed to prohibit any further intercourse with Rhodeisland, 

untill she shall ratify.* It is tyrannical, and arbitrary in the highest de- 

gree, and the author of it, indeed the Senate by passing it, seem to 

have lost sight of that sperit of moderation, and mutual forbearance
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which ought forever to subsist between Governments, related as they 

are to us, as well as between individuals. 

It is certain that little state was not backward in the late Revolution, 

that she performed essential services, that she sustained important sa- 

crafices and is therefore entitled to respect. 

How far she is wrong in her present politicks? Or how far she is right? 

are questions (which the unerring wisdom of the deity is only capable 

of deciding.)® 
I hope however the bill will be rejected in the house of Represen- 

tatives, if it shoud not, and be finally passed into a law, it will be a 

public testimonial given to the world of the slender* foundation of all 

human Friendships, or political connections... 

1. RC, Steele Papers, Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina. 

Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1562-63. The address page was annotated as “Recd. & forwarded 
June 22nd. by your Most Obt./Servant/Jno. Sibley.’ Steele wrote a similar letter to North 

Carolina Governor Alexander Martin on 17 May (ibid., 1527-28). See notes 3 and 4 below 

for significant differences between the two letters. Steele (1764-1815), a Salisbury, N.C., 

merchant, was a Federalist member of both the Hillsborough and Fayetteville conventions 
and voted to ratify the Constitution in the latter convention in November 1789. He was 

a member of the U.S. House of Representatives, 1790-93. Winston (1746-1815), a Stokes 

County, N.C., planter, was a militia major during the Revolutionary War, leading troops 
at the important battles of King’s Mountain (1780) and Guilford Courthouse (1781). In 
1790 he was elected to the North Carolina Senate. 

2. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June (above). 

3. In the letter to Governor Martin, the text in angle brackets reads “‘which time only 
can decide.”’ 

4. In the letter to Governor Martin, he wrote “sandy” instead of “slender.” 

A Farmer 

Providence Gazette, 22 May 1790! 

“‘Justum et tenacem propositi virum 

Non civium ardor prava jubentium, 

Non vultus instantis tyranni 

Mente quaht solida.”’ HORACE.? 

Long experience of British usurpations rendered us veterans in the 

cause of pulling down government: In building it up, we are still nov- 
ices. We have learned to resist the “vultus instantis tyranni”’—but still 

yield to the “ardor civium prava jubentium.” —Let us however charitably 

hope, that the people judge according to the information they possess; 

for—*‘non cuivis homini conti[n]git adire Corynthum.”*
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The writer of this piece entertains no vulgar opinion of the mother 

wit of the people of this State.—According to the best of his observa- 

tion, no country can boast of greater force of natural genius, or of a 

more powerful penchant in the people to perpetuate their liberties: But 

the strongest fermented liquors undergo the greatest fermentation, and 

give proofs of their strength in that which rises and remains over them, 

as well as in that which settles. 

While those who execute a delegated authority may feel an obligation 

to listen to the voice of their employers, it may be expected that those 

who are exonerated from official duties, and have no party to serve, 

should attend to the voice of their own reason and judgment.—If ever 

there was a time when our dear country required the services of all 

her honest-hearted sons—if any period—any crisis of affairs—can pos- 

sibly be conceived, when the services of every person, though he may 

contribute only the widow’s mite,* can be required—surely that period, 

and that crisis of affairs, have at length arrived. 

Let us not reflect on past measures, that cannot now be helped;— 

let us not bring into view particular characters, to stigmatize them;— 

let us forgive all, and forget as much as we can: But let us not persevere 

in travelling a road, after we are convinced that it will lead us to ruin; 

let us not continue to support error, because we have advanced it. 

The cares of government are weighty, and rulers ought to consider 

well the interests of the people. The administration of government re- 

quires all the great talents of the human mind to be united with real 

goodness of heart, and great industry. It has no doubt been the solic- 

itude of the people of this State to commit their affairs into such hands; 

and to them they now look up for relief from the pressure of many 

evils, and for the adoption of a Constitution to establish and perpetuate 

their rights and liberties. 

Twelve of the sister States have acceded to a new union. Shall we any 

longer stand aloof? A jury, after being possessed of a case a long time, 

brought in their verdict. The Judge, curious to know, asked the diffi- 

culties in their way, when one of the jury pertly replied, that he believed 

“never man’s lot fell with eleven more obstinate fellows; for,’’ said he, 

“I was agreed at first, and have laboured all this time to bring them 

over to my opinion—but such was their obstinacy, that I was at last 

obliged to yield to them.” 

From my small observation in life, it does very well for a man to be 

obstinate who is generally right; but for a man who is subject to err, 

and full of errors, to appear also obstinate in them, is odious. Admitting 

that our sister States have only as much wisdom and regard for their
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own safety as we have for ours, it may be proved from Dr. Arbuthnot’s 

doctrine of chances,” that the chance of our being right in refusing to 

adopt the Constitution is against us, twelve to one. Again, if we carefully 

revise the Constitution—the organization of the legislature—the power 

of each branch—the Supreme Executive—his powers—the judicial de- 

partment—if we consider that the whole is elective—their responsibil- 

ity to the people—the checks and balances—and, in short, the great 

national objects to be secured by the confederacy—and then peruse 

the amendments thereto, suggested by our majority in Convention,° 

after they had had opportunity to profit by length of time and the 

remarks of others—will not the chance be half as great, to wit, at least 

as six to one, that our politicians do not possess more wisdom and 

penetration, in political affairs, then the Convention of Philadelphia? 

Many persons doubtless in other States have also objections to the 

Constitution—but others have objections to their objections, as well as 

to our objections. And is it probable that the antifederals could agree 

among themselves in their objections? In fine, is a constitution never 

to be adopted till one is framed unobjectionable? Then indeed there 

is an end of the business. The Constitution offered to us, notwithstand- 

ing all objections to it, is perhaps preferable to any other actually ex- 

isting in the known world. 

The expensiveness of the national civil list operates with some; but, 

admitting we are to become a self-created independent State, will that 

lessen our expence?—Of two evils, that will be choosing the greatest. 

The aggravation of the national debt, by payment at par, assumption, 

&c.’ may operate with others; but will not the Twelve States fix the 

national debt as they please? If so, will our avoiding them lessen our 

quota? The policy pursued in this State would suggest, send forward 

your Senators and your Representative—let them be men after your 

own hearts; and, by their influence in the National Councils, diminish 

the value of the continental securities; lower salaries, and augment the 

revenues—or by a—coup de main®—disincumber the nation of debt. 

Why has a contrary policy prevailed? Are there no gentlemen, among 

those who are eligible, to be trusted abroad? Are there none, whose 

influence would do more to obstruct a measure, by appearing against 

it, than for it? 

Some say, let Congress adopt our amendments before we join them— 

that is, we are willing Congress should come under our constitution; 

but utterly refuse to come under theirs—for it must be obvious, that 

Congress cannot ratify our amendments. That business vests constitu- 

tionally in the State legislatures, and must of course prove a work of 

time.
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The Banks of Mooshawsick, May 20, 1790.° 

P. S. I am seriously alarmed, under an apprehension that my lands 

must be taxed to make up the arrearage of revenue that will be due to 

the federal treasury from this State, for the interval of time from the 

organization of the federal government, till the adoption thereof by 

this State. This arrearage I am told the present Congress are about to 

demand in a very serious manner!°—and where is our hard money to 

meet that demand? Have we not very unwisely suffered our impost to 

be paid in a fallacious medium for the last four years? to the ease of 

the merchant indeed, who has charged the impost on his goods in real 

money; but, I fear, eventually to the oppression of those from whom 

the deficiency must be raised by direct taxes. 

1. David Howell seemingly claimed to be the author of this essay. See Howell to Thomas 
Jefferson, 3 June (RCS:R.I., 1027). 

2. Latin: The man of firm and righteous will,/No rabble, clamorous for the wrong,/ 

No tyrant’s brow, whose frown may kill,/Can shake the strength that makes him strong 
(Horace, Carmina, Book III, poem 3, lines 1-4). 

3. Latin: It is not every man who can go to Corinth (Horace, Epistles, Book I, epistle 

17, line 36). 

4. Mark 12:41-44. 

5. John Arbuthnot (1667-1735), by profession a physician, translated Christiaan Huy- 
gen’s De Ratiociniis in Ludo Aleae (1657) under the title Of the Laws of Chance. . . , to which 
he added some probability calculations on different dice and card games. 

6. For the amendments proposed by the Rhode Island Convention on 6 March, see 
RCS:R.I., 1000-1002. 

7. A reference to Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton’s plans to fund the 

federal debt at face value and to assume the states’ wartime debts. (See his 14 January 
report on public credit, DHFFC, V, 743-823.) 

8. A swift attack or a sudden action. 

9. Or Moshassuck River. The river is a small stream rising in present-day Lincoln 

(Smithfield in 1790) and flowing southerly into the Providence River at Market Square 

in Providence. 

10. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 
April—1 June (above). 

Jeremiah Hill to George Thatcher 

Biddeford, Maine, 23 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

... I think there is a great deal of propriety in making a distinction 

in the Revenue Laws between nations in commercial Treaty & those 

that are not, of course I like the bold stroke your house has made*— 

Rhode Island appears to me to be in a fit of Lunacy, I am rather [ Jea- 

sous?]° whether Physic will answer any good purpose except the Physi- 

clan is directed to let a little Blood which the doctors commonly allow 

to be very good in such disorders—
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1. RC, Thatcher Papers, Boston Public Library. Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1570-71. 

2. A reference to the Trade and Navigation Bill (HR-66) presented to the House of 
Representatives on 17 May. The bill provided a higher duty on ships owned by persons 
from nations not having a commercial treaty with the United States (DHFFG, VI, 1972- 

73). Thatcher was a U.S. Representative from Massachusetts. 
3. Hill probably meant to write “jealous,” which could mean, in this context, suspi- 

ciously careful or watchful. 

Abraham Baldwin to Joel Barlow 

New York, 24 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

My dear friend 

... Rhode Island convention meets today, the whigs say they will 

reject if they dare, you will see the act which has passed the senate, and 

which will probably pass into a law if they do not prevent it by a pretty 

speedy adoption.’ It will never do to let them remain in this situation, 

they will prevent the collection of a great proportion of our revenue, 

you know my maxim, that the great Sachem called society has his nat- 

ural rights as well as other folks, and that whatever is necessary to his 

preservation, perfection and happiness, is as good as any of the rest of 

the laws of nature. If their place of existence was more remote from 

ours, we might let them take their own way in safety, but in our present 

situation, self preservation requires us to modify them, sic utere tuo ut 

alienum non ledas.* In fact I have no doubt of organizing the govern- 

ment over their heads at once, as it is over the rest of us, let them 

bounce, it would give us little trouble.... 

1. RC, Baldwin Collection, Yale University Library. Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1582-—84n. 

Docketed: “A Baldwin/24 May 1790—/No. 27.” 

2. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June (above). 

3. Latin: Use your own property in such a manner as not to injure that of another. 

John Collins to George Washington 

Newport, 24 May 1790! 

In all the Vicissitudes of time, and changes of Sentiments that have 

taken place in the united states, I have uniformly believed that the most 

essential happiness of our Country, ultimately depended, upon the es- 

tablishment of an efficient executive power, under one foederal head; 

being the only means, to obtain that tone to government necessary, to 

answer the ends of its institution; the securing the general peace, pro- 

moting the general interest, establishing the National character and 

rendering the Union indissolubly permanent—A power to controul the 

selfish interests of a Single state, and to compel the sacrifice of partial 

views to promote the common-weal.
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A government thus calculated to cultivate the principles of universal 

Justice, probity and honour, must be the source of national strength, 

as well as happiness to mankind—However I have been Uniformly Ac- 

tuated by these principles, the ill directed Zeal of the majority of the 

people of this state counteracting these principles, and my conscious- 

ness of possessing the general confidence hath hitherto led me to a 

degree of caution in my conduct and open declarations on the score 

of political concerns; expecting to effect more from my moderation 

and influence in public character, than by a conduct more explicit & 

pointed; which is fully evinced by what has taken place in consequence 

of my act in the appointment of a convention to adopt the constitution; 

which depended solely on me; and such was the caprice of the people, 

that all public confidence was withdrawn from me, and was deprived 

of every public trust and emolument—This was a Voluntary sacrifice, 

the event being well known, and comparatively a small one when Just 

Anticipations pourtray to me the great, the general advantages arising 

from a Completion of the union of the states (for have no doubt of 

the Adoption) but altho personal sacrifices for the general good, have 

been long familiar to me, (and if you have any Knowledge of my prop- 

erty or character you must be conscious they have been many and 

weighty) they are more easily suported by the hope of compensation— 

and when I reflect upon your friendship, generosity and goodness, with 

how much it will be in your power to gratifie me, you will give me leave 

to anticipate your influence and appointment to the Office of Collector 

for the district of Newport*—your Excellencys attention to me in this 

shall be ever had in lasting remembrance. 

Your goodness will forgive the trouble given you, by an application 

from him, who will obey your commands with chearfulness and Alac- 

rity—and honour you without flattery. I am with every Sentiment of 

respect & Esteem Your Humble servt. 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. 
2. William Ellery, not Collins, was appointed collector of customs for Newport. 

Theodore Foster to William Channing 

Providence, 24 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Exertions have, with great Industry, been made by those you al- 

lude to in your Letter,? for procuring an Adoption of the New National 

Constitution by the Convention this Week.—I have not Time to write 

you the Particulars—of which I will inform you when I have the satis- 

faction of personal Conversation.—I have Strong Hopes but not with- 

out some Fears.—Many of the Antifederalists wish the Business done
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but do not love to do it themselves. I anxiously wish to see it accom- 

plished. The Adoption of the Constitution by our State will compleat 

a Revolution in Favour of Government,’ as remarkable as any men- 

tioned in History, exhibiting the American Character in a more re- 

spectable Point of View, than that of most other Nations in this, that 

their Goodness, Prudence and Wisdom have erected a Fabrick of Gov- 

ernment, on the Broad and Solid Foundation of the Public Liberty, 

secured by a General Election of the People at large, so curiously com- 

pacted and Restricted, as that the Vox Populi* may be heard and will be 

attended to, in every part of the magnificent Dome, in such a Manner 

as to be productive of the General Good, without the Confusion ever 

attendant on Democracy, which Mr. Ames justly compared to “a Volcano 

which conceals the feiry Materials of its own Destruction|”’ |>—The New Con- 

stitution knits and weaves the states together by a firm and Strong Web 

but it leaves them so much of Seperate Independency as that they serve 

as a controuling Balance upon each other and upon the whole united 

productive and preservative of the General Liberty of every part of the 

Empire, and of all the Individuals that compose it.—I anticipate Hal- 

cyon days of Peace, Tranquility, and Happiness under a Wise and a 

Prudent Administration of the New Government and that you and yours 

may long participate therein in joy and in Health with all the Blessings 

of Heaven attending you Sincerely pray, your Friend 

1. RC, Channing-Fllery Papers, RHi. 

2. See Channing to Foster, 18 May (above). 

3. The phrase “revolution in favor of Government” appeared in the Pennsylvania Gazette, 

5 September 1787 (CC:72). The Gazette’s piece was reprinted twenty-five times by 25 Sep- 
tember, including in the Providence Gazette, 15 September. 

4, Latin: Voice of the people. 

5. See Fisher Ames’s speech in the Massachusetts Convention on 15 January 1788, in 
which he asserted that “A democracy is a volcano, which conceals the fiery materials of 

its own destruction” (RCS:Mass., 1192). The italics were supplied by Foster. The Newport 
Herald and United States Chronicle, 24 January, and Providence Gazette, 26 January, reprinted 

Ames’s speech. 

Providence: Instructions to Town’s Delegates to the State Convention 

24 May 1790 

Freemen Request Town Meeting 

Providence, 24 May 1790! 

Whereas the situation of this State will become extremely critical & 

alarming in case the Convention should not adopt the Constitution at 

their present Meeting & it is necessary that the sentiments of the Free- 

men of this Town shou’d be known relative to the measures which in
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that event it will be proper to take, in order to secure a Continuance 

of our Commercial Intercourse with the United States. You are therefore 

requested to cause the Freemen of the Town of Providence to be con- 

vened at Four o’Clock this afternoon for the purpose of adopting such 

measures relative to the subject aforesaid as they may think proper— 

& for transacting any other necessary business— 

John Tillinghast Jona. Tillinghast 

Jos. Nightingale John Ward 

Nichos Brown Joseph Peck 

John Brown William Earle 

Jereh. Olney Daniel Bucklin 

Ephm Bowen Jr. 

Town Meeting, 24 May 1790? 

At a Town Meeting of the Freemen of the Town of Providence, legally 

warned and assembled at the State House on Monday the 24th. Day of 

May A.D. 1790— 
John Dorrance, Esqr. Moderator 

Resolved That Messieurs, John Brown, Welcome Arnold, John Dorr- 

ance, Gershom Jones, Jeremiah Olney, George Benson, Zephaniah An- 

drews, Joseph Nightingale and the Clerk [Daniel Cook], be a Committee, 

to draught Instructions to our Delegates in State Convention relative 

to the Subject of this present Meeting; and that they report as soon as 

may be. 

The Subscribers being appointed a Committee to draught Instruc- 

tions to our Delegates in State Convention beg Leave to report the 

following Resolutions, to wit: 

Resolved, That in Case the Convention of this State now convened 

in Newport shall not at the present Session adopt the Constitution, but 

shall either reject the same or adjourn to some future Day, that in such 

Case the Delegates from this Town at the said Convention, be and they 

are hereby instructed to enter a solemn and spirited Protest against 

such Rejection or Adjournment. 

It is further Resolved, That it is our Opinion that on the Rejection 

of the said Constitution, or further Delay of a Decision thereon, the 

respective Towns of the State have a Right to make Application to the 

Congress of the United States for the same Privileges, and Protection 

which are afforded to the Towns under their Jurisdiction: And in such 

Case the Delegates from this Town be and they are hereby fully au- 

thorized and empowered to meet with the Delegates from the Town of 

Newport and the Delegates from such other ‘Towns as may think proper
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to join them, for the purpose of consulting and devising such Mode of 

Application as they in their Wisdom may think proper and to carry the 

Result of their Deliberations, into immediate Effect and that they make 

Report of their Doings to the next Town Meeting 

Ordered, That the Clerk furnish our Delegates with a Copy hereof 

for their Instructions— 

John Brown 

Welcome Arnold 

John Dorrance 

Gershom Jones 

Jereh. Olney 

Geo. Benson 

Zephh. Andrews 

Jos. Nightingale 

Danl. Cooke 

And the said Report being duly considered, It is Voted and Resolved, 

That the same be received and accepted; and that a Copy thereof be 

transmitted to our Delegates as their Instructions.— 

The Meeting is Dissolved 

Grotius: Proposed Prefatory Resolutions to Instructions 

Providence United States Chronicle, 27 May 1790° 

Mr. WHEELER, As the Instructions of this Town to its Delegates in 

Convention, in Case of their not adopting the Constitution at the pres- 

ent Session, to secede from the Authority of this State is a Measure in 

its Nature serious and extraordinary, it was thought proper to notify 

the Principles on which alone it could be justified ; this is attempted in the 

following Resolutions, intended to have been submitted to the Freemen 

of the Town, had not the Writer of them been necessarily absent. 

As the Instructions passed on Monday last, passed without Apology, 

Preface, Reasons or Principles, or even any State of Facts to justify them, 

you are requested to publish these Resolutions, which may serve in 

Nature of a Manifesto till a better Justificative for those Instructions may 

be published by the Advocates of them. 

GROTIUS. 

At a Meeting of the Freemen of the Town of Providence, in Town-Meeting 

legally assembled, on the 24th Day of May, A. D. 1790. 

RESOLVED, That the People of these Countries reverted to a State 

of natural Liberty on their Declaration of Independence on the British 

Government. 

Resolved, That the People of this, then Colony, never consented,
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either expressly or implicitly, to assume and exercise a Sovereignty dis- 

connected from the People of our then Sister Colonies. 

Resolved, That the People of this Town owe no Allegiance to the 

Government administered over them at present, any further than this 

State is considered as one of the Thirteen United States of America. 

Resolved, That in Case the Convention of this State refuse to become 

re-united with the Rest of the States aforesaid, the People inhabiting 

this Town will be authorised to make Use of all their natural Rights, 

for the Security of their Lives, Liberties and Property. 

Resolved, That any further Continuance of the Question for deciding 

on the proposed Federal Constitution in the present State Convention, 

will be considered by the Freemen of this Town equivalent to a Rejec- 

tion thereof. 

And to the End that the Sentiments of the People of this Town may 

be seasonably made known to their Brethren in other Parts of the State, 

that such of them as may concur in Opinion with us may be prepared 

to co-operate with us in such Measures as may be eventually judged 

proper: 
Resolved, That a Copy of these Resolutions be certified by the Clerk 

and delivered to the Delegates representing this Town in the present 

State Convention, to be by them communicated. 

Resolved, That the aforegoing be printed in the next Providence 

News-Papers. 

1. Providence Town Papers, Vol. 13, no. 5627, RHi. The request was addressed ‘““To 

Daniel Cooke Esqr./Town Clk of Providence.” Cooke immediately notified the town’s 
sergeant or either of the two constables to warn the freemen to meet at the statehouse 

at 4 P.M. on that day. Town Sergeant Henry Bowen warned the freemen as requested. 
For the 24 May warrant, see Mfm:R.I. 

2. Providence Town Records, pp. 168-70, City Clerk’s Office, City Hall, Providence, 

R.I. The original manuscript report of the committee, with the signatures of the com- 

mittee members affixed, is in the Providence Town Papers, Vol. 13, no. 5628, RHi. “A 

true Copy” of the instructions witnessed by town clerk Daniel Cooke, which he sent to 
the town’s Convention delegates, is in the Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Con- 

stitution, R-Ar. 

A version of the resolutions was printed in the New York Daily Advertiser, 1 June, and 

reprinted in the Pennsylvania Mercury, 3 June; Pennsylvania Packet, 4 June; and Virginia In- 
dependent Chronicle, 16 June. On 30 May, U.S. Senator Philip Schuyler, in New York City, 

wrote that Jeremiah Olney had written him on 25 May stating that “the Rhode Island 

Convention had convened on the preceeding day, and the appearances of an Adoption 
were very Slender.—The Town of Providence have in town meeting resolved that If the 

state does not Acceed to the constitution, that town will entreat the protection of Congress 
and separate from the state. It is believed Newport will do the like” (to Stephen Van 
Rensselaer, DHFFC, XIX, 1644-45). Olney had been on the committee that drafted the 

Providence instructions adopted on 24 May. 

3. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 31 May; Salem Mercury, 1 June.
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William Loughton Smith to Edward Rutledge 

New York, 24 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

... The R. Island Convention meet to day—the Bill from the Senate 

(which past by a majority of two to one in that house) is fixed to be 

taken up this day week in a Commee of the whole;? by that time we 

shall learn what they intend doing—it may work upon them Success- 

fully. ... 

1. RC, William Loughton Smith Papers, South Carolina Historical Society. Printed: 
DHFFC, XIX, 1587-88. Smith (1758-1812), a Charleston, S.C., lawyer, was a member of 

the S.C. House of Representatives, 1785-89, and the U.S. House of Representatives, 

1789-97. He voted to ratify the Constitution in the South Carolina Convention in May 
1788. Rutledge (1749-1800), a Charleston, S.C., lawyer, was a signer of the Declaration 

of Independence and a delegate to the South Carolina Convention, where he voted to 
ratify the Constitution. 

2. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June (above). 

John Sullivan to John Langdon 

Durham, N.H., 24 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Tam very much mortified to hear that the President of the united 

States is Indisposed;* may god preserve him for the good of a rising 

Empire and for the benefit of the world in General. I am much pleased 

that we are not threatned with any foreign attacks and that the Little 

speck in Creation Rhode Island can do us but lit[t]le hurt even if the 

old Spirit prevail. ... 

1. RC, Langdon Papers, Portsmouth Athenaeum, Portsmouth, N.H. Printed: DHFFC, 

XIX, 1588-89. Sullivan (1740-1795), a Durham, N.H., lawyer, and a major general in 

the Continental Army during the Revolution (he commanded the troops in the siege of 
Newport in 1778), was president of New Hampshire, 1786-88, 1789-90, and president 
of the New Hampshire Convention, where he voted to ratify the Constitution on 21 June 
1788. He was a U.S. district judge for New Hampshire, 1789-95. Langdon (1741-1819), 
was a Portsmouth, N.H., merchant and president of New Hampshire 1785-86, 1788-89, 

and U.S. Senator, 1789-1801. He signed the Constitution in the Constitutional Conven- 
tion, 1787, and voted to ratify the Constitution in the New Hampshire Convention. 

2. See John Adams to William Ellery, 19 May, note 4 (above). 

New York Daily Advertiser, 26 May 1790! 

Extract of a letter from Rhode-Island. 

“Do not blame us all with too much severity for what may appear to 

you in our conduct absolute perverseness and obstinacy. Wherever ig- 

norance and prejudice prevail, both those vices will also abound. Where 

numbers of the representatives of the people have been collected from
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the dregs of the people, what better is to be expected than opposition 

to what they have been taught to believe contrary to their interests. No 

one person out of fifty thinks or reasons for himself, and a few artful 

and interested knaves have found means to keep this little state in a 

ferment for a long time past, and probably may do the same in some 

degree, for a considerable time to come. I predict, however, that their 

reign is almost at an end. IJlhterate hirelings certainly cannot much longer 

find a place in our public bodies. The meeting of the convention at 

Newport, the latter end of May, augurs well to the federal cause, and 

evidently shews that the main weight is coming into that scale. Paper 

money is the real cause of all the remaining opposition, and the dread 

of being obliged to pay past debts with solid coin, is at the root of 

antifederalism. Hundreds of villains will run away the moment a ma- 

jority adopts the new constitution.” 

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 28 May; New York Weekly Museum, 29 May; Philadelphia 
Federal Gazette, 29 May; and Maryland Herald, 8 June. 

Henry Wynkoop to Reading Beatty 

New York, 27 May 1790 (excerpt)! 

... On monday last the Motion for fixing the next Meeting of Con- 

gress at Philadelphia was made in the Senate by Mr. [Robert] Mor[r]is 

& seconded by Mr. [ John] Langdon, which lay on the Table until yes- 

terday when it was again brought forward & postponed to that day 

week, to afford time for Rode Island to send forward their Senators, 

the Votes stood 13 for the postponement & 11 against, thus you see 

our sanguine Prospects of going to Philadelphia are at least rendered 

precarious, tho’ we will not consider it as lost yet, Perseverando, you know 

was the Motto of one of our Continental Bills.? 

The Assumption of the State Debts was again brought forward as you 

will perceive by the papers, but was rejected as part of the funding Bill, 

which this day has been compleated, so far as to be engrossed for a 

third reading on monday next;’ this done Mr. Fitsimonds?* introduced 

the following Motion, That Congress meet & hold their next Session in Phila- 

delphia, this was seconded from various parts of the House & now lays 

on the Table, what will be its fate time will discover, many Gentlemen 

are yet sanguine, while others wear long faces upon it; The coming in 

of Rode-Island is yet precarious, as the Communications from thence 

are various in Opinion, some Gentlemen conceiving they will adopt the 

Constitution while others are positive in assertions to the contrary. ... 

1. RC, Wynkoop Letters, Bucks County Historical Society, Doylestown, Pa. Printed: 

DHFFC, XIX, 1613-14. Wynkoop (1737-1816), the owner of a large estate in Bucks
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County, Pa., held many local and state posts in the county. He was a delegate to Congress, 
1779-82, and a member of the U.S. House of Representatives, 1789-91. Wynkoop was 
also a delegate to the Pennsylvania Convention, where he voted to ratify the Constitution 
on 12 December 1787. Beatty (1757-1831), a Bucks County physician, was Wynkoop’s 
son-in-law. He served as a doctor during the Revolution and after the war was a member 
of the Society of the Cincinnati. 

2. The motto appeared on six dollar bills issued by the Continental Congress from 
1775 to 1778. 

3. On 24 May Elbridge Gerry moved to add several sections to the funding bill for the 
purpose of assuming the state debts. The House debated Gerry’s proposed sections but 
did not incorporate them into the bill (DHFFC, V, 733-34, 874n-76n; XIII, 1377-92, 

passim). 
4. Representative Thomas FitzSimons of Pennsylvania. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 27 May 1790 

The CONVENTION, elected by the Freemen of this State, for the 

Purpose of “investigating and DECIDING” on the Constitution of the 

United States, is now in Session at Newport. 

A Gentleman from New-York informs, that the Bill which was pub- 

lished in our last as being before the Senate of the United States, had 

passed that House with some Amendments—the Sum to be required 

of this State is 33,000 Dollars, to be paid in August.—It was to be taken 

up in the House of Representatives on Friday last.! 

1. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June (above). 

Providence Gazette, 29 May 1790 

Extract of a Letter from a Member of Congress, to a 

Gentleman in this Town, dated New-York, May 18. 

“It has been very difficult to persuade Congress or the Public to 

believe that your Majority intend to stand out. It is a jest, to pretend 

to single Independence. What then can be their Object? The Minority 

cannot expect to dictate a Form of Government to the Majority. A real 

or affected Dislike of the Constitution has not appeared to me a suf- 

ficient Reason for refusing to adopt it. Absolute Independence, if your 

People could support it, would be a bitter Curse to them. To maintain 

it, even a short Time, against the other States, would require such Ex- 

ertions as would exhaust and distress them more than their Contribu- 

tions to the Union perhaps for a Century—and, after all, a Breath 

would destroy it; for if they could support it, by foreign Aid, it would 

be ten Times worse. In that Case, the Work of Ruin would be sooner 

accomplished, as both Friends and Foes would work at it. It is a strange
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Thing to talk of an Independence against the Union, which cannot be 

maintained a Minute longer than the Union shall permit. Is it not in- 

consistent and absurd to say, we cannot live with you as Fellow-Citizens 

under one Government, but we are willing to live near you under a 

separate one, which your Will and Pleasure may demolish? The less 

your People like the Constitution, the more strange this Language and 

Conduct will appear. Whatever is bad in it, or pretended to be in it, 

you will suffer—and whatever is valuable you will be deprived of, if you 

make yourselves Strangers to the Union. As Citizens, you would be en- 

titled to the Privileges, and secured by the many Checks upon the Pow- 

ers of Government. While you keep out of the Union, you have no 

Claim to these. Your People therefore say what amounts to this—the 

Government is under several Restraints—but still we do not think it 

safe to live under—but without any of these Securities we chearfully 

consent, nay insist upon living exposed to the Operation of this Gov- 
ernment. I do not know whether I have explained the Idea I have 

endeavoured to convey, so as to make it intelligible-—To my Under- 

standing, however, there seems to be a singular Absurdity in the Reason 

given for refusing to adopt the Constitution. We are afraid of it, say 

they; but we are not afraid of that, and worse. 

‘I have been informed that infinite Pains have been taken to embit- 

ter the Minds of your People against their Brethren in the twelve States. 

I can easily conceive that it is very unpleasant to tread back the Steps 

which have been taken in a wrong Path, and that the human Mind 

readily assents to any Story which will justify a Man in his own Eyes. 

We ought not to expect, that even honest and discerning Men will 

escape being deceived under Circumstances which make ‘Truth unde- 

sirable. Your People refused to have any Thing to do with framing the 

Government,’ and afterwards to adopt it. That soon created a Distinc- 

tion between them and the Union—what was hastily begun, was pas- 

sionately maintained. Self-Love would certainly justify itself—supposing 

themselves perfectly in the Right, as People ever do, and that they were 

going to be oppressed by the Union, they have been open to a Thou- 

sand Deceptions, and afflicted with a Thousand groundless Fears. In 

this Situation of Things, some will find it convenient to help deceive 

others, perhaps being themselves deceived.—I have been trying to ac- 

count for the Refusal of your State to join the Union, on such Principles 

as will throw the least possible Censure upon the great Body of your 

Citizens who have supported that Refusal. When we judge of the Mo- 

tives of great Bodies of Men, we cannot exercise too much Candour. 

But whatever Reason may have guided your State in rejecting the Union, 

it is a Subject of perfect Astonishment among all Ranks of People in
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this Quarter, and I believe extensively through America. It is constantly 

asked, what does your State mean to do? How far is the present System 

to be carried? It seems to be expected that the Constitution will not be 

adopted, and that the Convention ought to be considered as a Measure 

of Evasion. Formerly it was thought impossible that you should con- 

tinue long in a State of Disunion, and that you might be let alone. Now 

a very different Sentiment seems to prevail. 

“Congress is about funding the Debt, and the Creditors are impa- 

tient to have it accomplished, as you may suppose. The People at large 

seem to wish for it too, because they expect, and I believe justly and 

with good Reason, that a funded Debt will favour the Circulation of 

Money and active Property. Two Things are asserted in Regard to your 

State, which do Violence to these Hopes:—That you are collecting Du- 

ties into your State Treasury upon imported Articles, which are con- 

sumed chiefly by the People in the Union; so that you escape paying 

your Share of the common Debt, while you actually tax your Neigh- 

bours, who are obliged to pay it—and further, that your State will nearly 

destroy the Collection of the national Duties, by favouring the illicit 

Passage of dutied Goods. 

‘Measures which will oblige your State to pay its Part, and secure 

our Citizens from paying to your Treasury, and at the same Time will 

secure the Revenue from Loss, by smuggling through your State, seem 

to be indispensible: The Creditors and People at large will concur to 

call for them. The former will not consent to go unpaid, nor the latter 

to pay for others. Justice requires that your State should pay its Part; 

and your Legislature will not be able to find any Pretext of Complaint, 

as by their Letter to the President they have consented to the Principle, 

and given Assurances that they were getting ready to pay;? nor can your 

People, of Right, claim the Trade and Privileges of Citizens, if they 

prefer the Condition of Strangers. Upon these Principles the Senate of 

the United States have nearly completed a Bill to forbid all Intercourse 

with Rhode-Island; and to demand about 27,000 Dollars without Delay: 

This has passed hitherto by a great Majority in the Senate.’ The House 

of Representatives have not expressed any Opinion on this Subject; but 

my Conversation with Individuals has led me to this Opinion, that the 

Demand of Money is thought to be unexceptionably just—and that 

Duties on the Articles of the Growth or Manufacture of Rhode-Island, 

which the Senate cannot impose constitutionally, as Bills for Revenue 

must originate in the House, ought to be laid. Whatever Reluctance 

Congress may have discovered heretofore to a System of Rigour in Re- 

gard to you, the Necessities of Revenue will soon force them to it.— 

Your People could not object to Duties upon your Produce as cruel
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and unjust—and have they weighed the Operation of such Duties? While 

this City is growing so fast, a large Sum will be paid for your Lime. A 

moderate Duty would put an End to the Trade. The Breweries of this 

Place and Philadelphia furnish an increasing Vent for your Barley. Your 

Cheese, Butter, &c. find their dest, and many of your Articles their only 

Market in the States. A Preference will be given to the Articles of the 

like Kind produced in the States, and you will admit that it ought to 

be so. What unknown Blessings attend your State of Disunion, to bal- 

ance these grievous Inconveniences, I know not.—I do not believe that 

any such exist. Now, in the Name of Peace and Union, which your 

Accession would make perfect, is there no Possibility of keeping Men’s 

Passions quiet long enough to bring these Things before their Eyes? Is 

there no one among the good Men who still oppose the Constitution, 

and who alone will be heard with entire Confidence, who will shew how 

much better he loves his Country than his Party, by warning his Friends 

of these Evils, by shewing how weak, how useless and unavailing, how 

pernicious and dangerous, any further Opposition will be? Though such 

a Man may wear the Name of an Antifederalist, and be ever so obnox- 

ious to the adverse Party, I shall not hesitate to pronounce him a Pa- 

triot, the Benefactor of his Country, the Preserver of its Peace and 

Honour. Men may overcome or despise the Passions of other Men, but 

it is the Part of true Magnanimity to overcome one’s own—and if your 

Opponents should yield to the Duty which they seem manifestly to owe 

their Constituents, they will go far to refute an Opinion which many 

have adopted, that they do not care what may become of the Interest 

of the Public in future, if they can only make Shift to keep in Power. I 

confess I feel an Anxiety upon this Subject—I long to see the Union 

complete—to see your State joining with the others in those Measures 

which I verily believe will make our Nation the most respectable in the 

World.—We are Brethren—the State of Discord and Alienation is un- 

natural, and ought not to last a Day longer than may be necessary to 

employ honest Men of both Parties to put an End to it.” 

1. For Rhode Island’s refusal to send delegates to the Constitutional Convention in 
1787, see RCS:R.L., Vol. 1, xxxv—xxxvii, 8-23. 

2. See “Rhode Island General Assembly to the President, the Senate, and the House 

of Representatives,” 19 September 1789 (RCS:R.I., 605-7). 
3. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April 

1 June 1790 (above).
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THE RHODE ISLAND CONVENTION 

FIRST SESSION 

1-6 March 1790 

Introduction 

The opening session of the Rhode Island Convention met on 1 March 

1790 at 3:00 P.M. at the statehouse in Little Rest (now Kingston), the 

town seat of South Kingstown and the seat of Washington County. All 

seventy delegates attended on | March when, in an uncontested election, 

Antifederalist Deputy Governor Daniel Owen, a Glocester delegate, was 

chosen president. Antifederalist Daniel Updike of North Kingstown, the 

clerk of the House of Deputies, defeated Federalist Theodore Foster of 

Providence as secretary by twelve votes. The Convention then appointed 

a five-man committee to draft and report rules and orders. 

On 2 March the rules committee reported. After amending the final 

rule so that a “previous question” to vote on an amendment or ad- 

journment would take precedence over a vote on ratification, the rules 

were accepted. Smithfield Antifederalist John Sayles, seconded by his 

fellow townsman Andrew Waterman, then moved that a committee be 

appointed that would draft a bill of rights and amendments to be sent 

to the towns for their consideration and that the Convention should 

then immediately adjourn to a future day. The delegates adjourned to 

3:00 P.M., when the Convention read the Constitution, the resolution 

of Congress of 28 September 1787 transmitting the Constitution to the 

states, and the resolution of the General Assembly calling the Conven- 

tion. After some debate on the Constitution, the delegates adjourned 

to the next morning when, setting aside Sayles’ motion, they began 

considering the Constitution by paragraphs. 

On Thursday morning, 4 March, the Convention completed its con- 

sideration of the Constitution. After reading the amendments to the 

Constitution proposed by the new U.S. Congress and those proposed 

by the conventions of several states, a committee of ten (two delegates 

from each county) was appointed to draft amendments to the Constitu- 

tion. The Convention met at 9:00 4.M. on Friday, 5 March, but adjourned 

to 3:00 p.M. because the committee’s report was not yet ready. It re- 

assembled, and after a further brief delay, Secretary Updike read the 

report to the delegates and the observers who crowded the statehouse. 

The report consisted of a bill of rights and amendments. After the 

bill of rights was read, Antifederalist Job Comstock moved that the Con- 

898
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vention adjourn without considering the committee’s report, which, he 

suggested, should be submitted to the towns for their consideration. 

Federalist Henry Marchant of Newport wanted the Convention to con- 

sider and approve the bill of rights and then consider the amendments. 

The Convention debated the report the rest of the afternoon of Friday, 

5 March, and on Saturday until shortly before 1:00 p.m. The delegates 

voted to approve the bill of rights and to strike out two amendments. 

By a majority of one, the Convention decided to retain the amendment 

condemning the Constitution’s prohibition of a congressional ban on 

the African slave trade before 1808. Federalists then wanted to vote on 

ratifying the Constitution, while Antifederalists argued for an adjourn- 

ment to consult with their constituents. After a long debate, the dele- 

gates voted 41 to 28 to adjourn to a future day. They considered the 

end of March, the end of April, and the end of May. If a long adjourn- 

ment was approved, Federalist Nathan Miller of Warren threatened that 

his constituents would petition Congress to be transferred to Massa- 

chusetts from whence Warren came in 1747. The delegates voted that 

the Convention’s bill of rights and amendments should be submitted 

to the regular annual town meetings on 21 April. The delegates voted 

38 to 31 against setting the end of March as the time to assemble again. 

They then voted 36 to 32 to reconvene on 24 May 1790. A vote of 35 

to 34 provided that the Convention should reassemble in Newport, the 

seat of Newport County, rather than East Greenwich, the seat of Kent 

County.
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Sources for the Rhode Island Convention 

Convention Proceedings 

The official proceedings of both sessions of the Convention were 

recorded by Convention secretary Daniel Updike. Like most ratifying 

conventions, the proceedings provide only a skeletal outline of the of- 

ficial actions. The Convention proceedings were turned over to the 

Rhode Island secretary of state John Russell Bartlett in 1863 by Wilkins 

Updike, Daniel Updike’s youngest brother. The papers now reside in 

the Rhode Island State Archives in a book labeled Papers Relating to 

the Adoption of the Constitution. William R. Staples, a former chief 

justice of the state supreme court, edited the proceedings and related 

documents in the posthumously published Rhode Island in the Continen- 

tal Congress, with the Journal of the Convention that Adopted the Constitution, 

1765-1790 (Providence, 1870), 640-81. 

Daniel Updike’s Notes of the Convention Debates 

In addition to the official proceedings of the Convention, Daniel 

Updike recorded brief accounts of some of the speeches delivered be- 

tween 2 and 6 March. His notes of debates for 3-4 March (placed 

within angle brackets) have been interwoven with Theodore Foster’s 

notes of debates for those two days (see below). By coupling the two 

versions of a particular speech, the editors believe each complements 

the other, often illuminating the cryptic nature of both sets of notes. 

Theodore Foster's Notes of the Convention Debates 

Although Theodore Foster failed to become the Convention’s sec- 

retary, being defeated by Updike, he took it upon himself, as an ob- 

server, to take notes of the debates at the March 1790 session. These 

notes consist of eighty-one numbered manuscript pages, each measur- 

ing about four by seven inches. They were donated in 1840 to the 

Rhode Island Historical Society by Charles F. Tillinghast, Foster’s grand- 

son. The notes were transcribed and published for the Rhode Island 

Historical Society in 1929 by Robert C. Cotner as Theodore Foster’s Min- 

utes of the Convention Held at South Kingstown, Rhode Island in March, 1790, 

Which Failed to Adopt the Constitution of the United States. Cotner’s edition 

was reprinted in 1967 by the American Antiquarian Society. 

Foster’s notes were apparently hurriedly written as each delegate 

spoke. Words are often abbreviated or seem to trail off without com- 

pletion and most sentences are incomplete. Because of the cryptic na- 

ture of the notes, they are not only difficult to transcribe, but once 

transcribed verbatim, they are often difficult to understand. Conse- 

quently, the editors have expanded the text that is printed here. Literal
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transcriptions appear in Mfm:R.I. To further assist the reader, the edi- 

tors have interfiled Foster’s and Updike’s notes for 3 and 4 March 1790. 

(These two sets of notes often complement each other, making them 

more understandable.) Updike’s notes for these two dates are placed 

within angle brackets. 

Loose Convention Papers 

A variety of loose papers are in the volume labeled Papers Relating 

to the Adoption of the Constitution in the Rhode Island State Archives. 

Among these papers are (1) a draft amendment to one of the Conven- 

tion’s rules, (2) drafts of various motions, (3) drafts of amendments, 

(4) committee reports, and (5) lists of delegates. The loose papers also 

include a list of delegates annotated to show the vote on adjournment 

taken on 26 May and the final vote on ratification on 29 May. Most of 

these papers have been placed either in footnotes in this volume or in 

Mfm:R.I. 

Bill of Rights and Amendments, March 1790 

The March session’s bill of rights and proposed amendments to the 

Constitution were printed in all four Rhode Island newspapers and as 

a one-page broadside. A Convention order of 6 March was printed after 

the final amendment at the bottom of the broadside. This order pro- 

vided that one copy of the printed bill of rights and amendments was 

to be given to each Convention delegate, each member of the state 

legislature, and to each town clerk. The distribution was to be made 

through the county sheriffs. 

Several manuscript versions of the bill of rights and amendments are 

extant, including the original report of the ten-man committee that 

contains crossed-out passages and insertions. ““True copies” of the final 

report are also in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption 

of the Constitution in the Rhode Island State Archives. 

Newspapers 

No Rhode Island newspaper printed extensive accounts of the de- 

bates of the Rhode Island Convention similar to those newspaper re- 

ports of the Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania conventions. 

The Newport Herald, 4, 11 March, published a general account of what 

transpired on each day of the March Convention. Briefer accounts ap- 

peared in the three other Rhode Island newspapers. The Providence 

Gazette, 13 March, printed a detailed description of the Convention 

proceedings for 6 March, which included the names of the delegates 

who voted for and against adjournment. The Connecticut Gazette, 5 March,
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and the Providence Gazette, 6 March, each printed an extract of a letter 

describing Convention proceedings. All four Rhode Island newspapers 

printed the bill of rights and proposed amendments adopted by the 

March Convention. 

The newspaper coverage of the May session of the Convention is even 

less extensive than that of the March session. The Newport Herald and 

United States Chronicle each printed one brief but informative account 

of the Convention’s proceedings, with the Chronicle listing the names 

of the delegates who voted for or against ratification. The Providence 

Gazette and Newport Mercury printed an almost identical brief paragraph 

on the Convention. All four Rhode Island newspapers printed the form 

of ratification, bill of rights, and proposed amendments adopted on 

29 May. 

Town Records 

The first session of the Rhode Island Convention sent the bill of 

rights and amendments that it adopted on 6 March to the towns for 

their consideration in their regular annual meetings on 21 April. Rec- 

ords have been found of the action taken on the bill of rights and 

amendments for twelve towns (RCS:R.I., 828-34). When the Conven- 

tion re-assembled in May, it considered the suggestions made by the town 

meetings and added four amendments to those adopted in March for 

inclusion in the form of ratification. Middletown and Portsmouth, both 

on Aquidneck Island just north of Newport where the Convention was 

meeting, also took action in town meetings on 29 May that affected the 

outcome of the vote on ratification of the Constitution that same day. 

Form of Ratification with a Bill of Rights and 

Proposed Amendments, 29 May 1790 

Two official engrossed copies of the form of ratification were made— 

one sent to the U.S. Congress and one retained by the state. The for- 

mer is located in the National Archives, while the latter is in the Rhode 

Island State Archives. A working copy of the form of ratification is also 

in the Rhode Island State Archives. Two broadside versions of the form 

of ratification were printed. John Carter of the Providence Gazette printed 

an abbreviated one-page version which was reprinted in at least nine- 

teen newspapers. Peter Edes of the Newport Herald printed the complete 

form of ratification (including the U.S. Constitution) by order of the 

Convention. At least twenty-four newspapers (including all four in Rhode 

Island) reprinted the complete form of ratification (omitting the U.S. 

Constitution). For details about the form of ratification, see the foot- 

note that accompanies the document in this volume (RCS:R.I., 1002n— 

4n).
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Letters 

Only two letters of substance exist that describe the March session of 

Rhode Island’s Convention: Henry Marchant to John Adams and Henry 

Sherburne to Henry Knox, both dated 7 March. 

Financial Records 

The delegates to the Rhode Island Convention were paid by their 

towns, but only a few records of these payments have been located. ‘The 

General Assembly ordered the state treasurer to pay Convention pres- 

ident Daniel Owen and secretary Daniel Updike as well as two scribes 

for copying the form of ratification. Peter Edes was also paid by the 

state for his broadside printing of the Constitution and the form of 

ratification. These financial records have been placed on Mfm:R.I. An 

abstract of these payments appears at the end of Part VIII (RCS:R.I., 

1010-12).
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Delegates to the Rhode Island Convention 

The roster lists all of the delegates for the March and May sessions of the Rhode Island 
Convention. Federalist Nathan Miller of Warren died shortly before the second session 
assembled on 24 May, and Federalist Benjamin Bosworth filled the vacancy. Antifederalist 
William Peckham, Jr., of Middletown resigned on 29 May rather than vote to ratify the 
Constitution as instructed by the town meeting of that day. He was replaced by Federalist 
Elisha Barker. 

The vote given for each delegate is the 29 May vote to ratify the Constitution, which 
carried 34 to 32. A “Y” indicates a vote to ratify the Constitution; an “N”’ a vote against 
ratification; and an “‘A”’ a delegate who was either absent or abstained. Five Antifederalists 
(marked by an *) voted for ratification. Four Antifederalists did not vote, including Daniel 
Owen, who was president of the Convention. 

The honorific titles have been obtained from the 8 February 1790 town meetings that 
elected the delegates, the election certificates, the Convention proceedings and debates, 
and the two lists of the delegates in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Ratification 
of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. 

CONVENTION OFFICIALS 

PRESIDENT PRESIDING MINISTERS (May Session) 

Hon. Daniel Owen, Esqr. William Patten (Congregational) 
SECRETARY William Smith (Episcopal) 

Daniel Updike, Esqr. Gardner Thurston (Baptist) 
MONITORS 

Col. William Barton 
Mr. Nathan Bates 

DELEGATES 

BARRINGTON EAST GREENWICH 

Samuel Allen, Esqr. (Y) Job Comstock, Esqr. (N) 

Col. Thomas Allen (Y) Mr. Pardon Mawney (N) 

BRISTOL EXETER 

Hon. William Bradford, Esqr. (Y) Mr. Joseph Reynolds (N) 
Shearjashub Bourne, Esqr. (Y) Capt. Job Wilcox (N) 

CHARLESTOWN FOSTER 
Thomas Hoxsie, Esqr. (N) Capt. William Howard (N) 

Gen. Joseph Stanton, Jr., Esqr. (N) John Williams, Esqr. (N) 
COVENTRY GLOCESTER 

Benjamin Arnold, Esqr. (N) Hon. Daniel Owen, Esqr. (A) 
Lieut. Job Greene (N) Stephen Steere, Esqr. (N) 

CRANSTON HOPKINTON 
Jonathan Sprague, Jr., Esqr. (N) Mr. John Brown (Y)* 
Peter Stone, Esqr. (N) Col. Jesse Maxson (Y)* 

CUMBERLAND JAMESTOWN 

Levi Ballou, Esqr. (Y) Mr. Nicholas Carr (Y) 

John S. Dexter, Esqr. (Y) Capt. Benjamin Remington (Y)
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JOHNSTON PROVIDENCE 

Mr. William B. King (N) Col. William Barton (Y) 

Noah Mathewson, Esqr. (N) Benjamin Bourne, Esqr. (Y) 
LITTLE COMPTON Hon. Jabez Bowen, Esqr. (Y) 

Capt. John Davis (Y) John I. Clark, Esqr. (Y) 
Capt. William Ladd (Y) RICHMOND 

MIDDLETOWN Mr. Thomas James (N) 

Mr. Elisha Barker (Y) James Sheldon, Esqr. (N) 
Joshua Barker, Esqr. (Y)* SCITUATE 
Mr. William Peckham, Jr. Capt. James Aldrich (N) 

(resigned) Mr. Nathan Bates (N) 

NEWPORT SMITHFIELD 

George Champlin, Esqr. (Y) John Sayles, Esqr. (N) 
Peleg Clarke, Esqr. (Y) Andrew Waterman, Esqr. (N) 

George Hazard, Esqr. (Y) SOUTH KINGSTOWN 
Henry Marchant, Esqr. (Y) Jonathan J. Hazard, Esqr. (N) 
George Sears, Esqr. (Y) Samuel J. Potter, Esqr. (N) 
Mr. William Tripp (Y) ‘TIVERTON 

NEw SHOREHAM Mr. Abraham Barker (Y) 

Capt. Edward Hull, Esqr. (A) Mr. Isaac Manchester (Y) 
Col. Ray Sands, Esqr. (A) WARREN 

NORTH KINGSTOWN Mr. Benjamin Bosworth, Esqr. (Y) 
Bowen Card, Esqr. (N) Gen. Nathan Miller, Esqr. (deceased) 

William Congdon, Esqr. (N) Mr. Samuel Peirce (Y) 

NORTH PROVIDENCE WARWICK 

Elisha Brown, Esqr. (N) Mr. (or Col.) Benjamin Arnold, Jr. (Y) 

Mr. Ezek Esten (N) Mr. Gideon Arnold (N) 

PORTSMOUTH Mr. Christopher Greene, Jr. (Y) 
Mr. Burrington Anthony (Y)* Thomas Rice, Jr., Esqr. (N) 
Mr. Peter Barker (Y)* WESTERLY 

Mr. Job Durfee (A) Mr. George Stillman, Esqr. (Y) 

Mr. Giles Slocum (N) Mr. (or Capt.) Walter White (Y) 

WEST GREENWICH 

Mr. William Mathewson (N) 

William Nichols, Esqr. (N)
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The Rhode Island Convention 

Monday 

1 March 1790 

Convention Proceedings, 1 March 1790 

At a Convention of Delegates began and holden at South Kingston in 

the County of Washington on the first Monday of March AD 1790. 

Pursuant to an Act of the Genl. Assembly passed at their session in 

January AD 1790. for the Purpose of Investigating and Deciding on the 

new Constitution Proposed for the United States 

Present. 

[Here appears a roster of all seventy of the Convention delegates. ] 

The Honble. Danl. Owen Esqr. Chosen President—D. Updike—Secty. 

Vote of this house—appointing Mr. Henry Marchant, Mr. Andrew 
Waterman Mr. Jona. J. Hazard Mr. Job Combstock & Mr. Saml. Allin a 

comtee. to prepare and report rules and orders for the Govemt. of this 

Convention — 

Vote adjourn ‘till Tomorrow Morng—9 oclock. 

Convention Debates (Foster), 1 March 1790 

The Convention met at the state House in the County of Washington 

at 3 o’clock in the Afternoon 

Newspaper Reports of Convention Proceedings, 1 March 1790 

Newport Herald, 4 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

Monday, 3 o'clock, PR M.—The Convention was formed—The Hon. 

DANIEL OWEN, Esq; (Deputy-Governor) was elected President, without 

opposition. 

Theodore Foster, Esq; and Daniel Updike,” Esq; were in nomination 

for Secretary; upon a ballot being taken, the latter was elected by a 

majority of 12. 

A committee of five members was appointed to draft the rules and 

regulations, when the Convention adjourned.... 

1. Reprinted: New York Daily Gazette, 19 March; Boston Gazette, 29 March. A similar 
account of the proceedings appeared in the Providence Gazette, 6 March (Mfm:R.I.). For 
the last three paragraphs of the Newport Herald’s account, see “Newspaper Reports of 

Convention Proceedings,” 2 March (RCS:R.I., 914-15). 

2. Antifederalist Daniel Updike (c. 1761-1842), a North Kingstown lawyer and a mem- 
ber of its most prominent family, studied law with James Mitchell Varnum, the premier
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lawyer in Rhode Island. Updike was clerk of the House of Deputies, 1789-90, and state 

attorney general, 1790-91. He represented North Kingstown in the House of Deputies, 
1791-96. 

Connecticut Gazette, 5 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman in Rhode-Island, to his Friend 

in this City [New London], dated Tuesday, March 2d. 

“The Convention met yesterday at three o’clock, P.M. and Deputy- 

Governor Owen was elected President without any opposition. Mr. Theo- 

dore Foster was nominated for Secretary—Mr. Updike, the Clerk of the 

Lower House, was however appointed by a Majority of 12.—And by 

subsequent Votes, we find the Antis have that majority. 

‘‘Portsmouth on [the island of] Rhode-Island, have instructed their 

Members in favour of the Constitution,? but the Instructions are not 

and will not be regarded: It is therefore now reduced to a certainty 

that the Constitution will not at the present Meeting be adopted, nor 

will it be rejected— To avoid the consequences of such an Act an Adjourn- 

ment is proposed, and the last of May is in Contemplation for the 

time.—lIt will be either the last of this, or the next Month. The Antis 

are now in Convention deciding on the Measures to be pursued on the 

Morrow.[” |]... 

1. The final paragraph comments on the proceedings of 2 March. (See “Newspaper 
Reports of Convention Proceedings,” 2 March [RCS:R.I., 915]). Reprinted fifteen times 

by 3 April: N.H. (2), Mass. (1), Conn. (1), N.Y (3), Pa. (6), N.C. (1), S.C. (1). The 

Lansingburgh, N.Y., Federal Herald, 22 March, shortened this item to read: 
A letter from Rhodeisland, March 2, says— 

The convention met yesterday—and their proceedings have reduced to 

a certainty that the constitution will not at the present meeting be adopted, 
nor will it be reyjected—An adjournment is proposed to the last of May. 

2. For the Portsmouth instructions, see RCS:R.I., 695—703n. 

The Rhode Island Convention 

Tuesday 

2 March 1790 

Convention Proceedings, 2 March 1790 

Tuesday Morng 9 oclock house met— 

Present as yesterday 

Mr. Marchant Chairman of the Comtee. appointed to prepare rules 

& orders for this Convention reported as follows (viz) 

Rules and orders of the Convention of this State of Rhode Island &c 

held at South Kingston in the County of Washington within said State
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on the First Monday of March AD 1790. agreable to an Act of the Genl. 

Assembly at their session in January last, for taking into Consideration 

the Constitution of the United States of America and deciding thereon 

Ist. Every Member shall give his Attendance at the times to which 

said Convention shall be adjourned and shall not absent himself with- 

out leave of the President 

2d. Every Member when called shall ansr. in his Place— 
3d. A Member desiring to Speak shall rise in his place and first ad- 

dress himself to the President for leave to Speak— 

4th. No Member shall interrupt another Member while Speaking, 

unless it be to Call the Member to Order in which Case the Question 

of order shall first be determined by the President or by the House if 

insisted on by Two Members 

5th. No Member shall Speak more than Twice in a Debate previous 

to any other Member who shall be desirous to speak and who has not 

before Spoken Twice— 

6th. When a Question shall be Properly Moved and Seconded; upon 

the Close of the debate thereon Such Questions shall be put by the 

President in such words as shall Properly Convey the Meaning of the 

Motion—The above however not to Preclude the Previous Question.’ 

The above rules and orders was reported by the Chairman of the 

Committee and upon their being read in Convention the following 

addition was Made to the 6th. Article upon the Motion of Mr. Comb- 

stock (Viz) Especially if any Motion be made during the Arguments for 

amendments of the Constitution or for an adjournmt of this Conven- 

tion the same shall be determined before the grand Question for the 

adoption or rejection of the Constitution shall take place in this Con- 

vention.” 

Vote Ordering the rules and orders as agreed by the house with this 

Amendmt. be engrossed. 

Vote appointing Mr. Nathan Bates and Collo. Willm. Barton Moni- 

tors’ — 

Vote This House adjourn to 3 oclock P.M.— 

Three oclock P.M. House met accordg to adjournmt. 

The Constitution of the United States the Resolutions of Congress 

and those of the Legislature of this State respecting the same being 

read.*
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The Convention Proceeded to consider Generally the proposed Fed- 

eral Constitution.— 

The house adjourn to 9. oclock Tomorrow Morn’g— 

1. For a definition of the term “previous question,’ see Convention Debates (Foster), 
2 March, note 2 (RCS:R.I., 913n). 

2. In the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution (R-Ar) 
is the following comment on action to amend rule number 6: 

The Clause respecting the Previous Question was reported with the other 
rules and orders at the first meeting of this convention—an addition was 
moved for & caried including the same thing but I should concurr most 
certainly that whenever a Previous Question is called for—The motion Next 

made being for an Amendmt—adjournmtt and when determined the Grand 
Question must then unavoidably follow, and no other Question motion can 
be taken as a Previous Question. 

3. Monitors in legislative bodies were appointed to see that members complied with 
the rules and orders that governed the business of the body. See, for example, RCS:Mass., 

1161, 1169. 
4. Rhode Island Secretary Henry Ward prepared a packet of documents for the Con- 

vention with a cover letter dated 26 February 1790: 
The Papers inclosed contain every Thing in the Secretary’s Office re- 

specting the present Constitution of the United States; which I request may 
be returned at the Rising of the Convention, excepting the printed Papers 
in this State. 

The Ratifications of the other States are, I suppose, with His Excellency 
the Governor (Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar). 

Convention Debates (Updike), 2 March 1790 

Argumts for Passing the 6th Articles of Rules & orders Majo[rity] for 

Amdts. their argumts are to reserve an opportunity by way of a Previous 

Questn. To take Questn. for Adjournmt. or Am[endmen|]ts before the 

Grand Questn. other side say the Questn. shall be direct & previous 

Questn. Concurd. Genel.—amendmts 

Motion by SAYLEs' For Apt. Comtee to draw Amts. to this Assembly 

Convention & Bill [of] Rights and report on future day and adjournmt.” 

The Constitution being read 

The Convention Proceeded to consider Generally the Proposed Feo- 

deral Constitution 

1. John Sayles (1722-1822) was briefly a militia colonel in the Revolutionary War. He 
represented Smithfield in the House of Deputies, 1756-57, 1759-60, 1786-91, and was 

an assistant, 1774-79. In July 1788 Sayles was one of the leaders of the Country party 
mob which protested the proposal to celebrate the ratification of the Constitution by 
nine states during Providence’s commemoration of the Fourth of July. He voted against 
ratifying the Constitution in the March 1788 referendum and in the state Convention on 
29 May 1790. 

2. See Convention Debates (Foster), 2 March, footnote 13 (RCS:R.I., 913n—14n).
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Convention Debates (Foster), 2 March 1790 

Tuesday Morning—The House assembled and called— 

Mr. HENRY MARCHANT from the Committee appointed to draw up 

Rules made Report— 

The Sixth Rule objected to by JoB COMSTOCK as not being sufficiently 

explicit—Supported in the objection by MR. JONATHAN J. HAZARD! 

Mr. GEORGE CHAMPLIN says he does not consider that there is not 

any material Difference in the Report and the amendment proposed— 

explain the Nature of the Term “Previous Question”*—says the Gen- 

tleman is alarmed without Cause— 

JOHN SAYLES will observe one Thing— 

It is confessed by both the worthy Members that the Report and the 

Amendment mean the same Thing—He does not think so that the 

Amendment is most clear and is for adopting it— 

Mr. BENJAMIN BOURNE says That the Report is [best?] because it al- 

lows the Whole Business to be taken up at large—That the Amendment 

will confine the House to the Two particular Questions mentioned in 

the Amendment 

J. Hazarp. Did not intend to say any thing on the Matter—that the 

Gentlemen both mean the same thing—That he does not suppose the 

Gentlemen advocating the Report will depart from what they profess 

B. BOURNE calls for Reading the Amendment proposed by J Com- 

stock. confirms what he had said 

ANDREW WATERMAN.’ There has been much said about the Previous 

Question: That if a Motion is made to Postpone or adopt there can be 

no previous Question— 

J. HAZARD explains the Nature of the Previous Question— 

WATERMAN mentions the famous Dispute on the Proceedings at the 

Last Session 

B. BOURNE says We have a Right to adopt the Rules of the House 

COMSTOCK is not alarmed—not startled—not afraid—We make Rules 

that no advantages may be taken—Moves for Vote— 

ELISHA BROWN* moves that the Amendment be added—That the 

President [1i.e., Daniel Owen] has a Right to determine 

Mr. MARCHANT says Mr. Comstock has observed that from the Ex- 

pression adopting the Rule of the Lower [House] will preclude what 

was intended to be remedied—has known as many as 8 or 10 Previous 

Questions put in Congress for maturing and Ripening the Business’— 

The Report is agreeable to parliamentary Proceedings 

WATERMAN
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J. HAZARD has known that in Congress There was a Question in Con- 

gress where the seat of Congress should be® 

WILLIAM CONGDON.’ What need of all this Contention if both mean 

the same Thing—Let us adopt the Amendment 

Report and Amendment both Read— 

GEORGE HAZARD.® We may lead ourselves into an Error— That the 

Report is more extensive than the Amendment—That the Amendment 

is confining the Business to ‘Two Motions—Why should we thus fetter 

ourselves—is sorry to see publick Acts made for particular purposes— 

wishes ‘The Laws may like the sun shine on all—can see no Reason for 

making an Amendment Confining ourselves. 

COMSTOCK says he made the Draft of this Rule before Mr Marchant 

inserted any thing respecting it. Moves the Word Especially be inserted 

in the Room of [- — -| 

Gen. JOSEPH STANTON, JR. We cannot be too explicit. Supposed at 

the End of the week There should be a Question whether there should 

be a Question Adopt or adjourn—Can the President then dispense of 

putting the Question— 

PRESIDENT [DANIEL OWEN] explains how he understands the Re- 

port—and then on. 

PARDON MAWNEY?” moves again for adoption of the Amendment 

PRESIDENT. About to put the Vote when Mr. JAMES SHELDON’? moved 
to know what Rules of the Lower House are intended. 

Mr. MARCHANT explains. Notes &c on the Table 

SHELDON moves that the portion of the Report respecting the Rules 

and orders of the Lower House be strucked out—agreed to by the 

House—Struck out— 

The Rules read again— 

ComMsTOCck still moves that his Amendment be added—Says He That 

makes the Law his Rule May bend it like a Leaden Tool''—That Dis- 

putes may arise—To avoid them adopt 

MAwNEY Seconds him— 

Voete-attast Faken — 

Conversation. ELISHA BROWN &c 

Comstock. Is not so apt to see sights as to suppose a Lyon in the 

Way'?—But there has been so much said he is still further induced to 

wish the Amendments may be adopted— 

J. Hazarp Gives the History of the Dispute between Mr. Marchant 

and Mr. Comstock all Three of them having been on the Committee— 

concludes that both mean the same Thing— 

Mr. COMSTOCK makes an Amendment 

B. BOURNE again objects to the Amendment
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VoeteTaken 

Gov. WILLIAM BRADFORD. Suppose J Comstock moves immediately 

on the Rules being adopted That We adjourn and Govr Bradford moves 

that We adopt—can the Question be put—President says he should 

not be at Liberty to give the Vote for the Adoption 

Comstock. Fair Play is a Jewel—He wants no Advantage 

Mr. MARCHANT. Will one man explain the Nature of the Previous 

Question—The Gentleman mistakes the Previous Question for the Main 

Question—Goes at length into the Nature of it by illustrations— 

COMSTOCK is not fond of being afraid—but they will force him to 

be afraid— He is more zealous than ever for adopting the Amendment. 

Mr. CHAMPLIN. Enquires whether the Adoption of the Amendment 

will not preclude those who wish the Main Question to be put— 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] says If there are any Rules & orders Mr. Com- 

stock has said enough 

COMSTOCK however goes on to enlarge—He wants not to trick any 

Body—Wishes to act agreeable to the Wishes of the People—The Voice 

of the People is the Voice of God—lIf it was the best Constitution—it 

would be a bad one if disagreeable to the Minds of the People, and he 

will not agree to it till the Minds of the People are reconciled to it— 

STANTON Thanks the President for having the Patience to hear Mr. 

Comstock. 

Mr. B. BOURNE Says That if a Motion is made and seconded it is 

inconsistent with Rule that any Previous Question should be made— 

SAYLES calls for Vote 
J. HAZARD answers Bourne 

Adopt 39 

Not. 27 
Twelve Majority for the Adoption 

Mr. JOHN WILLIAMS moves that the Vote be now finished.— 

SAYLES says he has a Motion in writing.’® 

Col. WILLIAM BARTON" moves That Monitors be appointed. Objected 

to by Gov. BRADFORD—BARTON says Monitors appointed in Masachus- 

setts.!°—Motion agreed to— 

Monitors. Mr. [Nathan] Bates, Col. Barton.— 

Mr. SAYLES Moves That a Committee be appointed to draw up a Bill 

of Rights and Amendments and that this Convention be adjourned— 

to a future day. 

B. BOURNE moves for the Previous Question That the Constitution 

be first Read— 

Instructions from Portsmouth delivered to the President by Mr Elam. 

Read—by Mr Channing!°— 

Adjourned till afternoon.
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1. Marchant, Comstock, and Hazard were all members of the five-man rules committee. 

The other members were Samuel Allen and Andrew Waterman. Only Allen did not take 
part in this debate on the rules. 

2. Black’s Law Dictionary (revised 4th edition) defines the “previous question”: “In 
parliamentary practice, the question whether a vote shall be taken on the main issue, or 
not, brought forward before the main or real question is put by the speaker and for the 
purpose of avoiding, if the vote is in the negative, the putting of this question.” 

3. Andrew Waterman (c. 1724-1812), owned a saw and grist mill, a furnace, and about 

2,000 acres of land in Smithfield, where he held such town offices as overseer of the poor 

and moderator of the town meeting. Waterman was a captain in the Continental Army 
during the Revolutionary War. He represented Smithfield in the House of Deputies, 
1776-77, 1779, 1781, and 1786-89. Waterman voted against ratifying the Constitution in 

the March 1788 referendum and in the state Convention on 29 May 1790. 
4, Elisha Brown (1717-1802), a wealthy merchant and prominent politician during 

the colonial period, represented Providence in the House of Deputies, 1747, 1749-54, 

1755-57, 1757-58. He was an assistant, 1758-59; sheriff of Providence County, 1761-62; 

and deputy governor, 1765-67. Brown lost political prominence in 1767 when he was 
defeated in his attempt to continue serving as deputy governor. By 1770 he was nearly 
bankrupt. Brown represented North Providence in the House of Deputies, 1770, 1789- 
91, 1791-92. He voted against ratifying the Constitution in the March 1788 referendum 
and in the state Convention on 29 May 1790. He was an uncle of John, Moses, and 

Nicholas Brown of Providence. 
5. Marchant attended the Second Continental Congress between 1777 and 1779. 
6. In the three days prior to Hazard’s leaving the Confederation Congress on 7 August 

1788, he was involved in determining the location where the new government under the 
Constitution would meet. See DHFFE, I, 60—77n. 

7. William Congdon (1736-1815) of North Kingstown was an assistant, 1787-89. He 
voted against ratifying the Constitution in the March 1788 referendum and in the state 
Convention on 29 May 1790. Congdon was the moderator of the town meeting that voted 
on the referendum. 

8. George Hazard (1724-1797), a Newport merchant, served for many years as chief 
judge of the Court of Common Pleas for Newport County, resigning his commission in 
August 1776. Hazard sat in the House of Deputies, 1762-75, 1784-90. He was mayor of 
Newport, 1784-87, the only man to serve in that position under the first city charter 
before it was revoked by the Country party in March 1787. Hazard voted to ratify the 
Constitution in the state Convention on 29 May 1790. 

9. Pardon Mawney (originally LeMoine) (1748-1831), an East Greenwich farmer and 

justice of the peace in 1773, voted against ratifying the Constitution in the March 1788 
referendum and in the state Convention on 29 May 1790. 

10. James Sheldon (1743-1828), a militia ensign during the Revolutionary War and 
justice of the peace from South Kingstown, 1779-83, represented Richmond in the House 
of Deputies, 1785-91. He voted against ratifying the Constitution in the March 1788 
referendum and in the state Convention on 29 May 1790. Sheldon died in Jefferson 
County, N.Y. to which he had emigrated. 

11. See Nathaniel Ames, An Astronomical Diary, Or, an Almanack For the Year of our Lord 

Christ 1746 (Boston, 1746) (Evans 5531), for the month of February: ‘““May uncorrupted 

Law decide/Each weighty Cause that now is try’d;/But some who make the Law their 

Rule/Would bend it like a Leaden Tool.” 

12. Proverbs 26:13. ‘“The slothful man saith, there is a lion in the way; a lion is in the 

streets.” 
13. The volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution (R-Ar) 

contains the following item:
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Moved by John Sayles that a Comtee be appointed to form a bill of rights 
and prepare Amends to the Proposed Constitution formed by the Conven- 
tion at Philadelphia on the 17th. day of sep[tembe]r 1787. for the govt. of 
the united States and report to this Convention and that this Convention 
be adjournd to a future day. 

John Sayles 
Seconded by. Andrew Waterman 

14. William Barton (1748-1831), a native of Warren who was a hatter early in life, was 

a militia officer during the Revolutionary War, rising from adjutant to colonel. Because 
Barton captured a British general in a daring raid, the Second Continental Congress gave 
him “an elegant sword” and the Rhode Island legislature formally thanked him. Barton 
represented Providence in the House of Deputies, 1782, 1788-89, and Warren, 1786, 

1791. He was collector of impost for Bristol County, 1785-87, and in May 1788 he was 

appointed adjutant general of the state militia. On 29 May 1790, while representing Proy- 
idence, he voted to ratify the Constitution in the state Convention. Barton was an original 
member of the R.I. Society of the Cincinnati and the person selected to carry the news 
of Rhode Island’s ratification to George Washington in New York. 

15. See Convention Proceedings, 2 March, note 3 (RCS:R.I., 909). 

16. For the text of Portsmouth’s instructions, see Portsmouth Town Meeting, 27 Feb- 

ruary 1790 (RCS:R.I., 699-703n). For Samuel Elam, see zbid., '703n. Channing was prob- 

ably William Channing, a former state attorney general, and a resident of Newport. Nei- 
ther Elam nor Channing was a Convention delegate. Despite instructions not to vote for 
an adjournment, on 6 March all four of Portsmouth’s delegates voted to adjourn to a 
later date. 

Newspaper Reports of Convention Proceedings, 2 March 1790 

Newport Herald, 4, 11 March 1790 (excerpt) ' 

... Luesday,—The report of the committee, of the rules and regu- 

lations necessary to be adopted, was taken up—one of these rules pro- 

vided, for taking the question on any motion that might be made, but 

subject to the previous question;—an addition to this rule was moved, 

providing, that questions for amendments and adjournments, should 

be taken before the questions for adoption, &c.—Although the rule as 

reported, gave this liberty, and was so construed by the President, yet 

the addition was contended for by those opposed to the Constitution, 

from a fear that the question for an adoption might be taken—The 

debates continued till 12 o’clock, when the question was taken upon 

the motion for the addition to the rule, and it passed in the affirmative, 

by a majority of 12. 

Immediately upon this decision, Mr. Sayles made a motion in writ- 

ing,” for the appointment of a Committee*® to report amendments for 

the consideration of the people, and that thereupon the Convention 

be adjourned—A motion was then made for reading the Constitution, 

but it was observed that it was not in order, that the addition to the 

rule precluded any question while there was a motion for adjournment
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undecided, the Convention therefore were not at liberty to deviate from 

the first motion.—The Anties perceived the inconsistency of their Pro- 

cedure, to recommend amendments to the people, and adjourn for 

further consideration of a Constitution that they had not given a reading, 

would appear the highest of absurdities; they therefore found themselves 

under a necessity of adjourning to 3 o’clock, to plan some measure to 

extricate themselves from the difficulty. 

(From a view of the proceedings thus far, it seems that an adjourn- 

ment will take place;—the month of June, the last of May, and the last 

of April are mentioned, it will not (we conceive) be at an earlier period 

than the last.) 

[11 March] At 3 o’clock, Pp. M. the Convention resumed the consid- 

eration of the two motions made in the morning, and determined that 

the first motion for an adjournment, was premature and not in order— 

The last motion for reading the proposed Constitution was agreed to, 

and the Constitution was accordingly read—After some general obser- 

vations, it was agreed to enter into an investigation of the same, by 

paragraphs. 

1. Reprinted, without the paragraph in angle brackets, in the Boston Gazette, 29 March. 
For the first part of the report printed by the Newport Herald on 4 March, see ““Newspaper 

Reports of Convention Proceedings,” 1 March (RCS:R.I., 906—7n). The remainder of the 
report printed by the Herald on 11 March can be found in the newspaper reports of the 

Convention proceedings for 3, 5-6 March (below). 

2. For Sayles’s motion, see Convention Debates (Foster), 2 March, note 13 (RCS:R.L, 

913n-14n). 

3. The Herald incorrectly used the word “Convention.” 

Connecticut Gazette, 5 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman in Rhode-Island, to his Friend 

in this City [New London], dated Tuesday, March 2d. 

... A committee was appointed yesterday in the Afternoon, to draft 

and report the Rules, &c. this Forenoon was employed in fixing upon 

them; and immediately after they were passed. A Motion was made in 

writing to appoint a Committee to report a Bill of Rights and Amend- 

ments, and that the Convention be adjourned to a future Day—but as 

the Constitution had not been read, it was agreed that the Motion 

should lie on the Table; and this Afternoon the Constitution was read. 

After some general Observations made thereon by Mr. Marchant, the 

Convention adjourned to the Morning to take up the Constitution by 
Paragraphs. But this will answer no other Purpose than to prepare the 

way for an Adjournment, which I expect will take Place on Thursday.”’ 

1. For the first two paragraphs of this “Extract of a Letter,” and for the newspaper 
reprints, see ‘“Newspaper Reports of Convention Proceedings,” 1 March (RCS:R.I., 907).
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Providence Gazette, 6 March 1790 (excerpt)' 

... Tuesday Morning the Committee reported Rules, &c. Immedi- 

ately after they had been adopted, and before the Constitution had 

been read, Mr. Sayles moved that a Committee should be appointed to 

prepare and report a Bill of Rights, and Amendments to the Consti- 

tution.? This Motion, being in Writing, was laid on the Board, and the 

Convention adjourned till the Afternoon. 

At the Meeting in the Afternoon, the Motion of Mr. Sayles was re- 

vived. The Constitution was also read, and agreed to be taken up and 

considered by Paragraphs. 

The Remainder of Tuesday, the Whole of Wednesday, and Thursday 

Forenoon, were occupied in hearing and obviating Objections, &c.... 

1. For the entire report, which contains accounts of the Convention proceedings on 
1 March and on Thursday morning, 4 March, see Mfm:R.I. Reprinted: Newport Mercury, 
15 March. 

2. For Sayles’s motion, see Convention Debates (Foster), 2 March, note 13 (RCS:R.L., 

913n—14n). 

The Rhode Island Convention 

Wednesday 

3 March 1790 

Convention Proceedings, 3 March 1790 

House met March 3d. according to adjournmt. 

Present as yesterday 

Colo. Sayles motioned Comtee. to form bill rights & am[endmen|ts. 

and adjourn to future day to lay on Table 

The convention proceeded to consider by Paragraphs the Proposed 

Federal Constitution— 

House adjourn: to 3 oclock P.M.— 

3 oclock P.M. House met accordg to adjournmt, and proceeded to 

the Consideration of the Constitution as in the forenoon [Article I] 

Sec. 8 

House adjourn to tomorrow Morng. 9 Clock.
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Convention Debates, 3 March 1790 

The notes of the Convention debates for 3 March taken by Theodore Foster 
and Daniel Updike have been combined. All of Updike’s notes are placed 
within angle brackets. 

Wednesday Morning March 3d. In Convention 

(March 3d. The Constitution being read by Paragrafts the Member 

from So. Kingston [JONATHAN J. HAZARD] Objected to Sec[tio]n 2d. 

art. Ist. Argmt by Mr. CHAMPLIN Mr. BOWEN & B. BOURNE & Mr. MAR- 

CHANT.) 

Mr. HENRY MARCHANT Gives a History of the Difficulties attending 

the Mode of apportioning taxes in Congress—Has observed on the 

Difficulties of an Actual Enumeration’— 

Says it would operate against us to have this mode altered—That he 

has Fear on the subject—That he will submit to the Determination of 

the Majority—Says that Mr Hazard has been so Candid as to acknowl- 

edge that as the Numbers increase to the Westward the Taxes will lessen 

here—That there is no custom in the World of a Country like this— 

That the Wealth of a Country will not increase in Proportion to the 

Numbers—That therefore as we shall not increase in Numbers Equal 

with the other States it will be advantageous to us to agree to the pro- 

posed Mode—We find by Experience that no System of Government 

can be at once established—None of the New England States have 

proposed an Amendment in this Respect*— 

JOSEPH STANTON says the Reason why no State has objected to this 

mode of Taxation by Numbers was because they were represented in 

the Convention and made the best Bargain they could. That 20 Planters 

in the Southern States are worth 30 of Us. 

Gen. NATHAN MILLER’ says That there is no weight in the Gentle- 

man’s Motion—That he will grant this 20 Planters have more Property 

than 300 Of our Farmers—This is no Time now to object to the Con- 

stitution we are now to take— 

(Genl. MILLER said no part objectionable & that no subterfuge for 

the People of this State but adoption of the Constitution.—) 

Col. WILLIAM BARTON. We have met on a very interesting Piece of 

Business as much so as any ever within these Walls—agreed to hear the 

Constitution Discussed by Paragraphs.—He is open to Conviction if it 

appears Detrimental he will be against this.—the section before us— 

the Power of Direct Taxes—asks If the state of Rhode Island was or- 

dered to raise 20,000 Dollars? — 

(Colon. BARTON.) 

Mr. MARCHANT Answers him—That
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BARTON says if there is not 

GEORGE HAZARD says enough has been said on this Head—But we 

have always found it Difficult to make the Estimate and apportion Taxes 

agreeable there to in this State—He thought this Clause the best way— 

our own Experience has shewn that it is impossible to obtain a Just 

Estimate—Could not obtain a Just one. It Has been made clearly to 

appear that on the Principle of Numbers we shall be advantaged by an 

Adoption—we shall gain in a future day— 

(Mr. G. HAzarp if all be confined to the sectn. I draw my Concerns— 

not for myself but for my countrymen that is the Landholders of whom 

I am one and unless Some Time [be] allowed. the adoption of five pct. 

woud hav extricated us from this difficulty.) 

Mr. JONATHAN J. HAZARD observed that this Clause is the most ma- 

terial part of the Constitution—which he had objections—Shall we 

Risque putting our Country into Difficult Situation for— 

We know our Country is over loaded with Debt—It Draws his Atten- 
tion—This Debt of 54 Millions of Dollars* is like a Cloud cast upon 

us—it eats like a Canker Worm Night & Day— 

Mr. WILLIAM CONGDON objects to Mr Hazard going on—He goes on 

to Observe that the Landed Interest ought to agree to this Measure— 

The Farmers objected to the 5 per Cent Act?— 

He heard a Merchant say he would go through a Revolution before 

he would agree to the 5 per Cent 

CONGDON says it has been observed that the apportionment of ‘Taxes 

in this state has been by Estimate—That if ‘Taxes were to be assessed 

on our Jamestown & Portsmouth by Numbers how unequal would it 

be®°— 

(Mr. CoONGDON—Present mode of Taxing by Numbers unequal as 

between towns. James To[w|]n & W Greenwich great inequality if Taxed 

by Numbers—) 

Mr. MARCHANT answers him that the Quota will be assessed by Num- 

bers but will be Detailed. 

Gen. MILLER says we stand with the United States as Jamestown is to 

this state—The mode of Estimate is therefore most advantageous to us 

(Genl. MILLER reverses the ob[jec]t[ion] and says we are advantaged 

by the mode acordingly,) 
Gen. STANTON says we ought to be honest that Gen. Miller has given 

us this Argument 

Mr. BENJAMIN BOURNE says That the other New England States have 

not objected to this mode—Their silence on the occasion is a strong 

Argument in favour of this Mode for amendment.—
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Says the Reason assigned in North Carolina against this Clause was 

because they supposed it was in Favour of the [New] England States.’ 

(Mr. B. BoURNE—says they have not pointed out the disadvantages 

of taxing by Numbers argumts respectg the Convention of 87—& that 

this mode not objected to there—why has not other States made ob- 

jections & that the Northern State[s] are Advantaged and that it op- 

perates injuriously to the Southern States and much in favour of North- 

ern States will[in]g to propose the am[endmen]t—) 

ELISHA BROWN says we have been at great Expense to have an Esti- 

mate taken in our State—Why should this Expense. 

Says they are 

(Mr. E. BROWN moves to put the questn. [alter?] that paragt. or not. 

Mentioned the Proceedings of the late Estimates—) 

Col. GEORGE CHAMPLIN Answers That he was a Member on the Com- 

mittee of apportioning the Taxes—That the Estimate was not right— 

That no ‘Tax has been assessed by it—no Regard had to the Estimate— 

There cannot be a Just Estimate Taken. 

(Mr. CHAMPLIN—the gen[tlema]n arguts. directly agt. him and sug- 

gests that the Estimate refered to was erronious and that all the Towns 

were then over-Taxed— &c.) 
Mr. MARCHANT proposes that no vote should be taken— 

The PRESIDENT [DANIEL OWEN] rises and agrees to it—mentions 

Col. Sayles’s Motion—That it is given way that Col. Sayles’s Motion be 

postponed to give opportunity for Discussion— 

E. BROWN says his Town was Honest—He gave a Just account of his 

Money.— 

Conversation Desultory—STANTON says the Flying Committees for 

taking the Estimate were like Jack with a Lanthorn.® 

J. HAZARD says the Estimate of 5 [percent] was a Just one—it was 

taken when the Enemy were on Rhode Island’—That the Flying com- 

mittees were appointed to Rectify Mistakes.’° 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] proposes to get rid of this Section—by proceed- 

ing— 
JAMES SHELDON inquires whether an Amendment is to be proposed 

on this subject—He has been attentive to the observations. —The prin- 

cipal objections he had heard is the Difficulty of obtaining a Just Esti- 

mate—He does not think this a sufficient Just objection—suppose Taxes 

were assessed in this State by Numbers.—would it be so good as the 

Mode now proposed—says that Mr. Marchant observed that the Inhab- 

itants of the Land of Canaan— 

Gen. MILLER. Why need we quarrel with our own Bread & Cheese—
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SHELDON Replies—lIs this the way that we are going to establish a 

Government for the United States by taking an Advantage 

Mr. BOURNE says That Mr. Sheldon ought to show that then his Mode 

is best—Reads an objection made in the south 

Gov. WILLIAM BRADFORD. Is pleased that so much Candour has been 

shown—That he is brought Up by some observations made by some of 

the Gentlemen that we ought not to see the other Parts of the Union— 

That he is clearly of opinion That the Mode objected to is the best for 

us. Our Wealth will encrease and be greater in Proportion than their 

Numbers—We were one great Seaport—our Navigation encreasing— 

Why should We be concerned Respecting the other States if they are 

contented—should be glad that Mr Sheldon could point out a Mode 

of obtaining a Just Estimate—Can he find a Committee to go through 

the Continent. If it is to be done by the states can it be depended on— 

No plan so well fixed as this for Commerce—He has objections to the 

Constitution—But it [is] best for us to adopt it— 

He does not know whether it will appear perfectly right in the Eyes 

of him who sees through all things—There are indeed Men in the City 

of London [who] are worth more than whole Towns in the Kingdom 

SHELDON answers That Gov. Bradford has mentioned if we advert to 

the Kingdom of England—We shall find no Instance there of taxes 

assessed by Numbers—and no Instance in the United States—There is 

great difference in the states—The southern states 

Gov. BRADFORD Says That he acknowledges That it will not do to tax 

individuals by Numbers—But in apportioning taxes to Countries it is 

the best way—it will not do to tax an Inhabitant 

J. HAZARD Proposes That the Mode of Estimating apportioning the 

Taxes should be by their Exports— 

Gov. BRADFORD Answers him that the Imports of Provisions must be 

also considerd— 

J. HAZARD mentions Virginie Negroes—interrupted.—He is glad no 

Virginieman is present. 

Third Section of the First Article read—no objection. 

(The second sec[tio]n being objected to and argumts largely on both 

sides agreed to lie—& Proceed to the 3d. which was not objected to) 

4th. Section read. 

JOHN SAYLES says that this Section is very exceptionable—It has been 

objected to by the States which have Ratified the Constitution—Con- 

gress never ought to have the Power of altering the Mode of Elec- 

tions—It ought to be Reserved to the People— 

(The fourth being read was thought exceptionable by Mr. SAyLEs)
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Mr. MARCHANT says the Gentleman has mistook the Point— The Times 

Places ( Manner—not the Qualifications—Not a Word said about the 

Qualifications otherwise than that they shall be the same as for choos- 

ing Representatives in their own states— 

(Mr. MARCHANT opposes amdt.) 

J. HAZARD says That every Part of the Election is at the Discretion of 

[Congress] 

(Mr. J. Hazarp then Congress has a right [to] alter place of chusing 

Repr[esentative]s but not of Chusing Senators) 

Mr. BOURNE says this is the most exceptionable part of the Consti- 

tution—No Amendment has yet been proposed which is likely to take 

Place''—Proposes that the Congress should not interfere unless the 

Legislature neglect to make Provision— 

(Mr. B. BoURNE—that it be the most estimab[le] part of Consti[tu] tion 

and been Considered as such in other States. & that Congress will not 

attem[p]t to alter unless in time of Invasion) 

seems to be agreed to by the House— 

Col. BARTON Vindicates this Clause of the Constitution—Says the 

Mercantile Influence is always great—such the Case of a—Persen an 

Election ordered in Newport'*—The People may then apply to Con- 

gress for Redress— 

agreed to go on 

5th Section. 

SHELDON says that it ought to be more explicit—That the Words 

‘‘from Time to Time”—are indefinite—It may be from 50 Years to 50 

Years— 

(House then proceed to the 5th. [section] article [I] which was ex- 

cepted to by Mr. SHELDON—as to the time of Publishing their Journals 

the time not being Limited desires the Time might be fixed in the 

am[endmen | ts) 

J. HAZARD says there is no Danger—The Congress have published & 

will be published—Let us make no objections but such as are neces- 

sary— The Congress are responsible to the Senates and Assemblies 

Agreed to be referred to the Committee’” 

Section 6th. 

(6th. Settion being then read—) 

J. HAZARD objects—proposes that a Person should be appointed from 

Each State to determine what shall be allowed—proposed to be re- 

ferred to the Committee 

(Mr. J. HAZARD Prop[ose]d that there should be person chosen from 

Each State to asc[e|rt[aiJn the sums due as compensation due Mem- 

bers for Servises—)
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7th. Section. 

(7th. Sectn. being read) 

STANTON objects to the Power of the President to reject a Bill—says 

that he has the Power of one Third of Congress—That it would [be] 

Sufficient for the President to refer it back and if both Houses of Con- 

gress and if they adhered that the Law should be passed 

(Genl. STANTON Objected to the same as vesting too much Power in 

President tho best of men.—) 

Mr. MARCHANT says the Gentleman on Reflection will be sure. The 

English Constitution admired by the World—States the Nature of the 

Balances in Government and the checks necessary—The British House 

of Commons may be consulted—States the “Process of an Act through 

Congress and the Advantages which will arise to the People—This the 

most beautiful Part of the Constitution—we ought [to] be careful how 

we destroy it.[”’] 

(Mr. MARCHANT said that it was the Wisdom of Legislation to vest 

this Power of Govrt. in equal Branches as British Const[itut]ion which 

is subject to Corruption this Provids agt. it. and went into the Nature 

of the British govrt. and then states the Propriety of the Article as beau- 

tiful and beneficial &c. as well Counterpoised.) 

Gen. MILLER says it is well as it is—There are Two Interests in this 

Government—a Northern & Southern Interest—The President to hold 

the Balance—Therefore let Two Thirds of Congress determine 

Mr. BourRNE. When it is Considered that the President is Elected by 

the People—That he states his objection in Writing—He is responsible 

to them—Mentions that Massachusetts has a veto!* 

(Mr. B. BouRNE that the Presidt. is one of the People & amenable to 

them and this Clause Similar to Consti[tu]tion [of] Massachusetts) 

Gov. BRADFORD Confirms what Genl. Miller had observed.—hopes 

Genl. Stanton will give up his objection. 

(Dr. BRADFORD that it is the greatest Check on the Disagreemt. on 

No[r]thern & Southern members—) 

Gen. STANTON says there is a Disposition in all the Race of Adam to 

assume Power—It may be observed—is sorry we so often Refer to the 

British Government—The present President is a Republican & the Gen- 

tleman who mentioned it is a Republican— 

(Genl. STANTON that he might be curtailed of this Great Power— 

Cannot see much beauty in this clause—& that have been accustomed 

to royal Govnt. & hanker after it—) 

Mr. MARCHANT explains—further the Advantage their Negatives may 

postpone Business when too suddenly passed
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(Mr. MARCHANT that a Person chosen by all the States a happy check 

upon all—&c. an excellncy in the Constitution and not to be blotted 

out—) 

Referred to the Committee to be appointed to draft Amendments. 

(Adjourn to 3 oclock PM.) 
Afternoon.— 

(House met acordingly—) 

8th. Section of the Constitution read—and now under Consideration— 

no objections made and Gov. JABEZ BOWEN moving to proceed—the 

9th. Section is therefore read— 

(Sec[tio]n 8th. being read and not objected to) 
Gen. STANTON says that the 9th Section tends to encourage the Af- 

rican Trade—He therefore disapproves of it—and would 

(Sec[tio]n 9th. was read & objected to by Genl. STANTON that all 

Mankind was alike free &c—) 

B. BOURNE says it is singular that a Gentleman who has advocated 

that no powers of Congress ought to have been given more than were 

allowed by the old Congress—That the old Congress had no Power to 

interfere. By this Constitution the Congress may abolish that Trade in 

20 Years—a valuable Acquisition 
(by Mr. B. BOURNE was [sure?] the Paragraft was a valuable acquisi- 

tion to the Constitution—&c) 

Jos Comstock. Mr. Bourne has missed the Mark. He does not find 

that the Congress can in 20 Years put an End to the trade—The [clause] 

allowing the 20 Year Importation will extend to the End of this Gen- 

eration—The First Congress would not allow their Vessels to be used 

in the Trade.'? The Trade iniquitous—Righteousness exalteth a Nation 

But Iniquity is a Reproach to any People’® 

(Mr. Comstock If so be they be admitted to import slaves for 20 

years there will never be an end of it—former congress Said they never 

woud import slaves. the importing slaves wicked and iniquitous we have 

lost sight of Virtue &c no man has the front’’ to oppose the am[en]d- 

[men]t—) 

J. HAZARD Wishes to propose Amendments in which we may be in- 

terested—The southern states must answer for themselves—They must 

Conduce their own Legislation as they please—They can regulate their 

Trade as they please—We are not interested [on] one Hand nor an- 

swerable in our Consciences on the other—They must answer for [their] 

own Crimes—The southern states will separate from us before they will 

agree to this Alternate proposed—They will say that they do not inter- 

fere with our [Northern?] Legislatures why should we with theirs—The
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Constitution does not prevent any of the states from suppressing the 

Trade—to move for this Amendment will be to abridge the sovereignty 

of the states 

(Mr. J. HAZARD. wish to [propose] am[endmen]ts Beneficial to the 

State. The Southern States answerable for their conduct Southern States 

cannet regulate their affairs & we are not Interestd on the one hand 

nor benefited on the other—Therefore wish to let this Sectn rest— 

each State can in that particular case enact for themselves—and best 

not to move for an amdt. that does not particularly concern us) 

Comstock. According to Gentleman’s Doctrine He will permit his 

Neighbor to murder his Neighbor—We give up things indifferent— 

why should we not insist on the Southern states giving up an iniquitous 

Measure—We are commendable for the Laws we have made—We ought 

to address Congress on the subject—to bear Testimony against. Shall 

the same Community of which [we] are a part Join in Abominations.— 

(Mr. ComstocK—we must give up apart of our natur[al] rights why 

should not the Southern States do the same [It] become|[s] us to guard 

agt. wicked Practices 

best for us to offer our Sentiments to congress for it is certainly an 

Iniquitous practice & this new Consti[tu]tion in this [is] very remis 

National reproach &c—and the am[endmen]ts ought to be made) 

Mr. CHAMPLIN agrees with J. Hazard. The Convention of Philadelphia 

were disposed to suppress slavery—They found great Difficulties. Did 

what they could—could agree on no other Measure.—At the End of 

20 Years they can—If we move for an Amendment on this Head it will 

lessen our Influence on the Account of other Amendments. This Con- 

stitution has no Influence on the Laws of the states—Mentions the 

Laws we passed—They are sufficient—if any have more tender feelings 

(Mr. CHAMPLIN convention had in view the abolition of slav[ery] but 

it coud not be supposed the property in the Southern States consisting 

in Slaves coud be given up. Congress can however take it [away?] in 

future time. and can continue it longer or abolish it.—the gent at the 

Southward has their view as well as wee—the constitution does not 

prevent importing slaves here but we have done it our selves'*—and 

are justified in stoping here & best to pass the Sec. over—) 

Col. BARTON. I think this a Matter of very great Consequence. We 

are all on board of one ship—The Ship of Liberty—to enjoy it our 

selves but that it may spread through the World—he concludes it is the 

Wishes of every person composing this Convention. Inadequate to the 

‘Task. Sometimes uses improper Words—Sometimes Mistakes—hopes 

not now.—I beg Liberty to call the Attention to the Resolution of Con- 

gress in 1776'°—They were then sensible of the situation this Country
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was in—What did they do? They Resolved that no Vessels should be 

used—Sorry I am that any thing should appear to countenance this 

statute Order—wishes all men may be free—can any one Justify the 

Trade to Guinea—no one can—Mr. J. Hazard says the Iniquities must 

rest with them & their Children. I say no if we come into the Com- 

pact—we partner with them. As I love the Constitution let us therefore 

show our Disapprobation of that Trade— 

(Colo. BARTON—we Say Sir we are all embarked on board one ship 

the ship of Liberty I conclued Sir that the wish of every Person apt to 

make use of words very Improperly try call the attn. of house to reso- 

lution of congress then contending with powerful Enemy and woud let 

no vessel go on such Business sorry to countenance a Trade to enslave 

our fellow Creatures Can a single Person here Justify the Trade &c— 

on doing to all men as we wish to be done to the grand question Says 

if we Unite on board this Con[s]ti[tu]tion. Ship of Liberty as I love the 

Cause of my Country wish this Convention to Shew their disap[proval] 

of that trade.) 

J. Hazarp. I am Sorry to rise again. I am Sure it is not for the 

Interests of this State to ask for Amendment concerning—The Gentle- 

men who have spoken have acted on right Principle. I must Rely on it 

that the Motion is contesting the Advantages we now have—It will be 

Stabbing to the Vitals [of] the S. States—Do they not mean to pay their 

Quota of the Debts acquired with them—begs the Gentlemen to let 

the Southern States act for themselves—why shall we struggle [for] 

what we can never obtain. Impolitic to ask for too much—we may ob- 

tain something but not all.—There is another objection—a Number 

of Gentlemen, the Abolition Society,”® in this state have attempted to 

Join [in] influencing the Whites—That is turning the world upside 

down—Let the southern states alone—He is a Land Holder—We can- 

not injure one order of Men without injuring all 

(Mr. J. Hazarp we shall have the same right to abolish Slavery after 

the Adoption of consti[tution] as we have now. and canot stab the 

Southern States as by this am[endmen]t Stript the Southern States of 

their Slaves and we disable them to pay their quotas—we are clear of 

it let Southern States Preceed act for themselves. we shal need of As- 

sistance to have our Am[endmen|]ts accd. to woud not move for amts 

that cannot be—there is a set men who contend for [same?] amts. as 

I do we are arguing to enslave the Blacks & enslave the Whites have 

been decl[eive]d by those gent of Abolition Society—leave the Southern 

States to act for themselves must say I consider every order of men of 

the same Family Injure one you hurt all. attend to that only by which 

[we?] can be benefitted)
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Mr. G. HAZARD. This General Law—why should we bring a particular 

Matter into Consideration—Laws have been made in this state Against 

the Slave Trade.?!'—When the convention came to consider the Matter 

on General Principles they considered that a Part of the Community 

were more interested than others— 

We will give notice to this Part of the Community that they must 

Submit in Time to the General Regulation—would our own Experience 

warrant an immediate Law for abolition of all slavery—we have in part 

undertaken it**— Was all to be dealt with as they reason, who could be 

Justified—He has been in the Trade—he is not convinced of its Wicked- 

ness—But wilt-Submitte it has been so much expected he will no 

further pursue.—Man is but Man—His Feelings are affected by his 

Interest— Touch a Man here he will be affected—as the Evil spirit said 

of Job**—may be applied to the Possessor of Slaves. As Congress has 

considered it [in] this Light as they have done—as such Reasonable 

Measures have been proposed let us make the best of it—let us im- 

prove—mentions the Measures we have adopted—Let us go on— 

If we totally abolish Slavery it will Ruin many persons.— We have read 

of Persons of old who made great outcry but were not altogether blame- 

less**—'Time and Season for all Things*—we may go too fast—will not 

be possible to effect the Full Abolition of Slavery at present—after all 

the Reflections 

(G. Hazarp That set of men who made Constitu[tion] drew many 

things into Consideration we have held up our Sentime[n]ts respecting 

that Trade”® has there ever been since that time a Slave Imported since 

into our State. that body acted on Genl principles—Or enter into Busi- 

ness and determine in [a moment or Precipitately?] they have taken 

long time and we may take our own time— 

congress said they will Satisfy the Persons of the abolition Society by 

saying they would act on it at future time?’) 

Gen. STANTON. Cannot but observe what a Beautiful Introduction 

the Constitution commences with—Reads it**—Why in the Name of 

Common [Sense] should not this Liberty be extended to the Africans? 

Sorry it has been urged that it greatly affects the southern states—It 

has been a capital object with them. 

(Genl. STANTON read Preamble Why should not we extend Liberty 

to the Affrecans there shall not be any Alteration made untill 1808—) 

Gen. MILLER says that he has the Word of God in his House—It does 

not prohibit Slavery—Why should we make Laws for the Africans for 

the French for the Dutch—From now it will [-— — —]| here the Number 

of Inhabitants—If we may now secure Innovations—This Gentleman
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may make a Law that he should look like him which god forbid. Paul 

was willing to pay for the Labor of his Servant.*?— 

(Genl. MILLER I have the words of god in my house and contains 

nothing agt. Slavery—they are god’s Creation so are the French butt 

let us take Care of our self—if I must believe the gent. on the other 

side I must look like him next the matter very injurious to this State— 

we had better let the matter alone.) 

Gen. STANTON said Paul treated him as a Brother—if General Miller 

will treat his Africans as his Brethren he will be contented— 

Mr. MARCHANT. Miller’s Time misspent—if the Gentleman from 

Charleston | Joseph Stanton, Jr.] had adverted to the Last Clause in 

the 4th & 9th Clauses.*® Does the Gentleman suppose that we can ob- 

tain an Amendment which if obtained would dissolve this Compact— 

stands at all Times as Advocate for Liberty public & Private—Respects 

the Gentlemen who have advocated the Abolition of Slavery—we have 

a Right to encourage the Abolition if we can do it without infringing 

the Laws of particular States. The old Congress made an Agreement 

which they personally Adhered to*'—but it was only recommendatory. 

The old Congress had no power to make a Law—The Convention gen- 

erous, wise, and Candid did all that could be done.— Wishes to see as 

much candour in those who have now here to determine in this Con- 

stitution—mentions the Complying Disposition of Southern Mem- 

bers—The Slaves in South Carolina equal to Half their real Estate— 

This Property was obtained when it was not Suppressed—not lawful 

even in this State—They acquired a Right which they supposed to be 

Equal to that to their Real Estate— 

(Mr. MARCHANT. The gentn. [ Jonathan J. Hazard] has found out that 

this Article has expres|[sl]y Provided that that article shall not affect the 

first & folu]rth article &c—Impossible to Comply with gent. unless we 

destroy the constitution &c Let me say that I could wish I could see as 

much generosity here as was shewn in other States where they have 

agreed to give one half of their Property to the U.S. we could not 

compell them to give up [one?] slave but they have made Liberal con- 

sestions in those States to the Sou[t]hward.) 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] calls to order—That the p[oin]t is only whether 

the Imports from Africa shall be stopped. 

[MARCHANT] says he will confine himself to the Importation—not 

all been done that could be done—We had Right to insist on any such 

Regulation—A Number were dissatisfied when the Constitution first 

was forwarded—but are now Reconciled to it—thinking that here is a 

Disposition that there shall be a gradual Abolition—That in 20 Years
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it will [be] time to take.—Nothing further can be gained on account 

of the Provisional Clause So far mentioned.—Why should we propose 

Amendments which will disaffect the Southern States when we cannot 

accomplish our purpose— 

COMSTOCK says He will treat the Subject coolly. Mr. Marchant was 

warm—hope to see the Time when he will be a [— — —] old man. Will 

mention his Sentiments. Mr. Marchant says that the 5th Article is part 

of the Constitution and unalterable.-—He does not think so**—Every 

Part of the Constitution may be altered. We are not going to take Arms 

or to see the Virginia Slaves free—The object wished is only to Show 

our disapprobation of the Length of Time allowed by Congress for the 

Importation—It is a Bargain we are about to make—[Every?] Family 

a Pact. We make the Proposal if we see fit—Have we not some show 
of Character—Are we not interested—The abolition Society imbarked 

in a Good Cause.—will not be lengthy.—Submits— 

(Mr. Comstock. I wish not to say much to the amends as comtee 

must take up the matter fully—the fifth article liable to amds. I thought 

every part of Consti[tu]tion liable to amts. It will redound to the Shame 

& disgrace of comtee if they do not limit it—&c. hope the comtee will 

not pass it over—I hope the State [of] Virginia will [think] it best to 

give up part [of] their privileges if we do part of ours—have not we 

some share of character as well as Virginia I have an Oppinion of my 

own & just drop these hints & hope comtee will Amend.) 

E. BROWN is sorry to hear [his Name?]—It is well known that the 

Neighboring States have made Laws against the Trade. The southern 

states have not®**—by that Means our Citizens get away their Vessels— 

and thus Defy it—all the Regulations that may be made—hopes that 

this House will not preclude the Committee from Reporting on it— 

Massachusetts have made Law 

(E. BROWN the sou[t]hern State[s] have made no laws agt. imprtg 

Slaves which frustrates all our Laws wish comtee to take up the matter 

and stop it for future but not to destroy slaves now there—) 

Col. BARTON says Mr. Hazard was right to have the Motion passed 

over—has yet heard no [argument] Against on the Real Right or Wrong 

of it—The Principal argument That it cannot annihilate it because the 

southern States are so much Interested. Shall we be thus led off the 

Ground—We will press & Argue—is sorry to hear Genl. Miller express 

himself as he Did—That he quoted some Scripture—He did not dis- 

tinctly hear all—But he seemed to Justify slavery from the scriptures— 

He has Read some Scripture. There was many among the Jews a Year 

of Jubilee when those who were servants were to be called on and be 

freed if not.** The New Testament directs that we do to all as we would
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have them do to us*—Will the Gentleman be willing that his tender 

Grand Children should be taken and carried away as he sees Africans. 

He trusts the Committee will report in favor of this Amendment. 

(Colo. BARTON. I have not heard any argumts abt the right & wrong 

of it—I wish this matter might be heard in Serious manner &c I think 

Genl Miller Quoted Scripture I have read Scripture as well as he the 

Scripture does not Justify Slavery a Jubile year when every slave was to 

be Set free & his Ears nailed to the post of the door that Gent. is 

Cunning as fox if my worthy Friend woud read the new Testament where 

we are taught do as you'd be done by—I will not trouble the house the 

comtee will take up this matter and we shal wash our garm[en]ts clean*®) 

Gen. MILLER. If the Gentleman will read in Leviticus That the Chil- 

dren of the Heathen and the Stranger we may have them for servants 

to keep.®’ 
(Gen MILLER I am Sorry the gent. will not read Leviticus where If I 

buy a slave of Hithan [i.e., Heathen] I have right to keep him—») 

G. HAZARD says we ought to be modest and cool in offering our 

Argument. That the Right of Trade has not been gone into—They 

should Consider whether they would be willing by the General Govern- 

ment—we were all men & have our being—And shall we propose a 

Measure to injure the Union. Hopes no Gentleman will blame those 

who are against the Amendment—Let us not use untempered Mo- 

tions—He has an open Heart and Good will to all. If it is the opinion 

of the Committee he will be Perfectly Resigned—it is Right for all freely 

&Ca. 

(G. HAZARD. whenever any Sec[tio]n is introduced we should offer 

our Argumts. with decency Mr Sayles Sir has been in order &c Should 

their real Estates be Stript of their slaves at Southward would break up 

that hap[pil]nes[s] that would arise from our union I have an open 

heart & free will to believe other[s] act on good principles as I do most 

good done while we act with Propriety—) 
Gov. BRADFORD says Time enough has been. The Argument can be 

of no [Service?]. It is not before us whether slavery was allowed in the 

Days of Christ. The Convention was composed of a Number of Gentle- 

men who had Slaves—They have expressly said that there shall be no 

alteration Until the year 1808—We cannot effect any alteration. That 

the Gentlemen may display their Abilities to ingratiate themselves with 

a particular set of p[eople]— 

(Dr. BRADFORD Congress have said they will not alter the laws re- 

specting Slavery untill year 1808) 
J. HAZARD. Speaks not to display his Oratory—The Reason he gave 

before was: we wish for Amendments interesting to us—Then I would
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not move for Amendment we are sure we cannot succeed in—The 

Instant we move on it we Stick a Dagger in the Hearts of the southern 

Members—and shall immediately have 29 Members against us*® 

(Jj. Hazarp. have no int[e]r[est] in the Matter it beho[o]ves this 

State—I hope that [those who] do follow will accept it but we wish for 

amts. therefore I woud not wish to ask for amts which will make ene- 

mies|[.] as we Propose [amendments] all the States southward of Pen- 

sylvania will oppose our motion & other requests.) 

E. BROWN moved to adjourn— 

10th Section read.*°— 

Col. BARTON says we are now to investigate this Matter fully That 

we have passed over—Says he has an objection to the Poll Tax.*° He 

always considered it grievous—There are People in the seaports who 

have not a foot of Land and will pay more than many large Farmers— 

That he cannot consent that Congress shall have the Power of Capi- 

tation Tax— The Congress men of Fortune do not feel for the Com- 

mon People. 

(Col. BARTON object. to Capitation or Poll Tax. Many People in sea 

Ports who have not any Lands will pay a grevious Tax on Comon people 

would have it recomend that Congress shal not have the power of laying 

Poll ‘Tax. & this comte take [it] up acc[or]d[in]g[ly] —) 

Gen. STANTON Seconds Col. Barton’s.* 

(Gen. STANTON agrees to motion) 
Mr. MARCHANT says there is no Poll Tax allowed— 

(Mr. MARCHANT I do not understand what gentm. means no poll Tax 

mentioned in sd Sect.—) 

Gov. BRADFORD Reads the Clause referred to by Col. Barton—says it 

is only to shew in what Manner the Apportionment shall be made 

J. HAZARD of the same opinion 

(Mr. J. HAzaArD this is the apportio[n]me[n]t of taxes in Several 

States this my conception of it.—) 

STANTON says it implies there may be such a Tax 

(Gen STANTON Congress are not obliged to lay Poll Tax but they can 

do it—) 

Gen. MILLER. The Clause was inserted for greater Caution no Doubt 

at the Instigation of some of the New England States—and rather im- 

plies that a Poll Tax is not to be allowed— 

(Gen. MILLER this clause put it out [of] the power of Congress to 

take any advantage of the People—) 

Mr. MARCHANT says as Congress do not mean to intermeddle with 

the Internal Legislation of the States—they have provided that no Cap- 

itation—it will not appear well to make such an Amendment
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(Mr. MARCHANT whenever there is a direct Tax we only Apportion 

our part of it—that the State shall not lay any Assessment but as has 

been before mentoned in Acts or excises—Congress not a going to 

Assess any Tax. that left to Several States—) 

Gen. MILLER says in the first Clause it is said that Taxation and Rep- 

resentation should go together—That when the Convention came to 

this Part of the Constitution—they recommended that ‘Tax should be 

laid unless. 

(Genl. MILLER Congress not a going to make Capitation tax at any 

time—) 

Col. BARTON says the Congress have an undoubted Right to levy a 

Capitation Tax—lIt is greivous in the Kingdom of Great Britain—every 

man pays a Tax for every Drink of Grog— 

(Colo. BARTON. If I am mistaken I am happy—but I understand that 

they may lay any one of the Taxes on the People & I woud guard agt 

it.) 

Gen. STANTON. This is one of the obscurist Parts of the Constitu- 

tion—Wishes to have it explained—and is for having the Matter fully 

explained—and the Congress prohibited from making a Poll Tax 

(Gen STANTON this one of the obstruse part of this Consti[tu] tion if 

direct tax as laid shall be according to censis aforesd. & capit[a]tion 

also.) 

B. BOURNE. The Congress have the Right by Virtue of the preceding 

Clause to levy this Tax—The Gentleman ought to have mentioned it 

in the proper place. 

(Mr. B. BouRNE. the clause mention[ed] is a restrictive clause but in 

the genl. clause respecting laying Taxes—the States—&c) 

(Mr. MARCHANT I am averse to such a Tax if meant 

house adjourns to morrow morng 9 Clock—) 

1. See a brief discussion on, and the text of, the Confederation Congress’ “Amend- 

ment to Share Expenses According to Population,” 18 April 1783 (CDR, 148-50). Every 
state except New Hampshire and Rhode Island ratified this amendment to the Articles 

of Confederation. In March 1785 Rhode Island’s upper house approved the amendment, 
but the lower house almost unanimously rejected it with only one deputy voting in favor 

of it (Newport Mercury, 12 March 1785). 
2. Massachusetts and New Hampshire were the only two New England conventions 

that recommended amendments to the Constitution. Neither proposed to change the 
apportionment of direct taxes from population to wealth. 

3. Nathan Miller (1743-1790), a Warren merchant and shipbuilder, sat in the House 

of Deputies, 1772-75, 1785-86, 1788-90. He represented Rhode Island in the Confed- 

eration Congress in 1786. Miller served as a militia colonel for Bristol County, 1777-79, 
and as brigadier general for Newport and Bristol counties, 1779-86. He sat in the state 
Convention in March 1790, but died several days before the Convention reassembled in 

May 1790.
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4. In a report on the public credit, dated 14 January 1790, Secretary of the Treasury 
Alexander Hamilton stated that the foreign and domestic debts of the United States, 
taken together and computed to the end of 1790, would amount to $54,124,464.56 

(DHFFC, V, 758). 
5. A reference to the Impost of 1781. See RCS:R.IL., Vol. 1, p. xxviii, and Polishook, 

57-80. 
6. In 1790 Jamestown had a population of 507, the smallest number of any of the 

state’s towns. Portsmouth had triple the population at 1,560 (RCS:R.IL., 321). According 
to Daniel Updike’s notes Congdon used West Greenwich, which had a population of 
2,054, as his foil to Jamestown. 

7. On 24 July 1788, William Goudy, a Guilford County, N.C., Antifederalist, spoke 

against the three-fifths clause and proportional representation for the U.S. House of 
Representatives. His speech in the first North Carolina Convention argued that “This 
clause of taxation will give an advantage to some states over the others. It will be op- 
pressive to the southern states. Taxes are equal to our representation. To augment our 
taxes, and encrease our burthens, our negroes are to be represented. If a state has fifty 

thousand negroes, she is to send one representative for them. I wish not to be represented 
with negroes, especially if it encreases my burthens” (Proceedings and Debates of the Con- 
vention of North-Carolina [Edenton, N.C., 1789] [Evans 22037], 51). 

8. Jack-a-Lantern, or Will o’ the Wisp, was a regional folk name for the glowing balls 
of light that appeared over marshes and swamps throughout the British Isles. They sup- 
posedly led travelers astray. 

9. A reference to the island of Rhode Island (i.e., Aquidneck), comprising the towns 
of Portsmouth, Middletown, and Newport, which the British occupied from December 

1776 to October 1779. 
10. During the 1770s and 1780s the Rhode Island legislature vigorously debated tax 

policy with the rural towns pitted against the commercial towns. The legislature would 
create a committee to examine the question of estimating taxes. Dissatisfied with the 
committee’s conclusions, the legislature would revoke its authority and would appoint a 
new committee, which often suffered the same fate. And so the process continued. See 
Robert A. Becker, Revolution, Reform, and the Politics of American Taxation, 1763-1783 (Ba- 

ton Rouge, La., and London, 1980), 134-45; and Conley, Democracy in Decline, 63-71. 

11. For examples of these amendments, see CC:508 (p. 68), CC:790 (p. 205), and 

CC:818-B (p. 302). 
12. Since the British-occupied towns of Newport, Portsmouth, Middletown, and James- 

town were deprived of their customary meeting places for electing general officers and 
deputies to the General Assembly from 8 December 1776 until 25 October 1779, the 
legislature authorized and empowered at least seven freemen from each town to meet in 
places designated by the Assembly to hold their elections. The freemen of Newport could 
meet at the Statehouse in Providence, those from Portsmouth and Middletown at William 

Durfee’s house in Tiverton, and those from Jamestown in Matthew Allen’s house in North 
Kingstown (Bartlett, Records, VII, 174-75, 194). Newport was represented by six deputies 
in the May 1777 session, four in the May 1778 session, and none in the May 1779 session 

(bid., 218, 386, 529). 
13. The committee of ten on amendments, two from each of the state’s five counties, 

was appointed at the end of the morning session on 4 March (RCS:R.I., 936, 940). 
14. The president’s veto power was modeled on the governor’s veto power in the 

Massachusetts Constitution (1780). See Chapter I, Section 1, Article 2, of the Massachu- 

setts Constitution (Thorpe, III, 1893-94). 

15. The reference is to the second article of the Association of the First Continental 
Congress (20 October 1774) which states that “‘We will neither import nor purchase, any
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slave imported after the first day of December next; after which time, we will wholly 

discontinue the slave trade, and will neither be concerned in it ourselves, nor will we 

hire our vessels, nor sell our commodities or manufactures to those who are concerned 

in it” (JCC, I, 77). 
16. Proverbs 14:34. 
17. Effrontery, impudence. 
18. On 31 October 1787 Rhode Island prohibited the importation of slaves (RCS:R.L., 

48-50). 
19. On 6 April 1776 Congress resolved that Americans could export virtually all goods 

to or from anywhere in the world except the British dominions. East India tea and slaves, 
however, could not be imported (JCC, IV, 257-59). 

20. For the Providence abolition society founded in 1789 under the leadership of David 
Howell and Moses Brown, see Jeremy Belknap to Ebenezer Hazard, 7 May 1790, note 3 

(RCS:R.I., 856). The following Convention delegates were members: Benjamin Arnold, 
Levi Ballou, Job Comstock, John $. Dexter, Noah Mathewson, Daniel Owen, John Sayles, 

James Sheldon, Joseph Stanton, Jr., and John Williams. 
21. See note 18 (above). 

22. The Rhode Island General Assembly passed a gradual emancipation law in Feb- 
ruary 1784 that provided that all children born to slave mothers on or after 1 March 
1784 were free (Bartlett, Records, X, 7-8). 

23. In the book of Job, Satan claimed that Job, God’s faithful servant, would curse 
God if all his worldly gains were destroyed (Job 1:11). 

24. Perhaps a reference to the Pharisees in biblical times. 
25. Ecclesiasties 3:1. ““To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose 

under the heaven.” 
26. See note 18 (above). 

27. George Hazard may be referring to the Quaker petition calling for the suppression 
of the slave trade which was presented to the Confederation Congress on 8 October 1783. 
The petition was referred to a committee, which on 8 January 1784 reported a resolution 
that Congress recommend “‘to the legislatures of the several states to enact such laws as 
to their wisdom may appear best calculated to compass the object of the second article 
of association”’ of 20 October 1774. The second article provided for the discontinuation 
of the slave trade. (See note 15 above.) The resolution was defeated the next day (JCC, 

XXV, 660, 660n; XXVI, 13-14; and CC:Vol. 2, 503-4). 
It is also possible that Hazard is referring to the petitions from the Pennsylvania Ab- 

olition Society, the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Quakers, and the New York Yearly 
Meeting of Quakers presented to the U.S. House of Representatives on 11 and 12 Feb- 
ruary and the U.S. Senate on 15 February 1790. The House read them on the 12th and 
appointed a committee to consider them. The committee did not report until 5 March, 
two days after Hazard made these remarks. The Senate read the petitions on 15 February 
but took no action (DHFFC, VIII, 314-38). 

Shortly before the meeting of the Convention, the Providence Gazette, 20 February 1790, 

reprinted—at the request of “‘N”’ (‘‘a constant Reader” of the Gazette)—a 2 June 1787 
memorial to the Constitutional Convention from the Pennsylvania Society for Promoting 
the Abolition of Slavery which called for the abolition of the slave trade. The memorial 
first appeared in the Pennsylvania Gazette, 5 March 1788 (Mfm:Pa., 489). 

28. The reference is to the Preamble to the U.S. Constitution. 
29. The reference is to the book of Philemon, which was Paul’s letter to the wealthy 

Philemon, a Christian slaveholder. In the letter, Paul states he is sending Onesimus, Phi- 

lemon’s runaway slave, back to him and Paul asks Philemon to forgive Onesimus. This 
book was used by some as evidence that the Bible did not condemn slavery.
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30. Marchant is referring to Article V of the Constitution, which dealt with amending 
the Constitution and contained the following: “Provided that no Amendment which may 
be made prior to the Year One thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any Manner 
affect the first and fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of the first Article,” 1.e., prohib- 

iting Congress from banning the importation of slaves before 1808. 
31. See note 15 (above). 

32. See note 30 (above). 

33. Several states passed acts prohibiting the slave trade: New York, 22 February 1788; 
Massachusetts, 25 March 1788; Pennsylvania, 29 March 1788; Connecticut, October 1788; 

and Delaware, 3 February 1789. Even North Carolina and South Carolina passed acts 
restricting the slave trade. In 1786 North Carolina imposed a prohibitive duty on the 
importation of slaves. On 4 November 1788 South Carolina prohibited the importation 
of Negroes until 1 January 1793 (W. E. B. DuBois, The Suppression of the African Slave-Trade 
to the United States of America, 1638-1870 [1896; Reprint, Baton Rouge, La., 1965], 229-34). 

34. See RCS:R.IL., 616, note 3. For the Biblical references concerning the Year of Ju- 
bilee, see Leviticus 25:1—46; 27:17-24. 

35. Matthew 7:12 and Luke 6:31. 
36. Numbers 31:24. “And ye shall wash your clothes on the seventh day, and ye shall 

be clean, and afterward ye shall come into the camp.” 
37. Leviticus 25:44-46. 
38. The Southern States had twenty-nine members in the U.S. House of Representa- 

tives: Maryland (6), Virginia (10), North Carolina (5), South Carolina (5), and Georgia 

(3). 
39. Article I, section 10, prohibits the states from exercising certain powers. 
40. The reference is to Article I, section 9, clause 4: “No Capitation, or other direct, 

Tax shall be laid, unless in Proportion to the Census or Enumeration herein before 
directed to be taken.” 

41. William Barton’s motion has not been found, but the Newport Herald, 11 March, 

states that “An alteration was proposed to the fourth clause in the 9th section, that 
Congress should lay no capitation tax” (immediately below). 

Newspaper Report of Convention Proceedings, 3 March 1790 

Newport Herald, 11 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

... WEDNESDAY—Agreeable to order, a discussion of the Constitu- 

tion took place, which continued till Thursday noon; only five clauses 

of it were considered as objectionable. 

The mode of apportioning direct taxes according to numbers (Ar- 

ticle Ist, 3d clause of the 2d section) was objected to, as inadequate to 

the purposes, and unequal in its operation; but it was shown that it had 

been found impracticable in this small State, to estimate the value of 

taxable property;* that although committees had been appointed for 

this purpose, and large sums expended by government, the estimates 

reported by them had not been adopted, but an apportionment was 

made upon conjectural estimates, and that this difficulty would be greatly 

increased in fixing a rate for the Union; it was also proved from cal- 

culations, that an apportionment by numbers was as advantageous to
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this State, as by the value of taxable property, and would be more so; 

that our proportion would not now exceed what had heretofore been 

assessed by Congress; and that from the probable increase of inhabi- 

tants in the Southern States, in consequence of the large tracts of un- 

located lands, this proportion would be daily lessening—The investi- 

gation of this subject was so far satisfactory, that upon the report of a 

committee to draft amendments, the one providing for an alteration 
in this clause, was rejected by a majority of 6. 

The remainder of the 2d and the whole of the 3d section were read, 

without any objections being made to any part of them, and were con- 

sidered as agreed to. 

An amendment was agreed to restricting of the powers of Congress, 

as to making or altering the times, places, and manner of holding elec- 

tions for Senators and Representatives (Art. Ist. Sect. 4th.) —No obser- 

vations were made on the remainder of this and the two following 

sections. 

On reading the 2d and 3d clauses in the 7th section, it was proposed 

that the disapprobation of the President to any Bill should not take 
effect, provided upon the return of the Bill, it should be approved by 

a majority of the two Houses, instead of two thirds, as provided by said 

clauses; but after some debate a majority appeared to be decidedly in 
favor of the powers granted by the Constitution. 

The 8th section, defining the powers of Congress, were read, and no 

objections were made. 

The first clause in the 9th section occasioned a warm debate, the 

opposers of it considered it as countenancing the African trade, while 

others approbated the clause, as vesting Congress with powers which 

might eventually produce an abolition of it, the House were much di- 

vided; and on the report of the committee recommending an interfer- 

ence of Congress, as soon as may be, it was carried only by a majority 

of 1.° 

An alteration was proposed to the fourth clause in the 9th section, 

that Congress should lay no capitation tax.—The remainder of the 

Constitution was read without any observations. 

It was then moved that a committee to consist of two members from 

each county, be appointed to draft a Bill of Rights and Amendments, 

which was agreed to.... 

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 29 March. Other portions of this report are printed in the 
newspaper reports of Convention proceedings for 2 March (above) and 5-6 March (be- 
low). 

> See Convention Debates, 3 March, note 10 (RCS:R.I., 932). 

3. This is number 17 of the proposed amendments to the Constitution approved by 
the Rhode Island Convention on 6 March (RCS:R.I., 981).
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The Rhode Island Convention 

Thursday 

4 March 1790 

Convention Proceedings, 4 March 1790 

Thursday March 4th. The House met according to Adjournmt 

The Convention then Proceeded to the further consideration of the 

sd. Proposed Constitution Sect.—by Sect.—and-having gone thro’ the 

same—and the Am[endmen|]ts. of the several States being read— 

On Motion of Dr. Willm. Bradford. that a Comtee be appointed to 

draft am[endmen|]ts to be Proposed to the New Federal Constitution 

Voted for the County of Newport Colo. Ray Sands, and Mr. Joshua 

Barker—Providence County—Stephen Steere Esqr. John Sayles Esqr.— 

For the County of Washington Jonathan Hazzard Esqr. and James Shel- 

don Esqr., Bristol Mr. Thomas Allin & Mr. Saml. Pearce Kent Mr. Par- 

don Mawney & Mr. Gideon Arnold & that they be assisted by the Sec- 

tary—and that they Proceed acordingly— 

Convention Debates, 4 March 1790 

The notes of the Convention debates for 4 March taken by Theodore Foster 
and Daniel Updike have been combined. All of Updike’s notes are placed 
within angle brackets. 

4th Day 

Thursday Morning— 

(House met accordingly—) 

Judge STEPHEN STEERE! moves that a Committee may be appointed 

to draft Amendment 

JOHN WILLIAMS. It will not be beneficial to appoint the Committee— 

The Committee will hear what the House have to say—can gain Infor- 

mation by it 

BENJAMIN BouRNE. The Committee will be glad to hear the Debates 

of the House. It will not be Saving Time. The Committee will Derive 

advantage to hear the Debate 

JOSEPH STANTON rises to support the Motion of Judge Steere—The 

Committee can meet at the Intervals of the Meetings—and in the Eve- 

ning. 

(Mr. STEERE moved for a comtee to make am[en]d[ment] to Consti- 

tution & that it woud expedite the affair) 

B. BOURNE. It will not save time
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(Mr. B. BouRNE I[t] would not expedite the business—) 

(—2d & thirded—) 
ELISHA BROWN Says if We can get through before noon it will be 

wisest to appoint 

(E. BROWN am willg. to postpone the apptmt. till noon—) 
Mr. NoAH MATHEWSON? Thinks we had better appoint now—The 

Committee can hear what is said 

GEORGE HAZARD moves that we proceed—says the Gentlemen are 

Reasonable Men—That we have begun the Business regularly—it will 

(Mr. G. Hazarp it will take up time to enter upon the apptmt. Com- 

tee now I move to read & p[rloceed upon the next article’—) 

WILLIAM CONGDON says if we get through the Constitution this Fore- 

noon—moves to appoint the Committee 

(Mr. CONGDON If we put thro the Bill this fornoon I agree [i]t will 

be forwarding the business—) 
Gov. WILLIAM BRADFORD. Is immaterial whether the Committee be 

appointed now—or before 

STEERE will agree that they be appointed any Time this forenoon— 

papers will [be] wanted 
B. BOURNE says we have Papers transmitted by the Secretary—The 

Ratifications of the States &c have not been read* 

JOHN SAYLES gives up the Motion for the Present agreeing that they 

be appointed this Forenoon— 

Last Section Read’—no objections. 

Second Article Ist Section read—no objections. 

Second Section read.—no objections— 

Third Section read—Section 4th. Read. 

Article 3d. lst Section read.—Second Section Read and so on to the 

End of— 

(the Constitution being then read as far as the fifth article without 

objection—) 
Col. WILLIAM BARTON says we are altogether going one Side—This 

Clause Article 5th® ought to be written in Letters of Gold—We ought 

to observe the Excellencies of the Constitution—There is a Fair Op- 

portunity furnished Amendments provided by the States. Enlarging 

(Colo. BARTON this fifth article ought to be wrote in Letters of Gold 

the corner Stone of the grand fabrick here are opportlunJ]ity pointed 

For am[endmen]ts—) 

Gen. NATHAN MILLER calls the Gentleman to order—we are to point 

out the Bad Things—The Matter to be taken up at length— 

(Genl. MILLER Calls him to order—) 

(Colo. BARTON I am in order & appeals to the President)
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PRESIDENT [DANIEL OWEN] says He does not know— 

(President [OWEN] you are in order am willing to hear—) 

(Colo. BARTON I want to hear on the bright sight [i.e., side] of the 

question—) 

JONATHAN J. HAZARD says He is glad that the Gentleman has called 

his Attention to this Article.—notwithstanding he praises it—Hazard 

objects. We want a Constitution not to be altered—The Rich and pow- 
erful States will be uneasy till they alter it for their Benefit—That so 

far from Thinking the Clause ought to have been written in Letters of 

Gold—he is sorry it was ever written in Letters with Ink and is sorry 

that it has appeared as a Part of the Constitution 

(J. Hazarp I should have slept away the opportu[n]ity if he had not 

mentioned it we are few and poor and weighs light in the Ballance— 

the old constitution—not to be Altered without our consent’ this Con- 

stitution in favour of Oppulent State.) 

Gen. STANTON Supports Barton But objects to the Last Clause of the 

Article® 

(Genl. STANTON we cannot expect a consti[tu]tion without Amend- 

mt.—) 

B. BOURNE says the Last Clause is the Great Bulwark of the Privileges 

of this State, which cannot be altered without our Consent—enumer- 

ates the Advantages we have by Reason of the Senate—enlarges on the 

Benefits of Amendments and agrees with Mr. Barton in Sentiment, 

Though not quite in order to point out the Beauties—That his Genius 

and Abilities may be excercised in Pointing out the Beauties when it is 

taken up at Length 

(B. BouURNE the last clause in the Article a Great benefit to this state 

we have there an equal Voice in choosing the Officers of the union? 

can the gent. Possible object to tho’ a great Security to this State the 

facility by wch amts can be obtained by the Article an excellency in the 

Consti[tu]tion—and in those amts. we have an equl voice with Greatest 

States Thinks it a Beauty in Consti[tu]tion &c.) 

Gen. STANTON says Mr. Bourne is not candid. He did not object to 

the Last Article—but only to a Clause towards the Latter part of the 

Clause 

The Remainder read— 

(The Consti[tu]tion being read throh.—) 
Mr. HENRY MARCHANT moves that the Amendments recommended 

by Congress be read’°— 

—They are read accordingly— 

(the amds were read from Congress)
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Mr. JAMES SHELDON Thinks That every State ought to [be] precluded 

from making any Law respecting Religion or abridging the Rights of 

Conscience 

(article 3d.!! objected to by Mr. SHELDON—congress has no right to 

alter religious establish[men]t nor over our State—) 

Mr. MARCHANT says it will be dangerous to attempt such a Measure— 

every state will 

SHELDON. If it is right that Congress should not make any Laws re- 

specting it no State ought to have the Right 

B. BOURNE Says there is no Danger of an Establishment of any Mode 

of Religion whether we evught net would not appoint a Chaplin’ 

The Persecutions in the other States of our Ancestors was an Advan- 

tage to this state—and should they persecute them it will be a Means 

of Accession to this state 

(B. BOURNE we are perfectly Safe no danger of our establishi[n]g any 

mode of Religion we have even refused the acceptg of a Chaplain. If 

an Establishmt take place in other State an advantage to us) 

Mr. MARCHANT wishes all Men would agree not to establish any Re- 

ligion—enough for us to keep it out of the General Government 

B. BOURNE. Provision made by Constitution 

That no Establishment shall not be made to—No Danger of any of 

the States taking Measure tending from the highest practice and the 

present General Sentiments of the World on this Subject— 

all the Amendments Read— 

B. BOURNE. These Amendment|s] read not to go to the Committee, 

but only to Shew them what has been done already towards amending 

the Constitution. Enquiry what states have agreed to these Amend- 

ments’? 

SHELDON. It was his Opinion That the Constitution and the 

Amendments] would be referred to the Committee—and that he sup- 

posed the Committee would incorporate them with their Report— 

MARCHANT. It will be best that the committee report in the Manner 

proposed by Mr. Sheldon as it will be a Constitution Ratification by the 

People themselves—who are in this respect Superior to the Legisla- 

ture’ 

B. BOURNE says that it belongs to the Legislature to Ratify them by 

Reason of Congress having pointed out that mode!’—therefore im- 

proper for us to refer the Amendments proposed by Congress [to the 

committee | 

J. HAZARD moves That the Amendments of New York be read.'® Sec- 

onded by JAMES SHELDON
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They are read— 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] observes that all the Papers called for have been 

Read.— 

Gen. STANTON moves that the Amendments proposed by North Caro- 

lina be read—Enquired for. 

Mr. SHELDON says he has them in a Newspaper—They are read from 

the United States Chronicle, of Jan. 14." 
Mr. MARCHANT moves That the Amendments proposed by Massachu- 

setts be read for the Information of the Committee—and that as the 

Congress have already provided for some of the Amendments— 

They are read from the Pamphlet containing the Proceedings'*— 

SAYLES Moves That the Amendments proposed by Virginia be read'!!— 

They are read from the Copy sent to the secretary— 

Gov. BRADFORD says The Gentlemen have had an opportunity of 

Reading the Amendment|s] in the Papers and others and much Time 

has been taken. Moves that the Committee be appointed—agreed to 

on all sides That Two from Each County be appointed 

Newport: Ray Sands nominated and Mr Marchant nominated— 

Moved by Mr. GEORGE CHAMPLIN That the Committee be appointed 

from those who are opposed to the Constitution.— 

Mr. MARCHANT desires that those may be appointed who are most 

agreeable to this House—and who will give Satisfaction abroad. 

Ray Sands nominated by Mr. Abraham Barker he nominated Mr. Bur- 

rington Anthony— 

Newport. Ray Sands 

Joshua Barker 

Providence Judge Stephen Steere 

John Sayles 

Washington Jon. Hazard 

James Sheldon 

Bristol. Genl Miller nominated but 

declines says he should 

Thomas Allen 

Saml Pearce 

Kent Gideon Arnold 

Pardon Mawney 

Committee Voted in— 

Gov. BRADFORD recommends That this Committee proceed as soon 

as may be— 

Moved That the House adjourn to 3 o’clock P. M.— 

adjourned
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1. Stephen Steere (1736-1816) represented Glocester in the House of Deputies, 1767- 
68, 1783-85, and was a justice of the Court of Common Pleas for Providence County, 

1787-96. He voted against ratifying the Constitution in the March 1788 referendum and 
in the state Convention on 29 May 1790. Steere died in Chenango County, N.Y. to which 

he had emigrated about 1797. 
2. Noah Mathewson (1735-1824) represented Johnston in the House of Deputies, 

1777, 1789-91, 1791-93. He voted against ratifying the Constitution in the March 1788 
referendum and in the state Convention on 29 May 1790. 

3. The reference is to Article II of the Constitution. 
4. See Convention Proceedings, 2 March, note 4 (RCS:R.I., 909). 

5. Areference to Article I, section 10, which prohibits the states from exercising certain 

powers. 
6. Article V details the procedure for amending the Constitution. 
7. According to Article XIII of the Articles of Confederation, amendments to the 

Articles needed to be approved by Congress and then ratified by all of the state legisla- 
tures (CDR, 93). 

8. A reference to the last clause of Article V, which provides “that no State, without 

its Consent, shall be deprived of it’s equal Suffrage in the Senate.” 
9. Probably a reference to the Senate’s power to confirm the President’s nomination 

of federal officeholders. 
10. See Appendix I (below). 
11. A reference to the third amendment to the Constitution proposed by Congress 

which became the First Amendment to the Constitution (Appendix I, below). 
12. Benjamin Bourne is referring to the Rhode Island charter of 1663 which guaran- 

teed religious freedom and prohibited an established church in the colony. Apparently, 
at some earlier time, the colonial or state legislature had rejected appointing a chaplain. 
Although the second session of the Rhode Island Convention maintained the tradition 
of no official chaplain, once the Convention met in the Second Baptist Church (27-29 
May), it authorized prayers to begin each session. Perhaps to avoid the appearance of 
having an official chaplain or favored church, the Convention specified that the opening 
prayers be given by a minister from a different denomination each day. (See RCS:R.I., 
987, 988, 989.) 

13. By 4 March 1790, seven states had ratified at least ten of the twelve proposed 
amendments: New Jersey, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, New Hampshire, 

Delaware, and New York. Pennsylvania ratified on 10 March. (See Patrick T. Conley and 
John P. Kaminski, eds., The Ball of Rights and the States: The Colonial and Revolutionary Ongins 
of American Liberties [Madison, Wis., 1992], xxii.) 

14. The Rhode Island Convention at both the March and May sessions recommended 
to the legislature that it adopt eleven of the twelve amendments to the Constitution 
proposed by Congress. The legislature accepted the Convention’s recommendation by 
ratifying eleven of the amendments on 11 June 1790, almost two weeks after the state 
Convention had ratified the Constitution on 29 May. 

15. Congress provided that the state legislatures (rather than state conventions) should 
ratify the amendments. 

16. On 1 November 1788 the Rhode Island legislature resolved to print copies of the 
New York Convention’s circular letter and its proposed amendments to the Constitution 
and to transmit them to the town clerks. The towns were to instruct their deputies 
whether the legislature should appoint delegates to a second general convention of the 
states proposed by the circular letter to consider amendments to the Constitution or 
whether their deputies should be given “such other Instructions as they may deem con- 
ducive to the public Good” (RCS:R.I., 422, 425-27n). For the texts of the circular letter 

and New York’s proposed amendments, see RCS:N.Y., 2326-35n, 2335-37n, or CC:818.
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The three-page broadside of these documents was printed by Bennett Wheeler of the 
United States Chronicle. The documents had already been printed in the Newport Herald, 7, 

14 August; United States Chronicle, 14 August; and Providence Gazette, 16 August. 
17. On 21 November 1789 the second North Carolina Convention ratified the Con- 

stitution and two days later recommended eight amendments to the Constitution. The 
Convention also resolved that the state’s representatives in Congress apply to Congress 
“and endeavour to obtain” passage of the proposed amendments. The amendments were 
reprinted in the Newport Herald, 7 January 1790, and the United States Chronicle, 14 January. 

18. The “Pamphlet” is probably the Debates, Resolutions and Other Proceedings, of the 
Convention of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Convened at Boston, on the 9th of January, 

1788, and Continued until the 7th of February Following, for the Purpose of Assenting to and 
Ratifying the Constitution Recommended by the Grand Federal Convention ... (Boston, 1788) 
(Evans 21242). The pamphlet was available for sale in mid-March 1788 and in Rhode 
Island its sale was advertised in the United States Chronicle, 27 March, and 3 and 17 April 

(RCS:Mass., 1132-33). 

For the text of the Massachusetts amendments adopted on 6 February 1788, see RCS: 
Mass., 1468-71, or CC:508. All four Rhode Island newspapers reprinted the amendments. 
See “The Rhode Island Reprinting of the Massachusetts Convention’s Amendments and 
Boston’s Celebration of Massachusetts Ratification,” 7-25 February 1788 (RCS:R.I., 96-98). 

19. A copy of the Virginia Form of Ratification, which included the amendments pro- 
posed by the Virginia Convention on 27 June 1788, was sent to each state executive by 
Edmund Pendleton, the president of the Virginia Convention (RCS:Va., 1563). For the 

text of the amendments, see RCS:Va., 1550-59, or CC:790. No Rhode Island newspaper 

reprinted the Virginia amendments. The manuscript copy received by Rhode Island is in 
the Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Ar- 
chives. 

The Rhode Island Convention 

Friday 

5 March 1790 

Convention Proceedings, 5 March 1790 

Fryday March 5th. 1790. 3 o’clock P.M.— 
The house met according to adjournment 

Present, the President and all the Members heretofore present— 

The report of Comtee being read, which Consisted of a bill of 

Rights—and a number of articles in amendmts. to the Proposed Con- 

stitution’ the said amendments were taken up and debated by the 

House—Paragraph by Paragraph.— 

House then adjourned to tomorow 9. oclock A.M.— 

1. A smooth copy of the bill of rights as reported by the committee is in the volume 
labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State
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Archives (Mfm:R.I.). It contains the change made to article 11 of the bill of rights on 
5 March (below on this page, at note 3). Daniel Updike’s minutes of the Convention 
proceedings include part of article 12 and all of articles 13-18 (Papers Relating to the 
Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar). 

Two copies of the amendments are in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the 
Adoption of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. One is marked “The 
foregoing is a True Copy.” The other (Mfm:R.I.) 1s presumably the copy of the amend- 
ments reported by the committee and has the original second amendment crossed out. 
(See Convention Debates [Foster], 6 March, at note 3 and note 3 [RCS:R.I., 953, 968].) 

Convention Debates (Foster), 5 March 1790 

Friday After noon 3. o’clock [March] 5 

This Forenoon the House met at 9 o’clock but the Committee ap- 

pointed to draft Amendments not having been able to agree upon a 

Report—the Convention therefore adjourned to this Time—and The 

House being now formed and having waited Sometime sent to the Com- 

mittee to know if they shall soon report—They send Word by Mr Doug- 

lass the Waiter! that they will report in 15 Minutes.— 

They come into the House accordingly.— 

And the Business now begins—a Time of Expectation and the House 

very much crowded—Generals, Colonels, Delegates &c. being obliged 

to Stand—The House now calling—Thus Life Passes and carries along 

the Tide of Time to land us in Eternity of what consequence will then 

be all this Parade— 

The SECRETARY [DANIEL UPDIKE] reads the Report of the Commit- 

tee.— 

The Bill of Rights read.?— 

Mr. HENRY MARCHANT moves that the Bill of Rights be discussed & 

finished— 

The Amendments read.— 

Mr. MARCHANT moves that Two Articles excepted against be read.— 

They are read— 

Gov. JABEZ BOWEN Called for Information whether it was the Rec- 

ommendation of the Committee that the Bills of Rights 

MARCHANT moves an Alteration of the 11th. Article. That instead of 

the Words Common Law of England reported—it be altered to read 

as follows and hath been exercised by us and our Ancestors from the 

Time whereof the memory of Man is not to the Contrary’— 

JOB COMSTOCK says this Business of high Importance has taken the 

Committee sometime to prepare the Bill of Rights—and moves that 

before the Bill of Rights be discussed—Moves that the Bill of Rights 

and Amendment|s] be Referred to the People at large to have their 

Opinion & Sentiments thereon—
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Mr. MARCHANT Shews that the Gentleman is out of order—refers to 

the Vote of Mr. Sayles—that he is very apprehensive 

JONATHAN J. HAZARD says that When the Amendments are made to 

the Bill of Rights 

Gov. BOWEN seconds the Motion of Mr. Marchant that the Bill of 

Rights be proceeded on and finished before the Consideration of the 

Amendments 

Voted that the Amendment proposed by Mr. Marchant be agreed to 

and the Report altered accordingly. 

Mr. MARCHANT moves that the Bill of Rights be again read [by] Par- 

agraphs— 

They are all agreed 

Mr. MARCHANT observes That the Bill of Rights being agreed to it 

appears agreeable to our Minds—That it contains our Professed Sen- 

timents and is agreeable to the Constitutions of the United [States] 

That We ought to make the Bill of Right[s] as perfect as possible. 

Moves that We now have a Vote whether we approve of this Bill of 

Right[s] — 

Mr. ANDREW WATERMAN Seconds the Motion of Mr. Comstock 

COMSTOCK says that it is his Meaning that no 

ELIsHA [BROwN]. Clear in opinion that this be like we have gone 

through the Amendments—That both share the same Fate—that both 

go to the People together to be considered by this Bill— 

Gen. NATHAN MILLER. The Bill of Rights and the Amendment(s] are 

distinct—But the People have sent us here to Do a particular Busi- 

ness—This [Declaration?] is our Business—We have Ourselves a Right 

to decide on this Billt—and seconds the Motion of Mr. Marchant 

J. HAZARD. Well enough to take the opinion of the House whether 

they approve of the Bill of Rights—But thinks it well that the Bill of 

Rights be referred to the People because they may propose other ad- 

ditional Articles 

MARCHANT. It will have an odd appearance to send out this Bill of 

Rights to the People without it being recommended—He wishes to act 

with fairness and to take no Advantage— 

Comstock. Common for the Assembly to Refer Acts to the People 

before they then Pass into Laws for their Consent.° 

J. HAZARD says the Vote of Approbation will not be conclusive—on 

the Vote upon the Amendments—It is best to Let the People know that 

it is 
Comstock. We ought to Referr the Bill 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] asks how the Bill of Rights is to be sent to the 

People
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GEORGE CHAMPLIN Begs liberty to have an Opportunity here in his 

Seat to express his Sentiments on the Bill—How will Mr Comstock 
appear when he goes home and the People ask him how he likes the 
Bill of Rights and he shall say that it was not Considered 

J. HAZARD says that there is a Difference in sending out the Bill with 

a Vote of Approbation and without a [consideration] 

CHAMPLIN agrees with Genl. Stanton that the Vote on the Bill be 

postponed till after the Consideration of the Amendments 
Ist. Amendment read & agreed to. 

Second Article Read.— 
Mr. BENJAMIN BOURNE moves that the First Article of the Amend- 

ment proposed by the Congress be read®°— 
Gov. BOWEN calls on the Committee for Information on their Sen- 

timents. 
MARCHANT says If we reckon %ths of all the Blacks in the southern 

states in proportioning the Taxes and will not allow a Representation 
according|ly] it will have an unfavorable appearance—wishes the Gen- 

tleman to explain 

J. HAZARD. We are not so fond of the Mode of Representation as 
pointed out by the Constitution. We think that the Taxes ought [to] 

be proportioned to the States according to the estimated Votes as will 

appear by a [- - -] 

3d. Article read and agreed to. 
4th. Article read 

BOURNE calls for reading again the 3d Article which is done 
5th. Article read’— 
Gen. MILLER calls for a second Reading of it— 
J. HAZARD says the Reason why this Amendment is proposed is be- 

cause there is a vast Extent of Territory—more than all the Eastern 
States which when they come to be settled will create a Number of 
states— 

Gen. MILLER Would not ask for a Thing which would probably ob- 
tain—lIt will take half the New England States 
MARCHANT has no Objection but this. When we propose Amend- 

ments merely local it excites Jealousy—the Amendment respecting the 
Blacks of this Kind—The southern states think it of great Consequence 
to them that No Innovations be made on this Policy Respecting their 
states—having been driving hard to obtain a Representation of them— 

Wishes not to hold up any thing which gives ground of uneasiness— 
and recommends that this do not pass as an Amendment. 

J. HAZARD. It rests on this whether we value the Representation of 

the Blacks in the southern states of more Consequence than the Liberty 
of our selves
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We had better let the southern states trade to Africa than to expose 

our own Liberty. We ought to take Care at home before we look 

abroad— 

Mr. MARCHANT gives up the 

Gov. BRADFORD calls for Reading it. 

I presume if we ever adopt the Constitution in this Government it is 

to be before these Amendments. Asks if the Gentleman from South 

Kingston [ Jonathan J. Hazard] can shew any Amendment proposed by 

any of The states so pointed against the Union as this—asks if the 

southern states had proposed no alteration should be made*’—with the 

Continental—lIt seems that we are too Jealous—We ought to enter into 

the Government on a Broad Basis—Happy if the Southern States do 

not overrun the Eastern States. It will tend to attract their Attention to 

the Matter— 

E. BROWN proposes that this Article remain for Consideration. 

J. HAzARD Doubts not but the Honorable Gentleman from Bristol 

[William Bradford] means the Good of us all. The Gentlemen of the 

Committee liable to Errors. Wishes not to be pointed by any Manner— 

ought not to leave it in their Power. Obliged to a Worthy Member for 

a Suggestion That the Constitution when agreed to be not altered with- 

out the Consent of Eleven States. 

Gov. BRADFORD had the same Ideas and intends to mention the Mat- 

ter at a proper Time—this Article agreed to be postponed. 

Article 6th. Read. 

Gen. MILLER observes that he has no objection only to the Expense 

of the Ratification of the Constitution. 

Article 7th, 8th & 9th & 10 Read—and no objections 

Article 10th— 

Mr. MARCHANT. This subject was fully Discussed before the Commit- 

tee went out. Says he then observed on the Difficulties which occurred 

on this Matter—in the First Congress it took them six Months—The 

southern States were opposed to the Blacks being considered in the 

Rule of Apportionment’—That many members were willing that the 

Taxes should thus be apportioned by Numbers but absolutely refused 

unless the Blacks were deducted—Will it be worth While now at this 

Late Day [to] undertake to renew the Proposal which has been found 

impracticable to be carried into Execution—But now since the Southern 

States have been brought with great Difficulty to consent to this Mode 

shall we adhere to a Mode" 

These Two Points—The Impracticability and how it would operate 

on us if practicable. The Impracticability and the Inexpedient have 

largely been gone into— We are Circumscribed—our Numbers will not
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increase but little—The Invitations abroad will lead our Inhabitants to 

the Southern States—Our Wealth will encrease and our proportion of 

Taxes will encrease in Proportion—Wishes the Gent. would consider 

the Matter fully—Though there may be a small arithmetical Error in 

the Proportion we had better— 

Mr. E. BROWN moves to have this postponed till Morning 

J. HAZARD Can assure the Honorable Member that he did not make 

the objection for the Sake of objecting—Had the Taxes been assessed 

in proportion to our Freemen and the 

MARCHANT. Not so well acquainted with the southern states as he 

is— 

True that Difficulties arose on Mr. Marchant—But we had better 

support the Expence of making the Estimate—The Produce of Virginia 

Equal to the 4 New England States, New York & New Jersey—That state 

solus has more Negroes than all the other states—a Planter seen rides 

in a Coach with 4 or 5 Attendants. Drinks Wine lives Extravagantly— 

and therefore in Debt—lives on the Principles of the Jamaican—Bounty 

as Extravagance. Wishes the House could be informed— 

MILLER sorry he cannot agree with the Gentleman—Confident as he 

is that it is now in favor of the State—we are a seaport—We Export 

and trade with the Produce of Connecticut & Massachusetts—Have 

Attempted for Years to try the other Measures—a Bad Pilot who will 

run twice foul of the same Rock—We have found the Rock by Expe- 

rience has Candour for the Gentleman. 

calls for Question 

Gov. BRADFORD says if we ever come to Union it must be before we 

have the Amendment—has no Doubt of the Gentleman’s sincerity from 

his taken Experience—no inconvenience to let the Matter lye—should 

the Gentleman hereafter go to either of the Houses of Congress—He 

will be confirmed by Reason of the Amendment now proposed—as Mr. 

Elisha Brown proposed to let it lie till Morning.—Joins in the Motion. 

Art. llth. Read. 12th. Do. [1.e., Ditto] 13th. Do. 14th Do. 15th Do. 

16th. 17 te Lie tl the Morning Do. 17th. all agreed to. 
18th Do. 

19th. to lie on the Table. 

20th. Article agreed to— The Convention adjourned 

1. This was probably David Douglass of South Kingstown, who had served as a waiter 
(ie., messenger) for the House of Deputies in 1779 and 1780 and was paid for his service 
as such (see Bartlett, Records, VII, 572, and IX, 107). 

2. See Mfm:R.I. for the bill of rights reported by the committee and RCS:R.I., 976- 

79, for the final version adopted by the Convention. 
3. See the smooth copy of the bill of rights for this change (Mfm:R.I.).
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4. See the act of 17 January 1790, which called a convention to consider the Consti- 
tution, and stated: “And be it further Enacted by the Authority aforesaid, That the said Con- 
vention be and hereby is empowered, and fully authorized, finally to decide on the said 

Constitution, as they shall judge to be most conducive to the Interests of the People of 
this State: And that the said Convention cause the Result of their Deliberations and 
Proceedings, relative to the aforesaid Constitution, to be transmitted to the PRESIDENT 

of the United States of Amerca, as soon after the Rising thereof as may be” (RCS:R.L., 

675-76n). 
5, This practice was sometimes used for matters of great importance and interest to 

the public. See, for example, the “‘test act” of October 1786, the resolution of November 

1788 asking the towns to instruct their deputies on how to respond to the New York 
circular letter, and the act of September 1789 asking the towns to instruct their deputies 
about the calling of a convention to consider the Constitution (RCS:R.L., Vol. 1, p. xxx; 

Vol. 2, pp. 425-27n, 603-4). For more on this practice, especially during the Confeder- 
ation period, see Polishook, 34-35. 

6. For the text of the twelve amendments proposed by Congress on 25 September 
1789, see Appendix I (below). 

7. The debate concerns what becomes the 4th amendment agreed to by the Conven- 
tion on 6 March (RCS:R.I., 979). 

8. South Carolina, Virginia, and North Carolina all proposed amendments to the Con- 
stitution, but none of them was related to the slave-trade provision of Article V of the 
Constitution. 

9. The reference is to the debate in the Second Continental Congress over the mode 
of apportioning taxes. The 12 July 1776 draft of the Articles of Confederation provided 
that general expenses be apportioned among the states on the basis of population, only 
excluding Indians not paying taxes. The Southern delegates strongly opposed counting 
slaves in the population totals. New Englanders insisted that slaves be included when 
apportioning taxes. After lengthy debate, Congress deleted the apportionment of ex- 
penses by population and replaced it with the estimated value of all lands granted to or 
surveyed for individuals, including the improvements made on that land, as the basis of 
apportioning federal expenses in the Articles of Confederation. On 15 November 1777 
the Articles were sent to the states for their ratification. 

It soon became evident that using land values estimated by the states was not a viable 
mode of apportioning expenses. In April 1783 the Confederation Congress sent to the 

states an amendment to the Articles of Confederation that changed the mode of appor- 
tioning expenses from land values to population counting only three-fifths of the slaves. 
Rhode Island and New Hampshire rejected the amendment, thereby killing it. The three- 
fifths ratio was incorporated into the Constitution (CDR, 54, 80, 89, 148-50). 

10. The extant records of the Convention do not contain a “10th” amendment 

dealing with taxation. In the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Ratification of the 
Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives there is a sheet of paper containing 
the following amendment on taxation, which was probably the amendment number 10 
debated here: 

That the direct Taxes that shall be assessed andtevied quotaed by Con- 

gress on any-of the Statesin-the United States shall be apportioned accord- 
ing to the value of the real Property 

2d. that direct Taxes quotaed by Congress to the several States shall be 
apportioned according to the real value of the Property in the Sd states 

See also Newport Herald, 11 March (RCS:R.I., 934-35).
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Newspaper Report of Convention Proceedings, 5 March 1790 

Newport Herald, 11 March 1790 (excerpt)! 

... FRIDAY—the committee reported a Bill of Rights and Amend- 

ments, the report being amended, it was moved that the Bill of Rights 

should be approved of by the Convention; but this was objected to by 

the opposers of the Constitution, altho’ the committee who formed 

them, were generally of this description, and the necessity of these 

rights being defined, had been frequently urged:—The Federalists 

openly avowed their assent to them, and their wish that they might 

have the sanction of the Convention; they charged their opposers with 

inconsistency in their conduct, that they had excited fears in the peo- 

ple, because the rights that were retained to them, were not declared 

in the Constitution, and now when they had opportunity to establish 

them, they refused their assent:—But no observations however just; no 

reflections however galling to their feeling, and degrading to their con- 

duct, could make them deviate from a predetermined resolution, of 

coming to no vote upon the Bill which they had framed themselves 

and contended was necessary... . 

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 29 March. For other portions of this item, see the news- 

paper reports of the Convention proceedings for 2—3 March (above) and 6 March (be- 
low). 

The Rhode Island Convention 

Saturday 

6 March 1790 

Convention Proceedings, 6 March 1790 

The House then met according to adjournme|[n]t 

Present as yesterday— 

The house then further Proceeded on the report of the Comtee the 

Bill of rights and Am[endmen]ts to the Proposed Constitution. — 

The house adjourned to 3 oclock P.M. 

House met accordingly— 

moved_by_MrEhsha Brown The following Motion was made by Mr. 

Merchant and seconded by Mr. Bourne (viz.) “Resolved” that this Con- 

vention
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Henry Marchant: Motion to Ratify the Constitution, 6 March 1790! 

The following Motion was made by Mr. Marchant and seconded by Mr. 

Bourne viz, 

Resolved “that this Convention having received amended and ap- 

proved the Bill of Rights as reported by their Committee Do assent to, 

adopt & ratify the Constitution of the United States of America as al- 

ready adopted by twelve of the United States and now in actual exercise 

by them—And that the Amendments reported by the said Committee 

and as amended and approved by this Convention be forwarded with 

the Ratification of the Constitution to the Congress to be recommended 

to be made part of the Constitution of the United States of America’ — 

Whereupon the previous Question was moved for and seconded, in 
order to bring on a Question for an Adjournment of this Convention— 

And the previous Question being carried— 

It was then moved [by Job Comstock] that this Convention do ad- 

journ to the —— Day of —— then to meet at —— to decide upon 

the said Constitution of the United States of America, And the Adop- 

tion or Rejection thereof 

To take into the further consideration the said Proposed Constitu- 

tion of the united states of america 

1. MS, Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar. 

Convention Debates (Updike), 6 March 1790 

Mr. MARCHANT To give then an Opportunity to do this business the 

most consistant with the good of our Constituents The convention also 

invested with Power to make such amendments as would be consistant 

with the good of our Constituents and who in the strong[e|st Terms 

express themselves to Congress themselves. They thought an adjourn- 

ment necessary and a credit to try those people who are in opposition 

to the motion. The smallest State in the Union except one [i.e., Dela- 

ware] and the nearest the operation of the federal Government— 

Made the motion for an adoption but the Previous Quest. &c. read 

the motion &c as at previous Session— 

Mr. B. BouRNE reads the form of an Adoption he has 

Mr. COMSTOCK moves for an adjournmt. and is Seconded by Mr. 

STEERE— 

Colo[ne]] BARTON largely agt. a Postponemt. 

Mr. CHAMPLIN with him—®& says there was nothing said agt. the Con- 

stitution & It only now remains that we Consider the necessity of adopt- 

ing it.
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We have had the Opportunity of all that the other States have done 

on the subject—Congress about to exclude us [from] the Union—what 

the Situation of this State—men who have wood to sell—&c the few 

[Ports?] not alone the whole county of Bristol and some Towns in the 

Southern part of the State we must go where our application can have 

its effect—when [wished?]| [to] be redressed—with the assistance of 

the [- — —] in this State. Sure of am[en]d[men]ts being obtained—wish 

Gent. wou’d withdraw his motion &c. 

Mr. B. BOURNE we should determine whether Mr. Combstock’s mo- 

tion is irregular or not— 

Mr. J. HAZARD that he has a good oppinion of &c But denies they 

have a right to demand Money from art[icle]s [of] Confederation. 

Dr. BRADFORD—wish not to bring prejudices up to view what will be 

the consequences provided we adjourn. 

Convention Debates (Foster), 6 March 1790 

Saturday Morning—March 6.—1790— 
Gov. JABEZ BOWEN called for Proceedings 

The Amendments Read. 

Mr. HENRY MARCHANT and Mr. BENJAMIN BOURNE object against the 

clause in the Amendment which mentions the States retaining their 

State [courts |!— 

Mr. JAMES SHELDON says that the Cause of the Amendment was the 

Clause in the Constitution which empowers Congress to appoint Infe- 

rior & Supreme Courts 

Mr. MARCHANT explains the Nature of the Constitution 

JoB COMSTOCK says the Constitution wants explanation in various 

Parts 

Gov. BOWEN Moves that we finish the Paragraphs one by one till we 
get thru 

Mr. MARCHANT. Will give his Sentiments but if it is the Sense of this 

House he will acquiesce 

BOURNE Says the Gentleman moves that this Amendment be inserted 
from the Clause which he Reads—We are perfectly safe without any 

such Amendment so absurd as the one proposed 
JOHN SAYLES says that Congress may by General Laws—Viz “But the 

Congress may by Law appoint such inferior [Courts.”’] 

BOURNE. Certainly this extends to the Appointment of the same 

[---]. 
Gov. WILLIAM BRADFORD Says that the worthy Gentleman who was 

last Speaking will not be responsible—but he has heard Persons re- 
peatedly say Congress could
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BOURNE Says we come here to discuss the Constitution—and ought 

to have it fixed right 

JONATHAN J. HAZARD says Mr. Bourne is right but the People at large 

have an Idea that Congress have this Power—They have altered their 

opinion. The Amendment will quiet the Mind of the People at large— 

if there was no other Reason this would be Sufficient—A Government 

established with the Consent and Confidence of the People will be 

more firm 

Gen. NATHAN MILLER. The Mind of the People ought to be quieted 

But to do that we ought not to insert Nonsense in the Constitution and 

wished it expunged 

Gen. JOSEPH STANTON says now is the Time to quiet the Mind of the 

People—Much has been said against the State that we are a little Re- 

fractory State*—ought to be divided or annihilated—This will quiet 

them and [- — -| 

CoMSTOCK. It is a poor Excuse against the Amendment that other 

States have not moved for the same Amendment—by this Rule we 

should have no need [of] Amendments 

B. BOURNE Moves that the Amendment be included in the Bill of 

Rights instead of Standing as an Amendment 

J. HAZARD seconds the Motion. 

COMSTOCK objects. 

BRADFORD thought we agreed to let it 

PRESIDENT [DANIEL OWEN] calls on the Members That if they have 

still any objection he would have them declared. 

Gov. BRADFORD asks the Gentleman from E. Greenwich [ Job Com- 

stock] if he would sell him a Farm and give him a Deed— 

PRESIDENT observes That we ought not to suffer any thing improper— 

because if afterwards expunged having been Referred 

GEORGE CHAMPLIN observes that the President has put this Matter 

in a Just light.— 

STANTON says the People will strike it out— 

MARCHANT Says Good God—this is saying I am Beat—objected to 

Send 

Gen. MILLER cannot consent to this. 
JOHN WILLIAMS. Appears to him this Convention states the Amend- 

ment ought to come from the Place where it is and to be inserted in 

the Bill of Rights— 

J. HAzarp. It will stand much better to be inserted in the Bill of 

Rights— 

agreed to be inserted there.—
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Second Amendment read— 

Gen. MILLER says this is striking again at the Slaves 

Mr. BOURNE Reads the Clause of the Bill of Rights and the Alteration 

is made— 

Gov. BRADFORD moves that the Paragraph of the Constitution re- 

specting the Representation— (Which is read) 

The Amendment of the Bill of Rights read and agreed to.— 

MARCHANT moves that the Second Amendment on the Representa- 

tion be Read.? 

3d. 4th. 5th. [read] 

5th. 

MARCHANT says it was agreed last Evening that it was agreed it should 

be altered to Eleven states.* 

Mr. BOURNE says That this Motion will embarrass the very object we 

have in View—is willing that such an Amendment should take Effect 

some Years hence 

J. HAZARD. The object of the Motion is that this should Not operate 

until all the Amendments proposed have become a Part of the Consti- 

tution.— 

MARCHANT observes it will be best to offer a Period. 

J. Hazarp Moves that the Period be fixed to the Year 1793. 

The Amendment altered so as to read thus without the—assent-of 

Eleven—of the United States after the Year 1793 without the Assent of 

11th of the States heretofore united under one Confederation 

Art. 6th. Read.® 

BOURNE Enquires whether any other State has proposed a Similar 

Amendment 

Mr. SAYLES replies that North Carolina has made a Similar [Amend- 

ment]|® 

WILLIAM BARTON Hopes he is in order and will endeavor to keep 

so—He was thought out of order when I [moved?] were I a Legislator 

I should by no means consent to this Tax. Did not mean that Congress 

should not have the Power because he viewed them with a Jealous Eye 

but he would always view them with a Watchful one 

8th. 9th & 10th.’ Read 
BOURNE objects to it. It has been demonstrated that this could not 

be carried into effect—It has been shown that the Congress did all that 

could be done to carry—It has been shown that it would operate much 

against [us.] Wrong for us to raise an objection to a Measure favourable 

to us. It appears to Me that unless Gentlemen will suggest a Mode more 

Just and prudent.
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Gen. MILLER. I can put a Case somewhat similar—suppose this State 

is 800,000 Acres of Land and suppose 200 Planters and in Virginia had 

400 slaves— 

The Slaves themselves pay as much as all the Whites. 

Comstock. It is roundly asserted can way [i.e., weigh] one side of 

the Question—urges the Impracticality of it—says the southern states 

rather than have their Slaves Numbered agreed to the Measures they 

recommend—not from being convinced but from a Conviction that it 

was most for their Interest or on Evidences—mentions this Conduct 

with regard to the old Continental bills. Moves that it le till the Ad- 

journment— 

Mr. MARCHANT says the Gentleman is greatly mistaken the Facts If 

he has Stated—Those states did not prevail against the Northern— 

with regard to the old Continental Money—it has remained because 

Congress had not Power to carry into Execution any order Respect- 

ing—This an Argument for the Adoption of a Government which makes 

and Effectuates order— 

It cannot be conceived that we shall encrease in Wealth more than 

in Numbers. 

J. HAZARD says he disputes not the Facts Stated by the Gentleman 

with regard to all Matters before the last Congress—But Most States 

have neglected to redeem their Proportion of the Continental Money. 

Is sensible that the Expence of taking an Estimate is more than that of 

the Numeration—But the Advantages will be grate—being sensible that 

it will make an Amazing odds to the New England States—Will blame 

no man for thinking different from him. [He?] must. 

Gov. BOwEN. More said in this Article before they went out than on 

any other Matter. Did not expect that it would be reported—Relates 

what was before stated by him—suppose That a sum of 800,000 in 

proportion to this state and goes Among the—also Mentions the Im- 

practicability. 

Mr. GEORGE HAZARD Observes that if this Measure is adopted the 

Committee who shall be appointed by Congress will in Case of an Es- 

timate have Reference to the Estimate heretofore taken in this State 

notwithstanding it has sunk 5 per Cent.— 

Thinks it will operate against us—I see where they are increasing 

numbers while we do not increase—This Mode proposed by Congress— 

Gov. BRADFORD. The Members have freed their Minds—has Gentle 

[men | 

ELISHA BROWN. Never knew an Estimate taken otherwise than by 

Value—is surprised that so many worthy Gentlemen will argue against
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COMSTOCK says the People are uneasy—would have them consider 

1t— 

MARCHANT. It is possible that a Gentleman should suppose it large 

PRESIDENT [OwEN]. If this state suffers by this Mode of Tax 9 others 

will also 

Pass 32 

Not 36 

So it passed in the Negative 

Article 11th of the Amendment 

12th 13th. 14th. 15th. & 16th. 17th. 

18th. 

BOURNE moves that this be extended to all other officers appointed 

by Congress*—agreed to— 

19th. Article read?— 

Mr. MARCHANT says we can do no good to make such an Amend- 

ment— 

Mr. BOURNE says it cannot operate till after the Year 1808—It will be 

necessary that every State should. 

Gov. BOWEN. It is now looked upon by the Body of Friends [i.e., 

Quakers] throughout all the States that a great Point has been gained 

that such an Amendment may be made in the Year 1808—The Friends 

were opposed to the Constitution at First because they supposed it in 

some Degree countenanced the Slave Trade—It was a Matter of Diffi- 

culty in the Convention—a Delicate Subject. 

STANTON Think[s] we ought to bear Testimony against such a Trade— 

If we do not we shall participate 

BOURNE. We are not a Society of Friends to publish our Testimonials 

to this. The southern states conceded the Regulation. 

COMSTOCK says That the Amendment does not ask for extend[ing] 

E. BROWN moves to have it Read— 

It is read 

J. HaAzarp Says he was not present in the Committee when this 

Amendment was [drafted]—has been informed that a Gentleman 

BARTON. Sorry to rise with Different Sentiments from his Honorable 

Colleagues from Providence. He objected before—our Duty at all Times 

to declare our Sentiments respecting Freedom and Liberty—Thinks 

the Article allowing the Importation of Slaves wrong—That our Citi- 

zens carry on that Traffick—calls the Attention of the Convention to 

the Resolution of Congress'’—How beautiful was that? We were then 

afraid of being enslaved ourselves—a Vessel soon after arrived in North
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Carolina with a [cargo]''—Let us take to our Minds our Anxious Mo- 

ments—In the Times of Danger we were anxious for our Tender af- 

fairs—is Sorry to hear his Honorable Friend Mr. Marchant espouse 

such a Cause—will not [- — -—|]— 

Mr. MILLER. Does not rise [to] display his oratory but if he had such 

Sentiments ever since that Year 1776 and had Sent his Slaves to Caro- 

linas. 

Gov. BRADFORD Rises to bring this Matter to a Close. If he thought 

any Person in the Court House he would run out of the Court House— 

The Lawfulness of the Slave Trade not in Question—The Worthy Mem- 

ber from Newport [Henry Marchant] as much as Col. Barton—The 

Gentlemen from the Massachusetts were in the Convention would the 

Members of that Convention have ever agreed to it if this Preamble to 

this Amendment “That this Traffic is Disgraceful to Human Nature’ — 

enlarges on the Impropriety of a Measure [that] can only serve to affront 

a [state?]. Hopes that those who vote for suppressing this Amendment 

BARTON says he should not have risen if Genl. Miller had not sug- 

gested some Matters [to] acquiesce. He has brought up a Matter which 

he had no Business to—Suppose he had done wrong why should it be 

mentioned here—is willing the Matter should be enquired into—it 

would be disreputable if we did not agree to this Amendment as it now 

Stands— 

SAYLES. It is said That Congress cannot take Cognizance of this Mat- 

ter till the Year 1808—He agrees that this Construction may be put on 

the Measure—But thinks it proper 

STANTON. It is apparent why it is continued by the Southern States 

to the Year 1808. The Power and Influence of the southern states—If 

the Angells should decree such a Traffick in Heaven he should 

CHAMPLIN says he hopes that those who vote against the Amendment 

will not be considered as Friends to Slavery.—He has done much to- 

ward the Freedom of the Blacks.'*? He is Friend to General Liberty and 

the Happiness of all Men. Will offend 

Mr. NoAH MATHEWSON moves to alter 

E. BROWN is sorry the Attornies will advocate the Cause 

Gov. BRADFORD respects Gov. Brown the very Hair of his Head—This 

is not the First, Second or Third Time—He abhors the Slave Trade— 

has as much Regard as any Man to the Liberties of the Poor and the 

Depressed.—This Measure promoted only for the Purpose of Party in 

this State—The southern States so tenacious of the Trade 

B. BOURNE says he has been branded as being advocate for Slavery— 

Highly injured by this Reflection—He is friend to the Freedom of all 

Men if he could accomplish the Plan before he slept—
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Gen. STANTON. This is a Material Objection to the Constitution with 

the People where he lives on account of the Idea—The Principle will 

bearing [1.e., bear] examining.— 

Mr. THOMAS ALLEN.'*? Was one of the Committee but did not agree 

to this part of the Report.— 

Mr. G. HAZARD Speaks largely on the Subject—we will do as little 

Harm as may be and as much good as may be—convinced that Con- 

gress had respect to both Parties— How unhappy should we have been 

if Congress had been carried away by the cries about Slavery—Should 

you offend them it will injure us— Wishes the House to be candid and 

Thoughtful on this Matter—never knew it good way to beat a Man 

[like] a Dog and then asks a Favor of him— 

Mr. SHELDON. The Arguments have Centered on Two particulars: the 

Impracticability of the Measure and The Fear of offending the southern 

states—The Congress of 1776 resolved That They would discontinue 

then the Trade'*— 

passed by one Majority 

Second Article read again. 

Mr. J. HAZARD says the Mode of Representation ought not to be 

calculated on Slaves'’—is in Favor of the Mode— 

Mr. SHELDON says the Negroes are personal Property 

Mr. MARCHANT observes on the Impropriety of this Article standing 

as it does. 

J. HAzARD. The Convention having determined against the mode of 

apportioning the Taxes reported by the Committee deprives him of 

Argument 

G. HAzARD Would act in Public Life as in Private on fair and Just 

Grounds. 

Second Article to be Struck out 

The 20th. Amendment of the Committee read— 

There on moved that First Article of the Amendments recommended 

by Congress— 

Gov. BRADFORD moves to pass the Bill of Rights. 

Second[ed] by Mr. MARCHANT 

Mr. WILLIAMS moves that it be sent to the People. 

Conversation—on this Matter. 

ANDREW WATERMAN Seconds the Motion of Sending the Bill of 

Rights— 

Mr. CHAMPLIN argues in Favor of approbating the Bill of Rights pre- 

vious to sending the Bill to the People— 

Desultory Debates on the Propriety of Sending out the Bill of Rights 

previous to an Approbation of this House—
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Mr. CHAMPLIN calls for a Vote after having Made sundry pertinent 

observations—and that it seemed as if the House were themselves afraid 

to declare their approbation of them— 

Mr. G. HAZARD follows with Additional Arguments 

Comstock. This Convention undertakes to make a Bill of Rights— 

It is the Work of the People to make them—What is to be done—We 

can do no more than to refer the Bill to the Bill [1.e., people] and to 

take their opinion on the Matter.—The Gentleman has striven much 

about the Previous Question. Concludes by moving as before 

SHELDON. It is curious to observe the Situation on This Matter—one 

Gentleman says it has been Received—another that it is not Received— 

Mr. MARCHANT points out the absurdity of sending the Bill of Rights 

to the People before it is approbated by the People [i.e., House] — 

(It is now | o’clock P.M. Saturday, March 6) 

MARCHANT States how the Question 

Mr. WILLIAM CONGDON moves that this Bill of Rights that this Con- 

vention 

E. BROWN moves that we have the Vote whether we adjourn or not 

before any other Vote is passed. 

Desultory [discussion] whether 

Mr. MARCHANT reduces his Motion to writing. 

Comstock. We are an Assembly here of 70 Persons. Shall 70 Persons 

act on this Business to give it full Efficacy—argues that by adopting 

this Bill some Rights essential may be omitted—We have 

adjourned to 3 o'clock P. M. 

Met pursuant to Adjournment— 

E. BROWN makes a Motion in Writing for referring the Bills of Rights 

to the Town Meetings in the 3d. Wednesday of April next— 

Judge STEERE moves that the Bill of Rights be received 

WILLIAMS Joins in said Motion— 

SAYLES confessed on all Hands that the Report of the Committee is 

Received— 

Mr. MARCHANT moves to have it entered on the Journals that the 

Report is Received— 

Mr. BOURNE objects to Recording that the Report is Received by it- 

self—Because it ought also to extend to the Amendments 

Gov. BRADFORD. We are now bringing up a Matter which ought to 

have been determined on or before any debate upon—calls for reading 

the Bill—Says he is in order—has no objection to an Entry being made 

that the Report of the Committee is Received—argues against the Mo- 

tion on the Ground of Impropriety—has no objection to it being en- 

tered on the Journals.
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MARCHANT. If we look into the Act by which we met we shall find 

why & how we met here.—we have no Legislative Power—Have no 

other Powers than as Trustees for the Business—we have examined the 

Constitution paragraph by paragraph—the Committee drew up a Bill 

of Rights—has no objection because we may declare that the People 

have such and such &c. Rights that when we adopt the Constitution it 

may appear that we claim such and such Rights similar to what was 

done by New York and may go on to give influence and the Wishes of 

the People—all this one connected Business—But it belongs to the 

Convention to finish the Business. Objects to Referring the Bill to the 

People they cannot consult—and Act together upon [it]. Wishes as we 

have gone thru the Bill of Rights and the Amendments. He has a Mo- 

tion to Make. Called to Order by Mr. Comstock. determined by the 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] that he is in order—Reads a Motion Resolved that 

this Convention having Received’® 

Motion Seconded by B. BoURNE— 

Comstock. They have rambled a great way round the former Mat- 

ter—ought to be first heard & Determined says-Ms. 

COMSTOCK moves to adjourn to a future Day 

Second[ed] by ELISHA BROWN who waves the first Motion he made 

this Afternoon. 

Gen. MILLER moves to have Mr. Comstock’s Motion 

Col. BARTON has come to this Convention divested of all Prejudices 

for or against the Constitution from some Gentlemen being so anxious 

that they are influenced by Prejudices— 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] interrupts Col. Barton and Requests him to Speak 

to the Point— 

Col. BARTON says the Adjournment will affect his Constituents Sen- 

sibly—The Congress have subjected the Citizens to foreign Duties and 

foreign Tonnage.'’ Calls for the Reasons why an Adjournment is moved 

for. 

SAYLES will give the Reasons—If there is no Adjournment the Ques- 

tion will be adopt or Reject—wishes to mix 

Gov. BRADFORD Enquires of the Worthy Gentleman how long Time 

will it Require to take the Sentiment of his Constituents. 

Mr. SAYLES says that he does not know how long a Time 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] observes that both the Gentlemen are out of 

Order. 

Mr. MARCHANT Wishes for the Honor of the Convention that the 

Business be done regularly and reads a Motion 

Mr. BOURNE Says it is not in the Power of this Convention to ad- 

journ—The Act of Government points out the Business—If we have
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the Power of adjournment they may adjourn to a Month or Two Months 

a Year or ten Years—The opinion ill founded that we may adjourn we 

are appointed to consider investigate & Decide'*—our Constituents ex- 

pected that it would be Decided on—If Mr. Sayles knows the Senti- 

ments of his Constituents he knows how to vote—says if we had Power 

to adjourn it is inexpedient—knows not what Time or plan is intended. 

Congress are pressing us with their Laws—Tonnage & Duties on Us— 

no intercourse by Land—all Commerce thereby outlawed—Coasting 

Business destroyed—Fishermen [un]employed—Especially Herring 

Fishermen—Go to Virginia and Eastward—they take salt in great 

Quantities. —The United States now Raising a large Revenue—our Pro- 

portion 40,000 Dollars—are we in a way to collect our Proportion— 

He has enquired at the Collectors office in Providence [and] finds we 

shall not raise a Third Part of the Money—undoubtedly unless we 

Speedily accede to this Constitution & this Quota will be demanded of 

Us." But if we now accede it is probable the Deficiency will not be 

called for.—The Governor has written a Letter by order of the Assem- 

bly assuring Congress that we should adopt the Constitution soon— 

you Have by a Bill passed in the upper House pledged yourself for the 

speedy adoption. Recites the Bill and that as you Have supported that 

Bill it is certain was the Sentiments of [your constituents].*° Our Fishing 

Business, our Coasting Business, our Ferrying Business—has made a 

Statement of the Tonnage of the Vessels of this sort if Reckoned at 

4,000 Tonnage, Number 22, and will Amount to 80,000 Dollars—only 

one Month will amount to 700 Dollars—They will suffer more in the 

Spring than in any other Season. Tonnage of Providence more than 

10,000 Dollars—Post office—150 Dollars a Month which we must ac- 

count for—Estimate 700 Dollars a Month Ton. 1,000 Dollars a Year for 

salt—other Losses the Requisitions of Congress &c 40,000 Dollars a 

Year all on Duties payable in Paper Money another Weighty consider- 

ation. The probable Adjournment of Congress in May—if we accede 

after the Adjournment there will be not Power to resort to for relief 

till the next Meeting of this Congress—shall add nothing further now 

as the Convention have no Power to adjourn 

J. HAZARD says the Gentleman from Providence has objected to an 

adjournment because he says the Convention have not Power to ad- 

journ—Sir if we have no authority to adjourn we have done for we 

have adjourned—if we can adjourn one Day we can a Week or a Fort- 

night—we Many concurred that the General Assembly taking up the 

Matter without the Consent of the People was a Matter of Complaints— 

This was the Reason that produced the Bill of the upper House at the 

last session*!— Had this Bill been passed into a Law and the People had
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instructed their Deputies to adopt the Constitution it then could have. 

We derive our Power from the People. They have a Right to be con- 

sulted—They expect the Amendments will be made and sent to them. 

Is extremely sorry for the Sufferings of the Merchants—But he hopes 

congress will continue the Exemption if we do not adjourn too long a 

Time so as to appear as merely being adjourned. The most Haste the 

Worse Speed is a Maxim.” If the Gentlemen had not been In Such 

Haste it would have been much better for all—The Anxiousness Shewn 

has alarmed the Common People—He does not mention this as Matter 

of Justification—He says We have a Right to adjourn and he has In- 

struction— 

SAMUEL J. POTTER.*’ The only Question before us [is] whether we 

adjourn or not—let us keep to the Point— 

E. Brown. Several States have adjourned—North Carolina & New 

Hampshire**—If we apply to Congress they will continue the Indul- 

gence as it will otherwise operate against the Federation. This will seem 

Hard—The People are more and more Reconciled. 

Mr. JOHN Davis” calls on Mr. E. Brown for his Reasons why he wishes 

for an Adjournment 

Saturday After noon on the Adjournment 

Mr. COMSTOCK observes That Mr. Bourne is of quite different Sen- 

timent from the Last sentiment. Thus it would be perfectly Safe—The 

convention could adjourn—Much is said about the Damage will arise— 

But the People must be satisfied—If it is the best Constitution yet if 

the People are against it what will be the Confusion? Suppose We are 

at Some Expence for Tonnage we had better pay that than refuse. the 

Confusion possibly the Result 

MARCHANT Had heard that many Things had been said against the 

Constitution— Expected that here was the Place to Dissent—But what 

has been said against it—Is there any thing to look the Constitution in 

the [Face?]—The Bill of Rights it is true has been agreed to—But 

there is not a Single Right but what was Safe by the Constitution—as 

Some might possibly doubt whether we [can adjourn] 

Argues on the Power of Adjourning and Questions the Power of Ad- 

journing—In New Hampshire there was an Adjournment but the same 

Question arose and the Adjournment took place by Agreement—Says 

the Common People have been whispered to—other Persons who had 

Points to carry have been whispered to—There has been an Adjourn- 

ment—in the [United States?]—It was said that Two or Three Days 

only were necessary—But this Time was not enough—Some States have 

debated Weeks—and the very state of North Carolina so often Referred 

to have only adopted the [Constitution recently]*°
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Two Years have elapsed—and 18 Months have elapsed since the Gov- 

ernment was organized?’—We ought to take Time—if we cannot finish 

it to day we ought to adjourn to Monday—We have had to see the 

1,000 things the 1,000 things said against us not True—The People in 

the other States are in Peace & quiet Enjoyment of their Liberties & 

Privileges—The Gentleman has observed that the Act of the General 

Assembly was only recommendatory—States the absurdity and incon- 

sistency of Referring the Matter to the People again 

Sir, It has been said that congress will continue their Indulgence— 

and that if they will be so hard so cruel as to refuse the Application it 

is best for us never to Join them—How unnecessary is this breaking 

then with the Respect they Deserve—observes on the Beginning of 

Congress and their Ready and immediate Attention to the Reported 

Application of the States. The First Time they give sufficient Time to 

consider and adopt—It is true before this Time expired the Legislature 

did take it up—Recites what was done and wrote to Congress assuring 

them that the Constitution would be adopted**—and will it not be 

treating them with Indignity to postpone the Adoption— (States the 

Improbability of Congress further indulging us—) Will congress de- 

range all their Measures the most necessary Affairs of the Nation to 

eratify us? We are trifling we sporting with the Privileges of the Means 

by which the People live—The People do see that the Property is de- 

preciating—That they are depressed—What may be the Consequence 

he knows not—He would not contend against a short adjournment— 

States Inconvenience to the Farmer in Case the Constitution is not 

adopted—in not having a Market—He cannot have Credit—He can- 

not do his Business—Congress have it in Expectation to rise in May— 

They have before them Business of the Highest Consequence to us— 

If our Delegation do not arrive before the Adjournment States the Evils 

we shall be under—There is no other Means than a Land tax for dis- 

charging the Deficiency we shall have to make up for The Revenue— 

Gov. BRADFORD Says he hoped to have [Land tax?]—puts him in 

Mind of a Story he had heard of Lord Coke who had a [Bank?] 

The Question is whether we have power to adjourn—There has been 

no Instance but New Hampshire and there ten Members were clogged 

with their Instruction—They themselves moved for Liberty—& ad- 

journed”— The Gentleman from Smithfield [1.e., John Sayles] has Said 

that he wants to consult his Constituents when he has said there is a 

Majority against this—has no Right to adjournment 

Gen. MILLER is against an Adjournment. We have no Right—though 

we have their almighty Power—Suppose he should go home and his
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Constituents. Nothing offered as a sufficient Reason for an Adjourn- 

ment—could he believe the Adjournment was for an Adoption he 

should not be against—It is intended by some to keep this Link broken 

that some disturbance may happen—and it may then be said— 

Cannot tell How it is possible that those who have been firm 

Points out the Disadvantages to Warren—for a Number of Years past 

6. or 5,000 Barrels of Herring taken up the Pawtuxet all the Barrels 

and Salt for the use [Boston?] if it will only Benefit Warren he [prays? | 

it may be indulged with the Privilege—Wishes he had the Eloquence 

of Demosthenes 

Adjourn 4] 

[Not] 28°° 

Gov. BRADFORD moves that the Convention adjourn to the Last mon- 

day in March 

Seconded by Mr. MARCHANT 

E. BROWN moves that the Adjournment be till the Monday after the 

Proxing Day?'— 

Gov. BRADFORD obliged for the Candor of the old Gentleman—says 

it was a Proper season to take up the Business—The First Day of April 

the Indulgence [expires].** I know your Honored Attention to which 

if nothing is wanted but to consult their Constituents—If they go be- 

yond the Time we may be charged—we must [not?] view this Matter 

on the Broad Basis of Candour—Observes on the Advantages or a 

[— — —] between the Merchant & Farmer. The Merchant who grew Two 

Specie of Grass where but one grew before 

E. BROWN is against the Time sooner than that he has moved because 

it will cause Meetings 

PRESIDENT [OWEN] says that we had better finish the 

BRADFORD calls on the Gentleman who has Spent almost a Century 

on the Earth, whether he is not convinced in his own Mind that the 

Damages and inconveniences will be vastly greater—mentions Warren 

as Depicted by Genl. Miller 

E. BROWN solemnly Declares solemnly that he acts with a Clear Con- 

science 

[- --] 
G. HAZARD. [- - -] [- - -] 

Did not the Gentleman come from North Providence with but one 

Eye—will it injure this man this Time—was he not moved by what Gen. 

Miller [said] — 

Says the Man who cannot look with Two Eyes when he has them 

ought to have no more than one—Seconds the Motion of adjourning 

to the Last Monday of March—
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WATERMAN moves for the 24th Day of May— 

Seconded by MATHEWSON 

Gen. STANTON Joins the Motion. Says the People are frightened by 

the Anxiety which is Shewn for the Adoption. 

MARCHANT. 

E. BROWN gives up his Motion for the Monday in April and joins for 

the 4th Monday of May 

MARCHANT restates the Inconvenience of meeting in April. That the 

Gentleman is fascinated with the sound of Proxing Day—lIf the Inter- 

ests of the Freemen is consulted 

BOURNE says the only Question is to what Time we shall adjourn— 

Three Different Times have been mentioned—He mentions them—He 

considers the Reasons which have been given—obviates the objection 

that it is Hurrying the Matter—The Constitution had been published 

and every man has made up his Mind on the Subject**—There will be 

Time in the Month of March to consult the Freemen—We shall be 

obliged to pay 2,000 Dollars for the Delay of the Month of April—In 

Consequence of the Requisition made in October Last the Indulgence 

was limited to the 15th. of January.** Congress subjected us to foreign 

Tonnage & Tonnage Duties to prevent foreigners from availing them- 

selves of the Rhode Island flag &c. The Revenue System before Con- 

gress in which all of us are Interested 

G. HazarD Certain That % or % of this House consists of Members 
of the General Assembly*”—It was the Meaning of this Assembly that 

the Convention should finish the Business—cannot therefore consent 

to the Adjournment—It was moved for that Adjournment and some of 

the Members were willing to acquiesce for the sake of accommodation 

Can any Men think it Right thus to lengthen out the Determination 

of this Business after having declared that Time to Consult the People 

was their only object—It will have the Appearance of Trifling— 

Did we not Suggest to Congress that there was the Greatest Proba- 

bility—and will it not be dishonorable for us to depart—This is the 

Constitution of the Country—as impossible for us to avoid being under 

it as would be for Fish thrown upon the Land with out aid again to get 

to the Sea—We are held to pay our Part of the National Debt—as 

much as if the Lands were Mortgaged—Let me ask the Landholders 

respecting a Matter in Which he is interested—The Farmers defeated 

the 5 per Cent®°—has any thing been done Since to lessen the Debt— 

This Interest has run on—is running on—Eating Day & Night. It must 

be paid—will not propriation be called for—Congress have made Ar- 

rangement for destroying it by Revenue—if we adopt the Constitution
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we shall have the same Means—if we do not adopt the Constitution we 
shall lose the opportunity—if we suffer another Jigg to be danced will 

not the worst Consequence follow—Have we not seen that Direct Tax- 

ation will not Do—We have been paying six per Cent Interest on Se- 

curities which we have sold for 2/6 in the Pound®’—This Mischief has 

[been] unfair because we must—He asks no Office neither of Congress 

or the States. He shall Pity those who are now thus blinded—The Time 

will come when they will be convinced that this Measure is necessary 

Gen. MILLER was against an Adjournment—But when out sold he 

will Submit. But if it is the Intention to adjourn so long he and his 

Constituents will petition Congress to be Set to Massachusetts**—He 

thought it proper to mention that this was his Intention— 

CoMSTOCK. We have voted to Adjourn—we have a Right to take our 

own Time—no wonder that those who were then against the Adjourn- 

ment now wish to make the Time as short as possible—We are the 

servants of the People. We act for them—The Constitution is the Proper 

Work of the People—I cannot act against their Consent—When the 

People have had Time to think of it it will be proper to meet again— 

if we adjourn to the 24th Day of May we shall have time to consult. 

With respect to what Genl. Miller has Said of Petition we are indepen- 
dent State—if do any thing 

Gen. MILLER. I cannot bear to be imposed Upon by the Gentle- 

man—Instead of consulting the sentiments of his Constituents—He 

persuades them to be against the Constitution 

MATHEWSON says That the Matter cannot be laid before the People 

till their Town Meetings because we cannot order Town Meetings to be 

called— 

MARCHANT says this Shows us that we have reason to adjourn—Seven 

Men may call Town Meetings**—If 7 Men cannot be found willing to 

call Meetings we may certainly then proceed to adopt the Constitu- 

tion— 

The General Assembly gave it one Month. 

CHAMPLIN has not said any thing on the subject of the Adjournment 

because ably spoken—Was it not for Proxing Time he supposed there 

would be Time enough—before April— Wishes Good men may be ap- 

pointed—That the Members would go home with the Dispositions of 

Members in New Hampshire—Mr. Bourne has Stated the Ill Conse- 

quences—in same Respect Newport must have their Wood from 

abroad—the Price will be doubled—calls on the Gentleman from 

Middletown to witness the Melancholy Situation of Newport—These 

People have looked up to this Convention for Relief—they have been
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Patient—Prevented from carrying away the Rum, Chocolate &c man- 

ufactured in this state. Have no Staple—could formerly with Sperma- 

cety Candle, Rum, Apples, Potatoes, Cyder, Cheeses &c obtain— 

Send lately to South Carolina to purchase this Produce could only 

send 7 Bundles of Hay—Congress will be disappointed in not finding 

that. 

Uncertain what Measures congress will take—This were only pre- 

vented last fall from Prohibiting the Exportation of the Produce of this 

State—enlarges here 

If the Adjournment is to the Last of March The Representation to 

Congress may be chose 

Calls for the Vote the Last Monday of March or not— 

MATHEWSON proposes the Vote the Last of March or the [First? ] 

MARCHANT Relies on the Candour of the President to [— — —|]— 

WATERMAN is for laying the Business 

Desultory Debate on the Mode of putting the Vote— 

Comstock contends for the Vote being put by the Hands—Last 

Monday of March or 4th Monday in May. 

B. BOURNE. We have not occasion to ask for favour—we have a Right 

to the Vote by Yea or Nay—Shall the Adjournment be on the Last 

Monday of March or not— 

MARCHANT 

March 31 

Not 38 

Not by seven Majority 

Mr. CHAMPLIN moves that the Adjournment be on the Monday fol- 

lowing the Proxing Day 

J. GOMSTOCK contends for the Last Monday of May— 

Col. BARTON begs Gentlemen to consider the Importance of the Mat- 

ter—Congress will not extend further Indulgence. It is for the Poor 

and the Needy that he is Solicitous—The Merchants can remain—if it 

is postponed—he is afraid they will repent of it. Intreats and Beseeches 

the Gentlemen to attend to this Matter. 

Gov. BOWEN says To postpone the Matter is a Wanton Exercise of 

Power—He has good Authority to suppose no further Indulgence will 

be given*® 

SECRETARY [DANIEL UPDIKE] [reads] Letter of Gen. Washington 

Gov. BRADFORD Moves That The Vote may be the Last Monday of 

April or May. Will always be Opposed to Threats—will go with his fellow 

Citizens. But thinks we do not Stand so secure as some think we have 

Enemies from North to South—will ever do all in his Power for the 

Good of the State—will never consent to an Application to Congress.
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Hurtful to the Sovereignty of the State—Saw Mr. Sayles Smile when it 

was observed that he would have Time enough to consult his Con- 

stituents. The Revenue not collecting—our Debt going on—Congress 

Raising. 

Our Trade Stopped. Our Citizens Treated with Contempt—our State 

Disgraced—why should it be postponed 

Moved that the Vote be [taken | 

Gov. BRADFORD Points out the Certain Consequences of postponing 

the Matter till the 4th. Monday of May. 

Mr. WILLIAMS. I did not think of airing any thing on this Matter but 

we have been so repeatedly called on by Gentlemen who have been 

Candid as we and we are Candid as they. These Gentlemen have called 

for our Reasons—But they are hardly to be persuaded that we have 

any Reasons. We are Sensible of the Weight of Reasons which have been 

engaged—is Sorry for the Difference of Sentiment—wishes that could 

be [— — —] who is [— — —]—-will candidly give the Reason with as much 

surety as he Spoke—Those who are candid will allow this. We are on 

the Side of the People. We are to Act for them—He is on the Side of 

the People. They have been repeatedly called on to give their Senti- 

ments on this. Must—This Convention originates from the choice of 

the Body of the People and we know coming from them that it is the 

Sentiments of the Great Body of the People that this Constitution 

Should be rejected—It takes some time to bring the whole People to 

an Agreement to the Constitution. We have had Time to Do the [- - -] 

but if we had done it we have Reason to Judge of the Consequence— 

But Time till the 4th Monday of May will be litthke enough—lIf the 

People will consent to the Adoption he will chearfully acquiesce in the 

Government even if he was of a Different opinion—But it is his Duty 

to be on the Side of the People 

Mr. BouRNE has wanted to hear the Reason which he expected the 

Gentleman would [give] but he has not heard a Single Reason—He 

has said that We know the Body of the People are against it—that his 

Constituents are against it— Therefore instead of voting for an Ad- 

journment he ought to have voted for a Rejection of the Constitution— 

He had rather have the Constitution rejected than be postponed to 

the last Monday of May 

Congress will probably subject our entry to the Commerce [duty] 

but [---] [---] 
Hopes that The Reason given will convince the Inhabitants of Foster 

and all the other Towns 

Gov. BRADFORD says That it is Time for the worthy Member Mr. W 

[i.e., John Williams] to wrestle with the People of his Town to persuade
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them of the absolute Necessity of the Constitution being [adopted]. 

That he will have the same Candor for those who advocate the Consti- 

tution as he asked for those who are against it—as those who advocate 

it are also on the side of the People 

May [24th] 36 

Not 32 

Mr. CHAMPLIN 

[Vote on the place of meeting] 
East Greenwich 34 

Newport 35 

1. See amendment 3 adopted by the Convention (RCS:R.L, 979). 

2. “A Friend to the State of Rhode-Island” stated: “Will Congress suffer a single re- 
fractory State to embarrass its great, necessary national measures?” (Newport Herald, 18 
February, RCS:R.I., 726). 

3. The second amendment reported to the Convention, which was not adopted, reads 
“There shall be one representative for every thirty thousand free inhabitants, including 
those bound to service for a term of years, and excluding all slaves and Indians, until the 
whole number of representatives amount to two hundred, after which, that number shall 
be continued or increased as Congress shall direct, but shall not be diminished.” 

4. See amendment 4 adopted by the Convention (RCS:R.I., 979). 

5. See amendment 5 adopted by the Convention (RCS:R.I., 979-80). 

6. The first North Carolina Convention (21 July to 4 August 1788) proposed a bill of 
rights and twenty-six structural amendments. The fifteenth amendment, in part, states: 

“... But the judicial power of the United States shall extend to no case where the cause 
of action shall have originated before the ratification of this constitution, except in dis- 
putes between states about their territory; disputes between persons claiming lands under 
the grants of different states, and suits for debts due to the united states” (CC:821). 

These amendments, dated 2 August 1788, were printed several times: as a two-page broad- 
side, as a four-page broadside (Evans 21341), in the North Carolina Convention Journal 
(Evans 21337), and in the Proceedings and Debates of the Convention of North-Carolina ... 
(Evans 22037). In Rhode Island, the amendments were reprinted in the United States 

Chronicle on 18 September 1788. A copy of the two-page broadside, signed by the Con- 
vention president and secretary, which was sent to Rhode Island’s governor is in the 
volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution at the Rhode Island 
State Archives. 

7. See Convention Debates (Foster), 5 March, note 10 (RCS:R.I., 948). 

8. See amendment 16 adopted by the Convention (RCS:R.I., 980). 

9. See amendment 17 adopted by the Convention (RCS:R.L, 981). 

10. The reference is to the second article of the Association of the First Continental 
Congress (20 October 1774). See Convention Debates, 3 March 1790, note 15 (above). 

11. Foster seems to have written “No. Carolina,” but the reference is probably to the 
seizure of “‘a cargo of near three hundred slaves ... sent out of the Colony [of South 
Carolina] ... [under] the second article of the Association” (John Drayton, Memozrs of 

the Amencan Revolution ... [2 vols., Charleston, 1821], I, 182). As to North Carolina, the 

state had acted on the slave trade even before the First Continental Congress had adopted 
the Association. On 27 August 1774 the First Provincial Convention of North Carolina 
had resolved “That we will not import any slave or slaves, or purchase any slave or slaves, 
imported or brought into this Province by others, from any part of the world, after the
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first day of November next” (Peter Force, ed., American Archives: Fourth Series . . . [6 vols., 

Washington, 1837-1846], I, 735). 
12. Both George Champlin and his brother Christopher were among the leading New- 

port merchants who were involved in the slave trade, even as late as 1798. 
13. Thomas Allen (1742-1800), a farmer, represented Warren in the House of Dep- 

uties, 1767-68, and Barrington, October 1772-77, 1781-82. (Barrington had been part 

of Warren until 1772.) Allen served as a militia captain and deputy quartermaster general 
during the Revolutionary War, as lieutenant colonel of the Bristol County militia, 1783- 
85, 1786-87, 1791-94, and as brigadier general of that county’s militia, 1794-1800. He 

voted to ratify the Constitution in the March 1788 referendum and in the state Conven- 
tion on 29 May 1790. 

14. See Convention Debates, 3 March, note 19 (RCS:R.I., 933). 

15. See note 3 (above). 

16. See “Henry Marchant: Motion to Ratify the Constitution,” 6 March (RCS:R.L., 

950). 
17. The Collection Act of 31 July 1789 subjected Rhode Island shipping to foreign 

tonnage and impost duties. On 16 September 1789 and 18 February 1790 Congress ex- 
empted Rhode Island from these duties. The second exemption was set to expire on 1 
April and it appeared another exemption would not be granted. See RCS:R.I., 599n, 
736-37. 

18. Marchant and Bourne are referring to the following provision of the act of 17 
January 1790 calling the state Convention: “That the said Convention be and hereby is 
empowered, and fully authorized, finally to decide on the said Constitution, as they shall 

judge to be most conducive to the Interests of the People of this State: And that the said 
Convention cause the Result of their Deliberations and proceedings, relative to the afore- 
said Constitution, to be transmitted to the PRESIDENT of the United States of America, 

as soon after the Rising thereof as may be” (RCS:R.I., 675). 

19. Rhode Island Federalists had often used the fear that Congress would force the 
state quickly to pay its share of the wartime debt or expenses of the new central govern- 
ment to convince the state’s Convention delegates to ratify the Constitution. (For ex- 
ample, see “A Friend to the State of Rhode-Island,” Newport Herald, 18 February; ““A 
Freeholder,” zid., 25 February; and “Solon, junior,” Providence Gazette, 27 February [RCS: 

R.L, 726, 733, 746]). When Congress considered punitive action against Rhode Island to 

force it to join the Union, a payment to cover the state’s share of the expenses of the 
United States before 3 March 1789 was part of the bill that passed the Senate on 18 May 
1790 (RCS:R.I., 837-55, especially p. 847). No one, however, ever suggested that because 
of its share of the national domain (obtained through independence) that Rhode Island 
should benefit from the sale of this land and thereby become a net creditor of the central 
government. 

20. See “Rhode Island Resolution Requesting the Governor to Apply to Congress to 
Suspend Acts Against Rhode Island,” 17 January 1790, and Governor John Collins to 
President George Washington, 18 January (RCS:R.I., 676-78). 

21. See “Daniel Owen’s Bill Calling Town Meetings to Give Instructions on the New 
Constitution,” 17 January 1790 (RCS:R.I., 673-75n). 

22. A variation of the proverb: “the more Haste, the worst Speed” (John Ettlinger 
and Ruby Day, eds., Old English Proverbs; Collected by Nathan Bailey, 1736, Edited from His 
Dictionarium Britannicum or a More Compleat Universal Etymological Enghsh Dictionary [Me- 
tuchen, N.J., and London, 1992], 681). 

23. Samuel J. Potter (c. 1750-1804), a lawyer, represented South Kingstown in the 
House of Deputies, 1782-83, 1786-90, and was brigadier general of the Washington 
County militia, 1788-90. Potter was deputy governor, 1790-1803; a presidential elector,
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1792, 1796; and a U.S. Senator, 1803-4. He voted against ratifying the Constitution in 

the March 1788 referendum and in the state Convention on 29 May 1790. 
24. For the adjournments of the conventions of New Hampshire (22 February 1788) 

and North Carolina (4 August 1788), see CC:554 and CC:821. See also “The Reception 

in Rhode Island of the News of the North Carolina Convention Which Refused to Ratify 
the Constitution,” 31 July-27 December 1788 (RCS:R.I., 373-76). 

25. John Davis (1756-1846) served in the state militia during the Revolutionary War, 

rising from the rank of lieutenant to that of major, a title he apparently used for the rest 
of his life. Davis represented Litthke Compton in the House of Deputies, 1790-93. He 
voted to ratify the Constitution in the March 1788 referendum and in the state Conven- 
tion on 29 May 1790. 

26. North Carolina’s ratification of the Constitution at a convention in Fayetteville on 
21 November 1789 was widely reported in Rhode Island. See “The Reception in Rhode 
Island of the News of North Carolina’s Ratification of the Constitution,’’ 12—17 December 

1789 (RCS:R.I., 642-48n). 
27. A reference to the adoption by the Confederation Congress on 13 September 1788 

of an ordinance providing for the first elections of federal officers under the new Con- 
stitution. For the text of the ordinance, see CC:845. Broadsides of the ordinance were 

sent to all of the state executives by Charles Thomson, the Secretary of Congress. (See 
Thomson to the Governor of Rhode Island, 13 September 1788 [Letters to the Governor, 

Vol. 20, R-Ar; and broadside, 13 September 1788, Papers Relating to the Adoption of the 
Constitution, R-Ar]). The ordinance was reprinted by more than fifty newspapers nation- 
ally. In Rhode Island, it appeared in the United States Chronicle, 18 September; Providence 
Gazette, 20 September; and Newport Herald, 25 September 1788. 

28. See note 20 (above). 

29. On 26 February 1788, four days after the New Hampshire Convention adjourned 
without ratifying the Constitution, Jeremiah Libbey—the postmaster of Portsmouth— 
observed that eleven delegates would have voted for the Constitution had they not been 
instructed to vote against it (to Jeremy Belknap, 26 February, Belknap Papers, Massachu- 
setts Historical Society). John Langdon, a prominent Federalist delegate to the New 
Hampshire Convention, implied that the Convention could not have adjourned without 
the votes of such members since the Antifederalists were absolutely opposed to an ad- 
journment (to Rufus King, 23 February, CC:554—A). 

30. For a listing of how the delegates voted, see the Providence Gazette, 13 March (RCS: 
R.I., 975-76). 

31. 21 April, the day of the annual statewide election. 
32. For this indulgence or exemption, see note 17 (above). 
33. On 3 November 1787 the legislature had ordered the Constitution printed and 

copies (varying from 10 to 100) sent to each town. See RCS:R.I., 25-26, 46-47. 
34. See note 17 (above). 
35. Two state Convention delegates were members of the House of Magistrates, thirty- 

eight were members of the House of Deputies, and Convention president Daniel Owen 
sat in the upper house as deputy governor. 

36. In November 1782 Rhode Island rejected the congressional Impost of 1781, which 
put an end to the efforts to ratify this amendment to the Articles of Confederation. The 
revenue from the five percent import duties on foreign goods was earmarked to pay the 
Continental debt. See RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, pp. xxviii. 

37. Part of Rhode Island’s state debt had been in six percent notes, which greatly 
depreciated. For their redemption, see RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, xxxili—xxxiv. 

38. General Nathan Miller represented Warren, one of a cluster of three Bristol County 
towns (the other two were Barrington and Bristol) that were on the east side of Narra- 

gansett Bay, in close proximity to the state of Massachusetts. Thus situated, the towns
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could easily be annexed to Massachusetts, of which they had been a part until February 
1747. (See map on end papers of this volume.) Miller, who had opposed adjournment, 
died a few days before the Convention reconvened on 24 May 1790. 

39. For examples of freemen requesting that a town meeting be called, see “A Free- 
holder,” United States Chronicle, 18 September 1788; Portsmouth Town Meeting, 27 Feb- 
ruary 1790; and “Providence Freemen Request Town Meeting,” 24 May 1790 (RCS:R.L., 
403, 697, 888-89). 

40. Bowen is perhaps referring to a letter dated 4 February 1790 that he received from 
Tobias Lear, one of George Washington’s secretaries. Lear wrote on behalf of the Presi- 
dent that “The Congress of the United States have taken the matter [of renewing the 
exemption previously granted to Rhode Island from foreign tonnage and impost duties] 
into consideration, and it is to be hoped that the adoption of the Constitution by the 

State of Rhode Island will, after this instance, render similar applications unnecessary 
from that State” (RG 59, Miscellaneous Letters of the Department of State, DNA). Bowen 
had sent to Washington the legislature’s 17 January request for an extension, which Con- 

gress had granted on 8 February. The act extended the exemption from duties until “the 
first day of April next, AND NO LONGER” (RCS:R.L., 678-79, 736-37). 

Outline of Federalist Arguments Against the 

Adjournment of the March Convention! 

Memodm. The Act for Caling a Convention Mentions “There full & 

free Investigation & Decision’’—To decide on sd. Constitut. as they shall 

Judge to be Most Conducive to the Interests of the People of this State,’’? 

See, The Act for Applying to Congress for a Suspention of there 

Acts’—Will prove Graitly Injurious &c Unless a further Suspention of 

them Can be Obtain’d—& Every Reason to Hope that the Accession 

of this State to the Fedrel Union will Soon take place—on the Almost 

Certain Assurance of our Joyning the Union, has produced a further 

Suspention—but Note the Pressedts. Letter to Gov: Bowens mentions 

a Hope that this State will not have Ocation to Ask Again on this Head*— 

It is very necessary These acts Sho’d be fully Shown how much it was 

Expect by All Abroad that we Sho’d most Certainly Joyn the Union at 

this Convention, Witness all the publick Newspapers & Govr. Hancocks 

Speech The paragraft in his Speech Shod be re’d°?— 

Particular Attention Shod be had to the General Letter at the End 

of the Constitution Signd. by Predt. Washinton mentioning the Coole 

Deliberation Used by that Convention & how they endeavour’d to make 

Such a Constitution as would Suite All the States as well as they Could 

Sec°— 

There may be Objections rais’d agst. An Adjournment as by the Act 

for Caling the Convention they was to Decide Accordg. to the best Interest 

of the People of the State—Then all the Disadvantages & losses every 

way are to be pointed Out, Vzt. Sum of them are the Ruin of the State 

in there Trade, & Products of the Land wch. Cannot or will not be 

Carried out of the State, without Paying as foriegners, it may be Com-
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puted to be a very grait loss in Particulars or in Round Sums—and no 

maner of advantages Can arrise—If any amendments are to be Made 

Now is the only time—no adjournment Can be made but will Carry the 

Convention the present Sessions of Congress, then what will become of 

all the Butter, Chees, Barly, Lime &c &c & all foreign Goods Imported 

More than Consum’d In the State wch Cant be Carryed out by land at 

any rate & if by water pay a forgein Duty—The Duty Collected here will 

be in Paper Money’ that will Not ans[we]r Congress to Pay Our part of 

the Publick Debt, Then how Shall we pay our part of the Publick Debt 

which was promised by the Letter from the State in Septemr. last to 

Congress*°—See Several Things in sd Letter wch. Amounts to a promise 

that We Sho’d Joyn the Union—The amendments was Mention’d so far 

as done to be Approved & are since all done & Approved if any more 

wanted point them Out with Members to Obtain them—But the Con- 

stitution must be first Granted—Honourable 

1. MS, Brown Papers, RPJCB. This undated memorandum is crossed out. It appears 
to be signed “‘Jno. Brown Esqr,” but the signature is not that of the prominent Providence 
merchant John Brown. 

2. See Convention Debates (Foster), 6 March, note 18 (RCS:R.I., 969). 

3. For this ‘Act’? and Governor John Collins’ 18 January 1790 letter to President 
George Washington, see RCS:R.I., 676-78. 

4. For President George Washington’s 4 February letter to former Deputy Governor 
Jabez Bowen, see Convention Debates (Foster), 6 March, note 40 (RCS:R.I., 971). 

5. A reference to Governor John Hancock’s 19 January 1790 address to the Massachu- 
setts legislature. See Massachusetts Centinel, 20 January (Mfm:R.1.). 

6. For President of the Constitutional Convention George Washington’s 17 September 
1787 letter to the President of Congress, see RCS:R.I., 322-23. 

7. Under the September 1789 state impost, Rhode Island was collecting the same duties 
as those levied by Congress. The duties could be paid in Rhode Island paper money, which 
was legal tender in the state. See RCS:R.I., 601-3, and Bartlett, Records, X, 340-55. 

8. For the 19 September 1789 letter from the Rhode Island legislature to the President 
and both houses of Congress, see RCS:R.I., 605-7. 

Newspaper Reports of Convention Proceedings, Friday, 6 March 1790 

Newport Herald, 11 March 1790! 

SATURDAY—A motion was made for the ratification of the Consti- 

tution, upon which the previous question was moved, to give way for a 

motion of adjournment; an interesting debate ensued, in which the 

necessity of an immediate adoption was clearly established, from the 

measures of the Legislature at the last Sessions, their application to 

Congress, and the consequent indulgence extended to the trade of this 

State, but which would cease the first of April:*-—The situation of the 

sea-port towns was represented, and their distresses in consequence of
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this State not being in the Union, were pointed out in a most striking 

manner; on the other side it was asserted that the majority of the citi- 

zens of this State were against the Constitution, that if the members 

present should now act they must reject it, but they observed that a 

rejection would be dangerous, that by an adjournment they should not 

experience the evils, which they had reason to fear might be conse- 

quent upon a rejection, and that this would give an opportunity for 

further consideration; but no assurances were given by the members in 

opposition, that they should come together with a more favorable dis- 

position, nor any encouragement of a change of sentiments in their 

constituents:—upon the question being taken for an adjournment, it 

was decided in the affirmative, by a majority of 9.° 

A motion was then made, that the time of adjournment should be, 

to the fourth Monday of March instant—In support of this motion it 

was observed, that the indulgence of Congress ceases on the first of 
April, and in case of an adoption, in the present month, we shall not 

suffer the injuries, which would attend an adjournment to a more dis- 

tant day, and that it would afford full time for taking the sentiments of 

their constituents—This motion was however negatived by a majority 

of 64—And the last Monday of May was proposed and carried by a 

majority of 4.° 

(Newport was fixed on as the place of meeting, by a majority of 1.° 

The Convention consisted of 70 members, all of whom were present 

on the second day, and gave their vote on every question which was 

taken. 

After the vote of adjournment was carried, a vote passed for referring 

the consideration of the Bill of Rights and Amendments, to the Free- 

men of the State, at their annual meeting on the third Monday of April 

next.) 

1. Reprinted: Boston Gazette, 29 March; Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 31 March. The Bos- 
ton Gazette, 15 March, reprinted the text in angle brackets, shortening the previous par- 
agraph to “Saturday last the Convention adjourn’d to the last Monday of May, it was 
carried by a majority of 4.”’ The Gazette’s version was reprinted by the Newburyport, Mass., 
Essex Journal, 11 March, and Connecticut Courant, 22 March. The New York Daily Advertiser, 

27 March, printed a longer summary of the Herald’s account (along with a summary of 
the proceedings for 2-3 March) (Mfm:R.I.). Other portions of this item are printed 
under the newspaper reports of Convention proceedings for 2-3, 5 March (above). 

2. For the legislature’s “application” and the “indulgence” granted by Congress, see 
RCS:R.I., 676-78, 736-37. 

3. Theodore Foster’s notes of Convention debates and the Providence Gazette, 13 March, 

give the vote as 41-28 (RCS:R.L., 963, 975-76). 
4. Foster has the motion losing 38 to 31 (RCS:R.I., 966). 

5. Foster has the motion carrying 36 to 32 (RCS:R.I., 968). 

6. Foster has Newport defeating East Greenwich 35 to 34 (RCS:R.I., 968).
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Providence Gazette, 13 March 1790! 

In our last were published Minutes of the Proceedings of Convention 

down to Thursday Se’nnight. 

On Friday, the Committee appointed to draught Amendments re- 

ported a Bill of Rights and Amendments to the Constitution; the former 

became the Subject of Discussion, and was agreed to without any ma- 

terial Alteration. On Saturday the Amendments reported by the Com- 

mittee occupied the Attention of the Convention. Two of these were 

rejected; one proposed that Congress should not have the Power of 

appointing such Officers, within the several States, as had been usually 

chosen by the State Legislatures; the Object of the other was to substi- 

tute Property as a Rule for Apportionment of direct Taxes, instead of 

Numbers.’ It was contended by the Members opposed to these Amend- 

ments, that the Constitution did not invest Congress, or the President 

of the United States, with the Power of appointing State Officers, and 

that there was no Clause which could warrant such a Construction: That 
the Rule of Apportionment of ‘Taxes by Property, instead of Numbers, 

would eventually operate injuriously to this State: That our Proportion 
would be augmented, and that the Apportionment by a Valuation of 

Estates had been found from Experience to be impracticable. Other 

Arguments were adduced to shew the Impropriety of these Amend- 

ments, and the Convention were induced to strike them out of the 

Report of the Committee. The proposed Amendment that Congress 

should, as soon as may be, provide effectual Regulations to prevent the 

Importation of Slaves into the United States, occasioned considerable 

Debate. The Gentlemen who opposed it stated, that if such an Amend- 

ment could have any Effect to abolish the African Trade, they should 

by no Means object to its being recommended; but they contended 

that the Constitution itself expressly provided against any Alteration or 

Amendment of this Clause until the Year 1808: That it was therefore 

nugatory to propose an Amendment, which, consistently with the Con- 

stitution, could not obtain a Ratification. On the other Hand it was 

urged, that a Traffic in the human Species was so wicked in its Nature, 

and so inconsistent with the Spirit of a free Government, that if the 

proposed Amendment could not take Place, it was proper for the Con- 

vention to recommend it, as evincing their Sense respecting so infa- 

mous a Traffic. Many other Observations were made in Favour of and 

against this Amendment, and on the Convention being called, there 

appeared a Majority of one in Favour of it. 
After all the Amendments had been fully considered, and finally voted 

(as inserted in this Day’s Gazette)* Mr. Marchant moved in Form for a
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Ratification of the Constitution. This Motion was seconded by Mr. B. 

Bourn.* Mr. Comstock immediately rose, and moved, as a previous Ques- 

tion, for an Adjournment. A very lengthy Debate then ensued on the 

Motion of Mr. Comstock. The Power of the Convention to adjourn was 

questioned. It was observed, that the Delegates were chosen expressly 

to meet at a certain Time and Place, then and there to investigate and 

decide on the Constitution: That these were the very Words of the Act 

of Government for calling a Convention; and the same Language was 

used by the several Towns in the Appointment of their Delegates: That 

a Power to investigate and decide at a certain Time, did not imply a 

Power to adjourn: That the Delegates being thus elected for the express 

Purpose of deciding on the Constitution, it was the Expectation of the 

People that the Question for its Ratification or Rejection should then 

be taken. However, upon the Motion for an Adjournment, it was car- 

ried in the Affirmative by a Majority of Thirteen. Governor Bradford 

then proposed that the Adjournment should be to the last Monday of 

March inst. In Favour of this Motion it was observed, that the Adjourn- 

ment proposed would afford sufficient Time to lay the Bill of Rights 

and Amendments before the People for their Consideration, and that 

as this had been the ostensible Object with the Gentlemen who had 

voted for an Adjournment, it was hoped the Motion would be agreed 

to. Against an Adjournment beyond the present Month, many Reasons 

were urged: That Congress having been assured by the Legislature, that 

there was every Reason to hope that this State would speedily accede to 

the Union, they had granted us a further Exemption from the foreign 

Impost and Tonnage Duties: That this Indulgence would expire on the 

first of April, and there was not the least Probability of obtaining any 

further Exemption: That the Citizens of this State employed and sub- 

sisted entirely in the fishing and coasting Business were numerous, and 

that the Navigation Laws of the Union must operate with such Severity 

on these Classes of Citizens, as would reduce them to the Alternative 

of starving at Home, or moving into the other States. Many other Ar 

guments were added, shewing the numerous Disadvantages which would 

result from an Adjournment beyond the Time proposed; but on the 

Question being taken for an Adjournment to the last Monday of March, 

it was negatived by a Majority of seven. Mr. Andrew Waterman then 

moved for an Adjournment to the fourth Monday of May. Others pro- 

posed an intermediate Time, and the fourth Monday of April was men- 

tioned; but the Motion of Mr. Waterman obtained by a Majority of five. 

On the first Question for an Adjournment, the Yeas and Nays were 

as follow:
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YEAS. Burrington Anthony, Job Durfee, Giles Slocum, Peter Barker, 

Gideon Arnold, Thomas Rice, Edward Hull, Ray Sands, William Cong- 

don, Bowen Card, Jonathan J. Hazard, Samuel J. Potter, Pardon Mawney, 

Job Comstock, Andrew Waterman, John Sayles, James Aldrich, Nathan 
Bates, Stephen Steer, Joseph Stanton, jun. Thomas Hoxsie, William 

Nichols, William Matthewson, Benjamin Arnold of Coventry, Job Greene, 
Joseph Reynolds, Job Wilcox, Joshua Barker, William Peckham, James 
Sheldon, Thomas James, Peter Stone, Jonathan Sprague, John Brown 

of Hopkinton, Jesse Maxson, Noah Matthewson, William B. King, Elisha 

Brown, Esek Eston, William Howard, John Williams.—41. 

Nays. George Hazard, Henry Marchant, George Champlin, Peleg 

Clarke, George Sears, William Tripp, Jabez Bowen, Benjamin Bourn, 

William Barton, John I. Clark, Benjamin Arnold of Warwick, Christopher 
Green, Walter White, George Stillman, Benjamin Remington, Nicholas 
Carr, William Bradford, Shearjashub Bourn, Israel Manchester, Abra- 

ham Barker, John Davis, William Ladd, Nathan Miller, Samuel Pearce, 

John S. Dexter, Levi Ballou, Thomas Allen, Samuel Allen.—28. 

1. Reprinted: Newport Mercury, 15 March; Connecticut Norwich Packet, 19 March; Mas- 
sachusetts Centinel, 24 March; and New Hampshire Spy, 27 March. 

2. For this amendment, see Convention Debates (Foster), 5 March, note 10 (RCS:R.L, 

948). 

; Immediately below. 

4. See “Henry Marchant: Motion to Ratify the Constitution,” 6 March (RCS:R.I., 950). 

5. See Convention Debates (Foster), 6 March, note 17 (RCS:R.I., 969). 

Rhode Island Convention: Bill of Rights and Proposed Amendments 
6 March 1790! 

The BILL of RIGHTS, and AMENDMENTS to the CONSTITUTION OF 

THE UNITED STATES, as agreed to by the CONVENTION of the State 
of Rhode-Island and Providence-Plantations, at South-Kingstown, in the 

County of Washington, on the First Monday of March, A. D. 1790. 
DECLARATION of RIGHTS. 

1. That there are certain natural rights, of which men, when they 

form a social compact, cannot deprive or divest their posterity—among 
which are the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of acquir- 
ing, possessing and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining 
happiness and safety. 

2. That all power is naturally vested in and consequently derived from 
the people: That magistrates, therefore, are their trustees and agents, 

and at all times amenable to them. 

3. That the powers of government may be reassumed by the people, 
whensoever it shall become necessary to their happiness:—That the
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rights of the States respectively to nominate and appoint all State offi- 

cers, and every other power, jurisdiction and right, which is not by the 

said Constitution clearly delegated to the Congress of the United States, 

or to the departments of government thereof, remain to the people of 

the several States, or their respective State governments, to whom they 

may have granted the same;—and that those clauses in the said Con- 

stitution, which declare that Congress shall not have or exercise certain 

powers, do not imply, that Congress is entitled to any powers not given 

by the said Constitution;—but such clauses are to be construed, either 

as exceptions to certain specified powers, or as inserted merely for 

greater caution. 

4. That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator, and the 

manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and convic- 

tion, not by force or violence—and therefore all men have an equal, 

natural and unalienable right to the free exercise of religion, according 

to the dictates of conscience;—and that no particular religious sect, or 

society, ought to be favoured or established by law, in preference to 

others. 

5. That the legislative, executive and judiciary powers of government, 

should be separate and distinct;—and that the members of the two 

first may be restrained from oppression, by feeling and participating 

the public burthens, they should at fixed periods be reduced to a pri- 

vate station, return into the mass of the people, and the vacancies be 

supplied by certain and regular elections—in which all or any part of 

the former members to be eligible or ineligible, as the rules of the 

Constitution of government and the laws shall direct. 

6. That elections of Representatives in the Legislature ought to be 

free and frequent—and all men, having sufficient evidence of perma- 

nent common interest with and attachment to the community, ought 

to have the right of suffrage: And no aid, charge, tax or fee, can be 

set, rated or levied upon the people, without their own consent, or that 

of their Representatives, so elected;—nor can they be bound by any 

law, to which they have not, in like manner, assented for the public 

good. 

7. That all power of suspending laws, or the execution of laws, by 

any authority, without the consent of the Representatives of the people 

in the Legislature, is injurious to their rights, and ought not to be 

exercised. 

8. That in all capital and criminal prosecutions, a man hath a right 

to demand the cause and nature of his accusation—to be confronted 

with the accusers and witnesses—to call for evidence, and be allowed
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counsel in his favour—and to a fair and speedy trial by an impartial 

jury of his vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be 

found guilty (except in the government of the land and naval forces) 

nor can he be compelled to give evidence against himself. 

9. That no freeman ought to be taken, imprisoned, or disseized of 

his freehold, liberties, privileges or franchises, or outlawed, or exiled, 

or in any manner destroyed, or deprived of his life, liberty or property, 

but by the trial by jury, or by the law of the land. 

10. That every freeman restrained of his liberty is entitled to a rem- 

edy, to enquire into the lawfulness thereof, and to remove the same, if 

unlawful;—and that such remedy ought not to be denied or delayed. 

11. That in controversies respecting property, and in suits between 

man and man, the ancient trial by jury, as hath been exercised by us 

and our ancestors, from the time whereof the memory of man is not 

to the contrary, is one of the greatest securities to the rights of the 

people, and ought to remain sacred and inviolate. 

12. That every freeman ought to obtain right and justice freely, and 

without sale—completely, and without denial—promptly, and without 

delay—and that all establishments or regulations, contravening these 

rights, are oppressive and unjust. 

13. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines 

imposed, nor cruel or unusual punishments inflicted. 

14. That every person has a right to be secure from all unreasonable 

searches and seizures of his person, his papers, or his property;—and 

therefore that all warrants to search suspected places, or seize any per- 

son, his papers, or his property, without information upon oath, or 

affirmation of sufficient cause, are grievous and oppressive;—and that 

all general warrants (or such in which the place or person suspected 

are not particularly designated) are dangerous, and ought not to be 

granted. 

15. That the people have a right peaceably to assemble together, to 

consult for their common good, or to instruct their Representatives; — 

and that every person has a right to petition, or apply to the Legisla- 

ture, for redress of grievances. 

16. That the people have a right to freedom of speech, and of writing 

and publishing their sentiments:—That freedom of the press is one of 

the greatest bulwarks of liberty, and ought not to be violated. 

17. That the people have a right to keep and bear arms:—That a 

well regulated militia, including the body of the people capable of bear- 

ing arms, is the proper, natural and safe defence of a free State:—That 

the militia shall not be subject to martial law, except in time of war, 

rebellion or insurrection:—That standing armies in time of peace are
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dangerous to liberty, and ought not to be kept up, except in cases of 

necessity;—and that at all times the military should be under strict 

subordination to the civil power:—That in time of peace no soldier 

ought to be quartered in any house without the consent of the owner— 

and in time of war, only by the civil magistrate, in such manner as the 

law directs. 

18. That any person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms, ought to 

be exempted, upon payment of an equivalent to employ another to 

bear arms in his stead. 

AMENDMENTS to the CONSTITUTION of the UNITED STATES. 
1. The United States shall guarantee to each State its sovereignty, 

freedom and independence, and every power, jurisdiction and right, 

which is not by this Constitution expressly delegated to the United 

States. 

2. That Congress shall not alter, modify or interfere, in the times, 

places and manner, of holding elections for Senators and Representa- 

tives, or either of them, except when the Legislature of any State shall 

neglect, refuse, or be disabled, by invasion or rebellion, to prescribe 

the same;—or in case when the provision made by the States is so 

imperfect, as that no consequent election is had;—and then only, until 

the Legislature of such State shall make provision in the premises. 

3. It is declared by the Convention, that the judicial power of the 

United States, in cases in which a State may be a party, does not extend 

to criminal prosecutions, or to authorize any suit by any person against 

a State—but, to remove all doubts or controversies respecting the same, 

that it be especially expressed as a part of the Constitution of the United 

States, that Congress shall not, directly or indirectly, either by them- 

selves or through the judiciary, interfere with any one of the States in 

the redemption of paper money already emitted, and now in circula- 

tion, or in liquidating and discharging the public securities of any one 

State: —That each and every State shall have the exclusive right of mak- 

ing such laws and regulations for the before mentioned purposes, as 

they shall think proper. 

4. That no amendments to the Constitution of the United States 

hereafter to be made, pursuant to the fifth article, shall take effect, or 

become a part of the Constitution of the United States, after the year 

1793, without the consent of eleven of the States heretofore united 

under one Confederation. 

5. That the judicial powers of the United States shall extend to no 

possible case, where the cause of action shall have originated before 

the ratification of this Constitution, except in disputes between States
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about their territory—disputes between persons claiming lands under 

grants of different States—and debts due to the United States. 

6. That no person shall be compelled to do military duty, other- 

wise than by voluntary enlistment, except in cases of general invasion; 

any thing in the second paragraph of the sixth article of the Consti- 

tution, or any law made under the Constitution, to the contrary not- 

withstanding. 

7. That no capitation or poll-tax shall ever be laid by Congress. 

8. In cases of direct taxes, Congress shall first make requisitions on 

the several States, to assess, levy and pay, their respective proportions 

of such requisitions, in such way and manner as the Legislatures of the 

several States shall judge best. And in case any State shall neglect or 

refuse to pay its proportion, pursuant to such requisition, then Con- 

gress may assess and levy such State’s proportion, together with interest 

at the rate of six per cent. per annum, from the time prescribed in 

such requisition. 

9. That Congress shall lay no direct taxes, without the consent of the 

Legislatures of three-fourths of the States in the Union. 

10. That the journals of the proceedings of the Senate and House 

of Representatives shall be published, as soon as conveniently may be, 

at least once in every year, except such parts thereof, relating to treaties, 

alliances, or military operations, as in their judgment require secresy. 

11. That regular statements of the receipts and expenditures of all 

public monies shall be published at least once a year. 

12. As standing armies in time of peace are dangerous to liberty, and 

ought not to be kept up, except in cases of necessity; and as at all times 

the military should be under strict subordination to the civil power— 

that therefore no standing army, or regular troops, shall be raised or 

kept up in time of peace. 

13. That no monies be borrowed on the credit of the United States, 

without the assent of two-thirds of the Senators and Representatives 

present in each House. 

14. That the Congress shall not declare war, without the concurrence 

of two-thirds of the Senators and Representatives present in each House. 

15. That the words “without the consent of Congress,” in the seventh 

clause, in the ninth section of the first article of the Constitution, be 

expunged. 

16. That no Judge of the Supreme Court of the United States shall 

hold any other office under the United States, or any of them; nor shall 

any officer appointed by Congress be permitted to hold any office un- 

der the appointment of any of the States.
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17. As a traffic tending to establish or continue the slavery of any 

part of the human species, is disgraceful to the cause of liberty and 

humanity—that Congress shall, as soon as may be, promote and estab- 

lish such laws and regulations as may effectually prevent the importa- 

tion of slaves of every description into the United States.* 

18. And that the amendments proposed by Congress, in March, A. D. 

1789, be adopted by this Convention, except the second article therein 

contained.® 

In CONVENTION, March 6, 1790. 

VOTED, That the Bill of Rights and Amendments, proposed to the 

Federal Constitution, be referred to the Freemen of the several towns, 

at their meetings on the Third Wednesday of April next, for their con- 

sideration: That one copy thereof be sent to each Town-Clerk in this 

State, one to each Member of the Convention, and one to each Mem- 

ber of the Upper and Lower Houses of Assembly; and that they be sent 

to the Sheriffs of the several Counties, to be distributed. 

The foregoing is a true Copy. 

By Order of the Convention, 

DANIEL UPDIKE, Secretary. 

1. Broadside printed by John Carter (Evans 22845). The bill of rights and amendments 
were also reprinted in the United States Chronicle, 11 March; Providence Gazette, 13 March; 

Newport Herald, 18 March; Newport Mercury, 26 March; Maryland Journal, 2 April; and 

Charleston City Gazette, 22 April. For a discussion of the manuscript versions of the bill 
of rights and amendments, see Convention Proceedings, 5 March, note 1 (RCS:R.I., 942- 
43n). 

> A draft of this amendment is in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption 

of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. The sheet of paper also contains 
the names of the ten-man committee on amendments (Mfm:R.I.). 

3. A reference to the twelve amendments approved by Congress on 25 September 1789 

and sent to the states for their ratification by President George Washington on 2 October 
1789. The second amendment provided that ““No law varying the Compensations for the 

Services of the Senators and Representatives shall take effect, until an Election of Rep- 
resentatives shall have intervened” (Appendix I, below). This amendment was adopted 
as the Twenty-seventh Amendment in 1992. 

Private Commentary on the March Convention 

Henry Marchant to John Adams 

Newport, 7 March 1790! 

It is mortifying to be beat in a good Cause, without Sense or Argu- 

ment; but merely by Self-Will and vile Principles—Our Convention sat
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all the last Week—Our NewsPapers I suppose will give you the partic- 
ulars. It was with Difficulty I could get a Motion for the main Question 

upon the Journalls—An Adjournment was determined upon by the 

Anties before they met Us, in their private Conventions:—And they 

held nocturnal Conventions? the whole Week, for the Purpose of carry- 

ing their own Measures;—and for settling their Arangements for the 

Genl. Election—The Dep: Gov: Owens President of the Convention, 

did not hesitate to say out of Doors, that an Adjournment of the Con- 

vention was necessary to insure their Election—He is proposed for 
Govr —— Collins having been their weak Fool long enough—O——s 

is a Man of more Subtilty—a profound Hypocrite—at the Gen: Assem- 

bly after the Vote for calling a Convention; He took me by the Hand, 
and altho’ He had voted against it; He declared I could not more re- 
joice than He did—He had voted as He had done He said, because 
the People round Him were averse to the Measure as yet, but were 

coming over fast; and He had no Doubt the Constitution would be 
adopted as soon as the Convention met.—Yet He now came with the 
greatest Zeal for an Adjournment—He still holds up the Idea that it 
will soon be adopted— 

The great Objection which had been made by one of Their Leaders— 

Jona. Haszard a Delegate in the former Congress—was the mode of 
proportioning the ‘Tax by Numbers;—instead of the former Method— 
The Word Tax,—partial Tax &c sounded in the Ears of the People, 

had been alarming; but when an Amendment for that Purpose was 
brought forward—His own Party failed Him; and we had a Majority of 
six for the Mode fixed by the Constitution—They were now left without 
any formidable Objections—We took Notice that there had been a 
Number of Things suggested out of Doors, which we were surprised, 
none would now father, or even mention—In short They were beat out 

of all Their strong Holds—We agreed to Their Bill of Rights, copied 

nearly from New York, and Their Amendments taken mostly from New 

York, with Their Darling Paper Money Amendment copied from our 
dear Sister North Carolina. 

What was now left, but that we should adopt the Constitution?—It 

must be sent to the People for the Consideration of the ‘Towns! —And 
I expect next to hear the Amendments must be sent to Congress, to 
see if They will agree to adopt Them, previous to Our adopting the 
Constitution—And this will be the sine qua non, of many— 

Their Majority when we met was twelve agt. the Constitution —Could 

We have brought on the Question, I presume We should have been 
beat by four—wheather We shall succeed in getting that four is uncer- 
tain:—They had Instructions from Their Town to vote for the Consti- 

tution, but a few Days before the Convention met; and were directed
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not to vote for any Adjournment; without the greatest Necessity; and 

then not beyond the first of April.A—But They paid no Attention to 

Their Instructions—How They may yet be opperated upon is uncer- 

tain—I have done giving, for I have almost lost my, Hopes of Success— 

Misery will fall upon the Merchantile Interest, and upon poor Newport 

most heavily:—Wood & Flower will rise to an extravagant Price—The 

Farmer will not begin to feel till next Fall, unless Congress provide 

otherwise—Pray Sir, what must become of Us? what more can we do, 

if the Constitution is not adopted at the Adjournment of the Conven- 

tion the 24th. of May. And what will be the Measures of Congress in 

that Case?—If we adopt the Constitution The Anties hope to be able 

to send forward Their own Creatures;—and expect The Recommen- 

dations of Their Senators &c will be sufficient to procure Appointments 

to Their own peculiar Friends. 

I fear Congress may adjourn, before They may be able to pass the 

proper Bills for collecting the Revenue &c &c should We adopt the 

Constitution the last of May:—For it must be sometime in June, before 

Our Assembly will meet to choose Senators &c—Will there be a Ne- 

cessity that Our Senators &c should be appointed and be in Congress, 

previous to Congress’s passing the necessary Bills and making all the 

proper Arangements?—I wish to be advised hereon—I had the Honor 

to write You Sir the 19th. of Decr. and 18th. of Janry. last?—I could 

wish barely to know they were recd.—We want the best Advice:— What 

we may fear, what We may hope, should we fail at last— 
My Family join me in Respects to Mrs. Adams and the Family—With 

sincere Esteem 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. For another letter commenting on the March Convention, 

see Henry Sherburne to Henry Knox, 7 March (RCS:R.I., 753-54). 
2. For “nocturnal conventions,” see “Glossary” (RCS:R.I., 317). 

3. Recommended on 2 August 1788 by the North Carolina Convention, the 25th 

amendment reads: “That Congress shall not directly or indirectly, either by themselves 
or thro’ the judiciary, interfere with any one of the states in the redemption of paper 

money already emitted and now in circulation, or in liquidating and discharging the 
public securities of any one of the states: But each and every state shall have the exclusive 

right of making such laws and regulations for the above purposes as they shall think 
proper” (CC:821, p. 319). 

For the New York amendments, see CC:818, or RCS:N.Y.,, 2326-—35n. 

4. For the instructions to ratify the Constitution and not to adjourn beyond 1 April, 

see the Portsmouth Town Meeting, 27 February 1790 (RCS:R.I., 699-703n). All four 
Portsmouth delegates voted to adjourn. 

5. See Marchant to Adams, 19 December 1789 and 18 January 1790 (RCS:R.I., 649- 
50, 680-82n).



VIII. 

THE RHODE ISLAND CONVENTION 

SECOND SESSION 

24-29 May 1790 

Introduction 

The second session of the Rhode Island Convention assembled at 

the State House in Newport on Monday, 24 May 1790, but no quorum 

was attained. The Convention adjourned to the next day but did no 

business even though all seventy members were listed as present. Ben- 

jamin Bosworth, the town of Warren’s replacement for General Nathan 

Miller, who had died in the interim, took his seat. 

On Wednesday, 26 May, a motion was made to adopt the Constitu- 

tion, whereupon Antifederalist Job Comstock of East Greenwich moved 

for an adjournment “for a Short time.” Federalists questioned the pro- 

priety of the motion, but President Daniel Owen ruled that, according 

to the Convention’s rules, all motions for adjournment were proper 

and took precedence over any other consideration. ‘The vote to adjourn 

was defeated, probably 36 to 29. In the afternoon session the Convention 

read the Constitution and the bill of rights and amendments proposed 

by the March Convention. The Convention reconstituted the ten-man 

committee that had drafted the bill of rights and amendments in March 

and ordered it to consider additional amendments to the Constitution 

that might have been proposed by the towns during the Convention’s 

three-month recess. Before adjourning for the day, the delegates agreed 

to reconvene at the Second Baptist Church. 

On Thursday, 27 May, the Reverend Gardner Thurston opened the 

proceedings with prayer. The committee on amendments reported 

and the Convention accepted an additional amendment allowing 

state legislatures to recall and replace their federal senators. In the 

afternoon session the Convention appointed another ten-man com- 

mittee to consider additional amendments and to draft a form of rat- 

ification. 

The Convention adjourned to the next morning, Friday, 28 May, when 

the Reverend William Patten of the Second Congregational Church 

opened the session with prayer. The committee reported a form of rat- 

ification that included three additional amendments and recommended 

the deletion of the March Convention’s eighteenth amendment calling 

for the legislature to approve eleven of the twelve amendments to the 

984
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Constitution proposed by Congress in September 1789. In place of this 

deleted amendment, the Convention substituted a resolution recom- 

mending that the legislature adopt eleven of Congress’ twelve amend- 

ments. The Convention considered the committee’s report the rest of 

the morning and afternoon, when, at about 5:00 P.M., one of Ports- 

mouth’s four delegates proposed a short recess until three o’clock on 

Saturday so that he could meet with his townsmen and apprize them 

of the Convention’s proceedings. Although most Antifederalists opposed 

the motion, it was carried by a majority of eight. 

During the short recess, the towns of Portsmouth and Middletown 

reconsidered their instructions. Portsmouth reaffirmed its previous in- 

structions for its delegates to vote to ratify the Constitution, while Mid- 

dletown instructed its delegates not to reject the Constitution or to 

adjourn the Convention, whereupon Antifederalist William Peckham, 

Jr., resigned and was replaced by Federalist Elisha Barker. 

The Convention reconvened on Saturday afternoon, 29 May, with 

opening prayers by the Reverend William Smith of Trinity Episcopal 

Church. Federalist Benjamin Bourne of Providence moved that the Con- 

vention adopt the Constitution, which was seconded by his fellow towns- 

man and Federalist Jabez Bowen. At 5:20 p.M., the delegates voted 34 to 

32 to ratify the Constitution. The form of ratification included a bill of 

rights and recommendatory amendments. The Convention then unani- 

mously agreed that the state legislature should adopt eleven of Congress’ 

twelve amendments to the Constitution. The Convention unanimously 
thanked President Owen for his “Candor and impartiality” and ordered 

that 300 copies of the form of ratification with its bill of rights and 

recommendatory amendments be printed and distributed. After thank- 

ing the clergy who had officiated, the Convention adjourned sine die. 

As the Convention’s secretary, Daniel Updike briefly recorded the 

proceedings, which are found in the volume labeled Papers Relating 

to the Adoption of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. 

Neither Updike nor Theodore Foster took notes of the debates in the 

May session. 

On 29 May President Daniel Owen wrote to President George Wash- 

ington informing him that Rhode Island had ratified the Constitution 

and that the state legislature would soon choose U.S. Senators. Owen 

also mentioned that the official form of ratification would soon be for- 

warded. William Barton carried Owen’s letter to New York City, where 

Washington transmitted a copy of it to Congress on | June. On 9 June 

Owen sent the official engrossed form of ratification to Washington who 

received it on 15 June. The next day Washington transmitted Owen’s 

letter and the form of ratification to both houses of Congress.
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Convention Proceedings, 24-29 May 1790 

[24 May 1790] 
At a Convention began and held at Newport in the County of New- 

port, on the Twenty fourth day of May AD 1790. by Adjournment for 

the purpose of Investigating and deciding on the new Constitution pro- 

posed for the United States of America— 

Delegates Present 

Newport 

Mr. George Champlin 

Mr. Geor. Sears 

from Several other ‘Towns 

Mr. John Davis 

Mr. Isaac Manchester 

Mr. Abraham Barker 

Mr. Willm. Ladd 

Mr. Jesse Maxson 

Mr. Willm. Peckham 

Mr. John Brown 

Mr. Willm. Nichols 

Mr. Walter White 

Mr. George Stilman 

The House then Adjourned to Tuesday the 25th. Inst. 10 o clock 

A.M.— 

[25 May 1790] 
Tuesday 10, 0 clock the Convention Met according to adjournment— 

Present— 

[The names of all seventy delegates are listed here in the proceed- 

ings. | 

The President [Daniel Owen] adjourned the House to 3 o clock 

P.M.— 

The House met according to adjournmt. 

Present as in the forenoon— 

Memo[randu|m This day Mr. Benjamin Bosworth produced a certif- 

icate from the Town of Warren Certifing that he is Chosen a Member 

to represent sd. Town in this Convention in the room of Genl. Nathan 

Miller Declease]|d—whereupon he took his Seat—
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The house then adjourned to 9 o clock Tomorrow morng— 

[26 May 1790] 
The house met according to adjournmt— 

[At this point, according to the Newport Herald, 27 May (RCS:R.L, 

1004), a motion was made to adopt the Constitution. |] 

moved By Mr. [Job] Combstock That this Convention do adjourn 

for a Short time 

moved by the house that the Propriety of the Motion be determined 

by the President who says it is in order agreable to the rules and orders 

of the house— 

The Question being then put adjourn or not it passed in the Negative 

by Majority of Six?— 

The house Adjourned to 3 0 clock P.M. 

The House then met according to adjournmt. and the constitution 

of the Federal Goverment being read.—and the Amendmts. proposed 

by this State’ &c 

Voted that the former Comttee from the several Counties in this State 

(Mr. Giles Slocum being Chose in the room of Mr. Ray Sands who is 

Absent)* do proceed to make such further amendmts to the Sd. Pro- 

posed Federal Constitution—as they shall think Expedient agreeable 

to the Instructions from the several Towns’—and that they report 

The House then adjourned Tomorrow morng 9. o clock Then to 

meet at the Revd. Mr. Thurston’s Meeting house in this Town— 

[27 May 1790] 
The house Met at the Baptist Meeting house in Newport on the 27th. 

day of May inst. according to adjournmt.—and previous to the Open- 

ing of the business of the day the Reved. Mr. Thurston made a Prayer 

Suitable to the Occation®— 

The report of the Comtee being received and read the following 

amendment was agreed on in Addition to those Amendmts. agreed to 

at the first Meeting of this Convention at South Kingston in March 

Last.—and which Amendmt. is entered on the Original Amendment 

accordingly— Towit,
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‘That the State Legislatures have Power to recall, when they think 

it Expedient, their Federal Senators and to send others in their 

Stead.”’ — 

The house then adjournd to 3 0 clock P.M.— 

Thursday 3 0 clock P.M. the House Met according to adjournmt. 

Present as in the forenoon— 

Thursday 3. 0 Clock P.M.— 

The House being called—Voted that there be a comtee to draft such 

further Amendmts to the Federal Constitution as they shall think nec- 

essary, and also the filling up and Completing the bill ratifying the form 

of the Adoption of the Federal Constitution—and that the Comtee 

Consist of Two from each County; towit, from Newport, Mr. Geor. Cham- 

plin Mr. Burrington Anthony, from Providence Mr. Benja Bourne & 

Mr. Stephen Steere. Washington Mr. Jona. J Hazzard & Mr. George 

Stilman—Bristol Mr. Shearjashub Bourne Mr. Benjamin Boseard [L.e., 

Bosworth] Kent Mr. Benjamin Arnold and Mr. Christr. Greene’—and 

that they report as soon as may be— 

The house then adjournd to 10. 0 clock Tomorrow Morng— 

[28 May 1790] 
Fryday Morning 10. 0 Clock May 28th. 1790. 
The house then met according to adjournmt. 

Present as Yesterday— 

The business of the day being Preceeded by an Elegant and Concise 

address to the Deity by the revd. Mr. Patton’— 

The House then took up the report of their Comittee’— 

Which being read and received ordered The three articles of 

amendmt. reported by the comtee in addition to those Amendments 

already made be added to the Amendmts. & Ingrosed—Towit 

(1st. That Congress have Power to Establish a uniform Rule of In- 

habitancy or settlmt. of the Poor of the United States throughout the 

United States. 

2d. That Congress erect no Company with exclusive Advantages of 

Commerce—
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3d. That when Two Members shall call for the Ayes & Nays to be 

taken on any Question they shall be entered on the Journals of the 

Respective Houses— 

And the Comtee further report that the Eighteenth Article of the 

Amendmts as agreed to by the Convention in South Kingston’ be ex- 

punged, and that in Stead thereof a resolution pass the Convention 

for recommending the amendments agreed to by Congress in March 

1789!!'—except the second article thereof to the Legislature of this 

State for their ratification pursuant to the fifth Article of the Consti- 

tution— 

And the Comtee further report that the form of Ratification be agre- 

able to the one which they here with Present) 

Signed by Comtee— 

The House then Adjourned to 3. 0 clock P.M. 

Three o clock P.M. The house Then met according to Adjournmt. 

and proceed to the debates as in the forenoon on the Federal Consti- 

tution in the General— 

The house then Voted to Adjourn to Saturday Merning Afternoon 3 

o clock RM— 

[29 May 1790] 
Saturday 3 o clock P.M. The house then met according to ad- 

journmt— 

Present as yesterday— 

The Revd. Mr. Willm. Smith made a Prayer suitable to the Occa- 

tion!?— 

Memo[randu|m This day Mr. Elisha Barker Produced a Certificate 

from the Town of Middleton Certifying that he is chosen a Member to 

represent said Town of Middleton in this Convention in the room of 

Willm. Peckham Junr. who has resigned—Whereupon he took his seat.'” 

Mr. [Benjamin] Bourne then Moved for the Grand Question of adopt- 

ing or rejecting the Federal Govermt—which was Seconded by Govr. 

[ Jabez] Bowen— 

The Questn. being then put at 20 minuets Past five P.M.—it Passed 

in the Affirmative—Thirty four Members Voting for the adoption and 

Thirty Two against it'*—
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Vote that the Bill Ratifying and adopting the Federal Constitution 

with the Amendments that were approved Reported by the Committe 

be & the same is approved by this Convention” 

It is Resolved Unanimously that the Amendmts, agreed to by Con- 

gress in March 1789—and Proposed to the Legislatures of the Several 

States except the Second Article thereof be recommended by this Con- 

vention to the Legislature of this State for their ratification Pursuant 

to the fifth Article of the Constitution of the United States.!®— 

It is voted Unanimously that the thanks of this Convention be Pre- 

sented to the President [Daniel Owen], for the Candor and impartiality 

with which he has discharged the Office of President— 
Resolved that Three hundred Copies of the ratification of the Con- 

stitution of the united States of America by the Convention of this State 

including the bill of Rights, and the amendments be Printed, that one 

copy be sent to each Member of this Convention one to each Town 

clerk, and one to each of the Upper and Lower houses of Assembly for 

the Genl. Information of the People—(and that they be sent to the 

Sheriffs of the different Counties to be distributed.)!7— 

It is voted that the Thanks of the Convention be Presented to the 

Revd. Clergy who have Officiated at this Convention for their Atten- 

dance & good Offices— 

The Convention then adjourned sine die— 

1. In addition to the proceedings, two manuscript lists of the delegates at the Conven- 

tion in Newport are in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Con- 
stitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. Despite being listed as present, Ray Sands 

and Edward Hull of New Shoreham probably did not attend the May session of the 
Convention. 

2. The following item is in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption of the 

Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives: 

That the Legallity of [the] Motion of Mr. Combstock for an Ajournment of 

this Convention be determined by the President—who says it is in order— 

agreable to the rules & orders of the house—The Question being the[n] 

put whether adjourn or not—being put it passed in the Negative by Ma- 

jority of Six[.] 

For this possible vote against adjournment, see “Convention Roll Call Vote on Ad- 
journment, 26 May 1790, and on Ratification, 29 May 1790” (RCS:R.I., 994-96). The 

Newport Herald, 27 May, indicated that there was a majority of nine against adjournment 

(RCS:R.I., 1004). 

3. For the bill of rights and amendments proposed by the Convention at its March 

session, see RCS:R.I., 976-81. 

4. For the committee appointed on 4 March, see RCS:R.I., 936, 940.
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5. See “Town Meetings Consider Rhode Island Convention Bill of Rights and Proposed 
Amendments,” 21 April (RCS:R.L., 830-36). 

6. The Second Baptist Church, founded in 1656, was built in 1706-7 (and enlarged 

in 1725) and was located on North Baptist and Farewell streets in Newport. The Reverend 
Gardner Thurston (1721-1802) served as its pastor from 1759 until 1801. For a one-page 
acrostic printed in Newport in 1791 spelling out “Gardner Thurston,” see Evans 46106. 

7. Only Hazard and Steere had served on the previous ten-man committee that drafted 
the Convention’s bill of rights and amendments in March. 

8. The Reverend William Patten (1763-1839) served as pastor of the Second Congre- 
gational Church in Newport from 1786 until 1833. 

9. Three reports of the committee are in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the 
Adoption of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. Two of the reports list 
only two amendments. The first amendment deals with recalling U.S. Senators (amend- 
ment 18 in the form of ratification) and is marked “voted & passed.” The second amend- 
ment, marked “expunged” or “not Passed,” reads: “That the Direct Taxes Quotaed by 
Congress to the Several States shall be apportioned according to the real Value of the 
Propertyin_the Several States all Lands within each State granted to, or surveyed for any 
Person, or such Lands and the Buildings and Improvements thereon shall be Estimated 
according to such mode as the united States in Congress assembled shall from time to 
time direct & appoint.” One of these two reports is endorsed: ‘‘reported May 27th. 1790.” 
The third report includes three amendments (numbers 19-21 in the form of ratifica- 

tion), the recommendation to expunge and replace amendment 18 proposed by the 
March Convention, and a paragraph on reporting the form of ratification. The text in 
angle brackets that appears in the Convention Proceedings below the hairline is from 
this third report. The report was signed by all ten members of the committee. 

10. For the eighteenth amendment proposed by the first session of the Rhode Island 
Convention on 6 March, see RCS:R.L., 981. 

11. Congress proposed twelve amendments to the Constitution on 25 September 
1789. (See Appendix I, below.) The date ‘““March 1789” refers to the scheduled open- 
ing of Congress’ session on 4 March 1789. For Rhode Island’s adoption of eleven of 
the twelve amendments, see ‘““The Rhode Island General Assembly,” 7-12 June (RCS:R.L., 

1041-42). 
12. The Reverend William Smith (1754-1821) was rector of Trinity Episcopal Church 

in Newport from 1789 until 1797. 
13. See the Middletown Meeting, 29 May 1790 (immediately below). 

14. See “Convention Roll Call Votes on Adjournment, 26 May 1790, and on Ratifica- 

tion, 29 May 1790” (RCS:R.I., 994-96). 
15. For the committee report, see “Rhode Island Form of Ratification and Amend- 

ments,” 29 May 1790, note 1 (RCS:R.IL., 1003n). 

16. A draft of this resolution is in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption 
of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. See also note 9 (above). 

17. The draft of this resolution is in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adop- 
tion of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. The resolution was moved 
by John Williams of Foster. The text in angle brackets reads in the draft: “‘and they be 
destributed by the Sheriffs of the Several Counties.” 

Middletown Town Meeting, 29 May 1790! 

(At a Town Meeting held in Middletown May 29th AD 1790)—Es- 

pecially Called by order of the Town Council Joseph Peabody Esar. 

Moderator—
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Voted that the Instructions here to fore given to the Deligates re- 

specting the proposed Constitution be recalled? 

(Voted that the Deligates of this Town be and they hereby are In- 

structed to use their Influence & Votes in the Convention now Seting 

at Newport for the Adoption of the Constitution which hath been Al- 

ready Adopted by Twelve States) 

William Peckham Jr. appeared in ‘Town Meeting this day and Re- 

signed his office as a Deligate in the State Convention now seting at 

Newport. And the Meeting Accepted of his Resignation and Voted that 

Elisha Barker be appointed a Deligate in the sted of the said William 

Peckham Jur who Resigned— 

1. MS, Town Meetings, 1743-1808, Vol. 1, Town Hall, Middletown, R.I. The text in 

angle brackets is in the volume labeled Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Consti- 
tution at the Rhode Island State Archives. It is “A true Extract taken from Record” as 
witnessed by town clerk Elisha Allen. 

2. For the previous Middletown instructions adopted on 21 April 1790, see RCS:R.L., 
832. 

Portsmouth: Instructions to Convention Delegates, 29 May 1790 

Town Meeting, 29 May 1790 (excerpts)! 

At a Town Meeting of the Freemen of Portsmouth held at the house 

of Elisha Coggeshalls this 29th Day of May 1790. 
The Warrant being Read 

Voted & Giles Lawton jur Esqr. is Chosen Moderator ... 

Voted that the following Instructions be given to the Delegates of 

this Town in the State Convention in order to Govern their Conduct 

in said Convention, which are as follows to wit— 

[The instructions appear at this point. For the copy sent to the Con- 

vention, see immediately below. ] 

Voted that this Meeting be Dissolved 

Thereby Certify that the above is a true copy of the Proceedings of 

the above said Town Meeting— 

Witness Abram. Anthony jr Town Clerk 

Instructions, 29 May 1790? 

At a Town Meeting of the Freemen of Portsmouth held at the House 

of Elisha Coggeshall this 29th. Day of May 1790—legally convened— 

& expressly called at this Time, for the Purpose of obtaining the final 

& decisive Opinion of the Town respecting the adoption or Rejection 

of the New Constitution proposed by Congress’ for the Government of 

the United States; now under Consideration of the State Convention.
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And also for taking into further Consideration the Instructions which 

were given by this Town to their Delegates in said State Convention 

held at South Kingston—& which were afterwards ratify’'d & confirmed 

and again directed to be considered by their Delegates as the Senti- 

ments of the Town with regard to the Line of Conduct which ought to 

be pursued when at the Meeting or the Adjournment of said Conven- 

tion to be held at Newport.* 

It was voted and resolved—That it is the Opinion of this Town, that 

it will be for the Benefit & Interest of the Freemen thereof, as well as 

of the good People of this State in general, that the said New Consti- 

tution proposed as aforesaid—should be adopted & ratify’d & in the 

Manner recommended by Congress. And that any Delay in ratifying & 

acceeding to the same either by an adjournment or Rejection thereof— 

will in its Consequences be very injurious to this State & particularly 

so to the Interests of the Town of Portsmouth.— 

Voted and resolved That the Instructions given by this Town to their 

Delegates as aforesaid were then and We now consider & declare them 

to be the Sentiments of a Majority of the Freemen assembled at this 

Town Meeting and they are hereby once more confirmed & recom- 

mended strongly to their Delegates—expressly with the Design that 

they may Influence & regulate their Conduct in the Weighty & mo- 

mentuous Question now before them in Convention—so that after their 

Declarations they may not have to say’—that it was done innocently® 

or for want of better Information on the Subject should they vote for 

or occasion any longer Delay of an Adoption by the Part which they 

may take therein—But should they obstinately persist in Measures op- 

posed to the declared & repeated Sentiments of the Town—then the 

good People thereof do & will hold themselves clear of the evil Con- 

sequences & Destruction which must ensue to the State at large on 

Such Dle]lay or Rejection—by having thus acted their Part as far as in 

them lays to advert & prevent those Evils—which a stopage of ‘Trade 

& an Intercourse with our Sister States must occasion & which un- 

doubtedly will take place should this State withdraw from the general 

Union by not acceeding at this present Sitting of the Convention to 

the New Constitution proposed for their Consideration & Decission 

upon.— 
We therefore now order & direct (as far as in us lays)—that the 

Delegates for this Town do for us & in the Name of the Town of Ports- 

mouth ratify & acceed to, in the present Meeting of the Convention 

the aforesaid Constitution & that they do not agree to any other or 

further adjournment but bring the Decission thereon to as speedy a 

Conclusion as possible.—
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Voted & resolved that one Copy of the Proceedings of this Town 

Meeting be delivered to Burrington Anthony Esqr. for the Use of our 

Delegates & that Samuel Elam’ be appointed to deliver another Copy 

to the President of the Convention in order that our Sentiments on 

that Head may be more generally Known & the Town Clerk is ordered 

to certify the same. 

A true Copy of the Proceeding of the above Town Meeting 

Witness Abram Anthony jr Town CIk. 

1. MS, Town Meeting Records, 1786-1835, Vol. 2, Town Clerk’s Office, Town Hall, 

Portsmouth, R.I. The Town Meeting Records contain the original version of the instruc- 
tions. Two additional copies were made. See note 2. 

2. MS, Papers Relating to the Adoption of the Constitution, R-Ar. Two copies of these 
instructions, each with different capitalization, punctuation, and placement of a couple 
of phrases are in this collection. Presumably the two copies of the instructions were 
delivered to Burrington Anthony and given to Samuel Elam to be delivered to the Con- 
vention president. (See the last paragraph of the instructions.) See notes 5 and 6 (below) 
for significant differences between these two copies and the version in the Town Meeting 
Records. 

3. Congress did not propose the new Constitution. On 28 September 1787 Congress 
sent the Constitution to the states without approbation, proposing that the state legisla- 
tures comply with the resolution of the Constitutional Convention in calling state con- 
ventions to consider ratifying the Constitution (see CC:95). 

4. For the instructions given to the Portsmouth Convention delegates on 27 February 
and 26 April 1790, see RCS:R.I., 699-703n, 833-34. 

5. In the Town Meeting Records version the following appears after the word say: 
“should they vote for, or Occasion any longer Delay of an adoption by the part which 
they may take therein.” 

6. This word is “ignorantly” in the Town Meetings Records version. 
7. For Elam, see RCS:R.I., 703, note 6. 

Convention Roll Call Votes on Adjournment, 26 May 1790, 

and on Ratification, 29 May 1790! 

List of Delegates 

The President 

Newport A George Haszard Esar. A 

A Henry Marchant Esqr. A 

A George Champlin Esar. A 

A Peleg Clarke A 

A. Mr. William Tripp A 

A George Sears Esaqr. A 

Providence A. Jabez Bowen Esar. A. 

A. Benjamin Bourne Esar. A. 

A Col. William Barton A 

A. John I. Clark Esqr. A.
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Portsmouth A Mr. Burrington Anthony A 

A Mr. Job Durfee. — 

A. Mr. Giles Slocum N. 

A Mr. Peter Barker. A. 

Warwick N. Thomas Rice junr. Esqr. N. 
N Mr. Gideon Arnold N. 

A. Mr. Benjamin Arnold junr. A 

A Mr. Christopher Greene junr. A. 

Westerly A. Capt. Walter White A. 

A. George Stilman Esar. A. 

Newshoreham? Edward Hull Esar. 

Ray Sands Esar. 

No. Kingston N William Congdon Esar. N 

N. — Bowen Card Esar. N 

South Kingston A. Samuel J. Potter Esqr. N. 

A. Jona. J. Haszard. N. 

East Greenwich N Mr. Pardon Mawney N. 

N Job Comstock Esar. N. 

Jamestown N Captn. Benjamin Remington A 

A Mr. Nicholas Carr A 

Smithfield John Sayles Esqr. N. 

N Andrew Waterman Esar. N. 

Scituate N.  Captn. James Aldrich N. 

N. Mr. Nathan Bates N. 

Gloucester Honble. Daniel Owen Esq. 
N. Stephen Steere Esqr. N 

Charlestown A. Thomas Hoxsie Esar. N. 

A. Joseph Stanton junr. Esar. N. 

West Greenwich N Mr. William Matthewson N. 

N. William Nichols Esaqr. N 

Coventry N. Benjamin Arnold Esar. N 

N. — Lieutt. Job Greene N 

Exeter N. Mr. Joseph Reynolds N 

N.  Captn. Job Willcox N 

Middleto[w]|n N. Joshua Barker Esaqr. A 

Elisha Barker A. 

A. Mr. William Peckham junr. 

Bristol A. William Bradford Esar. A. 

A Shearjashub Bourne Esar. A 

Tiverton A Mr. Isaac Manchester A. 

A. Mr. Abraham Barker A.
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Little Compton A. Captn. William Ladd A. 

A. Captn. John Davis A. 

Warren A. Benjamin Bosworth Esar. A 

Nathan Mater Esqr. 

A. Mr. Samuel Pearce A 

Cumberland A John S. Dexter A 

A Levi Ballou Esar. A 

Richmond N James Sheldon Esar. N. 

N Mr. Thomas James. N. 

Cranston Peter Stone Esar. N 

N. Jonathan Sprague junr. Esar. N. 

Hopkinton N. Mr. John Brown A. 

N. — Col. Jesse Maxson. A. 

Johnston N Noah Matthewson Esar. N 

N Mr. William B. King N. 

No. Providence N Elisha Brown Esar. N 

N. Mr. Eseck Esten. N 

Barrington A Col. Thomas Allen A 

A. Samuel Allen Esar. A. 

Foster N. Captn. William Howard N 

N John Williams Esar. N 

Honble. Danl. Owen Esqr. President— 

& Danl. Updike Secry.— 

1. MS, Rhode Island Historical Society Manuscripts, Mss 9003, 3:130, RHi. The anno- 

tation that precedes the names of the delegates appears to be on the 26 May vote to 

adjourn. An “A” indicates a vote against adjournment, while an ““N”’ indicates a vote in 
favor of adjournment. The 36 to 29 vote yields a majority of seven against adjournment. 

The Convention Proceedings (RCS:R.I., 987) give the majority as six while the Newport 
Herald, 27 May (RCS:R.I., 1004), put the majority at nine against adjournment. The an- 
notation that follows the names of the delegates is on the vote to ratify the Constitution 

in which an “A” indicates a vote to adopt the Constitution and an “‘N” indicates a vote 
against ratification. The final vote on ratification was 34 to 32. No annotation appears 

for those delegates who did not vote. 
2. The names of the New Shoreham delegates “Captn. Edwd. Hull” and “Col. Ray 

Sands” were also written in the margin and then crossed out. Hull and Sands probably 
did not attend the May session of the Convention. 

Rhode Island Form of Ratification and Amendments, 29 May 1790! 

[The United States Constitution with the names of the signers and 

the 17 September 1787 resolutions of the Constitutional Convention 

appear here. See RCS:R.I., 322-34, for the text.] 

Ratification of the Constitution by the Convention of the 

State of Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations.
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WE THE DELEGATES OF THE PEOPLE of the State of Rhode Island and 
Providence Plantations, duly elected and met in Convention, having 

maturely considered the Constitution for the United States of America, 

agreed to on the seventeenth day of September, in the Year one thou- 

sand seven hundred and eighty seven, by the Convention then assem- 

bled at Philadelphia, in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (a Copy 

whereof precedes these presents) and having also seriously and delib- 

erately considered the present situation of this State, do declare and 

make known: 

Ist. That there are certain natural rights, of which men when they 

form a social compact, cannot deprive or divest their posterity, among 

which are the enjoyment of Life and Liberty, with the means of ac- 

quiring, possessing and protecting Property, and pursuing and obtain- 

ing happiness and safety. 

2d. That all power is naturally vested in, and consequently derived 

from the people; that magistrates therefore are their trustees and agents, 

and at all times amenable to them. 

3d. That the powers of government may be reassumed by the people, 

whensoever it shall become necessary to their happiness.—That the 

rights of the States respectively, to nominate and appoint all state Of 

ficers, and every other power, jurisdiction and right, which is not by 

the said constitution clearly delegated to the Congress of the United 

States or to the departments of government thereof, remain to the 

people of the several states, or their respective State Governments to 

whom they may have granted the same, and that those clauses in the 

said constitution which declare that Congress shall not have or exercise 

certain powers, do not imply, that Congress is entitled to any powers 

not given by the said constitution, but such clauses are to be construed 

as exceptions to certain specified powers, or as inserted merely for 

greater caution. 

4th. That religion, or the duty which we owe to our Creator, and the 

manner of discharging it, can be directed only by reason and convic- 

tion, and not by force or violence, and therefore all men, have an 

equal, natural and unalienable right to the free exercise of religion, 

according to the dictates of conscience, and that no particular religious 

sect or society ought to be favoured, or established by law in preference 

to others. 

5th. That the legislative, executive and judiciary powers of govern- 

ment, should be separate and distinct, and that the members of the 

two first may be restrained from oppression, by feeling and participat- 

ing the publick burthens, they should at fixed periods be reduced to a 

private station, return into the mass of the people, and the vacancies
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be supplied by certain and regular elections, in which all or any part 

of the former members, to be eligible or ineligible, as the rules of the 

constitution of government and the laws shall direct. 

6th. That elections of representatives in legislature ought to be free 

and frequent, and all men having sufficient evidence of permanent 

common interest with, and attachment to the community ought to have 

the right of suffrage, and no aid, charge, tax or fee can be set, rated 

or levied upon the people without their own consent or that of their 

representatives so elected, nor can they be bound by any law, to which 

they have not in like manner assented for the publick good. 

7th. That all power of suspending laws or the execution of laws, by 

any authority without the consent of the representatives of the people 

in the legislature, is injurious to their rights, and ought not to be ex- 

ercised. 

8th. That in all capital and criminal prosecutions, a man hath a right 

to demand the cause and nature of his accusation, to be confronted 

with the accusers and witnesses, to call for evidence and be allowed 

counsel in his favour, and to a fair and speedy trial by an impartial jury 

of his vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be found 

guilty, (except in the government of the land and naval forces) nor 

can he be compelled to give evidence against himself. 

9th. That no freeman ought to be taken, imprisoned or disseized of 

his freehold, liberties, privileges, or franchises, or outlawed, or exiled, 

or in any manner destroyed or deprived of his life, liberty or property 

but by the trial by jury, or by the law of the land. 

10th. That every freeman restrained of his liberty, is intitled to a 

remedy, to enquire into the lawfulness thereof, and to remove the same 

if unlawful, and that such remedy ought not to be denied or delayed. 

11th. That in controversies respecting property, and in suits between 

man and man the antient trial by jury, as hath been exercised by us 

and our ancestors, from the time whereof the memory of man is not 

to the contrary, is one of the greatest securities to the rights of the 

people, and ought to remain sacred and inviolate. 

12th. That every freeman ought to obtain right and justice, freely 

and without sale, completely and without denial, promptly and without 

delay, and that all establishments or regulations contravening these 

rights, are oppressive and unjust. 

13th. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines 

imposed, nor cruel or unusual punishment inflicted. 

14th. That every person has a right to be secure from all unreason- 

able searches and seizures of his person, his papers or his property, and 

therefore that all warrants to search suspected places or seize any person,
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his papers or his property, without information upon oath, or affirmation 

of sufficient cause, are grievous and oppressive, and that all general 

warrants (or such in which the place or person suspected, are not par- 

ticularly designated,) are dangerous, and ought not to be granted. 

15th. That the people have a right peaceably to assemble together, 

to consult for their common good, or to instruct their representatives, 

and that every person has a right to petition or apply to the legislature 

for redress of grievances. 

16th. That the people have a right to freedom of speech and of 

writing, and publishing their sentiments, that freedom of the press is 

one of the greatest bulwarks of liberty, and ought not to be violated. 

17th. That the people have a right to keep and bear arms, that a well 

regulated militia, including the body of the people capable of bearing 

arms, is the proper, natural and safe defence of a free state; that the 

militia shall not be subject to martial law except in time of war, rebel- 

lion or insurrection; that standing armies in time of peace are danger- 

ous to liberty, and ought not to be kept up, except in cases of necessity, 

and that at all times the military should be under strict subordination 

to the civil power; that in time of peace no soldier ought to be quar- 

tered in any house, without the consent of the owner, and in time of 

war, only by the civil magistrate, in such manner as the law directs. 

18th. That any person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms, ought 

to be exempted, upon payment of an equivalent, to employ another to 

bear arms in his stead. 

UNDER THESE IMPRESSIONS, and declaring, that the rights aforesaid 

cannot be abridged or violated, and that the explanations aforesaid, 

are consistant with the said constitution, and in confidence that the 

amendments hereafter mentioned, will receive an early and mature 

consideration, and conformably to the fifth article of said constitution, 

speedily become a part thereof. WE the said delegates, in the name, 

and in the behalf of the PEOPLE of the STATE OF RHODE-ISLAND AND 
PROVIDENCE-PLANTATIONS, do by these Presents, assent to and ratify 

the said CONSTITUTION. In full confidence nevertheless, that until the 

amendments hereafter proposed and undermentioned shall be agreed 

to and ratified, pursuant to the aforesaid fifth article, the militia of this 

state will not be continued in service out of this State for a longer term 

than six weeks, without the consent of the legislature thereof; That the 

Congress will not make or alter any regulation in this State, respecting 

the times, places and manner of holding elections for senators or rep- 

resentatives, unless the legislature of this state shall neglect, or refuse 

to make laws or regulations for the purpose, or from any circumstance 

be incapable of making the same; and that in those cases, such power
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will only be exercised, until the legislature of this State shall make pro- 

vision in the Premises, that the Congress will not lay direct taxes within 

this State, but when the monies arising from the impost, Tonnage and 

Excise shall be insufficient for the publick exigencies, nor until the 

Congress shall have first made a requisition upon this State to assess, 

levy and pay the amount of such requisition, made agreeable to the 

census fixed in the said constitution, in such way and manner, as the 

legislature of this State shall judge best, and that the Congress will not 

lay any capitation or poll tax. 

DONE IN CONVENTION, at Newport in the County of Newport, in the 

STATE OF RHODE-ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE-PLANTATIONS, the twenty 

ninth day of May, in the Year of our LORD one thousand seven hundred 

and ninety, and in the fourteenth Year of the Independence of the 

United States of America. 

By order of the Convention, 

Daniel Owen President 

Attest, Daniel Updike Secty 

AND THE CONVENTION, do in the name and behalf of the PEOPLE of 

the STATE OF RHODE-ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, enjoin it 

upon their Senators and Representative or Representatives, which may 

be elected to represent this State in Congress, to exert all their influ- 

ence, and use all reasonable means to obtain a ratification of the fol- 

lowing Amendments to the said Constitution, in the manner prescribed 

therein, and in all laws to be passed by the Congress in the mean time, 

to conform to the spirit of the said amendments, as far as the consti- 

tution will admit. 

AMENDMENTS. 
Ist. The United States shall guarantee to each State its sovereignty, 

freedom and independence, and every power, jurisdiction and right 

which is not by this constitution expressly delegated to the United States. 

2d. That Congress shall not alter, modify or interfere in the times, 

places or manner of holding elections for Senators and Representatives 

or either of them, except when the legislature of any state shall neglect, 

refuse or be disabled by invasion or rebellion to prescribe the same; or 

in case when the provision made by the states, is so imperfect as that 

no consequent election is had, and then only until the legislature of 

such state, shall make provision in the premises. 

3d. It is declared by the Convention, that the judicial power of the 

United States in cases in which a state may be a party, does not extend 

to criminal prosecutions, or to authorize any suit by any person against 

a state; but to remove all doubts or controversies respecting the same, 

that it be especially expressed as a part of the constitution of the United
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States, that Congress shall not directly or indirectly, either by them- 

selves or through the judiciary, interfere with any one of the states, in 

the redemption of paper money already emitted and now in circula- 

tion, or in liquidating or discharging the publick securities of any one 

state, that each and every state shall have the exclusive right of making 

such laws and regulations for the before mentioned purpose, as they 

shall think proper. 

4th. That no amendments to the constitution of the United States 

hereafter to be made, pursuant to the fifth article, shall take effect, or 

become a part of the constitution of the United States after the year 

one thousand seven hundred and ninety three, without the consent of 

eleven of the states heretofore united under one confederation. 

5th. That the judicial powers of the United States shall extend to no 

possible case, where the cause of action shall have originated before 

the ratification of this constitution, except in disputes between states 

about their territory, disputes between persons claiming lands under 

grants of different states, and debts due to the United States. 

6th. That no person shall be compelled to do military duty, otherwise 

than by voluntary enlistment, except in cases of general invasion, any 

thing in the second paragraph of the sixth article of the constitution, 

or any law made under the constitution to the contrary notwithstand- 

ing. 
7th. That no capitation or poll-tax shall ever be laid by Congress. 

8th. In cases of direct taxes, Congress shall first make requisitions on 

the several states to assess, levy and pay their respective proportions of 

such requisitions, in such way and manner, as the legislatures of the 

several states shall judge best; and in case any state shall neglect or 

refuse to pay its proportion pursuant to such requisition, then Congress 

may assess and levy such state’s proportion, together with interest at 

the rate of six per cent. per annum, from the time prescribed in such 

requisition. 

9th. That Congress shall lay no direct taxes, without the consent of 

the legislatures of three fourths of the states in the Union. 

10th. That the journals of the proceedings of the Senate and house 

of Representatives shall be published as soon as conveniently may be, 

at least once in every year, except such parts thereof relating to treaties, 

alliances or military operations, as in their judgment require secrecy. 

11th. That regular statements of the receipts and expenditures of all 

publick monies, shall be published at least once a year. 

12th. As standing armies in time of peace are dangerous to liberty 

and ought not to be kept up, except in cases of necessity; and as at all 

times the military should be under strict subordination to the civil power,
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that therefore no standing army, or regular troops shall be raised, or 

kept up in time of peace. 

13th. That no monies be borrowed on the credit of the United States 

without the assent of two thirds of the Senators and Representatives 

present in each house. 

14th. That the Congress shall not declare war, without the concur- 

rence of two thirds of the Senators and Representatives present in each 

house. 

15th. That the words “without the consent of Congress” in the sev- 

enth clause in the ninth section of the first article of the constitution 

be expunged. 

16th. That no judge of the supreme court of the United States, shall 

hold any other office under the United States, or any of them, nor shall 

any officer appointed by Congress, or by the President and Senate of 

the United States, be permitted to hold any office under the appoint- 

ment of any of the states. 

17th. As a traffick tending to establish or continue the slavery of any 

part of the human species, is disgraceful to the cause of liberty and 

humanity, that Congress shall, as soon as may be, promote and establish 

such laws and regulations, as may effectually prevent the importation 

of slaves of every description into the United States. 

18th. That the State Legislatures have power to recall, when they 

think it expedient, their federal senators, and to send others in their 

stead. 

19th. That Congress have power to establish a uniform rule of in- 

habitancy, or settlkement of the poor of the different States throughout 

the United States. 

20th. That Congress erect no company with exclusive advantages of 

commerce. 

2\st. That when two members shall move or call for the ayes and 
nays on any question, they shall be entered on the journals of the 

houses respectively. 

DONE in Convention at Newport in the County of Newport in the 

STATE OF RHODE-ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS, the twenty 

ninth day of May, in the year of our LORD one thousand seven hundred 

and ninety, and the fourteenth year of the independence of the United 

States of America. 

By order of the Convention. 

Daniel Owen President. 

Attest Daniel Updike Secty 

1. Engrossed MS, RG 11, Certificates of Ratification of the Constitution and the Bill 

of Rights ... , 1787-92, DNA. On 11 June 1790 the legislature approved payment of £48
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paper money for John Grelea for “drafting and engrossing” the official form of ratifi- 
cation sent to President George Washington. The National Archives has a second copy 
of the form of ratification in RG 360, Miscellaneous Papers of the Continental Congress, 
1774-1789, “‘Ratifications of the Constitution,” 1786-1791 (Bankson’s Journal). This copy 
omits the Constitution. 

The official manuscript retained copy, which includes the Constitution and the Con- 
stitutional Convention’s resolutions of 17 September 1787, is in the Rhode Island State 
Archives. On 12 June 1790 the legislature approved payment of £48 paper money to 
William Engs for this copy. An incomplete smooth copy, lacking most of the fourth amend- 
ment and all of the remaining amendments, is in the volume labeled Papers Relating to 
the Adoption of the Constitution at the Rhode Island State Archives. Finally, what appears 
to be the working copy of the committee that drafted the form of ratification is also in 
the same collection. This version includes the first three of the four new amendments 
(Nos. 18-21) that were added by the committee and approved by the Convention. 

Three broadside versions of the form of ratification were printed. John Carter of the 
Providence Gazette struck an abbreviated one-page version dated ‘“‘Monday, May 31, 1790” 
and entitled “RHODE-ISLAND and PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS united to the Great 
AMERICAN FAMILY” (Evans 22847). Carter included three original introductory para- 
graphs and a final original paragraph, which appear in Part [IX under 31 May (RCS:R.I., 
1017). Between these original items, Carter printed the paragraphs that prefaced the 
Convention’s bill of rights and proposed amendments. Within square brackets at the 
correct location, Carter indicated that he had omitted the Convention’s bill of rights and 
proposed amendments that he had printed in the Providence Gazette on 13 March. The 
broadside then included the four new amendments approved on 27 and 28 May and the 
three resolutions adopted by the Convention: (1) recommending that the state legislature 
approve eleven of Congress’ twelve amendments to the Constitution, (2) thanking Pres- 
ident Daniel Owen, and (3) thanking the officiating clergy. 

The Boston Independent Chronicle, 3 June, reprinted the text of the form of ratification 
from John Carter’s broadside immediately after the Chronicle’s poem “THE AMERICAN 
UNION COMPLETED” that is accompanied by an illustration of thirteen pillars (RCS:R.L., 
1031-—32n). The Carter version of the form of ratification was reprinted at least fifteen 
additional times by out-of-state newspapers by 23 June: Vt. (1), Mass. (3), Conn. (3), N.Y. 

(1), Pa. (5), Del. (1), Md. (1). Nine reprintings omitted all or most of the four original 

paragraphs that preceded or followed the form of ratification. See RCS:R.I., 1017, for the 
reprintings of these original paragraphs. 

The Convention’s order that 300 copies of the form of ratification be printed for 
distribution was filled by Peter Edes of the Newport Herald. Edes probably first struck a 
broadside that contained only twenty of the twenty-one amendments adopted by the 
Convention (Evans 22848). He then published a four-page broadside that contained the 
U.S. Constitution on pages 1 and 2 and the form of ratification on page 3. Page 4 was 
blank (Evans 28849). This broadside contained all twenty-one of the amendments. Edes 

submitted a bill of £7.10.0 specie for printing the broadside, and, at its September 1790 
session, the General Assembly authorized payment to Edes of £112.10.0 in Rhode Island 
paper money. 

Two versions of the form of ratification (without the Constitution and the 17 Septem- 
ber 1787 resolutions of the Constitutional Convention) were reprinted in the newspapers. 
The Newport Herald, 31 May 1790; New York Daily Advertiser, 8 June; Pennsylvania Packet, 

10 June; Annapolis Maryland Gazette, 17 June; and Carlisle Gazette, 23 June, reprinted the 
form without the twenty-first amendment. All twenty-one amendments appear in the forms 
reprinted by the Newport Herald, 3 June; United States Chronicle, 3 June; and Providence
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Gazette, 5 June. The New York Journal, 11 June, printed the twenty-amendment form of 
ratification along with the four additional amendments (which included the twenty-first 
amendment) and the three resolutions that first appeared in John Carter’s broadside. 
The Providence Gazette and the Newport Herald’s versions also contain the Convention’s 
resolution ordering the printing and distribution of 300 copies of the form of ratification. 
The United States Chronicle’s version was headed “FEDERAL EDIFICE COMPLETED, BY 

THE ERECTION OF THE RHODE-ISLAND PILLAR.” 

Newspaper Reports of Convention Proceedings, 24—29 May 1790 

Newport Herald, 27 May 1790! 

CONSTITUTION. 

On Monday last, the CONVENTION OF THIS STATE, assembled at the 

State House in this town, pursuant to their adjournment;—some of the 

members being absent, no business was done ’till Wednesday, when the 

instructions which had been given by some of the towns were read;— 

A motion was then made, for the adoption of the Constitution of the 

United States, and the Bill of Rights and Amendments, as reported by 

the Convention at their former meeting,—the Amendments to be rec- 

ommendatory;—before a discussion of this took place, a motion was 

made for an adjournment, this was objected to as not in order;—the 

President being called on to determine it, gave his opinion, that by the 

Rule of the Convention, a motion for adjournment, superceded all 

others, and was therefore in order.—After some debates, the question 

for an adjournment was taken and it was lost by a majority of 9;° the 

motion for an Adoption, &c. was then taken up, the Constitution of 

the United States read;— after which, the Convention adjourned to this 

day at 9 o’clock, at the Rev. Mr. Thurston’s Meeting House, who is 

requested to address the Throne of Grace’ by prayer, upon the opening 

of the Convention there. 

It is expected that the GRAND QUESTION will be decided this day. 

ADOPT or REJECT, that is the question. 

Whether it is better, to make one Star in the bright Constellation, 

and reciprocrate light, or like the small meteor, blaze but a moment, 

and then go to that Bourn,* from whence nations, as well as travellers 

ne’er return.° 

By the Adoption we have nothing to lose, but every thing to gain;— 

By a Rejection we stab Commerce at is vitals, force the Farmer to hide 

the fruits of his labour in a napkin,° and leave our Government like an 

isolated Column, tottering at the smallest breeze, and exposed to be 

thrown from its base, by every tempest. 

1. The Salem Gazette, 1 June, reprinted the first two paragraphs. The Providence Gazette, 
29 May (Mfm:R.I.), and the United States Chronicle, 3 June, reprinted the first paragraph
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with some paraphrasing. The Providence Gazette altered the next two lines to read: “The 
grand Question, ‘ADOPT or REJECT,’ it is expected will be this Day determined favourably 
for the Honor and Interest of the State.” The Newport Mercury, 31 May, reprinted the 
Providence Gazeite’s version, but after the reference to “the Rev. Mr. Thurston’s Meeting- 
House” concluded with “where the Debates were continued from Day to Day until Sat- 
urday Afternoon, when the momentous Question “ADOPT or REJECT’ was taken, and car- 

ried for an Adoption by a Majority of Two.” 
2. The Convention Proceedings, 26 May (RCS:R.I., 987, at note 2), give the majority 

as six. Other newspaper accounts, all probably derived from the Herald’s account, put the 
majority at nine. 

3. Hebrews 4:16. “Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we may 
obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time of need.” 

4. “Bourn” meant destination or goal. 

5. Hamlet, Act HI, scene 1, lines 78-79. 
6. See Luke 19:20. 

New York Journal, 1 June 1790! 

Of RHODE-ISLAND. 

By Capt. Peterson, who left Newport at eight o’clock on Monday 

morning, we have the authentic intelligence, that on Saturday evening 

the Convention of Rhode-Island adopted the Constitution of the United 

States, by a majority of Two. 

That on Thursday, after much debate, and great agitation, the ques- 

tion was put for an adjournment, and lost by a majority of 18. 

We also learn, that on Thursday afternoon, several of the minority 

declared, that if they could obtain instructions from their constituents 

to vote for the constitution, they would do it; in consequence of which 

the town of Portsmouth, and one other town [i.e., Middletown], who 

sent six members between them, convened, and instructed their dele- 

gates to vote for it; and that on the grand question being taken, four 

of them voted for it, one against it, and the sixth absented himself! 

1. Reprinted: Pennsylvania Packet, 4 June. The second and third paragraphs were re- 
printed in the Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer, 5 June; Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, 
Pennsylvania Gazette, and Carlisle Gazette, 9 June. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 3 June 1790 

The CONVENTION, elected by the Freemen of this State, for the 

Purpose of “investigating and deciding” on the Constitution of the 

United States, convened at Newport on Monday, the 24th Ultimo, agree- 

able to Adjournment. 

[At this point the Chronicle reprinted a variation of the first paragraph 

of the Newport Herald’s report of convention proceedings (RCS:R.L.,, 

1004). |
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Thursday and until Friday Afternoon, the Attention of the Conven- 

tion was taken up by different Speakers for and against the Adoption. 

About 5 o’Clock on Friday [28 May], a Motion was made by one of the 

Members from Portsmouth, that the Convention should adjourn to the 

next Day, 3 o’Clock, P. M. as he wished for Liberty to go Home and 

state to his Constituents the Situation of Affairs—this was objected to 

by the Gentlemen who opposed the Adoption—it was however finally 

carried by a Majority of 8; and the Convention adjourned. 

On Saturday 3 o’Clock, the Convention met, and the Deputies from 

Portsmouth produced Instructions from their Town to vote for the Adop- 

tion—a Town-Meeting having been held since the Adjournment.'—The 

Deputies from Middletown also produced Instructions from their Con- 

stituents to vote for the Adoption—a Town Meeting having also been 

held there.” 

At 20 Minutes past Five, P. M. the Question, “Shall the Constitution of 

the United States be adopted or not?” was put, and determined as follows, 

VIZ. 

[The yeas and nays for the roll call appear here. ]* 

1. See ‘Portsmouth: Instructions to Convention Delegates,’ 29 May 1790 (RCS:R.L., 
999-94). 

2. See Middletown Town Meeting, 29 May 1790 (RCS:R.I., 991-92). 

3. The names of the delegates who voted yea and nay do not appear in Daniel Updike’s 

minutes of the Convention Proceedings. For the vote, see “Convention Roll Call Votes 
on Adjournment, 26 May 1790, and on Ratification, 29 May 1790” (RCS:R.1., 994-96). 

President of Convention Daniel Owen 

to President George Washington, Newport, 29 May 1790! 

I have the pleasing satisfaction of informing your Excellency, that the 

Constitution of the United States of America, was this day ratified and 

adopted by the Convention of the People of this State, agreable to the 

recommendations, of the General Convention assembled at Philadel- 

phia, and the consequent resolution of Congress thereon. 

The Lower House of the General Assembly of this State, at their 

session the former part of this month, past a resolution, requesting his 

Excellency the Governor, in case the Constitution should be adopted 

by the Convention, to call the Assembly together by warrant, as soon 

after the Adoption as might be, for the special purpose of electing the 

Senators, and taking measures for a Representation of this State in 

Congress:*—I can therefore assure your Excellency, that in the course 

of a few days, not to exceed sixteen, the Legislature will be assembled, 

either by special warrant, or pursuant to their Adjournment on the 

second monday of June, when I have not the least doubt, the Senators
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will be immediately appointed, and the State represented in Congress, 

agreable to the Constitution, as soon as the Elections can be accom- 

plished. 

The Ratification of the Constitution, will be made out and forwarded 

by way of the Post Office, with all possible expedition.°* 

Colo William Barton, who was a member of the Convention, will have 

the honor of delivering this letter. 

With the highest sentiments of Esteem & Respect, I have the honor 

of being, Your Excellency’s Most Obedient Servant 

1. RC, RG 11, Certificates of Ratification of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights ..., 

1787-92, DNA. A copy of this letter is in RG 46, First Congress, 1789-91, Records of 

Legislative Proceedings, President’s Messages, DNA. Owen’s letter, delivered by William 
Barton, was printed (with changes in capitalization and punctuation) in the New York 
Daily Gazette, 2 June. It was reprinted in the Providence Gazette, 12 June; United States Chron- 
icle, 24 June; and in nine other newspapers by 15 June: Mass. (1), N.Y. (2), Pa. (5), Md. 

(1). President Washington directed one of his secretaries, Tobias Lear, to make a copy 
of Owen’s letter for Congress (see House Journal, 1 June [RCS:R.I., 854—-55]). For a 

criticism of Owen for not sending the official form of ratification to President Washington 
at this time, see Henry Marchant to John Adams, 7 June (RCS:R.I., 1039). Washington 
responded to Owen on 19 June (RCS:R.I., 1009). 

2. For the resolution of the House of Deputies, see RCS:R.I., 856-57. 

3. Owen sent the official form of ratification to Washington with a letter dated 9 June 
(below). Washington received the letter and the form of ratification on 15 June. 

Governor Arthur Fenner to President George Washington 

Providence, 31 May 1790! 

In a Letter which I had the Honour of writing to your Excellency on 

the 20th Instant,* I informed you that I then expected that the Consti- 

tution of the United States of America, would be very soon Ratified 

and adopted by the Convention of this State, and that your Excellency 

should have the Earliest information of the Result of the proceedings 

of the Convention immediately after their rising. I now have the high 

satisfaction of informing your Excellency that agreeable to my expec- 

tations, the new National Constitution of the United States was, on 

Saturday last Ratified, and Adopted by the Convention of this State, at 

Newport, pursuant to the Recommendation of Congress in consequence 

of the proceedings of the General Convention of Philadelphia.—Permit 

me sincerly to congratulate your Excellency on this highly interesting 

and auspicious Event which Unites all the States under one General 

Government, and raises Our Reputation as a Nation in the Estimation 

of the World at large. I have issued Warrants for convening the Legis- 

lature at Newport on Monday next for the purpose of appointing the 

Senators and taking measures for a Representation of the State as soon 

as Possible in Congress agreeable to the Constitution
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I expect that the Senators who may be elected will give attendance 

in Congress immediately without any delay after their appointment al- 

lowing time only for their going to New-York. As the Organization of 

the Federal Government, within this State, in it’s connection with the 

Union is a matter of great importance to the State, as well as to the 

Public at large, and may be more satisfactory to all Parties, if done 

when the State is Represented, your Excellency will excuse me for ex- 

pressing a wish, in behalf of the State that none of the Revenue or 

other Officers may be appointed, until the State is Represented in Con- 

gress, at least in the Senate, which I have the strongest reason to expect 

will be in the Course of a few Days. The President of the Convention 

has informed me that the Ratification of the Constitution will be for- 

warded by the Post on Tuesday next.— 

I have the Honor of being with great Regard your Excellency’s most 

Obedient Servet. 

1. RC, RG 11, Certificates of Ratification of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights ..., 

1787-92, DNA. 

2. For Fenner to Washington, 20 May, see RCS:R.I., 872—76n. 

President of Convention Daniel Owen 

to President George Washington, Newport, 9 June 1790! 

I had on the 29th Ulto* the Satisfaction of addressing you after the 

Ratification of the Constitution of the United States of America by the 

Convention of this State. I have now the Honor of Inclosing the Rati- 

fication as then agreed upon by the Convention of the People of this 

State; the Legislature is now in Session in this Town, an Appointment 

of Senators will undoubtedly take place in the present Week, and from 

what appears to be the sense of the Legislature, it may be expected 

that the Gentlemen who may be appointed will Immediately proceed 

to take their seats in the Senate of the United States. I have the Honor 

to be with great Respect, Sir, Your obedt. humble Servant 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. This letter and the Rhode Island form of ratification 
were received by President Washington on the evening of 15 June. 

On 16 June President Washington notified the Senate and the House of Representa- 
tives that he had received Owen’s letter of 9 June with Rhode Island’s form of ratification 
and that he had ordered his secretary to lay a copy of each before them (DHFFG, I, 355- 

62: III, 462). 
Governor Arthur Fenner and six other Rhode Islanders wrote to President Washington 

on 10 June requesting that Daniel Owen be appointed U.S. district judge for Rhode 
Island. The letter described Owen as having “‘long been employed in Public Trusts which 

he has discharged with integrity and General Approbation. He is now one of the Justices 
of the [Rhode Island] Supreme Court[.] His Established Reputation as a Gentleman of 

Abilities, Virtue and Honour possessing the Confidence and Esteem of the People of this
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State, who have repeatedly chosen him to the Office of Deputy Governor which he re- 
signed at the late Election lead us to suppose that his Appointment to the Office of 
District Judge for this State would give very general Satisfaction to the People at large of 
this State” (Abbot, Washington, Presidential Series, V, 507-8). However, Federalist Henry 

Marchant, not Owen, received the appointment. 
2. See Owen to Washington, 29 May (above). 

President George Washington to President of Convention 

Daniel Owen, New York, 19 June 1790! 

I have delayed acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 29th 

of may, which contained official information of the adoption and rati- 

fication of the Constitution of the United States of America by the State 

of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, until the form of the rat- 

ification should be received, which, together with your letter accom- 

panying it, got to my hands but a few days ago; and I take this oppor- 

tunity of offering you my sincere congratulations upon this event, which 

unites under one general Government all the branches of the great 

American family;—and I doubt not but it will prove as auspicious to 

the good people of your State as it is pleasing to other parts of the 

Union. 

1. RC, Miscellaneous Rhode Island Manuscripts, Accession Number A54982, John Hay 
Library, Brown University. The letterbook copy is in the Washington Papers, DLC. For 
Owen’s letters to Washington, see 29 May and 9 June (both above). Owen sent Rhode 
Island’s official form of ratification with the 9 June letter.
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Convention Expenses 

The Convention delegates were paid by each town in the same manner as 

their deputies to the General Assembly. The amount was determined by the 
town meeting. Records for payments to delegates have been found for ten of 
Rhode Island’s thirty towns. The dates given below indicate when the town 

meetings authorized the payments. The state legislature voted to pay the Con- 
vention president and secretary, the two men who prepared the official forms 

of ratification, and Peter Edes for printing broadsides of the form of ratifica- 
tion. These payments appear in the General Assembly Schedules for the June 
1790 (Evans 22837, pp. 3, 13, 15, 16) and September 1790 (Evans 22838, p. 

15) sessions in the manuscript journals of the House of Magistrates for both 
sessions, and in Accounts Allowed, 1790, at the Rhode Island State Archives. 

In addition to the expenses printed below, on 22 May 1790, Warren au- 
thorized payment of four shillings to John Brown for “Warning Town Meeting 

to adopt or Reject the Constitution.” 

Town Payments to Convention Delegates 

FOSTER LITTLE COMPTON! 

31 May 1790: William Howard and 31 August 1790: John Davis £7.16 
John Williams 5s L.M. per day “for attending the Convention 

“for the Number of days Charged seven Days: and attending the 

in their accounts presented to this General Assembly at May and 

Meeting for their Expences in June Sessions 1790.” 

atending the State Convention in 

March Last.” MIDDLETOWN 
G 20 April 1791: William Peckham, 
LOCESTER . 

8 November 1790: Daniel Owen Jr. £56 paper nel tor attending 

£3.4.4 “Lawful Money” for “his the Convention twelve days— 
; y days in March and five days 

Expences While Attending the eevee ey Y 

State Convention as per Acct.” in May—at £5 paper money per 
P day. 

HOPKINTON 25 May 1791: Joshua Barker £39 
9 November 1790: Jesse Maxson paper money “for his attending 

£4.4 L.M. “being in full for his at- the State Convention 1790.” 25 
tending the State Convention at May 1791: William Peckham, Jr. 

Newport 14 Days in March last.” =“ Ac[coun]t for his attendence on 
7 December 1790: John Brown the Convention be Transfered 

£4.4 L.M. “being for 14 Days at- into Silver money at the rate of 

tending the Convention & going Eighteen paper Dollars for one 

to and from the Same.” Silver Dollar.”
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NorTH PROVIDENCE 20 April 1791: Job Durfee £1.10 
7 June 1790: Esek Easton £2.16.0— for five days attendance at the 
£].11.6 for “serving as a Deligate in state Convention. 

the State Convention in March 

Nine Days at 3/6 pr. day” and SCITUATE 

£1.4.6 for “Seven Days Servis in 31 August 1790: Nathan Bates 
June [i.e., May] at the State Con- £1.1 hard money for Ex- 
vention at Newport at 3/6 pr. day.” Pences at state Convention at 

Newport. 
PORTSMOUTH? 

21 April 1790: Burrington An- TIVERTON 

thony, Job Durfee, Giles Slocum, 21 February 1791: Isaac Manches- 

and Peter Barker each £2.8 for ter £6.14 “Lawfull Silver money 
eight days at South Kingstown for attending the Conventions &c. 

Convention at six shillings per 8 pr. acct.” 
day. 20 April 1791: Abraham Barker 

31 August 1790: Giles Slocum £8.0.10 “Silver Money for at- 
£1.16 “for his servis in attending tend[ing] Conventions at Wash- 
State Convention at Newport as a ington and Newport and Sundry 
Deligate for this Town six Days at other Services to the present time 

six Shillings pr day.” as pr. acct.” 

18 October 1790: Burrington An- West GREENWICH 

thony £1.10 for five days atten- 1g October 1790: William Nicho- 
dance at the state Convention at Jas and William Matteson each 

Newport at six shillings per day. £1.16 for six days attendance at 
13 November 1790: Peter Barker the state Convention at South 

£1.10 for five days attendance at Kingstown and six days at New- 

the state Convention at Newport. _ port. 

1. On 21 April 1790 Little Compton voted to pay John Davis £7.10 for serving in the 
House of Deputies at the October 1789 and January 1790 sessions and in the March 
Convention. The town also voted to pay Davis “Interest for all the Money voted him... 

untill Paid” (RCS:R.L., 831). 
2. On 8 February 1790 the town meeting voted to pay its delegates one dollar a day 

for attending the State Convention in March. On 27 February the town meeting repealed 

the previously agreed upon compensation of “‘a hard Dollar a Day” and substituted forty 
shillings of paper money (RCS:R.L, 697, 703n).
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State Payment of Convention Expenses 

PETER EDES engrossing the Constitution and 

7 June 1790: Submitted bill for form of ratification sent to Presi- 
£7.10 sterling for paper and print- dent George Washington, 11 June 

ing 300 copies of the U.S. Consti- 1790. 
tution and the Rhode Island form DANIEL OWEN 

of ratification at 6d per copy. Gen- Ls 
£60 paper money for his time, ex- 

eral Assembly orders payment of Lo 
. penses, and hiring a horse to go 

£112.10.0 in paper money, 11 Sep- é . 
tember 1790 to Newport to obtain two copies of 

the state form of ratification, 12 

WILLIAM ENGS OF NEWPORT June 1790. 
£48 paper money for transcribing DANtEL UPDIKE 

the Constitution and the retained « 
: . £82.10.0 “for Parchment and Pa- 

copy of the form of ratification ; ; 
: per by him provided as Secretary 

with the amendments proposed 
: of the Convention lately held in 

by Rhode Island on thirteen large N d for his Servi 

sheets of paper, 12 June 1790 CWPOTL, an@ TOF DUS Services 
as Clerk of the Lower House at 

JOHN GRELEA OF NEWPORT the present Session,” 12 June 
£48 paper money for drafting and 1790.



IX. 

THE AFTERMATH OF RATIFICATION 

IN RHODE ISLAND 

29 May—20 November 1790 

Introduction 

The Rhode Island post-ratification documents in Part [IX consist of 

private letters, newspaper items, a broadside, a diary, town meetings, 

and legislative records. Most of the letters were written by Rhode Is- 

landers, with nine from Newport and five from Providence. All but one 

of the seven other letters came from New York City. In individual letters, 

two French diplomats stationed in New York City provided analyses of 

the meaning of Rhode Island’s final ratification of the Constitution. 

The newspaper items printed below, most of them reports, came from 

newspapers published primarily in Providence (11), Newport (6), Bos- 

ton (4), and New York City (3). A broadside printed in Providence gave 
news of Rhode Island’s ratification and a diary entry described Presi- 

dent George Washington’s visit to Rhode Island in August 1790. Ac- 
counts of two town meetings and actions by three legislative sessions 

are printed here. 

A wide variety of topics are considered in the documents printed in 

Part LX. These include: reports of Rhode Island’s ratification of the 
Constitution on 29 May 1790; celebrations of Rhode Island ratification 

in East Greenwich, Providence, and Warren; ongoing private and pub- 

lic commentaries, even some satirical ones, on the meaning of the Con- 

stitution and its projected impact; an illustration showing the erection 

of Rhode Island as the thirteenth pillar to the new federal dome, thus 

completing the ratification of the Constitution by the thirteen states; 

correspondence seeking appointments for Rhode Islanders to offices 
under the new central government; the state legislature’s election of 

two U.S. Senators and providing for the election of the state’s first U.S. 

Representative and its adoption of eleven of the twelve amendments to 

the Constitution proposed by the U.S. Congress in September 1789; 

the Providence Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers’ Address 
to President George Washington and his response; newspaper and pri- 

vate descriptions of Washington’s visit to Newport and Providence in 

August 1790; and the state legislature’s address to Washington and the 
president’s response. 

When President Washington visited Newport and Providence, several 
diverse groups addressed him in writing and he responded by letter to 
each of them. The groups were (1) the clergy of Newport, consisting 

1013
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of the pastors of seven churches, (2) the freemen of Newport, whose 

address was approved by the Newport town meeting, (3) the Hebrew 
congregation of Newport, (4) the Masons of King David’s Lodge, New- 

port, (5) the inhabitants of Providence, whose address was approved by 

the Providence town meeting, and (6) the Corporation of Rhode Island 

College. The members of the Society of the Cincinnati in Providence 

addressed the president verbally and he responded likewise. ‘These ad- 
dresses, and Washington’s responses to them, were printed in several 

newspapers. 

Henry Marchant to John Adams 

Newport, 29 May 1790! 

Most respected Friend 

‘tis done,—’tis done—The Constitution this Day was adopted by Our 

State Convention, by a Majority of two—Never were Days of more anxi- 

ety, Labor and Assiduity, Hope and Fear, than the last six—It is a happy 

Circumstance that the Convention was adjourned to this Town, where 

we had the largest foederal Interest, and little Influence of the Country 

Anties—The late Act passed by the Senate of Congress was an Instru- 

ment which we weilded with much Success and Execution:*— Nothing 

could be more timely—It would take a Quire of Paper to give You the 

entertaining particulars of this Week:—But I know not how soon an 

Opportunity may offer to New York—Therefore to Business 

Congress may soon rise, and may find it necessary to make the Acts 

proper to the Introduction of this State into the Union, before Our 

Members may be able to reach Congress—Our Assembly will sit three 

Weeks from next Monday: The Senators may be chosen then; The Rep- 

resentative cannot be, till some Weeks after.—I have therefore inclosed 

You the Revennue Act of this State; passed as nearly as possible to that 
of Congress’*—Here you will find all the Ports marked out and well 
described, and every Thing necessary for forming Your Acts or Bills— 

Names for Officers I dare say have gone forward in Abundance long 

ago; and are in the Care and Charge of one Member or another.—But 

if Satisfaction cannot yet be had on that Subject, or not untill Congress 

should rise,—The Act may provide for this State, That the President 

have the intire Power of Appointment; at any Rate untill Congress meet 

again — 

I don’t know but I am impertinent in this Business:—but my Wish 

is to advance the publick Weal, and to give every Aid in my Power, that 

the Wheels of Government, and Revennue may be in Motion—What 

is well You may retain; you have been used to refine;—The Dross You 

may throw away.?—
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Upon this happy Occasion I congratulate You Sir,—And thro’ You 

Sir, I desire to congratulate the President, Our foederal Head and Fa- 

ther;—Congress and all well Wishers to the building up Our grand 

foederal Cause and Government—With sincere Respects to Mrs. Ad- 

ams, Compts. to the Family and all Friends, without Time to add; havy- 

ing come this Moment out of Convention, and amidst the din & Noise 

of Bells, Huzzas and Guns, I am most respectfully Your devoted Friend 

& Servt. 

P.S. Amidst my hurry I had forgot to acknowledge the Honor done me 

by Yours of the 20th. of March,’ which would have been answerd before, 

but that I was tired of Conjectures, and wish’d for something substantial 

to communicate—Part of Yours will hereafter require further Atten- 

tion — 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. Adams received this letter on 31 May and responded on 

1 June (below). 

2. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June 1790 (RCS:R.I., 837-55). 

3. See “An Act for levying and collecting certain duties and imposts within this state,” 
(Bartlett, Records, X, 340-54). This law was printed in the General Assembly Schedule, 

September 1789 Session (Providence, 1789) (Evans 22104, pp. 5-25) and as a twenty-two 

page pamphlet (Evans 22108). Both imprints were made by Bennett Wheeler, the printer 
of the United States Chronicle. 

4. See Proverbs 25:4 and Malachi 3:3. 

5. See Adams to Marchant, 20 March 1790 (RCS:R.I., 791-93). 

Jeremiah Olney to Philip Schuyler 

Newport, 29 May 1790! 

I am happy to inform you that my fears Communicated to you in my 

last Letter Respecting the Result of the Deliberations of our Conven- 

tion, on the Subject of the New Constitution are at an end, the Con- 

vention having this day adopted Said Constitution by a Majority of Two 

Votes— Much in the form as was don[e] by the State Convention of New 

York, permitt me my Dear Friend to Congratulate you on this Happy 

event, our Genl. Assembly are to Convene on the Second monday in 

June Next when the Senators will be Chosen who will go forward Im- 

mediately to Congress—I-prepese-mytntension is to bein New York— 

perhaps the appointment of the Revenue officers will not be Made 

untill the arrival of our Senators. but Shoud it take place before, per- 

mitt me Dr. Sir to Request your Interest with the President, infavour of 

my appointment to the Office of Collector for the District of Provi- 

dence &c.’ the appointment I have from the President to pay the In- 

valids on the 5th of June next prevents my going Immediately on to
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New York, however I hope to Compleat this business & have the plea- 

sure of Seeing you by the 15th or 20th of June—Colo. Barton takes 

passage in the Packett that Sailes this Evening for New York, he has An 

intention of opposing me as Collector, I mention this that you & my 

Friends may be prepared to Counteract him’— 

1. FC, Shepley Library, RHi. Schuyler (1733-1804), one of New York’s most prominent 

Federalist leaders, was a wealthy Albany County landowner and entrepreneur. Relieved 
of his command shortly before the Battle of Saratoga, he had been a controversial major 
general in the Continental Army during the Revolution. As one of New York’s first U.S. 
Senators, he created a political controversy in New York by retaining his seat in the state 
senate, continuing to serve on the powerful council of appointment, and providing advice 
to his son-in-law Alexander Hamilton, U.S. Secretary of the Treasury. 

2. Olney was appointed collector for the district of Providence. 
3. William Barton, who was appointed surveyor at Providence, carried convention Pres- 

ident Daniel Owen’s letter to President Washington, 29 May (RCS:R.I., 1006-7). In 1789, 

Barton had declined the appointment as one of the judges of the Northwest Territory. 

East Greenwich Celebrates Rhode Island Ratification 

30 May, 5 June 1790! 

East-Greenwich, June 7, 1790. 

As soon as the much wished for intelligence of the Ratification of 

the Constitution, was announced in this town, notwithstanding its being 

Sunday [30 May], the inhabitants assembled and manifested their joy 

by a discharge of 13 cannon. 

After which they spent the evening sociably in mutual congratula- 

tions and on Saturday last [5 June] they met and dined together in the 

federal grove, and spent the afternoon in festivity and social mirth; at 

sunset a discharge of 13 cannon from the hill was made, when the 

Company repaired to Capt. Arnold’s, where they drank the following 

toasts: 

Ist. United States of America. 

2. The Constitution and Government under which we are United. 

3. The President, Vice-President, and Congress of the United States. 

4, State of Rhode-Island. 

5. The Convention that completed the American Union. 

6. The National Assembly of France. 

7. Agriculture and Commerce. 

8. Industry and Economy. 

9. Coalition of Parties. 

10. Relief for the Distressed.’ 

11. May we have Government for our Protection, Liberty for our 

Companion, and Wisdom for our Guide.
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12. May the American Fair cement the Federal Union. 

13. Constitutional Liberty throughout the World. 

1. Printed: Newport Herald, 17 June. 
2. See “Glossary,” RCS:R.I., 319. 

Rhode Island Ratification Announced in Providence 

31 May 1790 (excerpts)! 

RHODE-ISLAND and PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS united to the 

Great AMERICAN FAMILY. 
kook ck ck ck ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok 

PROVIDENCE, Monday, May 31, 1790. 

Saturday Night, at Eleven o’Clock, an Express arrived in Town from 

Newport, with the important Intelligence, that the CONVENTION OF 

THIS STATE had ratified the CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED 

STATES. 

The Question, “Shall the Constitution be adopted, or not?”’ was taken on 

Saturday, about Five o’Clock, P. M.—when the Affirmative was carried 

by a Majority of Two, Thirty-four Members voting for, and Thirty-two 

against it. 

This pleasing and most interesting Event was immediately announced 

here by the Ringing of Bells, and firing two federal Salutes—one from 

the Artillery on Federal Hill—and another from the Ship Warren, Capt. 

[Pardon] Sheldon, lately arrived from India.... 

Yesterday Evening the Delegates for this Town arrived from Newport, 

and on their landing were welcomed by a Discharge of Thirteen Can- 

non.—Some further Demonstrations of Joy are expected to take Place. 

1. These four paragraphs appeared in John Carter’s broadside printing of the form of 
ratification (Evans 22847). (See RCS:R.I., 996-1004n, for the form of ratification.) They 

were reprinted in Carter’s Providence Gazette on 5 June, and in full or in part in nine other 
newspapers by 19 June: Mass. (2), Conn. (3), N.Y. (1), Pa. (2), Del. (1). The United States 

Chronicle, 3 June, summarized these paragraphs (see below). 

John Adams to Henry Marchant 

New York, 1 June 1790! 

Your obliging Letter of the 29. Ult.* was brought to me Yesterday at 

my house, and as there happened to be a few Friends with me, we 

joined in Wishing Happiness and Prosperity to Rhode Island with great 

Cordiality. This morning the President did me the honour of a Visit 

and I had the Pleasure of congratulating him on this pleasing Event 

and presenting to him your affectionate Respects.
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Congress I conjecture will wait the Arrival of your Senators, before 

they pass any Act. 

My hopes of the Blessings of Liberty from this Government, are much 

increased Since Yesterday. United We Stand but divided We fall. Join 

or die. these were our Maxims, twenty five or thirty years ago,’ and they 

are neither less true nor less important now than they were then. 

The renovation of that Union, which has acquired such renown in 

the World, by tryumphing over Such formidable Ennemies, and by 

Spreading the Principles which are like to produce a compleat Revo- 

lution both in Religion and Government in most parts of Europe; can- 

not fail to restore respectability to the American Name, and procure 

Us Consideration among nations. 

I earnestly wish to see your Senators here and your Representative 

in the other house and I cannot but hope that you will be one of the 

former. 

With Sincere Esteem I am dear Sir your Friend and Servant 

1. RC, Miscellaneous Manuscripts, Special Collections, Wellesley College Library, Welles- 
ley, Mass. On the same day Adams wrote to Englishman Thomas Brand-Hollis that “Rhode 
Island is to become one of us on the 29th May” (John Disney, Memoirs of Thomas Brand- 
Hollis... (London, 1808], 36). 

2. See above. 

3. “Join, or Die” was the caption of an illustration created by Benjamin Franklin that 
first appeared in the Pennsylvania Gazette on 9 May 1754. The second motto comes from 
“A Song” that appeared in the Pennsylvania Gazette and Pennsylvania Journal on 7 July 
1768. 

William Ellery to John Adams 

Newport, 1 June 1790! 

The grand question is decided. The Constitution was adopted last 

saturday by a majority of two.—On this auspicious event I most heartily 

salute you. 

The ratification will in a few days be transmitted to the President, 

and I presume federal Officers will be soon appointed for this State.— 

I am greatly obliged to you for the interest you have taken in my views 

and wishes, and hope that it will be continued, and extended as far as 

is consistent with the rule you have prescribed to yourself. 

I had been informed that the President in his appointments paid a 

regard to the old Law adage,’ and therefore I gave you a strong hint 

that the characters of the Collector [ John Wanton] and the other cus- 

tom house officers for this district are objectionable.—I wish that the 

offices of the United States may be filled with respectable characters, 

and I think I may venture to say that any office I may be honoured 

with will be discharged with fidelity.—
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Some of the Antifedl. Delegates after the Constitution was adopted 

declared that upon their return home they would use their influence 

with their Constituents to reconcile them to the New Government.* 

I hope that they will, and that peace, order and happiness may be 

restored to and established in this distressed, distracted State.— 

With great esteem I am, Sir Yr. most obedt. servt. 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. On the same day Ellery informed Alexander Hamilton: 

“The New Constitution was last Saturday adopted by the Convention of this State by a 
majority of two voices.—On this happy event I salute you” (Ellery Letterbook, 1786- 
1794, RNHi). 

2. Ellery is perhaps referring to the common law adage “possession is nine-tenths of 
the law.” Ellery was appointed collector at Newport. 

3. In making this declaration, the Rhode Island Antifederalist delegates followed the 
well-publicized and praised actions taken by Antifederalist delegates in the Massachusetts 
Convention (RCS:Mass., 1645-57). 

Antoine de la Forest to Comte de la Luzerne 

New York, 1 June 1790! 

The new American union has finally just been completed by the ac- 

cession of Rhode Island to the Constitution of the United States. Last 

January the Federalists of that state had managed to call a convention 

to convene the following March. It was not expected that that conven- 

tion could be brought to the desired ratification in its first session; it 

was not surprising to see it adjourn from 6 March to 24 May, while 

restricting itself to drafting a declaration of rights, with a list of 18 

articles of amendment, and without turning its attention to the main 

question. But Congress affected to look upon these multiple refusals 

in a serious light. In spite of the small importance of Rhode Island, 

Congress seemed concerned not to allow one of the members of the 

American Confederation to stand aside in the new order of things and 

become an independent foreign state. Its maritime situation and a long 

habit of smuggling facilitated deceptions detrimental to the revenue of 

the United States; complaints became frequent and in addition the 

northern states were angry to be deprived of the representation in 

Congress of a neighbor which has the same general interests as they 

do. The Senate instructed a committee to make a report on suitable 

measures for the United States to take in this regard. The Committee 

presented a Bill with the effect of prohibiting the importation by land 

or by water of any Rhode Island food or merchandize, closing the ports 

of the union to its ships, forbidding all communication with the ports 

of that insubordinate state by ships of the Union, and authorizing the 

President of the United States to ask it for a partial payment of 25,000
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dollars toward the debts of the old Confederation. This Bill passed the 

Senate, was sent to the House of Representatives, received a first read- 

ing there and carefully managed delays gave the Convention of Rhode 

Island time to assemble again on 24 May.* The ratification of the Con- 

stitution was decided on by a majority of only two votes on the 29th. 

The projected Bill of rights is annexed to it, as are the 18 articles of 

amendment; but in a purely recommendatory manner. 

1. RC (Tr), Affaires Etrangéres, Correspondance Consulaires, BI 910, New York, ff. 

302-3, Archives Nationales, Paris, France. 

2. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 
1 June (RCS:R.I., 837-55). 

Louis-Guillaume Otto to Comte de Montmorin 

New York, 1 June 1790! 

The plan of which I had the honor to inform you in my Dispatch 

No. 22? has at last been accomplished. The Northern Senators who 

have long desired to have a more considerable advantage and who have 

regarded with indignation the aversion of Rhodeislanders for the new 

American Government, succeeded in having a Bill passed to cut off on 

1 July next all communication with the small state of Rhodeisland by 

land and by water on pain of seizing the ships, wagons, and goods, a 

monetary fine and imprisonment. This Bill in addition authorizes the 

President of the United States to ask Rhodeisland for the payment of 

its quota of the public debt.* A measure this vigorous at the moment 

when the federal Government is still in its infancy astonished the pub- 

lic; only five Senators opposed it; they thought that the Congress had 

not the least right to use force against a state which conformed so 

strictly to the articles of the old confederation and that committed no 

other wrong than that of not relishing the innovations that Congress 

wished to introduce; that this force could produce a much different 

effect than that which they appeared to allow and that, far from intim- 

idating it, could fortify and even justify that State in its opposition; that 

besides threats of this type must be followed by a coming to blows, that 

the poverty and the exhaustion of the public treasury could render 

illusory and that before thinking of subduing it would be necessary to 

assure oneself of the means of taking it on effectively but even suppos- 

ing the possibility of success the measure would still be unjust in itself 

and would dishonor from the start a Government founded on equity 

and on the voluntary consent of the people.—The Dissident Senators 

accordingly asked that their protest be inserted in the Journals, but the 

majority opposed that and delivered the Bill to the House of Repre-
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sentatives. That House affected to consider the Bill as threatening and 

postponed the discussion until the fifteenth in order to leave the Rhode- 

islanders time to ward off the blow that was aimed toward them. In the 

interval the Convention of Rhodeisland which had already adjourned 

re-assembled in the greatest consternation and ratified the Constitution 

almost without debate by a majority of only 34 against 32.—This new 

victory gained by Northerners is useful for the Confederation in that 

it reunites the 13 Republics that previously composed the body politic 

of the United States, but it infinitely displeases the Southern States, 

which will henceforward have two more votes against them in the Sen- 

ate and whose interests were already too neglected by Congress. It is 

certain that, from another angle, Rhodeisland had no time to lose; 

Newport and Providence, the principal towns of that State, had already 

authorized their Delegates to treat separately with Congress in order 

to yield to the Confederation.* 

This ratification, Sir, finally completes the new government of the 

United States and makes it a more formidable body than it was under 

the old system. From this moment on the United States can be consid- 

ered as an homogeneous nation, which receives its laws and its impetus 

from a common center, and is no longer, as before, a Congress of 

Delegates without power and without force, but a Government of three 

well organized branches whose powers are clearly defined by a writien 

Constitution, which gives it a great superiority over the English one. It 

is true that there remain here yet, as in some federal Monarchies, sepa- 

rate Bodies whose pretensions embarrass the supreme power, I speak 

of the Legislatures of the individual States. The Americans regret, too 

late, not having thought to make a new division of their territory at 

the beginning of the revolution, a measure so happily taken and exe- 

cuted in France in order to destroy the little tyrants and the local prej- 

udices of the different districts. The moment has passed, the individual 

Legislatures, so jealous of their independence and even of their Sov- 

ereignty, will prevent this government from expanding in a way that 

without them, it would not fail to make in a few years. 

It is as a result of that jealousy that even Rhodeisland proposed amend- 

ments and appended them to its ratification of the new Constitution. 

These amendments number about 20, of which I have the honor, Sir, 

to submit to you the most important:—‘“‘The United States will guar- 

antee the Sovereignty of each individual State and all the powers which 

are not expressly delegated by the Constitution.—The Congress will 

not interfere in any way with the redemption of paper money currently 

in circulation in any State.—The judicial power of Congress will not 

extend to criminal cases against a state, nor to claims of a particular
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individual against a State.—The consent of eleven States is necessary 

to introduce a new article into the Constitution. The Congress will not 

impose any poll tax. It will not impose any direct tax without the con- 

sent of “4 of the individual Legislatures. It will not maintain a standing 

army in time of peace.—It will not make any loan without the consent 

of two thirds of the two Houses. It will prohibit as soon as possible the 

importation of slaves. The Legislature will be able to recall their Sen- 

ators when they think fitting.”’—This last amendment, Sir, would be 

the most dangerous to allow because it would damage the liberty of 

debate in the Senate, but the amendments of Rhodeisland will be like 

those proposed by the other states, one looks upon them simply as the 

means, which were employed to gain a majority in the Conventions and 

the Congress will always be sufficiently occupied to have a valid pretext 

not to take them into consideration. Besides there is always in Congress 

a faction strong enough to prevent the extension of powers which are 

assigned to it by the Constitution and although it is generally agreed 

to brush aside all deliberation on amendments to the Constitution it 

acts in a manner which leaves questions undecided, which have some 

connection with them. When the Government takes on a certain sta- 

bility it will be easier to return to amendments and experience will shed 

more light on such a delicate question. 

1. MS Copy (Tr), Henry Adams Transcripts, French State Papers, Moustier and Otto, 
1790-91, DLC. The original letter is in Correspondance Politique, Etats-Unis, Vol. 35, ff. 

102, Archives du Ministére des Affaires Etrangéres, Paris. This dispatch, No. 29, was re- 

ceived on 25 September. 

2. See Otto to Montmorin, 13 March (RCS:R.I., 763). 

3. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April 
1 June (RCS:R.I., 837-55). 

4. See “Providence: Instructions to Town’s Delegates to the State Convention,” 24 May 
(RCS:R.L., 889). 

5. See “Rhode Island Form of Ratification and Amendments,” 29 May (RCS:R.I., 996- 

1004n). 

Theodore Sedgwick to Theodore Foster 

New York, 1 June 1790 (excerpt)! 

... You will now please to accept my most cordial congratulations on 

the happy result of your convention. Every true american will partake 

in your joy.— 

Permit me, sir, to suggest the great importance of having your state 

represented in senate at as early a period as may be.... 

1. RC, Foster Papers, RHi. Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1668.
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Newport Town Meeting, 1 June 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Resolved that the thanks of the Town be given to their Delegates 

in Convention for the faithful and Successful discharge of the Impor- 

tant trust reposed in them.... 

1. MS, Newport Town Records (Proceedings), Vol. 1, 1779-1816, RNHi. Printed in the 

Newport Herald, 3 June, and Newport Mercury, 5 June. 

Boston Herald of Freedom, 1 June 1790 

THE FEDERAL DOME COMPLETED, OR, 

THE THIRTEENTH PILLAR REARED 

By a gentleman from Providence, who arrived on Sunday evening, 

we have information, THAT the Convention of the State of Rhode- 

Island, ADOPTED THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION last Saturday, at 

6 o'clock, P. M. And that great demonstrations of Joy were exhibited 

on the occasion at Providence. 

‘IT say unto you, that likewise joy shall be in heaven over ONE SINNER 

that repenteth, more than over NINETY and NINE JUST persons which 

need no repentance.””! 

1. Luke 15:7 

New York Daily Advertiser, 1 June 1790! 

ADOPTION 

Of the CONSTITUTION by RHODE ISLAND 

Yesterday afternoon arrived Sloop Rambler, Capt. [ Joseph] Carey, from New- 

port, Rhode-Island, who left that place on Sunday Morning last [30 May]. 

By the arrival of Capt. Carey, we have received the authentic infor- 

mation, that the CONVENTION of RHODE ISLAND did, on Saturday 

last, adopt the Constitution of the United States by a majority of TWO. The 

Yeas were THIRTY FOUR—the Nays THIRTY TWO. 

In the above vessel came passenger Col. [William] BARTON, one of 

the members of the convention, with dispatches for the PRESIDENT 

of the United States. 

It is expected the Governor of Rhode Island will immediately con- 

vene the legislature of that state, in order that they may proceed to the 

choice of two Senators to the Congress of the United States. 

1. Reprinted in twelve newspapers by 16 June: Mass. (1), N.Y. (1), NJ. (1), Pa. (7), 

Md. (1), Va. (1), and also as the lower half of a broadside (Evans 22986) printed by 

Dunlap and Claypoole, the printers of the Pennsylvania Packet. The reprintings in the New 

York Gazette of the United States, 2 June, and the Stockbridge, Mass., Western Star, 8 June,
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contain an additional paragraph at the end stating that “In consequence of this event a 
Federal salute was fired from the battery in this city [New York].” This sentence, slightly 

modified, was also reprinted in the Newport Mercury, 21 June. 
The Carlisle Gazette, Philadelphia Freeman’s Journal, and Pennsylvania Gazette, all 9 June, 

combined their reprintings of the first three paragraphs of this item with two paragraphs 
reprinted from the New York Journal, 1 June (RCS:R.I., 1005). The State Gazette of North 
Carolina, 18 June, summarized this information (Mfm:R.L.). 

Warren Celebrates Rhode Island Ratification, 2 June 1790! 

Warren, June 4, 1790. 

On Wednesday the 2d Instant the Inhabitants of this Town met at 

the House of Ebenezer Cole, Esq; to testify their Approbation of the 

Adoption of the federal Constitution by this State, accompanied by 

some Friends from the neighbouring Towns of Barrington, Swanzey 

and Rehoboth.* The Morning was ushered in by the Discharge of Thir- 

teen Cannon, all the Vessels in the Harbour being dressed with Col- 

ours—at One o’Clock a Procession was formed, and proceeded to the 

Common, where Thirteen Cannon were discharged. The Company re- 

turned in like Order, and partook of an elegant Dinner.—At Three 

o’Clock, Thirteen Cannon were discharged, and the following Toasts 

drank, each ‘Toast being honoured by the Discharge of a Cannon, viz. 

1. The United States of America.—2. The President of the United 

States. —3. The Vice-President of the United States.—4. The Senate of 

the United States. —5. The Representatives in Congress.—6. The Con- 

vention of the State of Rhode-Island.—7. The Commerce of the United 

States.—8. Agriculture.—9. The faithful and illustrious Allies of the 

United States throughout the World.—10. The fair Daughters of Amer- 

ica.—I11. The Friends of the Union.—12. Peace and Plenty.—13. May 

every American be safe under his own Vine and Fig-Tree.* 

The Remainder of the Day was spent in the most agreeable Conviv- 

iality. 

1. Printed: Providence Gazette, 5 June. 
2. Swanzey and Rehoboth were Massachusetts towns adjacent to Warren. 
3. Micah 4:4. 

Massachusetts Centinel, 2 June 1790! 

RHODE-ISLAND. 

The Convention of Rhode-Island, met at Newport, on Monday the 24th 

ult. On Wednesday a question for an adjournment to a distant day, was 

taken, and negatived by a majority of 9. The next day the Convention 

met at the Rev. Mr. THURSTON’S Meeting-House, and continued the
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discussion of the CONSTITUTION, Amendments, &c. until Saturday eve- 

ning, 6 o’clock, when the question of RATIFICATION was put—and 

PASSED by a MAJORITY of Two. Thus the FEDERAL DOME is ren- 

dered still more complete—and an instance exhibited to the world of 

the intire change of the Government of a great Nation, in the time of 

Peace, without bloodshead, or civil commotion. 

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Gazette, 3 June; New Hampshire Gazetteer, 4 June. 

Governor Arthur Fenner to Governor John Hancock 

Providence, 3 June 1790! 

I have the satisfaction of informing your Excellency that the Consti- 

tution of the United States of America agreed to on the 17th Day of 

September AD 1787 by the General Convention then Assembled in 
Philadelphia was Ratified and Adopted, by the Convention of the Peo- 

ple of this State, on Saturday last, conformity to the mode recommended 

by the Philadelphia Convention and the Consequent Resolution of Con- 

gress, passed September 28th 1787. The form of the Ratification of this 
State your Excellency will find in the United States Chronicle of this 

day which I have inclosed. 

It has happened that this State has been the last to adopt the New 

Constitution but I hope it will in future as it has heretofore been with 

the foremost in Patriotism, in Friendship and Sisterly Affection. 

All the States in the Union have one Cause, the Preservation of 

their common Liberties and the promotion of the Tranquility and 

Happiness of the whole Empire in which all the Individuals who com- 

pose it are interested—lIt will be with great pleasure that I shall take 

charge of any Matters your Excellency may at any time wish to have 

communicated to the Legislature of this State through my Hands Any 

such communication shall meet with the earliest and most respectful 

Attention. 

That the Goodness of Almighty Gop that has so remarkably ap- 

peared in our favour on many Occasions may long continue to the 

People of these States the Blessings of Peace Tranquillity & Happiness 

arising from a wise, a just and a prudent Administration of the Gen- 

eral Government founded on the Broad and Solid Basis of the affec- 

tion of the People arising from a conviction that their Good is the 

Object of those in Public Employ—That Maxims tending to promote 

and Establish the confidence of the People in the Government and 

in those they have or shall select to Administer it, may prevail in every 

part of the Empire. And that your Excellency may long Live to see 

the prosperity & Happiness of our Country meeting the just reward
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of Gratitude and confidence due to your constant Exertions for the 

common Good are the sincere Wishes of your Excellencys most Obe- 

dient and humble Servant 

1. RC, Manuscripts, RPJCB. The letter was read to the Massachusetts legislature on 8 
June (Massachusetts Centinel, 9 June). Hancock (1737-1793), a wealthy Boston merchant, 
was a delegate to the Continental Congress, 1775-78, where he signed the Declaration 
of Independence and the Articles of Confederation. He was governor of Massachusetts, 
1780-85, 1787-93, and president of the state Convention where he voted to ratify the 

Constitution in February 1788. 

David Howell to Thomas Jefferson 

Providence, 3 June 1790 (excerpts)! 

Although I may not be among the foremost, I assure you Iam among 

the most sincere in Congratulating you at once, on your return to your 

native Country, and, on your appointment to the place of Secretary of 

State. 

Since the adoption of the Federal Constitution by this State I can 

inform my friends that I am alive and make mention of the place where 

I live with more pleasure, than I could before—for, indeed, life would 

be scarcely worth having if one should be condemned to Spend it un- 

der such a Government as we have lately experienced. 

After my return home from three successive Years service in Con- 

gress, for which I received the thanks of our Legislature, an arrearage 

was acknowledged as due to me of near Two Thousand Dollars, this 

they have confiscated, together with other securities, because I refused 

to take their paper money at par in payment.* 

I was also under the necessity of resigning my seat in our Superior 

Court to avoid a more mortifying event, on account of the general 

concurrence of the people in the execution of their paper money sys- 

tem. In confidence of your friendship, of which you was pleased to give 

me sufficient proofs in the course of our residence at Anapolis,’ I have 

presumed to mark to your address, a Packet of pamphlets;* I pray you 

to send them to the several Gentlemen whose names are written on 

them. 

I send these pamphlets as well to honour the memory of my departed 

friend, the [writer?]° as to furnish my acquaintance, who are yet in Life, 

and in power with Evidence of the part I have acted, while honoured 

with Judicial power, against the paper money laws of this State. 

Having accidentally heard that the President of the United States did 

me the honor to enquire into my present political character and flat- 

tering myself that he might be prompted by other motives than mere 

curiosity, I have also enclosed the U.S. Chronicle of February 25. 1790
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containing some of my sentiments under the signature of Solon Junior, 

Both the papers in this Town contain other peices under the same 

signature,—as such peices are hastily written and seldom copied, they 

cannot be correct. In the Providence Gazette of May 22d Ult. enclosed, 

you will also see a piece under the signature of a Farmer. I Live on a 

Farm, in fact, in the vicinity of this Town. In the same Gazette of April 

17 Ult. you will also see two peices written by me just before our late 

Election, these may explain to you the reason why I was opposed as 

attorney General and beat by an Antifederalist of no abilities.® 

Although I had been honored with a seat in some of our Courts 

ever since the revolution and addicted myself to the study of Law I 

had no thoughts of descending to the practice, ’till reduced, by the 

operation of iniquitous Laws, to the necessity of seeking a livelihood 

from it... 

Our General Assembly will be in Session next week when our sena- 

tors will be chosen to proceed to take their seats, and measures taken 

for the Election of our Representative. There [will] be a number of 

Candidates—all Decided Federalists and opposers of Paper money will 

probably [be] excluded from our Election. Our present Governor is a 

man of good abilities and I hope it will be one of his objects to mod- 

erate the heat of party. It will give you pleasure to Learn that our col- 

lege is in a flourishing Condition, and that the College fund in the 

hands of our Legislature are confiscated private property. Beneficium 

magnum quod me non occidisi—as Tully says’ 

With every sentiment of esteem and friendship, I am, dear sir, 

Your most Obedient, and very humble Servant. 

P.S. I have, as yet written thus freely to no other Gentleman. I observe 

that my Clerk in directing the pamphlet to Mr. Adams has stiled me 

his friend; as in the directions to all the other Gentlemen, to whom I 

have the honor to be personally known; will you please to communicate 

the substance of this letter to him—proof that [I am?] his friend, he 

may see in the Journals of Congress. 

1. RC, RG 59, Department of State, Misc. Letters, DNA. Printed: Boyd, XVI, 451- 

54n. 

2. For the “confiscation” of public securities when creditors refused payment in de- 
preciated paper money, see the “Introduction” (RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, xxxii). 

3. Howell and Jefferson served together in Congress when it met in Annapolis in 

1784. 

4. The pamphlets were The Case, Trevett against Weeden ... (Providence, 1787) (Evans 

20825) by James Mitchell Varnum. 

5. Varnum, who had served as a judge in the Northwest Territory, died in Marietta, 
Ohio, in 1789.
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6. For Howell’s “Solon Junior” essays, see RCS:R.I., 347-48n, 352-54, 377-79n, 386- 

88, 399-400, 737-40n, 744-47n, 750—51n. For “a Farmer,” see RCS:R.I., 882-85. For the 

two election items, see RCS:R.I., 783-86, 790-91. 

7. Latin: There you did not kill me, a great favor, truly. Marcus Tullius Cicero, Second 

Oration Against Mark Antony, 44 B.C. 

Newport Herald, 3 June 1790! 

NEwport, May 29, 1790. 

This day will form a memorable 4RA in the United States of America: 

On this day was perfected the Arch on which rests the grand fabric, A 

FREE AND EFFICIENT GOVERNMENT: On this day was closed the link of 

that chain which unites Thirteen States: To the world this day will be 

memorable, as it exhibits an instance unparalleled in ancient or mod- 

ern times, of a people rising from a state of anarchy, to liberty and 

order, without the horrors of a civil war, and forming a government 

not by public faction nor private ambition, but by a liberal and intel- 

ligent investigation. 

CONVENTION. 

At 5 o’clock, P.M. the question for adopting the Constitution of the 

United States was called for, and upon taking the Yeas and Nays, it was 

carried in the affirmative by a majority of TWO, there being 34 Yeas, 

and 32 Nays.—The Yeas and Nays were as follow: 

[For the Yeas and Nays, see RCS:R.I., 994-96. | 

The majority would have been much larger had not many of the 

members been restricted by instructions, as they were fully convinced 

of the propriety of an adoption, and if it had been compatible with the 

public good to have adjourned the decision for a short period only, we 

have every reason to believe, that those instructions, in many instances, 

would have been changed; but as there was a majority for the question, 

and the situation of the State extremely critical, it was deemed neces- 

sary to take it.’ 

The President of the Convention hath great merit for his impartiality 

and decision; and the Members, for their candor and moderation. The 

unanimous vote of thanks from the latter to the former is an honorable 

memorial to both. 

The Convention by a resolution also expressed their thanks to the 

Reverend the Clergy, who had officiated before them. 

Every demonstration of joy was manifested by the citizens that the 

late hour of the day would admit—past animosities were forgotten— 

and congratulations and thanks re-echoed from all.
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The citizens of these United States have fought a good fight, in effecting 

a revolution which hath enlightened Europe, as well as given freedom 

to themselves; and have kept the faith,’ in establishing a Constitution so 

favorable to civil and religious liberty,— But they have yet more to do, 

not only to watch over their rulers, in order that government may be 

well administered, but every member of the community ought to watch 

over himself, that he may observe inviolate the laws which are, or may 

be constitutionally made; for public virtue is the palladium of liberty, 

it is the ark of the Constitution.—Athens and Sparta were invincible 

while virtue was the characteristic of the people; but when corruption 

had polluted the mass, they were deaf to that eloquence, the breath of 

which once inspired them, and regardless of danger, until ruin burst 

upon them.—When Brutus and a band of patriots wrested tyranny from 

the hand of Cesar, the people no longer possessed the virtue of the 

ancient Romans,—to them liberty ceased to be a boon.—History is 

replete with examples which sanction it as a truth, that the invasions 

of rights are always preceded by a general depravation of morals.—Let 

the citizens of these United States therefore, press forward, to attain 

greater perfection in public virtue,—Let them when reciting to their 

children the sorrows and troubles they have passed through, in estab- 

lishing a free and permanent Government, impress on their minds by 

example, as well as by precept, the necessity and advantage of Religion 

and Morality. 

The Hon. General Assembly of this State are summoned by warrant 

from his Excellency the Governor, to meet in this town on Monday 

next*—when the Senators will be appointed, and measures taken for 

the appointment of a Representative to the Congress of the United 

States. 

1. The first paragraph was reprinted nine times by 21 July: Mass. (2), N.Y. (1), Pa. (4), 

Del. (1), S.C. (1). Eight of these newspapers reprinted from one to five of the subsequent 
paragraphs by 21 July: Mass. (2), N.Y. (1), Pa. (3), Del. (1), S.C. (1). 

2. The Providence Gazette, 5 June, described the majority in similar terms: 
Many more Members of the Convention were convinced of the Pro- 

priety of an Adoption of the Constitution, and the Majority would, it ap- 
pears, have been much larger, had not a Number of the Members been 

restricted by Instructions. Had it been compatible with the public Good 
to have adjourned the Decision for a short Time only, those Instructions 
would undoubtedly have been reversed; but as there was a Majority for an 
Adoption, and the Situation of the State extremely critical, it was deemed 
expedient to take the Question.—The President of the Convention dis- 

tinguished himself for his Impartiality and Decision, as did the Members 
for their Candour and Moderation.—The latter voted their Thanks to the
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former, unanimously, in a Manner highly honourable to both.—The Con- 

vention also expressed their Thanks to the Reverend Clergy who had of- 
ficiated before them. 

3. 2 Timothy 4:7. “I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept 
the faith.” 

4, A slight variation of this sentence was printed in the United States Chronicle, 3 June, 
and then reprinted in the Providence Gazette, 5 June. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 3 June 1790! 

The important Intelligence was received in this Town, by Express, 

about 11 o’Clock, the same Evening—and was immediately announced 

by Federal Salutes, from the Warren, Indiaman, and from the Artillery 

Park, on Federal Hill—and the Ringing of the Bells.’ 

On the Arrival of the Delegates to the Convention from this Town, 

on Sunday Evening, they were saluted by a Federal Discharge of Can- 

non. 

On Tuesday, at Sunrise, 13 Cannon was discharged by the United 

Company of Train of Artillery, commanded by Col. [Daniel] Tilling- 

hast, which appeared in Uniform on the Occasion—The Salute was 

repeated at 12 o’Clock.—After which the Company, with several other 

Gentlemen repaired to the Colonel’s, where an elegant Entertainment 

was prepared for them. After Dinner the following Toasts were drank, 

VIZ. 

1. The President of the United States. 2. The Senate and Represen- 

tatives of the United States. 3. The Governor and Company. 4. The 

Rhode-Island Convention, that compleated the Union of America. 5. 

May the Union last till Years shall cease to Roll. 6. Peace at Home, and 

Reputation abroad. 7. May the Groans of the Distressed be no more 

heard. 8. May America forever honour the Men who have led her to 

her present happy Situation. 9. Agriculture, Manufactures, and Com- 

merce. 10. The Encouragers of useful Arts. 11. The Abolition of Party. 

12. May the good of the Whole be the grand Object. 13. May private 

Virtue be the Road to public Honor. 

At 3 o’Clock the Salute was repeated.—After which a Procession, 

with Drums beating and Colours flying, marched thro’ the Streets. And 

13 Cannon closed the Day. In the Evening Messrs. Brown and France’s? 

Ship, the WARREN, lately from India, was superbly illuminated—and 

a Number of beautiful Rockets were let off from the Great Bridge, by 

the Artillery. 

1. This account of the Providence celebration was largely reprinted in the Providence 
Gazeite, 5 June.
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2. The information in this paragraph was taken from the broadside printed by John 
Carter on 31 May (above). 

3. A reference to the mercantile firm Brown & Francis. 

Boston Independent Chronicle, 3 June 1790! 

THE AMERICAN UNION COMPLETED. 

*TIS done! ’tis finished! guardian UNION binds, 

In voluntary bands, a Nation’s minds: 

Behold the DOME compleat, the PILLARS rise— 

Earth for the BASIS, for the ARCH the skies! 

Now the new world shall mighty scenes unfold; 

Shall rise th’ imperial Rival of the old;— 
And Roman Freedom tread the Western Soil, 

And a new Athens in the Desert smile. 

O happy land!—O ever-sacred Dome 

Where PEACE and INDEPENDENCE own their home: 

COMMERCE and TILLAGE, hail the Queen of Marts 

Th’ Asylum of the world, the residence of Arts. 

fs ets eal a EMER NE NS ef *) 

"yi da Cg El ls} fei Ps BS ol Be 
ea fol Al Ba ee dad et ae 

oO ion Pe sc cs a e Y a iS t 7 

Brisa eee Gentes Grote, Eek ten fee Saeki eee ee 

BOSTON, THuRspAy, JUNE 3. 

By a gentleman who arrived in town yesterday, from Providence, we are fa- 
voured with a Hand-Bill, printed in that town, containing the Ratification of 

the Federal Constitution by the State of Rhode-Island; which, as we conceive to 
be highly interesting, we present the public. 

[At this point the Independent Chronicle reprinted material from John 

Carter’s 31 May broadside (RCS:R.I., 1017).]
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1. The poem was reprinted in the Providence Gazette, 5 June; Newport Mercury, 14 June; 

and eight other newspapers by 17 July: N.Y. (1), NJ. (1), Pa. (3), Md. (1), N.C. (1), S.C. 

(1). The Gazette’s reprinting of the poem was prefaced: “On Occasion of the happy Ac- 
cession of this State to the general Government, the Boston Independent Chronicle of 
Thursday displays the Thirteen emblematical Pillars, preceded by the following sentimen- 
tal and we hope prophetic Lines.” The pillars illustration is unique. No other newspaper 
carried an illustration showing thirteen pillars. No reprintings of the Chronicle’s pillars 
have been located. 

President George Washington to Governor Arthur Fenner 

New York, 4 June 1790! 

In acknowledging the receipt of your Excellency’s letter of the 20th 

of May,” I cannot forbear to congratulate you and the people of your 

State upon the happy event which has since taken place by the adoption 

and ratification of the Constitution of the United States by the Con- 

vention of Rhode Island.— 

Having now attained the desireable object of uniting under one gen- 

eral Government all those States which were originally confederated, 

we have a right to expect, with the blessing of a divine providence, that 

our Country will afford us all those domestic enjoyments of which a free 

people only can boast—and at the same time secure that respectability 

abroad which she is entitled to by nature and from circumstances.— 

Since the bond of Union is now complete, and we once more consider 

ourselves as one family, it is much to be hoped that reproaches will 

cease and prejudices be done away; for we should all remember that 

we are members of that community upon whose general success de- 

pends our particular and individual welfare;—and, therefore, if we mean 

to support the Liberty and Independence which it has cost us so much 

blood and treasure to establish, we must drive far away the demon of 

party spirit and local reproach. 

I should be deficient in politeness as well as sensibility was I to close 

this without acknowledging the impression which the great personal 

regard and warm wishes for my individual felicity expressed in your 

Letter has made on me. 

1. FC, Washington Papers, DLC. A draft of this letter is in RG 59, Department of State, 
Misc. Letters, DNA. 

2. For Fenner’s letter, see RCS:R.I., 872—76n. 

Providence Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers: 

Address to President George Washington, Providence, 4 June 1790 

The address of the Providence Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers 

(agreed to unanimously at a meeting on 4 June) and President Washington’s
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response were printed in the United States Chronicle, 15 July, from which these 
transcriptions are taken. They were reprinted in the Providence Gazette, 17 July, 
and the Newport Mercury, 19 July. A draft of the address and the recipient’s 
copy of Washington’s reply is in the Rhode Island Historical Society. Letter- 
book copies of both documents are in the Washington Papers at the Library 
of Congress. The newspaper versions differ from the manuscripts only in cap- 
italization and punctuation. The draft of the address has a paragraph crossed 
out that became part of a resolution on smuggling adopted by the Association 
that was printed in the United States Chronicle, 15 July. The crossed-out para- 
graph reads: “Convinced of the great Importance of a due Collection of the 
Revenue, and of the Necessity of every possible Guard to prevent Fraud and 
Collusion therein, the Association have unanimously adopted a solemn Reso- 
lution, to do all in their Power, collectively and individually, to support and 
enforce the Laws respecting the same.” 

Theodore Foster, one of Rhode Island’s U.S. Senators, sent a copy of the 

address to President Washington with his letter of 26 June. The manuscript 
version was delivered in person by Foster either on 28 June or perhaps at a 
dinner hosted by Washington on | July (United States Chronicle, 15 July; Abbot, 
Washington, Presidential Series, V, 556—59n). 

The Providence Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers was chartered 
in 1789 to promote home manufacturers, to cement the mechanic interest, 

and to raise a fund to support distressed mechanics. Foster indicated that the 
Association consisted “of about Two Hundred of the Respectable Citizens” of 
Providence (ibid., 557). 

The Address, 4 June 1790 

THE ADDRESS OF THE PROVIDENCE ASSOCIATION OF MECHANICS AND 

MANUFACTURERS TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

SIR, The happy Period has at length arrived, when we can with Pro- 

priety join our Fellow-Citizens of the other States in congratulating you, 

as Chief Magistrate of united America. Altho the Progress of this State 

to our present Situation has been slow and timid, it is some Consola- 

tion, that our Accession has completed the Federal Union. 

Pleased with the Establishment of a firm Government, we are happy 

in thus having it in our Power to express our Sentiments of Regard and 

Attachment to the President of the Union, and our Determination, as 

far as in us lies, to support the Constitution and Laws of the United 

States. 
The Mechanics and Manufacturers of this Town feel a Confidence 

in the Wisdom and Patriotism of the Legislature of the United States, — 

that they will do all in their Power to promote the Manufactures, as 

well as the Agriculture and Commerce of our Country;—this Confi- 

dence is greatly strengthened by the Consideration that you, Sir, are at 
the Head of it.
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In full Expectation that under a mild and beneficent Administration 

of the Government, we shall be enabled to lead quiet and peaceable 

Lives, and enjoy the Fruits of our honest Industry'—with grateful Hearts 

for past favours, we join the Millions of America, in fervent Prayers to 

the Disposer of all Events, for your Health and Happiness; and that 

your important Life may long be spared, to rule a free, virtuous and 

happy Nation. 

Providence, June 4, 1790. 

Signed by order and in Behalf of the Association 

CHARLES KEENE, President.” 

Attest, BENNETT WHEELER, Sec’ry.° 

1. See Ecclesiastes 5:18-—20. 

2. Keene (1732-1794), a blacksmith, was a charter member of the association and its 

first vice president. He was elected president in 1790. Keene had fought in the Battle of 
Rhode Island (1778) as a militia captain and eventually rose to the rank of major. He 

represented Providence in the House of Deputies in 1780-81, 1784-86, and he served 

on the town council for six years. 

3. For Wheeler, the printer of the United States Chronicle, see RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, li—liv. 

President George Washington’s Response 

New York, c. 1 July 1790 

TO THE ASSOCIATION OF MECHANICS AND MANUFACTURERS 

OF PROVIDENCE. 

GENTLEMEN, The Accession of the State of Rhode-Island to the gen- 

eral Government, which has again completed our Union, is, indeed, 

an Event that affords me singular Satisfaction. For your favourable Sen- 

timents respecting myself, as well as for your Determination to support 

the Constitution and Laws of the United States, I return you my Thanks. 

In full Expectation that your Confidence in the Wisdom and Patri- 

otism of the national Legislature will not be disappointed; and that they 

will do all in their Power to promote the Manufactures, Agriculture and 

Commerce of this Country; I assure you, Gentlemen, I shall always heart- 

ily concur in all such judicious Measures as may seem calculated to 

enable the good People of united America to lead quiet and peaceable 

Lives, in the Enjoyment of the Fruits of their honest Industry. 

Connecticut Gazette, 4 June 1790 (excerpt)! 

MARINE LIST, 

Kept by THOMAS ALLEN, at the Ciry COFFEE-HOUSE, 

NEW-LONDON 

... Wednesday, | June] 2. Lowry morning, wind N.
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Arrived at New-York, THE STATE OF RHODE-ISLAND, and there 

safe moored in the UNION, two fathom only!—A NARROW BY, FAITH, 

JACK! — (English language, just rub and go.)... 

1. Reprinted in the Newport Herald, 10 June; United States Chronicle, 17 June; and in nine 
other newspapers by 25 June: N.H. (1), Mass. (1), Conn. (2), N.Y. (3), Pa. (1), Del. (1). 

John Trumbull to John Adams 

Hartford, 5 June 1790 (excerpt)! 

... since I began writing we have the news of the accession of Rhode- 

Island to the Union. I hope it may prove a just subject of congratula- 

tion, but fear their members will join you full fraught with State politics, 

& a tolerable infusion of Antifederalism. The real friends to an efficient 

Government are so few, that we have reason to dread any accession to 

the number of its opposers. 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1717-19. Trumbull (1750-1831), 

a graduate of Yale College (1767), a Hartford, Conn., lawyer, and a poet (one of the 

“Connecticut Wits’’), had studied law with John Adams in 1773-74. In 1790 he was state’s 
attorney for Hartford County. 

William Vernon to Jeremiah Wadsworth 

Newport, 5 June 1790! 

I was honored with your answer respecting a sum of money, that I 

received at Parr; emitted by your State [i.e., Connecticut] in 1780— 

adviseing me to hold it untill, your Genl. Assembly should provide for 

the Payment thereof; or; an efficient Government was established, and 

some mode prescribed for Liquidating State debts, accumulated by the 

War.—That happy moment hath taken place, and should esteem it, as 

a fresh instance of your friendship, in further adviseing me, what mea- 

sures to pursue, in obtaining payment for the principal of upwards of 

£1100—& Ten years interest thereon. 

Our long refractory State has, at length, by the unremitted assiduity 

of the minor & patriotick part of the Inhabitants, effected the Adoption 

of the Constitution, in Convention, on the 29 Ulto; by the small ma- 

jority of Two only; that gave inexpressible pleasure, to the Persons of 

property, and a fatal stab, to Paper-Money robbers and Legislators.— 

You will doubtless see many applicants for Offices, under the Genl. 

Government; some that have no pretences either, from their attach- 

ment to the Constitution, or their merits: others perhaps, supported by 

the recommendations of the Merchants & Traders of the state; which 

in my humble opinion, ought to have little weight or consideration in 

the appointment; for this well known reason; that is even proverbial,
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as to the state of Rhode Island. viz That smuggleing is justifiable, be- 

cause the Penalty warrants the measure, for the resque by seizure— 

upon this principle, many instances might be given, where Legislators, 

that have passed Revenue Laws, have openly, saved more than half their 

Duties on importation of Goods—Therefore, it cannot be inconsistant 

with their interest to recommend Persons for Revenue officers that, 

perhaps may connive at frauds— 

If a firm zealous attachment, a steady uniform perseverance, in the 

service of the United states, thro’ the War. If sustaining the Loss of 

great property in the cause;—TIf integrity, probity, disinterested, impar- 

tial views in serveing the American revenue, is a recommendation to 

Office—No Man; stands fairer then Doctr. David Olyphant; whom the 

Inhabitants of Newport, can have no objection too—being a respecta- 

ble Free-holder for some Years— 

I am perswaded Sir, from those and other motives, that I have not 

mentioned, he will merit your Interest, in the appointment of Collector 

for the Port of Newport— 

1. RC, Wadsworth Correspondence, Connecticut Historical Society. For another ac- 
count of merchants and smuggling, see Moses Brown to George Washington, 6 June 
(Abbot, Washington, Presidential Series, V, 482-84). 

Providence Gazette, 5 June 1790 (excerpt)! 

... On Tuesday [1 June] the Inhabitants of this Town very generally 

and cordially united in celebrating the Adoption of the Constitution, 

which has completed the Thirteenth Arch of the “rais’d Empire,” unit- 

ing all the States under A FREE AND EFFICIENT GOVERNMENT, after a 

liberal and intelligent Investigation. 

At Sunrise the United Company of the Train of Artillery, commanded 

by Colonel [Daniel] Tillinghast, appeared in Uniform, and discharged 

Thirteen Cannon. A similar Discharge was repeated at Noon—after 

which the Company, with a Number of other Gentlemen, repaired to 

the Colonel’s House, where a handsome Entertainment had been pre- 

pared for them. After Dinner the following Toasts were drank, viz. 

[For the thirteen toasts, see the United States Chronicle, 3 June (above).] 

At Three o’Clock a Discharge of Thirteen Cannon was repeated.—A 

Procession of respectable Citizens, like a Band of Brothers,? then marched, 

with great Order and Regularity, through the Streets, accompanied by 

martial Music, and displaying the Banners of Union, Freedom and Inde- 

pendence.—In the Evening the Ship WARREN was most ingeniously il- 

luminated, and made a very splendid Appearance; and a Variety of 

handsome Fireworks, prepared by the Company of Artillery, closed the 

public Exhibitions on this truly memorable Occasion.
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The next Evening a Ball was given to the fair Daughters of Freedom. 

His Excellency the Governor has issued his Warrant for specially con- 

vening the General Assembly of this State, at Newport, on Monday next 

[7 June]; when Senators will be appointed to the national Legislature. 

These, we are informed, will immediately proceed to the Seat of gen- 

eral Government. 

On Occasion of the happy Accession of this State to the general 

Government, the Boston Independent Chronicle of ‘Thursday displays 

the Thirteen emblematical Pillars, preceded by the following sentimen- 

tal and we hope prophetic Lines: 

[See Boston Independent Chronicle, 3 June (above).] 

1. Seven paragraphs have been omitted here, six of which had been previously printed. 
Four paragraphs had appeared in John Carter’s broadside of 31 May (above). Two par- 

agraphs (the yeas and nays on the vote to ratify the Constitution) were previously printed 
in the Newport Herald, 3 June. For the seventh omitted paragraph, see zbid., note 2. 

2. William Shakespeare, Henry V, Act IV, scene III, line 60. 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 7 June 1790! 

By some bad conduct of the Post master at Little Rest your letter of 

the 22d. of May did not come to hand timely enough to be answered 

in my last of the Ist. of June.—This is not the first time that he has 

been guilty of mal-conduct.—It has been repeated, and the Post-master 

of this town has complained of it, but he is still continued in office. — 

I am happy to find that there is so much harmony in Congress. Little 

bickerings will some times take place in all public bodies; and a warm 

debate now and then Hke-a-cenfliect clarifies and gives a spring to the 

mind, as a tempest doth to the air.—By a vessel lately from N. York we 

are told that your house by a majority of ten had voted for an adjourn- 

ment to Philadelphia. Will this produce an Assumption of the State 

Debt?—Shall you have time this Session to do any thing with the cop- 

per coinage?>—We are plagued with coppers of various stamps various 

weights and of various adulterated metal.—In short we are so glutted 

with them that a penny will purchase four of them.*—In the course of 

five or six weeks much business may be done;—especially as Congress 

will be soon aided by our Senators.— We shall not have a Representative 

chosen for this Session.— 

Our Genl. Assembly sits this day by special vocation.—By the best 

information I can obtain the famous Jonathan Hazard of South kings- 

town & Theodore Foster of Providence will be appointed Senators. The 

last is a Fed, and brother in law to our Governour; and probably by
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that connection, and his own political principles will get in.—The Antis 

will have one of their kidney; and Jonathan I think will make the largest 

vote. They are strong enough to chuse whom they please.—By the 

Constitution the members of the Legislature must take the foederal 

Oath before they can proceed to business.—It will tickle me to see 

some of the ——s gnaw the file.—In general they will make no bones 

of it. But there are some of them who will look confounded sour on 

the occasion.—I have inquired about the state of the minds of the 

country party since the adoption of the Constitution, and by what I can 

find they are composed.—I don’t doubt but that in a short time they 

will become good Feds.—From the members of the Genl. Assembly I 

shall be able to obtain the best information in this respect.— 

I have said so much about myself in former letters, and am [justly] 

confident of your friendship, that I shall only beg leave to mention now 

that the time will soon arrive when my fate will be determined.— 

My friend The Honble Henry Marchant is proposed for District Judge 

in this State.—I don’t know whether you are acquainted with his char- 

acter or not. Father Sherman is.*—He was several times a Delegate to 

Congress under the late Confederation.—has long practiced and is well 

versed in law, and, which is saying a great deal of a lawyer, is an honest 
man.—In a word he ils] [in] every way qualified to fill that office with 

reputation.— Your influence in his favour will be well bestowed and will 

ad[d] to the obligations you have already conferred upon 

Your friend & humble servant 

P. S. When the public debt is funded a sort of District Loan Offlice]rs 

may be appointed to receive subscriptions &c and I may be possibly be 

thought of as a suitable person to be a Loan Offr., in that event.—If it 

should be in contemplation to appoint such officers, and it should be 

thought that such an office might be agreeable to me it might operate 

against my views of the Collectorship. To prevent this I would inform 

you and desire you would inform Mr. [Oliver] Ellsworth, and Mr. Sher- 

man that such an appointment would not suit me, one half so well as 

that of the Collectorship.— 

Present my regards to Col. [George] Partridge, [Abiel] Foster, [Abra- 

ham] Baldwin, [Elbridge] Gerry &c &c &c, and tell them that now 

standing on federal ground, and clapping my wings I most heartily 

salute them.— 

The Ratification of the Constitution will be presented to the Presi- 

dent by our Senator.— 

Yrs. as above— 

I have taken the liberty to inclose three Letters, One to the Vice- 

President, One to Mr. Ellsworth, and One to Mr. Sherman. Please to
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inform Mr. [Rufus] King that I received his letter by Capt. Cahoon this 

instant (June 8th) after I had sealed my letter to him, and that I have 

not time to write another.— That our Senators will be chosen this week, 

and will I suppose proceed to Congress immediately. 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Endorsed: “Answered July 2d.” 

2. For a previous discussion of copper coinage, see Ellery to Huntington, 10 August 
1789 (RCS:R.1., 567-68). 

3. A reference to Roger Sherman. 

Henry Marchant to John Adams 

Newport, 7 June 1790 (excerpt)! 

having been very ill with the Influenza, during the whole Time & 

long before the Convention sat; I retired immediately upon the Ques- 

tion’s being determined, not doubting but as a Packet was going the 

next Morning Mr. Owens the President of the Convention would see 

the Ratification completed and fowarded by Her—I was astonished to 

find however, that He has contented Himself with sending a bare Letter 

of Advice officially however to the President of the United States;? and 

had left the Town without completing the Business; when two Hours 

more might have been sufficient—I suspect it was a political Delay, and 

under a Conception that possibly Congress might immediately proceed 

to the Choice of Officers &c And that therefore the Ratification should 

not go on till the Assembly was called, so that the Senators might go 

on at the same Time, and that the Anties might have the Influence of 

their Senators to assist them in Appointments’—The Anties were much 

broke in their Ranks, and I fear the Feds will break as much. Anties 

apply to Feds, and Feds to Anties for Help & Assistance and Recom- 

mendations for Offices—The Gentlemen who have been in the Army 

form a Line and take and offer Aid I conceive as they judge needfull— 

The Assembly are called to meet this Day—By tomorrow Night I pre- 

sume the Members will be generally in—I expect all will be Confusion 

amongst the various Interests till this Business is over and settled—In 

the midst of all this, I hope the good tried old Whigs and true Foed- 

eralists who have spent Nights and Days in the arduous ‘Task, will not 

be forgot, or sacrificed to Anties, or those who have merely stood by, 

waiting for the moment, to snap at a Prize I shall say but little as to 

myself;—save that I find Dr. [William] Bradford pushes hard for the 

Place as I hear of District Judge; and I suppose has some of the Gen- 

tlemen of Providence, especially of the millitary Line to espouse his 

Nomination—How far His Pretensions will be made good by such Aids 

I know not—I have wrote a Letter to the President as You seemed to
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suggest that Idea to me when I had the Pleasure of seeing You at New 

York—I have taken the Liberty to inclose it to your Excellency’s Care; 

with a Copy, submitted to Your Perusal*—If You think it better, or as 

well, to suppress it, I beg in Friendship, You will not hesitate to do it:— 

If otherwise, I wish it may be deliverd or sent in that Way You shall 

think proper—Upon Your Friendship I entirely rely, having made no 

other Application, altho’ I have been informed, my Name has been 

mentioned by Numbers within and without Congress: And I flatter my- 

self that here in this State, I have the general Wishes—Till within a few 

Days I have scarcely heard any other Person mentioned for District 

Judge— 

I can’t but feel anxious for Our old Friend Mr. Ellery, altho’ I cannot 

conceive the Pretensions of any of the three or four Characters I have 

heard mentioned as Candidates for the Office of Collector for Newport 

are comparable to those of Mr. Ellery—He seems to think it possible 

it may be thought, the Loan Office hereafter may be brought up again; 

and that some may suggest that Mr. Ellery may be placed there.—But 

Mr. Ellery has no Idea that it will ever be considerable as to Profit; and 

hopes His Friends will support his Application for the Collectors Place— 

His long tryed Services in this State, and in Congress, His Integrity, 

Family, Character and Sufferings, cannot I think be forgot.—I will pledge 
myself that in the Eyes & Wishes of the People here He is unrivalled. ... 

Your sincere Friend, most obedient and very humble Servt. 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. Printed: DHFFE, IV, 420-22n. The last paragraph of the 
letter, not printed here, deals with nominations for several different federal offices. 

2. For Owen’s letter to President Washington advising him that Rhode Island had 

ratified the Constitution, see Owen to Washington, 29 May (RCS:R.I., 1006-7). Owen 

transmitted the official form of ratification with his letter to Washington of 9 June (RCS: 
R.I., 1008—-9n). 

3. This opinion was also expressed by Jeremiah Olney in a letter to Alexander Ham- 

ilton, 7 June, in which Olney sought Hamilton’s support to obtain the nomination for 
the position of collector of customs for Providence. Olney wrote: “the president of our 

late Convention (with the advice of the Governor) means to Keep back the Ratification 

untill about the time the Senators go forward, as they Wish to have all the Ante Revenue 

officers of the State reappointed & expect the Senators will Influence the President In 
the nomination of these Bitter © Uniform opposers of the Constitution.” See DHFFE, IV, 
422—23n. Olney received the position. 

4. For Marchant’s letter to Washington, 7 June, see Abbot, Washington, Presidential Series, 

V, 488-90n. The original manuscript is in the Washington Papers at the Library of Con- 

gress, while the copy sent to Adams is in the Adams Papers at the Massachusetts Historical 
Society. 

Oliver Ellsworth to Abigail Ellsworth 

New York, 7 June 1790 (excerpt)! 

... Rhode Island is at length brought into the Union, & by a pretty 

bold measure taken in Congress which would have exposed me to some
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censure had it not produced the effect which I expected it would & 

which in fact it has done.’ But all is well that ends well.* The Consti- 

tution is now adopted by all the States, and I have much satisfaction & 

perhaps some vanity in seeing at length a great work finished for which 

I have long labored incessantly. 

With love to all the children, I am Your affectionate friend, 

1. Copy, Bancroft Collection, Oliver Ellsworth Transcripts, New York Public Library. 

There is a typescript in an Oliver Ellsworth Folder, MS 74109, Connecticut Historical 

Society. Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1739. Ellsworth (1745-1807), a lawyer, was a delegate to 
Congress, 1778-83, and a judge of the Connecticut Superior Court, 1785-88. He left the 
Constitutional Convention of 1787 early to attend court and did not sign the Constitution. 
He wrote the “Landholder” essays in support of the Constitution (CC:230), and in Jan- 
uary 1788 he voted to ratify the Constitution in the Connecticut Convention. He was 
elected a U.S. Senator in 1789. Ellsworth became the third Chief Justice of the United 
States in 1796. In 1772 he married Abigail Wolcott (1755-1818) of East Windsor. 

2. Ellsworth is referring to the Senate bill stopping trade with Rhode Island. See “‘Con- 
gress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April—1 June 1790 
(RCS:R.I., 837-55). 

3. The title of a play by William Shakespeare. 

Editors’ Note 

The Rhode Island General Assembly 

Newport, 7-12 June 1790 

At the end of its regular May session, the House of Deputies re- 

quested that Governor Arthur Fenner issue warrants calling a special 

session of the legislature to meet after the May session of the state 

Convention. If the Convention ratified the Constitution, the legislature 

would need to implement it. 

In response to the governor’s warrants, the legislature convened in 

Newport on 7 June. When both houses attained quorums, Governor 

Fenner addressed the legislature. On 10 June the governor, the other 

state officeholders, and the members of both houses took the required 

oath to support the Constitution. On 12 June the legislature passed an 

act providing for the election of two U.S. Senators and a single U.S. 

Representative. On the same day, in a well-orchestrated political ma- 

neuver, two Antifederalist candidates were paired against each other 

while two Federalists were paired off. Antifederalist Joseph Stanton, Jr., 

defeated Jonathan J. Hazard, while Federalist Theodore Foster (Gov- 
ernor Fenner’s brother-in-law) defeated Jabez Bowen. The legislature 

loaned money to the victorious candidates so that they could proceed 

to Congress as quickly as possible. The election of the state’s single U.S. 

Representative was scheduled for 31 August. 

The legislature attended to other business as well. Accepting the state 

Convention’s recommendation, the legislature on 11 June adopted
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eleven of Congress’ twelve proposed amendments to the Constitution. 

(The second amendment dealing with compensation for members of 

Congress was not adopted. See Appendix I [below].) On 12 June the 

legislature requested that the governor issue a proclamation requiring 

the state’s executive and judicial officers to take oaths or affirmations 

to support the Constitution. On 14 June the governor issued such a 

proclamation that was printed in all four of the state’s newspapers and 

as a broadside. The legislature also passed an act incorporating the 

Providence Society for the Abolition of Slavery. 

For the legislature’s action on oaths, adopting the amendments pro- 

posed by Congress, and incorporating the Abolition Society, see Bart- 

lett, Records, X, 380, 381-85, 387. For the governor’s proclamation on 

oaths, see Evans 22844. For Rhode Island’s adoption of its election law 

and the election of two senators and one representative, see DHFFE, 

IV, 408-46. See also John P. Kaminski, “Political Sacrifice and Demise— 

John Collins and Jonathan J. Hazard, 1786-1790,” Rhode Island History, 
35 (1976), 90-98. 

Henry Marchant to Sarah Marchant 

Newport, 9 June 1790 (excerpt)! 

... I sincerely congratulate my dear Child upon the Adoption of the 

Constitution. We had, an anxious, arduous & distressing Week—nor 

were we much encouraged in Success till within a few Hours of the 

Question’s being taken—For when we met at the begining of the Week 

they were twelve majority against us, as sure as the Question had then 

been taken—But two Members of the Whole Convention were absent, 

and those on Our Side*—Let Heaven be praised—And may we with 

greatful Hearts, make a prudent & wise Use of this Blessing—The As- 

sembly are now met on a special Call, to choose Senators, and all is 

Parliamenteering—Parties split and divide—Who shall be is the Ques- 

tion.... 

I am my dear Child Your most affectionate Father 

1. RC, Marchant Papers, RHi. Sarah Marchant (1767-1833) was Henry Marchant’s 
daughter. The letter was addressed to her in Norwich, Conn. 

2. Probably a reference to Ray Sands and Edward Hull of New Shoreham, both of 
whom most likely did not attend the May session of the state Convention. 

Massachusetts Centinel, 9 June 1790! 

The adoption of the federal Constitution by Rhode-Island, has dif- 

fused general joy throughout that State—and the Federal Members of
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the Convention have been received by their constituents with every 

mark of honour and respect. 

1. Reprinted: New Hampshire Gazette, 10 June. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 10 June 1790 

By Accounts from New-York we learn, That the Account of the Adop- 

tion of the Federal Constitution by this State, was received at New-York 

in 42 Hours after the Vote was passed in the Convention.—A Bill was 

read in Congress on Monday last, for dividing this State into Districts 

for the Collection of the Revenue, and for extending the Laws of the 

United States to this State.! 

1. For the Rhode Island Act of 14 June 1790 (introduced by Representative Theodore 
Sedgwick on 2 June), see DHFFC, VI, 1798-1803. 

John Brown to John Adams 

Providence, 11 June 1790! 

After Congrattulateing You on the Happy Event of this State’s Adopt- 

ing the New Constitution which had they have known their True In- 

terest would have beene the First in the Union, Suffer us to Recommend 

to Your Favour and promotion to the Respective offices of Collecter, 

Navil Officer and Survayer of this District all of whome being Gentle- 

men of Good Carrectors and in Every Respect proper persons to Secure 

the Whole Revenew and will I Dare Say Collect it and pay it in to the 

Order of Congress—With as Much Vigilance and punctuallity as Any 

Officers in the Union, Many Excertions will be made by our Antie Ad- 

ministration to Git the Appointment of their Friends, I Suppose the 

Genl. Assembly Now Seting at Newport has this Day Chose the Senni- 

ters but have Not heard who they are we hope for one Federal but the 

Majority is Against us in both Houses, Very Grait pains & Every other 

Excertion was made by the Federals to Git the Two Majority in the 

Convention for the Adoption and had it Not have beene for the Rod 

Which was prepaird in Your House which was to Scourge us on the Ist. 
of July we Should Not have Succeeded with that Convention? 

We hear the Low House Yesterday Swollowd a Very Bitter Pill by only 

Three Majority I mean that of Each Member being held to Give Oath 

to Support the New Constitution. What the Upper House did with it 

We know not, but its Said the Gover[nor] is Very Sick. 

I hope this will find You with Mrs. Adams and Son in perfect Helth 

with the Rest of Your Family I am Dr. Sr. with Every Sentiment of Es- 

teeme & Regard Your obt. Humble Servt.
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[P. S.] The Gentlemen Recommended for the Revenew officers hear 

are Col[one]l Jeremiah Olney 

Col[one]l Wm. Peck 

Majr. Wm. Allen 

all of whome have Served the Country with Grait Reputation. 

1. RC, Adams Papers, MHi. 
2. See “Congress Considers a Bill to Prohibit Commerce with Rhode Island,” 28 April- 

1 June (RCS:R.I., 837-55). 

John Brown and John Francis to George Washington 

Providence, 11 June 1790! 

We are happy in the Late Event of this States becoming one of the 

Union, tho at this late Hour, Had the People beene So Fortunate as to 

have known their True Interest No one State would have Adopted the 

New Constitution Sooner than this. 

Grait Excertions have beene made and Very Large Sacrifice’s of Prop- 

erty by the Federals of this Place to Change the Pollicy of this Govern- 

ment which for this Four Years Last past have beene Constantly Ap- 

poseing the Adoption of the New Constitution and of Course have 

done Very Grait Injustice with their Paper Money, and we Sincearly 

Hope that none of those Carrectors may be promoted to Aney Office 

by Congress, Maney things we Doubt not has beene and will be Said 

by Letter or Otherwise frome the Principle Carrectors Among the An- 

ties, theirby if Possable to Induce a beleave in the President, that Some 

of their Friends are Intituled to Promotion, but we Hope Such Decep- 

tion will not have its Desined Influence, as We Now Assure You that 

Every Member of the Convention who was in the Least under the In- 

fluence of the Anties of this Town, Voted & used all their Influence 

Against the Adoption, and a Negetive Vote would have passed had it 

not beene for the Very Grait Excertions of the Fedderels in Gaining the 

Votes of Portsmouth & Middletown? which was Quite Remote from the 

Influence of the Anties of this Town, we now haveing So brite a Pros- 

pect before us, of Justice and Equity being Substituted by Law, in Lue 

of Fraud and Injustice being promoted Under the Culler of Law, We 

Begg Leave to take the Libberty of Recommending a Core of Honest 

Faithfull and Vigilent Custome House Officers for this Department Such 

as will Cause Every Copper of the Revenew that Shall become due by 

the Laws of Congress to be punktually paid into the Treasury of the 

United States, Collo. Jeremiah Olney, Collo. William Peck, and Mayr. 

William Allin we think are all of them Gentlemen who are Deserving 

of the Publick Condidence [i.e., Confidence] and will do Full Justice
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to their Appointment Should they be so Happey as to Receive the Pres- 

idents Sanction for the Collecter, Navel Officer and Survayor, of this 

District, In full Confidence that this will be Recd. in the Same Friendly 

Mannor in which its Wrote and with a Conviction that we have Nothing 

at Hart but the Promotion and True wellfair of the General Govern- 

ment we allso take the Liberty of Recommending Govr. Wm. Bradford 

as the Most Desearveing and Suteable Gentleman in this State for the 

Appointment of District Judge and we hope & Doubt not of his Re- 

ceiving allso the Smiles of the President— 

We are Dr. Sr. with the Graitest Respect and Esteeme Your Most Obt. 

Most Humble Servts. 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. 
2. See the Portsmouth and Middletown town meetings, 29 May (RCS:R.I., 991-94). 

The delegates were Federalist Elisha Barker who replaced Antifederalist William Peck- 
ham, Jr., in Middletown and Antifederalists Burrington Anthony, Peter Barker, and Job 
Durfee in Portsmouth. Anthony and Peter Barker voted to ratify the Constitution and 
Durfee did not vote. Portsmouth’s fourth and richest delegate, Giles Slocum, voted against 
ratification. 

William Ellery to Benjamin Huntington 

Newport, 12 June 1790! 

The Genl. Assembly, after idling away a whole week, have just now 

chosen Senators;—the act directing the mode of chusing the Repre- 

sentative, will not admit of our having a Representative in Congress this 

Session.—Our Senators were requested by the Assembly to procede on 

to Congress as soon as possible, and they both declared that they would 

be ready to go on the last of next week; so that you may expect that 

they will take their seats by the middle of the week after.—They will I 

presume be both against the removal of Congress to Philadelphia; but 

they will be against the Assumption of the State debts. 

Our Senators are William [i.e., Joseph] Stanton of Charlestown, and 

Theodore Foster of Providence.—The first is a violent paper-money 

man, and was an obstinate Anti to the last, the other is a Fed and a 

modest, ingenious man.—The first was opposed by Jonathan Hazard 

who was prima conductor of the paper money system, and, until a few 

months ago, as bitter an Anti as Stanton; but finding that the Consti- 

tution must be adopted sooner or later, and desirous of being a Sen- 

ator he became a trimmer.— He thought he was sure, in consequence 

of his long and faithful services, of the Antis, and hoped by a mod- 

erate conduct to gain the Feds over to his interest;—but by his trim- 

ming he incurred the enmity of his old friends, and the Feds were 

not strong enough to give him any effectual aid if they were disposed
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to do it.—The last was opposed by Mr. Bowen who was formerly Dep- 

uty Governour, and is a staunch, warm Fed.—Mr. Foster by being 

brother in law to our present Governour, and a moderate man had 

the voices of the Antis with him, and so carried the election.—AIl 

things considered the election has turned out as well as could be 

expected.— Mr. Stanton will oppose an Assumption of the State Debt; 

because it will be agreeable to the party who put him in, as well as 

his own opinion, and his instructions, and Mr. Foster I believe will be 

guided by his instructions. — 

During the Session the Genl. Assembly passed an Act incorporating 

a society for the Abolition of Slavery similar to the Act passed not long 

since by the Legislature of Pennsylvania.— 

The principal part of the Session was taken up upon this question 

whether the members of the Assembly were obliged by the Constitution 

and the Act of Congress made conformably thereto to take the Oath 

of Allegiance to the United States previously to their proceeding to 

business, ‘This took up two days. The Feds contended earnestly for it,— 

the Antis did not object to it absolutely;—but either because it was a 

disagreeable pill, or because they had not arranged the business of the 

election, or both, they insisted that it might be put off to the next 

Session, and they did not chuse to have the Oath crowded down their 

throats. —However they finally yielded, and all the members of both 

houses swallowed it.—Much time too was employed about the act di- 

recting the mode of chusing Senators and the Representative; especially 

that part of it which respected the choice of the latter.—I have not 

time to give you an account of the debate on this subject.—The Feds 

desirous that the people might be represented in the present Session 

of Congress wished that the Act might be so constructed that the Can- 

didate who had the largest number of votes in his favour should be the 

Representative,—the Antis contended that he ought to have the ma- 

jority of all the votes,—that if no one of the candidates had that ma- 

jority at the first voting in Town-Meetings, there should be another trial, 

and if the election was not then decided in that manner, that the two 

who had the greatest number of votes should be returned to another 

meeting of the towns as the sole subjects of choice;—and that the first 

voting for Representative should be at the Town Meetings to be held 

on the last week in August, when we chuse Deputies for the last half 

of the year.—The Antis succeded; and therefore it was that I said that 

our mode of chusing our Representative would not admit of our having 

a Representative in Congress at their present Session.— 

This will be handed to you by Mr. Walter Channing of this town who 

is a good Fed, and a sensibly worthy man and my friend, and therefore
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permit me to recommend him to your notice.—Don’t forget me—I 

know you won’t.— 

I am in great haste for I expect Mr. Channing will sail this night, 

Your friend & servant 

1. RC, Letters of William Ellery, R-Ar. Ellery indicated that the letter was written “in 

the morning.” Endorsed: “Answered July 2d.” 

Peter 

Providence Gazette, 12 June 1790! 

The following came to Hand too late for our last Week’s Gazette. 

Mr. CarTER, (Last Saturday evening, as some boys were, in a small 

boat, fishing near Totawamscot rocks, at the mouth of Pawtuxet river,” a 

fine plump SALMON, weighing exactly Thirteen Pounds, leaped from the 

river into the boat.—As the circumstance was rather uncommon for a 

fish of its own accord to spring from its native element into a boat, on 

the boys’ return it occasioned some conversation in the neighbourhood: 

But what were the sensations excited the next day, when the news of the 

adoption of the Constitution arrived, and on comparing the lume, it ap- 

peared that the very téme that the salmon leaped into the boat was the 

moment that the President anounced to the Convention at Newport, that 

by their votes they had ratified the Constitution!)—Could these circum- 

stances have happened in the days of Augustus Cesar, they would have 

been written in golden letters, and enrolled in the capitol.—I, Sir, have 

been an anti since the Constitution first appeared, because I have been 

told that it would endanger the liberties and prosperity of our children; 

but when I find an invisible agency condescending almost to work mir- 

acles in contradiction of this opinion, “I give it to the winds.’ J am 

converted—I am no longer an Anti—from this day I will support the New 

Government, by every proper means, with all my faculties. 

Pawtuxet, June 1, 1790. 

1. Reprinted in the Newport Mercury, 21 June, and in eight other newspapers by 6 
September: Vt. (1), Mass. (3), Conn. (1), N.Y. (1), Pa. (1), N.C. (1). The Salem Gazette, 

22 June, reprinted only the text in angle brackets. The Boston Columbian Centinel, 23 

June, prefaced its reprinting: “The following though it may partake of something of the won- 
derful we are assured is a fact—and therefore inserted.” The Stockbridge, Mass., Western Star, 
6 July, reprinted the Centinel’s prefatory sentence and on 13 July printed a response 

(Mfm:R.I.). The Newburyport, Mass., Essex Journal, 23 June, summarized the item. The 

Pennsylvania Packet, 5 July, reprinted the summary. 
2. In 1790 the Pawtuxet River was the boundary between the towns of Cranston and 

Warwick. It empties into the Providence River at the village of Pawtuxet. 
3. ““Give to the Winds Thy Fears” is a line in a hymn written by Paul Gerhardt (1607- 

1676) and translated from German into English by John Wesley (Hymns and Sacred Poems, 
1739).
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Providence Gazette, 12 June 1790 

Extract of a Letter from a Gentleman at New-York to 

his Friend in this Town, dated the 6th Instant. 

“The Accession of Rhode-Island to the Union is a most propitious 

Event—it completes a great and glorious Work, and will open the Way 

to such a Revolution in that State, as will, I trust, obliterate all Remem- 

brance of former Times.” 

New York Daily Advertiser, 12 June 1790! 

RHODE-ISLAND CONVERSION. 

Too proud to think of foreign aid, 

And hostile to all federal bands, 

She, like a coy unwilling maid, 

Was long averse to joining hands— 
A queen amidst the wat’ry waste, 

No Baker’s dozen was her taste. 

A state or two had thought it best 

With calm content to bear the loss— 

“But, sister Rhoda, (cry’d the rest) 

What makes you so confounded cross? 

We fear you have some scheme in view, 

Come—do as other people do: 

Your STAR, bewilder’d in the shade, 

With much ado, the world can see: 

Your little paws were never made 

To box with twelve such hags as we, 

Who once enrag’d, united rose, 

And gave John Bull a bloody nose.” 

This argument avail’d the most— 

Her friendship now we may depend on, 

Nor will we Rhoda (so long lost) 

In any circumstance abandon— 

No longer now the ocean’s sport, 

We'll moor her safe in freedom’s port. 

June 11. 

1. Reprinted in the United States Chronicle, 22 July, and in seven other newspapers by 

27 July: Vt. (1), Mass. (4), Conn. (1), N.C. (1).
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Jabez Bowen to George Washington 

Newport, 13 June 1790 (excerpts)! 

It affoards me the greatest pleasure that I can Congratulate your 

Excellency on the accession of the State of Rhode-Island to the Federal 

Union, more especially as it compleats the great Fabrick, and that it 

has been effected without the sheading of Blood, an Event that must 

give the greatest pleasure to every Friend to Humanity. 

Our General Assembly have been in Session for the purpose of Choos- 

ing Senators. My Name was made use of for one of them, but the Ante- 

federal Intrest prevailed. Joseph Stanton and Theodore Foster Esqrs. are 

the two Gentmen Elected The former has been much oposed to the 

General Government. The latter always Friendly. hope they may be able 

to do good in their stations. 

As the Offices for Collecting the Revennue will soon be appointed 

and that of Navel officer will be vacant by Mr. Fosters being Elected a 

Senator. I have to Request your Excellen[cly that you will be pleased 

to appoint my Son, Oliver Bowen [(]now about Twenty Two Years of 

Age) to that office.... 

As we are now all one Family hope your Excellency will make us a 

Visit in the Recess of Congress ours is a fine Healthy Climate and will 

tend to Establish your Health and prolong that Life so Dear to us all— 

With the most perfect Esteem 

1. RC, Washington Papers, DLC. Printed: Abbot, Washington, Presidential Series, V, 516- 

17. 

Theodore Foster to Dwight Foster 

Providence, 17 June 1790! 

My Dear Brother 

I Received your kind Congratulations on the Adoption and Ratifi- 

cation of the National Constitution by this State which you communi- 

cated in a very Laconic Epistle by Brother Peregrine—Accept mine for 

yours in Return.—This Event compleats a Revolution in Favour of Gov- 

ernment as astonishing as any mentioned in History exhibiting the 

American Character in a more respectable Point of View than that of 

most other Nations in that their Coolness Prudence and Wisdom have 

erected a Fabrick of Government on the Broad and Solid Foundation 

of the Public Liberty in a General Election of the People at Large so 

curiously compacted as that the Vox Populi may be heared and at- 

tended to in every Part of the Magnificent Dome, in such a Manner as
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to be productive of the General Good without the Confusion ever at- 

tendant on Perfect Democracy—A Form of Government which one of 

your Massachusits Representatives has Justly compared to a Volcano 

which conceals the Fiery Materials of its own Destruction.*—The New 

Constitution knits and weaves the States together by a firm and Strong 

Web but it leaves them so much of Seperate Independency as that they 

Serve as a Controuling Balance upon each other and upon the whole 

United productive and preservative of the General Liberty of every part 

of the Empire and of all the Individuals that compose it.—May Gra- 

cious Providence grant that Halcyon Days of Peace Tranquillity and 

Happiness may arise and be enjoyed by our Dear Country under a 

Wise, a Just, and a Prudent Admenistration of the General Govern- 

ment—May that Almighty Power whose Goodness has so remarkably 

overruled all things for the General Good of our Country direct the 

Councils of the Union to the Adoption of such Measures as shall pro- 

mote Secure and insure the Liberty Happiness & Safety of all the Peo- 

ple who are worthy of those best Blessings of Heaven.— 

I have become more interested in the Adoption of the Constitution 

than I expected. I have not Time to give you an History of the Circum- 

stances and Causes which led to my Nomination as a Senator to rep- 

resent this State in Congress. But Such a Nomination did take Place 

and was Successful on the Part of those who brought it forward—The 

Governor issued his Warrants for convening the General Assembly for 

the Special Purpose of appointing the Senators and taking measures 

for a Representation of this State on Congress. They met on Monday 

last Week at Newport—A Number of Candidates appeared in the Dif- 

ferent Parts of the State.-—Those most talked of were George Champlin 

in the County of Newport—Jonathan Hazzard and Joseph Stanton in 

the County of Washington—Job Comstock and Thomas Holden in the 

County of Kent and Daniel Owen Peleg Arnold Benjamin Bourne Jabez 

Bowen and my self in the County of Providence— 

The Election finally fell on Me and I expect to Morrow or Next Day 

Deo volente’ to Set out for New York. To which Place I wish you would 

send a Letter for your Friend and Affectionate Brother who wishes you 

your Lady and Family and our Hond. Mother All Health Joy and Hap- 

piness 

1. RC, Dwight Foster Papers, MHi. Endorsed as “Favoured by our/brothr. Peregrine.” 
2. See Massachusetts congressman Fisher Ames’s speech in the state Convention on 

15 January 1788, in which he declared that ““A democracy is a volcano, which conceals 
the fiery materials of its own destruction” (RCS:Mass., 1192). 

3. Latin: God willing.
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Philanthropos 

Newport Herald, 17 June 1790 

To the INHABITANTS of the STATE of RHODE-ISLAND, Cc. 

Friends and Fellow-Citizens, | have formerly exerted my slender abilities 

to induce you to adopt the Constitution of the United States. —By the 

blessing of kind Providence on the unremitted endeavors of the Fed- 

eralists that happy event is at length accomplished.—Accept of my sin- 

cere congratulations, and permit me to offer to your consideration 

some of the reflections which have passed in my mind on this inter- 

esting occasion. 

It is natural, at this period, to reflect upon the evils we have escaped, 

and to contemplate the advantages which may result from our re-union 

with our Sister States;—and my regard for you impels me to commu- 

nicate my sentiments. 

It is not my aim to gain your attention by studied language, and I 

would not wish to burthen it by too particular an enumeration. 

It may be sufficient to observe that by adopting the Constitution we 

have escaped that distress and misery which would have attended our 

exclusion from all intercourse with the United States,—that jealousy, 

discord and division which would have ensued the application to Con- 

gress which, on the non-adoption of the Constitution, the inhabitants 

of the sea-port towns would have been compelled to make,—and from 

those evils which must at times take place in a government which has 

not sufficient checks to control a disposition to break through the sa- 

cred ties of contracts, and to trample upon the natural and social rights 

of man;—that by becoming a member of the Union our properties, 

our liberties and our lives are rendered safe,—a market is opened to 

our productions and manufactures among our Sister States, —our com- 

merce with foreign nations is secured and will probably be enlarged,— 

we are admitted to the benefits of the carrying trade,—a spring is given 

to agriculture and the mechanic arts, and a door of hope unfolded to 

the poor, who, for want of employment, have long suffered the deepest 

distress,—we are assured of protection against external invasion, and 

internal tumult, and entitled to all the privileges, the advantages, and 

honors which the most liberal Constitution on earth can bestow. 

These are in general the evils we have escaped, and these the benefits 

and prospects which offer themselves to our contemplation. 

But, my friends and fellow-citizens, none of us I trust will conceive, 

that, in consequence of our acceding to the New Government, riches 

will immediately flow in upon the State,—I venture to make this cau- 

tionary remark; because I recollect that, on the peace which established
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our Independence, many inconsiderately expected that they should at 

once become opulent and happy. 

Good government it is true, has a strong tendency to make the sub- 

jects of it honest, industrious and wealthy;—and the general govern- 

ment of the Union promises greater blessings than I have mentioned; 

but be it remembered that although much depends upon the govern- 

ment we live under, yet much depends upon ourselves.—We have a 

large debt to pay;—it will take time to discharge it, and for commerce 

to rise, revive and flourish. Rome was not built in a day.—By industry, 

commerce and economy alone can we expect to emerge, and disengage 
ourselves from our present embarrassments, and by them, under the 

auspices of the New Government, and the smiles of Heaven, we may 

not only gradually recover, but rise superior to our former situation. 

But this State must not expect ever to rival in opulence many of her 

Sister States. Neither our climate, nor our soil, nor extent, will admit the 

capital staples with which the middle and the Southern States abound.— 

We can never be a wealthy State; but happiness doth not consist in 

riches: It lies in the mean between poverty and riches; and of this golden 

mean we may be possessed. 

Our climate is healthy—our soil affords excellent pasturage—and 

we can raise cattle, horses, sheep and swine of the largest size and the 

most profitable breed.—Our fields will yield large crops of Indian corn, 

rye, barley, oats, flax, hemp, and of every species of vegetables. We have 

evinced that we can make cheese equal to that of Cheshire, and I make 

no doubt that we can in that manufacture rival either Gloucester or 

Parma. 

If our climate is not favorable to the vine, it is friendly to apple and 

pear trees,—we can make cyder, of the first quality—we may by culti- 

vating the pear tree make excellent perry, and these liquors are better 

adapted to the constitutions of the inhabitants of this State, than wine.— 

In short, by industry we may acquire from our own State a principal 

part of the necessaries of life. —Our ship-builders can build vessels of 

the best construction—our seamen are active and hardy—and our mer- 

chants, who are diligent and enterprising, may, by the sale of the sur- 

plusage of our wares and productions, and by the carrying trade, fur- 

nish us with such of the commodities of other States and Countries as 

we may want, and with specie for a medium of trade.—Thus, altho’ we 

may not expect to obtain great wealth, we may yet enjoy the conven- 

iences and perhaps some of the delicacies of life;—and if we can get rid 

of that party spirit which hath rent the State in twain, and excited vari- 

ances among even the nearest connexions, we may be a happy people.
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By adopting the Constitution two great causes of dissention are re- 

moved,—the disputes about that are now at an end, and paper money, 

the root of political and moral evil, is extirpated. Indeed there is now 

no fuel to feed the flame of animosity.—If we should still quarrel with 

one another, our contentions must spring from a sourness of temper, 

and a vile habit acquired by former feuds,—to harbor which would be 

destructive to mutual happiness, and a disgrace to human nature. 

If we consult our duty and our interest we shall study the things 

which make for peace, and whereby one may edify another,—lay aside 

all party distinctions—embrace each other as brethren—consider our- 

selves as members of the great family of the United States, and exert 

ourselves to promote its highest interest. By conducting in this manner 

we shall become mild, sociable and benevolent, and effectually pro- 

mote our own interest. It is the command of our Creator that we love 

one another,’ and by his establishment genuine self love and social are 

the same. 

Wherefore, my friends and fellow-citizens, let us like rational and 

sociable beings, encourage agriculture, commerce, mechanic arts and 

economy, and cultivate the principles of truth and justice, love and 

friendship.—Hereby we shall become a respectable, happy people,— 

hereby we shall regain the esteem of mankind, and, without which it 

is impossible for any society to flourish, the favor of HIM in whom all 

the families of the earth are blessed. 

1. For example, see John 13:34-35. 

Providence United States Chronicle, 1 July 1790 

Extract of a letter from a Gentleman at New-York, 

to his Friend in this Town, dated June 10. 

‘Tam much obliged by your esteemed Favor, of the Ist Current, with 

the agreeable Information, that the State of Rhode-Island had adopted 

the Constitution of the United States. 

“This happy and much-wished for Event makes these States again 

one Family,—possessing every Advantage necessary to render the Na- 

tion highly respectable, and the People the happiest upon Earth.—I 

hope we shall continue as an Example to the Nations of Europe,'— 

not only to encourage them to assert and recover their Liberties, but 

to guide them to proper Ideas of equal Government—in which the 

Tyranny of the Monarch, and the Madness of Democracy, are duly bal- 

anced—so that the Passions of Men shall be directed to serve the true 

Interest of Mankind.”
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1. George Washington similarly wrote that the adoption of the Constitution by Rhode 
Island would complete “the Union of the States” and would “enable us to make a fair 
experiment of a Constitution which was framed solely with a view to promote the hap- 
piness of a people. Its effects hitherto have equalled the expectations of its most sanguin 
friends; and there can remain no reasonable doubts of its producing those consequences 
which were expected from an equal and efficient Government.— 

“Should the conduct of the Americans, while promoting their own happiness, influ- 
ence the feelings of other nations, and thereby render a service to mankind, they will 
receive a double pleasure” (to Comte de Ségur, 1 July, Abbot, Washington, Presidential 
Series, VI, 2). 

Celebration of the Fourth of July in Shippensburg, Pa. 

5 July 1790 (excerpts)! 

SHIPPENSBURG, July 6th. 

Yesterday a number of the inhabitants of this town convened on 

Mount Pleasant at the head of Federal Spring to celebrate the Anni- 

versary of American Independence; where the following Toasts were 

drank, viz.... 

3. The Constitution of the United States—May its effects be salutary, 

and the administration under it so mild, that neither we nor our pos- 

terity may ever wish for a change.... 

7. The State of Rhode Island—may her former errors teach her a 

better mode of conduct in future.... 

1. Printed: Carlisle Gazette, '7 July. Reprinted: Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 15 July; Penn- 
syluania Packet, 19 July; Pennsylvania Gazette, 21 July. 

President George Washington Visits Rhode Island 

15-19 August 1790 

When President George Washington toured the New England states in Oc- 
tober and November 1789 he avoided Rhode Island because it had not yet 
ratified the Constitution. Washington, wishing to visit Rhode Island after it 
ratified on 29 May 1790, traveled there after Congress adjourned on 12 August. 
Nine men accompanied him: New York Governor George Clinton, Secretary 

of State Thomas Jefferson, U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice John Blair, 
Rhode Island Senator Theodore Foster, U.S. Representatives Nicholas Gilman 

of New Hampshire and William Loughton Smith of South Carolina, and three 
of Washington’s secretaries—David Humphreys, William Jackson, and Thomas 
Nelson, Jr. 

The presidential entourage left New York City on Sunday morning, 15 Au- 

gust, aboard the packet Hancock, which was under the command of Captain 
James Brown, and arrived in Newport at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, 17 August. As 
the packet entered the harbor, there was a cannon salute to the president from 
Fort Washington, the wharf, and several vessels anchored in the harbor. A
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distinguished committee from the town, including the clergy, welcomed the 

president and his entourage. The presidential party, followed by a large pro- 
cession of town folks, was escorted to their lodgings, where several prominent 
inhabitants were introduced to the president by Henry Marchant, the recently 

appointed federal district judge for Rhode Island. After a walk around the 
town, Washington returned to his lodgings around 4:00 P.M., at which time 
another procession accompanied him to the deputies’ chamber in the State 
House where about eighty people enjoyed dinner and toasts. After dinner, the 

president again strolled about the town, stopped for a glass of wine at Judge 
Marchant’s house, and then retired to his lodgings for the night. 

After breakfast on Wednesday, the 18th, the president received addresses 

from the town of Newport, the clergy, the Freemasons, and the Hebrew con- 

gregation, to which he responded. At 9:00 4.M., another long procession ac- 
companied the presidential entourage to the wharf, where they embarked on 

a seven-hour sail to Providence. Welcomed by Governor Arthur Fenner and 
the salute of cannon and the ringing of bells, the president’s party was escorted 
to their lodgings by a large formal procession that included uniformed militia 

and music. The procession “‘exceeded any thing of the Kind before exhibited 
in this Town.” After it arrived at Daggett’s Tavern, the president’s company 
dined informally. As they readied for bed, word arrived that the president was 
invited to the green of the College of Rhode Island, where students had illu- 
minated the building. Although it was an unpleasant evening with some rain 

and the president rarely went out at night, he accepted the invitation. 
Thursday, the 19th, started out cold and rainy. By 9:00 4.m., it had cleared 

and the president walked about the town until 1:00 P.M., stopping at several 
homes for wine or punch, visiting the college library and museum, and in- 

specting a large ship being constructed on stocks. After returning to his lodg- 
ings and changing clothes, he received addresses from the Society of the Cin- 

cinnati, the college, and the town of Providence. The group then walked to 
the town hall where they enjoyed dinner with 200 guests followed by toasts 
“drank under Discharges of Cannon.” After the festivities, the presidential 

party was escorted to the wharf where they embarked on a two-day cruise back 
to New York City. 

Newport Herald, 19 August 1790! 

On Tuesday last [17 August], at 10 o’clock, A. M. the President of the 

United States arrived in this Town, attended by his Excellency George 

Clinton, Esq; Governor of the State of New-york. 

Hon. Mr. Jefferson, Secretary of the United States for the Depart- 

ment of State. 

Hon. Mr. Blair, one of the Judges of the Supreme Court of the United 

States. 

Hon. Mr. Foster, a Senator in Congress, from the State of Rhode- 

Island. 

Hon. Mr. Smith, one of the Representatives in Congress from the 

State of South-Carolina.
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Hon. Mr. Gilman, one of the Representatives in Congress from the 

State of New-hampshire. 

Col. Humphry, Major Jackson, Mr Nelson. 

Upon the packet heaving in sight, the standard of the State was hoisted 

at Fort Washington, the bells rang, and the shipping displayed their 

colours; when the packet came abreast the fort 13 cannon were dis- 

charged; and at the President’s landing 13 more, which was returned 

from several vessels in the harbor.—A large and respectable committee 

from the town, and the Reverend Clergy, received the President on the 

wharf, and with the citizens, in procession, escorted him to his lodgings: 

the committee, in behalf of the citizens, then gave an invitation to the 

President and the gentlemen who accompanied him, to partake of a 

public dinner, which he was pleased to accept.—At 4 o’clock, P. M. the 

committee waited upon the President and escorted him to the State- 

House, where he was received by the managers of the ceremony, who 

conducted him to the Council-Chamber, where the clergy and other 

citizens were convened.—At 5 o’clock they were ushered into the Rep- 

resentatives’ Chamber, where was provided a very elegant dinner—the 

room was emblematically decorated. 

After dinner the following TOAsTs were drank—13 cannon were dis- 

charged at the Ist and 13th Toasts, and one to each other. 

1. The United States. 

2. The State we are in, and Prosperity to it. 

This was given by the President. 

3. Our great and good Ally [i.e., France]. 

4. Prosperity to the Constitution of America. 

5. May Wisdom guide, and may the general Good be the great Object 

of the Council of the United States. 

6. May the Virtues of her citizens equal their Valor and Wisdom. 

7. May they be as zealous in support of the present Government, as 

they were in the Defence of their Liberties. 

8. May the Last be the First. 

9. The Memory of the deceased Patriots and Heroes of our Country. 

10. The fair Daughters of America, 

11. Agriculture, Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. 

12. The Cause of Liberty. 

After the 12th Toast the President withdrew, when the gentlemen arose and 

drank as the 

13. THE MAN WE LOVE. 

The greatest decency was observed, and the highest harmony pre- 

vailed.
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The President in the morning and after dinner, walked in several 

parts of the town, to the great satisfaction of the people, who looked 

with unceasing pleasure on THE MAN. 

On Wednesday morning the committee from the town, the Rev. 

Clergy, and the Society of Free Masons, respectively presented Addresses 

to the President. 

ADDRESS FROM THE TOWN.? 

To the PRESIDENT of the United States of America. 

SIR, Impressed with the liveliest sentiments of gratitude and affec- 

tion, the citizens of Newport salute you on your arrival in this State, 

and wish to express their joy on this interesting occasion. 

The present circumstances of this town forbid some of those dem- 

onstrations of gratitude and respect, which the citizens of our sister 

States have displayed on a similar occasion; yet we rejoice in this op- 

portunity of tendering (to your Excellency) the richest offering which 

a free people can make—hearts sincerely devoted to you, and to the 

government over which you preside. 

We anticipate with pleasing expectation the happy period when, un- 

der the auspicious government of the United States, our languishing 

commerce shall revive, and our losses be repaired—when commerce 

at large shall expand her wings in every quarter of the globe, and arts, 

manufactures and agriculture be carried to the highest pitch of im- 

provement. 
May kind Providence long continue your invaluable life, and in the 

progressive advancement of the United States, in opulence, order and 

felicity, may you realize the most glorious prospect which humanity can 

exhibit to an enlightened and benevolent legislator; and when you shall 

cease to be mortal, may you be associated to the most perfect society 

in the realms above, and receive that retribution for your disinterested 

and extensive services, which the JUDGE of all the earth will bestow on 

the friends of piety, virtue and mankind. 

(Done at a meeting of the Freemen of the Town of Newport held 

the 16th day of August AD 1790) 
By Order, 

H. MARCHANT, Moderator. 

(Peleg Barker junior Town Clerk) 

THE ANSWER. 
To the FREEMEN of the Town of Newport. 

GENTLEMEN, I receive with emotions of satisfaction the kind address 

of the citizens of Newport on my arrival in this State.
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Although I am not ignorant how much the worthy inhabitants of this 

town have been injured in their circumstances by their patriotic suffer- 

ings and services;*® yet I must be allowed to say, that nothing on their 

part has been wanting to convince me of their affection to myself, and 

attachment to the government over which I am appointed to preside. 

I request, gentlemen, you will be persuaded that I take a due interest 

in your particular situation; and that I join with you in anticipating the 

happy period, when, in our country at large, commerce, arts, manu- 

factures and agriculture, shall attain the highest degree of improve- 

ment. 

My expressions would but faintly communicate my feelings, should I 

enlarge beyond the proper limits of an answer to your address, in evinc- 

ing my sensibility of your affectionate wishes for my felicity in the pres- 

ent and future state of existence.—It will be a better proof of my zeal 

for the prosperity of the inhabitants of this town, and their fellow- 

citizens of this State, to lose no opportunity of attending to the ad- 

vancement of their interests, in combination with the general welfare 

of the community.—This I shall do with unfeigned satisfaction.—And 

may all the happiness be theirs, which can result, in their social char- 

acter, from the uniform practice of industry, virtue, fraternal kindness, 

and universal philanthropy. 

GEO. WASHINGTON. 

ADDRESS FROM THE CLERGY. 
To GEORGE WASHINGTON, President of the United States of America. 

The Address of the Clergy of the town of Newport, in the State of Rhode-Island. 

SIR, With salutations of the most cordial esteem and regard, permit 

us the Clergy of (the Town of) Newport, to approach your person, in- 

treating your acceptance of our voice in conjunction with that of our 

fellow-citizens, to hail you welcome to Rhode-Island. 

Shielded by Omnipotence, during a tedious and unnatural war,— 

wise, aS a messenger sent from Heaven, in conducting the councils of 

the cabinet—and, under many embarrassments, directing the opera- 

tions of the field; Divine Providence crown’d your temples with unfad- 

ing laurels, and put into your hand the peacefully-waving olive-branch. 

Long may you live, Sir, highly favored of Gop and beloved of men, to 

preside in the grand council of our nation, which, we trust, will not 

cease to supplicate Heaven, that its select and divine influences may 

descend and rest upon you, endowing you with “grace, wisdom, and 

understanding,” to go out and in before this numerous and free peo- 

ple; to preside over whom Divine Providence hath raised you up.
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And therefore,—before Gop, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, in 

whom all the families both in heaven and earth are named, according 

to the law of our office, and in bounden duty,—we bow our knee— 

beseeching him to grant you every temporal and spiritual blessing— 

and that, of the plentitude of his grace, all the families of these wide 

extended realms, may enjoy, under an equal and judicious administra- 

tion of government, peace and prosperity, with all the blessings atten- 

dant on civil and religious liberty. 

SAMUEL HOPKINS, Pastor of the 1st Congregational Church. 

GARDNER THURSTON, Pastor of the 2d Baptist Church. 

FREDERICK SMITH, Pastor of the United Brethren. 

WILLIAM BLISS, Pastor of the Sabbatanan Baptist Church. 

WILLIAM SMITH, Rector of Trinity Church. 

MICHAEL EDDY, Pastor of the 1st Baptist Church. 

WILLIAM PATTEN, Pastor of the 2d Congregational Church. 

Newport, Aug. 17, 1790. 

THE ANSWER. 

To the CLERGY of the town of Newport, in the State of Rhode-Island. 

GENTLEMEN, The salutations of the Clergy of the town of Newport, 

on my arrival in the State of Rhode-Island, are rendered the more 

acceptable, on account of the liberal sentiments and just ideas which 

they are known to entertain respecting civil and religious liberty. 

I am inexpressibly happy, that, by the smiles of Divine Providence, 

my weak but well-meant’ endeavors to serve my country, have hitherto 

been crowned with so much success, and apparently give® such satisfac- 

tion to those in whose cause they were exerted. The same benignent 

influence, together with the concurrent support of all real friends to 

their country; will still be necessary to enable me to be in any degree 

useful to this numerous and free people; over whom I am called to 

preside. 

Wherefore I return you, Gentlemen, my hearty thanks for your sol- 

emn invocation of Almighty Gop, that every temporal and spiritual 

blessing may be dispensed to me; and that, under my administration, 

the families of these States may enjoy peace and prosperity, with all the 

blessings attendant on civil and religious liberty.—In the participation 

of which blessings may you have an ample share. 

GEO. WASHINGTON. 

At 9 o’clock, A. M. the President, escorted in the same manner as at 

his landing, embarked on board the packet for Providence—As the 

packet passed the Fort, he was again saluted with 13 cannon.’
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The State-House chamber in which the President was entertained, 

not being sufficiently large to accommodate all who wished to join in 

the festivity of the day, a number of young gentlemen met at Mrs. 

Hamilton’s, where, after partaking of an elegant dinner, they drank the 

following Toasts; viz. 

1. The illustrious President of the United States. 

2. The Honorable the Congress. 

3. The King of France. 

4. The State of Rhode-Island. 

5. The Honorable Committee of the Town of Newport. 

6. May we never bear the Yoke of Oppression. 

7. The Charitable Clergy. 

8. Disappointment to the Abolition Society. 

9. May the Rhode-Island African Fleet flourish. 

10. The American Fair. 

11. All the Sons of Freedom. 

12. May the sincere Heart never know Distress. 

13. May Peace and Prosperity ever flourish in the Land of America. 

Mr. Jacob Isaacks, of this town, has made such further improvements 

in extracting fresh water from ocean water, as to take nine and one 

half parts of fresh water from ten of ocean water, so as to answer either 

for land or sea for all the common and culinary purposes of fountain 

or river water. 

Mr. Isaacks presented a bottle of water extracted by him to his Ex- 

cellency the President of the United States, who was pleased to express 

himself highly satisfied therewith. 

1. An errata in the 26 August issue of the Newport Herald corrected two mistakes in the 
original printing. See notes 3 and 6 (below). The Newport Mercury, 23 August, reprinted 
the account up to footnote 7. The Mercury also included the address of the Freemasons 

and Washington’s response to them after Washington’s response to the address of the 
clergy. For the Freemasons’ address, see immediately below. 

2. The address of the town and Washington’s reply were also reprinted in the United 
States Chronicle, 16 September, and Providence Gazette, 18 September. Letterbook copies of 

the address and reply are in the Washington Papers at the Library of Congress. The text 

in angle brackets is from the letterbook copy. 
3. Originally “circumstances,” but changed to “services” in an errata in the Herald’s 

26 August issue. This is probably a reference to Newport’s occupation by the British from 

8 December 1776 to 25 October 1779. 

4. The address of the clergy and Washington’s reply were also reprinted in the United 

States Chronicle, 16 September, and Providence Gazette, 18 September. Letterbook copies are 

in the Washington Papers at the Library of Congress. The text in angle brackets is from 

the letterbook copy.
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5. In the letterbook copy “honest” instead of “‘well-meant.” 
6. Originally “gives,” but changed to “give” in an errata in the Herald’s 26 August 

1SSUC. 

7. The Newport Mercury’s reprinting ends here. See note 1 (above). 

President George Washington and the Address from the 

Newport Society of Freemasons’ 

ADDRESS from the Society of FREEMASONS. 

To GEORGE WASHINGTON, President of the United States of America. 

We the Master, Wardens, and Brethren, of King David’s Lodge, in 

Newport, Rhode-Island, joyfully embrace this Opportunity, to greet you 

as a Brother,? and to hail you welcome to Rhode-Island. We exult in 

the Thought, that as Masonry has always been patronised by the Wise, 

the Good, and the Great, so hath it stood, and ever will stand, as its 

Fixtures are on the immutable Pillars of Faith, Hope, and Charity.— 

With unspeakable Pleasure, we gratulate you as filling the Presidential 

Chair, with the Applause of a numerous and enlightened People— 

whilst, at the same Time, we felicitate Ourselves in the Honour done 

the Brotherhood, by your many exemplary Virtues and Emanations of 

Goodness proceeding from a Heart worthy of possessing the ancient 

Mysteries of our Craft, being persuaded that the Wisdom and Grace 

with which Heaven has endowed you, will ever Square all your Thoughts, 

Words, and Actions by the eternal Laws of Honour, Equity, and Truth; 

so as to promote the Advancement of all good Works, your own Hap- 

piness, and that of Mankind—Permit us, then, illustrious Brother, cor- 

dially to salute you, with Three Times Three, and to add our fervent 

Supplications, that the Sovereign Architect of the Universe, may always 

en-compass you with his holy Protection. 

MOSES SEIXAS, Master, } Committee 

HENRY SHERBURNE, 

Newport, August 17th, 1790. 

By Order, 

WILLIAM LITTLEFIELD, Sec’ry. 

THE ANSWER. 

To the Master, Wardens, and Brethren of King David's Lodge, 

in Newport, Rhode-Island. 

GENTLEMEN, I receive the Welcome which you give me to Rhode 

Island with Pleasure—and I acknowledge my Obligations for the flat- 

tering Expressions of Regard contained in your Address with grateful 

Sincerity.
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Being persuaded that a just Application of the Principles, on which 

the masonic Fraternity is founded, must be promotive of private Vir- 

tue and public Prosperity, I shall always be happy to advance the In- 

terest of the Society, and to be considered by them as a deserving 

Brother—My best Wishes, Gentlemen, are offered for your individual 

Happiness. 

GEO. WASHINGTON. 

1. Printed: Newport Mercury, 23 August. Reprinted: Newport Herald, 26 August; United 
States Chronicle, 16 September; and Providence Gazette, 18 September. The recipient’s copy 
and a letterbook copy of the address are in the Washington Papers at the Library of 

Congress. The recipient’s copy of Washington’s reply is in the Boston Athenaeum. A 
letterbook copy is in the Washington Papers at the Library of Congress. 

2. Washington had been a Mason since the 1750s. 

President George Washington and the Address of the 

Newport Hebrew Congregation! 

AN ADDRESS. 

To the PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA. 

Sir, Permit the Children of the Stock of Abraham* to approach you 

with the most cordial affection and esteem for your person and mer- 

its—and to join with our fellow-citizens in welcoming you to Newport. 

With pleasure we reflect on those days—those days of difficulty and 

danger, when the Gop of Israel, who delivered David from the peril of 

the sword’—shielded your head in the day of battle:—And we rejoice 

to think, that the same spirit, who rested in the bosom of the greatly 

beloved Daniel, enabling him to preside over the provinces of the Ba- 

bylonish Empire,* rests, and ever will rest, upon you, enabling you to 

discharge the arduous duties of CHIEF MAGISTRATE in these States. 

Deprived as we heretofore have been of the invaluable rights of free 

citizens, we now (with a deep sense of gratitude to the Almighty Dis- 

poser of all events) behold a Government, erected by the MAJESTY OF 

THE PEOPLE—a Government which to bigotry gives no sanction—to 

persecution no assistance; but generously affording to ALL liberty of 

conscience, and immunities of citizenship—deeming every one, of what- 

ever nation, tongue, or language, equal parts of the great governmental 

machine.® This so ample and extensive Federal Union, whose basis is 

philanthropy, mutual confidence, and public virtue, we cannot but ac- 

knowledge to be the work of the Great GOD, who ruleth in the armies 

of heaven and among the inhabitants of the earth, doing whatsoever 

seemeth him good.
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For all the blessings of civil and religious liberty which we enjoy un- 

der an equal and benign administration, we desire to send up our 

thanks to the Ancient of Days, the great Preserver of men—beseeching 

him, that the Angel who conducted our forefathers through the wil- 

derness into the promised land, may graciously conduct you through 

all the difficulties and dangers of this mortal life; and when, like Joshua, 

full of days and full of honor,° you are gathered to your Fathers, may 

you be admitted into the Heavenly Paradise to partake of the water of 

life, and the tree of immortality. 

Done and signed by order of the Hebrew Congregation, 7n Newport, Rhode- 

Island, August 17, 1790. 

MOSES SEIXAS, Warden. 

THE PRESIDENT’s ANSWER. 
To thee HEBREW CONGREGATION in Newport, Rhode-Island. 

GENTLEMEN, While I receive with much satisfaction, your Address 

replete with expressions of affection and esteem, I rejoice in the op- 

portunity of assuring you, that I shall always retain a grateful remem- 

brance of the cordial welcome I experienced in my visit to Newport, 

from all classes of citizens. 

The reflection on the days of difficulty and danger which are past, 
is rendered the more sweet, from a consciousness that they are suc- 

ceeded by days of uncommon prosperity and security. If we have wis- 

dom to make the best use of the advantages with which we are now 
favored, we cannot fail, under the just administration of a good gov- 

ernment, to become a great and a happy people. 

The citizens of the United States of America, have a right to applaud 

themselves for having given to mankind examples of an enlarged and 

liberal policy—a policy worthy of imitation. ALL possess alike liberty of 

conscience, and immunities of citizenship. It is now no more that tol- 

eration is spoken of, as if it was by the indulgence of one class of 
people, that another enjoyed the exercise of their inherent natural 

rights. For happily the government of the United States, which gives to 

bigotry no sanction—to persecution no assistance, requires only that 

they who live under its protection, should demean themselves as good 

citizens, in giving on all occasions their effectual support. 
It would be inconsistent with the frankness of my character not to 

avow, that I am pleased with your favorable opinion of my administra- 

tion, and fervent wishes for my felicity. May the Children of the Stock 

of Abraham, who dwell in this land, continue to merit and enjoy the 

good-will of the other inhabitants; while every one shall sit in safety 

under his own vine and fig-tree, and there shall be none to make him 

afraid.’ May the Father of all mercies scatter light and not darkness in
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our paths, and make us all in our several vocations useful here, and in 

his own due time and way everlastingly happy. 

GEO. WASHINGTON. 

1. Printed: Newport Herald, 9 September. Reprinted: Providence Gazette, 18 September; 
United States Chronicle, 23 September. The recipient’s copy of the address is in the Wash- 
ington Papers at the Library of Congress. The recipient’s copy of Washington’s reply is 
held by B’nai B’rith, Washington, D.C. Letterbook copies of both documents are in the 
Washington Papers at the Library of Congress. 

2. See Acts 13:26. 

3. See Psalms 144:10. 

4. See Daniel 2:48. 

5. Rhode Island still prevented Jews from holding public office in the state (RCS:R.L, 
549n). The U.S. Constitution eliminated the religious test for federal officeholders. 

6. Joshua died at the age of 110 (Joshua 24:29). 

7. Micah 4:4. 

Providence Town Meeting, 16 August 1790 (excerpts)! 

Ata Meeting of the Freemen of the ‘Town of Providence legally warned 

& assembled on Monday the sixteenth Day of August AD. 1790. 

The Honble Jabez Bowen Esqr. Moderator... . 

Resolved, That Henry Ward Esqr., Doctr. Enos Hitchcox, Welcome 

Arnold, David Howell, and Benjamin Bourne Esqr. be and they are 

hereby appointed a Committee to draught and Present an Address to 

the President of the United States expressive of the singular Pleasure 

and Satisfaction which the Inhabitants of Providence feel on his Visit 

to this Place, of their Sense of the Honor done them by his Presence, 

congratulating him on his Accession to the Presidency and of their 

perfect Satisfaction in his Appointment to the important Trust and in 

the Integrity, Prudence, and Ability displayed by him in the Discharge 

of the Duties of his High Station &c. 

And it is further Resolved, That Joseph Nightingale, Ephraim Bowen 

Jur., William Russell, Ebenezer Thompson and John Dorrance Esqrs. 

be and they are hereby appointed a Committee to point out the proper 

Arrangements for the Reception of the President of the United States 

in a Manner suitable to his high Dignity and expressive of the great 

Respect and Veneration which the Inhabitants of Providence entertain 

for his Character; That the said Comm. procure the necessary Powder 

for the Occasion and in Case the State will not pay for the same this 

Town will and that the said Committees make at the Adjournment’... 

1. MS, Town Records, City Clerk’s Office, City Hall, Providence, R.I. The committee 

submitted its draft address to the town meeting on 17 August, whereupon “the said 
Report having been duly considered, It is thereupon Resolved, That the same be ac- 
cepted: That a Copy thereof be made and Signed by the Moderator and attested by the
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Clerk and presented by the said Comm. to the President of the United States” (zbid.). At 

the annual town meeting held on 31 August, the president’s answer was presented to the 
town (ibid.). 

2. At its October session the legislature paid John Ward and Company £307.2.6 in 
paper money (£20.9.6 in specie) for powder used to salute the President upon his arrival 
in Providence. The legislature also paid several persons £384 in paper money (£25.12 in 
specie) for the powder used in Newport (General Assembly Schedule, October Session 
[Providence, 1790] [Evans 22839], 17-18). 

Providence United States Chronicle, 19 August 1790! 

Yesterday, about 4 o’Clock, P. M. arrived from New-York, in the Packet 

Hancock, Capt. [ James] Brown, THE PRESIDENT of the United States, 

with his Suite—accompanied by his Excellency Gov. Clinton, of New- 

York, the Hon. Thomas Jefferson, Esq. Secretary of State, the Hon. 

Theodore Foster, Esq. one of the Senators from this State;—Judge Blair, 

Mr. Smith, of South-Carolina, and Mr. Gilman, of New-Hampshire, Mem- 

bers of Congress.—A Procession was formed agreeable to a previous 

Arrangement, and THE PRESIDENT escorted to his Lodgings at Mr. Dag- 

gett’s, in the following Order, viz. 

ORDER OF PROCESSION. 

The United’? Company of Train of Artillery, in Uniform, 

commanded by Col. [Daniel] Tillinghast, 

(The Band of Music.) 

The Constables of the Town, with their Wands, 

The Deputy Sheriffs, 

The Town-Clerk, 

The Town-Council, 

Committee of Arrangements, 

High Sheriff of the County, 

Marshal of Rhode-Island District, 

Council of State, 

Secretary of State, 

His Excellency Governor Fenner, 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 

His Suite, 

His Excellency Governor Clinton, of New-York, 

Hon. Mr. Jefferson, Secretary of State, 

Hon. Theodore Foster, and Judge Blair, 

Mr. Smith, of South-Carolina, and Mr. Gilman, of New-Hampshire, 

Members of the General Assembly of the State, 

‘Town- lreasurer, 

Justices of the Peace,
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The Corporation of the College, 

Rev. Clergy, 

Physicians, 

Lawyers, 

Merchants and Shopkeepers, 

(The Providence Association of Mechanics and Manufacturers, 

in the following Order, viz. 

The President and Vice-President, 

The Committee of Correspondence, 

The Committee for advising and assisting the Widows and Orphans 

of deceased Members, 

The Members of the Association according to Seniority of Age, 

The Treasurer and Secretary. 

Their new and elegant Standard (a Present from the Vice-President) 

was displayed in the Center.)* 

(Revenue Officers.) 

The Society of Cincinnati,” 

Gentlemen Strangers, &c. 

Masters of Vessels, 

&c. &c. &c. 

(Tutors of the College. 
The Students. 

School-Masters. 

Scholars under their Tuition. 

Apprentices. 

Sailors. 

Boys.) 

On THE PRESIDENT’s landing a Federal Salute was fired, and the 

Bells in Town rang a joyful Peal.—The Salute was reiterated on his 

Arrival at Mr. Daggett’s. 

The general Attendance of almost every Inhabitant of the Town in 

the Procession, together with the brilliant Appearance of the Ladies at 

the Windows and Doors of the Houses, evinced in the most sensible 

Manner their Pleasure on this happy Occasion.—In the Evening the 

College-Edifice was splendidly illuminated. 

1. The Providence Gazette, 21 August, also printed this account substituting two different 
paragraphs for the last two printed here and adding much new material (immediately 

below). Reprinted: New York Daily Advertiser, 26 August. 
2. On 17 August John Carter printed a broadside entitled “Order of Procession, To 

be observed on the Arrival of the PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES” (Evans 45936).
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Significant differences between the broadside and the Providence Gazette are placed in 
angle brackets and in footnotes 3—5 (below). After listing the procession the broadside 
concludes: 

N. B. The Signal for the Arrival of the PRESIDENT in the River, will be 

the Discharge of a Cannon from Federal-Hill, when the Citizens, @c. are 

requested to repair to the lower Wharff at the South End of the Town, and 
form themselves agreeably to the above Arrangement. 

General Thayer, Col. John Whipple, Deacon Greene, Deacon Nightingale, Ma- 
jor Spurr, Major Tyler, Capt. Paul Allen, and Mr. Jacob Whitman, jun. are ap- 
pointed, by the Committee of Arrangements, to form and superintend the 
Procession. 

On the PRESIDENT’s landing, the Sextons are to ring the Bells of the 
several Places of Worship. 

Providence, August 17, 1790. 

3. The broadside prints “Independent” instead of “United” and also omits “in Uni- 
form.” 

4. In the broadside the text here in angle brackets is simply “Society of Mechanics 
and Manufacturers.”’ 

5. The broadside renders this line as “Officers of the late Army.” The Providence Gazette 

printing adds “with the Standards of the late Rhode-Island Regiment” to the version 
printed in the United States Chronicle. 

Providence Gazette, 21 August 1790 (excerpt)! 

... The Arrival of Capt. [James] Brown at the Entrance of the Har- 

bour was announced by the Discharge of a Cannon from Federal-Hill, 

when the Procession was formed at the South End of the Town. On 

the President’s landing, he was welcomed by a federal Discharge of 

Cannon, and the Ringing of Bells. The Concourse of People was pro- 

digious. The Procession was conducted with great Decorum, and ex- 

ceeded any thing of the Kind before exhibited in this Town. 

All Ages, Classes and Sexes, were full of Sensibility on this joyful Oc- 

casion.—The brilliant Appearance of the Ladies from the Windows was 

politely noticed by the President, and gave Animation to the Scene.— 

On the President’s Arrival at Mr. Daggett’s, another federal Salute took 

Place, and after three Cheers the People retired.—On the Evening of 

the same Day, the President and many others took a Walk on the Col- 

lege Green, to view the Illumination of that Edifice, which was done 

by the Students, and made a most splendid Appearance. 

(On Thursday, in the Forenoon, the President, accompanied by {his 

Excellency Governor Fenner} the Gentlemen who came Passengers with 

him, and many of the Citizens, walked through the principal Streets, 

to view the Town, in the Course of which they were escorted to the 

College by the Students, and by Dr. [ James] Manning introduced into 

the College Library and Museum, and afterwards went on board a large 

Indiaman on the Stocks, belonging to Messrs. Brown and Francis.
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At Three o’Clock an elegant Entertainment was served in the Court- 

House for upwards of Two Hundred Persons—and the following Toasts 

were drank under Discharges of Cannon, viz. 

1. The Congress of the United States. 

2. The President of the United States. 

3. The Governor and State of Rhode-Island. 

4. The King and National Assembly of France. 

5. The Marquis de la Fayette. 

6. The fair Daughters of America. 

7. An effectual Establishment of public Faith and private Credit. 

8. Prosperity to Commerce, Manufactures and Agriculture. 

9. The Memory of those who have gallantly fallen in Defence of 

American Liberty. 

10. May Literature always find Patrons in those, who possess Power 

in the United States. 

11. Faithfulness in the Collection, and Economy in the Expenditures 

of the National Revenue. 

12. May just national Views absorb local and particular Interests. 

13. Freedom, Peace and Plenty, to all Mankind. 

At the Close of the above Toasts, the President gave “The Town of 

Providence’’—rose from Table, and went immediately on board Capt. 

Brown’s Packet for Departure. He was attended by a very numerous 

Procession—which returned to Governor Fenner’s, and after three 

Cheers dispersed in good Order. 

It may be proper to remark, that no untoward Accident took Place— 

that every Countenance indicated the most Heart-felt Joy, and that we 

have Reason to believe the President was perfectly satisfied with his 

Reception.) 

{We learn, that THE PRESIDENT of the United States, with his Suite, 

and the other Gentlemen who accompanied him on a Visit to this State, 

arrived at New-York on Saturday Afternoon last, in the Hancock Packet, 

Capt. James Brown.} 

(The following Addresses were presented on Thursday: 

To the PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES. 

SIR, We the Inhabitants of Providence? beg Leave to offer you our 

Congratulations, on your safe Arrival in this Place. 

We are sensibly affected by the Honour conferred on the State, and 

on us in particular, in the present Visit: And be assured, Sir, we shall 

think ourselves peculiarly happy, if, by our utmost Attentions, it can be 

made agreeable to you. 

We gladly seize this first Opportunity to express the most sincere 

Satisfaction in your Election to the Presidency of the United States. — 

The unbiassed Voice of a great Nation, which unanimously called you
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to that important Trust, is an Event, of which the Annals of History 

afford no Example; nor will future Time see it followed, unless the most 

transcendent Merit and the clearest Fame should be united in the same 

Person. 

As General of the Armies of the United States, and as their President, 

we are attached to you by every Motive of Gratitude and Affection.— 

To the Conduct and Magnanimity of her Commander in Chief, uni- 

formly displayed in the Course of a long and arduous War, America is 

indebted, under the Smiles of Heaven, for her Freedom and Indepen- 

dence: And the consummate Prudence and Ability, manifested in the 

Exercise of the Powers delegated to the President of the United States, 

exhibit to the World a Character of no less Celebrity in the Cabinet 

than in the Field. 

From our most excellent Constitution, and the benign Influence of 

those Virtues which characterize your Administration, we entertain the 

most pleasing Hopes of the Extension of Commerce, the Encourage- 

ment of Agriculture and Manufactures, and of the Establishment of 

public Faith, and private Credit; and that the Liberties of America will 

be transmitted to very late Posterity. 

We ardently pray that a Life so conducive to the Welfare of Millions 

may be long protracted; and that, when the fatal Shaft shall be sped 

which will deprive America of her great Benefactor, you may ascend 

those Regions where only exalted Virtue will be fully rewarded. 

Done in Town-Meeting, legally assembled, this seventeenth Day of August, 

A. D. 1790, and in the fifteenth Year of Independence. 

Signed, at the Request of the Town, by 

JABEZ BOWEN, Moderator. 

DANIEL COOKE, ‘Town-Clerk. 

The PRESIDENT’s Answer. 

To the INHABITANTS of PROVIDENCE. 

GENTLEMEN, The Congratulations which you offer me upon my Ar- 

rival in this Place, are received with no small Degree of Pleasure.—For 

your Attentions, and Endeavours to render the Town agreeable to me, 

and for your Expressions of Satisfaction at my Election to the Presi- 

dency of the United States, I return you my warmest Thanks. 

My Sensibility is highly excited, by your ardent Declarations of At- 

tachment to my Person, and the Constitution. 

As, under the Smiles of Heaven, America is indebted for Freedom 

and Independence rather to the joint Exertions of the Citizens of the 

several States, in which it may be your Boast to have borne no incon- 

siderable Share, than to the Conduct of her Commander in Chief,— 

so is she indebted for their Support rather to a Continuation of those
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Exertions, than to the Prudence and Ability manifested in the Exercise 

of the Powers delegated to the President of the United States. 

Your Hopes of the Extension of Commerce, the Encouragement of 

Agriculture and Manufactures, and the Establishment of public Faith, 

as reared upon our Constitution, are well founded; and it is my earnest 

Wish that you may extensively enjoy the Benefits arising from them. 

I thank you, Gentlemen, for your Prayer for my future Welfare, and 

offer up my best Wishes for your individual and collective Happiness. 

G. WASHINGTON. 

To the PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA. 
The ADDRESS of the CORPORATION of RHODE-ISLAND COLLEGE.® 

SIR, Though among the last to congratulate you on your Advance- 

ment to that dignified and important Station to which the unanimous 

Voice of a grateful Country has called you, the Corporation of Rhode- 

Island College claim to be among the first in Warmth of Affection for 

your Person, and in Esteem for your public Character. In placing you 

at the Head of the United States, Regard was had no less to the Influ- 

ence of your Example over the Morals of the People, than to your 

Talents in the Administration of Government. Happy are we to observe, 

that similar Motives have influenced your Conduct in filling the lower 

Offices in the executive Department. We most devoutly venerate that 

superintending Providence, which, in the Course of Events propitious 

to this Country, has called you forth to establish, after having defended, 

our Rights and Liberties. 

Agitated in the Hour of doubtful Conflict, exulting in your Victories, 

we watched your Footsteps with the most anxious Solicitude. Our fer- 
vent Supplications to Heaven, that you might be furnished with that 

Wisdom and Prudence necessary to guide us to Freedom and Inde- 

pendence, have been heard, and most graciously answered. 

For the Preservation of this Freedom, one great Object still demands 
our peculiar Attention—the Education of our Youth. Your Sentiments, 

Sir, on this Subject, “that Knowledge is in every Country the surest 

Basis of public Happiness,’’* and the strongest Barrier against the in- 

truding Hand of Despotism, as they perfectly accord with those of the 

most celebrated Characters that ever adorned Human Nature, so they 

leave no Room to apprehend you will refuse the Wreath with which the 

Guardians of Literature, here, would entwine your Brow. 

By restoring your Health, and protracting your Life, so dear to this 

Country, Divine Providence has, in a late Instance, furnished to Mil- 

lions Matter of Thanksgiving and Praise.° 
That you may long remain on Earth a Blessing to Mankind, and the 

Support of your Country; that you may afterwards receive the Rewards
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of Virtue, by having the Approbation of GOD, is our most sincere De- 

sire, and fervent Supplication. 

Signed, by Order of the Corporation, 

JABEZ BOWEN, Chancellor. 

JAMES MANNING, President. 

David HOWELL, Secretary. 

Providence, August 19. 1790. 

The PRESIDENT’s Answer. 

To the CORPORATION of RHODE-ISLAND COLLEGE. 

GENTLEMEN, The Circumstances which have, until this Time, pre- 

vented you from offering your Congratulations on my Advancement to 

the Station I hold in the Government of the United States, do not 

diminish the Pleasure I feel in receiving this flattering Proof of your 

Affection and Esteem;—for which I request you will accept my Thanks. 

In repeating thus publicly my Sense of the Zeal you displayed for the 

Success of the Cause of your Country, I only add a single Suffrage to 

the general Testimony, which all who were acquainted with you in the 

most critical and doubtful Moments of our Struggle for Liberty and 

Independence, have constantly borne in your Favour. 

While I cannot remain insensible to the Indulgence with which you 

regard the Influence of my Example, and the Tenor of my Conduct, I 

rejoice in having so favourable an Opportunity of felicitating the State 

of Rhode-Island on the Co-operation I am sure to find in the Measures 

adopted by the Guardians of Literature in this Place, for improving the 

Morals of the rising Generation, and inculcating upon their Minds Prin- 

ciples peculiarly calculated for the Preservation of our Rights and Lib- 

erties. —You may rely on whatever Protection I may be able to afford, 

in so important an Object as the Education of our Youth. 

I will not conclude, Gentlemen, by expressing my Acknowledgments 

for the tender Manner in which you mention the Restoration of my 

Health on a late Occasion; and with ardent Wishes that Heaven may 

prosper the literary Institution under your Care, in giving you the best 

of its Blessings in this World, as well as in the World to come.— 

G. WASHINGTON.) 

The Members of the Society of the Cincinnati who were in ‘Town 

waited upon the President on Thursday, and by his Permission were 

introduced by Col. [ Jeremiah] Olney, who verbally addressed him to 

the following Purport: 

“SIR, I have the Honour to wait upon your Excellency, with the Mem- 

bers of the Cincinnati of the State of Rhode-Island, assembled on this
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happy Occasion, to pay their Respects to you in Person, and to con- 

gratulate you on your safe Arrival in this Town; wishing you the Enjoy- 

ment of Health, and Prosperity in the Government over which you 

preside.—As many of the Gentlemen have not the Honour of a per- 

sonal Acquaintance with your Excellency, with your Permission, Sir, I 

will introduce them.” 

To which the President was pleased to reply, “It gives me great Plea- 

sure to see so many of my old military Companions on the present 

Occasion, and I shall be happy to take them by the Hand.” After a 

particular Introduction, the President expressed his most sincere Wishes 

for their Health and Prosperity. 

1. The beginning of this item is virtually identical to the account printed in the United 
States Chronicle, 19 August (immediately above). The New York Journal, 27 August, reprinted 
the Providence Gazetie’s entire account, and the Newport Mercury, 23 August, reprinted the 
account up to the addresses presented to the president. The United States Chronicle, 26 
August, continued its account of Washington’s visit by printing the text in angle brackets. 
The Chronicle added the material in braces. The Newport Herald, 26 August, reprinted the 
town and college’s addresses and Washington’s responses. 

2. The recipient’s copy of the town’s address is in the Washington Papers at the Library 
of Congress and that of Washington’s reply is at the Rhode Island Historical Society. 
Letterbook copies of both documents are in the Washington Papers at the Library of 
Congress. 

3. A retained copy of the college’s address and the recipient’s copy of Washington’s 
reply are in the Brown University Miscellaneous Papers, John Hay Library, Brown Uni- 
versity. Letterbook copies of both documents are in the Washington Papers at the Library 
of Congress. 

4. Quoted from President Washington’s first annual message to Congress, 8 January 
1790. Washington went on to ask whether support for education ‘‘will be best promoted 
by affording aids to Seminaries of Learning already established,—by the institution of a 
national University,— or by any other expedient”? (DHFFC, I, 217). 

5. For Washington’s illness in the spring of 1790, see John Adams to William Ellery, 
19 May, note 4 (RCS:R.L, 871). 

William Loughton Smith Diary 

15-19 August 1790 (excerpt)! 

Journey to Rhode Island—Connecticut, Massachusets, Vermont, &ca. 

August 1790. 
Being at New York, as a Member of the House of Represes. in Con- 

gress, which adjurnd on the 12th. August & having Some leisure I re- 

solved to make a Tour into the back parts of the State of New York, & 

into some parts of Massachusets & Connecticut. The day after we ad- 

journed, viz. friday the 13th. the President of the United States, General 

Washington, who had on that morning resolved to pay a Visit to the 

State of Rhode Island, in consiquence of their accession to the Union, 

did me the honor to invite me to be of his Party; I could not decline
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so acceptable an invitation, & accordingly sat off with his Company on 

Sunday morning the 15th. on board a Rhode Island Packet. We arrived 

at Newport Tuesday morning after an agreable passage—as we entered 

the Harbour, a salute was fired from the fort & some peices on the 

Wharves; at our landing, we were received by the principal inhabitants 
of the Town & the Clergy who forming a procession, escorted us thro 

a considerable concourse of citizens to the lodgings which had been 

prepared for us; the most respectable inhabts. were then severaly pre- 

sented to the President by Mr Merchant, Judge of the District Court. 

The President then took a walk around the Town & the heights above 

it, accompanied by the Gentln of the party & a large number of gentn. 

of Newport. We returned to our Lodgings & at 4 OClock the gentn. 

waited again on the President & we all marched in procession to the 

Town hall or State House where while dinner was serving up, a number 

of gentlemen were presented. ‘The dinner was well dressed & conducted 

with great regularity & decency; the company consisted of about 80 

persons: after dinner, some good Toasts were drank; among others, the 

following, “may the last be first,[’’] in allusion to R. Island being the 

last State which ratified the Constitutn.—the Presidt. gave the Town of 

Newpt. & as soon as he withdrew, Judge Merchant gave “the man we 

love’, which the compy. drank standing. The Company then followed 

the President in another walk which he took round the Town: he passed 

by Judge M’s & drank a glass of wine & then went to his Lodgings, 

which closed the business of the day.—I slept in the room with Govr. 

Clinton 

Wednesday 18th.—Immedy. after breakfast, addresses were presented 

by the Clergy & the Town of Newport—that of the latter by a Committee 

the Chairman of which Judge Marchant began to read the address but 

before he had proceeded far, he was so agitated he was obliged to resign 

it to Col. Sherbet,* who read it very composedly. We then formed an- 

other long procession down to the wharf & embarked for Providence. 

On our way thro the main Street in Newport the President desired Mr 

Nelson, one of the gentn. of his family (a relation of Mrs Washing- 

ton’s)* to step into a store & buy a pair of gloves for him; Mr N. in 

vain applied to the Mistress of the Store, who would not stir from the 

window, where she stood with her eyes rivetted on the President, after 

having first hastily thrown a bundle of gloves on the Counter; the delay 

occasioned by the Ladys refusal to assist in finding a proper pair of 

gloves induced the Presidt. to enter the Shop where he provided him- 

self with gloves to the great gratification of the above Lady, who had 

little idea that the gloves were wanted for him. We had a tedious pas- 

sage to Providence, being 7 hours in performing it. The same Salute
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took place as at Newport, but the Procession up to the Tavern* was 

more solemn & conducted with much greater formality, having Troops 

& music. The Governor of the State was so zealous in his respect that 

he jumped aboard the Packet as soon as She got to the Wharf to wel- 

come the President to Providence. The President with the Govr. of the 

State on his right-hand & Mr Forster a Senator in Congress from R. 

Island on his left moved in the first ranks—then followed, Govr. Clin- 

ton Mr Jefferson (the Secretary of State for the Un. St.) Mr Blair (a 

Judge of the Supreme federal Cot.) myself & the three Gentlemen of 

the President’s family, viz, Col. Humphreys, Major Jackson & Mr Nel- 

son—who formed the party.—afterwards followed the principal inha- 

bitts. of Providence & some from Newport, & other citizens making a 

long file—preceded by some Troops & music—the doors & windows 

for the length of a mile were all crowded with Ladies & spectators— 

when arrived at the Tavern (Daggets) the President stood at the Door, 
& the Troops & Procession passed & saluted—in the procession, were 

three negro scrapers making a horrible music. we then sat down to a 

family dinner—after Tea, just as the President was taking leave to go 

to bed, he was informed by Col. [William] Peck, (Marshal of the Dis- 

trict, who had Sailed with us from N. York) that the Students of the 

College had illuminated it & would be highly flattered at the Presi- 

dent’s going to see it, which he politely agreed to do, tho he never 

goes out at night & it then rained a little & was a disagreable night. 

We now made a nocturnal procession to the College, which indeed was 

worth seeing, being very splendidly illuminated—I slept that night at 

Mr Clark’s,? a merchant who has lately built a handsome house & is a 

man of property—his house was struck with Lightning a few weeks ago 

but is repaired—he treated me with much civility, having offered me 

a bed immedy on my arrival, tho I had never seen him before.— 

Thursday morning began with heavy rain & cold easterly wind: it 

cleared at 9 & then the President accompd. as before, began a walk 

which continued till one OClock, & compleatly fatigued the company 

which formed his Escort. He walked all round the Town, visited all the 

apartmts. of the College, went on the roof to view the beautiful & 

extensive prospect—walked to the place where a large Indiaman of 900 

Tons was on the Stocks, went onboard her, returned to Town, stopt & 

drank wine & punch at Mr Clarkes, Mr Browns,° Govr. Fenner’s & Govr. 

Bowen’s, & then returned home—as soon as he was dressed, he re- 

ceived the addresses of the Cincinnati the Rhode Island College & the 

Town of Providence—& then went immedy. to dinner at the Town- 

hall—The dinner consisted of 200 persons—an immence crowd sur- 

rounded the Hall—after dinner several Toasts were drank—the Sec- 

ond was “the Presidt. of the U.S—at which the whole Compy. within
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& without gave three Huzzas & a long clapping of hands: the Presidt. 

then rose & drank the Health of all the Company. He aftd. gave the 

Town of Providence among other Toasts, these were given, the King & 

National Assy. of France; several french gentlemen who sat together 

then rose & bowed—“faithfulness in the collection & economy in the 

expenditure of the public revenue’ —& “the establisht. of public credit 

& private faith.’”,—Cannon was fired at each Toast—at the conclusion 

of the Toasts, the President rose & accompanied by his Suite & the 

whole company, with a considerable crowd of citizens walked down to 

the wharf & embarked for New York. 

I took [the] chaise at the same moment for Warwick & reached Man- 

chester’s Tavern that night about 12 miles, over a very stony; rugged 

& disagreable road:—This part of the State of Rhode Island is the most 

barren & unpeopled—the country very rocky & the people as uncul- 

tivated as the country—they are generally antifederal & ignorant & 

dislike any govt. which calls on them for taxes—indeed they seem to 

care very little what govt. prevails or whether there is any at all & would 

prefer that which required the least taxes. It is here remarkable that 

much use is made of wooden fences tho the country abounds with 

Stones very convenient for Stone walls, while as I advanced into a better 

country stone walls were more in use tho the country was much less 

Stony; this is owing to the poverty of the former who are unable to 

bestow the labor necessary for stone walls. Notwithstanding the roads 

were extremely disagreable & fatiguing, yet the prospects were pleasant; 

distant hills & woods & occasionally a rapid Stream, & now & then 

Some well cultivated fields enlivened the Scene; to this was added very 

fine weather so that my Journey to Hartford was a very pleasant one. I 

left Manchester’s ‘Tavn. early on friday morning on my way to Norwich. 

My Landlord complained bitterly of Taxes. he said he paid about fifteen 

pounds lawful money a year; that his farm consisted of about 200 acres 

one half only of which was improved & that he could barely make a 

living.—The Land certainly required great labour as it appeared nearly 

covered with stones & the road to Provide. is so bad as to render the 

transportation of produce very inconvenient & expensive. ... 

1. MS, Rosenbach Museum and Library, Philadelphia. Smith’s account was edited by 
Albert Matthews and published in the Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 

LI (1917-1918), 20-88. 
2. Probably Henry Sherburne. 

3. Thomas Nelson, Jr. 
4. Abner Daggett’s tavern was on Benefit Street diagonally across the street from the 

rear entrance to the Providence statehouse. 

5. John Innes Clark (c. 1745-1808), a wealthy merchant of the firm of Clark and 

Nightingale. 

6. Probably John Brown.
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New York Daily Advertiser, 26 August 1790! 

The President's Visit to Rhode Island. 

On Sunday morning the 16th instant, the President of the United 

States embarked for Newport, on a visit to the state of Rhode Island, 

accompanied by Governor Clinton, Mr. Jefferson, Secretary of State; 

the Hon. Judge Blair, Mr. Smith, of South Carolina, and three gentle- 

men of his family. The President arrived at Newport at eight o’clock 

on Tuesday morning, at which time he was welcomed to the state by a 

salute from the fort. From the landing place he was attended to his 

lodgings by the principal inhabitants of the town, who were severally 

presented to him. He then walked round the town, and surveyed the 

various beautiful prospects from the eminences above it. 

At four o’clock, he was waited on by the most respectable citizens of 

the place, who conducted him to the Town Hall, where a very elegant 

dinner was provided, and several federal toasts drank. After dinner he 

took another walk, accompanied by a large number of gentlemen. 

On Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock the President and his com- 

pany embarked for Providence, where they arrived early in the after- 

noon. The governor of the state, and all the principal inhabitants 

received the President at the wharf, and formed a grand procession 

through the main street to Daggett’s Tavern, where he lodged. At 

night the college was beautifully illuminated, and made a very brilliant 

appearance. The next morning the President took a very extensive 

round, visited the College, and also went to see the fine Indiaman 

building by Mr. Brown, and afterwards every part of the town and its 

environs. At three o’clock, he sat down to a superb entertainment at 

the ‘Town-Hall, and at five the same afternoon embarked for this city, 

where he arrived on Sunday, after a short and agreeable passage of 

24 hours. 
Many excellent toasts were drank at Newport and Providence, par- 

ticularly at Newport, “May the last be first’””—and, at Providence, “Faith- 

fulness in the collection and ceconomy in expenditure of the public 

revenue.’ —Addresses were presented at Newport from the clergy and 

the town, and at Providence from the Cincinnati, the college and the 

town. 
This visit was as gratifying to the citizens as it was unexpected. All 

classes vied with each other in demonstrations of joy, respect and ad- 

miration: The pleasing affability and gracious manners of the President, 

and his polite attention to the great number of citizens who were suc- 

cessively presented to him, added, if possible, to that love which was 

felt before. When he withdrew from table at Newport, the company ris-
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ing, drank the following toast— The man we love!—and never was a toast 

drank with more sincerity—When “the President of the United States”” was 

given at Providence, the huzzas, plaudits, and shouts of the company 

within and without the town hall continued for some time. There never 

was, perhaps, a greater exhibition of sincere public happiness than upon 

this occasion; every individual thought he beheld a friend and patron; 

a father or a brother after a long absence; and, on his part, the Presi- 

dent seemed to feel the joy of a father on the return of the prodigal 

son. We have little room to doubt that his visit to the state of Rhode- 

Island will be productive of happy effects, for whatever aversion the 

citizens of that state may have hitherto had to the new government, 

they must now feel a confidence in the administration of one who 

possesses their universal esteem, and of whose virtues and patriotism 

they have upon numerous occasions had the strongest pledges. 

1. Reprinted: Philadelphia Federal Gazette, 27 August; Pennsylvania Packet, 28 August. 

A Soldier 

Providence United States Chronicle, 2 September 1790 

AN ODE, ON THE ARRIVAL OF THE 
PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES at PROVIDENCE. 

I. 
He comes! the guardian Chief moves on, 

Rejoice and hail great WASHINGTON! 
Let Freemen swell the Trump of Fame, 

And pratling Infants lisp his Name.’ 

II. 
He comes! let Seraphs grasp the Lyre, 

And fill the World with heav’nly Fire— 

Let Cherubs tune the Hymn of Love, 

And Songs rehearse thro’ every Grove. 

III. 
Let Lutes assume the pleasing Strain, 

And aged Sires their Notes regain— 

Let Children listen to the Song, 

And mingle with the festive Throng. 

IV. 
Behold him on the ambient Tide, 

Where Sons of Neptune constant glide— 

The Croud admire Columbia’s Son, 

And loud exclaim—’tis WASHINGTON!
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V. 

He comes! the bell’wing Cannons say, 

And Peals announce the welcome Day— 

Yon rising Mount™ is clad in Smiles, 

The lighted Torch the Night beguiles. 

VI. 

He comes! and Joy is scatter’d round, 

The Rocks and Hills the Songs rebound— 

For once we quaff the flowing Bowl, 

While Maxims wise the Scene controul.? 

VII. 

The Day is big with lab’ring Thought, 

Great GREEN,’ alas! in vain is sought— 

For Death, too soon, has wing’d his Flight, 

And lock’d his Form in endless Night. 

VIII. 

Cold is the Arm, his Country’s Shield— 

The Heart by firmest Courage steel’d— 

Cold les the Chief, the Good, the Brave, 

In the dark Mansions of the Grave. 

IX. 

But Joy to see the Hero nigh, 

Bade ‘Transport dance in ev ry Eye— 

And tho’ much Love to GREEN he bore, 

One Sigh he gave—and sigh’d no more. 

X. 

In lyric Strains the Songs combine, 

And Angels aid the tuneful Nine— 

Propitious Smiles from Heav’n descend, 

And Earth and Skies in Rapture blend. 

XI. 

Illustrious Chief I accept these Lays, 

May Peace unclouded gild thy Days— 

Hush’d is the Din of War’s Alarms, 

And mute the Blast—to Arms! to Arms! 

XII. 

Hark! the shrill Music greets the Skies, 

And gloomy Melancholy dies— 

The waking Instruments inspire 

A gen’rous—patriotic Fire. 

XII. 

Music can charm the hardest Heart, 

And Peace to evry Breast impart—
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Music can all our Cares controul, 

And lull to rest the tortur’d Soul. 

XIV. 

Ye Bards invite the Gods below, 

And fire a World with sacred Glow— 

Ye Gods descend, the Wreath is done, 

And twine it round great WASHINGTON! 

A SOLDIER. 

Taunton, August 20th. 1790. 

(a) Alluding to the Illumination of the College. 

(b) Alluding to the Toasts at the public Dinner.* 

1. See Massachusetts Centinel, 10 November 1787 (CC:252, at note 2 and note 2). 

2. General Nathanael Greene (see RCS:R.I., 296, note 6). 

3. See Providence Gazette, 21 August 1790, and William Loughton Smith Diary, 15-19 

August (RCS:R.I., 1067, 1074). 

4. See Providence Gazette, 21 August (RCS:R.I., 1068). 

Rhode Island Legislature and George Washington 

30 October—20 November 1790 

The Rhode Island legislature was not in session when President George 

Washington visited Newport and Providence between 15 and 19 August 1790. 
On 30 October the legislature adopted an address to the president and or- 

dered the secretary to transmit a fair copy to Washington that was signed by 
the governor and speaker of the House of Deputies. The president responded 

on 20 November, and his letter was laid before the General Assembly at its 
February 1791 session. 

Rhode Island Legislature to President George Washington 

Bristol, 30 October 1790! 

At this earliest stated Meeting of the Legislature,’ since the Accession 

of this State completed the Federal Union, we cannot omit to express 

our Congratulations on your Election, by the free Suffrages of the Cit- 

izens of this great confederated Republic, to the Office of Chief Mag- 

istrate thereof. 

The Citizens of this State, be assured, Sir, participate largely in the 

general Joy, that the United States, in Time of Peace, still remain under 

the fostering Hand that led them successfully through a long and ar- 
duous War. 

Attached as we have been to the Rights and Liberties of Mankind, 

from the first Settlements made on these Shores, we cannot fail to co- 

operate, in all just Measures, to secure them to the People of these
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Countries, now happily united under an efficient and well-balanced 

Federal Government. 

In promoting to Places of Trust and Emolument, in the Executive 

Department, the wisest and best Men, you have pursued the Example 

of the People in the Election of the National Legislature. 

Under such a Constitution, and such an Administration, we cannot 

but flatter ourselves with the Hope of Prosperity in our Commerce, 

Agriculture and Manufactures, and of the Establishment of our public 

Credit, and National Character. 

With a grateful Warmth of Affection, permit us to recognize our 

Sensibility of the particular Honor of your late Visit to this State. While 

at the same Time we offer up our Praises to Almighty GOD, by whose 

kind Providence you had then been recently restored to Health.’ That 

he may still have you under his Holy Keeping; and, after a very long 

and useful Life, confer on you the Rewards of Virtue, is our fervent 

Prayer. 

Signed, in behalf of the Legislature, by 

1. Printed: General Assembly Schedule, October 1790 Session (Providence, 1790) (Evans 

22839), 7-8. The undated recipient’s copy, signed by Governor Arthur Fenner and Speaker 
of the House of Deputies Welcome Arnold, is in the Washington Papers at the Library 
of Congress. A letterbook copy is in the same collection. 

2. The legislature had met by adjournment in early September 1790. 
3. For Washington’s illness in the spring of 1790, see John Adams to William Ellery, 

19 May, note 4 (RCS:R.L, 871). 

President George Washington to the Rhode Island Legislature 

Mount Vernon, 20 November 1790! 

Gentlemen, 

While I acknowledge, with grateful sincerity, my personal obligations 
to the Legislature of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plan- 

tations for the very flattering manner in which they convey their con- 

eratulations on my election to the chief magistracy of our confederated 

republic, and for the approbation they are pleased to express of my 

public conduct it affords me peculiar pleasure to observe that the com- 

pletion of our Union, by the accession of your State, gives a strong 

assurance of permanent political happiness to the people of America. 

A change in the national constitution, conformed to experience and 

the circumstances of our country, has been most happily effected by 

the influence of reason alone—in this change the liberty of the citizen 

continues unimpaired, while the energy of government is so encreased 

as to promise full protection to all the pursuits of science and indus- 

try—together with the firm establishment of public credit, and the 

vindication of our national character.
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It remains with the people themselves to preserve and promote the 

great advantages of their political and natural situation—nor ought a 

doubt to be entertained that men, who so well understand the value 

of social happiness, will ever cease to appreciate the blessings of a free, 

equal, and efficient government. 

In expressing my sensibility for the interest you take in the restora- 

tion of my health, I recall, with pleasure, the remembrance of those 

civilities which I experienced in my late visit to your State. 

My best wishes are offered, Gentlemen, for the prosperity of your 

Constituents, and for your individual happiness. 

1. Printed: General Assembly Schedule, February 1791 Session ([Providence, 1791]) 

(Evans 23733), 3. The undated recipient’s copy, signed by Washington, is in the Rhode 
Island Historical Society. It was enclosed in a 20 November 1790 cover letter to Governor 

Arthur Fenner. Letterbook copies of both letters are in the Washington Papers at the 

Library of Congress.
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Amendments to the Constitution 

Proposed by U.S. Congress 

25 September 1789 

When adopting the Constitution, several state conventions recommended 

that the first federal Congress propose amendments to the Constitution that 

would be submitted to the states for ratification. On 8 June 1789 U.S. Repre- 

sentative James Madison of Virginia proposed amendments to the Constitution. 
The House of Representatives carefully considered the various amendments 

proposed before approving seventeen on 24 August, which were based on 

those originally proposed by Madison. The Senate tightened the wording and 

reduced the number to twelve. The House accepted most of the Senate’s 

changes, and on 25 September Congress approved twelve amendments. Pres- 
ident George Washington sent engrossed manuscript copies of the amend- 

ments to all thirteen states on 2 October. (For Washington’s letter to Rhode 
Island Governor John Collins, see RCS:R.I., 614.) 

On 15 October the Rhode Island legislature ordered the amendments 
printed and distributed to the towns for consideration in town meetings on 19 

October (RCS:R.I, 618-19). The version of the amendments printed here 

comes from the official broadside printed by Bennett Wheeler (Evans 22202). 

The United States Chronicle, 22 October; Providence Gazette, 24 October; and New- 

port Mercury, 28 October, reprinted the amendments. The engrossed manu- 
script copy sent by President Washington to Rhode Island is in the Rhode 
Island State Archives. 

CONGRESS oF THE UNITED STATES, 

Begun and held at the City of NEw-York, on Wednesday, the Fourth 

of MARCH, One Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty-nine. 

The Conventions of a Number of the States having, at the Time of 

their adopting the Constitution, expressed a Desire, in Order to pre- 

vent Misconstruction or Abuse of its Powers, that further declaratory 

and restrictive Clauses should be added: And as extending the Ground 

of public Confidence in the Government will best insure the beneficent 

Ends of its Institution, 

RESOLVED, by the Senate, and House of Representatives, of the 

United States of America, in Congress assembled, Two Thirds of both 

Houses concurring, That the following Articles be proposed to the Leg- 

islatures of the several States as Amendments to the Constitution of the 

United States: All, or any of, which Articles, when ratified by Three- 

Fourths of the said Legislatures, to be valid to all Intents and Purposes 

as Part of the said Constitution, viz. 

Articles in Addition to, and Amendment of, the Constitution of the 

United States of America, proposed by Congress, and ratified by the 
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Legislatures of the several States, pursuant to the Fifth Article of the 

original Constitution. 

Article the First.—After the First Enumeration, required by the First 

Article of the Constitution, there shall be One Representative for every 

Thirty Thousand, until the Number shall amount to One Hundred; 

after which the Proportion shall be so regulated by Congress that there 

shall not be less than One Hundred Representatives, nor less than One 

Representative for every Forty Thousand Persons, until the Number of 

Representatives shall amount to Two Hundred, after which the Pro- 

portion shall be so regulated by Congress, that there shall not be less 

than Two Hundred Representatives, nor more than one Representative 

for every Fifty Thousand Persons. 

Article the Second.—No Law varying the Compensations for the Ser- 

vices of the Senators and Representatives shall take Effect, until an 

Election of Representatives shall have intervened. 

Article the Third.—Congress shall make no Law respecting the Estab- 

lishment of Religion, or prohibiting the free Exercise thereof; or 

abridging the Freedom of Speech, or of the Press, or to the Right of 

the People peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for 

a Redress of Grievances. 

Article the Fourth.—A well regulated Militia being necessary to the 

Security of a free State, the Right of the People to keep and bear Arms 

shall not be infringed. 

Article the Fifth.—No Soldier shall, in Time of Peace, be quartered in 

any House without the Consent of the Owner, nor, in Time of War, but 

in a Manner to be prescribed by Law. 

Article the Sixth.—The Right of the People to be secure in their Per- 

sons, Houses, Papers, and Effects, against unreasonable Searches and 

Seizures shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon 

probable Cause supported by Oath, or Affirmation, and particularly 

describing the Place to be searched, and the Persons or Things to be 

seized. 

Article the Seventh.—No Person shall be held to answer for a Capital, 

or otherwise Infamous Crime, unless on a Presentment or Indictment 

of a Grand Jury; except in Cases arising in the Land or Naval Forces; 

or in the Militia, when in actual Service in Time of War or public 

Danger: Nor shall any Person be subject for the same Offence to be 

Twice put in Jeopardy of Life or Limb; nor shall be compelled, in any 

Criminal Case, to be a Witness against himself; nor be deprived of Life, 

Liberty or Property, without due Process of Law: Nor shall private Prop- 

erty be taken for public Use without just Compensation.
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Article the Eighth.—In all Criminal Prosecutions, the accused shall en- 

joy the Right to a speedy and public Trial, by an impartial Jury of the 

State and District wherein the Crime shall have been committed, which 

District shall have been previously ascertained by Law; and to be in- 

formed of the Nature and Cause of the Accusation; to be confronted 

with the Witnesses against him; to have compulsory Process for obtain- 

ing Witnesses in his Favour; and to have the Assistance of Counsel for 

his Defence. 

Article the Ninth.—In Suits at Common Law, where the Value in Con- 

troversy shall exceed ‘Twenty Dollars, the Right of Trial by Jury shall be 

preserved, and no Fact tried by a Jury shall be otherwise re-examined 

in any Court of the United States, than according to the Rules of the 

Common Law. 

Article the Tenth. Excessive Bail shall not be required; nor excessive 

Fines imposed; nor cruel and unusual Punishments inflicted. 

Article the Eleventh The Enumeration in the Constitution of certain 

Rights shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by 

the People. 

Article the Twelfth The Powers not delegated to the United States 

by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to 

the States respectively or to the People. 

FREDERICK AUGUSTUS MUHLENBERG, 

Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

JOHN ADAMS, 

Vice-President of the United States, and 

President of the Senate. 

Attest, JOHN BECKLEY, Clerk of the House of Representatives. 

SAM. A. OTIs, Secretary of the Senate.



Addendum 

The four items printed here were located after the Rhode Island 

volumes were typeset but before the index was completed. 

Samuel Nightingale: Memo Concerning Expenses Incurred for 

Fourth of July 1788 Celebration in Providence 

Providence celebrated the anniversary of American independence on 4 July 

1788 with a procession of 5,000 to 6,000 persons and a feast for many of them 
(RCS:R.L, 285-308n). Printed here is Samuel Nightingale’s account of the 
expenses incurred for the dinner. Nightingale (1741-1814), a Connecticut 

native, was a Providence merchant who invested in the East India and coastal 

trade and also operated a store in Providence. He was town treasurer, 1797- 
1814, and a deacon in the First Congregational Church. The manuscript is in 

the Samuel Nightingale II Papers (part of the Nightingale-Jenckes Papers), 
MSS 558, sg 2, at the Rhode Island Historical Society. For clarity, some abbre- 

viations have been spelled out. For a facsimile of the document, see Mfm:R.I. 

Memo of Sundries Recd for the Federal Celebration of 4th July 1788 

of Mr. [Ezra] Hubbard 32 doz Plates lost @ 4/ if cash £0.12.8 

of Mr. [Joseph] Hewes = doz Plates ditto @ 4/6 ditto 3.45 
of Mr. John Brown 1; doz Plates @ 4/6 £0.6 
of ditto 1 Cream Colored Dish 9 

6.9 

of Wm. Barker 40 wooden Bowles £1.0 

Delivered ditto 1 Loaf Sugar 11" @1/ 11 

9 

of Messrs. Hoppin & Snow Knives & Forcks 1.19.22 

Ballance due to them as per Their Acct 4 

of Aaron Peck 25 Milk Pans 15 

of Mr. Clyprian] Sterry 54 Cream Colored Cups lost @ 1/doz 4.6 

Laborers paid in Cash by S Nightingale 

To Cleaning Knives & Forcks, Plates, Dishes, Cups & 

Bowles &c. Before Dinner £0.5 

Cleaning ditto after Dinner 6.6 

To paid 3 Men to Tend Table &c besides the 

Three Men S.N. [Samuel Nightingale] Subscribed 10.6 

to Hire @ 3/6 

1.2 

£5.12.6; 
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Sundry Articles for the Entertainment at Providence July 4" 1788. viz: 

Recd. of Mr. Hubbard 57 Doz white Stone Plates 

Returned to ditto 532 doz of ditto 

3° Doz lost @ 4/ £0.15 

Returned to ditto 7 more 

be doz 

Recd. of Mr. Hewes 20 Doz Cream Colored Plates 

Returned to ditto 19 Doz & 1 of ditto 

11 Plates wanting @ 4/6 doz 0.4.1; 
ditto to ditto 2 

9 Plates wanting— 

Recd_ of Mr. John Brown 4° Doz Cream Colored Plates 

Returned to ditto 3- Doz of Ditto 6 

1; Doz lost @ 4/6 

Recd_ of Mr. John Brown 3 Cream Colored Dishes— 

Returned to ditto 2 — of ditto 0.0.9 

1 Lost Od 

Recd of Mr. Hewes 18 Cream Colored Dishes 0.0.0 

Returned to ditto 18 ditto— ™ 

Recd_ of Mr. Jos[eph] 

Comstock 6 Small Earthan Milk Pans 0.0.0 

Returned to ditto 6 ditto— 

Bot of Wm. Barker 40 Wooden Bowles 

Returned to the 

Vendue 33 Ditto— 

7 lost @ 6d 0.3.6 

Bot of Messrs. Hoppen 

& Snow 108 Doz Knives & Forcks 

Returned to ditto 76 Doz ditto & 11 Knives 5.3.4 

31 Doz lost @ 3/4
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Bot of Mr. J[eremiah] 27 Round Earthan Bristol 

F. Jenkins Dishes 

Delivered to be 24 of Ditto 2.9 

Vendued 

3 Lost @ lld 

Bot of Aaron Peck 25 [Earthan Milk Pans] 

of Mr. J. F. Jenkins 39 Earthan Milk Pans 

| 64 7.6 
Delivered to be 54 

Vendued 

10 lost @ 9d 

Bot of Mr. CG. Sterry 72 Cream Colored Cups— 

Returned to ditto 18 ditto— 4.6 

54 lost @ 1/doz 

£7.7 55 

Left at Vendue Room for Sale 

8 Plates & 1 Cream Colored Dish Damaged 

Salt more than half Bushel 

Vinegar 

Sum Brot Forward £7.7.55 

Bot of Mr. J. EF. Jenkins 24 Dble Handle Porringers— 

Returned to Vendue 7 

Room A ditto 6 

20 Lost @4:d 

Borrowed of Mr. Hubbard 1 Stone Pott— 0.0.0 

Returned to ditto 1 ditto ~~ 

Hired the Plates Dishes Plates Earthan Pans and Wooden 05 

Bowles washed & Knives & Forcks Before Dinner for " 

Washing ditto after Dinner 6.6 

Cash paid to 6 Men Tending on Table &c the 4 July 

Deduct 3 Hired on my own Acct— | 10.6 

3 @ 3/6 

£8.16.115
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Philadelphia American Museum, August 1788! 

A fair bargain. 

As Satan was taking and airing one day, 

Columbia’s fair genius fell plump in his way, 

Array’d like a goddess, and blooming as May: 

“Vile Monster,” said she, “you oppose me in vain, 

My people shall surely their wishes obtain; 

You can but perplex us, and so mark the end on’t, 

For, sooner or later, they’ll be independent.” 

‘What you say,” quoth the fiend, “I confess is too true: 

But why not allow the poor devil his due? 

Give me one of your states, and the rest shall be free 

To follow their fate, unmolested by me.” 

(“Agreed,” said the lady, “if that’s all you want, 

Here take and enjoy it—it is my Vermont.” 

“Oh! ho!” exclaim’d Satan, “how gen’rous you’re grown, 

So kindly to give—what’s already my own! 

So thank you for nothing, fair lady, I trow, 

The devil is not to be bamboozled so. 

Come-—down with your dust—you know what I mean 

I must have at least one of your fav’rite thirteen.’’) 

A tear in her eye, and a sigh from her breast, 

The doubts and the fears of the genius confest; 

But while she was puzzled, unable to find 

Which state might with ease be to Satan resign’d, 

The five per cent. impost-law popt in her mind. 

This settled the point—she look’d up with a smile, and 

Presented his fiendship the state of Rhode Island. 

He seiz’d the fair prize—cram’d it into his pocket, 

And darted away in a blaze, like a rocket. 

1. This poem first appeared in the April 1787 issue of the Philadelphia Columbian 
Magazine (first advertised for sale in the Pennsylvania Packet, 1 May). The poem was re- 
printed in the Providence Gazette, 26 May, and the Newport Herald, 31 May, and in nineteen 

other newspapers by 22 August 1787: Vt. (2), Mass. (5), Conn. (3), N.Y. (3), Pa. (2), Del. 
(1), Va. (2), S.C. (1). Since Rhode Island, along with North Carolina, had not ratified 

the Constitution by August 1788, the American Museum reprinted the poem in its August 

1788 issue that appeared in early September. Just before the meeting of the second 
session of the Rhode Island Convention, the New Hampshire Recorder, 20 May 1790, re- 

printed the poem, omitting the eight lines in angle brackets. 

The poem is directed at Rhode Island, which had rejected the Impost of 1781 on 1 
November 1782, thereby defeating the amendment to the Articles of Confederation 
(RCS:R.I., Vol. 1, p. xxviii). The Columbian Magazine indicated that the poem was “Written 
in the Year 1782.” The Beauties of Poetry, British and American ... (Philadelphia, 1791)
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(Evans 23246, pp. 198-99) indicated that Francis Hopkinson was the author of “A Fair 
Bargain.’ Hopkinson, a noted poet, was managing the Columbian Magazine when “‘A fair 
bargain” appeared (Boyd, XI, 289). 

Fisher Ames to Welcome Arnold 

New York, 20 February 1790! 

I ought before this date to have expressed my gratitude for your 

esteemed favour by the mail—Please to accept my apology for my ne- 

glect—For several weeks public business here has required an unre- 

mitted attention, and I have not supposed that any thing which I could 

communicate would be earlier news than you get regularly by the post 

I cannot, however, at this time forbear to express the degree in which 

I feel myself interested in the proceedings of your approaching Con- 

vention—1I shall rejoice to see the forms of the Union completed—and 

if the measures of this Session of Congress should terminate in a pru- 

dent and honourable provision for public credit I shall dismiss any fears 

for the permanency and tranquility of the Government—It will be our 

fault if we are not the most prosperous and respectable people in the 

world—and Rhode Island has good cause to expect a full share of the 

blessings of such a Govt.—I understand, however, that the passions 

which have hitherto resisted the spirit of union have not subsided, and 

that a majority of Antifeds will meet in Convention I hear this with 

regret—If argument can have effect, I shall expect the adoption. But 

I fear that it will be as it has been before—and that a dead majority 

will resist reason and public good with silent obstinacy— Considerations 

drawn from the power of the united States by restrictive acts to hamper 

the industry & trade of your state would not be regarded—But the 

plan of the Secretary’ affords an Argument more upon a level with 

their views—The scheme of adjusting accts. between the U.S. & indi- 

vidual states presents to your people a solid & very alluring advantage. 

It is equally beneficial to creditor states who will now get their due, & 

to debtor states who will get their debts paid for them by the U.S. I do 

not allude to the assumption of the state debts—tho’ that is connected 

with the subject—but to the Supposititious statement of such accts. 

Rhode Island I suppose will prove a Creditor & may expect that this 

will procure an annual sum from the public Treasury sufficient to pay 

the expences of civil Govt. and to save your people from taxes on that 

score—Nor have they cause to fear direct assessments by the U.S. For 

it cannot be expected that the landed interest, which predominates in 

Congress, will abuse this source of taxation—nor is it easy to devise a 

mode, according to the rules of the constitution, which will admit of 

excessive impositions—lIf for instance a tax of so much per acre should
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be imposed, your state would pay less than any state in the Union, the 

land being in proportion to other property more valuable than that of 

any other state—I suppose that you will sit in Convention—I wish you 

all imaginable success, and am with sentiments of respect & esteem. 

[P.S.] I ought to have observed that I have not the least expectation 

that a land tax will be laid 

1. RG, Rhode Island Manuscripts, John Hay Library, Brown University. Docketed as 
“rec’d 3 March. 1790.” 

2. For Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton’s 14 January 1790 Report on 
Public Credit, see DHFFC, V, 743-823. 

Thomas Thatcher to George Thatcher 

Yarmouth, Mass., 15 April 1790 (excerpt)! 

Dear Brother 

... The whole profets of Mr. Otises Office? is very small I assure 

you—And what he gets the greater part comes out of Yarmouth and 

is very distressing to the poor fishermen—There is about 40 Sails that 

fishes from this town—They have always the greater part of them been 

supplyed with Salt & Stors from Providence—Now the Charge of clear- 

ing & Entering together with 6 Cents per Bushel Duties on Salt is very 

discouraging—& more so if the State of Rhode Island should come 

into the union before the fishermen can export the fish that they shall 

catch this summer there & recieve the bounty I think for the fishermen 

of this town to pay [6°] Cents a Bushel on 8 or 9000 Bushels of Salt— 

Or if Rhod Island comes into the union before Next December to loose 

it will wholley brake up the business in this place—It has already put 

a Stop to a number of vessel 

You may Say that if Rhod Island comes into the union that the West 

Indian will take off all the fish with other Foreign ports—But that is 

no help to us we are not Able to Ship fish to any foreign port except 

it be to Rhod Island—And as we are obligd to pay duties on Salt 

brought from thence I think it would be well for the fishermen to have 

Some consideration Some way or other if that State Should come into 

the union before the Salt that is brought from thence this spring can 

be wet & the effects carried back & the bounty, which I thinck is 5 

Cents per Quin[ta]l Can be Recievd’—I am no way concernd in the 

fishery—& what little business I do will wholly stop as soon as Rhod 

Island comes into the union therefore dont write partially—But feel- 

ingly in behalf of my poor ‘Towns men—I am Sensible that no general 

Law can work for the good of every Individual in A Continent as large 

as this—but this I will venture to Say that there is not a Tow|[n] in the
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Union According to what the Town is worth that is so much distrest by 

the Duties As the Town of Yarmouth—Especially on Salt & Mollasses— 

1. RC, George Thatcher Papers, Boston Public Library. Printed: DHFFC, XIX, 1235- 

37. Thomas Thatcher (1757-1806), George’s younger brother, was a school teacher. He 
had been a militia private and sergeant during the Revolution and was a town selectman 
in Yarmouth, 1789-1804. 

2. Joseph Otis was the federal collector at Barnstable. 
3. The Impost Act of 4 July 1789 levied a duty of six cents a bushel on salt imported 

from any foreign port or place. The act also provided for a bounty of five cents on every 
quintal of dried fish “in lieu of a drawback of the duties imposed on the importation of 
the Salt” used to dry the fish (DHFFC, V, 941, 942).



Errata 

¢ Vol. 1, p. xii—Fourteenth line should be “27 March—27 December 1788” 
¢ Vol. 1, p. lxix, and Vol. 2, p. xxxi—The entry for 4 May 1776 should begin: 

‘Legislature renounces allegiance to King George III and”’ 
¢ Vol. 1, p. Ixxii, and Vol. 2, p. xxxiv—The entry for 6 March 1790 should 

read: “Convention sends bill of rights and proposed amendments” 
¢ Vol. 1, p. lxxiii, and Vol. 2, p. xxxv—The entry for 21 April-1 May 1790 

should read: “R.I.’s bill of rights and proposed amendments” 
¢ p. 21—At the end of the top paragraph on the page add: “A draft of this 

letter is in Letters Sent by the Governor, Vol. 4, no. 74, R-Ar.” 

° p. 23—Add this new paragraph at the end of footnote one: “Other manu- 
script copies of the protest are in Letters Sent by the Governor, Vol. 4, no. 74, 

R-Ar, and Rhode Island Records, Vol. 13, pp. 413-14, R-Ar. The protest was also 
printed in the General Assembly Schedule, September 1787 session (Provi- 
dence, 1787) (Evans 20684), 14-15.” 

¢ p. 63—In the fourth line after December add: “and Pennsylvania Packet, 14 
December,” 

¢ p. 65—In the second paragraph of footnote 1, RCS:Pa., 216-23, instead of 

215-23. 
¢ p. 152—“Thomas Allen” instead of “Thomas Alten,” “Matthew Allen” 

instead of ‘Matthew Alten,” “Joseph Allen” instead of “‘Joseph Alten.” 
¢ p. 153—“Samuel Allen” instead of “Samuel Alten.”’ 
¢ p. 156—“Daniel Commins”’ instead of “Daniel Commin.”’ 
° p. 161—"‘Jeremiah Amesberry”’ instead of “Jeremiah Amsbury.”’ 
¢ p. 165—“Samuel Gorton” instead of “Samuel Gorten.”’ 
° p. 168—"‘Asabel Stone”’ instead of “Asahel Stone.”’ 
° p. 188—"John Allen” instead of “John Aliu.” 
° p. 202—“‘Jabes Ralph” instead of “Jabez Relph.”’ 
° p. 209—"Michael Macomber”’ instead of “Mihael Macomber.”’ 
¢ p. 211—"Nathan Bardine” instead of “Nathan Barton.” 
¢ p. 215—“‘James Converse”’ instead of “James Convis.”’ 
¢ p. 280—Line 5 should be “an annual income [i.e., interest] of £99,000.” 

° p. 313—In the William Ellery biographical entry, line 5: Ellery attended 
Congress in “1776-80, 1781-82, 1783-85” not “1776-85.” 

° p. 594— “Robt. N: Auchmerty”’ instead of “Robt. N: Amchmerty” and “Mo- 
ses Seixas” instead of “Moses Seikas.”’ 

¢ p. 607—Add the following in footnote one at the end of the first para- 
graph: “The New York Journal, 7 May 1790, reprinted the letter from the Mon- 
tego Bay, Jamaica, Cornwall Chronicle of 21 November 1789 (which had reprinted 
it from the Newport Mercury).” 
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Rhode Island Cumulative Index 

Explanatory Note 

This cumulative index covers Volumes XXIV—XXVI of The Documentary 
EMistory of the Ratification of the Constitution. Because these three Rhode Island 
volumes are paginated continuously, volume numbers do not appear in this 
index. Volume XXIV consists of pages i—lxxxi, 1-335; Volume XXV, 336- 

708; Volume XXVI, 709-1092. 
The names of Rhode Islanders in this index are followed by their town 

of residence placed in parentheses. Those not from Rhode Island are iden- 
tified by their state or country of residence. In addition to the place of 
residence, delegates to the Rhode Island Convention are indicated by their 
vote on the Constitution: those who voted in favor of ratification by a “Y”’ 
and those who voted against ratification by an “N.” The five Antifederalists 
who voted in favor of ratification are indicated by a “Y” followed by a 
superscript “A” (Y*). Delegates who did not vote are indicated by an “A.” 
Within entries for individual Rhode Islanders and the entries for each of 
the state’s thirty towns, page numbers followed by an asterisk (*) indicate 
the vote on the 24 March 1788 referendum on the Constitution in which 
almost 3,000 men participated. 

The names listed in the March 1788 referendum present some typo- 
graphical problems. Each town assigned the recording of names to one 
individual. Often names were misspelled. In rare cases, first names were 
omitted and only titles or occupations were included (Squire Franklin, Colo- 
nel Briggs, or George Sisson Blacksmith). Presumably these “‘titles’’ distin- 
guish between men with the same first and last names. Where two men with 
the same name from the same town voted (and the scribe indicated that 

one of them was the “son of — — —’’) this index indicates that distinction. 

(For freemanship status of propertyless eldest sons, see the introduction to 
the Rhode Island referendum [p. 152].) Generally the names listed in the 

towns for the referendum have not been changed. Sometimes the spelling 
of names was incorrect or so illegible that errors in transcription occurred. 
Attempts have been made in the index to correct them. (See the errata for 
a list of misspelled names.) Cross-references from incorrect spellings to cor- 
rect spellings have been provided when necessary. Where two plausibly cor- 
rect spellings of the same name exist, the alternate is placed in parentheses. 
The U.S. Census for 1790 for Rhode Island has been helpful in adjudicating 
spellings, but it too has its own peculiarities. 
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To aid the reader, compilations of similar items have been grouped un- 
der a common main entry. Such compilations are listed below. In addition 
to the grouping under Pseudonyms, individual pseudonymous items printed 
in these three volumes are indexed separately in alphabetical order. When 
known, the author’s name is placed in parentheses after the pseudonym. 
Some entries in this index are so unusual that they deserve to be high- 
lighted. ‘The reader should be particularly aware of these entries which are 
listed below. 

COMPILATIONS 

Biblical References Newspapers 

Broadsides, Pamphlets, and Books Petitions 

Celebrations Poetry 
Classical Antiquity Political and Legal Writers and 
Governments, Ancient and Writings 
Modern Pseudonyms 

Literary References Ratification, Prospects for 

UNUSUAL ENTRIES 

Civil War Interest Groups 
Economic Conditions under the Large States vs. Small States 

Confederation Luxuries 
Expenses of Government Nature, State of 
Federal-State Relations North vs. South 
Foreign Opinion of the U.S. Party Spirit 
God Patriotism 
Government, Debate over Nature The People 

of Political Conditions under the 
Great Men and the Constitution Confederation 
Happiness Prosperity 
History Public Good 
Honesty Rich vs. Poor 
Honor Satire 
Human Nature Union 

Industriousness Virtue 

“A”: text of, 69, 71-72 RI press, 610; returns from England, 

“A.B.C.D. &c. &c.,” 713n; text of, 790 296n; his support for Constitution as rea- 

ABORN, ANTHONY (Cranston), 159,* 437 son for others ratifying, 565; toasted, 295, 

ABORN, JOSEPH (Cranston), 159* 474, 1016, 1024; as vice president, 465, 

ACCUSATION: cause and nature of, 977, 998, 486, 569, 1084; welcomed in Watertown, 

1084 Mass., 363; will not write address to RI, 

ADAMS, ABIGAIL (Mass.), 550, 558, 562, 652, 508 

1043; returns from England, 296n —letters from, 508, 545, 549-50, 569-70, 

ADAMS, JOHN (Mass.): id., 478n; and Articles 598-99, 609-10, 611-12, 743, 747-48, 

of Confederation, 609; on Constitution, 6; 748-49, 791-93, 799-800, 871, 1017-18; 

defense of titles, 545n, 550; and Dutch quoted, 1018n; cited, 556, 562, 574n, 587, 

loans, 118n; in First Continental Con- 590n, 592n, 641n, 648n, 650n, 655n, 681n, 

gress, 808, 809n; praise of, 387, 388n, 492, 713n, 720n, 737n, 753n, 757, 758n, 809n, 

534, 556-58, 588; requests anonymity in 866, 868n, 892n, 1015, 1072n, 1080n
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—letters to, 476-77n, 487, 490-91, 508-9, ALDRICH, JAMES (Scituate-N), 203;* on Coun- 

534-36n, 544-45, 556-58, 562-63, 573- try party committee to negotiate Fourth of 

74n, 587-90, 591-92, 649-50, 652-—53n, July 1788 celebration in Providence, 299; 

680-82n, 706-7, 707-8, 751-53, 757-58, votes against calling state convention, 473; 

865n, 866-68, 981-83, 1014-15, 1018-19, in RI Convention, 905, 976, 995 

1035, 1039-40, 1043-44; cited, 457, 458, ALDRICH, JESSE (Glocester), 169* 

476n, 508, 545n, 550, 550n, 557, 558n, 569, ALprRicH, Jos (Smithfield), 205* 

582n, 590n, 592n, 598, 663n, 671n, 68ln, ALDRICH, JONATHAN (Cumberland), 161* 

706, 707n, 743, 743n, 747, 748, 748n, 749n, ALDRICH, JOSEPH (Smithfield), 205* 

751, 753n, 768, 791, 799, 857n, 863n, 868n, ALDRICH, JosHuUA (Smithfield), 204* 

871, 871n, 903, 983, 983n, 1007n, 1017, ALDRICH, Levi (Smithfield), 205* 

1038 ALDRICH, NATHAN (Smithfield), 204* 

—Defence of the Constitutions, 118n, 793n; as ALDRICH, NATHANIEL (Smithfield), 205* 

author of, 819-20, 820n ALDRICH, NOAH (Scituate), 202* 

ADAMS, JOHN QUINCY (Mass.), 609, 610n ALDRICH, PETER (Glocester), 169* 

ADAMS, NEWTIGATE (Barrington), 152* ALDRICH, REUBEN (Smithfield), 205* 

ADAMS, SAMUEL (Mass.), 462, 463n; and con- ALDRICH, SAMUEL, IV (Smithfield), 204* 

stitution writing, 793, 793n; in First Conti- © ALDRICH, SAMUEL, JR. (Smithfield), 204* 

nental Congress, 808, 809n; and Mass. Con- ALDRICH, SAMUEL, V (Smithfield), 205* 

vention amendments, 96 ALDRICH, STEPHEN (Glocester), 169* 

AFRICAN AMERICANS: celebrate NH ratifica- | ALDRICH, STEPHEN (Smithfield), 204* 

tion in Providence, 307—8n; as RI Conven- ALDRICH, THOMAS (East Greenwich), 164,* 

tion’s concern, 926-27; should be treated as 439 

brethren, 927. See also Slave trade; Slavery ALDRICH, WILLIAM (Cranston), 159* 

“AGRICOLA,” 712n, 735n, 767, 807n; response ALDRICH, WILLIAM (Scituate), 202* 

to, 765-67, 815-19n; texts of, 758-60, ALDRICH, ZACHEUS (Glocester), 167* 

803-7 ALEXANDER, ROGER (Cumberland), 161* 

AGRICULTURE: allied with industry, 299; Articles | ALEXANDER, ROGER, JR. (Cumberland), 162* 

of Confederation fail to promote adequately, | ALGIERS: criticism of tribute demanded by, 

740; Constitution should be rejected if doing 615; RI alliance with (satirical), 797; RI 

so will improve, 735; Constitution will pro- compared to, 81, 430, 434, 434n 

mote, 109, 351, 375, 645, 660, 725, 729, Axiu, JoHN (North Kingstown). See Allen, 

741, 748, 1033, 1034, 1051, 1057, 1058, John (North Kingstown) 

1069, 1070, 1080; exports from RI will be © ALLEN, CHARLES (Warwick), 212* 

taxed as foreign goods, 514; failure to ratify ALLEN, ELisHa (Middletown), 177, 624, 992n 

Constitution will damage in RI, 469, 482—. ALLEN, GEORGE (Polly’s captain), 349, 350 

83, 539, 565, 572, 658, 826; floundering in ALLEN, GIDEON (Hopkinton), 171* 

RI, 741; RI farmers indebted because of | ALLEN, JOHN (North Kingstown), 188* 

wartime necessity, xxix; of RI should be ALLEN, JoHN (Warwick), 213* 

boycotted, 809, 810; RI will never have sta- | ALLEN, JONATHAN (North Kingstown), 188* 

ple crops, 1052; toasted, 295, 1016, 1024, ALLEN, JosEPH (Barrington), 152* 

1030, 1031, 1056, 1068; will not attract for- ALLEN, MATTHEW (Barrington), 152* 

eign trade to RI, 759; would not suffer in ALLEN, MATTHEW (Jamestown?), 932n 

RI out of Union, 258, 541, 734, 765-67. See ALLEN, MATTHEW (North Kingstown), 187* 

also Commerce; Farmers ALLEN, NATHAN (North Kingstown), 187* 

ALBANY CONGRESS (1754), 23n ALLEN, NEHEMIAH (Cumberland), 161* 

ALBRO, Davip (Middletown), 177* ALLEN, PARDON (East Greenwich), 163* 

ALBRO, HENRY (Exeter), 165* ALLEN, PAUL (Providence), 287, 576; on com- 

ALBRO, JOHN (South Kingstown), 208* mittee to draft instructions to town deputies, 

ALBRO, SAMUEL (Portsmouth), 191* 626, 628; superintendent of Providence pro- 

ALBRO, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 215* cession for Washington’s visit, 1067n 

ALDRICH, AARON (Scituate), 202* ALLEN, PELEG (Middletown), 177* 

ALDRICH, ABEL (Cumberland), 162* ALLEN, PHILIP (Providence), 467-68 

ALDRICH, ISRAEL (Smithfield), 205* ALLEN, RACHELL (Barrington), 621
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ALLEN, SAMUEL (Barrington-Y), 153;* id., eralists propose similar changes, 339; Anti- 

913n; on committee to draft a bill to repeal federalists want for their unjust purposes, 

tender act, 618n; as RI Convention dele- 429; are unavoidable, 938; call for in Con- 

gate, 904, 906, 913n, 976, 996; as town stitutional Convention rejected, 91; Con- 

clerk, 621; votes to call state convention, federation Congress considers but rejects, 

472 195; Constitutional Convention should be 

ALLEN, SAMUEL (Westerly), 214* recalled to provide, 247; criticism of those 

ALLEN, SAMUEL D. (North Kingstown), 189* who want, 819-20; delegates to state con- 

ALLEN, THOMAS (Barrington-Y), 152;*  id., vention should support, 687; discussion of 

969n; on RI Convention committee to draft in Congress, 489, 547-48; in Harrisburg 

amendments, 936, 940, 957; as RI Conven- Convention (1788), 413, 417n; ineffective, 

tion delegate, 904, 996; as town meeting 602; Richard Henry Lee proposes, 99-100; 

moderator, 620 many proposed eases opposition in RI, 875; 

ALLEN, THOMAS (Conn.), 1034 may help guard freedom, 547; needed, 105, 

ALLEN, WILLIAM (Providence): id., 110n; rec- 148, 150, 247, 378, 399, 414, 415, 433, 445, 

ommended for federal office, 1044-45 563, 768, 803; not admissible from the peo- 

—letters from, 110—l11n, 135 ple, 141; not very important, 596; opposi- 

ALMy, GIDEON (Tiverton), 209* tion to, 90, 374; placement of at end of 

ALMyY, HOLDER (Tiverton), 209* Constitution or interspersed discussed, 574, 

ALMY, TILLINGHAST (Portsmouth), 191,* 667; 575n; possible after ratification, 347; praised, 

id., 668n 938; procedure for adopting, 294, 378, 384, 

“ALPHA,” 713n; text of, 720-21 388, 399-400, 415, 823, 827n, 884, 941n, 

ALTEN, JOSEPH (Barrington). See Allen, Joseph 946, 948n, 953; prohibition of any that 

ALTEN, MATTHEW (Barrington). See Allen, would violate equality of states in Senate, 

Matthew (Barrington) 358-59, 825; pros and cons of including in 

ALTEN, SAMUEL (Barrington). See Allen, Sam- Constitution discussed, 574; recommended 

uel (Barrington) by state conventions, 478, 478n; rich states 

ALTEN, THOMAS (Barrington). See Allen, will alter to their benefit, 938; should ac- 

Thomas (Barrington) company ratification, 684; should not be 

ALVERSON, DAvip (Smithfield), 205* considered until Union is complete, 533- 

ALVERSON, WILLIAM (Johnston), 173* 34; should not be pursued if a lost cause, 

AMBASSADORS: comparison of power of kings 929-30; twenty-seventh, 981; uncertainty 

and presidents over, 144. See also Foreign any could be proposed, 132-33; will be 

affairs adopted as needed, 254, 460, 489, 807, 824; 

AMBITION: checked by religion, honor, and will be considered by a second constitu- 

public spirit, 539. See also Human nature; tional convention, 364, 435—49; will be con- 

Virtue sidered when federal government is more 

AMCHMERTY, ROBERT N. (Newport). See Auch- stable, 1022; will ease burden of US Con- 

merty, Robert N. gress, 561; will soon be presented to Con- 

‘““AMENDMENT”’: text of, 218-19 gress, 555. See also Convention, second 

AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLES OF CONFEDERA- constitutional 

TION: Constitution contains some that are © —and Rhode Island: adopts eleven of Con- 

needed, 235; method of obtaining, xxviii, gress’ twelve, 1041-42; Antifederalists delay 

22, 941n; needed, 133, 363, 413; not to be ratification of Constitution in anticipation 

obtained without RI’s consent, 938; refer- of, 542; Antifederalists fear RI would adopt 

ence to power of Congress to regulate com- Constitution in a convention with recom- 

merce, xXxvili-xxix, 40, 40n; RI did not mendatory amendments, 141; Antifederal- 

adopt population amendment (1783), 931n; ists need to save face and ratify, 510; Anti- 

toasted in Providence, 299. See also Articles federalists want to adopt to overthrow 

of Confederation; Commerce; Congress un- Constitution, 510; help of RI needed in 

der Articles of Confederation; Impost; Im- Congress to obtain, 546-47; must ratify 

post of 1781; Impost of 1783 Constitution to participate in writing, 717; 
AMENDMENTS TO CONSTITUTION: adoption of Portsmouth town meeting demurs to, 702; 

Constitution should precede, 717; Antifed- printed in, 569n, 618; proposed by some RI
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towns, 830, 902; proposed in newspaper, under consideration in US House of Rep- 

218-19; Providence petitioners confident resentatives, 563; criticism of Madison’s pro- 

they will be adopted, 504; ratification of will posed, 563; Md. ratifies, 646, 730n, 941n; 

be determined by, 606; referendum of de- NJ ratified all but second, 646, 730n, 941n; 

prives freemen opportunity to recommend, President Washington sends to Gov. John 

197; Richmond encourages, 704; should as- Collins, 618; ratified by several states, 728, 

sist in process of obtaining, 150, 412, 414, 941n; read in RI Convention, 898, 938; 

469, 542; should propose, 466; state legis- remedy defects in Constitution, 728; RI 

lature must adopt, 939; will ratify Consti- Convention recommends passing eleven of 

tution only with, 378, 412, 470-71, 509, 613 twelve proposed by Congress, 899, 938, 

—and RI Convention: committee to report 939, 941n, 981, 98I1n, 984, 985, 989, 991n; 

bill of rights and amendments in, xlii, 912, RI prints and distributes, 455; should be 

914, 915, 916, 923, 936-37, 940; debate on hurried to state legislatures, 555; should 

slave trade in, 899, 923-30, 946; printing blunt opposition to Constitution, 717; 

and distribution of RI amendments, 901; should not be referred to committee in RI 

proposed by, xliv, 751, 753, 757, 762, 795, Convention, 939; text of, 1082-84; will pre- 

884, 885n, 898, 942, 942n—-43n, 945-47, cipitate ratification in RI and NC, 555 

949, 982, 983n, 987-89, 991n, 1025; read “AN AMERICAN”’: text of, 613 

in, 951, 987; recommends passing eleven of AMERICAN MusEum (Philadelphia), 512n, 

twelve proposed by Congress, 899, 938, 1088-—89n 

939, 941n, 981, 981n, 984, 985, 989, 991n; “AMERICAN PHILOSOPHER”: text of, 265-66 

regarding paper money proposed by, 982, © AMERICAN REVOLUTION, xxvi, 1048; absence 

983n; in RI form of ratification, 1020, 1021; of national ideas during, 291; American 

three additional proposed by, 984n; town prisoners of war sent to Britain, 757; Anti- 

clerks receive copies of proposed by, 901; federalists violate principles of, 822; Battle 

towns consider those proposed by, xlii, 751, of Bunker Hill, 263, 263n; benefits for RI 

755-56, 758, 791, 795, 830-36, 899, 981 from questioned, 862; Boston Port Bill, 

—and states: Mass. Convention proposes, 7, 361, 509, 509n, 592, 841, 845n, 849, 850, 

96-98, 218-19, 254, 255n, 702, 703, 931n, 852-53, 853-54; British occupation of RI, 

940, 942n; Mass. legislature proposes, 751- 876, 919, 932n; Charleston, SC, surrenders, 

52, 753n, 796, 796n; Md. Convention con- 263, 263n; compared to tempestuous ocean, 

siders, 261; NC Convention proposes, 374, 264; Congress berated during, 590; Con- 

414, 753, 754n, 940, 942n, 953, 968n, 983n; gress’ lack of power to raise men and taxes, 

NC will not ratify Constitution until passage 740-41; Constitution preserves principles 

of, 642; need eleven states to approve after of, 852; devaluation of Continental cur- 

1793, 979, 1001, 1022; NY proposes, xxxix— rency, 874, 876n; endangerment of civil lib- 

xl, 243; NY’s amendments and call for sec- erties was a cause of, 39, 85, 246, 247, 303, 

ond constitutional convention, 941n—42n; 344, 351, 531-32, 577, 605, 882; European 

NY’s ordered printed in RI, 422; NY’s pro- allies of US assist financially, 741; extension 

posed read in RI Convention, 939-40; NY’s of may have facilitated ratification, 264; 

sent to RI towns, 425, 425-27n, 427, 428; freedom of speech demanded during, 260; 

other states’ read in RI Convention, 898, God carried Americans through, 248, 532; 

936; in Pa. Convention, 111-12; proposed Great Britain acquiesces to US indepen- 

by state conventions, 413, 489, 798; rec- dence, 416; high cost in blood and trea- 

ommended by NH Convention, 931n; SC sure, 565, 569, 677, 1032; incomplete until 

Convention proposes, 240-41, 270; sense government is established, 291; indepen- 

that all states will adopt those proposed by dence only part of, 291; invoked by other 

state conventions, 414; states have oppor- states to beseech RI to join Union, 656; les- 

tunity to add, 937; Va. Convention’s pro- son of forgot by states, 569; lets loose de- 

posed, 575n; Va.’s proposed read in RI pravity of manners and idleness, 386-87; 

Convention, 940, 942n and martial law in RI, 387, 388n; Newport 

—proposed by US Congress, xli, 456, 571, suffers during, 1057, 1058, 1060n; political 

717, 798, 823, 827n, 875, 875n, 984-85; naiveté following, 532; the product of rea- 

adoption hoped for, 568; are harmless, 568; soning, 292; promised many blessings, 108;
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Quakers did not participate in, 858; ratifi- © ANDREWS, JOHN (Cranston), 159* 

cation compared to joy at end of, 284; rav- ANDREWS, JOHN (Glocester), 167* 

ages of, 84, 556, 798; references to Bene- ANDREWS, WILLIAM (Barrington), 152* 
dict Arnold, Joseph Galloway, and Silas ANDREWS, ZEPHANIAH (Providence), 287; on 

Deane, 467, 467n; RI adheres to revolution- committee to draft instructions to dele- 

ary principles which Constitution violates, gates at RI Convention, 889; endorsed as 

605; RI conspicuous during, 19, 21, 351, delegate to RI Convention, 685; and Fourth 

355, 465, 615, 872, 882; RI suffered more of July 1788 celebration in Providence, 298, 

than other states during, 873, 874; RI 304; on Newport-Providence committee pro- 

united with other states during, 689, 890- moting coalition prox of April 1790, 771- 
91; RI’s ratification as evident as, 647; 73, 776, 777; signs report of town meeting, 

should not have expected prosperity im- 890 

mediately following, 1051-52; soldiers in ANGELL, ABRAHAM (Scituate), 202* 
and invalid pensions, 124; and Stamp Act, ANGELL, ABRAHAM (Smithfield), 204* 

278; states form one nation during, 822; ANGELL, ANDREW (Scituate), 203* 

states should have been abolished and new ANGELL, CHARLES (Smithfield), 204* 

districts created, 1021; US entered state of | ANGELL, DANIEL (Johnston), 173* 

natural liberty with Declaration of Indepen- |= ANGELL, Davip (Smithfield), 205* 

dence, 890; virtue displayed during, 81; ANGELL, EsEK (Smithfield), 205* 

Washington praised for leadership during, ANGELL, EZEKIEL, JR. (Smithfield), 204* 

1058, 1062, 1070. See also Articles of Con- ANGELL, GIDEON (Smithfield), 204* 

federation; Declaration of Independence; ANGELL, Hope (North Providence): as town 

Great Britain, and American Revolution; clerk, 190, 444, 625, 695 

Treaty of Paris (1783) ANGELL, JABEZ (Smithfield), 205* 

AMES, FISHER (Mass.), 514n; called enlight- | ANGELL, JAMEs (North Providence), 189* 

ened and eloquent, 881; in Mass. Conven- ANGELL, JAMES, JR. (North Providence), 189* 

tion, 102, 107n, 1050, 1050n; in US House ANGELL, JONATHAN (Smithfield), 205* 

of Representatives, 548n ANGELL, JOSEPH (Smithfield), 205* 

—letters from, 524—25n, 553, 563-64, 878, ANGELL, NATHAN (Smithfield), 205* 

879n, 1089-90; cited, 514n, 548n, 551, ANGELL, NATHAN, JR. (Providence) 

552n, 880 —letter from, 612 
AMSBERRY, JEREMIAH (Cumberland), 161* ANGELL, NATHAN, SR. (Providence): id., 612n; 

‘““ANARCH”: text of, 94—96n calls for town meeting, 467-68 

ANARCHY: Antifederalists as sons of, 278, 344; —letter to, 612 

as consequence of rejection of Constitu- ANGELL, PARDON (Scituate), 202* 

tion, 31, 37, 38, 64, 90, 101, 105, 136, 142, © ANGELL, Rurus (North Providence), 189* 

143, 184, 656, 879; Constitution will protect ANGELL, SAMUEL (Scituate), 202* 

from, 381, 1028; Country party creates, © ANGELL, SOLOMON (North Providence), 189* 

xxxvi; danger of because of Quaker’s peti- © ANGELL, WILLIAM (Johnston), 173* 

tion to abolish slave trade, 858; paper money ANGLICANS: oppose slave trade, 48. See also 

systems send state economies into national Clergy 

perfidy, 85, 98-99; RI has been in, 251, © ANNAPOLIS CONVENTION (1786), xxix, Ixxiv, 

723, 794; RI would experience if a state 23n 
convention had not been called, 673; threat ANTHONY, ABRAHAM, JR. (Portsmouth): as 

of following independence, 532; in US, town clerk, 191, 445, 626, 702, 703n, 992, 

108, 109, 257. See also Economic conditions 994 

under the Confederation; Political condi- | ANTHONY, BURRINGTON (Portsmouth-Y‘), 191;* 

tions under the Confederation as Country party deputy, 597n; instructions 

ANDREW, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 157* to, 699-702; payment as RI Convention 
ANDREW, CHARLES (Coventry), 156* delegate, 1011; as RI Convention delegate, 

ANDREW, ELNATHAN (Coventry), 158* 696, 905, 940, 988, 994, 994n, 1045n; town 

ANDREW, JAMES, JR. (Scituate), 203* meeting held in house of, 833; votes against 

ANDREW, JEREMIAH (Scituate), 203* calling state convention, 473; votes in RI 

ANDREW, WILLIAM (Coventry), 158* Convention, 976, 995
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ANTHONY, JOHN (Portsmouth), 191* political and mad opponents, 361; poorly 

ANTHONY, WILLIAM (Portsmouth): as town educated, 892-93; restless and abandoned, 

clerk pro tem, 699, 703n 743; seditious, 731; self-willed (in Mass. 

ANTIFEDERALIST: misuse of term, 789 Convention), 463; a set of conceited pre- 

‘““AN ANTIFEDERALIST”’: text of, 90 tenders to political knowledge, 420; sons of 

ANTIFEDERALISTS: address to, 727-30; agree anarchy, 278, 344; unclean spirits, 90; un- 

that government requires resuscitation, 254; federal, 56; unjust men, 545; unreasonable, 

apprehensive about federal coercive power, 542: wicked, 428, 491, 706, 836, 852; wise- 

252; communicate across state lines, 549, acres, 255, 451, 460, 506, 566 

748-49; defend interests of farmers, 244; | —literature of: Boston printers refuse to print 

disagree among themselves, 104, 105-6, anonymous essays by, 51, 56-57; criticism of 

107n, 884, 1039; doubt Constitution be- as inflammatory, 620; criticized, 59, 64, 141, 

cause they doubt themselves, 254; exagger- 259-60, 354, 761, 819, 836; defended, 432; 

ate salaries of officeholders, 572; falling out exchanged between NY and other states, 

of favor, 273; have moderated throughout 266, 267n; filled with deception and soph- 

country, 616, 823; many objections of have istry, 279; misrepresent condition of federal 

been explained, 823; neglect Articles of government, 868—69; as partisan, 698; should 

Confederation, 253; power will hopefully attack ideas not people, 259-60 

be diffused among states, 257; praise Artic —in Rhode Island: accused of opposing or- 

cles of Confederation, 253; uninformed der and good government, 742, 754; ad- 

about Constitution, 727 journ state Convention without ratification 
—criticism and condemnation of, 53, 747, for state election purposes, xlii, 711n; ad- 

765, 792; accustomed to disregard state and mit depreciation of paper money, 541-42; 

confederation laws, 252; advocate extremes admit that Constitution must be ratified, 

of liberty, 260; continue to prostitute their 764; aim to benefit from anarchy, 364, 467; 

power, 551; demise of toasted, 474; dis- alarmed at RI Trade Bill, 880; appear in 

honor Revolutionary sacrifice, 556; reject better temper after state Convention is 

appeals to reason, duty, and necessity, 753; called, 683; are a majority, 111, 249, 411, 

rile people up unnecessarily, 261; selfish of 495, 887; arguments of cannot withstand 

losing their power, 266, 272, 474, 897; use enlightened discussion in a convention, 

Machiavellian sophistry, 472 236; assist in ratification, xliv; attached to 

—defense and praise of, 64; as patriots, 100, paper money, 111, 225, 542, 551, 567; at- 

244, 248 tempt to disturb East Greenwich celebra- 

—described as, 87; absurd, nefarious, and de- tion, 345; believe opposition to new govern- 

structive, 551, 915; ambitious demagogues, ment will be salvation of thirteen states, 

101; a blight on RI, 282; busy, bustling in- 752; and bill of rights, 755; can regain 

tinerants, 421; compared to stubborn juror, honor by placing country above party, 897; 

883-84; crusading errants, 260; debtors, and celebration of independence and rati- 

648; deceitful, 57; designing and ambitious fication in Providence, 290, 296-97, 303- 

men, 532; designing and talkative men, 4; Congress will not exhort, 743; conspire 

697, 698; designing and unprincipled, 264, to adjourn state Convention, 686, 706, 914; 

428, 697, 698, 866; dishonest, 256, 698; Convention gallery behaves well, 761; as 

dupes to their designing leaders, 866; ef- Country party, 226, 256, 658; delay ratifi- 

feminate, 819; empty-headed, 736; enemies cation of Constitution in anticipation of 

of truth, justice, order, and good govern- amendments, 542; delay ratification to se- 

ment, 141; fomenters of discord and injus- cure positions in state government, 753; 

tice, 742; freebooters, 461; hypocrites, 254; disheartened over NH ratification, 284; 

ignorant, 463, 722, 795, 836, 852; illiterate, dread of paying debts in coin is root of, 

36; jealous and uninformed, 101; knaves 893; drink from Cup of Folly, 539; and elec- 

and fools, 87, 101; lack virtue, 256; as liars, tion prox of April 1790, 778-79; entire 

143, 760-61; little Rulers, 220; obstinate, prox successful in April 1790, 711n; expect 
181, 420, 421, 482, 491, 508, 562, 632, 722, commercial decline to help their cause, 

751, 780, 795, 802, 821, 892-93, 1089; per- 757-58; as Federalist converts, 761, 763, 

verse rulers, 376, 892-93; pessimistic, 300; 875; foment animosity between farmers
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and merchants, 538; have little support in position, 418; supported by Antifederalists 

Newport, 1014; hold separate Fourth of in other states, 751; swayed by NH ratifica- 

July 1788 celebration in Providence, 299; tion, 282; talk of circumventing Conven- 

hope for free trade with Britain, 405; hope tion in May 1790, xliii; treatment of Rhode 

to lead other states in opposition to Fed- Islanders as foreigners may operate bene- 

eralist government, 707; hope to secure ficially upon, 559; unconcerned with fate of 

federal appointments, 753, 867-68, 983, seaport towns, 752; underestimate power of 

1039, 1040n, 1043; insist on amendments federal government to curtail RI trade, 759; 

to Constitution, 755; leaders admit RI must want to overthrow new Constitution, 648— 

join Union, 728; leaders deceived people, 49; warned about danger of defeating Con- 

724-25, 866; losing power, 557; majority in stitution, 722; in West Greenwich, 763; will 
RI legislature, 404-5, 564, 859, 863, 865, be emboldened in face of congressional in- 

866, 1043; majority in state Convention, sistence to ratify, 258; will be more accom- 

xlii, 684, 706, 707, '708n, 722, 756, 815, 907, modating if Congress suspends foreign du- 

991, 1042; manipulated by Antifederalists ties against RI, 681; will be strengthened by 

in other states, 792; manipulations of will Mass. legislature’s proposed amendments, 

backfire, 754; many wish for ratification but 796, 796n; will choose US senators, 983, 

do not want to do it themselves, 887-88; 1037-38; will not give up power, 405; will 
mar state’s reputation, 264; may resort to not relent until Congress takes punitive ac- 

violence, 706; might be appeased by amend- tion, 751, 756; will only change their minds 
ments, 574; might be swayed by Congress, if faced with economic difficulty, 541; will 

706, 707, 708; miscalculate congressional oppose coalition prox of April 1790, 777, 
response to rejection of Constitution, 747; 778; will represent RI in new Congress, 1035; 

moderates will ratify Constitution eventually, will stay out of Union while RI can trade with 

542; more successful than ever, 514; NC’s other states, 567; will work for reconciliation, 

ratification leaves them thunderstruck, 652; 1019, 1019n; works described as unfruitful 

negative effect on state, 267; nine-tenths of works of darkness, 777. See also Country 

Rhode Islanders are, 59; obstinacy of justi- party; Federalists; Paper money. 

fies import duties on RI by federal govern- | —in states: in large states oppose equal rep- 

ment, 632; only in RI oppose calling state resentation in Senate, 358; majority in NY 

convention, 137, 446n; oppose bill of rights Convention, 277, 366; in Mass. influence RI 
in RI Convention, 949; oppose joining politics, 545, 752; in NC release a torrent 

Union, 752; opposition to appointment of of popular frenzy, 375; in Pa., 35-37, 60, 
as federal officeholders, 1044; opposition 262; pariahs in Md., 262; acquiescence in 

to ratification called useless, unavailing, Mass. Convention, 89, 106, 108n, 149, 566; 

pernicious, and dangerous, 897; plan do- praised for acquiescence in Md. Conven- 

mestic insurrection, 761; policies called ma- tion, 262; in Va., 587; will be disaffected by 

lignant and perverse, 880; predict insurrec- their RI association, 256. See also Factions; 

tions in other states, 752; preparing for Party spirit 

military standoff, 261; prevail in country APPLEBY, JAMES (Smithfield), 205* 

towns, 640-41; procrastination of leaves RI APPLEBy, JAMES, JR. (Smithfield), 204* 

trapped, 728; provide no means to collect APPLEBY, JOHN (Smithfield), 205* 

RI share of national debt, 746; in Provi- APPLETON, NATHANIEL (Mass.) 

dence work against ratification, 1044; prox —letters to, 525-26n, 657 

of March 1790 compared to Federalists’ of | APPOINTMENTS: John Adams tries not to med- 

April 1790, 783; resistance to Convention dle with, 871; Senate’s power to confirm, 

abandoned by, 681; said to be full of pride, 941n. See also Officeholders, U.S. 

folly, and obstinacy, 420, 421; should be ap- APPROPRIATION: amendment limiting for 

pointed to amend Constitution in RI Con- army to one year, 218; defense of under 

vention, 940; should recognize that their Constitution, 725; must be published reg- 

interests are connected to Union, 611; ularly in RI proposed amendments, 980, 

spreading lies, 760-61; squandered earlier 1001; toasts to appropriate expenditures, 

Opportunities to influence Constitution, 1068, 1075, 1076. See also Expenses of gov- 

728; still preponderate, 474; stirring up op- ernment; Requisitions; Taxation
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“ARGUS”: text of, 51—52n ARNOLD, ELISHA (Cranston), 159* 

ARISTOCRACY: Constitution will create, 69,116; ARNOLD, ELIsHA (West Greenwich), 217* 

Constitution will not lead to, 70; danger of | ARNOLD, ENocH (Cumberland), 162* 

from Society of the Cincinnati, 274; in fa’ ARNOLD, GEORGE (Warwick), 213* 

vor of repealing tender and limitation act, | ARNOLD, GEORGE, JR. (Warwick), 213* 

250. See also Government, debate over na- © ARNOLD, GIDEON (Warwick-N), 213;* on com- 

ture of; Monarchy; Senate, U.S.; Tyranny mittee examining referendum votes, 233; 

ARMS, CONSIDER (Mass.), 463n on committee to draft bill to repeal tender 

ARMS, RIGHT TO BEAR: protected in amend- act, 618n; in House of Deputies, 42, 43; as 

ments to Constitution, 1083; in RI Conven- RI Convention delegate, 905, 936, 940; 

tion’s bill of rights, 978 town meeting held in house of, 448, 663; 

ARMSTRONG, EDWARD (Exeter), 166* votes against calling state convention, 473; 

ARMSTRONG, ELIJAH (Glocester), 169* votes in RI Convention, 976, 995 

ARMSTRONG, JESSE (Glocester), 168* ARNOLD, HENRY (Warwick), 213* 

Army: Congress’ power to raise, 144; Consti- ARNOLD, ISRAEL (Smithfield), 204* 

tution allows for indiscriminate deployment ARNOLD, JAMES (Cranston): bill calling for 

of soldiers, 246; limiting appropriations for state convention concurred by, 670, 671n; 

to one year, 218; needed on frontier, 103; on coalition prox of April 1790, 779; on 

and officer pay, 274; soldiers have been Country party prox of March 1790, 778 
cheated by speculators, 275; soldiers sup- | ARNOLD, JAMES (Cumberland), 161* 

port Constitution, 64-65; toasted, 295, 346; © ARNOLD, JAMES (Warwick), 212* 

troops can be raised and paid without rat- ARNOLD, JAMES, III (Warwick), 212* 

ification, 258. See also Army, standing; Mili- ARNOLD, JAMES, JR. (Warwick), 212* 

tary; Miltia; Soldiers ARNOLD, JOB (Coventry), 156* 

ARMY, STANDING, 64; amendment prohibiting ARNOLD, JOHN (Coventry), 157* 

in peacetime, 218; Constitution lacks pro- | ARNOLD, JOHN (Cranston), 160* 

tection against, 61, 247; damage from, ARNOLD, JOHN, JR. (Warwick), 213* 

1001-2; dangerous in peacetime, 980, 999; ARNOLD, JONATHAN (Johnston), 173* 

militia preferable to, 299; protections against © ARNOLD, JOSEPH (Coventry), 158* 

in RI Convention’s bill of rights, 978-79; RI_ ARNOLD, JOSEPH (Cumberland), 161* 

prohibits in peacetime, 1022. See also Army; ARNOLD, JOSEPH (Warwick), 212* 

Military; Militia ARNOLD, JOSHUA (Smithfield), 204* 

ARNOLD, AARON (Glocester), 168* ARNOLD, JOSIAH (Exeter), 166* 

ARNOLD, ABRAM (Smithfield), 204* ARNOLD, LEvi (Cumberland), 162* 

ARNOLD, ANTHONY (Warwick), 213* ARNOLD, LUKE (Smithfield), 205* 

ARNOLD, BENEDICT (Coventry), 157* ARNOLD, Moses (Warwick), 212* 

ARNOLD, BENJAMIN (Coventry-N), 156;* on ARNOLD, NATHAN (Cumberland), 162* 

committee to draft bill completing RI form ARNOLD, NATHANIEL (Coventry), 158* 

of ratification, 988; as member of Provi- ARNOLD, NATHANIEL (Smithfield), 204* 

dence Abolition Society, 933n; as RI Con- ARNOLD, NATHANIEL (Warwick), 212* 

vention delegate, 904, 976, 995 ARNOLD, NICHOLAS (Warwick), 213* 

ARNOLD, BENJAMIN (Warwick-Y), 212;* on ARNOLD, OLIVER (East Greenwich), 163* 

committee to draft bill to repeal tender act, © ARNOLD, OLIVER (Smithfield), 205* 

618n; as RI Convention delegate, 903,976, | ARNOLD, PELEG (Cranston), 159* 

995 ARNOLD, PELEG (North Kingstown), 187* 

ARNOLD, CALEB (Exeter) (father and son), ARNOLD, PELEG (Smithfield): id., 311; has 

165,* 166* some Federalist attributes, 450; ordered to 

ARNOLD, CALEB (Glocester), 167* take seat in Congress, 123, 130, 135, 136, 

ARNOLD, CAPTAIN (East Greenwich), 1016 142; payment to as delegate to Congress, 

ARNOLD, CHARLES (Coventry), 157* 122; as RI delegate to Confederation Con- 

ARNOLD, Davip (Warwick), 213* gress, xxxix, 46n, 255, 256n, 372, 372n, 

ARNOLD, DUTEE (DuTy) (Warwick), 213* 389, 390n, 398, 402, 407, 408, 450, 451n, 

ARNOLD, EDMOND (North Kingstown), 187* 481n 

ARNOLD, EDWARD (Warwick), 213* —letters from, 417-18; quoted, xxxix
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—letters to, 407-8; cited, 407 ARNOLD, WILLIAM, JR. (Warwick), 212* 

ARNOLD, PuHILip (Coventry), 157* ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION: and apportion- 

ARNOLD, PHILIP (Cranston), 160* ment of taxes, 948n; Article II of protects 

ARNOLD, PuiLip (Johnston), 173;* votes sovereignty of states, 736n; Article XIII, 

against calling state convention, 473 quoted, 20; becomes part of RI constitu- 

ARNOLD, PHILIP, JR. (Warwick), 213* tion, 22; best to keep, 61; and concept of 

ARNOLD, RHODES (Cranston), 159,* 437 federalism, 20; Congress calls for revision 

ARNOLD, SAMUEL (Cumberland), 162* of, 8, 42, 133; creates condition for civil 

ARNOLD, SAMUEL (Exeter), 166* war, 291, 750; fails to protect continental 

ARNOLD, SILAS (Smithfield), 205* treasury, 253; fuel party spirit, 291; grants 

ARNOLD, SIMEON (Scituate), 202* Congress too much power, 274; had to be 

ARNOLD, STEPHEN (Smithfield), 205* rewritten radically to ensure strong na- 

ARNOLD, STEPHEN (Warwick), 212* tional government, 737; incapable of sup- 

ARNOLD, STEPHEN, JR. (Smithfield), 204* porting Union, 184, 196, 222, 291, 588; 

ARNOLD, THOMAS (Coventry), 158* limit power of states over finances, 274; 

ARNOLD, THOMAS (Newport), 178;* as clerk of method of electing delegates to Congress, 

town meeting, 772; as justice of the peace, 22; need power over taxation, 104, 108, 

501n 273-74; need strengthening, 20, 87, 104, 

ARNOLD, THOMAS (Providence): on commit- 108, 199, 363; new government is stronger 

tee to draft petition protesting foreign du- than, 1021; not to be altered without RI’s 

ties levied against RI, 576; and petition to consent, 938; other states have seceded 

call state convention, 193 from, 108, 108n, 347, 651, 766; praise of 

ARNOLD, THOMAS (Warwick), 212* framers of, 253; provided insufficient pro- 

ARNOLD, THOMAS (Warwick), 213* tection from invasion, 740; public debt 

ARNOLD, WELCOME (Providence): id., 23n, hard to pay under, 253, 274, 291; purpose 

486n; calls for town meeting, 467-68, 496; was to secure common safety, 291; rejected 

on committee inviting President Washing- by twelve states, 515; require states to share 

ton to Providence, 631; on committee to debt, 532; were to be revised not jettisoned, 

draft address to Washington, 1064; on com- 246; RI approval and support for, 8-9, 21- 

mittee to draft instructions to delegates at 22; should be revised by a second consti- 

state Convention, 889; on committee to tutional convention, 247; success of depen- 

draft instructions to repeal tender provi- dent on human virtue, 253; suited to na- 

sion and to call state convention, 496; on tion’s needs when written, 291; toasted in 

committee to draft petition protesting for- RI, 299; useful during Revolution, 277; vi- 

eign duties levied against RI, 576; in House olated by Constitutional Convention, 275- 

of Deputies, 127; on Newport-Providence 76; weakened by factions, 27 
committee promoting coalition prox of | —described as: compact among states, 20; a 

April 1790, 771-73, 776, 777; presents let- dead letter, 367; defective, 76, 221-22, 230, 

ter from Providence freemen to John Ad- 235, 253, 263, 277, 291, 292, 344, 351, 367, 

ams, 476, 476n, 477n; and Providence cele- 413, 466, 571, 577, 588, 750, 1021; inter- 

bration, 287, 298, 304; signs letter from vening cloud, 291; a shadow, 86; super- 

Providence freemen to Washington, 475; structure of US, 291. See also Amendments 

signs protest against letter boycotting Con- to Articles of Confederation; Commerce; 

stitutional Convention, 23; signs report of Congress under Articles of Confederation; 

town meeting, 890; signs RI legislature’s ad- Economic conditions under the Confeder- 

dress to Washington, 1079, 1080n; speaks ation; Political conditions under the Con- 

in House of Deputies on referendum bill, federation 

129; as town meeting moderator, 496, 578, © ARTS AND SCIENCES (i.e., Mechanical Arts): 

590 can be promoted without ratification of 

—letters from, 474-76; cited, 485 Constitution, 258; Constitution will pro- 

—letters to, 485-86n, 1089-90; quoted, xl mote, 645, 1051, 1057, 1058, 1080; Newto- 

ARNOLD, WILLIAM (Glocester), 169* nian philosophy, 479; science will flourish 

ARNOLD, WILLIAM (Warren), 211* under Constitution, 563; toasted, 1030, 

ARNOLD, WILLIAM, JR. (Warren), 211* 1031, 1056, 1068
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ASSEMBLE, RIGHT TO: in RI Convention’s bill | BamLey, Easton (Middletown), 177* 

of rights, 978, 999 BAILEY, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 216* 

ATWOOD, CALEB (Warwick), 213* BAILEY, ROBERT (East Greenwich), 47 

Atwoop, NATHENIAH (Johnston), 173* BAILEY, SAMUEL (Coventry), 156* 

ATWOOD, NEHEMIAH (Warwick), 212* BAILEY, SILaAs (West Greenwich), 217* 

AUCHMERTY, ROBERT N. (Newport), 594 BAKER, CALEB (Cranston), 160* 

AUSTIN, BENJAMIN (West Greenwich), 217* BAKER, DANIEL (Warwick), 212* 

AUSTIN, Davip (East Greenwich), 163* BAKER, ELISHA (Warwick), 212* 

AUSTIN, Davip (West Greenwich), 215* BAKER, ExisHa, III (Warwick), 212* 

AUSTIN, ELLIS (West Greenwich), 217* BAKER, GEORGE (Warwick), 212* 
AUSTIN, JAMES (North Kingstown), 187* BAKER, JAMES (Exeter), 165* 

AUSTIN, JEREMIAH (West Greenwich), 217* BAKER, JEREMIAH (Scituate), 203* 

AVERY, JOHN, JR. (Mass.): id., 265n BAKER, JESSE (Warren), 211* 

—letters from, 265; quoted, 243 BAKER, JOHN (Exeter), 165* 

AYLESWORTH, ARTHUR (North Kingstown), BAKER, JOSEPH (Exeter), 164* 

187* BALANCE OF POwER: RI and Vt. ratification 

AYLESWORTH, JEREMIAH (North Kingstown), would ensure, 309 

188* BALANCED GOVERNMENT. See Government, de- 

AYLSWORTH, ARTHUR (West Greenwich), 215* bate over nature of; Political and Legal 

AYLSWORTH, DavibD, JR. (West Greenwich), Writers and Writings 

216* BALDWIN, ABRAHAM (Ga.), 409, 493, 543, 

AYLSWORTH, JUDIAH (West Greenwich), 217* 1038; id., 410n, 452n, 493n, 815n 

AYLSWORTH, PuiLip (Coventry), 157* —letters from, 815, 886 

AYLSWORTH, RICHARD (East Greenwich), 163* =—letter to, 451—52n 

BALEY, EpwarpD (Tiverton), 209* 

BaBCOCK, AUGUSTUS (South Kingstown), BALEY, IsAAc (Little Compton), 175* 

207* BALEY, JOHN (Little Compton), 175* 
BABCOCK, BENJAMIN (Richmond), 201* BALEY, JOSEPH (East Greenwich), 163* 

BABCOCK, CHRISTOPHER (Charlestown), 155* = BALEy, LEMUEL (Tiverton), 208* 

Bascock, Davip (South Kingstown), 207* BALEY, ROBERT (East Greenwich), 163* 

BaBCOock, GEORGE (South Kingstown), 207* BALEY, THOMAS (Little Compton), 176* 

BaBCOCK, GIDEON (South Kingstown), 207* BALEY, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 163* 

Bascock, HEZEKIAH (Hopkinton), 76, 77, | BALEy, WILLIAM (Little Compton), 175* 

171* BALL, EpwArRD (New Shoreham), 186* 

BABCOCK, ICHABOD (Westerly), 214* BALLARD, JACOB (Glocester), 168* 

BABCOCK, JESSE (Westerly), 214* BALLARD, JEREMIAH, JR. (Glocester), 167* 

BABCOCK, JOHN (South Kingstown), 207* BALLOU, ARIEL, JR. (Cumberland), 162* 

BABCOCK, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214* BALLOou, ASA (Glocester), 168* 

BABCOCK, NATHAN (Westerly), 214* BALLOu, DaAvip (Glocester), 168* 

BaBCOCK, PELEG (South Kingstown), 207* BALLOU, EDWARD (Cumberland), 161* 

BaBcock, SAMUEL (Hopkinton), 76, 77; on BALLOU, ELEAZER (Glocester), 168* 

coalition prox of April 1790, 779; on com- BaLLou, EZEKIEL (Cumberland), 162* 
mittee to draft instructions to town depu- BALLOU, JESSE (Cumberland), 161* 

ties, 623; as town meeting moderator, 170 BALLOU, JIRAH (Glocester), 167* 

BaBCOCK, SAMUEL (South Kingstown), 207,* BALLOU, JOHN (Smithfield), 205* 

835 BALLOU, Levi (Cumberland-Y): as member of 

Backus, Isaac (Mass.): id., 42n, 587n; and Providence Abolition Society, 933n; as RI 

Baptist petition to First Continental Con- Convention delegate, 904, 976, 996; as 

gress for religious freedom, 809n; reports town meeting moderator, 160, 622 

on Satisfaction of Virginians regarding Con- BALLOU, MATURIN (Smithfield), 205* 

stitution, 587 BALLou, Moses (Smithfield), 205* 

—letters to, 41—42; cited, 60n BALLOU, NOAH (Cumberland), 161* 

BaiL, ExcEssIve: prohibited, 978, 998, 1084 BALLOU, WILLIAM (Cumberland), 162* 
BAILEY, CALEB (West Greenwich), 216* BALLOU, WILLIAM (Smithfield), 205*
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BANCKER, ADRIAN (N.Y.): id., 407n BARKER, PELEG (Middletown), 177* 

—letter from, 407 BARKER, PELEG, JR. (Newport): as town clerk, 

BANCKER, EVERT (N.Y.): id., 407n 179, 483, 579, 580, 582, 582n, 1057 

—letter to, 407 BARKER, PETER (Portsmouth-Y‘): instructions 

BANKRUPTCY: of landed interests desired by to, 699-702; as RI Convention delegate, 

Country party, 85. See also Debts, private 696, 905, 976, 995, 1011, 1045n 

BANKSON, BENJAMIN (N.Y.): id., 235n BARKER, ROBERT (Portsmouth), 190* 

BAPTISTS: petition First Continental Congress BARKER, THOMAS (Tiverton), 208* 

(1774) for religious freedom, 808, 809n; re- BARKER, WILLIAM (Providence), 1085, 1086 

port of meeting of Philadelphia Association BARLOW, JOEL (Conn., France): id., 815n; as 

of Baptist churches, 5; support Constitu- co-author of The Anarchiad, 613, 613n 

tion, 41-42, 60 —letters to, 815, 886 

BARBER, BENJAMIN (Richmond), 200* BARNES, JOHN (Barrington), 152* 
BARBER, BENJAMIN (Westerly), 214* BARNES, Levi (Smithfield), 206* 

BARBER, BENJAMIN, JR. (Richmond), 201* BARNES, SAMUEL (Barrington), 152* 

BARBER, CALEB (Richmond), 201* BaRNES, THOMAS (Barrington), 152* 

BARBER, DANIEL (Exeter), 166* BARNES, WILLIAM (Scituate), 202* 
BARBER, DANIEL, JR. (Exeter), 166* BARNS, DANIEL (Glocester), 168* 

BARBER, DAvID (Richmond), 201* BARNS, STEPHEN (Glocester), 169* 

BARBER, EZEKIEL (Richmond), 200* Barns, THOMAS (Glocester), 168* 

BARBER, EZEKIEL, JR. (Richmond), 200* BARRAS, PETER (North Providence), 190* 

BARBER, HENRY (Newport): as printer of New- | BARRINGTON, R.I.: considers NY circular let- 

port Mercury, \vii-lviii. See also Newspapers, ter, 435-36; deputies from, Ixxvi; favors sec- 

in Rhode Island, Newport Mercury ond constitutional convention, 436; inhab- 

BARBER, JAMES (South Kingstown), 207* itants of attend Warren celebration of RI 

BARBER, JONATHAN (Exeter), 166* ratification, 1024; instructs deputies on 

BARBER, JOSEPH (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 171* state convention, 576, 620-21; instructs 

BARBER, Levi (Hopkinton), 171* deputies to repeal tender provision, 576; 

BARBER, LILLIBRIDGE (Exeter), 166* petitions Congress for exemption from for- 

BARBER, MOSES (Exeter), 165* eign duties, 585n, 597n; RI Convention del- 

BARBER, Moses (Hopkinton), 171* egates from, 904; town meeting, 526; vote 

BARBER, Moses (South Kingstown), 207* on referendum on Constitution, 152—53,* 

BARBER, NATHAN (Westerly), 630 233 

BARBER, NATHANIEL (Exeter), 165* BARTLET, CALEB (Glocester), 168* 

BARBER, SAMUEL (Richmond), 201* BARTLET, DANIEL (Cumberland), 161* 

BARBER, THOMAS (Hopkinton), 171* BARTLET, ELISHA (Smithfield), 779 

BARBER, WILLIAM (South Kingstown), 206* BARTLET, JEREMIAH (Cumberland), 161* 

BARDINE, NATHAN (Warren), 211* BARTLET, RuFus (Cumberland), 162* 

BARDON, NATHAN. See Bardine, Nathan BARTLETT, NOAH (Smithfield), 205* 

BARKER, ABRAHAM (Tiverton-Y), 208* BARTON, BENJAMIN (Warren), 211* 

—in RI Convention, 905, 986; payment of, BaRTON, BENJAMIN (Warwick), 212* 

1011; speech of, 940; votes, 976, 995 BARTON, DaAvip (Warren), 211* 

BARKER, Davip (Middletown), 1'77* BARTON, JOSEPH (Warren), 211* 

BARKER, EDWARD, JR. (Middletown), 177* BARTON, RuFus (Warwick), 213* 

BARKER, ELISHA (Middletown-Y), 177;* as RI Barton, Rurus, JR. (Warwick), 212* 

Convention delegate, xliv, 905, 985n, 989, BARTON, WILLIAM (Warren, Providence-Y), 

992, 995, 1045n 585, 1016; id., 586n, 914n; delivers news of 

BARKER, EZBON (IzBON) (Portsmouth), 190* ratification to G. Washington, 985n, 1007, 

BARKER, JEREMIAH (Middletown), 177* 1007n; instructions to from town meeting, 

BARKER, JOSEPH (Tiverton), 208* 468-70; signs letter from Providence free- 

BARKER, JOSHUA (Middletown-Y‘), 177;* in- men to John Adams, 476—78n; takes news 

structions to as town deputy, 624; as RI of RI ratification to NY, 1016, 1016n, 1023; 

Convention delegate, xliv, 905, 936, 940, as town clerk, 211; votes to call state con- 

976, 995, 1010 vention, 472
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—in RI Convention, 685, 905; elected moni- —BENTLy, BENJAMIN, JR. (Exeter), 165* 

tor, 908; responses to speeches of, 912, 937, BENTLY, CALEB (West Greenwich), 215* 

938; speeches of, 912, 937, 938, 950, 953, BERRY, PELEG (Westerly), 214* 

955-56, 959, 966; votes, 976, 994 BIBLICAL REFERENCES: Aaron and the golden 

—letter from, 476-—78n calf (Exodus), 561, 562n; Achan (Joshua), 

BASSET, SAMUEL (Coventry), 157* 37, 38n, 90, 91n; Adam, 922; Adam’s fall 

BASSETT, RICHARD (Del.), 842, 843; id., 749 (Genesis), 59; Adonijah caught hold on the 

—letter from, 749 horns of the altar (1 Kings), 557, 558n; Ahi 

BATES, JOHN (Exeter), 166* Thophel as advisor to King David (2 Sam- 

BATES, JOHN B. (Exeter), 165* uel), 365, 365n; all these things will be 

BATES, NATHAN (Scituate-N), 201* added unto you (Matthew), 466, 466n; an- 

—in RI Convention, 905; elected monitor, gel guiding Jews through wilderness, 1063; 

908, 912; payment of, 1011; votes, 976, ark of our salvation, 260; on asylum (Deu- 

995 teronomy), 54; Tower of Babel, 358, 359n; 

BATTEY, JOSIAH (Cranston), 159* Babylonian captivity, 757, 758n; Beelzebub 
BATTEY, WILLIAM (Jamestown), 173* (Matthew), 639; Belial’s sons ( Judges, Sam- 

BATTEY, WILLIAM (Scituate), 203* uel), 139, 139n, 731; believe and tremble 

BEATTY, READING (Pa.): id., 894n (James), 551, 552n; blessed is he that 

—letter to, 893-—94n watcheth (Revelation), 90, 91n; Bochim 

BEAVIN, JOHN (Middletown), 177* (Judges), 385, 386n; bone of our bone 

BECKLEY, JOHN (Va.), 1084 (Genesis), 385, 386n; Book of Philemon, 

BELKNAP, ABRAHAM, JR. (Johnston), 173* 927, 933n; brethren in evil (Simeon and 

BELKNAP, JACOB (Johnston), 173* Levi, Genesis), 430, 431n; a byword among 

BELKNAP, JEREMY (Mass.): id., 486n; member the nations (Jeremiah), 257, 257n; Can- 

of Providence Society for Promoting the nan, 919; children of the stock of Abraham 

Abolition of Slavery, 857 (Acts), 1062, 1064n; Daniel in Babylon 

—letters from, 486, 857-59n; cited, 55n, (Daniel), 1062, 1064n; David’s deliverance 

463n, 865n, 933n (Psalms), 1062, 1064n; Deborah (Judges), 

—letters to, 498-99n, 970n; quoted, 55n 766; Demon of Discord, 565; devil, 1088; 

BELLS. See Celebrations dispersed like sheep on a mountain ( Jere- 

BENLLY, BENJAMIN, JR. (Exeter). See Bently, miah), 415, 417n; do unto others (Mat- 

Benjamin, Jr. thew, Luke), 925, 928-29, 934n; enjoy the 

BENNET, ABEL (Coventry), 156* fruits of honest industry (Ecclesiastes) , 1034; 

BENNET, JOHN (Little Compton), 176* Esau sells birthright (Genesis), 306, 306n; 

BENNET, JOHN (Scituate), 202* every man seemeth right in his own way 

BENNET, JOSEPH (Coventry), 156* (Proverbs), 300, 300n; farmers hiding the 

BENNET, JOSEPH (Little Compton), 176* fruits of their labor (Luke), 1004, 1005n; 

BENNET, JOSEPH (Scituate), 203* fortune attends the good and the evil, the 

BENNET, JOSEPH (Warwick), 212* just and the unjust (Matthew), 748, 748n; 

BENNETT, SAMUEL (Cranston), 159* forty years of wandering in the desert 

BENNETT, TIMOTHY (Cumberland), 161* (Psalms), 811, 815n; Gabriel and Lucifer, 

BENSON, BARAK (Glocester), 168* 74, Geneva Bible, 431n; God of Israel, 

BENSON, EGBERT (N.Y.), 855; resolution of in 1062; gold seven times refined, 139; have 

Congress recommending that RI call state kept the faith (2 Timothy), 1029, 1030n; he 

convention, 457, 544, 545n, 566, 566n, who came at the eleventh hour got as much 

648n as he who came at the first (Matthew), 379; 

BENSON, GEORGE (Providence), 287; id., 72n; he who continueth to the end shall be 

calls for town meeting, 467-68; on com- saved (Matthew), 250-51, 251n; hid from 

mittee to draft instructions to delegates at our eyes (Luke), 359, 359n; hypocrite 

state Convention, 889; signs report of town sounds trumpet before him when giving 

meeting, 890. See also Brown & Benson alms (Matthew), 781, 783n; and I will put 

—letters from, 550-52n, 880-81; quoted, enmity between thee and the woman (Gen- 

551n; cited, 879n esis), 690, 691n; if I buy a slave of a Hea- 

—letters to, 877-78, 879n; cited, 548n, 880 then I have a right to keep him (Leviticus),
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929, 934n; if my kingdom were of this their fruits ye shall know them (Matthew), 

world, then would my servants fight (John), 80, 81n, 111; their throat is an open sep- 

698, 699n; Job, 264, 926, 933n; Jonah in the ulchre (Romans), 57, 57n; they know not 

whale’s belly (Jonah), 736; Joshua full of what they do (Luke), 610, 610n; though I 

days and honor (Joshua), 1063, 1064n; speak with the tongues of men and of an- 

kingdom divided cannot stand (Mark), 258, gels ... as sounding brass, or a tinkling 

258n; Lamentations of Jeremiah, 385, cymbal (1 Corinthians), 691, 691n; throne 

386n; leeks and onions (Numbers), 81, of grace (Hebrews), 1004, 1005n; time and 

81n; like gold tried in the fire (1 Peter), season for all things (Ecclesiasties), 926, 

492, 493n; a lion in the way (Proverbs), 933n; tremble like Felix (Acts), 809, 814n; 

911, 913n; the Lord reigneth, let the earth tried with, or as gold (Zechariah), 404, 

rejoice (Psalms), 661, 662n; Lot’s wife 404n; trumpet of an archangel, 351; try all 

(Genesis), 251, 251n; the magistrate that things and hold fast to the good (Thessa- 

beareth not the sword in vain (Romans), lonians), 574, 576n; unfruitful works of 

698, 699n; magistrate’s sword a terror to darkness (Ephesians), 777, 778n; vine and 

evil doers (Romans), 254, 255n; maranatha fig tree (Micah), 303, 305n, 715, 715n, 760, 

(1 Corinthians), 461, 462n; may justice run 760n, 1024, 1063, 1064n; walk worthy of 

down our streets as a stream, and righteous- our vocation (Ephesians), 657, 658n; we 

ness as an overflowing river (Amos), 561, shall wash our garments clean (Numbers), 

562n; measure of iniquity being full (Gen- 929, 934n; we should love one another 

esis), 639; melancholy end of Judas (Mat- (John), 1053; widow’s mite (Mark), 883, 

thew), 273, 273n; a menstruous cloth cast 885n; word to the wise is sufficient (Prov- 

away (Isaiah), 237, 23’7n; mighty have fallen erbs), 308, 308n; Year of Jubilee, 615, 616n, 

(2 Samuel), 13, 14n; more joy over one 638, 639n, 928, 934n; yoke of Egypt, 638. 

sinner that repenteth (Luke), 100, 100n, See also Clergy; God; Religion 

1023; Mosaic Law, 540; Moses and Aaron, BICAMERALISM: embraced by Pa. Constitu- 

405; Moses was not a fluent speaker (Exo- tional Convention (1789-90), 738, 740n; 

dus), 561, 562n; for my yoke is easy, and praise of under Constitution, 143, 738; RI 

my burden is light (Matthew), 687, 688n; legislature transitions to, xxvi 

Nebuchadnezzar (Daniel), 787-88, 789, BICKNALL, ASA (Barrington), 152* 

789n; as one having authority (Matthew), BICKNALL, JOSEPH (Barrington), 153* 

551, 552n; one to his farm (Matthew), 881, | BICKNALL, JOSHUA (Barrington), 152;* elected 

881n; Passover feast, 289; patience of Job, town deputy, 576 

264; pearls before swine (Matthew), 403, | BICKNELL, JAPHATH (BIGNALL, JEPTHA?) (North 

404n; Pharisees, 926, 933n; Philistines, xxxvi; Kingstown), 188* 

Prodigal Son (Luke), 751, 751n; righteous- BIENNIAL ELECTIONS: objection to, 106, 117. 
ness cover the earth as waters cover the seas See also House of Representatives, U.S. 

(Habakkuk and Isaiah), 661, 662n; righ- BILL oF RiGurTs: lack of in Constitution criti- 

teousness exalteth a nation but iniquity is cized, 33, 69, 247; necessity of, 34, 65, 375; 

a reproach to any people (Proverbs), 923, not needed, 33, 67, 70; proposed by R. H. 

933n; sackcloth and ashes, 391; with sack- Lee, 99; proposed in Congress, 455, 548; 

cloth on our loins (1 Kings), 378; Satan, required by RI Antifederalists, 755; should 

1088; scales falling from eyes (Acts), 721, not be discussed until Union is complete, 

721n; scripture, 661; seraphs and cherubs, 534. See also Amendments to Constitution; 

1077; shall be grafted in (Romans), 484, Civil liberties; Congress under Constitu- 

484n; slavery (Leviticus), 928, 934n; sons tion; Convention, second constitutional 

corrected by fathers (Hebrews), 254, 254n; © —in RI Convention: adopted, xlii, 756, 762, 

spare the rod, spoil the child (Proverbs), 795, 898; agrees to support provision pro- 

253, 254n; the spirit is willing but the flesh tecting state judiciaries, 952; committee to 

is weak (Matthew), 372, 372n; St. Paul, 861, report, 912, 915, 916; drafted, 751; oppo- 

862n; St. Paul endangers idol making in sition to, 982; printed by RI newspapers, 

Ephesus (Acts), 690, 691n; stand fast in lib- 901; proposed, 753, 757, 942, 942n-43n, 

erty (Galatians), 250, 251n; that all things 943-45, 949; in RI form of ratification, 

become new (2 Corinthians), 352, 352n; by 1020; towns to consider RI Convention’s
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bill of rights, 756, 791, 830-36, 899, 901, | BouRNE, BENJAMIN (Providence-Y), 969n; id., 

957-58, 981 23n, 311; appointed to committee to draft 

BisHop, EBENEZER (Barrington), 152* a petition to call a state convention, 193; 

BIsHoP, GIDEON (Cumberland), 161* calls for town meeting, 467-68; on com- 

BisHop, GIDEON (Glocester), 167* mittee inviting Washington to Providence, 

BisHoP, JOHN (Cumberland), 161* 631; on committee to draft address to 

BIsHoP, SIMEON (Cumberland), 162* Washington, 1064; on committee to draft 

BISSELL, SAMUEL (Exeter), 165* bill to repeal tender act, 618n; in House of 

BISSELL, SAMUEL, JR. (Exeter), 165* Deputies, 127, 129, 130; introduces bill call- 

BLACKMAN, JAMES (Scituate), 203* ing for state convention, 665n, 668, 669, 

BLACKMORE, STEPHEN (Glocester), 169* 672; as judge of Northwest Territory, 542; 

BLACKSMITH, GEORGE SISSON (Portsmouth). and petition to Congress regarding foreign 

See Sisson, George (blacksmith) (Portsmouth) tonnage and impost, 576, 578, 585, 586, 

BLACKSTONE, SIR WILLIAM (England): British 587, 590, 590n, 592, 594, 595, 611; as po- 

constitution as defined by Blackstone com- tential US senator, 1050; praise of, 542, 585; 

pared to US Constitution, 143-45; govern- and Providence Fourth of July 1788 cele- 

ment needs sovereignty, 104 bration, 288, 298; recommended by Wil- 

BLAIR, JOHN (Va.): accompanies Washington liam Ellery for a judgeship in Western ter- 

to RI, 1054, 1055, 1065, 1074, 1076 ritory, 585; signs letter from Providence 

Buiss, HENRy (Newport): on coalition prox of freemen to John Adams, 476-—78n; signs 

April 1790, 779; and instructions to town protest against letter boycotting Constitu- 
deputies, 179, 185 tional Convention, 23; speaks in House of 

Buiss, WILLIAM (Newport), 1059 Deputies on referendum bill, 129, 130; 

BLIVEN, ARNOLD (Westerly), 449, 629 town meeting instructs, 497-98; and US 

BLIVEN, DANIEL (Westerly), 214* Congress consideration of duties against 

BLIVEN, JOHN (Westerly), 214* RI, 607 

BLIVEN, SAMUEL (Westerly), 214* —in RI Convention, 905; on committee to 

BLIVEN, THEODALY (Westerly), 214* draft bill completing form of ratification, 

Bona, A. (Bristol), 154* 988; motions of, 945, 949, 950, 952, 953, 

Boon, RICHARD (Exeter), 166* 959, 975; moves to adopt Constitution, 

Boone, Mary (North Kingstown), 694 985n, 989; responses to speeches of, 912, 

BORDEN, AARON (Tiverton), 209* 938, 951, 952, 953, 960-61, 965; speeches 

BORDEN, BENJAMIN (Tiverton), 209* of, 910, 911, 912, 936, 937, 938, 939, 950, 

BORDEN, BENJAMIN (son of James) (Tiverton), 951, 952, 953, 955, 956, 958, 959-60, 964, 

209* 966, 967; votes, 976, 994 

BORDEN, JOHN (Tiverton), 209* —letters from, 476—78n, 662—63n, 667; quoted, 

BORDEN, JOSEPH, JR. (Johnston), 173,* 174 xli; cited, 662 

BORDEN, OLIVER (Johnston), 173* —letter to, cited, 662 

BoRDEN, WILLIAM (Johnston), 173* BOURNE, SHEARJASHUB (Bristol-Y): on com- 

Boss, Hazarp (West Greenwich), 217* mittee examining referendum votes, 233; 

Boss, JONATHAN (Richmond), 200* as moderator of town meeting, 153, 436, 

Boss, PETER (Richmond), 200* 621 

BOSTON CONVENTION (1780), 23n —in RI Convention, 904, 988; votes, 976, 995 

Boston, Mass.: news of RI ratification arrives Bours, JOHN (Newport), 579, 582, 593 

in, 1023; newspapers in refuse to print BOwnbIsH, NATHANIEL, JR. (Glocester), 169* 

anonymous Antifederalist pieces, 51, 56- Bowen, ELinu (Scituate), 203* 

57; RI Antifederalists communicate with Bowen, ELISHA (Scituate), 203* 

Antifederalists of, 749; tradesmen meeting BOWEN, ELKANAH (Glocester), 168* 

in, 119, 120n. See also Massachusetts; News- BOwEN, EPHRAIM, JR. (Providence), 467-68, 

papers, in Massachusetts; Russell, Benjamin 889, 1064 

BosworTH, BENAJAH (Scituate), 202* Bowen, Ezra (Glocester), 168* 

BoswortTH, BENJAMIN (Scituate), 202* BoweENn, Henry (Providence), 468, 496, 891n 

BosworTH, BENJAMIN (Warren-Y): as RI Con- BOWEN, JABEZ (Providence-Y): id., 311, 1046; 

vention delegate, 905, 984n, 986, 988, 996 and Annapolis Convention (1786), xxix; as
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chancellor signs letter from College of RI BOzZWORTH, BENJAMIN (Scituate). See Bos- 

to Washington, 1070; on committee invit- worth, Benjamin (Scituate) 

ing President Washington to Providence, BRADFORD, THOMAS (Pa.), 76 

631; defeated as US Senate candidate, BRADFORD, WILLIAM (Bristol-Y): id., 312; in 

1041, 1046, 1050; and Fourth of July 1788 House of Deputies, 127, 129, 130, 472, 634; 

celebration in Providence, 285, 298, 304; as possible federal judge, 1039, 1045; and 

instructions to from town meeting, 468-70, RI rejection of Impost of 1781, 276n 

497-98; as moderator of town meeting, —in RI Convention, 904; motions of, 936, 940, 

192, 287, 445, 626, 631, 772, 1064, 1069; on 947, 953, 955, 957, 963, 967; and proposed 

Newport-Providence committee promoting adjournment, 975; responses to speeches 

coalition prox of April 1790, 771-73, 776, of, 946, 959, 963; speeches of, 912, 937, 

777; presents letter from Providence free- 940, 946, 947, 951, 952, 954, 956, 958, 959, 

men to John Adams, 476, 476n, 477n; signs 962, 963, 966-67, 967-66; votes, 976, 995 

letter from Providence freemen to Wash- BRAND-HOLLIs, THOMAS (England) 

ington, 475; votes to call state convention, — letter to, quoted, 1018n 

472; Washington and Congress urged to BRAYTON, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 157* 

write to, 476; and Washington’s visit to RI, BRAYTON, FRANCIS (Coventry), 156* 

1074 BRAYTON, Isaac (Smithfield), 205* 

—in RI Convention, 685, 905; motions of, BRAYTON, JONATHAN (Coventry), 157* 

944, 985n, 989; speeches of, 943, 945, 951, BRAYTON, JOSEPH (Cranston), 159* 

954, 966; votes, 976, 994 BRAYTON, Rurus (Coventry), 157* 

—letters from, 474-76, 487, 490-91, 508-9, BrayTon, STEPHEN (Smithfield), 206* 

544-45, 562-63, 591-92, 632, 648-49, BrayrTon, WILLIAM (Coventry), 157* 

652-—53n, 667-68n, 678-79, 706-7, 757- ‘BREAD AND BEER”: text of, 248 

58, 1049; quoted, 549; cited, 457, 458, 508, BRENTON, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 187* 

550, 550n, 592n, 648, 649n, 651n, 652, BRIBERY: in Mass. Convention, 463 

653n, 677n, 679n, 684, 706, 707n, 743, 799, Briccs, CALEB (East Greenwich), 163* 

855n, 863n, 971n BriGGs, HENRY (Coventry), 158* 

—letters to, 508, 549-50, 611-12, 651, BRIGGS, JoB (Warwick), 213* 

743, 799-800, 878, 879n; quoted, 971n; Briccs, JoHN (West Greenwich), 217* 

cited, 562, 592n, 632, 757, 809n, 880, 971, BriGGs, COLONEL [JOHN] (West Greenwich), 

972n 216* 

BowEN, JAMES (Barrington), 152* BRIGGS, JOSEPH (Warwick), 213* 

BOWEN, JAMES (Warren), 211* BricGs, NATHANIEL (Tiverton), 208, 474 

BOWEN, JAMES E. (Warren), 211* BRIGGS, RICHARD (East Greenwich), 163* 

BOWEN, JONATHAN (Glocester), 169* BRIGGS, ROBERT (Cranston), 159* 

BOWEN, OLIVER (Providence; brother of Ja- | BRIGGS, STEPHEN (Warwick), 213* 

bez), 508 Briccs, THOMAS (East Greenwich), 164,* 664 

BOWEN, OLIVER (Providence; son of Jabez), Briccs, THomas (Little Compton), 175* 

476, 1049 BRIGGS, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 163* 

BOWEN, PARDON (Providence): calls for town BRIGHTMAN, Henry (Hopkinton), 172* 

meeting, 467-68; signs letter from Provi- BriGHTMAN, THomAs (Hopkinton), 172* 
dence freemen to John Adams, 476-78n BRIGHTMAN, WILLIAM (Portsmouth), 191* 

—letter from, 476-78n BRISSOT DE WARVILLE, JACQUES PIERRE 

BOWEN, SAMUEL (Warren), 211* (France), 858, 858n—59n 

BOWEN, SARAH (Providence), 632, 652 BRISTOL, R.I.: burned during war, 873; depu- 

BOWEN, SMITH (Warren), 211* ties from, Ixxvi; as Federalist stronghold, 

BOWEN, STEPHEN (Warren), 211* 24, 648, 866; instructs deputies to call state 

BOWEN, WILLIAM (Providence) convention, 621; petition for exemption 

—letter from, 476-—78n from foreign duties referred to committee 

BOWLES, JOHN (North Kingstown), 188* in House of Representatives, 464, 491, 495, 

Boyp, ANDREW (East Greenwich), 47 585n, 597n; petitions House of Deputies 

BozworTH, BENAJAH (Scituate). See Bosworth, for convention, xxxvill, 151, 153-54; RI 

Benajah Convention delegates from, 904; and sec-
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ond constitutional convention, 436; vote on Levi Hart, Liberty Described and Recommended, 

referendum on Constitution, 153,* 225, 41n; Enos Hitchcock, Fourth of July 1788 

233. See also Seaport towns oration, 294n; Stephen Hopkins, The Rights 

BROADSIDES, PAMPHLETS, AND Books, 95, 113; of the Colonies Examined, 383-84, 385n; Rich- 

act calling referendum on Constitution, ard Henry Lee’s letter to Va. Gov. Edmund 

133-35n; act calling RI Convention, lix, Randolph, 99-100; Mass. Convention De- 

675, 676n; act directing freemen to instruct bates, 107n, 940, 942n; Mass. legislature’s 

their representatives upon calling a conven- proposed amendments to Constitution, 796n; 

tion, 603-4; act ordering printing and dis- NC Convention Proceedings and Debates, 932n, 

tribution of Constitution among RI towns, 968n; NC proposed amendments, 968n; NY 

46-47, 51n, 136, 231, 234-35; act prohib- circular letter and amendments, lviii, 425, 

iting slave trade, 54; act suspending two 4925-27n, 427, 428, 451, 941, 941n—42n; Pa. 

paragraphs of paper-money act, lix; John Convention Debates (Thomas Lloyd), lviii; 

Adams, Defence of the Constitutions, 118n, payment to Peter Edes for printing broad- 

793n; Address and Recommendations to the side with RI form of ratification, 1010n, 

States, by the United States in Congress assem- 1012; Charles Pinckney, Observations on the 

bled (1783), 274, 276n; Address of Seceding Plan of Government, 5; Providence commit- 

Pa. Assemblymen, 6, 35, 60n; amendments tee announces meeting for coalition prox, 

to Constitution proposed by US Congress 777n; Quaker petition to repeal tender pro- 

to be printed in RI, 618-19, 1082-84; An vision and limitation act, 123; Josiah Quincy, 

Additional Number of Letters from the Federal Jr., Observations on the Act of Partament Com- 

Farmer to the Republican, 266, 267n; An Ad- monly Called the Boston Port-Bill, 81, 81n; 

dress to the Minority of the Pa. Conven- James Ramsay, Essay on the Treatment and 

tion, 113; Antifederalist pamphlet anthol- Conversion of African Slaves in the Bntish 

ogy printed in NY, 92; bill of rights and Sugar Colonies, 37, 38n; Gov. Edmund Ran- 

amendments proposed by RI Convention, dolph’s letter to Va. House of Delegates, 6, 

lix, 762; John Brown, An Estimate of the Man- 91-93; RI bill of rights and proposed 

ners and Principles of the Times (1757), 531, amendments, 753, 754, 757, 981n; RI elec- 

532n; John Carter prints broadside indicat- tion proxes, lix, 768, 779n; RI form of rat- 
ing order of Providence procession honor- ification, lix, 985n, 990, 1003n, 1003n—4n, 

ing Washington, 1066n—67n; John Carter’s 1017, 1031, 1031n, 1037n; RI General As- 
printing of RI form of ratification, 1003- sembly Schedule, 501n, 503n; RI Impost 

4n; A Citizen of America (Noah Webster), Act (pamphlet edition, 1789), 1015n; RI 

lii, 77-79, 293, 294, 294n; A Citizen of New- Trade Bill, 847n; states’ recommendatory 

York (John Jay), lvii, 239, 240, 263-64; A amendments (by Augustine Davis), 478n; 

Collection of Papers, Relative to Half-Pay and US Congress’ amendments to Constitution, 

Commutation (1783), 274, 276n; Benjamin xli, lix; President Washington to president 

Colman sermon (1730), 881, 881n; US of Congress (17 September 1787), 47n, 88, 

Congress’ amendments to Constitution 971, 972n; Washington’s last circular letter 

printed in RI, 455, 616n, 640, 640n; con- (June 1783), 364n; James Wilson’s speech 

gressional resolution of 28 September in Pa. Convention, 76; James Wilson’s state 

1787, 47n; Constitution printed as in RI, house yard speech, 33-34; pamphlets by 
xxxvil, lvili, lix, 3, 25, 26, 43, 44, 88, 121, John Wise, 57n. See also Literary references; 

136, 140, 234; David Daggett, Fourth of July Newspapers; Political and legal writers and 

oration, 5; Ruby Day, Old English Proverbs; writings; Pseudonyms 

Collected by Nathan Bailey, 1736, 969n; Dis- | BRown, ABIEL (Cumberland), 161* 

sent of Minority of Pa. Convention, 111— Brown, ABRAHAM (Tiverton), 208* 

14; The Federalist, 388n; Gov. Arthur Fen- BROwN, BENEDICT (North Kingstown), 188* 

ner’s proclamation ordering oaths, lix, 1042; BROWN, BENJAMIN (Exeter), 165* 

Benjamin Franklin’s last speech in Consti- BROWN, BENJAMIN (Smithfield), 205* 

tutional Convention, 68; Lord George Gor- Brown & BENSON (Providence): id., 72n—73n 

don and the Protestant Association, 462; | —letters from, 72—73n, 256-57, 376, 452-53, 

Aaron Hall, An Oration, Delivered at the Re- 499, 599, 614, 686, 751, 859; cited, 713n 

quest of the Inhabitants of Keene (N.H.), 240; —letters to, 142, 632-33; cited, 72
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Brown, BEeRIAH (North Kingstown), 187* 467-68, 496, 889; on committee inviting 

BROWN, BERIAH, JR. (Exeter), 165* President Washington to Providence, 631; 

BROwN, CHAD (Glocester), 168* on committee to draft instructions to del- 

BROWN, CHARLES (Johnston), 173* egates at state Convention, 889; on New- 

BROWN, CHARLES (North Kingstown), 188* port-Providence committee promoting co- 

BROWN, CHARLES, JR. (North Kingstown), alition prox of April 1790, 771-73, 776, 

187* 777; presents letter from Providence free- 
BROWN, CHRISTOPHER (Hopkinton), 171* men to John Adams, 476, 476n, 477n; and 

BROWN COLLEGE. See Rhode Island, College of Providence Fourth of July 1788 celebration, 

Brown, DANIEL (Glocester), 167* 288, 1085, 1086; signs protest against letter 

Brown, DANIEL (Tiverton), 209* boycotting Constitutional Convention, 23; 

Brown, Davip (Johnston), 173* signs report of town meeting, 890; and 

Brown, ELyAH (Cumberland), 161,* 473 slave trade, 48, 50; toasted by African Amer- 

Brown, ELIsHA (North Providence-N), 189;* icans in Providence, 307; and Washington’s 

id., 913n visit to RI, 1074 

—in RI Convention, 695, 905; motions of, |—letters from, 463-64, 573-74n, 667, 869, 

910, 947, 955, 958, 959, 963; responses to 1043-44, 1044-45; cited, 457, 598, 599n, 

speeches of, 961; speeches of, 911, 937, 869n 

944, 946, 954, 956, 961, 963, 964; votes, —letters to, 598-99, 878, 879n; cited, 463- 

976, 996 64, 574n, 648n, 650n, 655n, 720n, 880 

Brown, ELIsHA (Warwick), 212* Brown, JOHN (Warren), 211,* 1010n 

Brown, ESEK (Glocester), 169* BRowN, JOHN, JR. (Johnston), 173* 

Brown, EZEKIEL (Glocester), 167* BROWN, JOHN, JR. (North Kingstown), 188* 

BROowN & FRANCIS (Providence), 1030, 1031n; BROWN, JOSEPH (Glocester), 169* 

id., 486n; signs letter from Providence free- | BROWN, JosEPH (Little Compton), 176* 

men to Washington, 475; and Washington’s BROwN, JOSEPH (Warwick), 212* 

visit to RI, 1067, 1076. See also Warren (ship) | Brown, JosHuA (North Kingstown), 188* 
—letters from, 474—76, 495-96, 707-8; cited, | Brown, Jostan (Glocester), 167* 

485, 684, 747 Brown, JOSIAH (West Greenwich), 216* 

—letters to, 485-86n, 747-48; quoted, xl Brown, Moses (Little Compton), 176* 

BROwN, GEORGE (Glocester), 168* Brown, Moses (Providence), 913n; id., 312; 

BRowN, GIDEON (Middletown), 177* antislavery efforts of, 38n, 48, 54-55, 90, 

Brown, IcHABOD (Cumberland), 161* 933n; supports Federalist delegates to state 

Brown, Isaac (Tiverton), 208* Convention in Portsmouth, 696 

BROWN, JAMES: captain of packet Hancock, —letters from, 54-55, 717-18; cited, 8, 55, 

1054, 1065, 1067, 1068 55n, 696n, 1036n 

BROWN, JAMES (Barrington), 153* —letters to, 37-38; quoted, 49-50; cited, 55n 

Brown, JAMES (Hopkinton), 171* Brown, NATHANIEL (Foster), 693 

BROWN, JAMES (Providence): diary of, 348, Brown, NICHOLAS (Cumberland), 162* 

368—-69n Brown, NICHOLAS (Providence), 288, 913n; 

—letter from, 667 appointed to committee to draft petition 

BROWN, JEREMIAH (Glocester), 167* protesting foreign duties levied against RI, 

BROWN, JESSE (Glocester), 169* 576; calls for town meeting, 467-68, 496, 

BROWN, JESSE (Scituate), 203* 889; signs letter from Providence freemen 

Brown, JOHN (Hopkinton), 171* to John Adams, 476-78n; signs letter from 

Brown, JOHN (Hopkinton-¥*), 171;* as RI Providence freemen to Washington, 475; as 

Convention delegate, 904, 976, 986, 996, town meeting moderator, 468 

1010 —letters from, 474-76, 476-—78n, 495-96 

Brown, JOHN (Johnston), 173* —letters to, 53-54n, 511-12, 607-8; quoted, 

BROWN, JOHN (North Kingstown), 188* 551n 

Brown, JOHN (Providence), 794n, 913n, 972n; BROWN, OBADIAH, JR. (Johnston), 173* 

id., 23n, 312; appointed to committee to Brown, Parpon (Middletown), 177* 
draft petition protesting foreign duties lev- Brown, PELEG (Middletown), 177* 
ied against RI, 576; calls for town meeting, BROWN, PHENIX (North Kingstown), 188*
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Brown, Rocers & Brown (Providence), 475 BuRDICK, EBENEZER (Hopkinton), 172* 

—letter from, 474-76 BuRDICK, EDMUND (Richmond), 200* 

Brown, ROWLAND (South Kingstown), 207* Burpick, Isaac (Hopkinton), 172* 
BROWN, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 188* BURDICK, JOSEPH, JR. (Hopkinton), 171* 

BROWN, SILVENOUS (Little Compton), 175* Burpick, Luke (Hopkinton), 172* 

BROWN, STEPHEN (Cumberland), 161* Burpick, RoBerT (Hopkinton), 171* 

BROWN, STEPHEN (North Providence), 189* BURDICK, SIMEON (Westerly), 449 

Brown, THomas (Little Compton), 176* BURDICK, SIMEON, JR. (Westerly), 214* 

Brown, WILLIAM (Barrington), 152* BURDICK, STEPHEN (Hopkinton), 171* 

Brown, WILLIAM (Little Compton), 175* BURDICK, STEPHEN Rose (Hopkinton), 171* 

BRowNn, WILLIAM (Middletown), 177* BuRGIS, JOSEPH (Cranston), 159* 

Brown, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 188* BURGIS, JOSEPH, JR. (Cranston), 159* 

BROWN, ZEPHANIAH (Hopkinton), 171* Burk, WILLIAM (Warwick), 213* 

BROWNELL, BENJAMIN (Portsmouth), 191* BURLESON, EDWARD (West Greenwich), 216* 

BROWNELL, CHARLES (Little Compton), 176% |= BURLESON, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 216* 

BROWNELL, GeorGE, II (Little Compton), BURLESON, WILLIAM (West Greenwich), 216* 

176* BURLINGAME, ABNER (Scituate), 203* 

BROWNELL, GEORGE, JR. (Portsmouth), 191* BURLINGAME, ABRAHAM (Scituate), 203* 

BROWNELL, ISRAEL (Tiverton), 209% BURLINGAME, ASA (Glocester), 167* 

BROWNELL, JOHN (Little Compton), 176* BURLINGAME, BENEDICT (Glocester), 168* 

BROWNELL, JONATHAN (Little Compton), 176* BURLINGAME, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 157* 

BROWNELL, JOSEPH (Little Compton), 175* BURLINGAME, CALEB (Cranston), 159* 

BROWNELL, JOSEPH (Portsmouth), 191* BURLINGAME, DANIEL (Coventry), 157* 

BROWNELL, JOSEPH, JR. (Portsmouth), 191* BURLINGAME, DAvID (Glocester), 169* 

BROWNELL, NATHAN (Portsmouth), 191* BURLINGAME, Davip (Scituate), 203* 

BROWNELL, OLIVER (Portsmouth), 191* BURLINGAME, ELISHA (Glocester), 169% 

BROWNELL, STEPHEN (Little Compton), 176* BURLINGAME, ESEK (Coventry), 157* 

BROWNELL, STEPHEN (Portsmouth), 191* BURLINGAME, JAMES (Cranston), 160* 

BROWNELL, SUSANNA (Portsmouth), 444 BURLINGAME, JOSEPH (Coventry), 157* 

BROWNELL, THOMAS (Little Compton), 175* BURLINGAME, PARDON (Cranston), 160* 

BROWNELL, THOMAS (Portsmouth), 191* BURLINGAME, PETER (North Kingstown), 188* 

BROWNELL, THOMAS, JR. (Portsmouth), 191* BURLINGAME, PHILIP (Cranston), 159% 

BROWNING, JEFFRY H. (South Kingstown), © BURLINGAME, SAMUEL (Coventry), 158* 

207* BURLINGAME, THOMAS (Glocester), 169* 

BROWNING, JOHN (Exeter), 165* BURLINGAME, WILLIAM (Coventry), 156,* 473 

BROWNING, JOSEPH (South Kingstown), 207* BURRILL, JAMES (Providence), 287 

BROWNING, ROBERT (South Kingstown), 207* BURRINGTON, ABRAHAM (Tiverton), 210* 

BROWNING, THOMAS (South Kingstown), 207* | BURRINGTON, WILLIAM (Portsmouth), 191* 

BROWNING, WILKINSON (South Kingstown), BURRINGTON, WILLIAM, JR. (Portsmouth), 191* 

207* BURTON, JOHN, JR. (Cranston), 160* 

BRYAN, GEORGE (Pa.), 36, 113 BURTON, WILLIAM (Cranston), 159* 

BRYAN, SAMUEL (Pa.), 69 BUTLER, PIERCE (S.C.), 838, 841, 842, 843, 

‘“BUCCINATOR,” 712n; text of, 781-83 844; id., 845n 

BUCKLIN, DANIEL (Providence), 889 BUTTERWORTH, HEZEKIAH (Warren), 211* 

BUCKLIN, DAvip (Coventry), 156* BUTTERWORTH, JOHN (Cumberland), 162* 

BUDDINGTON, ELIPHALET (Hopkinton), 172* Button, IsataH (Hopkinton), 172* 

BUDLONG, JOHN (Warwick), 212* 

BuDLONG, MosEs, JR. (Warwick), 212* CAHOON, JOHN (Newport?): as commander of 

BUDLONG, NATHAN (Warwick), 212* Aurora packet, 559, 1039 

BuDLONG, RHopEsS (Warwick), 212* CAHOONE, JAMES (Newport), 593 

BUDLONG, SAMUEL (Warwick), 212,* 473 CALLENS, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216* 

BUFFUM, RICHARD (Smithfield), 204* CANADA: Port Roseway (Shelburne), 385, 386n 

BULLOCK, CAPTAIN, 510 ‘““CANDOUR”: text of, 300 

Burpick, ABEL (Hopkinton), 172* CANNON. See Celebrations; Militia
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CAPITAL, U.S. Carr, BENJAMIN, JR. (Coventry), 157* 

— location of: debated in Congress, 239, 389, CARR, CALEB (West Greenwich), 216* 

398, 401, 596, 597n; delays organization of | CARR, CHARLES (West Greenwich), 216* 

new government, 401-2, 405-6; discussed CARR, Epwarp (Jamestown), 173* 

in RI Convention, 911; Alexander Hamil- CARR, Esek (West Greenwich), 216* 

ton wishes to get RI delegates in Congress Carr, JOHN (Little Compton), 176* 

to vote on, 402; importance of RI in vote CARR, JONATHAN (Warren), 211* 

on, 404, 842, 845; in NC, 375; NY as poten- CARR, JosHuUA (West Greenwich), 215* 

tial, 389, 398, 401-2, 413; in Philadelphia, Carr, NICHOLAS (Jamestown-Y), 173;* as RI 

893, 1037, 1045; will be determined when Convention delegate, 904, 976, 995 

NY votes on Constitution, 367 Carr, PELEG (Jamestown), 173* 

CAPRON, JONATHAN (East Greenwich), 163* CARR, ROBERT (Portsmouth), 191* 

CAPWELL, JAMES (Coventry), 157* CARR, ROBERT (West Greenwich), 216* 

CAPWELL, STEPHEN, JR. (Coventry), 157* CARR, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 188* 

CARD, BENJAMIN (Richmond), 201* Carr, WILLIAM (Little Compton), 176* 

CARD, BOwEN (North Kingstown-N): as RI = CARRINGTON, EDWARD (Va.): id., 228n 

Convention delegate, 694, 905, 976, 995; —letters from, 228, 388—89n 

votes against calling state convention, 473 CARROLL, CHARLES OF CARROLLTON (Md.), 

Carb, JAMES (South Kingstown), 207* 842, 843; id., 845n; on US Senate commit- 

CARD, JoB (East Greenwich), 163* tee to boycott RI commerce, 837, 838, 839, 

Carb, Jos (North Kingstown), 188* 870, 871n 

CARD, JOSHUA (Charlestown), 155* CARTER, CHARLES (Va.) 

CARD, JOSHUA, JR. (Charlestown), 155* —letters to, cited, 6, 88—89 

CARD, SHADRACH (New Shoreham), 186* CARTER, JOHN (Providence): id., li 

CARD, WILLIAM (Charlestown), 155* —prints: broadside indicating order of Prov- 

CARDER, GEORGE (Warwick), 213* idence procession honoring Washington, 

CARDER, JAMES (Warwick), 213* 1066n-67n; broadside of act calling RI 

CARDER, JAMES, JR. (Warwick), 213* Convention, 676n; broadside of RI bill of 

CAREY, CHRISTOPHER (Ireland): id., 512n rights and amendments, 981n; broadside of 

—letter to, 512 RI form of ratification, lix, 902, 1003—4n, 

CAREY, JOSEPH: captain of sloop Rambler, 1023 1017, 1031, 1031n, 1037n; Providence Ga- 

Carey, MATHEW (Pa.): id., 512n. See also Amer- zette, li—lii, 79, 248; US Constitution, 25-26, 

wcan Museum 4’7n, 51n. See also Newspapers, in Rhode Is- 

—letter from, 512 land, Providence Gazette 

CARGILL, JAMES (Cumberland), 162* CARTOONS. See Illustrations 

CARPENTER, BENJAMIN (Johnston), 173* CARVEN, DENIS (East Greenwich), 163* 

CARPENTER, DANIEL (Hopkinton), 171* CARVEN, MorGAN (East Greenwich), 163* 

CARPENTER, ELISHA (Cranston), 160* Case, Isaac (Tiverton), 209* 

CARPENTER, ELISHA (Warwick), 213* CASE, JOSEPH (North Kingstown), 188* 

CARPENTER, HEZEKIAH (Hopkinton), 171* CasE, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 217* 

CARPENTER, JEREMIAH (South Kingstown), Cass, Amos (Smithfield), 204* 

207* Cass, EBENEZER (Smithfield), 205* 

CARPENTER, JOB (Warwick), 212* CELEBRATIONS: bells honor RI ratification, 

CARPENTER, JOHN (East Greenwich), 163* 1015, 1017, 1030; bells honor Washington 

CARPENTER, JOHN (Smithfield), 205* in RI, 1055, 1056, 1066, 1067, 1067n, 1078; 

CARPENTER, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* cannons honor RI ratification, 1016, 1017, 

CARPENTER, JOSEPH (South Kingstown), 207* 1024, 1030; cannons honor Washington in 

CARPENTER, JOTHAM (Cumberland), 162* RI, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1059, 1066, 1067, 

CARPENTER, NATHANIEL (Cranston), 160* 1067n, 1073, 1075, 1076, 1078; day of 

CARPENTER, OLIVER (North Kingstown), 187* thanksgiving proclaimed, 636-37, 639; Fed- 

CARPENTER, ROBERT (West Greenwich), 215* eral Pig in East Greenwich, 344; fireworks 

CARPENTER, WILBOUR (Warwick), 212* honor RI ratification, 1030; none for Md. 

CARPENTER, WILLIAM (Cumberland), 161* ratification in RI, 262; of NY ratification in 

Carr, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 157* Providence and Newport, 241, 368-70; a
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part of human nature, 289-90; promote Marchant to present Newport petition to 

unity, 290, 303; Providence honors begin- Congress, 593 

ning of federal government, 466; in Provi- | —letter from, cited, 463-64 

dence of Washington’s visit, 1065-67n; RI —letters to, 463-64, 667-68n 

legislature pays for powder at Newport and CHAMPLIN, GEORGE (Newport-Y), 668n; id., 

Providence celebrations of Washington’s 23n, 408n; involved in slave trade, 969n; on 

visit, 1065n; should be a procession in Prov- Newport-Providence committee promoting 

idence if President Washington visits, 631n; coalition prox of April 1790, 771-73, 776; 
in Tiverton on start of new federal govern- as potential US senator, 1050; signer of let- 

ment, 474; toasts at Washington’s dinner in ter requesting Henry Marchant to present 

Newport, 1056 Newport petition to US Congress, 593 

—of anniversary of independence: poem re- —in House of Deputies, 42, 43, 129, 130; bill 

counting Fourth of July 1788, 305-6; by RI calling state convention seconded by, 669; 

Society of the Cincinnati, 346-47; in Wick- call of convention jeopardized by absence 

ford, 346 from House of Deputies, 667; on commit- 

—of New Hampshire’s ratification: by African tee protesting foreign duties levied against 

Americans in Providence, 307—8n; in East RI, 579, 582; elected and instructed as dep- 

Greenwich, 241, 344—45; in Little Compton, uty, 482-83, 484n; signs protest against let- 

241, 345; in Newport, 241, 280—85n; in Prov- ter boycotting Constitutional Convention, 

idence, 241, 280-—85n, 305-6; threatened by 23; votes to call state convention, 472 

Antifederalists in Providence, 285—308n, —in RI Convention, 694, 905, 986; on com- 

365, 372, 1085-87; in Wickford, 241 mittee to draft bill completing RI form of 

—of Rhode Island’s ratification: in East Green- ratification, 988; motions of, 940, 966; 

wich, 1016-17; in Newport, 1015; in Provi- speeches of, 910, 912, 945, 950-51, 952, 

dence, 1023, 1030, 1036-37; in Shippens- 956, 957-58, 965-66, 968; votes, 976, 994 

burg, Pa., 1054; in Warren, 1024 —letters from, 407-8; cited, 407 

—of ratification by nine states: in East Green- | CHAMPLIN, JOHN (Exeter), 165* 

wich, 344—45; in Littlke Compton, 345-46 CHAMPLIN, JOHN (South Kingstown), 207* 

—in states: of Fourth of July in Albany, NY, CHampiLin, NATHAN (Hopkinton), 172* 

239; of Mass. ratification in Boston, 96-98; | CHAMPLIN, ROBERT (South Kingstown), 206* 

of NY ratification in Biddeford, Maine, 385; CHAMPLIN, SAMUEL (Exeter), 165* 

of SC ratification in Charleston, 270, 271 CHAMPLIN, SAMUEL (Hopkinton), 172* 

—of Virginia’s ratification: in East Green- CHAMPLIN, SAMUEL (Westerly), 214* 

wich, 345; in Providence, 241, 348—50n. See CHAMPLIN, STEPHEN (South Kingstown), 206* 

also Providence, R.I. CHAMPLIN, THOMAS (South Kingstown), 207* 

CENTER, Isaac. See Senter, Isaac CHAMPLIN, THOMAS, JR. (South Kingstown), 

““CENTINEL,”’ 462, 790 206* 

“CENTINEL” (Samuel Bryan): RI reprinting of, | CHANNING, HENRY (Conn.), 255; id., 29n 

68—70 —letters from, 28-29; quoted, liv, 8 

CHACE, ABRAHAM (Warwick), 212* CHANNING, MATHEW (Newport), 593 

CHADSEY, JABEZ (North Kingstown), 188* CHANNING, WALTER (Newport), 618n, 668n, 

CHAFFEE, WILLIAM (Cumberland), 161* 1047; on committee protesting foreign du- 

CHAMBERLAIN, JOB (Cumberland), 162* ties levied against RI, 579, 582; description 

CHAMBERLAIN, SAMUEL (Cumberland), 161* of, 1046 

CHAMBERLIN, EPHRAIM (CHAMBERLANE) (Tiv- | CHANNING, WILLIAM (Newport), 464, 912; id., 

erton), 209* 464n, 870n, 914n; drafts instructions to 

CHAMPION & DicKASON (England): id., 72n—- town deputies, 179, 185, 482-83, 484n 

73n —letters from, 869-70; cited, 887 

—letter from, cited, 72 —letter to, 887-88 

—letters to, 72-73n, 452-53, 499, 859 CHAPMAN, Isaac (Exeter), 165* 

CHAMPLIN, CHRISTOPHER (Newport): id., 464n; CHAPMAN, SUMNER (Westerly), 214* 

on committee to draft instructions to dep- CHAPPEL, CALEB (CHAPEL) (South Kings- 

uties, 482—83, 484n; involved in slave trade, town), 206* 

969n; signer of letter requesting Henry “CHARLESTONIENSIS”: text of, 432
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CHARLESTOWN, R.I.: approves additional Crvit Discourse: fair and impartial examina- 

amendments to Constitution, 830; deputies tion will get ratification, 716; length of 

from, Ixxvi; instructs Convention delegates speech is not correlated to quality of ideas, 

not to ratify until RI amendments are 560-61; ratification will improve, 278, 1053; 

adopted, 830; instructs deputies against call- threatened by party spirit, 260; urge mod- 

ing state convention, 621; RI Convention erate discussion, 929 

delegates from, 904; and RI Convention’s  CrviL LIBERTIES: aim of government to pro- 

bill of rights and amendments, 830; and sec- tect, 532; American Revolution fought to se- 

ond constitutional convention, 436-37; cure, 39, 85, 246, 247, 303, 344, 351, 531- 

vote on referendum on Constitution, 154—- 32, 577, 605, 882; Americans’ abused, 343- 

55,* 233 44; Americans take for granted, 569; Anti- 

CHASE, BENJAMIN (Tiverton), 209* federalists endanger, 181, 736; Country 

CHASE, BERNARD (Smithfield), 205* party defends, 779n; danger of too much, 

CHASE, EDWARD (Warren), 211* 253; delegates to state Convention ought to 

Cuase, Ezra (Little Compton), 176* defend, 689; depend on Union, 363, 532; 

CHASE, HOLDER (Portsmouth), 190* will destroy despotism, 661; does not in- 

CHASE, JOSEPH (Cumberland), 161* clude right to harm others, 253; farmers in 

CHAUNCEY, CHARLES (Conn.), 28; id., 29n RI fear loss of, 648; Federalists as enemies 

CHECKS AND BALANCEs: Constitution provides, of, 74, 250; Federalists as patrons of, 198, 

737-38; insufficient in Articles of Confed- 278; French Revolution will establish in 

eration, 737-38; necessary, 254, 606, 922. France, 661; given by God, 246, 291; govern- 

See also Balanced government; Federalism; ment transparency protects, 278; hard to re- 

Separation of powers gain once lost, 61; inadequately protected 

CHESTER, JOHN (Conn.), 256n by Articles of Confederation, 740; individ- 

CHILD, CALEB (Warren), 211* uals must give up share of to live in more 

CHILD, CALEB, JR. (Warren), 211* perfect manner, 732; integral to national 

CHILD, CROMELL (Warren), 128, 211,* 618n, happiness, 744; justice founding principle 

670, 671n of, 341; as license, 637-38; limited in Eu- 

CHILD, CROMELL, II (Warren), 211* rope, 343; nature as guarantor of, 246; 

CHILD, JAMES (Warren), 211* praise of Antifederalist support of, 113; 

CHINA, 563, 620 praise of with order, 39; preservation of is 

CHURCH, CALEB (Hopkinton), 172* essential, 1025; prevalent in RI, 883; protec- 

CHURCH, CALEB, II (Little Compton), 175* tion of warrants occasional disorder, 606; 

CHURCH, EBENEZER (Little Compton), 175* referendum system endangers, 224; RI has 

CHurcH, NATHANIEL (Little Compton), 175* always cherished, 1079-80; RI love of as rea- 

CHURCH, SAM (Bristol), 154* son for not appointing delegates to Consti- 

CHuRCH, THOMAS, II (Bristol), 154* tutional Convention, 19, 20, 21; should be 

CINCINNATI, SOCIETY OF THE: addresses Wash- extended to Africans, 926; should choose 

ington, 1014, 1055, 1071-72, 1074, 1076; delegates to state convention who support, 

barred from holding office in RI, 237, 237n; 684, 685; slavery inconsistent with, 90, 924- 

celebrates anniversary of independence, 25; supporters of should encourage ratifi- 

346-47; danger of, 274, 276; defense of cation, 745; toasted, 295, 344, 346, 1017, 

against scurrility, 279; in procession hon- 1056, 1060; US will be asylum for, 343; vio- 

oring Washington, 1066, 1067n; receives lations of in other states boon to RI, 939; 

Washington’s response, 1072; toasted, 347; will not be protected in RI by European al- 

will control state conventions, 275; would be liances, 546-47; world will experience spread 

abolished under Constitution, 463 of, 661 

“A CITIZEN OF UNITED AMERICA” (Tench Coxe), © —under Constitution: amendments to will se- 

713n, 796n, 802n, 814n; texts of, 810-—15n, cure, 687, 796n; endangered, 52, 65, 91, 92, 

822-27n 100, 237, 246, 638, 665n, 803, 895; hopes 

CITIZENSHIP: demands an opinion of Consti- that Constitution will not endanger, 490- 

tution, 739; immunities of praised, 1062, 91; not endangered, 56-57, 392, 825, 852; 

1063; should be made available via individ- people must give up some, 128; protected, 

ual oath, 535 40, 57, 58, 60, 82, 94, 101, 245, 252, 266, 283,
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284, 346, 384, 460, 532, 563, 565, 660, 669, CLARKE, RAWLON (CLERK, ROWLAND) (Charles- 

673, 677, 687, 689, 723, 741, 824, 883, 1028, town), 155* 

1050, 1051, 1059, 1069; protection of is © CLARKE, SAMUEL (Richmond), 200;* drafts in- 

constitutional principle, 732; will be lost structions for delegates to RI Convention, 

without Constitution, 86, 384-85. See also 703-4 

Amendments to Constitution; Bill of rights; CLARKE, SILAS (Cumberland), 162* 

Convention, second constitutional; Govern- CLARKE, SIMEON (Charlestown), 155,* 863, 

ment, debate over nature of 869 

Civit War: Constitution will prevent, 1028; CLARKE, SIMEON (Richmond), 703-4 

fear of, 535; possibility if Constitution isnot | CLARKE, SIMEON, JR. (Richmond), 200* 

adopted, 42, 60, 88, 90, 184, 535, 792, 829; CLARKE, WESTON (Middletown), 177* 

possible force to be used against RI, 81; pos- | CLARKE, WILLIAM (Charlestown), 155* 

sible had RI not ratified, 1051; potential in CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY, 804, 1052; Alexander, 

RI if seaport towns secede, 864; potential of 792; ancient Sage, 727; Astrea, 661, 662n; 

if Constitution is ratified, 261; between RI Athens, 352-53, 1029; Atlas of the New- 

and federal government, 659; RI cannot Government (George Washington), 561; 

hold up against US, 536-37; threat of under Augustus Caesar, 1047; Bacchus, 289; Bru- 

Articles of Confederation, 291, 750; unlikely tus, 1029; Caesar, 1029; Cataline, 365, 365n; 

between ratifying and non-ratifying states, Cato, 116; Ceres, 289; Cicero (Tully), 102, 

339; will not result in a better constitution, 565, 1027, 1028n; Cincinnatus, 116, 293; Co- 

378. See also Insurrections, domestic; Shays’s lossus, 245, 246; Demosthenes, 565, 963; 

Rebellion; Tranquility, domestic Eleusis, 289; Euclid, 479; Euripides, 361, 

CLAP, BARNABAS (Little Compton), 175* 362n, 819, 819n, 827; Fabricious, 116, 118n; 

CLAPP, DANIEL (Warwick), 212* Fama/Fame (Roman goddess), 109, 722, 

CLAPP, JOHN (Warwick), 213* 723n, 1077; First Cause (philosophical con- 

CLARK, JOHN I. (John Innes Clarke) cept), 661; Greeks bearing gifts, 85, 86n; 

(Providence-Y): id., 1075n; appointed to Hercules and King Augeas, 731, 731n; Ho- 
committee to draft petition to call a state mer, The Odyssey, 798; Horace, Carmina, 882, 

convention, 193; calls for town meeting, 885n; Horace, Epistles, 377, 378n, 882, 885n; 

496; on committee to draft instructions to Horace, Satzres, 256, 256n; Julius Caesar, 

repeal tender provision and to call state 116, 792; Lycurgus, 292, 792, 803, 818; Mt. 

convention, 496; and Fourth of July 1788 Atlas, 62; Myrmidons (Homer, Jihad), 391, 

celebration in Providence, 298, 304; as RI 393n, 562, 563n; a new Athens, 1031; noth- 

Convention delegate, 905, 976, 994; and ing comparable in to US writing and adopt- 

Washington’s visit to RI, 1074 ing Constitution, 1028; Panathea, 289; Pan- 

—letter from, 667 dora, 721, 721n; Pharos, 85; Phoenix from 

CLARK & NIGHTINGALE (Providence) her ashes, 352; Proteus, 478; Roman festi- 

—letters from, 474-76, 476-—78n vals (Cerealia, Lupercalia, Neptunia), 290; 

CLARK, THOMAS (North Kingstown), 187* Roman freedom, 1031; Roman gladiators, 

CLARKE, AARON (Smithfield), 205* 106; Saturnalia, 283, 284n; Solon, 292, 352-— 

CLARKE, ABRAHAM (Glocester), 169* 53, 792, 803, 818, 819; Sparta, 1029; Troy, 

CLARKE, ETHAN (Newport), 594 85, 86n; Vestal goddess, 267; Virgil, The 

CLARKE, Henry (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 171* Aeneid, 265, 265n, 381, 382n, 570, 570n. See 

CLARKE, JONATHAN (Charlestown), 155* also Biblical references; Governments, an- 

CLARKE, JOSEPH (Newport), 298, 779 cient and modern; Greece; Rome 

CLARKE, JosHUA (Hopkinton), 171* CLEAVELAND, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* 

CLARKE, Moses (Richmond), 201* CLERGY: on Constitution, 28-29; Country 

CLARKE, OLIVER (Charlestown), 155* party holds in contempt, 38; and criticism 

CLARKE, PELEG (Newport-Y): elected and in- of slave trade, 37-38; defense of against 

structed as deputy, 482-83, 484n; as RI Con- scurrility, 279; and grants of land from fed- 

vention delegate, 694, 905, 976, 994; signer eral government, 813-14; of Newport ad- 

of letter requesting Henry Marchant to dress Washington, 1013-14, 1055, 1057, 

present Newport petition to Congress, 594; 1058-59, 1073, 1076; of Newport receive 

votes to call state convention, 472 Washington’s response, 1059; of Newport
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welcome Washington to RI, 1055, 1056, COLEGROVE, WILLIAM (Scituate), 203* 

1073; and Providence celebration of NH rat- COLLIER, JOHN (Charlestown), 155* 

ification, 285, 288; of Providence in proces- COLLINS, ASAHEL (Scituate), 203* 

sion honoring Washington, 1066; Rhode Is- | COLLINS, ELEAZER (Scituate), 202* 
landers skip church to witness RI legislative | CoLLins, HENRY (Coventry), 157* 

proceedings, 683; should submit to the peo- COLLINS, JOHN (Newport): id., 312-13; bill 

ple, 638; thanked for prayers during RI Con- calling state convention not voted on by, 

vention, 985n, 1028, 1030n; toasted, 1060; 666n, 671n; and call of RI Convention, 719; 

will control state conventions, 275; will de- casts deciding vote to call state convention, 

ceive delegates to a state convention, 139. xlii, 308, 666n, 671, 673, 673n, 678, 679, 

See also Religion; Religion, freedom of 680, 682, 683, 887; claims state convention 

CLINTON, GEORGE (N.Y.): accompanies Wash- is in interest of people, 671; dropped from 

ington to RI, 1054, 1055, 1065, 1073, 1074, Country party prox, xlii—xliii, 711n, 768, 

1076; as Antifederalist leader, 244, 418, 779, 800, 861, 865, 982; implores RI legis- 

422n, 428, 432, 433; as a friend to RI, 429; lature to fix impost act, 600; intervenes in 

and NY circular letter, 450-51, 632n; in dispute between Country party and mercan- 

Providence procession honoring Washing- tile towns, xxxi; invited to attend Fourth of 

ton, 1065; speech in NY Convention, 240; July 1788 celebration in Providence, 284, 

speech in NY legislature, 7 288, 297; and Newport celebration, 282, 

CLosson, ICHABOD (Charlestown), 155* 283; pressured to oppose calling a conven- 

CLOSSON, JOHN (Charlestown), 155* tion, 649; proclaims thanksgiving day, 636- 

CLYMER, GEORGE (Pa.), 36 37, 636n, 640n; requests US Congress to 

Coss, ELIJAH (Portsmouth), 191;* as Country postpone foreign duties against RI, 667n, 

party leader, 597n; lost re-election bid, 595; 671, 676, 677-78, 681; requests to be ap- 

as possible counterfeiter, 567, 569n, 595 pointed customs collector for Newport, 887; 

CODNER, EPHRAIM (Exeter), 165* sends act to call a state convention to Pres- 

CODNER, GEORGE (Exeter), 166* ident Washington, xlii; sent pamphlets from 

Cor, BENJAMIN (Little Compton), 175* NY Antifederalists, 266; and special session 

Cog, SAMUEL (Little Compton), 175* of RI legislature, xxxvii, 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14n, 

COERCIVE Power: Antifederalists fear, 252; 48, 308-9, 351, 454, 599; speech of in House 

Confederation Congress lacks, 750; Con- of Deputies, 15; speech to open legislature, 

gress needs, 253, 254; must be considered cited, 619, 620n; supports celebration of 

against RI, 796, 877-78; opposition to in NH ratification and Fourth of July 1788 in 
central government, 117, 252, 253; tied to Providence, 302; text of address to RI leg- 

responsibility in Constitution, 565. See also islature regarding collection of duties, 600; 

Congress under Articles of Confederation; toasted, 299, 344; Washington and Congress 

Government, debate over nature of; Militia; urged to write to, 476 

Requisitions —described as: a Federalist, xliii, 13, 136, 351, 

COGGESHALL, CALEB (East Greenwich), 163* 411, 613, 836, 861, 887; poor, conceited, ig- 

COGGESHALL, ELISHA (Portsmouth), 191,* 992 norant old man, 619; a silly, whiffling gov- 

COGGESHALL, GEORGE (Bristol), 154* ernor, 596; a weak fool of the Country party, 

COGGESHALL, JOHN (Middletown), 177* 982 

COGGESHALL, JOHN (Newport), 594 —letters from, 677—78, 886-87; cited, 667n, 

COGGESHALL, JOSEPH (Middletown), 177* 675, 676n, 681, 719n, 862, 969n, 972n; to 

COGGESHALL, THOMAS (East Greenwich), 163* Congress, 17, 19-21n, 24n-25n, 229, 234, 

COGGESHALL, THoMAsS (Middletown), 177,* 236; to RI delegates in Congress, 122, 123 

443, 624 —letters to, 8, 417-18, 522-24, 614; quoted, 

COGGESHALL, WILLIAM (Bristol), 154* xxxix; cited, 618n, 619n, 970n, 1082 

COGGESHALL, WILLIAM (Middletown), 177* COLLINS, WILLIAM (Cranston), 159* 

COLE, BENJAMIN (Warren), 211* COLMAN, BENJAMIN (Mass.), 881, 881n 

CoLe, BENJAMIN, JR. (North Kingstown), 187* ‘““CoLumBus”’: text of, 84-86 

Co.eg, Isaac (Warren), 211* Co.Lvin, AARON (Scituate), 203* 

COLEGROVE, OLIVER (Richmond), 201* COLVIN, BENEDICT (Coventry), 156* 

COLEGROVE, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216* | COLVIN, JAMES (Coventry), 157*
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COLVIN, JOSEPH (Coventry), 156* goods will exceed those of Union, 734; will 

COLVIN, JOSIAH (Scituate), 201* promote prosperity, 1052 

COLVIN, PELEG (Scituate), 203* —and Rhode Island: agriculture intimately 

COLVIN, PETER (Coventry), 158* connected to in, 482—83, 658; boycotts start- 

COLVIN, STEPHEN, JR. (Coventry), 157* ing against, 473; Congress levies foreign du- 

Co.vin, THoMas (Coventry), 157* ties on, 513-14, 514, 570-71; Congress 

COLWELL, BENJAMIN (Glocester), 167* must hurt to get ratification, 801; Congress 

COLWELL, CHARLES (Glocester), 168* should tax Country party produce, 505; 

COLWELL, CHRISTOPHER (Foster), 440 Congress to delay foreign duties on, 506, 

COLWELL, ROBERT, JR. (Glocester), 168* 598, 599n, 611, 667n, 671, 674, 714, 718- 

COLWELL, STEPHEN (Glocester), 167* 19, 720, 722, 723, 724, 729, 737, 794, 808- 

COLWELL WILLIAM, JR. (Glocester), 167* 9, 961, 962, 963, 969n, 971, 971n, 972, 973, 

COLWILL, DAvip (Glocester), 168* 973n; Congress will consider as a foreign na- 

CoMAN, RICHARD (Glocester), 167* tion, 419, 420, 468, 473, 480, 482-83, 487, 

CoMAN, WILLIAM (Glocester), 167* 493-94, 511, 513-14, 514, 516, 533, 536, 

ComMMERCE: American Revolution fought for 537, 541, 570-71, 608, 609, 610n, 611, 654, 

freedom of, 569; Antifederalists hope for 742, 792, 794, 795, 796, 799, 808-9, 826, 

free trade with Britain, 405, 433, 821; under 896, 969n; decline of in RI will impact Fed- 

Articles of Confederation, xxvli-xx1x; com- eralists most, 757-58; Federalists advocate 

mercial countries want to be carriers, 817; restricting RI’s, xlii; floundering in, 383- 

commercial states want to be their own car- 84, 741-42; foreign nations will not trade 

riers, 805; Confederation Congress needs with an independent RI, 759, 822-23; free 

power to regulate, xxvili-xxix, XXXV, XXXix, ports not allowed in, 516; geographical 

19, 22, 26n, 27, 40, 108, 119, 230, 231, 232, benefits of, 877; imbalance in creates prob- 

235, 737, 740, 741; Congress has power to lems, xxviii; and manufactures in, 482-83; 

regulate, 102, 732; Congress’ policy of non- mercantile interests suffer in, 452-53; and 

discrimination, 568; Conn. commercial acts, mercantile towns, 30n, 658, 1014; molasses 

359n; Constitution will improve, 94, 102-3, as important import, 490, 508; most imports 

109, 257, 283n, 285, 351, 355-56, 375, 376, are subsequently exported, 507; mostly do- 

416, 466, 645, 657, 660, 700, 715, 725, 741, mestic in, 536; Philadelphia merchants and 

748, 760, 868, 1033, 1034, 1051, 1057, 1058, brewers will boycott, 537; ratification will 

1069, 1070, 1080; depressed, 30, 31, 102, eliminate bartering in, 657, 658n; rejection 

108, 119, 222, 251, 346, 402, 737, 772, 796; of state Convention in will harm, 539; and 

dominated by other countries, 39; duties relationship with US if RI does not ratify, 

levied in first federal Congress, 490-91; du- 889; RI adjusts state duties to meet new fed- 

ties will increase under Constitution, 698; eral ones, 454; between RI and Va., 495—96; 

exports should be taxed, 920; farmers and RI Antifederalists oppose revenue from, 

merchants have connected interests, 734; 507; RI as possible St. Eustatius, 652, 653n, 

Federalists exaggerate Constitution’s bene- 734, 763, 763n, 765, 767n, 804-7, 816, 820, 

fit to, 462; with Great Britain, 463, 568, 821; 821n; RI carries goods for trade with Mass., 

happiness depends upon, 725, 735; harsh Conn., and Vt., 536n, 742; RI dependent 

duties on foreigners, 497; molasses as im- upon, xl, 222, 602, 606, 729-30; of RI dom- 

portant in Northern States, 508; no trade inated by Conn., 356; RI grants Confedera- 

restrictions among states under Constitu- tion Congress power to regulate, xxix, 19, 

tion, 513; NY dominates of NJ and Conn., 21n, 22, 195, 258; RI has no protections in, 

367; opposition to simple majority to enact 468; RI interferes with Union’s, 759; with RI 

legislation concerning, 66, 67, 107n; pro- is stopped, 967; RI limited by inability to ob- 
hibited with England, 933n; states retain tain treaties, 741; RI might like to be in first 

control of under Articles of Confederation, federal Congress to vote on, 404, 512; RI 

737; success of should govern decision on places embargo on grain, 542, 544n; RI 

ratification, 735; toasted, 295, 346, 474, should be boycotted, 809-10, 814; RI should 

1016, 1024, 1030, 1031, 1056, 1068; US des- be subject to foreign duties, 809; RI should 

tined to be carriers of its own produce, 39; open ports to the world, 734; RI to solve eco- 

US rum to the Baltic, 490; wealth in foreign nomic distress by reestablishing, xxviii; RI
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will be excluded from US trade, 565; RI will 959; responses to speeches of, 910, 911, 912, 

be flooded with foreign goods, 734; RI will 945, 951, 954, 959; on rules committee, 906, 

be prohibited from carrying trade, 814; RI 913n; speeches of, 910, 911, 912, 943, 944, 

will benefit from in Union, 416, 503-4, 513, 951, 952, 954, 955, 958, 959, 961, 965, 966; 

655, 725; RI will benefit from while out of votes, 976, 995 

Union, 401, 418, 734; in RI will cease if for- | Comstock, JoHN (Smithfield), 204* 

eign duties are imposed, 589; RI will not COMSTOCK, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* 

smuggle while out of Union, 615; RI will stay © Comstock, JONATHAN (West Greenwich), 217* 

out of Union while able to trade with other COMSTOCK, JOSEPH (Providence), 1086 

states, 567; RI will suffer out of Union, 418— |= Comstock, Levi (Providence), 933n 

19, 420, 421, 475, 476, 509, 535, 536, 538, © CONGDON, CHRISTOPHER (North Kingstown), 

565, 572, 654, 658, 674, 687, 700, 701, 728, 188* 

733, 734, 737, 748, 752, 755, 759, 785, 823, | CONGDON, GEORGE (North Kingstown), 187,* 

825, 826, 859, 877, 896-97, 960, 965-66, 188* 

971, 975, 1004; RI would grant Congress CONGDON, JAMES (Charlestown), 155* 
greater powers over, xxx1x; RI would like to Concpon, JAMES (North Kingstown), 187,* 

continue with neighbors while out of Union, 671n; on coalition prox of April 1790, 779; 

615; strong in RI, 920; Union will ignore RI on Country party prox of March 1790, 778 
in matters of, 745; of utmost importance to CONGDON, JAMES (West Greenwich), 217* 

RI, 483; will be bad for RI, 468-69; CONGDON, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* 

—RI Trade Bill: about to take effect, 951, 959, CONGDON, JOHN (North Kingstown), 188* 

962, 964, 966, 967, 969n, 971n; Congress CONGDON, JOHN (South Kingstown), 208* 

considering, 837-55, 873, 1019-20; RI goods CONGDON, ROBERT (Charlestown), 155* 

seized under, 807; Senate passes, xliii, 876, | CONGDON, STEPHEN (North Kingstown), 187* 

892, 894, 896; text of, 845—48n. See also Con- CONGDON, WILLIAM (North Kingstown-N), 91, 

gress under Constitution; Impost; Mer- 187;* id., 913n; as town meeting moderator, 

chants; Rhode Island Trade Bill; Slave 186, 187 

trade; Smuggling —in RI Convention, 694, 905; motions of, 937, 

Commins, DANIEL (Coventry), 156* 958; speeches of, 911, 937; votes, 976, 995 

COMMISSIONERS OF THE TREASURY, U.S.: and CONGREGATIONALISTS: oppose slave trade, 48 

William Ellery’s back salary, 555 CONGRESS, FIRST CONTINENTAL, 393, 394n; 

—letters to, 23-25, 30n; quoted, 459n—60n; petition from Baptists for religious free- 

cited, 45n, 62n dom, 808, 809n; prohibits slave trade, 48, 

COMMON DEFENSE: Constitutional Convention 955, 968n; refused to use vessels in slave 

sought, 293; Mass. Convention delegates trade, 923, 932n—33n; RI sends delegates to, 

will provide for, 41; plan for should be least 21-22 

burdensome and expensive, 754; requires CONGRESS, SECOND CONTINENTAL: asks colo- 

disagreeable measures to be adopted against nies to disregard charters and draft new 

RI, 877; RI outside Union threatens, 726; constitutions, xxvi; devalues Continental 

security as goal of government, 532; Union currency, 276n, 874, 876; limits speaking 

created for, 291. See also Army; Army, stand- time of delegates, 560, 561, 562n; prohibits 

ing; Invasion, foreign; Military; Militia importation of slaves, 924-25, 926, 927, 

COMMON Goon. See General welfare 933n, 934n, 957, 969n; and taxation, 946, 

COMMON Law, 943 948; votes to discontinue slave trade, 957, 

COMSTOCK, CHARLES (Coventry), 156* 969n 

CoMSTOCK, GIDEON (Smithfield), 205,* 447 CONGRESS UNDER ARTICLES OF CONFEDERA- 

COMSTOCK, JoB (East Greenwich-N), 163;* id., TION: and amendment to share expenses ac- 

313; as potential US senator, 1050; speaks in cording to population, 931n; and Annapolis 

House of Deputies on referendum bill, 129, Convention (1786), xxix; compensation for 

130; votes against calling state convention, Baron von Steuben, 739, 740n; considers 

473 amendments to Constitution, 195; criticism 

—in RI Convention, 904; motion to adjourn of selection of officers to, 738; departments 

proposed by, 975, 984n, 987, 990n, 1004, created by ineffective, 750, 751n; insuffi- 

1005; motions of, 898-99, 910, 911, 950, cient revenue to govern effectively, 291;
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lacks non-violent means of compelling pay- | —letters to president of, 3, 10, 17, 19-21n, 

ment of national debt, 750; lacks power to 24n—25n, 28n, 29, 42-43, 44, 88, 229-31, 

raise men, 740-41; lacks power to restrict 232, 234-36n, 322-23, 354 

radical fiscal policies of states, xxxv; legisla- © CONGRESS UNDER CONSTITUTION: adjourn- 

tion of disregarded by states, 750; location ment of and president, 144; attends to in- 

of US capital debated in, 239, 389, 398, 401, terests of RI, 547; attention of on national 

405-6; method of electing delegates to, 22; debt, 743, 749; basis of free, efficient, and 

must approve amendments to Articles of well-balanced government, 738; as best 

Confederation, 941n; needs power to regu- friend of RI Antifederalists for exemptions 

late commerce, xXxvili—xxXI1xX, XXXVv, xxxix, 19, from duties, 651; bicameralism of praised, 

21n, 22, 27, 40, 108, 119, 230, 231, 232, 235, 143, 738; can easily control RI, 553; com- 

737, 739n, 740, 741; needs power to tax, pared negatively to British Parliament, 266, 

xxxv, 230, 231, 232, 235, 246, 253, 273, 274, 266n; and debates on presidential preroga- 

740-41; needs strengthening, 20, 87, 105, tive to remove officeholders, 554, 560; de- 

108, 221; negatively impacts financial health lays imposing foreign duties on RI, xl, 506, 

of states, 274; powers of described as con- 598, 599n, 611, 667n, 671, 674, 714, 718- 

fused blend of legislative, executive, and ju- 19, 720, 722, 723, 724, 729, 737, 752, 794, 

dicial, 738; powers of revenue refused, 738; 808-9, 961, 962, 963, 969n, 971, 971n, 972, 

proposes Impost of 1781, xxviii; proposes 973n; duties imposed on RI by will increase 

Impost of 1783, xxviii-xxix; Quakers peti- smuggling, 862; economic relations with 

tion against slave trade, 933n; refuses to ac- new states by, 737, 738n; and economic 

cept RI paper money in payment of requi- sanctions against RI, xli; election of, 44, 

sitions, xxxii, xxxv; requisition of, 45, 46n; 334-35, 407, 408, 642n, 962, 970n; embar- 

resolution of 21 February 1787, xxxv, 8, 42, rassed without RI, 487; enjoys greater con- 

133, 898, 908; resolution of 28 September fidence than Confederation Congress, 587, 

1787, xxxvii, 3, 35, 40, 42-43, 99, 121, 132, 738, 739; forceful measures will be taken 

133, 137, 140, 197, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, against RI if it fails to ratify, 533, 598, 714; 

227, 229, 230, 235, 385, 403, 445, 446n, funding act, 803; harmony in, 1037; has ca- 

484n, 536, 539, 571, 627, 703n, 873, 898, pacity to compel payment from all states 

908, 992, 993, 994n, 1025; resolution of 13 with equal force, 750; has right to take con- 

September 1788 calling first federal elec- trol of RI, 756; importance of first sessions, 

tions, 407, 408, 642n, 962, 970n; results 410; importance of RI participation in, 719; 

of RI referendum tabulated and sent to, influence on RI ratification, 546, 1014; jour- 

XXXVIli-xxxix; RI delegates attendance in, nals of should be printed at stated times, 

12, 14-16, 17-18, 24, 24n-—25n, 29, 32, 44— 921, 980, 1001; journals of to record yeas 

45, 121-23, 130, 142, 225, 242, 255, 256n, and nays if requested, 989, 1002; and loca- 

404, 406-7, 407, 411; RI delegates to, Ixxiv; tion of US capital, 596, 597n; members of 

RI fiscal policies alienate, xxxv; RI method praised, 605, 1080; must pressure RI to rat- 

of electing delegates to, xxxvii, 20, 21n; RI ify, xl, 509, 544, 552, 553, 751; Northern 

will still appoint delegates to, 473, 481, 488, States will control, 104; and NY Federalist 

506; should be dissolved if not strength- counties that might secede from their state, 

ened, 254; should not be criticized too 367; passes act for collection of federal du- 

harshly, 739; sovereign states were subject to ties in NC, 720; passing harsh duties on for- 

legislation of, 750; speech-making in, 829; eigners, 497; praised as disinterested body, 

toasted for dying, 346; use of paper money, 254, 811; praised for leniency toward RI and 

275; venerable men served in, 739. See also NG, 614; presence of RI needed in, 547; pro- 

Amendments to Articles of Confederation; poses amendments to Constitution, xli, 456, 

Articles of Confederation; Commerce 571, 717, 798, 823, 827n, 875, 875n, 984- 

—described as: ambassadors from sovereign 85; puts federal laws into effect in RI follow- 

states, 738; fluctuating body of aristocrats, ing ratification, xliv, 1043; receives form of 

738; impotent, 738; a single body without a ratification from RI Convention, 902; and 
head, 738 regulation of slave trade, 923, 929, 981; re- 

—letters from president of, 15, 16 jects honorific titles, 544, 545n; rejects mak- 

—letter to from RI legislature, xxxvii ing direct request for RI to ratify, 511; re-
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sponse to delayed statehood for Vt., 553; only apportion among states, 931; will not 

response to states delaying ratification, 545, permit RI to become center of smuggling, 

553; RI commerce hindered by, 676; RI Fed- 652, 896; will not pressure non-ratifying 

eralists in mercantile towns request protec- states, 559; will not suffer embarrassment by 

tion in event of their secession, xli, 458; RI any state, 726; will reserve direct taxation in 

legislature approves letter to explaining its case of war, 742; would discriminate against 

failure to ratify, xli; RI opinion of, 681; RI RI while out of Union, 419, 420. See also 

petition for temporary exemption from for- Amendments to the Constitution; House of 

eign duties granted, 598, 599n, 969n, 971, Representatives, U.S.; Senate, U.S.; Separa- 

971n, 972, 973n; RI resolution requesting tion of powers 
governor apply to for suspending acts against | —powers of, 732; alone possesses power to 

RI, 676-77; RI Trade Bill originates with get RI to ratify, 551; always a faction in that 
Ellsworth, 1040-41; RI will be forced to pay will oppose enlarging powers of Congress, 

foreign duties by, 419, 420, 473, 493-94, 1022; defended, 104; limits on should be 

494-95, 511, 513-14, 541, 570-71, 573, enforced, 560; should not have power to 

607-8, 608, 609, 610n, 611, 641-42, 654, alter mode of federal elections, 920; 

665n, 706, 707, 708, 726, 742, 748, 764, 792, should not make laws concerning religion, 

794, 795, 796, 799, 801, 809, 826, 837-55, 939; should settle concerns of states, 254; 

873, 876n, 878, 960, 969n; RI will be subject taxation, 750; will be too extensive, 61, 69, 

to even without ratification, 752; rules of 626, 648, 763. See also Entries for individual 

discourse in, 560; salaries of said to be too powers 

high, 562; scheduled to convene, xl; seces- —letters to from RI legislature, 605-7, 615, 

sion of RI seaport towns likely to be sup- 616n 

ported by, 860; should address RI legislature, | CONNECTICUT: act of prohibiting RI debtors 

xl, 474-76, 477, 828; should be trusted, 689; from paying Conn. creditors with depreci- 

should conquer RI, 762; should demand ated RI paper money, 469-70, 475, 476, 498; 

that RI pay its portion of US debt, 752; Antifederalist acquiescence in state Conven- 

should have negative on states, 254; should tion of, 106, 108n; blue laws of, 541, 543n; 

issue warning to RI freemen against delay of calls state convention, 58; can be smugglers, 

ratification, 758; should not insist on ratifi- 598; commerce of dominated by NY, 367; 

cation, 258; should pressure RI to call a con- commerce with RI, 356, 742; commercial 

vention, 652, 657, 658-59; should repri- acts of, 359n; demand for grain in might de- 

mand RI, 562; should take no more punitive plete stores in RI, 542; direct election of del- 

measures against RI until after Convention, egates to Confederation Congress in, 738; 

875; should warn states before interdiction as fictitious author of letter to RI, 656; praise 

of commerce, 535; Southern States will con- of laws of, 541; praise of speeches in state 

trol, 104; specified ratification of constitu- Convention of, 102; prospects for ratifica- 

tional amendments by state legislatures, tion good, 32; ratifies Constitution, xxxviii, 

939; speechmaking in, 829; threats to RI, 41n, 149, 358; refuses to give Confederation 

546; toasted, 295, 350, 474, 1060, 1068; Congress power to regulate commerce, 

transparency has been good for, 561; trust 739n; report of delegates from Constitu- 

in, 1033; trusts that RI will soon ratify, 729; tional Convention, 5; RI territory to be 

views RI as outside of Union, 456, 511, 759; given to if it does not ratify, 405, 410, 419, 

will cease to be lenient with RI, 742, 743; will 420, 421, 484; state debt in, 255. See also New 

consider RI part of Union and appoint fed- England; Northern States 

eral officers, 659; will destroy RI if state re- CONNECTICUT WITs, 639n 

jects Constitution, 735; will do well, 1034; CONSCIENCE, FREEDOM OF: amendment pro- 

will endanger interests of RI, 674, 676; will posed protecting, 218; Constitution endan- 

not allow RI to become a separate state, gers, 587; Constitution will not endanger, 

1019; will not attack or coerce RI, 747; will 587; must be protected, 939; praised, 1062, 

not discriminate between speculators and 1063; still held in RI, 265. See also Religion, 

other securities holders, 755; will not exhort freedom of; Religious tests 

RI Antifederalists, 743; will not isolate RI CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS: not protected in 

commerce, 766; will not lay individual taxes, Constitution, 247; respect for, 698; RI amend-
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ment allowing for, 979, 980, 1001; in RI form —described as metaphor: Americans as mari- 

of ratification, 999 ners recently escaped from shipwreck and 

CONSTITUTION, U.S.: any part can be altered, now only need to make landfall, 594-95; 

928; Article VII cited and quoted, 138, 217- the bantling . .. black or white, 73; a body, 

18, 281; Congress reads, xxxvii, 99; consti- 697; boon from heaven, 257; chain that 

tutes new form of government, 686; Coun- unites, 1028; Colossus with sword of tyranny, 

try party opposes, xxxviii, 887; Country 245-46; criticized as the pomposity of met- 

party proposes that towns consider, xxxviii; aphoric architecture, 434; the dome com- 

defects of may be remedied by future legis- plete, 1031; as eighth wonder of the world, 

lation, 744; despite objections is preferable 245; the fabric, 105, 252, 1049; fabric of or- 

to any other in the world, 884; failure of Im- der, justice and liberty, 143, 266, 283n; fab- 

post of 1781 precipitated drafting of, 743; rication of the moment, 364; family, 253, 
General Assembly agreeable to some provi- 656; the federal dome completed, 1023, 

sions in, xxxix; General Assembly calls ref- 1025; Federal Edifice, 347; Federal Edifice 

erendum on, 133-—35n; General Assembly ...on Nine glorious Pillars, 281; the federal 

considers, 42-43, 229-37; House of Depu- family, 599, 614, 686; the Federal Structure, 

ties reads, 43, 44; inconsistent with RI con- 287; Federal Temple, 257, 270, 715; a firm 

stitution, 444; majority in RI opposes, 887; and Strong Web, 1050; a foundation as no 

Mercantile party supports, xxxvili; misun- other nation can boast, 283; fruit, 542; the 

derstood by majority of citizens, 276; not im- grand fabric, 937, 1028; the Grand Fabric of 
perative to unity of states, 605; and paper American Liberty, 101; Grand Federal Edi- 

money, 544n, 665n; political salvation of RI, fice, 351; Grand Temple of American Lib- 

879; principles of, 531; printed in RI, lviii, erty, 145, 146n; the great Fabric, 1049; great 

lix, 3, 25-26, 43, 44, 46-47, 88, 121, 964, whole, 406; labor of wisdom, 715; a large, 

970n; ratification should require all states, solid building reared by ablest architects, 

606; rejection of reflects lack of wisdom, 105; a lasting pillar of civil and religious lib- 

692; rejection of will be bad for RI, 700, 725; erty, 344; lesser of two evils, 254; the ma- 

RI legislature orders 1,000 copies printed as chine, 510; Magna Carta, 40; the magnifi- 

broadside, xxxvii, 3, 26, 43, 46-47, 136, 140, cent dome, 1049; as a menstruous cloth, 

234; RI opposition to result of indecision of 237, 237n; the new-born ruler, 73; the new 
council, 875; RI referendum on, 4, 121- federal Fabric of American Glory, 283, 285; 

237; should not be forced on the people, the New System, 265; noblest fabrick of pol- 

258; some provisions in adaptable to Arti- icy, 421; the political machine, 486; righ- 

cles of Confederation, xxxix; text of, 323- teous cause, 736; rising fabrick, 292; rising 

34; toasted, 1016, 1054; virtuous citizens in pillar of government, 345; a secure harbor, 

RI want to adopt, 639 594; Ship of Liberty, 925; ‘Temple of Liberty, 

—Article V: criticized, 938; praised, 937, 421; this gilded pill, 118; this monster, 245; 

938; quoted, 378; read in RI Convention, the trap, 118 

937; should be written in Letters of Gold, —praise of, 509; an astonishing revolution, 

937 150; commerce prospering under, 785; do- 
—criticism of: ambiguous, 246; anathema to mestic tranquility under, 785; happiness un- 

interests of the people, 246; contains insuf- der, 718, 785; increases welfare and respect 

ficient guards against abuses of power by for all classes of men, 740; insures well- 

those in office, 246; danger it will be short organized government, 282, 283; justice un- 

lived, 117; a dark and wicked conspiracy to der, 785; more democratic than British con- 

enslave country, 237; facilitates embezzle- stitution, 738; most important revolution 

ment of public funds, 244; fails to protect ever in policy and government, 292; near 

military from inappropriate deployment, perfection, 68; as peaceful revolution, 292; 

246; may facilitate British-style tyranny, 605; promotes government of laws rather than 

morals will be increasingly corrupted under, men, 293; protects important rights of 

253; no assurance of jury trial, 744; not states, 732; provides for firm and energetic 

linked to happiness, 744; not perfect, 741; government, 689; RI will benefit from, 282; 

for similarity to British government, 602, for spirit of accommodation, 252; unique 

640; will kill RI economic plan, xxxviii, 141 opportunity in human history, 572; will be
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agreeable to the people if ratified, 912; will © —criticism of, 453; delegates to, 92; for lack- 

safeguard freedom of religion, 344; for wise ing in religious principles, 247; secrecy of, 

and beautiful organization, 738 69, 112; for slave trade provision, 49; for sug- 

—read in RI Convention, xlii, 757, 898, 908, gested process of ratification, 275; as tyran- 

915, 916, 938, 987; Article I, section 10, 937; nical, 246; violates instructions, 112, 139; vi- 

Article II, 937; Convention decides not to olating Articles of Confederation, 275-76 

read, 914-15; Convention examines by par- —praise of, 40, 65, 73, 78, 102, 137, 140-41, 

agraph, 915, 916, 917 219, 247, 294, 572, 740, 811, 927; for com- 

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION, 86; antagonis- promise in, 293, 353; delegates to, 27, 102, 

tic toward RI paper money program, xxxv; 245, 263, 737; patriotism of, 292-93; for 
call of, xxxv, 8, 221; called to revise Articles prohibition of religious tests, 548—49; three 

of Confederation not to create new consti- dissenters in, 62 

tution, 246; compromises of, 88, 741; con- —letter from President Washington to presi- 

stitution called a labor of wisdom, 715; de- dent of Congress, 25, 26, 28n, 42—43, 44, 88, 

nial that it was unanimous, 82; difficulties 3929-93, 354, 737-38, 739n, 741, 742n 

encountered, 76; distrust of state legisla- —letter to from Providence merchants and 

tures, 275; distrust of the people, 275; fair tradesmen, quoted, xxxv—xxxvi 

representation of in states except RI, 140; CONSTITUTIONS, STATE: defects of, 386 

Franklin’s last speech in reprinted in RI, | CONTRACTS: sanctity of protected under Con- 

67-68; God caused to be called, 39; Great stitution, xxxvill; violated by RI radical eco- 

Compromise in over representation, 358; nomic program, 458-59 

hope for good amendments to Articles of | CONVENTION, SECOND CONSTITUTIONAL: amend- 

Confederation, 413; included slave owners, ments will not be obtained from, 31, 364, 

929; justified in creating new Constitution, 399-400, 469; called for by Edmund Ran- 

221; members of risked lives to protect dolph, 91; can be called under Article V of 

Americans from British tyranny, 247; more Constitution, 399-400; could not improve 

than three delegates did not sign Constitu- Constitution, 104—5; criticism of, 429; NC 

tion, 82; non-signers in believe Confedera- wants, 374, 642; NY Convention circular let- 

tion is too weak, 221-22; and petition to ter calls for, xxxix—xl, 450-51; NY’s call for 

calling for abolition of slave trade and slav- printed in RI, xxxix—xl, 427-28, 428, 429; 

ery, 49; proposes new government, 413; Opposition to, 263; rejected by RI, 459, 

Providence merchants and tradesmen write 459n; RI resolution concerning, 425-27n, 

to, XXXV—xxxvl; recommended by Confed- 452; RI towns consider sending delegates to, 

eration Congress, 8, 42, 133, 222; recom- xl, 243, 422, 425, 425-27n, 427, 428, 435- 

mends state conventions (17 September 49, 454, 458, 941n—42n; will not be as good 

1787), 121, 124, 132, 137, 140, 195, 220, as first, 31, 107n; would throw everything 

221, 222-23, 224, 229, 230, 269, 385, 445, into confusion, 510 

446n, 483, 495, 497, 509, 539, 571, 621,627, © CONVENTIONS, STATE: advantages of calling, 

873, 994n; rejects call for second constitu- 223; advocated in RI, 146—51; Antifederalist 

tional convention and amendments, 91; re- majority in NY, 277; Antifederalists in think 

port of, 322-35; report of read in RI House Confederation is too weak, 221-22; Antifed- 

of Deputies, 44; RI politicians are unlikely to eralists will accept, 681; benefits of, 143; 

improve on report of, 884; RI referendum called for by Constitutional Convention (17 

not meant to offend, 235; RI refuses to ap- September 1787), 121, 124, 132, 137, 140, 

point delegates to, xxxv, xxxvii, 3, 8-23, 29, 195, 220, 221, 222-23, 224, 229, 230, 269, 

61, 80, 81, 85, 101, 132, 139, 150-51, 197, 385, 445, 446n, 483, 495, 497, 509, 539, 571, 

221, 377, 400, 465, 469, 571, 728, 730n, 740, 621, 627, 873, 994n; criticism of submission 

742n, 811, 875, 876n, 895; RI’s absence from of Constitution to, 275; delegates to should 

will be beneficial, xxxvi; should be reconve- not ratify without amendments, 687; NC 

ned to revise Constitution, 247; signing of calls second convention, 376, 482; NY’s will 

Constitution in, 68; tried to suppress slavery, adjourn rather than reject, 277; only consti- 

924, 927; unity of, 40-41, 107n; wanted to tutional method for considering Constitu- 

institute tyranny, 245-46; would rewrite Con- tion, 146-51, 224, 392, 536; recommended 

stitution if granted opportunity, 247 by Confederation Congress (28 September
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1787), xxxvii, 3, 35, 40, 42-43, 99, 121, 132, Coon, JosHua (Hopkinton), 171* 

133, 137, 140, 197, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, Coon, JosHua, JR. (Hopkinton), 171* 

227, 229, 230, 235, 385, 403, 445, 446n, Coon, Ross (Hopkinton), 76, 77 
484n, 536, 539, 571, 627, 703n, 873, 898, | Coon, SAMUEL (Hopkinton), 171* 

908, 992, 993, 994n, 1025; require election Coon, THomas (Hopkinton), 171* 

of appropriate delegates, 686. See also En- Coon, WiLi1Am (Hopkinton), 171* 

tries for individual states; Ratification, pro- | COOPER, MosEs (Glocester), 168* 

cess of; Rhode Island Convention Cooper, MOSEs, JR. (Glocester), 169* 

CONVERSE, JAMES (West Greenwich), 215* Cooper, NATHAN (Glocester), 169* 

Convis, JAMES (West Greenwich). See Con- COOPER, STEPHEN (Glocester), 167* 

verse, James Corey, Jos (North Kingstown), 187* 

Cook, ABRAHAM (Cumberland), 161* Corey, WILLIAM, JR. (Scituate), 203* 

Cook, ABRAHAM, JR. (Cumberland), 161* CORNELL, CLARK (Portsmouth), 191* 

Cook, ANNANIAS (Cumberland), 161* CORNELL, GIDEON (Scituate), 202* 

Cook, ARIEL (Cumberland), 162* CORNELL, JoB (Portsmouth), 191* 

Cook, ELEAZER (Cumberland), 161* CORNELL, JONATHAN (Portsmouth), 191* 

Cook, Eseck (Cumberland), 161* CORNELL, JOSEPH (East Greenwich), 163* 

Cook, GEorGE (Portsmouth), 191* CORNELL, SAMUEL (Middletown), 177* 

Cook, GIDEON (Glocester), 167* CORNELL, WALTER (Portsmouth), 191* 

Cook, HEZEKIAH (Cumberland), 161* Corpe, THOMAS (Cranston), 159* 

Cook, Isaac (Tiverton), 208* CORRUPTION: officeholders will help US pres- 

CooK, JAMES (Portsmouth), 191* ident avoid, 750; people increasingly cor- 

COOK, JEREMIAH (Tiverton), 209* rupted under Articles of Confederation, 

Cook, JosHuaA (Glocester), 168* 253; in RI government, 257; in RI paper 

Cook, MICHAEL (Glocester), 167* money program, 85, 123, 361; in Venice, 

Cook, NATHANIEL (Cumberland), 161* 116. See also Virtue 

Cook, PARDON (Tiverton), 210* Cory, PELEG (North Kingstown), 189* 

Cook, ROBERT (Coventry), 157* Cory, Puruip (Tiverton), 208* 

Cook, SAMUEL (Glocester), 167* Cory, THOMAS (Portsmouth), 191* 

Cook, STEPHEN (Glocester), 167* Cory, THomAS (Tiverton), 209* 

Cook, SYLVANUS (Glocester), 169* Cory, THOMAS (son of Thomas) (Tiverton), 

Cook, THomMas (Tiverton), 208* 209* 

Cook, WALTER (Tiverton), 209,* 210 Cory, WILLIAM (Tiverton), 208* 

Cooke, DANIEL (Providence): on committee Cory, WILLIAM (Tiverton), 209* 

to draft instructions to delegates at state “Cosmo,” 455; text of, 519-20 

Convention, 889; on committee to draft in- | COTTRELL, DAviID (Exeter), 166% 

structions to repeal tender provision and to. COTTRELL, JOHN (Exeter), 165* 

call state convention, 496; as deputy secre- | COUNSEL: right to guaranteed, 977-78, 998, 
tary of House of Magistrates, 427n, 674, 1084 

676n, 677n; as town clerk, 192, 193, 198, | COUNTERFEITING, 567, 574, 595 

198n, 445, 445n, 468, 470, 496, 578, 590, “A Country DIALOGUE”: text of, 86-87 

890, 891n, 1069 COUNTRY PARTY: advises RI farmers to with- 

COooKE, Eza., JR. (Bristol), 154* hold produce from mercantile towns, xxxi; 

Cooke, H. (East Greenwich), 164 as Antifederalists, 226, 658; assists in RI rat- 

COOKE, JOHN: bill calling for state convention ification, xliv; attempts to perpetuate con- 

concurred by, 670, 671n; on coalition prox trol over state officeholders, xlii, xliii, 665n, 

of April 1790, 779; on Country party prox 786; buttresses paper-money program, xxxiii; 
of March 1790, 779 call Union “the Twelve revolted States,” 

COOKE, JOSEPH PLATT (Conn.), 256n 651; caucuses of (nocturnal conventions), 

Coon, ABRAHAM (Hopkinton), 171* xlii, liii, 15, 16, 18n, 19, 21n, 230, 232n, 317, 

Coon, BENJAMIN (Hopkinton), 171* 652, 653n, 863, 864, 865n; and celebration 

Coon, Davip (Hopkinton), 171* of NH ratification in Providence, 285-86, 

Coon, Exias (Hopkinton), 171* 298, 300; control of RI legislature by, xl, 243, 

Coon, JoHN (Hopkinton), 171,* 623 503; controls RI politics beginning May
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1786, xxvii, xxx, 265; convention must be RI referendum, 227. See also Nocturnal 

called by if it hopes to stay in power, 619; conventions; Paper money 

defeats motion to appoint RI delegates to © —and state Convention: delegates in believed 

Constitutional Convention, xxxv; dishonors to be poorly educated, 892—93; denies role 

Revolutionary sacrifice, 556; favors paper in calling, xliii; reported to have a majority 

money and opposes Constitution, xxxviii; in, xlii; will not consider until state debt re- 

fears ratification will end its economic pol- tired, xxxix, xl, 238 

icy, 510; held in scorn, 236, 639; holds sepa- | —described as, xxviii, xxxvi, 49, 72, 219, 265, 

rate Fourth of July 1788 celebration in Prov- 556; best representatives of the people, 688; 

idence, 299; influential leaders in support compared to Shaysites, 509; deliberately 

bill repealing paper money, 617; introduces wicked, 269; depraved, 268; enemies of all 

bill requiring oath supporting paper money, good government, 632; hostile, 300; igno- 

xxxii; is shocked by NC ratification, 657; rant and wicked, 557; interested or design- 

measures of in General Assembly reflect ing men, 806; knaves and public robbers, 

badly on character of RI, xxxvi; misrepre- 220; lacking justice, 49, 72; lawless rulers, 

sents aims and powers of Constitution, 725; 764; leaders of are demagogic, 503; obsti- 

misunderstands dependence on mercantile nate and ignorant, 243, 265; partisans of 

interests, 729; motto of toasted (‘“To Relieve fraud, 85; small animals, plaguy, and obsti- 

the Distressed’”’), 1016; must abandon idea nate, 664; unprincipled, 872; the vicious 

that RI can exists independently, 878; must many, 764. See also Antifederalists; Factions; 

be reformed, 802; needs to ratify Constitu- Mercantile party; Paper money; Party spirit; 

tion to maintain power, xli; needs to ratify Prox 

Constitution without appearing inconsis- ‘A COUNTRYMAN,” 713n; text of, 787-89 
tent, xli; not immediately affected by Con- COvENTRY, R.I.: deputies from, Ilxxvi; oppo- 

gress’ restrictions, 664; obstinacy of justifies sition in until Constitution amended, 158; 

import duties levied on RI by federal gov- petition by Quakers in to repeal tender 

ernment, 632; oppose Constitution because provision and limitation act rejected, 158; 

it will benefit speculators, 878; opposition to RI Convention delegates from, 904; vote 

coalition prox (East Greenwich, April 1790), on referendum on Constitution, 156—58,* 

788; passes penalty act in June 1786, xxx; 233 
penalty act amended by, xxxi; policies of | COWEN, BENJAMIN (Glocester), 169* 

called malignant and perverse, 880; preju- | COWEN, JAMES (Glocester), 168* 

diced against lawyers, 691; proposes that COWEN, JOHN, JR. (Glocester), 169* 

Constitution be submitted to towns, xxxviil; COWEN, JONATHAN (Glocester), 168* 

protecting dignity of RI, 298; prox of March COWEN, STEPHEN (Glocester), 169* 

1790 printed as broadside, 779n; re-elected, Coxe, TENCH (Pa.): id., 796n, 814n 

486, 859; reasons for opposition to Consti- | —letters from, 795-96, 802; cited, 713n, 801n, 

tution enumerated, 665n; and redemption 814n 

of RI state debt, xxxili, xxxiv; and redistri- —letters to, 801; cited, 802 

bution of wealth in RI, xxxv; requisition CozzEns, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* 

from RI of wartime debt would be resisted CRANDAL, AZARIAH (Hopkinton), 172* 

by, 658; resolve of strengthened by threats | CRANDAL, BENJAMIN (Hopkinton), 172* 

to political future of RI, xxxviii; RI office- | CRANDAL, Cary (Hopkinton), 172* 

holders should advocate joining Union to CRANDAL, Davip (Hopkinton), 172* 

maintain state control, 826; should not be CRANDAL, ELIAS (Westerly), 214* 

permitted to hold state office after ratifica- CRANDAL, HENRY (Westerly), 214* 

tion, 633; South Kingstown as stronghold CRANDAL, JOSEPH (Exeter), 164* 

of, xlii; and spring 1790 elections, xiii, CRANDAL, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214;* as town 

768-91; supports bill prohibiting slave clerk, 215, 449, 449n 

trade, 43-44; supports debtor relief on | CRANDELL, ABNER (Tiverton), 209* 

state level, xxix, 544n, 554; suspends and CRANDELL, EBER (Tiverton), 209* 

repeals tender provision of paper-money CRANSTON, R.I., 1047n; considers NY circular 

act, XXxiv; suspicious of growing federal letter, 437; deputies from, Ixxvi; instructs 

power, xxxv; true intentions of in calling deputies on state convention, 457, 481,
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621-22; against repeal of tender provision, | —letter to, 265 

457, 481; RI Convention delegates from, DARLING, ANDREW (Glocester), 168* 

904; and second constitutional convention, DARLING, EBENEZER (Glocester), 168* 

437; town meeting, 481; vote on referen- DARLING, EBENEZER, JR. (Glocester), 167* 

dum on Constitution, 158—60,* 233 DARLING, PETER (Cumberland), 161* 

Crary, ARCHIBALD (East Greenwich), 622, DARLING, PETER, JR. (Cumberland), 162* 

663 DAVENPORT, EPHRAIM, II (Tiverton), 209* 

CREDIT, PuBLic. See Debt, U.S.; Debts, state; © DAVENPORT, JEREMIAH (Little Compton), 

Honor; Public credit 175* 

CREDITORS: feared uncontrollable inflation, DAVENPORT, JONATHAN (Portsmouth), 191* 

xxix; forced to accept paper money as legal DavEeNPoRT, THomMas (Little Compton), 175* 

tender, xxxiii; forfeiture of debt for refusing Davis, AARON (Hopkinton), 171* 

paper tender, xxx; holders of state debt par- Davis, BENJAMIN (North Kingstown), 91, 443 

ticularly affected by RI fiscal policies, xxxiii; DAvis, EDwARD (Glocester), 168* 

private credit toasted, 1068; RI fiscal poli- Davis, JoHN (Glocester), 168* 

cies alienate, xxxv Davis, JOHN (Littke Compton-Y), 83, 84n, 

“Crito” (Samuel Hopkins), 32, 37, 49 175;* id., 970n; compensation for service, 

CROCKER, GEORGE (Tiverton), 209% 831; votes to call state convention, 472 

Cross, JOHN (South Kingstown), 207* —in RI Convention, 905, 986; payment of, 

Cross, PELEG (Charlestown), 155, 436, 621 1010, 1011; speeches of, 961, 963; votes, 

Cross, SAMUEL (Charlestown), 155* 976, 996 

CROSSMAN, PAUL (Tiverton), 209* Davis, JOSEPH (Charlestown), 155* 

CRUFF, JOEL (Smithfield), 204* DavIS, JOSEPH (Glocester), 168* 

CRUFF, SAMUEL (Smithfield), 205* Davis, JosHuA (North Kingstown), 187* 

Crus, DANIEL (Hopkinton), 172* Davis, OLIVER (Hopkinton), 171* 

CRUMB, SYLVESTER (Westerly), 214* Davis, SAMUEL (Warwick), 212* 

CULVER, Davip (West Greenwich), 216* Davis, STEPHEN (North Kingstown), 188* 

CUMBERLAND, R.I.: approves RI Convention’s Davis, STEPHEN (Scituate), 203* 

bill of rights and amendments, 831; ap- Davis, WILLIAM (West Greenwich), 216* 

proves sending delegates to second consti- DAvis, WILLIAM HENRY (West Greenwich), 

tutional convention, 438; considers NY cir- 215* 

cular letter, 438; deputies from, xxvii; DawEs, Davis (Mass.), 793 

instructs deputies against calling state con- © DAWLEY, BENJAMIN (Exeter), 165* 

vention, 622; RI Convention delegates DAWLEY, DANIEL (Exeter), 165* 

from, 904; vote on referendum on Consti- © DAWLEY, DANreL (North Kingstown), 187* 

tution, 160-—62,* 233 DAWLEY, Davip (Exeter), 165* 

CUSHING, WILLIAM (Mass.), 7 DAWLEY, MICHAEL (Exeter), 165* 

‘““A CUSTOMER,” 763 DAWLEY, NATHAN (Exeter), 165* 

CUTTING, JOHN BROWN (Mass.) DAWLEY, NICHOLAS (Exeter), 165* 

—letters from, 370n; quoted, 855n DAWLEY, OLIVER (Exeter), 165* 

DaAyTON, BENEDICT (North Kingstown), 188* 

DAGGETT, ABNER (Providence): id., 349n, DaAyTON, HENrRy (Newport), 594 

1075n DEAN, Ezra (Cranston), 159* 

—letter from, 348-49 DEAN, JONATHAN (West Greenwich), 216* 

DAGGETT, Davip (Conn.): id., 29n, 349n; ora- Dest, U.S.: can be paid without ratification, 

tion of, 5 258; cancellation desired, 556; Congress 

—letters to, 28-29, 348-49; quoted, liv blamed for, 274; Constitution assumes Con- 

DAGGETT’S TAVERN (Providence), 347, 349, federation’s, 533; Constitution will benefit 

790, 1055, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1074, 1076 speculators in, 878; debate over Hamilton’s 

DALTON, TRISTRAM (Mass.), 842, 843 plan to fund, 754-55, 756n-57n, 803, 878, 

DANA, FRANCIS (Mass.), 9 879n, 884, 885n, 893, 932n; difficult to pay 

—letter from, quoted, xxxvi—xxxvil under Articles of Confederation, 253, 274, 

DANE, NATHAN (Mass.): id., 265n 291; discrimination by federal government 

—letter from, 339 against RI Antifederalists sought, 869; dis-
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crimination in funding unrealistic, 754,755; = Drsrs, SraTe: and assumption of by federal 

enormity of, 274, 535, 918, 932n, 1052; Fed- government, 755, 881, 885, 885n, 893, 1037, 

eralists accused of being public defaulters, 1045-46, 1089; to be paid with revenue 

244; Impost of 1781 would have helped to from imposts, 602; defaulters afraid of Con- 

pay, 798-99; monopolizes attention of Con- stitution, 260; difficulty of paying, 829; fed- 

gress, 743; owed to France, the Netherlands, eral non-assumption of will cause future 

and Spain, 760, 760n; purchased by specu- trouble, 865; halted progress of government 

lators, xxvill; sale of Western lands to dis- in RI, 255; public defaulters are Federalists, 

pose of, 103, 222, 275, 276n, 417, 825, 969n; 260 

severity of draws congressional attention —and Rhode Island, xxxiii, 965, 970n; burden 

away from RI, 749; states required to con- of on ordinary Rhode Islanders, xxviii; can- 

tribute their share, 273, 532; will be easily not be paid in paper money, 972; pays with 

paid under Constitution, 273, 463, 547, 568; paper money, xxiv, xxvii-xxviii, xxxii-xxxiv, 

will take time to pay, 1052. See also Debts, XXXVIll, XXxix, xl, xli, 15-16, 124, 126n, 130, 

state; Public credit; Requisitions 231, 238, 242, 255, 269, 277, 409-10, 412, 

—and Rhode Island: ahead of other states in 422, 423-24, 428-29, 430, 449, 450, 451, 

paying its share of, 750, 751n; cannot avoid 455, 459n-60n, 460, 469, 470, 480, 538, 551, 

by refusing to ratify, 884; delayed ratifica- 557, 665n, 755, 829, 970n; Rhode Islanders’ 

tion of Constitution makes paying more dif- attention directed toward abolition of, xxxvi; 

ficult, 896; interferes with, 759; legislature saddled with after Revolution, xxviii; secu- 

of willing to cede additional powers to Con- rities in purchased by speculators at great 

gress to discharge, xxxix, 235; must pay its discount, 874; should not elect representa- 

fair share, 420, 421, 486, 533, 658, 726, 733, tives to Congress who will refund RI debt, 

742, 752, 756, 763, 801, 826, 837, 839-40, 688; speculators in as enemies of RI, 249, 

843, 845n, 869, 876, 877, 878-79, 894, 896, 250; will not change tender provision until 

951, 960, 964, 969n, 1019-20; RI to be sold all state debt is paid, 552. See also Debt, U.S.; 

and proceeds earmarked to pay off (satiri- Paper money; Public credit 

cal), 259; RI will be a creditor state, 1089; | DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE: Antifederal- 

will not contribute to, 759, 760; will pay its ists violate principles of, 822; colonies re- 

fair share of, 505-6, 516, 547, 548, 591, 654, verted to a state of natural liberty following, 

766, 862 890; RI approves, 21—22. See also American 
Dests, Private, 780; bill adjusting terms of Revolution 

repayment proffered, 863, 867; British cred- | DELAWARE: as fictitious author of letter to RI, 

itors will be able to collect under Constitu- 656; ratifies US Congress’ amendments to 

tion, 102, 114, 118n; debtors are Antifed- Constitution, 730n, 941n; ratifies Constitu- 

eralists, 648; debtors use threat of payment tion, 149, 357-58 

in paper money to procrastinate payment, DELEGATED POWERs: federal government has 

859; difficulty of paying, 452-53, 869; dread only, 143, 294, 1021; president limited to, 

of paying in coin is root of RI antifederal- 738; should be limited, 768 
ism, 893; faith lost between man and man, DEMAGOGUES: Country party accused of sup- 

498; fraudulent payment of, xxxii, 405, porting, 637 

428-29, 450, 452-53, 542, 615, 633, 638, | DEMocRACy: confusion besets, 1050; Consti- 

639, 859; “Know Ye” debtors criticized for tution balances attributes of, 1053; Consti- 

using paper money to pay off debts, 452- tution will destroy, 116; danger of resorting 

53, 465, 469; less fraud in collecting without to savages, 792; defined, xxvi; described as 

tender provision, 662; payments made eas- a volcano, 1050, 1050n; mirror representa- 

ier, 662n; as portion of Country party, 544; tion is a principle of virtuous society, 784- 

real estate payable for, xxxiv; Rhode Island- 85; praise of Constitution’s democratic at- 

ers’ attention directed toward abolition of, tributes, 738; RI called pejoratively, xxvii, 

xxxvi; SC might change installment act, 268, 509, 615. See also Government, debate over 

268n; underpaid due to RI depreciated pa- nature of; Tyranny 

per money, 253, 265, 380-81, 405, 430, 470, | DENNIS, GIDEON (Portsmouth), 191* 

552. See also Bankruptcy; ““Know Ye” men; DENNIS, OBADIAH (Tiverton), 209* 

Paper money; Tender laws DENNIS, REDFORD (Tiverton), 208*
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DESPOTISM: education is strongest guard DRAPER, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 216* 

against, 1070; European countries likely to Drinc, NATHANIEL (Little Compton), 175* 

institute, 343; new Constitution might lead =DROwN, BENJAMIN, JR. (Barrington), 152* 

to, 615; opposition to, 299. See also Tyranny DROWN, JONATHAN J. (Barrington), 153* 

““DETECTOR,” 455; text of, 515-19 DROWN, SOLOMON (Bristol), 154* 

DEVOL, DANIEL (Tiverton), 209* DuE PROCESS OF LAW: amendment to Consti- 

DEVOL, GILBERT (Tiverton), 208, 210* tution protecting, 1083 

DEVOL, WANTON (Tiverton), 209* DuER, WILLIAM (N.Y.), 555; id., 511n 

DEXTER, BARSILLA (Glocester), 168* —letter from, cited, 509 

DEXTER, DAvID, JR. (Cumberland), 162* —letter to, 509-11 

DEXTER, JEREMIAH (North Providence), 189* DUNBAR, ELIJAH (Maine), 463n 

DEXTER, JOHN S. (Cumberland-Y): and cele- | DURFEE, GIDEON (Portsmouth), 191* 

bration of Society of the Cincinnati, 346- DURFEE, GIDEON (Tiverton), 208* 

47; delivers letter from Jabez Bowen to  DvtRFEE, JAMES (Tiverton), 209* 

George Washington, 649, 649n; as member DURFEE, JOB (Portsmouth-A): as Country party 

of Providence Abolition Society, 933n; as RI deputy, 597n; votes against calling state con- 

Convention delegate, 904, 976, 996; as town vention, 473 

clerk, 162, 437, 622, 831 —in RI Convention, 696, 905, 1045n; instruc- 

DEXTER, NATHAN (Smithfield), 204* tions to, 699-702; payment of, 1011; votes, 

DEXTER, WILLIAM (North Providence), 189* 976, 995 

DicKENns, Amos (New Shoreham), 186* DURFEE, JOHN (Tiverton), 209* 

DICKENS, DANIEL (New Shoreham), 186* DURFEE, JOSEPH (Tiverton), 208* 

DICKINSON, JOHN (Del.): as author of Fabius © DURFEE, OLIVER (Middletown), 177 

essays, 239, 257-58; in Constitutional Con- DuRFEE, PRINCE (Tiverton), 209* 

vention, 82n DuRFEE, THOMAS (Tiverton), 19n, 210,* 233 

DIMAN, JAMES (Bristol), 154* DuRFEE, WILLIAM (Tiverton), 932n 

DIMAN, JEREMIAH (Bristol), 154* DurRFEE, WING (Little Compton), 176* 

DIMAN, JONATHAN (Bristol), 154* DurRFEY, JOHN (Glocester), 167* 

DIMAN, JOSEPH (Bristol), 154* DuTIEs: best mode of raising revenue, 535, 

DonvcE, HEZEKIAH (New Shoreham), 186* 698; collectors have difficulty collecting, 

DODGE, JAMES (New Shoreham), 186* 600; Congress passes harsh ones on foreign- 

DopceE, Mark, JR. (New Shoreham), 186* ers, 497; Congress sets, 512; debate over 

DopGE, OLIVER (Westerly), 214* appropriateness of, 490-91; levied in US 

DODGE, SAMUEL (New Shoreham), 186* Congress, 490-91; as main revenue under 

DopGE, TRISTRAM (New Shoreham), 186* Constitution, 729, 742; on molasses, 488, 

DoOHRMAN, ARNOLD H. (N.Y.): id., 366n 490, 492, 508; against non-ratifying states 

—letter from, 366 may strengthen Antifederalists, 535; ratifi- 

DOLLIVER, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 216* cation will not increase, 698; on rum, 488, 

DOLLIVER, JOSEPH, JR. (West Greenwich), 632; on tea, 491, 492. See also Commerce; 

216* Impost of 1781; Impost of 1783; Impost of 
DoMESTIC INSURRECTIONS. See Civil war; Insur- 1789 (R.L); Impost of 1789 (U.S.) 

rections, domestic; Shays’s Rebellion; Violence © —and Rhode Island: cannot pay US duties 

DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY. See Tranquility, do- with paper money, 515, 596; US Congress 

mestic must hurt commerce of RI to get ratifica- 

DORRANCE, JOHN (Providence): bill calling for tion, 801, 809; US Congress postpones for- 

state convention concurred by, 670, 671n; eign duties on RI, 506, 598, 599n, 611, 667n, 

on coalition prox of April 1790, 779; on 671, 674, 714, 718-19, 720, 722, 723, 724, 

committee of arrangement for Washing- 729, 737, 794, 808-9, 961, 962, 963, 969n, 

ton’s visit, 1064; on committee to draft in- 971, 971n, 972, 973, 973n; discussed in RI 

structions to delegates at state Convention, legislature, 601; on goods struck out in an- 

889; as town meeting moderator, 889, 890 ticipation of ratification by, 546, 548n; new 

DOUBLE JEOPARDY: amendment to Constitu- US duties would damage mercantile inter- 

tion prohibiting, 1083 ests in, 650; regulation of foreign trade in 

Douctass, Davip (South Kingstown), 943, 947n to mirror congressional regulation, 600,
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602; will be forced to pay as foreigners, 419, Commerce; General welfare; Happiness; Po- 

420, 468, 473, 480, 482-83, 487, 493-94, litical conditions under the Confederation 

494-95, 511, 513-14, 514, 516, 533, 536, —and Rhode Island: creditors powerless in, 

537, 541, 570-71, 607-8, 609, 610n, 611, 557; distress attributed to for rejecting Im- 

641-42, 654, 665n, 706, 707, 708, 726, 742, post of 1781, xxviii; hard times for, xxviii, 

748, 764, 792, 794, 795, 796, 799, 801, 808- xxix, 594, 717, 746n, 794; will flourish if it 

9, 826, 837-55, 873, 876n, 878, 896, 960, rejects Constitution, 418, 419 

969n ECONOMIC CONDITIONS UNDER THE CONSTI- 

DwILLey, DANIEL (Tiverton), 208* TUTION: RI will suffer outside of Union, 421, 

Dye, DANIEL (Richmond), 201* 488, 673, 706, 724, 767, 796, 823, 824-25, 

Dyer, CHARLES (Cranston), 160* 966, 971, 975; will improve, 41, 59, 102-3, 

Dyer, JOHN (Cranston), 159* 119, 145-46, 256-57, 257, 263, 282, 283n, 

DYER, JOHN, JR. (Cranston), 159* 351, 352, 373, 381, 465, 466, 534, 565, 807, 

Dyer, JONATHAN (Hopkinton), 172* 1089. See also Commerce; General welfare; 

Dyer, SAMUEL (Johnston), 173* Happiness; Prosperity 

DYER, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 189* Eppy, AMASA (Glocester), 167* 

DYER, STEPHEN (Cranston), 160* Eppy, Davip (Tiverton), 209* 

DyreE, GEORGE (West Greenwich), 216* Eppy, JESSE (Glocester), 168* 

DyrE, WILLIAM (South Kingstown), 206* Eppy, JONATHAN, JR. (Glocester), 169* 

Eppy, MICHAEL (Newport), 1059 

EARLE, WILLIAM (Providence), 889 Eppy, NoAu (Glocester), 169* 

EAST GREENWICH, R.I.: celebrates anniversary EpDy, OLNEY (Glocester), 168* 

of independence and ratification by nine  Eppy, STEPHEN (Smithfield), 204* 

states, 344-45; celebrates RI ratification, Eppy, WILLARD (Glocester), 168* 

1016-17; celebrates Va. ratification, 345; Eppy, WILLIAM (Glocester), 168* 

considers NY circular letter and second con- —- EDES, BENJAMIN (Mass.), liv 

stitutional convention, 438—40n; defeated EprEs, PETER (Newport): id., liv, 313; com- 

as location for second session of RI Conven- ments on political climate, 278; criticism of 

tion, 968; deputies from, Ixxvii; Federalist for not printing antislavery petition, 49; de- 

meeting in to agree on prox, 777, 778, 789; fends newspaper policy, 271-72; impartial- 
instructs deputies against calling state con- ity of questioned, 243, 432; payment for 

vention, 622-23, 663-64; RI Convention broadsides of RI form of ratification, 903, 

delegates from, 904; town meetings, 47, 1010n, 1012; policy on publication of laws, 

663-64; vote on referendum on Constitu- 278; as printer of Newport Herald, liv—li, 58, 

tion, 162—64,* 225, 233; will petition US 269, 616n, 618n; prints Assembly proceed- 

Congress for protection, 495. See also Sea- ings, xlvii, 14; prints Constitution as broad- 

port towns side, 25, 26; prints RI form of ratification, 

EAST PROVIDENCE, R.I., 608n 902, 1003n; as satirist, 259. See also Newspa- 

EASTERN STATES: are highly Federalist, 60. See pers, in Rhode Island, Newport Herald 

also New England EDMUNDS, ANTHONY (Coventry), 157* 

EASTON, EDWARD (Middletown), 177* EDUCATION: federal support for, 1072n; im- 

EASTON, ESEK (North Providence). See Eston, portance of in making good citizens, 387, 

Esek 1070, 1071 

EasToNn, NICHOLAS (Middletown), 177* EDWARDS, EPHRAIM (Scituate), 202* 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS UNDER THE CONFED- EDWARDS, JOHN (Scituate), 203* 

ERATION: Congress blamed for, 274; dis- | EDWARDS, PIERPONT (Conn.): id., 29n; as del- 

tressed, 83, 119, 145, 222, 342-43, 351, 557, egate to Congress, 256n; favors Constitu- 

660, 714, 783, 785; faith lost between man tion, 28 

and man, 498; government lacks funds to ELAM, SAMUEL (England, Portsmouth): id., 

operate, 274, 291; no means of requiring 703n; and Portsmouth instructions to Con- 

states to pay national debt, 750; should not vention delegates, 702, 703n, 912, 994, 994n 

have expected prosperity immediately follow- | ELDRED, HENRY (North Kingstown), 188* 

ing war, 1051-52; will deteriorate without rat- | ELDRED, JOHN (Jamestown), 173,* 473, 624 

ification, 547, 548, 565. See also Anarchy; ELDRED, ROBERT (North Kingstown), 188*
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ELDRED, THOMAS (South Kingstown), 207* 1019n; cited, 30n, 45n, 62n, 242, 404, 457, 

ELECTIONS, RHODE ISLAND: annual spring 539n, 555n, 559, 561n, 574, 575n, 582n, 

1790 elections, 768-91, 970n; Country party 585, 595, 597n, 608n, 713n, 714n, 716, 748, 

wants to win in 1790 and thus delays ratifi- 749n, 751, 753n, 777, 808, 809n, 828, 829, 

cation, 800; Federalists gain in RI, 508; Fed- 829n, 855n, 856n, 857n, 860n, 865n, 868n, 

eralists in RI need Congress’ help in, 801; 871, 871n 

intimidation of mechanics by Mercantile —letters to, 264-65, 748-49, 859-60, 871; 

party, 790; RI Convention wants to reassem- quoted, 111; cited, 404, 409, 411, 487, 491, 

ble after, 794; RI Federalists will try to get a 505, 509-10, 540, 553, 558, 566, 574, 716, 

majority legislature, 756; in RI held semi- 753n, 754, 800, 856n, 866, 868n, 892n, 1039, 

annually in April and August, xxvii; towns 1072n, 1080n 

vote by hands or secret ballot, 439, 440n. See Exiis, AuGusTus (West Greenwich), 215* 

also Prox ELLIS, JONATHAN (Warwick), 213* 

ELECTIONS, U.S.: during British occupation, ELLIS, Rurus (West Greenwich), 216* 

932n; to Confederation Congress, 22; Con- = ELLIs, WILLIAM (West Greenwich), 216* 

federation Congress calls first federal elec- © ELLSWORTH, ABIGAIL (Conn.) 

tions (13 September 1788), 407, 408, 642n, —letter to, 1040-41 

962, 970n; US Congress’ control over ques- ELLSWORTH, OLIVER (Conn.), 493, 513n, 543, 

tioned, 920-21, 999-1000; US Congress’ 558, 597, 842, 843, 844, 1038; id., 70-71, 

power to regulate is justified, 126n, 932n; 1041n; as delegate to Constitutional Con- 

Federalists dominant in elections to first US vention, 58; as Landholder, 70-72; speech 

Congress, 453, 482; must choose best men, in Conn. Convention, 107n; as US senator, 

254; officeholders will perpetuate them- 493n, 597n, 838, 839, 840, 1040-41 

selves, 246; process of compared to British —letters from, 1040-41; cited, 1038 

House of Commons, 744; qualifications for ELMER, JONATHAN (N,J.), 842, 843 

candidates insufficient in Constitution, 246; © EMERSON, WILLIAM (Cumberland), 161* 

resolution of Constitutional Convention call- | EMIGRATION. See Immigration 

ing first federal, 44, 334-35; in RI form of | EMINENT DOMAIN: amendment to Constitu- 

ratification, 979, 998, 999-1000; RI should tion proposed, 1083 

elect senators and representatives who favor ENGLAND. See Great Britain 

amendments, 466; should be certain andreg- §=ENGs, WILLIAM (Newport), 1003n, 1012 

ular, 977; vote by hands violates freedom of, | ENGs, WILLIAM, JR. (Newport), 594 

690. See also Biennial elections Essex, Corps (North Kingstown), 187* 

ELLASON, DANIEL (Newport), 593 ESTEN, Eseck (North Providence). See Eston, 

ELLERY, CHRISTOPHER (Newport), 179, 185 Esek 

ELLERY, WILLIAM (Newport), xlix, 464; id., ESTEN, JOHN, JR. (Glocester), 169* 

xxix, 313, 870n; account of legislative pro- | EsTEN, JOSEPH (Glocester), 168* 

ceedings, 232n; appointed customs collec- Estes, SAMUEL (Cumberland), 162* 

tor of Newport, 887n; as commissioner of | EsToN, EsEK (also Esek Easton; and Eseck, 

Continental Loan Office for RI, 404; ex- Esek, Ezek Esten) (North Providence-N), 

pects no state appointment, 543; predicts 189;* as RI Convention delegate, 695, 905, 

party conflict on horizon in RI, xxix; seeks 976, 996, 1011 

federal office, 568, 596-97, 753n, 756n, EUvuROPE: assisted Congress during Revolution 

868, 1038, 1040 where states refused, 741; compare unfavor- 

—letters from, 8, 23-—25n, 32, 111, 255-56, ably to US in forming free governments, 

277-78, 366-68, 401-2, 404-6, 409-10, 343; could never emulate US debate over 
411-13, 451-52n, 460-61, 465, 470-71, Constitution, 27; countries friendly to US 

487-89, 491-93, 505-6, 509-11, 525-26n, toasted, 346; dominates US commerce, 39; 

540-44n, 553-56n, 558-62n, 566-69, 574- expense of established churches in, 549; has 

76n, 583-86n, 592-93, 595-97, 641-42, not refined their governments, 732; leaders 

657, 716-17n, 751-53, 754-57n, 777-78, of will ridicule US president if not appro- 

800-801, 807-9, 828-29, 855-56, 863-65, priately titled, 550; mistreats US, 476; na- 

866-68, 1018-19, 1037-39, 1045-47; quoted, tions of will not protect RI, 546-47, 760; no 

XXX, XXXIIl, XxxIx, xl, xh, liv, 459n—60n, danger to US from, 117; only France wishes
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US well, 850, 853; philosophers of influ- seized, 659; US Congress omits duties on RI 

enced by Constitutional Convention, 549; agriculture, 651; Constitution will benefit, 

respect for sovereignty in, 735; RI not allied 93, 146, 504, 657, 715; Constitution will pro- 

with any country in, 504; should admire tect property of, 549; dominance of in RI, 

American religious tolerance, 548; turbu- 784; generally oppose Constitution in RI, 

lent state of, 611, 732; US Constitution will 648; indebted because of wartime necessity, 

cause a revolution in government and relli- xxix; interests of defended by Antifederal- 

gion in, 1018; US made sport of by countries ists, 244; interests of linked to merchants, 

of, 476; war always likely in, 343; and the 729-30, 734, 784; lack of debt relief else- 

West Indies, 804—5, 816; will defend RI, 766; where results in violence among, xxxv; less 

will never have footing in US, 81; will not harmed by rejection of Constitution than 

trade with RI, 822-23. See also France; Ger- merchants, 729; livelihood will suffer with- 

many; Governments, ancient and modern; out ratification, 658; middling and lower 

Great Britain; Prussia; The Netherlands; classes of support Antifederalists, 544; as nec- 

Treaties essary segment of society, 784; oppose Con- 

EVANS, CALEB (England): id., 409n stitution because of influence of designing 

—letters from, 408-9; quoted, 243 men, 648; praise of as proper government of- 

Evans, Davip (Smithfield), 205* ficials, 30; Quakers support interests of, 249; 

Evans, DavIp, JR. (Smithfield), 205* respectable ones abhor measures of Country 

EVENS, DANIEL (Glocester), 168* party in General Assembly, xxxvi; in RI do not 

EVENS, STEPHEN (Glocester), 167* have to pay foreign duties, 589; in RI reject 

EVIDENCE: right to know in RI Convention’s Impost of 1781, 964; in RI suffer out of 

bill of rights, 978, 998 Union, 420-21, 497, 546, 962, 983; should 

Ex Post Facto Laws: prohibited by US Con- form Constitution, 549; will be injured by 

stitution, 810 Congress’ sanctions against RI, 724; will leave 

ExciseEs. See Taxation RI for other states, 813-14, 821, 828; would 

EXECUTIVE Powers: lack of under Articles of express their concerns in a state convention, 

Confederation, 750. See also President, U.S. 129. See also Agriculture; Commerce 

EXETER, R.I.: deputies from, Ixxvii; petition to FARNUM, STEPHEN (Smithfield), 205* 

repeal tender provision and limitation act FEDERAL PILLARS. See Illustrations 

rejected, 166; RI Convention delegates FEDERAL-STATE RELATIONS: antifederalism of 

from, 904; vote on referendum on Consti- RI decried, 99; appropriate balance toasted, 

tution, 164-—66,* 233, 233n 1068; under Articles of Confederation, 20; 

EXPENSES OF GOVERNMENT: cost of established confers equal weight on states large and 

church, 549; will greatly increase under small, 309; Constitution has no influence on 

Constitution, 61, 653. See also Appropria- state laws, 924; Constitution will control in- 

tions; Debt, U.S.; Debts, state; Salaries terests of separate states, 886; Country party 

suspicious of growing federal power, xxxv; 

‘“Fasius”’ (John Dickinson), 239, 257-58 powers not expressly delegated are reserved 

FACTIONS: Constitution adopted without, 1028; to states, 219; states retain certain powers 

criticism of, 119; exist in US, 108; merchant under Constitution, 294, 732, 1050, 1084; 

rule over state governments criticized, 30; RI states’ rights philosophy of RI, xxxvii. See also 

rent by, 565; weaken Articles of Confede- Federalism; States under the Articles of Con- 

ration, 27. See also Antifederalists; Country federation; States under the Constitution 

party; Federalists; Interest groups; Party spirit. FEDERALISM: may genius of enlighten RI, 633; 

‘A Farr BARGAIN” (Francis Hopkinson), 1088- and Tenth Amendment, 1084; toasted, 344. 

89n See also Federal-state relations 

FALES, JONATHAN (Bristol), 154* “A FEDERALIST” (multiple essays), 136n, 456; 

FALES, WILLIAM (Bristol), 154* texts of, 140-42, 658-60n 

‘“‘A FARMER,” 713n; text of, 882-85 THE FEDERALIST (Alexander Hamilton, James 

FARMERS, xxxv; Antifederalists try to alienate Madison, John Jay): RI reprinting of, 63-64; 

against merchants, 538, 725; and apportion- sent to Thomas Jefferson, 388n 

ment of direct taxes, 917; US Congress likely | FEDERALISTS: admit imperfections in Consti- 

to discriminate against if RI property is tution, 364; attempt to frighten Antifeder-
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alists, 734; bring tranquility, 257; dominant alition prox (East Greenwich, April 1790), 

in first federal elections, 453, 482; fears of 768, 771-72, 773, 777, 778, 779, 783, 784- 

are unsubstantiated, 735; misuse of term, 90, 800; consider emigrating, 262, 504, 552, 

139, 789; plan to nationalize militia may re- 741, 745, 757, 785, 799, 813-14, 821, 823, 

duce numbers of, 754; progress of new gov- 827-28, 975; control seaport towns, 578, 
ernment is better than they had hoped, 640; 591, 648; in Convention push for quick rat- 

quarrel among themselves, 90; should be ification, 899; in Convention reiterate suf- 

elected to state conventions, 692; should fering of seaport towns, 752; discouraged, 

not force ratification, 258; should publicly 757, 758; disparage Antifederalists’ motives 
attack Antifederalists, 267; think they have for adjourning Convention without ratifi- 

as much power as God, 266; toasted, 474, cation, 711n; disproportionately hurt by for- 

1030; will attempt to keep Antifederalists eign duties levied on RI by Congress, 589, 

out of Congress, 755. See also Antifederalists; 591, 757, 880; efforts of will surpass Antifed- 

Factions; Officeholders, U.S.; Party spirit eralists’ in electing Convention delegates, 

—criticism and condemnation of: for combin- 686; efforts to force vote on Constitution in 

ing Providence celebrations of NH ratifica- RI Convention, 755; exemption from for- 

tion and Fourth of July 1788, 297; do not eign duties of great consequence to, 589; 

properly debate merits of Constitution, 73- fail to get a state convention called, 427; fear 

74; draw in Quakers as tools of party, 249; a Country party majority in state Conven- 

favor arbitrary government, 250, 266; as fi- tion, xlii; foreign duties levied against RI 

nancial speculators, 260; in Mass. lie to erode influence of, 591; gain influence in 

achieve ratification, 462-63; for opposing Superior Court, 863, 866, 869; gaining 

state paper money, 249; as public defaulters, strength, 93, 269, 404-5, 408, 474, 487, 491, 

260; rush to obtain ratification, 51; schem- 500, 508, 544, 581, 585, 586, 588, 612, 616, 

ing for power and aggrandizement, 74n 619, 634, 761; have suffered from paper 

—described as, 87; artful and designing few, money policy, 226, 641; heartened by NH 

298; attached to liberty, 198; crafty, 90, 139, ratification, 284; hold nocturnal conven- 

298, 688; factious and seditious, 58; friends tion, 720-21; hope to get federal positions, 

to peace, 297; honest and friends to order 245, 250, 487, 543, 557-58, 596-97, 753n, 

and good government, 609; lovers of nov- 768, 867-68, 1015-16, 1018, 1038, 1039, 

elty, 118; malcontents, 118; men of ability, 1040, 1040n, 1043-44, 1049; hurt by Con- 

722; patient, 567; patriots, 297; patrons of gress’ actions, 880; influence of keeps Con- 

justice and liberty, 278; proponents of or- gress moderate towards RI, 792; in legisla- 

der, 278; true Federalists, 507; virtuous citi- ture act with decency, 671; Little Compton 

zens, 639; virtuous minority, 83n, 119, 142, dominated by, 345; are principally mer- 

267, 361, 379, 474, 480, 764, 813; wizards chants, 573, 589, 598, 684; a minority, 59, 

and near-sighted mushrooms (in Mass.), 267, 379, 538, 541, 679, 801; more impor- 

462 tant to nation than realized, 597-98; need 

—literature of: Tench Coxe writes for RI, 795— help from US Congress, 801, 807; in New- 

96; criticized, 64, 114-15, 118; filled with port are strong, 265, 284, 370, 581, 648, 866, 

sophistry and misrepresentation, 114-15; 1014; in Newport celebrate NH ratification, 

use newspapers to further cause, 267, 297 281; in Newport instruct RI General Assem- 

—in Rhode Island, xli; as advocates for restric- bly to call a convention, 219-20, 220; object 

tive commercial legislation against RI, xliii, to RI referendum on Constitution, 227, 228; 

485, 880; agree on location to form coali- possible violence against, 485; praise of, 59, 

tion prox, 777; are happy, 722; attack Coun- 252, 792; in Providence agree not to com- 
try party for falsely acquiescing to congres- bine celebrations of Fourth of July 1788 and 

sional duties, xl, 500-501, 501—3n, 505-6, NH ratification, 298, 299; in Providence cel- 

507, 508-9, 514, 515, 517-18; attempt to re- ebrate NH ratification, 281, 297; in Provi- 

peal RI radical economic plan, 256, 538, dence desire prompt accession of RI to 

541; boycott RI referendum on Constitu- Union, 631; in Providence dismiss Antifed- 

tion, xxxvili, 151, 181-82, 199, 219-20, 225, eralists’ defense of behavior at Fourth of 

227, 228; called champions of happiness, July 1788 celebration, 301; in Providence 

361; cannot defeat Country party, 800; co- dominant, 349; in Providence insinuate that
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Antifederal opposition to Constitution is ommends US district judge for RI, 1008n; 

dissipating, 298; in Providence request that requested to call special session of legislature, 

President Washington and Congress appeal 856, 864, 866-67; signs legislature’s address 

to Rhode Islanders, xl; prox of April 1790 to Washington, 1079, 1080n; toasted, 1068; 

compared to Antifederalists’ of March 1790, and Washington’s visit to RI, 1055, 1065, 

783; request congressional protection if 1067, 1068, 1074; will call special session of 

they separate from RI, xli, 458, 649, 652, legislature to choose US senators, 1006, 

659; request federal aid in pressuring Anti- 1007, 1023, 1029, 1037, 1041, 1050 

federalists to ratify, 711n, 712n; should ad- —letters from, 872-—76n, 1007-8, 1025-26; 

dress US Congress for relief, 480, 534; quoted, xliii, 1008-9n; cited, 712n, 713n, 

should not be elected to US Congress, 688; 960 

small majority, 720; some do not want rati- —letters to, 771-73, 1032; cited, 712n 

fication but prefer division of RI between __ FENNER, JAMES (Scituate), 202* 

Conn. and Mass., 368; spread false infor- FENNER, JEREMIAH (Coventry), 158,* 473 

mation to Congress anticipating RI rejec- © FENNER, JOHN (Hopkinton), 172* 

tion, 873; surprised by outcome of election FENNER, JOSEPH (Scituate), 202* 

of delegates to state Convention, 707-8; un- | FENNER, OBADIAH (Glocester), 169* 

certain what course to take against Country FENNER, PARDON (Johnston), 173* 

party policy, 506; understand Antifederalist © FENNER, SAMUEL (Cranston), 159* 

founding principles, 745, 746n; unsuccess- FENNER, SAMUEL (Scituate), 202* 
ful coalition prox, 711n; want to join Union, FENNER, STEPHEN, JR. (Cranston), 159* 

812; want to vote on Constitution in March —_ FENNO, JOHN (N.Y.), 484n, 847n 

1790 Convention, xlii; will call separate con- FIELD, SAMUEL (Mass.), 463n 

vention, 662; will consider any delay in FIELD, STEPHEN (Cranston), 159* 

adoption at state Convention a rejection, FIELD, THOMAS (Cranston), 159* 

891; will elect a majority to House of Dep- _—_- Fietp, THomas (Scituate), 202* 
uties, 564, 753, 777; would make a majority FINES, Excessive: prohibited, 978, 998, 1084 

in state convention, 564 FINNEY, JOSIAH (Bristol), 154* 

—in states: in Conn. ready to aid RI Federal- = Fisu, BENJAMIN (Portsmouth), 191* 

ists, 485; fortify those in RI, 268; increase in FisH, ROBERT (Portsmouth), 697, 699, 700 

Md., 92; a large majority in SC, 267-68; in Fisu, ZuRIEL (Tiverton), 209* 

NC called statesmen, 375; in Pa., 44, 82; as FISHERIES AND FISHERMEN: hurt if RI comes 

respectable minority in NY Convention, 366 into Union because of salt duties, 1090, 

FENNER, ARTHUR (Scituate), 203* 1091n; in RI suffer out of Union, 814, 823, 

FENNER, ARTHUR, JR. (Providence): id., 313; 825, 826, 960, 963 

address of printed, 714n; as Antifederalist Fisk, DANIEL, JR. (Scituate), 202* 

leader, 449; character of, 861-62; criticism Fisk, JOHN (Cumberland), 161* 

of, 786; described as Political Hermit/Her- Fisk, JOHNSON (Coventry), 158* 

mit of Providence, 365, 365n, 780, 780n, Fisk, Moses (Scituate), 203* 

836, 861; description of, 866; does not par- ‘Fisk, NATHAN (Coventry), 158* 

ticipate in Providence celebration, 365; fa- Fisk, PELEG (Scituate), 201, 202,* 299, 447, 

vors ratification if Antifederalists maintain 473 

collector of Providence, 867; must use his Fisk, SAMUEL (Warren), 211* 

influence to obtain ratification, 870; praise FirzSimons, THomas (Pa.), 36, 276n, 893, 

of, 769, 770-71, 1027; requests federal gov- 894n 

ernment to take no more punitive measures FLAGS: American flag treated with contempt 

against RI until after Convention, 875 abroad, 466; and celebrations of NY ratifi- 

—as governor of Rhode Island, 863, 865-66; cation in Providence, 369; in Newport cele- 

addresses legislature, 1041; on coalition bration of NY ratification, 370; in Provi- 

prox of April 1790, 771-73, 777, 779; on dence celebration of NH ratification, 281, 

Country party prox of March 1790, xiii, 282, 283; RI can no longer claim US flag, 

711n, 768, 769-70, 770-71, 778, 782, 786, 467; RI pennant, 394. See also Celebrations 

800; elected, 836, 861; and oaths, 1043; rec- = FLINT, ROYAL (N.Y.): id., 524n 

ommends collector of Providence, 871; rec- |—letters from, 522-24
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FOLLETT, ABRAHAM (Cumberland), 161* 501n; appointed to committee to draft peti- 

FOLLETT, WILLIAM (Cumberland), 161* tion protesting foreign duties levied against 

FonEs, DANIEL (North Kingstown), 187* RI, 576; appointed to committee to draft pe- 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS: Comparison of power of tition to call state convention, 193; as author 

kings and presidents in, 144; Confederation of Phocion, 354—59, 381; brother-in-law to 

Congress ineffective in negotiating com- Arthur Fenner, 870n, 1037-38, 1046; cho- 

mercial treaties, 741; US Congress possesses sen naval officer, 603; on committee inviting 

power relative to under Constitution, 732; President Washington to Providence, 631; 

Constitution will improve, 263; debts exac- defeated as secretary of RI Convention, 898, 

erbated by Articles of Confederation, 253; 900, 906, 907; description of, 1045-46, 

French faction opposes new Constitution, 1049; endorsed as delegate to RI state Con- 

453; lack of title for US president will have vention, 685; and Fourth of July 1788 cele- 

ill effect on, 550; RI will be unable to enter bration in Providence, 288; notes of debates 

into treaties by itself, 416, 767n; US made in RI Convention, lix-—lx, 900-901, 906, 

sport of by European countries, 476. See also 909n, 910-14n, 917-34n, 936-42n, 943- 

Europe; Great Britain; Invasion, foreign; 48n, 951—71n, 973n; response to Phocion, 

Treaties; Treaty of Paris (1783); War 359-61; as US senator, 808, 1037-38, 1041, 

FOREIGN INvasIon. See Invasion, foreign; War 1045-46, 1049, 1050 

FOREIGN OPINION OF THE U.S.: Constitution —letters from, 38—-39n, 380-82n, 715-—16n, 

will improve, 85-86, 108, 109, 136, 252, 877, 887-88, 1049-50; cited, 713n 

256-57, 263, 293, 352, 494, 568, 660, 740, —letters to, 749, 836, 869-70, 1022; cited, 

897, 1018, 1032, 1053, 1080, 1089; declin- 879n, 880, 887 

ing, 27, 108, 222, 431, 466, 741, 811; de- Foster, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 163* 

pends on Union, 363, 858; diminished by FOWLER, SAMUEL (Newport), 593 

absence of honorific titles, 544, 550; eyes of FRANCE, 463; Americans’ gratitude towards, 

Europe are on RI, 657; improved by RI pa- 661; commerce with US, 568; creation of 

per money, 271; lowered because of RI, 93, nation-state, 1021; French Revolution, 549, 

261, 420, 565; noble, 293; raised by RI rati- 660-61, 662n; Henry IV, 115; and impost 

fication, 1007; reputation of the US abroad act, 554; and loans to US, 760, 760n; only 

toasted, 1030; will diminish if US attacks RI, nation that wishes US well, 850, 853; stan- 

735. See also Honor; Justice; Public credit; dard of displayed in Providence while cele- 

Virtue brating NY ratification, 369; toasted, 346, 

FOREST, ANTOINE DE LA (France): id., 236n 474, 1016, 1024, 1056, 1068, 1075; as US ally, 

—letters from, 236, 720, 1019-20; quoted, 838 798; will back a separate RI, 766; will not ally 

FOSTER, ABIEL (N.H.), 575, 1038 with RI outside of Union, 377, 760. See also 

FOSTER, CALEB (Richmond), 201* Europe; Forest, Antoine de la; Létombe, 

FOSTER, DwIGHT (Mass.): id., 39n Philippe André Joseph de; Louis XV; Louis 

—letters to, 38—39n, 380—82n, 715-—16n, 1049-— XVI; Luzerne, Comte de la 

50 FRANCIS, JOHN (Pa., Providence): id., 54n; calls 

FOSTER, GEORGE (Westerly), 214* for town meeting, 496; on committee to 

FOSTER, PEREGRINE (Mass.), 380-81, 1049, draft instructions to repeal tender provision 

1050n and to call state convention, 496; signs letter 

FOSTER, R.I.: considers NY circular letter and from Providence freemen to John Adams, 

second constitutional convention, 440; dep- 476-78n 
uties from, Ixxvii; favored test act, xxxii; in- —letters from, 53-—54n, 476-—78n, 1044-45; 

structs delegates to reject Constitution, 693; cited, 8 

instructs deputies against calling state con- —letters to, 869; cited, 869n 

vention, 440, 623; RI Convention delegates | FRANKLIN, ABEL (Jamestown), 173* 

from, 693, 904; vote totals in referendum, FRANKLIN, ABEL (New Shoreham), 186* 

233 FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN (Pa.): and “‘join or die,” 

FOSTER, THEODORE (Providence), 1033; id., 1018n; last speech in Constitutional Con- 

313-14, 808; and abolitionism, 37, 38n; ac- vention, 6, 67-68, 79; as political theorist, 

companies Washington to RI, 1054, 1055, 793; shedding tears, 354, 354n; should not 

1065, 1074; appointed justice of the peace, ratify Constitution merely because of him,
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73-74, 74n—75n; and signing of Constitu- ‘‘A FRIEND TO THE UNION”’: text of, 413-17 
tion, 79; support of as reason for ratifying ‘‘FRIENDS TO THE COALITION OF ParRTIES”’ (Da- 

Constitution, 60, 70, 73, 565. See also Great vid Howell), 712n; authorship of, 786n; text 

men and the Constitution of, 783-86 

FRANKLIN, GEORGE (Jamestown), 173* FRUGALITY: lost, 342—43; toasted, 1068, 1075, 

FRANKLIN, JAMES (Scituate), 203* 1076. See also Luxuries; Virtue 

FRANKLIN, JOHN (Jamestown), 173* Fry, ALLEN (East Greenwich), 163* 

FRANKLIN, JOHN (Scituate), 203* Fry, BENJAMIN (East Greenwich), 164* 

FRANKLIN, JOHN (South Kingstown), 206* Fry, JOHN (East Greenwich), 163* 

FRANKLIN, SAMUEL (Scituate), 203* Fry, JosePpH (East Greenwich), 163,* 473 

FRANKLIN, SQUIRE (Scituate), 203* FRYE, BENJAMIN (East Greenwich), 47 

FRANKLIN, STEPHEN (New Shoreham), 186* FUGITIVE SLAVE CLAUSE, 37, 54, 55. See also 

FRAZIER, GIDEON (Westerly), 214* Slavery 

FREEBODY, ANDREW (Newport), 178* FULLER, PELEG (Scituate), 203* 

FREEBODY, THOMAS (Newport), 178,* 179, 180n 

FREEBORN, JONATHAN (Portsmouth), 101, 191,* GALE, GEORGE (Md.), 851 

626, 696, 833 GANNETT, CALEB (Mass.): id., 644n 

‘“‘A FREEHOLDER,” 712n —letter from, 664 

‘“A FREEHOLDER” (Newport Herald), '734,'735n, | GARDINER, ABEL (Exeter), 165* 

758, 760n, 969n; response to, 734-35n; GARDINER, BENJAMIN (West Greenwich), 216* 

texts of, 673-74, 675n, 727-30, 731-33 GARDINER, JOHN, JR. (Exeter), 165* 

‘“‘A FREEHOLDER” (United States Chronicle): text GARDINER, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 216* 

of, 403-4 GARDINER, SAMUEL (Exeter), 166* 

‘““A FREEMAN” (Newport Herald): texts of, 143- GARDINER, STEPHEN C., (Exeter), 165* 

45, 220—25n, 480 GARDINER, WILLIAM (Newport), 178* 

‘““A FREEMAN” (Providence Gazette): texts of, 137- =GARDNER, ALLEN (South Kingstown), 207* 

39n, 692 GARDNER, Amos (North Kingstown), 188* 

‘““A FREEMAN” (United States Chronicle), 455-56, | GARDNER, CALEB (Newport), 594, 671n, 778 

713n; texts of, 571—73, 789-90 GARDNER, CALEB (South Kingstown), 207* 

FREEMAN, JOHN (Tiverton), 209* GARDNER, EDWARD, II (Warren), 211* 

FREEMASONS. See Masons GARDNER, EZEKIEL, JR., 865n, 869 

FREEMEN: basis of freemanship, xxvii, 152; en- | GARDNER, FREDERICK (North Kingstown), 187* 

joy rights of Englishmen, xxvii; role of, xxvi;_ © GARDNER, GIDEON (North Kingstown), 188* 

and Test Act, xxxii GARDNER, GIDEON (South Kingstown), 207* 

‘‘A FRIEND TO FREEDOM OF ELECTION”’: text of, GARDNER, HENRY (Coventry), 156* 

690-91 GARDNER, HENRY G. (Exeter), 166* 

‘‘A FRIEND TO GOOD GOVERNMENT”: text of, 69— GARDNER, JAMES, JR. (North Kingstown), 189* 

70 GARDNER, JOHN (East Greenwich), 163* 

“A FRIEND TO GOOD GOVERNMENT,” 238; text GARDNER, JOHN (South Kingstown), 206;* id., 

of, 363-64 428n; under influence of Jonathan J. Haz- 

‘“‘A FRIEND TO JUSTICE AND FREEDOM”: text of, ard, 428; as RI delegate to Confederation 

686-88 Congress, 422, 425, 428, 481n; as town meet- 

“A FRIEND TO JUSTICE AND GOOD GOVERN- ing moderator, 629; votes against calling 

MENT,” 712n; text of, 763-64 state convention, 473 

‘‘A FRIEND TO PAPER MONEY”: text of, 271-72 GARDNER, Paris (South Kingstown), 207* 

‘‘A FRIEND TO RULE AND ORDER,” 731n; text of, | GARDNER, RICHARD (South Kingstown), 207* 

139 GARDNER, SAMUEL (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 171* 

“A FRIEND TO THE RIGHTS OF MANKIND”: re- GARDNER, SAMUEL (South Kingstown), 206* 

sponse to, 382-83, 383n GARDNER, SILAS (South Kingstown), 208* 

‘‘A FRIEND TO THE STATE,” 455, 493n; text of, GARDNER, SYLVESTER (North Kingstown), 187;* 

493-94 id., 695n; elected but declines to serve in RI 

‘““A FRIEND TO THE STATE OF RHODE-ISLAND,”’ Convention, 694; as town meeting modera- 

712n, 730n, 734, 735n, 758, 760n, 969n; re- tor, 694; votes against calling state conven- 

sponse to, 734—36n; texts of, 723-27, 968n tion, 473
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GARDNER, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 163* GIFFORD, GIDEON (Little Compton), 176* 

GASKILL, WILLIAM (Cumberland), 162* GIFFORD, JOSEPH (Little Compton), 175* 

GAVIT, EZEKIEL, JR. (Westerly), 214* GIFFORD, WILLIAM (Tiverton), 209* 

GaviT, HEZEKIAH (Westerly), 214* GILE, JOHN (Scituate), 202* 

GavIT, JOHN (Westerly), 214* GILMAN, NICHOLAS (N.H.): accompanies Wash- 

GAVIT, STEPHEN (Westerly), 214* ington to RI, 1054, 1056, 1065 

GENERAL WELFARE: amendments to Articles of | GLADDING, JOHN (Bristol), 154* 

Confederation needed to achieve, 133; Con- GLADDING, JOHN, JR. (Bristol), 154* 

gress needs power to provide for, 119; | GLADDING, JOSEPH (Barrington), 152* 

Congress will regulate commerce for, 258; GLADDING, JOSHUA (Bristol), 154* 

Constitution will promote, 108, 639, 741; GLADDING, WILLIAM (Bristol), 154* 

delegates to state Convention should pro- GLOCESTER, R.I.: approves RI Convention’s 

mote, 685, 693; government needed for, bill of rights and amendments, 831; consid- 

732; needs a state convention to discuss, ers NY circular letter, 440—41; considers RI 

131; party spirit endangers, 727; people Convention’s bill of rights and amend- 

want, 31; requires states to compromise lo- ments, 831; deputies from, Ixxvii; RI Con- 

cal advantage, 293; RI will do everything to vention delegates from, 904; vote on refer- 

encourage, 25n; sought by newspaper essay- endum on Constitution, 166—69,* 233 

ists, 146, 150; toasted, 295, 350, 1056; will Gop: alone can judge RI, 882; Americans not 

help all, 28. See also Economic conditions taking advantage of blessings given them by, 

under the Confederation; Economic con- 569; Antifederalists would not accept a gov- 

ditions under the Constitution; Happiness; ernment from, 60; has assisted in RI ratifi- 

Patriotism; Public good; Virtue cation, 1051; has blessed US, 341, 343, 569, 

GEORGIA: as fictitious author of letter to RI, 594, 636-37, 771, 1025, 1032, 1050; cannot 

656; ratifies Constitution, xxxviii, 149, 35’7- change corrupt nature of RI, 340; carried 

58 US through Revolution, 248, 532; causes 

GERHARDT, PAuL (Germany), 1047n Constitutional Convention to be called, 39; 

GERMANY, 377-78 has checkered RI with the passing clouds of 
GERRY, ELBRIDGE (Mass.), 1038; as Antifeder- dejection, 730; has not deserted US, 41; 

alist leader, 244; criticism of opposition to does not object to slavery, 926; favors and 

Constitution, 36, 53, 59, 67, 71; defends con- protects George Washington, 88, 892, 1057, 

duct in Constitutional Convention, 6-7, 1058, 1061, 1069, 1070; formed all men sim- 

62-63n, 65; and federal assumption of state ilarly, 811; grants power to fathers to disci- 

debts, 894n; letter to Mass. legislature, 6, pline sons, 254; as great architect forming 

52-53, 60n, 245n; in Mass. Convention, 7; governments, 292, 1061; guarantor of lib- 

objects to US president’s power to remove erty, 246, 291; has permitted a revolution in 

officers, 554, 555n—56n government, 717; has helped John Adams, 

—letter from, cited, 7 569; hopes that he will guide US, 588, 1050; 

—letters to, quoted, xxxvi—xxxvii; cited, 9 hopes that Heaven will thwart Antifederal- 

GIBBS, CALEB (Mass.) ists, 726; idea of efficient government orig- 

—letters to, 89 inates in, 532; implored to help RI ratify, 

GiBBs, GEORGE (Newport): id., 667n—68n; on 351, 532, 533, 591, 736, 810; led Americans 

committee to draft instructions to deputies, in settlement and independence, 85; has 

482-83, 484n; on Newport-Providence com- made men free, 685; magistrates as minis- 

mittee promoting coalition prox of April ters of, 254; may he save RI and the Confed- 

1790, 771-73, 776; signer of letter request- eration, 248, 637; must punish man’s deprav- 
ing Henry Marchant to present Newport pe- ity, 254; does allow violation of compacts by 

tition to Congress, 593 sovereigns, 804; of nature gives intellectual 

—letters to, 667—68n powers, 804; opposes slave trade, 90; per- 

GIBBS, JOSIAH (Coventry), 157* mitted anarchy and fraud to rescue us, 85; 

GIFFORD, Caicus (Little Compton), 176* prepares US for greatness, 39, 393, 656; pro- 

GIFFORD, DaAvip (Portsmouth), 191* vides for happiness of Americans, 363, 565; 

GIFFORD, ELIHU (Tiverton), 209* referred to as “Governor of the Universe,” 

GIFFORD, ENos (Little Compton), 175* 717; RI’s motto (“In God we hope’’), 394;
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thanked for perseverance of RI, 273; thanked =GorTON, WILLIAM, JR. (Warwick), 213* 

for President Washington and competent Goupy, WILLIAM (N.C.), 932n 

Congress, 811-12; trust in prevents vio- | GOULD, JOHN (Middletown), 177* 
lence, 698; Union is product of, 1062; used |= GOULD, JOHN, JR. (Cumberland), 161* 

RI’s opposition to Impost of 1781 to bring GouLD, JosePH (South Kingstown), 207* 

about change in government, 743; voice of | GOULD, NATHANIEL (Cumberland), 162* 

people is voice of, 557, 912; watches over GOVERNMENT, DEBATE OVER NATURE OF, 78; 

nations, 342; will assist US in economic re- Americans do better job than Europeans in 

covery, 1052; will direct things for ultimate creating constitutions, 343; Articles of Con- 

good, 84; will favor RI for its antislavery federation more like a diplomatic alliance, 

measures, 237; will not allow tyrannical Con- 738; Constitution creates government of 

stitution to be adopted, 246-47; will protect three branches with written constitution, 

from Constitution, 248; will supervise over 1021; defense of small republics, 115; doc- 

US, 37. See also Biblical references; Clergy; trine of representation requires calling state 

Religion; Religion, freedom of convention, 194-95; and French Revolu- 

GODFREY, CAPTAIN, 369 tion, 661; government is greatest of human 

GODFREY, JOSHUA (East Greenwich), 163* blessings, 732; governments founded in 

Gorr, WILLIAM (Coventry), 158* freedom and compact preferred over force 

GOLDTHWAIT, JOHN (Smithfield), 205* and violence, 339; governments take time to 

GOODHUE, BENJAMIN (Mass.), 608 establish, 917; ignorance damages, 563; im- 

GOoDwWIN, HENRY (Newport): id., 489n; in- portance of spirit of the times, 386; individ- 

sane and will not be re-elected attorney gen- uals subject to federal government control 

eral, 488; and instructions to town deputies, under Constitution, 750; interest, not pas- 

179, 185; as state attorney general invited to sion, is pole star in politics, 377; laws unex- 

Providence celebration, 298 ecuted or unrepealed destroy the nerves of 

GORHAM, NATHANIEL (Mass.), 68 government, 600; long speeches are bad for 

GORTEN, SAMUEL (Exeter). See Gorton, Samuel political discourse, 560; must reform moral- 

GorTON, BENJAMIN (Warwick), 212* ity, 253; only a general government can pro- 

GoRTON, BENJAMIN, JR. (Warwick), 213* vide peace, safety, and prosperity, 701; per- 

GorTON, CALEB (Warwick), 212* mission for the subject to harm others 

GorTON, GEORGE (Coventry), 157* anathema to liberty, 253; to please everyone 

GorTON, HEZEKIAH (West Greenwich), 217* is impossible, 755; popular government de- 

GorTON, ISRAEL (Cranston), 437 cried in RI, xxvii; powers of underwritten by 

GORTON, JOHN (New Shoreham), 186* God should be consistent with God’s law, 

GORTON, JONATHAN (Warwick), 212* 254; praise of Constitution for creating 

GorTON, JOSEPH (Warwick), 212* balanced government, 738, 1053; purposes 

GORTON, JOSEPH (Warwick), 213* of, 532; questions of congressional power 

Gorton, NATHAN (Warwick), 212* should be discussed thoroughly, 560; rep- 

GORTON, OTHNIEL (Warwick), 212;* id., 301, resentation, 131; revolution in government 

301n; as Antifederalist leader, 296, 297n, has taken place, 717; revolutions are incom- 

301, 407-8; on committee to draft instruc- plete until establishment of government, 

tions on second constitutional convention, 291; RI cannot participate in until it ratifies, 

448; impeachment of called for, 301; lam- 620; road to empire is slow and difficult, 

bastes Constitution, 559; and Providence 292; savages live only by brute force, 353; 

Fourth of July 1788 celebration, 285-86, science of government should be studied, 

296, 297n, 371, 372n; satirized in poem, 431; selfpreservation justifies secession of 
430-—31n; as speaker of House of Deputies, RI seaport towns, 572-73; should be finan- 

43, 45n, 125, 129, 130; as town meeting cially supported by subjects, 253; solid ar- 

moderator, 448 guments will prevail in political discourse, 

GORTON, SAMUEL (Exeter), 165* 722; Solon gives Athenians best constitution 

GORTON, SAMUEL, JR. (Warwick), 213* that they would accept, 352-53; states’ 

GORTON, SLADE (Coventry), 158* rights philosophy of RI, xxxvii; strength of 

GorTON, WILLIAM (Warwick), 212* government contingent on opinion of peo-
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ple, 290; strong government indispensable worst form of government, 61; pure democ- 

to freedom, 563; taxation most important racy engenders evils and mischiefs, 264; 

part of governing, 490-91. See also Checks some people oppose government unless 

and balances; Coercive power; Delegated they can control it, 868 

powers; Implied powers; Justice; Separation —efficient government, 750; best defense 

of powers against rogues, 260; can be consistent with 

—attributes of good government, 340; cares liberties of the people, 253; Constitution 

of government are weighty and rulers creates accommodated to various interests, 

should consider interests of the people, 883; 57; Constitution creates equal and, 1054n, 

character of administrators important for 1081; Constitution creates firm govern- 

success, 534; citizens should provide finan- ment, 952, 1033; Constitution creates free 

cial support to, 698; efficient and strong, and, 1028, 1036, 1081; Constitution creates 

373; first principles of, 531; good adminis- well-balanced and, 738, 1053, 1080; Constitu- 

tration is essential, 465n; governments tion is best form of government in the world, 

should protect against evil men exercising 717; Constitution provides best chance of 

too much power, 246; having a government creating good government, 384, 547, 572, 

of your own choosing is the first of all 689; happiness of the country depends on 

earthly blessings, 594; importance of money efficient executive power, 886; idea of as 

to government, 489; interests of individual barrier to vice and loss of freedom, 532; 

must be compromised for good of whole, need for, 39, 52, 253, 402, 408, 673n, 857; 

732; justice is the end of government, 569; need for strong general or central govern- 

laws should not be made in haste, 540; ma- ment, 68 

jority has a right to rule, 131-32, 784-85; | —energetic government: Constitution will cre- 

mirror representation is a principle of vir- ate, 367; energy of government is increased 

tuous democracy, 784-85; must enforce while liberty of people is unimpaired, 1080; 

laws and protect citizens, 546; must have do- frightens Antifederalists, 252; need for, 76, 

minion over minds and hearts of men, 545; 83, 92, 228, 254, 267, 364; the people will pro- 

must protect against human depravity, 254; vide balance against, 689 

must provide for more than the majority, | GOVERNMENTS, ANCIENT AND MODERN: RI al- 

744; the people must give up some liberty liance with Algiers (satirical), 797; RI com- 
under new Constitution, 128; pillars of jus- pared to Algiers, 81, 430, 434, 434n; all 

tice, happiness and security reared on proper founded in struggle and conflict, 84-85; 

foundation, 532; protection and allegiance Baltic states, 490; first principles more im- 

reciprocated by people, 744; protects prop- portant than history of, 531; Germany will 

erty when consistent, 549; regular govern- not ally with RI, 377-78; Greece, 117, 289- 

ment essential to happiness, 732; should be 90, 292; Lucca, 117; Morocco, 351; partition 

firm, vigorous, and well established, 60; of Poland (1772), 806, 807n, 817-18, 818n; 

should be transparent, 278; should have the Prussia, 377-78; Rome great in war but dis- 

happiness of all people as its object, 645; integrates in peace, 411; San Marino, 115, 

should not limit the good officeholders can 117, 118n; Swiss cantons, 115, 117; Tuscany, 

do, 254; should praise good men, 254; 117; Venice, 116. See also Europe; France; 

sources of, 887; virtue needed for, 1052 Great Britain; Rome; The Netherlands 

—consolidated government: Constitution cre- | GRAMON, JAMES (Providence), 496 

ates, 69, 103-4, 115; necessity of, 364; RIop- GRANT, GILBERT (Cumberland), 162* 

poses, 258 GRANT, JOHN (Cumberland), 161* 

—dangers from government: any system of | GRANT, SAMUEL (Cumberland), 162* 

government is “the choice of evils,” 534, Gray, AMASA (Providence), 497-98 

535n, 546; delegated powers can be abused, GRAY, PARDON (Tiverton), 208* 

767; democracy can lead to extremes, 606; GRAY, SAMUEL (Little Compton), 175* 

good men cannot guarantee prolonged GRAYSON, WILLIAM (Va.) 

good government, 605; if too intricate law- — letter from, quoted, xxxvi 

suits and confusion abound, 688; liberty GREAT BRITAIN: cost of an established church 

hard to regain once lost, 61; monarchy is in, 549; Jack Ketch (executioner), 95, 96n;
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pays little respect to treaties, 114; slaveryin, | —relations with U.S.: Americans too often re- 

54 fer to British government as example, 922; 

—acts and charters: Declaratory Act (1766), and carrying trade, 94; commerce, 463, 568; 

266, 266n; Magna Carta (1215) can be abol- creditors in will be able to recover debts un- 

ished by Parliament, 143; Magna Carta com- der Constitution, 102; danger posed by if 

pared to US Constitution, 40; Septennial Act Constitution is not ratified, 239; and estab- 

(1716), 746n; Stamp Act (1765), 278 lishment of RI, xxvi; false story about aid 

—and American Revolution, 21, 39; acqui- offered to RI, 398n; and impost act, 554; 

esces to independence, 416; Americans and Northwest posts, 102, 114, 118n, 222, 

fought against arbitrary government of, 39, 741; RI alliance with would be degrading, 

85, 246, 247, 303, 344, 351, 531-32, 577, 378; RI Federalists might go back to, 758; RI 

605, 882; Boston Port Bill (1774), 361, 509, might ally with, 81; RI will trade with, 821; 

509n, 592, 841, 845n, 849, 850, 852-53, smuggling during colonial period, 490; and 

853-54; destruction caused by in RI during, trade with RI, 405, 433, 821; and US com- 

873, 1057, 1058, 1060n; occupies RI, 876n, pliance with Treaty of Peace (1783), 12, 16, 

919, 932n; US prisoners of war sent to, 757. 24, 25n, 741; US would not allow RI to go 

See also American Revolution. back to, 800; will never be permitted to have 

—constitution of, 78, 922; compared to US footing within US, 81; will protect RI from 

Constitution, 40, 143-45, 294, 602, 605, other states, 418, 430, 431n; would not work 

738, 744, 1021; denial that US Constitution with RI outside of Union, 416, 418-19, 419- 

is more despotic than British constitution, 20, 421, 822-23. See also Blackstone, Sir Wil- 

143-45; praise for, 738; should not serve as liam; Europe; Treaty of Paris (1783) 

model, 922 GREAT MEN AND THE CONSTITUTION: common 

—finances and taxation: taxes in, 920, 931 folk should not follow Antifederalist lead- 

—historical events: English conquer Ireland ers, 727; Constitution should not be ratified 

and Wales, 806, 807n, 817-18; history of only because of support of, 62, 73-74, 74n- 

civil discord and violence in, 292; meal-tub 75n; need best men in convention to discuss 

conspiracy (1679), 392, 393n; rise to glory, Constitution, 129; support for Constitution 

85; union with Scotland, 107n as reason for ratifying, 52, 60, 70, 73, 222, 

—legal and judicial system of: Sir Edward 565, 824. See also Franklin, Benjamin; Wash- 

Coke, 433, 434n, 962; judicial powers of ington, George 

House of Lords, 145; no wrong without a GREECE, 117, 289-90, 292. See also Classical 

remedy, 785; Parliament is supreme, 143. See antiquity 

also Blackstone, Sir William. GREEN, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 156* 

—monarchs of: Charles I, 115, 735, 736n, 818; = GREEN, DANIEL (Coventry), 157* 

Charles I executed, 735, 736n; Charles II is) | GREEN, EBENEZER (Coventry), 156* 

sues charter for RI, xxvi; compared with US GREEN, ELISHA (Coventry), 158* 

president, 144; Edward I suppresses Wales GREEN, HENRY (Coventry), 158* 

(1277), 807n; Elizabeth I, 818, 818n-19n; — GREEN, Isaac (Coventry), 156* 

George II, 116; James I, 62; Mary, Queen of | GREEN, JAMES (Coventry), 156* 

Scots, 818, 818n-—19n GREEN, JAMES (Providence?) , 287 

—Parliament: British people free only when — GREEN, JOHN (Coventry), 156* 

electing, 116; House of Commons compared GREEN, NATHANIEL (Coventry), 156* 

with House of Representatives, 145; House of | GREEN, ROBERT (Coventry), 157,* 158* 

Lords compared with US Senate, 144-45, GREEN, RUSSEL (Coventry), 158* 

738; is supreme, 143; three branches of, | GREEN, SAMUEL, JR. (Coventry), 157* 

143; US Constitution more democratic than GREEN, STEPHEN (Coventry), 157* 

House of Commons, 744 GREEN, TIMOTHY (Coventry), 158* 

— places: Botany Bay, 430, 431n; and Ireland, GREEN, TIMOTHY (Mass.): id., 641n 

115, 253n, 817-18; Wales suppressed, 806, —letters to, 640-41; quoted, xh 

807n GREEN, WARDWELL (Coventry), 156* 

—political leaders of: Oliver Cromwell, 116; GREEN, WILLIAM (Coventry), 157* 

Lord George Gordon, 462, 462n; William GREENE, ABEL (West Greenwich), 215* 

Pitt, 102 GREENE, ALLEN (Charlestown), 155*
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GREENE, AMOS (Charlestown), 155* GREENMAN, JAMES (Portsmouth), 191* 

GREENE, BENJAMIN (Warwick), 213,* 663 GREENMAN, JOHN (South Kingstown), 207* 

GREENE, BENJAMIN (West Greenwich), 215* ‘“‘“GREENWICHIENSIS,”” 712n; criticism of, 803-7; 

GREENE, BRADICK (Charlestown), 155* responses to, 758-60, 767-68; texts of, 734—- 

GREENE, CALEB (Warwick), 212* 36n, 765-67, 815-19n 

GREENE, CALEB (West Greenwich), 215* GRELEA, JOHN (Newport): payment for draft- 

GREENE, CHRISTOPHER, JR. (Warwick-Y) , 212;* ing and engrossing RI form of ratification, 

appointed to draft instructions to town dep- 1003n, 1012 

uties, 663; as RI Convention delegate, 905, GRIFFITHS, JOHN (Providence), 289; id., 289n 

976, 988, 995 GRINNELL, DANIEL (Tiverton), 209* 

GREENE, Davip (North Kingstown), 187* GRINNELL, GIDEON (Tiverton), 209* 

GREENE, Davip, JR. (North Kingstown), 187* “Grorius”’: text of, 890 

GREENE, DEACON (Providence): superinten- | GULLEY, CHRISTOPHER (Smithfield), 205* 

dent of Providence procession for Washing- = GULLEY, WILLIAM (Smithfield), 204* 

ton’s visit, 1067n GUNN, JAMES (Ga.), 838-39, 842, 843 

GREENE, EBENEZER (Warwick), 212* 

GREENE, EDWARD (Glocester), 169* HaBeEus Corpus, WRIT OF: Constitution criti- 

GREENE, ELISHA (East Greenwich), 163* cized for absence of full protection for, 265; 

GREENE, INCREASE (Coventry), 156* still held in RI, 265. See also Amendments to 

GREENE, JAMES (Warwick), 212* Constitution; Bill of rights; Civil liberties 

GREENE, JAMES, IV (Warwick), 212* HACKER, JOSHUA (Providence), 287, 289, 289n 

GREENE, JAMES, V (Warwick), 213* HACKSTERN, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 156* 

GREENE, JOB (Coventry-N), 158;* as RI Con-  HAILE, RIcHARD (Warren), 211* 

vention delegate, 904, 976, 995 HALL, AARON (N.H.), 240 

GREENE, JOHN (Charlestown), 155* HALL, BENJAMIN (Hopkinton), 172* 

GREENE, JOHN (Johnston), 173* HaA.., BENJAMIN (Portsmouth), 191,* 597n 

GREENE, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* HALL, BENJAMIN Hunt (Providence), 680n 

GREENE, JOHN (son of David) (North Kings- | —letter from, 679-80 

town), 187* HALL, CALEB (East Greenwich), 163* 

GREENE, JOHN, JR. (North Kingstown), 187* HALL, CALEB (West Greenwich), 215,* 473 

GREENE, JOHN, JR. (West Greenwich), 217* HALL, Davip (West Greenwich), 217* 

GREENE, JOSEPH W. (Bristol), 154* HALL, Davip (Westerly), 214* 

GREENE, LODOWICK (West Greenwich), 217* HALL, EBENEZER (Richmond), 200* 

GREENE, NATHANAEL (R.I., Ga.), 295, 656, HALL, GEORGE (Portsmouth), 191* 

657n, 1078; id., 296n HALL, Isaac (North Kingstown), 187* 

GREENE, PETER (Warwick), 212* HALL, JOHN (Warwick), 212* 

GREENE, SAMUEL (West Greenwich), 216* HALL, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* 

GREENE, STEPHEN (East Greenwich), 163* HALL, Levi (Providence), 287 

GREENE, STEPHEN (Warwick), 212* HALL, RHODES (Charlestown), 155* 

GREENE, THOMAS (Charlestown), 155* HALL, ROBERT (West Greenwich), 216* 

GREENE, THOMAS (Coventry), 157* HALL, SLocum (North Kingstown), 188* 

GREENE, THOMAS (Warwick), 213* HALL, THEODALY (Westerly), 214* 

GREENE, THOMAS, JR. (Charlestown), 155* HALL, THoMAS (East Greenwich), 163* 

GREENE, WILLIAM (Coventry), 157* HALL, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216* 

GREENE, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 164* HALL, WILLIAM (son of John) (North Kings- 

GREENE, WILLIAM (Warwick), 629; id., 629n town), 188* 

GREENE, WILLIAM (Westerly), 214* HALL, WILLIAM (son of Robert) (North Kings- 

GREENE, WILLIAM R. (Westerly), 214* town), 188* 

GREENELL, AARON (Little Compton), 176* HALL, WILLIAM (Portsmouth), 191* 

GREENELL, BILLINGS (Little Compton), 175* HALsEy, THOMAS L. (Providence), 287 

GREENELL, JOHN (Little Compton), 175* HAMBLY, BENJAMIN (Tiverton), 209* 

GREENELL, OWEN (Little Compton), 176* HAMBLY, BENJAMIN (Tiverton), 210* 

GREENELL, ZEBEDEE (Little Compton), 175* HAMILTON, ALEXANDER (N.Y.), 814n; id., 390n; 

GREENMAN, GIDEON (South Kingstown), 207* as co-author of Publius, The Federalist, 5, 63;
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in Confederation Congress, 276n; and lo- triotism, obedience, lawfulness, and dili- 

cation of federal capital, 398, 401 gence, 595; RI will do everything to encour- 

—as US secretary of treasury, 717n, 839, 845n; age, 25n; within RI’s grasp, 595; sought by 

calculates foreign and domestic debts, 932n; newspaper essayists, 146, 150; a state con- 

praised, 654, 655n; proposes to fund federal vention would promote, 131; supporters of 

debt at face value, 879n, 884, 885n, 1089, will attend Providence 1788 celebration of 

1090n; report of expected to cause opposi- ratification and independence, 290; toasted 

tion, 761 in Providence, 295. See also General welfare; 

—letters from, 389-90, 411; cited, 242-43, Government, debate over nature of; Hu- 

398, 398n, 427 man nature; Tranquility, domestic; Virtue 

—letters to, 398-99n, 402, 406-7, 427-28, —under Constitution: in RI depends on join- 

705-6; quoted, 425n, 1019n, 1040n; cited, ing Union, 715, 718, 719; RI will experi- 

411. See also The Federalist ence if adopted, 422, 488, 658, 723, 878; 

HAMILTON, Mrs. (Newport), 1060 Union facilitates, 609, 697, 930; will occur, 

HamMonb, WILLIAM (Newport), 594, 832 76, 108, 146, 252, 257, 283n, 285, 465, 483, 

HAMMOND, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 189* 494, 496, 498, 534, 565, 645, 651, 673, 722, 

‘“HAMPDEN”’: text of, 80-81 723, 730, 741, 797, 806, 807, 824, 1019, 

HANCOCK (packet), 1054, 1065 1034, 1050, 1053, 1054n, 1057, 1058, 1063, 

HANCOCK, JOHN (Mass.): id., 1026n; and 1080, 1081 

amendments in Mass. Convention, 7, 96- —dependent on: administration of govern- 

98; elected governor, 257, 257n; extract of ment, 744; character of rulers, 744; cherish- 

speech (1783), 363-64; as possible first ing justice, 744; a civil government, 799; 
president, 96; praise of, 364; speech of to commerce, 725, 735; education, 1070, 1071; 

Mass. legislature (18 October 1787), 5, 40, establishment of efficient executive power, 

52; speech of to Mass. legislature (19 Janu- 886; form of government, 692; just govern- 

ary 1790), 723, 723n, 971, 972n ment, 887; lies in absolute sovereignty, 794; 

—letter to, 1025-26 patriotic public debate needed for, 28; reg- 

HANDEY, EBENEZER (Glocester), 167* ular government, 732; republican form of 

HANDy, CHARLES (Newport), 593 government, 147; in RI depends on repeal 

HAPPINESS, 956; amendments to Articles of of radical economic program, 123; spirit of 

Confederation needed to achieve, 133; times, 744 

amendments to Constitution necessary for, HARENDEEN, ANDREW (Glocester), 169* 

445; Americans are experiencing, 1025; HARENDEEN, PRESARVED (Glocester). See Her- 

Americans are solicitous of in France, 661; renden, Preserved 

Constitutional Convention sought, 293; HARENDEEN, SOLOMON (Glocester). See Her- 

Country party prox of March 1790 will pro- renden, Solomon 

mote, 775; effort needed to maintain, 267; Harris, ANDREW (Johnston), 173* 

exclusion from Union will increase in RI, HARRIS, CALEB (Johnston), 173* 

258, 734, 818; Federalists in RI as champi- Harris, CHARLES (Scituate), 203* 

ons of, 361; as goal of government, 532,774; | HARRIS, CHRISTOPHER (Johnston), 173* 

God will provide as ultimate end, 84, 363; Harris, Cyrus (Johnston), 173* 

lacking under Articles of Confederation, Harris, Davip, III (Smithfield), 204* 

740; lost in South if slaves are freed, 930; HARRIS, ELEAZER (Glocester), 168* 

Mass. Convention delegates will be able to Harris, GIDEON (Scituate), 203* 

discern, 41; in Mass. Declaration of Rights, HaArRrIs, ISRAEL (Smithfield), 204* 

55n; not present in RI, 340, 682, 873, 874; | Harris, JAMES (Glocester), 167* 

people can take back power from govern- HARRIS, JOHN (Cranston), 159* 

ment to retain, 976, 997; preservation of is | Harris, JOHN (Johnston), 173* 
essential, 1025; of public is aggregate of that | Harris, JOHN (Scituate), 201,* 203, 779, 835 

of individuals, 744; pursuit of natural right | Harris, JONATHAN (Glocester), 167* 

in RI Convention’s bill of rights, 976; rejec- © HARRIS, JONATHAN (Smithfield), 204* 

tion of Constitution will bring to RI, 566, HARRIS, JOSEPH (Scituate), 203* 

765, 767, 785; RI can obtain outside of HARRIS, OLIVER (Scituate), 203* 

Union, 818; RI is offered in return for pa- | HARRIS, RICHARD (Smithfield), 204*
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HARRIS, ROBERT (Smithfield), 205* HAZARD, JONATHAN J. (Charlestown, South 

Harris, THOMAS (Scituate), 203* Kingstown-N), 155;* id., 45n, 314; advocates 

HARRISBURG CONVENTION (1788), 413, 417n wait-and-see approach to state Convention 

HART, CONSTANT (Tiverton), 210* and ratification, 541; as Antifederalist leader, 

Hart, Isaac (Tiverton), 209* 15-16, 243, 255-56, 408, 408n, 418, 421, 

Hart, Levi (Conn.): id., 41n; antislavery ef- 497, 505, 538, 539n, 541, 554, 559, 1045; 

forts of, 38n, 90 called a traveling tailor, a sponging pettifog- 

—letter from, cited, 90 ger, a mountebank politician, 421; called 

—letters to, 41, 90—91n, 368; quoted, 49-50 the Machiavel of Charlestown, 418, 422n; 

Hart, SMITON (Tiverton), 209* criticism of, 256; defeated as US Senate can- 

HARTFORD CONVENTION (1780), 23n didate, 1041, 1045-46; defended, 432-34; 

HASKELL, ABNER (Cumberland), 161* likely to be US senator, 554, 808, 1037-38, 

HASKELL, COMFORT (Cumberland), 162* 1050; will ultimately agree to ratification, 

HASKELL, JOHN (Cumberland), 161* 411 

HATHEWAY, CALEB (Warwick), 212* —in Confederation Congress, 46n, 243, 255, 

HaTHEWAy, NATHAN (Warwick), 213* 256n, 372, 372n, 389, 390n, 398, 402, 408, 

HAVENS, JOHN (North Kingstown), 188* 481n; ordered to take seat, 123, 130, 135, 

HAVENS, SYLVESTER (North Kingstown), 188* 136, 142, 422, 425, 428, 451; and votes on 

HAVENS, WILLIAM (Coventry), 157* federal capital, 398, 401, 913n; will not at- 

HAVENS, WILLIAM (Warwick), 213* tend, 404, 406-7, 407, 449 

HAWKINS, BENJAMIN (Glocester), 169* —in House of Deputies, 128, 500; appointed 

HAWKINS, BENJAMIN (N.C.), 843 to draft letter to Congress enclosing refer- 

HAWKINS, JERIAH (Cranston), 159* endum returns, 233, 234; on committee to 

HAWKINS, JOHN (Smithfield), 204* draft bill to repeal tender act, 618n; intro- 

HAWKINS, JOSEPH (Glocester), 169* duces bill requiring that town meetings dis- 

HAWKINS, UrtAH (Glocester), 167* cuss calling state convention, 600-601; 

HAWKINS, WILLIAM (Glocester), 169* speaks on referendum bill, 129, 130; votes 

HAWKINS, WILLIAM, JR. (Glocester), 169* against calling state convention, 473 

HAWLAND, BENJAMIN (East Greenwich). See —in RI Convention, 905, 991; on committee 

Howland, Benjamin (East Greenwich) to draft amendments, 936, 940; on commit- 

HAWLAND, THOMAS (East Greenwich). See How- tee to draft bill completing RI form of rati- 

land, Thomas (East Greenwich) fication, 988; motions of, 939, 952, 953; 

HAYLE, WILLIAM (Cranston), 159* proposed amendment to Constitution re- 

HAZARD, BENJAMIN (South Kingstown), 206* garding taxation fails, 982; on rules com- 

HAZARD, EBENEZER (N.Y.), 240; id., 32n, 461n, mittee, 906, 913n; speeches of, 910, 911, 

486n, 499n 912, 938, 944, 945, 946, 947, 951, 952, 953, 

—letter from, 498—99n 954, 955, 957, 959, 960-61; votes, 976, 995 

—letters to, 32, 111, 277-78, 460-61, 463n, HAZARD, JONATHAN, JR. (Charlestown), 155* 

465, 486, 857-59; cited, 865n, 933n HAZARD, JOSEPH (South Kingstown), 206* 

HAZARD, FREEBORN (North Kingstown), 188* HAZARD, ROBERT (South Kingstown), 206* 

HAZARD, GEORGE (Newport-Y), 668n, 933n; HAZARD, ROBERT (son of Joseph) (South Kings- 

id., 913n; and call of state convention, 472, town), 206* 

667; elected and instructed as deputy, 482- HAzarp, STEPHEN (South Kingstown), 206,* 

83, 484n; signer of letter requesting Henry 408, 408n 

Marchant to present Newport petition to © HAzarp, THOMAS (Jamestown), 173* 

Congress, 593 HAZARD, THOMAS G. (Providence), 778 

—in RI Convention, 694, 905; motion of, 937; © HAzARD, THomas H. (South Kingstown), 207* 

speeches of, 911, 937, 954, 957, 958, 963, | Heap, BENJAMIN (Little Compton), 176* 

964-65; votes, 976, 994 HEAD, BENJAMIN, JR. (Little Compton), 176* 

HAZARD, GIDEON (North Kingstown), 188* Heap, Henry (Little Compton), 176* 

HAZARD, GRIFFITH (Charlestown), 155* HEALEY, BENONI (East Greenwich), 163* 

HAZARD, JEFFERY (Exeter), 166* HEALY, THOMAS (Charlestown), 155* 

HAZARD, JEREMIAH (North Kingstown), 187* HEATH, NATHANIEL (Barrington), 153* 

HAZARD, JOHN (North Kingstown), 188* HELME, JAMES (South Kingstown), 208
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HELME, Rowse J. (North Kingstown), 188;* as morals always precedes deprivation of rights, 

clerk of House of Deputies, 43, 45n, 46, 122, 1029; that Articles of Confederation were 

233, 234, 236n, 426n defective, 292; that conflicts occur with 

HENRY, JOHN (Md.), 842, 843 neighboring countries, 747, 877; that dele- 

HENRY, SAMUEL (Cranston), 159* gated powers can be abused, 767; rulers 

Henry, THOMAS (Scituate), 202* abuse power, 246 

HERENDEEN, HEZEKIAH (Smithfield), 204* HITCHCOCK, ENos (Providence), 562; id., 314; 

HERENTON, Jos. See Herrington, Job on committee to draft address to Washing- 

HERINGTON, CHRISTOPHER (Exeter), 165* ton, 1064 

HERINGTON, HENrRy (Exeter), 164* —Fourth of July 1788 oration, 285, 286, 288, 

HERINGTON, JOHN (Exeter), 165* 290-91, 295, 297, 349; text of, 291-94 

HERRENDEN, PRESERVED (Glocester), 167* —letters from, 219-20, 491 

HERRENDEN, SOLOMON (Glocester), 168* Hoar, BENJAMIN (Bristol), 154* 

HERRINGTON, EBENEZER (North Kingstown), © HODGDON, SAMUEL (Pa.): id., 142n 

188* —letters from, 142, 453; quoted, 243 

HERRINGTON, JOB (West Greenwich), 215* HoLpEN, ANTHONY (Warwick), 213,* 473 

HEwEs & ANTHONY (Pa.): id., 142n HOLDEN, CHARLES (Warwick), 213* 

—letter from, 142 HOLDEN, RANDAL (Warwick), 213* 

—letters to, 256-57, 614, 686 HoLpENn, THomAS (Warwick), 212;* on com- 

HEWES, JOSEPH (Providence), 1085, 1087 mittee to draft instructions on second con- 

H1AMS, JAMES (North Kingstown), 188* stitutional convention, 448; on Country 

HiamMs, WILLIAM (Exeter), 165* party prox of March 1790, 779; as delegate 
Hicks, JOHN (Tiverton), 209* to Confederation Congress, 481n; as poten- 

Hicks, SAMUEL (Portsmouth), 191* tial US senator, 1050; as town meeting mod- 

Hicks, STEPHEN (Tiverton), 209* erator, 663 

HIESTER, DANIEL (Pa.), 851 HOLDEN, WILLIAM (Warwick), 213* 

HI, Cates (North Kingstown), 188* HOLLAND. See The Netherlands 

HIL., CALEB, JR. (North Kingstown), 188* HOLLAND, HENry H. (South Kingstown) , 207* 

Hinz, Davis (Exeter), 165* Ho.Lioway, GEORGE (Richmond), 200* 

HILL, JEREMIAH (Maine): id., 385n HoLLoway, GIDEON (Charlestown), 155* 

—letters from, 385—86n, 406, 885—86n HOLLoway, JOSEPH (Charlestown), 155* 

HILx, JOHN (Scituate), 202* Ho.ioway, JOSEPH (Exeter), 165* 

HIL1, Jostan (Hopkinton), 172* HoOLLoway, WILLIAM (Exeter), 165* 

HILL, ROGER (Cumberland), 162* HOLMES, SAMUEL (Smithfield), 205* 

HILL, SAMUEL, JR. (Smithfield), 204* HOLTEN, SAMUEL (Mass.) 

HILL, STUKLY (North Kingstown), 188* —letter to, quoted, 8 

HILL, SWEET (Exeter), 165* HONESTY: an honest man will not shift his 

HILLIARD, Davin (Little Compton), 83, 175* ground, 557; Constitution will insure, 283, 

HILLIARD, Davip, JR. (Little Compton), 175* 284; Constitution will restore, 268; does not 

Hiscox, JOSEPH (Westerly), 215* always prevail in town meetings, 697-98; im- 

Hiscox, WILLIAM (Westerly), 214* portance of in delegates to RI Convention, 

History: drafting and adoption of Constitu- 688; in members of RI legislature, 701; men 

tion unprecedented, 660; first principles of pursue stability, 557; in opposition to 

more important than, 531; justifies celebra- rhetoric and sophistry, 271; support for RI 

tions of independence and ratification, 289- anathema to, 279. See also Corruption; 

90; Newport Herald reporting for benefit of Justice; Virtue 

historians, 458-59; ratification inaugurates Honor: checks avarice, ambition, and vanity, 

new era in, 283; as society’s conscience, 431; 539; failure to ratify will endanger, 722; Fed- 

will show RI in a bad light, 461. See also Bib- eralists in RI praised for, 792; motivates ef- 

lical references; Classical antiquity; Govern- fective president, 750; ratification will re- 

ments, ancient and modern; Great Britain; store, 94, 282, 283, 283n, 284, 285, 293, 351, 

Political and legal writers and writings 352, 500, 645, 660, 693, 719; RI fought Rev- 

—shows: corruptibility of man, 116-17; im- olution with, 689; RI has lost, xl, 30, 45, 101, 

portance of Union, 38; that a decline in 119, 122, 123, 229, 251, 268, 351, 383, 408-
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9, 420, 431, 494, 498, 500, 503, 565, 572, Hoppin & SNow (Providence), 1085, 1086 

611, 639, 640, 654, 660, 682, 683, 785, 786, HORSMANDEN, DANIEL (N.Y.): describes RI as 

967; ties of bind Union together, 546; of US a “downright democracy,” xxvii 

compromised by recalcitrant states under HORTON, BENJAMIN (Scituate), 202* 

Articles of Confederation, 750. See also Cor- HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, U.S.: amend- 

ruption; Foreign opinion of the U.S.; Virtue ment to Constitution changing ratio of rep- 

Honoriric TIT.es: defense of, 493, 550 resentation, 1083; amendments to Consti- 

HopkKINs, ALEXANDER (West Greenwich), 215* tution debated, 548, 548n, 1082; bicameral, 

HOPKINS, BERIAH (Exeter), 166% 143; considers RI, 526-31; considers treat- 

HOPKINS, CHARLES (Scituate), 203* ment of RI as foreign nation, 607-8; de- 

HOPKINS, CLARKE (South Kingstown), 206* fense of qualifications for, 104; elections of 

HOPKINS, DANIEL (North Providence), 189* compared to House of Commons, 744; has 

HOPKINS, HANAN (Scituate), 203* not shortened speeches, 560; journal of 

Hopkins, Isaac (Scituate), 202* must be published as stipulated in RI pro- 

HopkKINs, JOHN (South Kingstown), 207* posed amendments, 980, 1001; journal of to 

HOPKINS, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* record yeas and nays if requested, 1002; 

HOPKINS, JONATHAN, JR. (Foster), 473, 623 method of election, 106, 117, 145, 738; and 

HOPKINS, JOSEPH, JR. (West Greenwich), 216* motion to move federal capital to Philadel- 

HopkKINsS, LEMUEL (Conn.), 613, 613n phia, 893; objection to two-year term of, 

HOPKINS, OZIEL (Glocester), 168* 106, 117; occupied with impost act, 485; 

HOPKINS, REUBEN (Scituate), 201* open to public, 560; proceedings and de- 

Hopkins, REUBEN, JR. (Scituate), 202* bates of, 848-55; proceedings of reprinted 

HOPKINS, RuFus (Scituate), 628 in RI, 645n; quota of population for repre- 

HOPKINS, SAMUEL (Jamestown), 173* sentation in, 88, 953, 968n; receives peti- 

HOPKINS, SAMUEL (Newport), 1059; id., 38n; tions from abolition societies, 933n; rejects 

as Crito, 32; opposes slave trade, 49-50 federal assumption of state debts, 893; re- 

—letters from, 37-38, 90-91n, 368; quoted, sponse to states delaying ratification, 545; 

49-50; cited, 8 RI legislature will propose bill for electing 

—letter to, cited, 90 US representative, 1013, 1027, 1029, 1041, 

HOopkKINS, SAMUEL (West Greenwich), 215, 1045, 1046; RI Trade Bill, 712n; RI Trade 

217,* 705, 835 Bill opposed in, 837, 838, 848-55, 855n, 

HOPKINS, STEPHEN (Providence), 383-84, 385n; 1020; RI Trade Bill taken up by, 894, 896, 

id., 385n 1020-21; salaries too high, 572; strikes im- 

Hopkins, THoMAs (South Kingstown), 207* posts on lime and barley, 548n; titles for, 

Hopkins, TIMoTuy (Scituate), 202* 493; toasted, 1024, 1030; will not write ad- 

HOPKINS, ZEBEDEE, JR. (Glocester). See Hop- dress to RI, 508, 648n 

kins, Zebediah —letters to, 605-7, 615, 616n, 855; cited, 837 

HOPKINS, ZEBEDIAH (Glocester), 168,* 440 HoOwaARD, DANIEL (West Greenwich), 216* 

HOPKINSON, FRANCIS (Pa.): id., 1089n; as au- HOWARD, SOLOMON (Warwick), 212* 

thor of “A fair bargain,” 1088—89n Howarp, WILLIAM (Foster-N): as RI Conven- 

HopkKINTON, R.I.: considers NY circular letter tion delegate, 693, 693n, 904, 976, 996, 

and second constitutional convention, 441- 1010; votes against calling state convention, 

42; delegates vote in RI Convention, xliv; 473 

deputies from, Ixxvii; instructs deputies Howe, JOSHUA (Mass.), 18n 

against calling state convention, 623-24; in- | HOWELL, Davip (Providence), 287; id., 314; 

structs deputies to reject Constitution, 77; address of printed, 714n; address of to free- 

petition to repeal tender provision rejected, men, 713n; character of questioned, 543, 

170; petitions RI legislature to issue paper 858; on committee to draft address to Wash- 

money, Xxix; rejects committee report that ington, 1064; on committee to draft petition 

calls for a state convention, 77; RI Conven- to call state convention, 193; as delegate to 

tion delegates from, 904; vote on referen- Congress, 740n; endorsed as delegate to RI 

dum on Constitution, 170—72,* 233; votes state Convention, 685; favors ratification, 

not to discuss Constitution in town meeting, 791; on Federalist committee for Fourth of 

170; votes to repeal limitation act, 170 July 1788 celebration, 298; frames RI im-
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post bill, 505; leads Providence Abolition rush upon another, 548; cannot change 

Society, 857, 933n; on Newport-Providence positions easily in public, 510; celebrations 

committee promoting coalition prox of bring out best in, 290; circumstances shape 

April 1790, 771-73, 776, 777; as RI attor- character, 227; competitiveness inherent 

ney general, 488, 779, 790-91; as secretary to, 608; coolness superior to prejudice, 

signs letter from College of RI to Washing- 730; to escape pain men suffer death, 548; 

ton, 1070 few sentiments require more than ten min- 

—as author of: A Farmer, 885n, 1027; Friends utes to express, 560; force of habit is great, 

to the Coalition of Parties, 786n; Solon, jun- 399; great diversity of interest and mind, 

ior, 348n, 354n, 378n, 388n, 400n, 739n, 107n; the human heart cannot be com- 

746n, 751n, 1026-27 pelled by violence, 647; Lycurgus does 
—letters from, 1026-—28n; quoted, 348n; cited, honor to, 292; man accepts things by trust, 

786n, 885n 418; man is progressing, 661; a man will 

—letter to, 512-13 not fight whose principles are against it, 

HOWLAND, BENJAMIN (East Greenwich), 164,* 698; mankind intended for society, 661; 

439 men are generally the same under similar 

HOWLAND, BENJAMIN (Tiverton), 210,* 473 circumstances, 228; men bear burden of 

HowLanpD, DANIEL (East Greenwich), 717, government to ensure safety, 546; men pre- 

718n sume themselves right, 895; men prone to 

HOwLAND, IsAAc (Jamestown), 173* bandy into parties, 745; necessity breaks 

HOWLAND, JOHN (Bristol), 154* through all rules of justice and patriotism, 

HOWLAND, JOHN (Glocester), 168* 598; opposition comes easy to some, 574; 

HOWLAND, JOHN (Jamestown), 173* people compromise rights for political 

HOWLAND, JOSEPH (Glocester), 167* gain, 685; people have different opinions, 

HOWLAND, THOMAS (East Greenwich), 163* 479, 739; RI Antifederalists are disgrace to, 

HOWLAND, THomas (Glocester), 167* 256; RI Antifederalists do not understand, 

HoxsIgE, BENJAMIN (Richmond), 200* 879; Shakespeare preeminent delineator 

HoxsigzE, BENJAMIN, JR. (Charlestown), 155, of, 637; should be optimistic about end re- 

155,* 437, 621, 621n, 829 sult, 84; as social beings must live amicably 

HoxsIig, ELIJAH (Richmond), 200* with each other, 769; Solon does honor to, 

Hoxsig£, GIDEON (Charlestown), 155* 292; spirit of the times rules until manners 

HoxsIE, GIDEON, JR. (Charlestown), 155* change, 386-87; vagaries and incongrui- 

HoxsIe, Jos (Richmond), 200* ties of, 392; wisdom comes only from first 

HOxXsIE, JOHN (Exeter), 164* drinking from the Cup of Folly, 539. See also 

HOxsIE, JOSEPH (Richmond), 201* Happiness; Honor; Virtue 

HoxsiE, SAMUEL (South Kingstown), 207* —ambition and power: ambitious men want 

HoOxSIE, STEPHEN, JR. (Charlestown), 155* to dominate others, 341, 922; men cele- 

Hoxsigz, THomAsS (Charlestown-N), 155;* on brate their success, 289-90; people abuse 

Country party prox of March 1790, 779; as power not fought for, 264; power corrupts, 
RI Convention delegate, 904, 976, 995; as 254; religion, honor, and public spirit 

town meeting moderator, 829; votes against needed to check avarice, ambition, and 

calling state convention, 671n vanity, 539-40; some people want to rule 

HOYLE, JOSEPH (Providence), 299 over government, 868 

HUBBARD, EzRA (Providence), 1085, 1086, —imperfections of, 364, 534; Constitution in- 

1087 effectively protects against the worst of men, 

HupDson, SETH (Mass.), 18n 246; infatuation will fasten upon men, 557; 

HUGHES, SPICER (Barrington), 152* is depraved and needs supervision, 254; lack 

HuLi, EDwarpD (New Shoreham-A), 996; ab- of virtue in, 811; man easily deceived, 418; 

sent from RI Convention, 990n, 995, 996n; mankind fallible, 68, 116-17; man’s feelings 

as RI Convention delegate, 905, 1042, 1042n; are affected by his interest, 116, 245, 557, 

votes in RI Convention, 976 766, 815-17, 867, 926; men are more influ- 

HuLL, TIDDEMAN (Jamestown), 173 enced by passion than reason, 829; men like 

HUMAN NATURE: assents to any story that jus- to receive titles, 550; passions sometime 

tifies itself, 895; to avoid one danger men overrule interests, 400; people are not vir-
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tuous enough to be governed by mild con- efficient federal government, 39; Pa. assists 

stitutions, 253; singularity not sign of wis- immigrants, 821, 821n; persecution of an- 

dom but of pride, 224; slavery a disgrace to, cestors led to America, 343; Rhode Island- 

247; sometimes weakness is as bad as wick- ers leaving RI, 262, 504, 552, 741, 745, 757, 

edness, 692; too often present concerns 785, 799, 812-14, 821, 823, 827-28, 975; RI 

make men pessimistic, 84; violence esca- benefited from religious persecution in 

lates, 304 other colonies and states, 939; US as asylum 

HUMPHREYS, Davip (Conn.): accompanies of world, 1031; will increase among wealthy 

Washington to RI, 1054, 1056, 1074, 1076; under Constitution, 103 

as co-author of The Anarchiad, 613n; text by, IMPEACHMENT: and removal of president, 144; 

quoted, 613 of Senate, 144-45 

HuUMPHRY, ELKANAH (Barrington), 152* IMPLIED POWERS: under amendment to Articles 

HuUMPHRY, JOHN (Barrington), 152* of Confederation giving Congress power to 

HumpPnury, JOSIAH (Barrington), 576, 577 regulate trade, 40; amendments settle am- 

HUMPHRY, JOSIAH, JR. (Barrington), 152* biguity over, 413; opposition to, 158; pro- 

HUMPHRY, SAMUEL (Barrington), 153* hibitions in Constitution do not give in RI 

Hunt, GEorGE (Glocester), 167* Convention’s bill of rights, 977, 997; re- 

HUNT, JEREMIAH (North Kingstown), 187* served to states in RI proposed amend- 

Hunt, SETH (Glocester), 169,* 473 ments, 979. See also Delegated powers; Gen- 

Hunt, WILu1AM (Little Compton), 176* eral welfare; Reserved powers 

HUNTER, HENRY (Newport), 593 IMPORTATIONS: are excessive, 39; should be 

HUNTINGTON, BENJAMIN (Conn.): id., 256n taxed, 920. See also Commerce; Duties; 

—letters from, 859-60; cited, 404, 409, 411, Luxuries 

487, 491, 505, 540, 553, 558, 566, 574, 716, Impost, 463; Confederation Congress needs 

754, 756n, 800, 856n power to levy, 230, 232; heavy in RI, 737; RI 

—letters to, 255-56, 366-68, 379-80n, 401- collection in paper money inadequate, xxxii, 

2, 404-6, 409-10, 411-13, 470-71, 487-89, 742; RI impost deprives the Union of reve- 

491-93, 505-6, 540-—44n, 553-—56n, 558- nue, 896; RI might like to be in first federal 

62n, 566-69, 574-76n, 583-86n, 592-93, Congress to vote on, 404; toasted, 474; will 

595-97, 641-42, 716-17n, 754-57n, 777- pay federal expenses, 742. See also Com- 

78, 800-801, 807-9, 828-29, 855-56, 863- merce; Duties 

65, 1037-39, 1045-47; quoted, xxix, xxx, ImposT oF 1781: Constitution is better than, 

Xxxili, xxxix, xl, xliii, liv; cited, 404, 457, 356; farmers and merchants objected to, 

539n, 555n, 559, 561n, 574, 575n, 582n, 918; proposal of, 273; rejection of shows 

585, 595, 597n, 608n, 716, 777, 808, 809n, need for general government, 798-99; RI 

828, 829, 829n, 855n, 856n, 857n, 860n, praised for rejection of, 273, 274, 757; RI 

865n, 868n rejects, xxviii, 9, 21n, 61, 62n, 273, 276n, 

HUNTINGTON, SAMUEL (Conn.): id., 380n 279, 656, 657n, 743, 743n, 799, 964, 970n, 

—letters from, 236n, 379-—80n 1088, 1088n; US benefited from RI rejec- 

—letters to, 58-59; cited, 58-59 tion of, 757. See also Amendments to Articles 

HurpD, NATHANIEL (Mass.), 18n of Confederation; Commerce 

HuTcHIns, THomMas (N.Y.), 417, 418n IMPOST OF 1783: abuse of congressional power, 

274; rejected by NY and Pa., 738; RI ap- 
IDE, GEORGE (Cumberland), 161* proves, xxix, 19, 21n, 22, 195, 258, 738, 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Franklin’s “join or die,” 1018n; 739n—40n. See also Amendments to Articles 

nine pillars, 347; reference to federal pil- of Confederation; Commerce 

lars, 281, 344, 345, 434, 434n, 644n, 722, Impost oF 1789 (R.I.), xl, 554, 972n, 1015n; 

1023, 1031, 1037; RI compared to broken criticized, 506, 515-18; harms Federalists, 

pillar, 379, 379n; RI pillar, li 573; RI legislature provides collection of 

IMMIGRATION: bounties could be given to RI same duties as those called for by Congress, 

emigrants, 813—14; can be promoted with- xl, 500-501, 501-3n, 505-6, 507, 508-9, 

out ratification, 258; foreigners will not set- 514, 515, 517-18, 540, 541, 552, 734, 735- 

tle in RI isolated from Union, 823; North- 36n, 742 

ern States will be depopulated without  Impost oF 1789 (U.S.), 1091n
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‘““AN INDEPENDENT ELECTOR,” 455; texts of, 303. See also Celebrations; Civil war; Shays’s 

383-85, 465-66, 689 Rebellion; Tranquility, domestic; Violence 

INDIANS: danger from, 85, 103, 222, 741; in- INTEREST Groups: all should be represented 

ferior to civilized man, 103; lax government in virtuous democracy, 784-85; Constitu- 

of is deprecated, 104; possible treaty with in tion creates efficient federal government ac- 

Northwest Territory, 418 commodated to, 57, 94; danger of private 

INDICTMENTS: amendment guaranteeing by a interests prevailing, 228; divide over RI pa- 

grand jury, 219, 1083 per money, 874-75; interests should be 
INDUSTRIOUSNESS: exclusion from Union will avoided when making political decisions, 

animate, 734; of farmers, 729; good govern- 768; men’s actions governed by their inter- 
ment makes subjects industrious, 1052; im- ests, 116, 245, 557, 766, 815-17, 867, 926; 

portance of in making good citizens, 387; praise for compromises among in Consti- 

lost, 342—43; needed for prosperity, 1052; tutional Convention, 293; put issues behind 

toasted in Providence, 299; will be restored them and have good debate, 27-28; self- 

under Constitution, 109, 257, 715, 1058, interest should be avoided, 414; self- 

1080. See also Virtue interested persons spread false rumors 

INGRAHAM, JEREMIAH (Bristol), 154* about RI rejection, 873; will be represented 

INGRAHAM, SIMEON (Bristol), 154* in a state convention, 129, 131. See also Fac- 

INMAN, Davip (Glocester), 167* tions; Farmers; Human nature; Mechanics; 

INMAN, ELISHA (Glocester), 167* Merchants; Party spirit; Quakers; Sailors 

INMAN, JEREMIAH (Cumberland), 161* INTERESTS: states ought to be governed solely 

INMAN, JOHN (Glocester), 168* by, 735. See also Human nature 

INMAN, OBADIAH (Glocester), 168* INTERSTATE COOPERATION: among Antifeder- 

INMAN, STEPHEN (Cumberland), 161* alists, 266, 267n, 549, 748-49 

INSTALLMENT Acts, 647; SC might alter, 268, INVASION, FOREIGN: Articles of Confederation 

268n provide inadequate protection against, 740; 

INSTRUCTIONS: authorized for town meetings Constitution protects against, 103, 1051, 

to give to deputies concerning state conven- 1063; government protects against, 546; RI 

tion, 125; Cranston instructs deputies to use endangered by, 546. See also Habeas corpus, 

best judgment in absence of specific instruc- writ of; War 

tions, 481; have favorable impact in RI IREDELL, JAMES (N.C.), 240 

House of Deputies, 507; majority of RI IRELAND, 115, 253n, 821 

towns instruct deputies not to call state con- IrisH, GEORGE (Middletown), 177* 

vention, 634, 639, 648, 649-50; from NH _ Irisu, THomas (Little Compton), 176* 

towns to reject Constitution, 109, 110; peo- — IRONS, JEREMIAH, JR. (Glocester), 169* 

ple should offer their deputies in town _ ISAACKS, JACOB (Newport): and desalinization 

meetings, 151; RI House of Magistrates re- of ocean water, 1060 

quests to see instructions sent to deputies by IZARD, RALPH (S.C.), 838, 841, 842, 843, 844 

towns, 665-66n, 669-70; towns instruct 

deputies to vote for and against reappor- JACKSON, CAPTAIN, 633n 

tionment in House of Deputies, 127. See also JACKSON, JAMES (Ga.): id., 534n; in US House 

Individual towns of Representatives, 533-34, 548n, 850, 851 

INSURRECTIONS, Domestic: by Antifederalists JACKSON, MR., 587 

in response to Providence Fourth of July JACKSON, WILLIAM (Pa.): accompanies Wash- 

1788 celebration, 285—308n, 365, 567; Ar- ington to RI, 1054, 1056, 1074, 1076 

ticles of Confederation provide inadequate JAkway, AMos (West Greenwich), 217* 

protection against, 291, 740; Constitution James, Davis (Richmond), 201* 

protects against, 86, 103, 868, 1051; asdem- JAMES, EDwARD (Richmond), 200* 

ocratic failure, 303; in England, 292; RI JAMEs, EZEKIEL (Richmond), 200* 

Antifederalists predict in other states, 752; JAMES, GEORGE (Richmond), 200* 

Shays’s Rebellion as example of, 86;  JAMEs, JAMES (Richmond), 200* 

threaten RI, 761; tranquility is goal of gov- JAMES, JOSEPH (Exeter), 165* 

ernment, 1025; will aggravate party spirit, | James, SrLas (North Kingstown), 187*
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JAMES, THOMAS (Richmond-N), 200;* as RI JeNny, TrmoTuy (Glocester), 167* 

Convention delegate, 704, 905, 976, 996; JERAULD, DUTEE (Duty) (Warwick), 212* 

votes against calling state convention, 473 JERAULD, JAMES (Warwick), 213, 448 

JAMES, WILLIAM (Richmond), 200* Jews: end of religious test for, 549n; Hebrew 

JAMESTOWN, R.I.: during American Revolution, Congregation (Newport) addresses Wash- 

873, 932n; deputies from, Ixxviii; instructs ington, 1014, 1055, 1062-63; Hebrew Con- 

deputies against calling state convention, gregation receives Washingon’s response, 

624; population of, 932n; RI Convention 1063-64 

delegates from, 904; vote onreferendumon _JILLSON, ENos (Cumberland), 161* 

Constitution, 172—73,* 233 JimLtson, NATHAN (Cumberland), 161* 

JARVIS, JAMES (Conn.), 410, 410n JILLSON, NATHANIEL (Cumberland), 162* 

JAY, JoHN (N.Y), 4; id., 263; as A Citizen of | JOHNSON, BENEDICT (Coventry), 157* 

New-York, 239, 263-64; as co-author of Pub- JOHNSON, BENJAMIN (West Greenwich), 216,* 

lius, The Federahst, 5, 63; opposes second 630, 705 

constitutional convention, 263 JOHNSON, EBENEZER (Coventry), 156* 

JEFFERDS, WILLIAM (Scituate), 203* JOHNSON, ELIsHA (West Greenwich), 215* 

JEFFERSON, BENJAMIN (North Kingstown), 187* JOHNSON, EZEKIEL (Richmond), 201* 

JEFFERSON, THOMAS (Va.): id., 388n; accom- JOHNSON, GEORGE (Coventry), 157* 

panies Washington to RI, 1054, 1055, 1065, = JOHNSON, GIDEON (Charlestown), 155* 

1074 JOHNSON, HENRY (Coventry), 157* 
—letters to, 370n, 388-89n, 1026-28n; quoted, JoHNSON, Hosea (Coventry), 157* 

348n; cited, 786n, 885n JOHNSON, ISAAC (Coventry), 156* 

JENCKES, JOHN (Providence), 288; signs letter JOHNSON, JOHN (Coventry), 156* 

from Providence freemen to John Adams, JOHNSON, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* 

476—78n; signs letter from Providence free- | JOHNSON, JONATHAN (Coventry), 157* 
men to Washington, 475; town meeting in- JOHNSON, JOSEPH (Coventry), 157* 
structs, 468-70, 497-98; votes to call state JOHNSON, REUBEN (Coventry), 158* 

convention, 472 JOHNSON, SAMUEL (Coventry), 156* 
—letters from, 474-76, 476-—78n JOHNSON, WILLIAM SAMUEL (Conn., N.Y.), 

JENCKES, Lory (Coventry), 158* 493, 842, 843, 844, 847n, 848n; as delegate 

JENCKES, SAMUEL (Scituate), 202* to Constitutional Convention, 58, 358, 359n; 

JENCKES, WINSOR & COMPANY (Va.) requested by William Ellery to lobby on his 

—letter from, 632-33 behalf for federal office, 597; speech in 

—letter to, 599 Conn. Convention, 107n; as US senator, 

JENCKS, JAcoB (Smithfield), 204* 493n, 597n 

JENKES, JESSE (Smithfield), 204* JOHNSTON, R.I.: deputies from, Ixxviii; RI Con- 

JENKINS, JEREMIAH F. (Providence), 287, 1087 vention delegates from, 905; vote on refer- 

JENKINS, PHitip (North Kingstown), 187* endum on Constitution, 173-—74,* 233, 233n 

JENKS, BENJAMIN (Tiverton), 209* JOHNSTON, SAMUEL (N.C.), 842, 844 

JENKS, CALEB (North Providence), 189* —letter from, cited, 643n 

JENKS, COMFORT (North Providence), 190* —letter to, 375 

JENKS, DANIEL, JR. (Cumberland), 161* Jones, Amos (East Greenwich), 164* 

JENKS, Davip (Cumberland), 162* JONES, GERSHOM (Providence), 889, 890 

JENKS, ELEAZAR (North Providence), 190* JONES, JOSIAH (East Greenwich), 164* 

JENKS, GIDEON (Cumberland), 162* JONES, THOMAS (Providence), 287 

JENKS, ICHABOD (North Providence), 190* JONES, WILLIE (N.C.), 643n 

JENKS, JOHN (Cumberland), 162* JORDAN, JOHNSON (Coventry), 158* 

JENKS, JOHN (Tiverton), 209* JOSLIN, JOHN (Exeter), 165* 

JENKS, JOSEPH (Cumberland), 162* JOSLIN, JOHN, JR. (Exeter), 165* 

JENKS, NICHOLAS (Smithfield), 205* JOsSLIN, THomMAS (Cumberland), 161* 

JENKS, STEPHEN (North Providence), 189, JosLin, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216;* ap- 

190* pointed to carry town meeting proceedings 

JENNINGS, Isaac (Tiverton), 209* to General Assembly, 217; appointed to
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draft letter to Congress enclosing referen- guarantee in the vicinage, 247; penalty act 

dum returns, 233, 234; in House of Depu- eliminates in RI, xxxi, xxxii, 387; in RI Con- 

ties, 127, 128, 129, 130 vention’s bill of rights, 977-78, 998; still 

JUDIAH, JUDIAH. See Aylsworth, Judiah held in RI, 265; of vicinage guaranteed, 978, 

JUDICIAL REVIEW, 340 998, 1084. See also Bill of rights 

JUDICIARIES, STATE: amendment proposed to JUSTICE, 62; Antifederalists labeled as foment- 

make more distinct from US judiciary, 830, ers of injustice, 742; Congress will act in ac- 

951, 968n cordance with against RI, 546; Constitution 

Jupictary ACT OF 1789, 562, 563n, 744, 746n will promote, 109, 266, 283, 283n, 284, 285, 

Jupicitary, RHODE ISLAND: appointments of 308, 362, 561, 660, 715, 742, 1044, 1050, 

justices of the peace, 500, 501n, 503n; 1053, 1063; decline of after Revolution, 108, 

judges made to submit to the people, 638; 638; demands that state public creditors be 

lacks justice and equity, 786; list of judges paid full value, 755; does not require federal 

of, Ixxiv; no right to appeal under amended funding act, 803; endangered by state law, 

penalty act, xxxi; RI General Assembly as ap- 251; Federalists as patrons of, 278; founding 

peals court of last resort, xxvii; RI judges principle of liberty, 341; founding principle 

and tender provision of paper-money act, of US, 293; as goal of government, 373, 532, 
Xxxili, 362, 461 569, 804; integral to national happiness, 

—Rhode Island Superior Court: asks for pay- 744; lacking in RI, 31, 38, 49, 56, 72, 80, 81, 

ment, 424; change in, 856; Federalists gain 84, 119, 123, 141, 227, 260, 265, 266, 267, 

influence in, 866, 869; judges of invited to 340, 371, 402, 409-10, 428, 429, 431, 458, 

Providence celebration, 297-98; political 461, 474, 498, 536, 572, 615, 616, 633, 654, 

composition of, 863; stays the same, 500; 763-64, 785, 786, 811; moves slowly in 

toasted, 344; and Trevett v. Weeden (1786), Conn., 255; nature of cannot be changed by 

Xxxi-xxxii, 30, 319-20, 387, 388n, 1026, men, 260; nature of not contingent on the 

1027, 1027n virtue or villainy of the orator, 259; necessity 
Jupiciary, U.S.: amendment limiting jurisdic- breaks through all the rules of, 598; and op- 

tion of, 219, 1021; amendment proposed to position to slave trade, 43—44; paying duties 

make more distinct from state judiciaries, to US while not in Union is unjust, 516-17, 

830; criticism of appellate jurisdiction as to 517; paying full face value of RI securities to 

law and fact, 61, 75; criticism of jurisdiction speculators would not be, 874; people should 

of, 247; criticized for lack of vicinage in jury have love for, 340; praise of order and, 85; 

trials, 247; danger from, 266; loyalists sue in public defaulters will face, 249; required of 

to recover damages, 793, 793n—94n; might states and individuals, 815, 816; requires 

abolish sovereign immunity of states, 409, calling state convention, 482; requires RI to 

412; NC Convention limits jurisdiction of in be treated as foreigners while out of Union, 

paper money cases, 968n; power of appoint- 742; requires RI to pay its share of the debt, 

ing strengthens federal government, 750, 533, 726, 896; in RI Convention’s bill of 

951; proposed amendment prohibiting chief rights, 978; RI deviations from may prove 

justice from holding any other federal or salutary to others, 229; RI Quakers support, 

state position, 980, 1002; RI proposed 480-81; should be administered, 254; should 

amendment prohibiting from considering be available, 998; and slavery, 54, 55n; states 

cases started before state ratified Constitu- outside Union will endanger process of, 

tion, 979-80, 1001; Senate has no judicial 535; supported movement for indepen- 

power, 145; will soon be established, 554. See dence, 532; toasted, 295, 474; will hopefully 

also Jury trial come to RI, 261, 452-53; will prevail, 84, 

Jury TRIAL: amendment to Constitution pro- 452-53, 716. See also Honesty; Virtue 

tecting, 1084; amendment to Constitution 

providing in civil cases, 1084; and civil cases = KEECH, JESSE (Glocester), 169* 

between citizens of different states, 219; in | KrEcu, Jos (Scituate), 202* 

civil cases guaranteed, 998; Constitution en- KEECH, JOSEPH (Glocester), 169* 

dangers, 61, 75, 265, 275, 744; Constitution KeEcH, SAMUEL (Smithfield), 205* 

endangers in civil cases, 247, 387; fair and KEENE, CHARLES (Providence), 287, 1034; id., 

speedy protected, 978, 998, 1084; lack of 1034n
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KENNECUTT, EDWARD (Warren), 211* KINYON, JOHN (Exeter), 165* 

KENNECUTT, JOHN (Warren), 211* KINYON, JOHN (Richmond), 200* 

KENNECUTT, JOHN, JR. (Warren), 211* KINYON, JOSEPH, JR. (Charlestown), 829 

KENNECUTT, SHUBAEL (Warren), 211* KINYON, JOSHUA (Charlestown), 155* 

KENT County, R.I.: freemen of advise dele- KINYON, JosHuA, JR. (Charlestown), 155* 

gates to RI Convention, 685 Krnyon, Lucy (Charlestown), 154, 436, 621 

KENT, JosHUA (Barrington), 152* Kinyon, NATHANIEL (Hopkinton), 172* 

KENT, SAMUEL (Barrington), 152* KINYON, PELEG (South Kingstown), 207* 

KENTUCKY, 103. See also Virginia KINYON, PERRY (North Kingstown), 188* 

KENYON, PHINEAS (Exeter), 165* KINYON, PHILLIP (Richmond), 201* 

KILLEY, JOSEPH (Smithfield), 204* KINYON, REMINGTON (East Greenwich), 163* 

KILTON, JOHN J. (Coventry), 156* KINYON, SAMUEL (Richmond), 200* 

KIMBALL, JOHN (Glocester), 167* KIRBY, EPHRAIM (Conn.): id., 110n—11n 

KIMBELL, BENJAMIN (Johnston), 173* —letter to, 110—l1n 

KIMBELL, DEAN (Scituate), 202* KirBy, JOSEPH (Portsmouth), 191* 

KrinG, ABNER (North Providence), 189* KITTLE, RuFus (West Greenwich), 216* 

KrinG, ASA (Cranston), 160* Knapp, Davip (Warwick), 213* 

KinGc Davip’s LODGE. See Masons KNIGHT, BARZILLAI (Cranston), 159* 

KING, EARL (Exeter), 165* KNIGHT, BENAJAH (Scituate), 203* 

KING, GODFREY (Tiverton), 209* KNIGHT, BENJAMIN (Cranston), 159* 

KING, JAMES (Glocester), 168* KNIGHT, EzRA (Scituate), 203* 

KING, JAMES, JR. (Glocester), 167* KNIGHT, HENRY (Cranston), 159* 

KING, JEREMIAH (Cranston), 160* KNIGHT, JAMES (Cranston), 159* 

KING, JESSE (Coventry), 158* KNIGHT, JEREMIAH (Cranston), 159* 

KING, JONATHAN (Cranston), 159* KNIGHT, Jos (Cranston), 159* 

KING, JosiaH (Johnston), 173* KNIGHT, JONATHAN (Scituate), 203* 
KING, OLPHREE (Tiverton), 209* KNIGHT, JOSEPH (Cranston), 159* 

KING, RALPH (Scituate), 202* KNIGHT, JOSEPH (Scituate), 203* 

KING, REUBEN (Cumberland), 161* KNIGHT, NEHEMIAH (Cranston), 160, 160,* 

KinG, Rurus (Mass., N.Y.), 842, 843, 844; id., 437, 481, 622 

564n; and RI attendance in Congress, 126n; KNIGHT, RICHARD (Scituate), 202* 

as US senator, 838-39 KNIGHT, ROBERT (Cranston), 159* 

—letter from, cited, 1039 KNIGHT, WILLIAM (Cranston), 159* 

—letter to, 970n “Know YE” MEN, 397; criticized, 264, 296, 465, 

KING, SAMUEL (Scituate), 202* 484; defined, 317; “Know Ye”’ justices criti- 

KING, STEPHEN (Tiverton), 209* cized, 362; paper money abused by, 264. See 

Kinc, WIiLL1AM B. (Johnston-N), 173,* 905, also Paper money 

976, 996 KNOWLES, HAZARD (Jamestown), 173* 

KINGSLEY, JONATHAN (North Kingstown), KNOWLES, ROBERT (South Kingstown), 207* 

187* KNOWLES, THOMAS (Charlestown), 155* 

KINGSLY, JuDIAH (North Kingstown), 187* Knox, HENRY (Mass., N.Y.), 615n; id., 135n; 

KINGSLy, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 188* plan to nationalize state militias kept secret, 

KINGSLY, SAYWELL (North Kingstown), 188* 754; as US secretary of war, 717n, 839, 845n 

KINNICUTT, DANIEL (Barrington), 153* —letter from, cited, 753 

KINSLEY, SAMUEL (North Kingstown). See —letters to, 135, 679, 682, 722, 753-54; 

Kingsly, Samuel quoted, 110, 428n; cited, 649n, 768, 903 

KINSLY, SAWEL (North Kingstown). See Kingsly, 

Saywell LABORERS: benefit from Union, 504; difficul- 

KINYON, BENEDICT (Richmond), 200* ties of, 745, 746n 

KInYON, BENJAMIN (Hopkinton), 172* Lapp, Joy (North Providence), 189* 

KINYON, BENJAMIN, II (Hopkinton), 172* Lapp, WILLIAM (Little Compton-Y), 175;* 

KInYON, GEORGE (Hopkinton), 172* as RI Convention delegate, 905, 976, 986, 

KInyOn, JARVIS (Richmond), 201* 996 

KINYON, JOHN (Charlestown), 155* Lapy GREENE (packet), 369
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LAFAYETTE, MARQUIS DE (France): toasted, 293, 750; government of praised, 715; the 

1068 law cannot concern itself with trifles, 754, 

Lamp, JOHN (N.Y.): id., 267n; as Antifederalist 757n; like the sun shine on all, 911; must be 

leader, 266, 267n; criticism of, 272—73; as enforced, 147, 600, 1029; preferable to vio- 

NY customs collector, 585n, 590n, 591, lence in resolving disputes, 304; president is 

592n, 595, 597n; sends pamphlets to Gov. personally responsible for operation of, 

John Collins, 266 750; RI cannot be happy without support- 

LANDED INTERESTS: Congress will not levy di- ing, 595; of RI established iniquity, 256, 340; 

rect taxes on land, 1089-90; Country party RI will be subject to those of Union even 

wants to bankrupt, 85. See also Property, without ratification, 752; should conform to 

private opinions about religion, government, and 

‘““LANDHOLDER”: text of, 259-60 manners, 540; sovereign states are subject to 

‘“TLANDHOLDER” (Oliver Ellsworth), 5, 53, 67, under Articles of Confederation, 750; states 

100, 240; authorship of, 1041n; as a public should be prohibited from passing any abridg- 

defaulter, 244, 245, 249, 260; response to, ing religious freedom, 939; will be extended 

244; RI reprinting of, 70-72 to RI as foreigners, 747-48 
LANDHOLDERS: in RI suffer out of Union, 497. | Lawron, GEORGE (Portsmouth), 191* 

See also Farmers; Property, private LAWTON, GILES, JR. (Portsmouth), 190,* 444, 

LANGDON, JOHN (N.H.), 109-10, 842, 843, 699, 702, 992 

844, 893; id., 892n LAwTON, HENrRy (Portsmouth), 191* 

—letter from, 970n LawTOon, Isaac (Portsmouth), 718 

LANGFORD, BENJAMIN (East Greenwich), 163* —letters to, 717-18; cited, 696n 

LANGLEY, WILLIAM (Newport), 593 LAWTON, JOSIAH (Exeter), 165* 

LANGwortTHY, Amos (Hopkinton), 171* LAWTON, OLIVER (Exeter), 165* 

LANGWORTHY, BENJAMIN (Hopkinton), 171* LAWTON, PELEG (Portsmouth), 191* 

LANGWORTHY, JOSEPH (Hopkinton), 172* LAWTON, ROBERT (Portsmouth), 699 

LANPHERE, JOSHUA, JR. (Hopkinton), 172* LawTon, T1MoTuHy (Exeter), 165* 

LANPHERE, ROWLAND (Hopkinton), 172* LAWTON, WILLIAM (Portsmouth), 191* 

LAPHAM, ABNER (Cumberland), 162* Lawyers: disliked by Country party, 691; nega- 

LAPHAM, JESSE (Glocester), 168* tively influenced by RI laws, 558; of Provi- 

LAPHAM, JETHRO (Glocester), 169* dence in procession honoring Washington, 

LAPHAM, JOHN (Cumberland), 161,* 437, 831 1066; should not be elected as delegates to 

LAPHAM, SOLOMON (Glocester), 169* RI Convention, 691; should submit to the 

LARGE STATES VS. SMALL STATES: and equal people, 638; and Test Act, xxxii; will control 

representation in Senate, 58, 309, 358-59, state conventions, 139, 275; will prosper 

361-62, 825, 938, 941n from fees under Constitution, 275 

LARKIN, Davip (South Kingstown), 207* LEAR, SUSAN (Providence): journal of, 281 

LARKIN, JOHN (South Kingstown), 206* LEAR, TosiAS (Va.): as President Washington’s 

LARKIN, JOSEPH (Hopkinton), 171* secretary, 676n, 678n, 679n, 854, 1007n 

LARKIN, KINYON (Charlestown), 155* —letters from, quoted, 679n, 971n 

LARKIN, NICHOLAS (Richmond), 200* —letter to, quoted, 676n 

LARKIN, TrmotTHy (Hopkinton), 172* LEBoss, JOHN (Newport), 593 

LATHAM, ARTHUR (Smithfield), 205* LEE, ARTHUR (Va.), 24n 

LATHAM, ROBERT (Smithfield), 205* LEE, JOSEPH (Cumberland), 161* 

LATHAM, WILLIAM (Johnston), 174* LEE, RICHARD HENRY (Va.), 558, 844, 845; id., 

Law OF Nature, 924, 997; binds Union to- 496n; amendments to Constitution, 6, 240; as 

gether, 546; grants liberty to people, 246; in Antifederalist leader, 6, 244; and constitution- 

RI Convention’s bill of rights, 976; violated writing, 793, 793n; and George Mason’s ob- 
in RI, 1051. See also Nature, state of jections, 67; praise of for not attacking del- 

Laws: broken by those who ought to be en- egates to Constitutional Convention, 92 

forcing them, 304; cannot be suspended  —letter from, to Va. Gov. Edmund Randolph, 

without consent of people’s representatives, 6, 99-100, 107n, 245n 

977, 998; cannot bind knaves and villains, |—letter to, 495-96 

452; Constitution creates a government of, | LEFAVOUR, DANIEL (Bristol), 154*
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LEGAL TENDER: alternative bill passed, 616n, = LimiraTion Act: Constitution will destroy, 

617; defined, 317. See also Paper money; 252; not repealed, 230; repeal of a harbin- 

Tender laws ger for ratification, 634; repealed, 231, 618; 

LEGISLATIVE POWER: democratically appor- RI legislature limits use of promissory notes 

tioned, 744. See also Congress under Articles by merchants, xxxiii 

of Confederation; Congress under Consti- | LINCOLN, BENJAMIN (Mass.), 257; id., 257n 

tution; House of Representatives, U.S.;Sen- | —letter to, quoted, 268n 

ate, U.S.; Rhode Island General Assembly; — LINCOLN, Levi (Mass.), 641n 

Rhode Island House of Deputies; Rhode Is- | LINDALL, NATHANIEL (Coventry), 157* 

land House of Magistrates LINDSEY, WILLIAM (Bristol), 154* 

LEGISLATURES, STATE: appointment of presi- Lipprrr, ABRAHAM (Warwick), 212* 
dential electors by, 738; Congress gives re- | Lipprtt, JoHNn (Warwick), 212* 

sponsibility for ratifying amendments to, Lippitt, Moses (Warwick), 212* 
939, 1082; elect delegates to Confederation LITERARY REFERENCES: Joseph Addison, Caio. 

Congress, 738; must unanimously ratify A Tragedy, 248, 251n, 692n; Aesop, Fables, 

amendments to Articles of Confederation, 417n, 432, 656, 827, 827n; Nathaniel Ames, 

941n; not to consider ratification of Consti- An Astronomical Diary, Or, an Almanack For the 

tution, 138, 275; RI Antifederalists plot to Year of our Lord Chnst 1746, 911, 913n; John 

ensure control of, 753. See also Conventions, Brown, An Estimate of the Manners and Prin- 

state; Rhode Island House of Deputies; ciples of the Times, 531, 532n; Samuel Butler, 

Rhode Island House of Magistrates; States Hudibras, 114, 118n; Miguel de Cervantes, 

under the Constitution Don Quixote, 272, 392, 393n; Charles Chur- 

LeMoIrne, Parpon. See Mawney, Pardon chill, An Epistle to Wiliam Hogarth, 249, 250, 

LEONARD, GEORGE (Mass.), 881n 251n; Anthony Ashley Cooper (Earl of 

LETOMBE, PHILIPPE ANDRE JOSEPH DE (France): Shaftesbury), Sensus Communis, 392, 393n; 

id., 283n “the De’il and his imps,” 430; John Dryden 

—letter from, cited, 283n translates Virgil, The Aeneid, 381, 382n; Eu- 

LETSON, EPHRAIM (West Greenwich), 216* ripides, ‘““Those whom God wills for destruc- 

LETSON, MICHAEL (Coventry), 156* tion he first makes mad,” 99, 99n; Daniel 

LETSON, WILLIAM (Coventry), 157* Fenning, The Universal Spelling-Book, 697, 

LEVALLEY, BENJAMIN (Warwick), 213* 699n, 700; John Heywood, A dialogue contei- 

LEVALLEY, JOHN (Warwick), 212* nyng the number in effect of all prouerbes in the 

LEVALLEY, PETER (Warwick), 212* englishe tongue, 726, 727n, 742, 743n; John 

LEVALLY, JOHN, JR. (Warwick), 212* Heywood, “It is best to be merry and wise,” 

LEVALLY, WILLIAM (Warwick), 213* 305, 306n; John Heywood, “Make Hay while 

Lewis, BENJAMIN (Exeter), 166* the Sun shines,” 742, 743n; Hibernian 

Lewis, GREENE (Hopkinton), 172* standing on nothing, 555; Horace, Satzres, 

LEwIs, JAcoB (West Greenwich), 216* 256, 256n; “It is a bad Bird that bewrayeth 

LEwIs, JAMES (Exeter), 164* its own Nest,” 58; Jack with a Lanthorn 

LEwIs, JAMES (Glocester), 168* (British folklore), 919, 932n; John Milton, 

Lewis, JOHN (Exeter), 166* Paradise Lost, 249, 251n, 574, 576n; Alexan- 

LEwIs, JONATHAN, JR. (Exeter), 166* der Pope, 765, 767n; Alexander Pope, An 

LEwIs, JOSEPH (Exeter), 166* Essay on Cntiasm, 645, 646n; Alexander 

LEwIs, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214* Pope, An Essay on Man, 388, 388n, 465n; Al- 

LEwIs, OLIVER (Westerly), 214* exander Pope, The First Satire of the Second 

LIBBEY, JEREMIAH (N.H.) Book of Horace, 386, 388n; Alexander Pope, 

—letter from, cited, 970n The Odyssey of Homer, 799n; Nicholas Rowe, 
LICENTIOUSNESS: Constitution will protect The Ambitious Step-mother. A Tragedy, 237, 

from, 381, 565; shows need for new govern- 237n; Shakespeare, “all is well that ends 

ment, 344. See also Virtue well,” 1041, 1041n; Shakespeare as preem- 

LILLEY, JOHN (Warwick), 213* inent delineator of human nature, 637; 

LILLIBRIDGE, BENJAMIN (Exeter), 165* Shakespeare, Hamlet, 51, 51n, 142, 142n, 

LILLIBRIDGE, GARDNER (Exeter), 164* 746n—47n, 1004, 1005n; Shakespeare, Henry V, 

LILLIBRIDGE, GIDEON (South Kingstown), 207* 1036, 1037n; Shakespeare, The Tempest, 250,
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251n; Jonathan Swift, A Tale of a Tub, 423, in RI to be sold, xxviii; and suits in federal 

425n, 478n; Jonathan Swift, Gulliver’s Trav- courts, 793, 793n—94n 

els, 102, 107n, 361, 361n; Terence, The Self/ LUTHER, Asta (Glocester), 169* 

Tormentor, 367, 368n; John Trumbull, LuTHeEr, CoNsIDER (Johnston), 174* 

M Fingal: A Modern Epic Poem, in Four Cantos, LUTHER, EBENEZER (Warren), 211* 

639n; Virgil, The Aeneid, 265, 265n, 381, LUTHER, FREDERICK (Warren), 211* 

382n, 570, 570n. See also Biblical references; © LUTHER, GIDEON (Warren), 211* 

Classical antiquity; Political and legal writers © LUTHER, JosHuA (Glocester), 169* 

and writings; Satire LuTHER, NATHAN (Newport), 178* 

LITTLE Compton, R.I.: calls for repeal of | LUTHER, SAMUEL (Warren), 211* 

tender provision of paper-money act, xxxii;_ LUTHER, SQUIRE (Glocester), 167* 

celebrates NH ratification, 241; celebrates Lux, GEORGE (Md.): id., 564n 

ratification of Constitution by nine states, —letter from, 564 

345—46n; considers and approves RI Con- Luxuries: Americans use too many, 85, 108; 

vention’s bill of rights and amendments, dangers from, 342; more consumed in sea- 

831; considers NY circular letter, 442—43n; port towns, 729; should be limited, xxxi. See 

deputies from, Ixxviii; dominated by Fed- also Commerce; Virtue 

eralists, 345; favors Constitution in referen- LUZERNE, COMTE DE LA (France): id., 236n 

dum, xxxviii, 225, 442n—43n; instructs dep- —letters to, 236, 720, 1019-20; quoted, 838; 

uties to call a state convention, xxxviil, 83-— cited, 283n 

84n, 98, 148, 442, 442n; RI Convention ‘“LycurGus”’: text of, 248-51 

delegates from, 905; vote on referendum on 

Constitution, 174-—76,* 233 MACLAY, WILLIAM (Pa.), 842, 843, 844; id., 

LitTLeE, Foses (Little Compton), 176* 845n 

LitTLE, Foes, Jr. (Littke Compton), 176* —journal of, 838-39, 840, 841, 842-43, 844- 

LITTLE Rest, R.I.: site of RI Convention, xlii, 45 

898. See also Rhode Island Convention, site MACOMBER, JONATHAN (Charlestown), 155* 

of; South Kingstown MACOMBER, MICHAEL (Tiverton), 209* 

LITTLEFIELD, ANTHONY (New Shoreham), McCorrir, ANDREW (Portsmouth), 190* 

186* McDONALD, BaRAk (Johnston), 174* 

LITTLEFIELD, CALEB (New Shoreham), 186* McDONALD, JOHN (Johnston), 174* 

LITTLEFIELD, JOHN, JR. (New Shoreham), 186* McKean, THOMAS (Pa.), 75 

LITTLEFIELD, THOMAS (New Shoreham), 186* M’ Kenzie, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* 

LITTLEFIELD, WILLIAM (Newport), 1061 MADISON, JAMES (Va.), 814n; id., 226n, 796n; 

LIVINGSTON, WALTER (N.Y.), 24n and amendments to Constitution in Con- 

Lioyp, JAMES (N.Y.): id., 794n gress, 534n, 563, 575n, 1082; author of Pres- 

—letter to, 793-94n ident Washington’s inaugural address, 575n; 

Lioyp, THOMAS (Pa.), 849-51; id., 855n as co-author of Publius, The Federalist, 63; in 

Lock, Epwarp (South Kingstown), 207* Confederation Congress, 276n; criticized by 

LOCKWOOD, JOSEPH (Cranston), 159* Pacificus (Hamilton) for proposing amend- 

LoGEE, AARON (Glocester), 168* ments, 574, 575n; and debate over national 

LOGEE, CALEB (Glocester), 167* debt, 754-55; praise of, 574; prominence of 

Louis XV (France), 429. See also France in first federal Congress, 586; support of as 

Louis XVI (France): toasted, 295, 347, 1060, reason for ratifying Constitution, 60 

1068, 1075. See also France —letters from, 226, 485, 801; quoted, 375; 

Love, ADAM (Coventry), 157* cited, 574, 575n, 802 

Love, ARTHUR (Coventry), 157* —letters to, 228, 586-87, 795-96, 802; quoted, 

LOvEL, NATHANIEL (Scituate), 202* xxxvi; cited, 801n, 814n 

LOvETT, ELIPHALET (Cumberland), 161* MAGWIRE, JOHN (Exeter), 165* 

Low, JOHN (Warwick), 212* Maine, 463, 463n; desirous of a second port, 

LOWELL, JOHN (Mass.) 535; news of NY ratification arrives in, 385; 

—letter to, cited, 514n statehood status for, 362 

LOYALISTS, 386n, 648; criticism of, 556; asdel- MANCHESTER, CHARLES (Little Compton), 

egates to RI Convention, 757; few estates of 176*
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MANCHESTER, CHRISTOPHER, JR. (Tiverton), on imported from RI, 591; of RI should be 

210* boycotted, 809, 810; in RI should be subject 

MANCHESTER, GILBERT (Tiverton), 209* to congressional import fees, 896-97; RI 

MANCHESTER, Isaac (Tiverton-Y): as RI Con- towns specializing in want to be part of 

vention delegate, 905, 976, 986, 995, 1011 Union, 534; toasted, 295, 299, 474, 1030, 

MANCHESTER, JOB (Coventry), 158* 1056, 1068; will not attract foreign trade to 

MANCHESTER, Jos (Little Compton), 175* RI, 759; would not suffer in RI out of the 

MANCHESTER, JOSEPH (Coventry), 157* Union, 541, 734, 765-67. See alsoCommerce 

MANCHESTER, PELEG (Portsmouth), 191* MARCHANT, HENRY (Newport-Y), 464, 969n, 

MANCHESTER, PHILIP (Tiverton), 209* 976n; id., 23n, 315; author of petition pro- 

MANCHESTER, SEABURY (Bristol), 154* testing foreign duties levied against RI, 579, 

MANCHESTER, THOMAS (Coventry), 158* 582; carries Newport petition to Congress, 

MANCHESTER, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 2177* 582n, 585, 586n, 592, 593, 594, 595, 650n; 

Mann, DANIEL (Smithfield), 205* economic cost of Revolution to, 556, 557n; 

MANN, JOAB (Smithfield), 205* illness of, 1039; as moderator of town meet- 

MANN, JOHN, JR. (Smithfield), 205* ing, 178, 180, 185n, 579, 580, 585, 593, 694, 

MANN, SAMUEL (Smithfield), 205* 1057; Newport petition sent to John Adams 

MANN, THomas (Johnston), 174* by, 588; on Newport-Providence committee 

MANNING, JAMES (Providence), 544, 549; id., promoting coalition prox of April 1790, 

42n, 314-15, 512n; and Baptist petition to 771-73, 776; potentially a US senator, 557, 

First Continental Congress for religious 558n; praise of, 592, 611-12; public service 

freedom, 809n; and celebration of NH rat- of, 557-58, 588; requests nomination to of- 

ification in Providence, 294; offers prayers fice, 557-58; in Second Continental Con- 

on Fourth of July, 286; as president signs let- gress, 556, 913n; as town meeting modera- 

ter from College of RI to Washington, 1070; tor signs address to Washington, 1057; and 

and Providence petition protesting foreign US Congress consideration of duties against 

duties levied against RI, 576, 578, 587, 590, RI, 607; as US district judge for RI, 1009n, 

590n; signs letter from Providence freemen 1038, 1039-40; and Washington’s visit to RI, 

to John Adams, 476-—78n; signs letter from 1054, 1073 

Providence freemen to Washington, 475; —in House of Deputies, 665n; attempts to 

and Washington’s visit to RI, 1067 amend referendum bill, 129-30; elected 

—letters from, 41-42, 269-—70, 469, 474-76, and instructed as deputy, 482-83, 484n; 

476-78n, 482-83, 497, 499, 511-12, 546, moves that Constitution be printed and sent 

586-87, 607-8, 640-41, 812-13, 823; to towns, 43, 46; moves to call state conven- 

quoted, xli, 270; cited, 60n, 457 tion, 230, 666n, 672; signs protest against let- 

—letter to, 408-9 ter boycotting Constitutional Convention, 

MANNING, MARGARET STITES (Providence), 23; speaks on referendum bill, 129, 130; 

281; id., 281n speech of, 44; votes to call state convention, 

MANTON, EpwarbD (Johnston), 174* 472 

MANTON, JEREMIAH (Johnston), 174* —in RI Convention, 694, 905; chairs rules 

MANUFACTURERS: will emigrate from RI if committee, 906, 910, 913n; motions of, 938, 

Constitution not ratified, 828 940, 943, 944, 949, 950, 953, 957, 958, 959, 

MANUFACTURES: Articles of Confederation fail 963, 974-75; moves to ratify Constitution, 

adequately to promote, 740; can be pro- 974-75; responses to speeches of, 911, 944, 

moted without ratification, 258; Congress 947, 954, 956, 959; speeches of, 899, 910, 

can lay duties on to encourage US produc- 911, 912, 939, 940, 944, 945, 946, 947, 950, 

tion, 102—3; Congress wants to discourage 951, 952, 953, 954, 955, 957, 958, 959, 961- 

production of rum, 490; Constitution should 62, 964, 965, 966; votes, 976, 994 

be rejected if doing so will improve, 735; —letters from, 41, 556-58, 587-90, 649-50, 

Constitution will benefit, 93, 356, 466, 568, 680-—82n, 682-83, 707, 981-83, 1014-15, 

645, 660, 725, 729, 741, 748, 760, 813, 1033, 1039-40, 1042; quoted, xliv; cited, 457, 557, 

1034, 1050, 1057, 1058, 1069, 1070, 1080; 558n, 569, 582n, 590n, 663n, 671n, 681n, 

failure to ratify Constitution will damage in 684, 768, 791, 903, 983, 983n, 1007n, 1017, 

RI, 487, 539, 565, 572, 825, 826; no duties 1039-40, 1040n
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—letters to, 569-70, 593-94, 609-10, 791-93, Masons: address Washington, 1014, 1055, 

1017-18; cited, 556, 582n, 587, 590n, 641n, 1057, 1060n, 1061; Washington’s response 

737m, 1015 to, 1060n, 1061-62 

MARCHANT, SARAH (Newport): id., 1042n MASSACHUSETTS: act of prohibiting RI debtors 

—letters to, 1042; quoted, xliv from paying Mass. creditors with depreci- 

MARCHANT, WILLIAM (Newport): id., 683n ated RI paper money, 469-70, 475, 476, 498; 

—letters to, 682-83, 707 amendments proposed by legislature of, 

Marks, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 163* 751-52, 753n, 796, 796n; amendments pro- 

‘““MARPLOT, JUN.,” 455; text of, 478-80 posed by read in RI Convention, 753, 754n, 

MARTIAL Law: prohibited except during time 940, 942n; as asylum for fugitive slaves, 55; 

of war in RI Convention’s bill of rights, 978 commerce with RI, 536n, 742; constitution 

MARTIN, ALEXANDER (N.C.) of includes veto power, 922, 932n; criticized 

—letter to, cited, 882n as people who love money inordinately, 598; 

MARTIN, BENJAMIN (Barrington), 152* as fictitious author of a letter to RI, 656; 

MARTIN, CONSTANT (North Providence), 190* House of Representatives of opposes Con- 

MARTIN, EDWARD (Barrington), 152* stitution, 237; impact of on RI, 97; impor- 

MARTIN, ISAAC (Cumberland), 162* tance of, 97; influence in US Congress, 550; 

MARTIN, JAMES (Barrington), 152* legislature will be Federalist, 257; prospects 

MARTIN, JOHN (Barrington), 152* for ratification good, 32, 98; Quaker peti- 

MARTIN, JOSEPH (Providence), 287, 288 tion to legislature of opposing slave trade, 

MARTIN, LuTHER (Md.): as Antifederalist 54; RI territory to be given to if RI does not 

leader, 244; political writings of, 7, 72, 240 ratify, 405, 410, 419, 420, 421, 484; and See- 

MARTIN, SIMEON (Newport), 593 konk River border with RI, 612, 612n; sup- 

MARYLAND, 98; Convention amendments, port in for RI Antifederalists, 258, 545, 549, 

261n-62n; Convention begins, 257; Feder- 752; and tender law, 277, 2777n; Warren, RI, 

alists increase in, 92; as fictitious author of threatens defection to, 899, 965, 970n—71n. 

a letter to RI, 656; ratifies Congress’ amend- See also Boston, Mass.; Hancock, John; News- 

ments to Constitution, 646, 730n, 941n; rat- papers, in Massachusetts 

ifies Constitution, 237, 241, 261, 358; re- —Convention of: amendments to Constitu- 

fuses to give Confederation Congress power tion recommended in, 7, 96-98, 148, 150, 

to regulate commerce, 739n; rejoices upon 195, 198n, 218-19, 254, 255n, 417n, 702, 

ratification, 262; RI receives news of ratifi- 703n, 931n, 940, 942n; Antifederalists ac- 

cation by, 261-62; trade with RI, 536n. See quiesce to ratification, 89, 106, 108n, 149, 

also Newspapers, in Maryland; Southern 566; bribery in, 463; dissent to, 463n; praise 

States of debates in, 102, 551n; printing of debates 

MASANIELLO (Tommaso Aniello) (Spain), 85, in, 107n, 942n; ratifies Constitution, xxxviii, 

86n 5, 135, 137, 149, 219, 257, 462; statement in 

Mason, AARON (Providence), 287, 685 that RI delegates to Congress were recalled, 

Mason, Danie. (Newport): id., 23n; on com- 121-22, 126 

mittee to draft instructions to deputies, MASSACHUSETTS DECLARATION OF RIGHTS 

482-83, 484n; in House of Deputies, 42, 43; (1780), 54, 55 

signs protest against letter boycotting Con- | MATHEWSON, ABRAHAM (Smithfield), 205,* 

stitutional Convention, 23 299 

MASON, GARDNER (Warren), 211* MATHEWSON, JAMES (Johnston), 174* 

Mason, GEORGE (Va.): criticism of his oppo- | MATHEWSON, JOHN, JR. (Glocester), 168* 

sition to Constitution, 53, 67; Landholder MATHEWSON, JosHUA (Glocester), 167* 

responds to, 71; as non-signer of Constitu-: © MATHEWSON, NoAH (also Matthewson) (John- 

tion, 65; objections to Constitution, 6, 65- ston-N), 174,* 933n; id., 941n 

67; speech of in Va. House of Delegates, 66 —in RI Convention, 905; motions of, 956, 964; 

Mason, HOLpEN (Warren), 211* speeches of, 937, 965, 966; votes, 976, 996 

Mason, JOHN (Providence), 287, 299 —letter from, quoted, xxxi 

MASON, JONATHAN (Cumberland), 161* MATHEWSON, OTHNIEL (Smithfield), 204* 

MASON, REUBEN (Glocester), 169* MATHEWSON, THOMAS (Scituate), 203* 

MASON, SAMUEL (Warren), 211* MATHEWSON, THOMAS, JR. (Scituate), 202*
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MATHEWSON, WILLIAM (also Matthewson and Maxson, JOHN (Hopkinton), 77, 171,* 623 

Matteson) (West Greenwich-N), 215;* votes | MAxsoN, JOHN, JR. (Hopkinton), 171* 

against calling state convention, 473 MAXSON, JONATHAN (Richmond), 200,* 446 

—in RI Convention, 705, 905; payment of, | MAxsoNn, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214* 

1011; votes, 705n, 976, 995 Maxson, MATTHEW (Hopkinton), 76, 171* 

MATHEWSON, WILLIAM (Johnston), 174* Maxson, RicHarp (Hopkinton), 172* 

MATTESON, ABEL (West Greenwich), 216* Maxson, SAMUEL (Hopkinton), 171* 

MATTESON, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 156* MAXSON, SAMUEL, JR. (Hopkinton), 171* 

MATTESON, CALEB (West Greenwich), 216* Maxson, ZACCHEUS (Hopkinton), 171* 

MATTESON, DANIEL (Coventry), 156* May, JOHN (Bristol), 154* 

MATTESON, Davip (West Greenwich), 217* May, SAMUEL (Glocester), 168* 

MATTESON, DavIp, III (West Greenwich), 216* © MAYNARD, MALACHI (Mass.), 463n 

MATTESON, Davip, JR. (West Greenwich), 217* | MECHANICS: benefit from Union, 504; Consti- 

MATTESON, EBENEZER (Coventry), 157* tution will benefit, 119, 466; Constitution 

MATTESON, EDMOND (West Greenwich), 216* will improve mechanic arts, 351; difficulties 

MATTESON, EZEKIEL (West Greenwich), 216* of, 746n; Federalists exaggerate Constitu- 

MATTESON, JEREMIAH (West Greenwich), 216* tion’s benefit to, 462; meet in Providence in 

MATTESON, JOB (Coventry), 158* nocturnal convention, 721; meeting of in 

MATTESON, JOB (West Greenwich), 216* Providence, 720-21; as necessary segment 

MATTESON, JOHN (Coventry), 157* of society, 784; need assistance of farmers 

MATTESON, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* and merchants in RI, 784; Newport meeting 

MATTESON, JONATHAN (Coventry), 158* of, 119-20; respectable ones abhor mea- 

MATTESON, JONATHAN (West Greenwich), 215* sures of Country party in General Assembly, 

MATTESON, JONATHAN, JR. (West Greenwich), xxxvi; should not be persuaded to vote for 

216* coalition prox of April 1790, 790; suffering 

MATTESON, JOSEPH (Coventry), 156* of, 119, 745; will be injured by RI’s rejection 

MATTESON, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 215* of Constitution, 724; would express their 

MATTESON, JOSIAH (West Greenwich), 217* concerns in a state convention, 129. See also 

MATTESON, JOSIAH, JR. (West Greenwich), 217* Arts and sciences 

MATTESON, Moses (Coventry), 158* MEDBERY, ISAAC (Scituate), 202* 

MATTESON, NATHAN (Coventry), 157* MEDBERY, ISAAC, JR. (Scituate), 202* 

MATTESON, OBEDIAH (West Greenwich), 217* | MEDBERY, NATHANIEL (Scituate), 202* 

MATTESON, RICHARD (Coventry), 156* MEDBURY, BENJAMIN (Smithfield), 204* 

MATTESON, RuFus (West Greenwich), 216* MeEpBurRY, EDwArD (Smithfield), 204* 

MATTESON, SILAS (West Greenwich), 217* Mepsury, NATHAN (Smithfield), 204* 

MATTESON, STEPHEN (Coventry), 157* MELLEN, JOHN (Mass.): id., 644n 

MATTESON, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216* —letters to, 664 

MATTESON, THOMAS, (West Greenwich), 217* MERCANTILE Party: called “‘virtuous and well 

MATTESON, URIAH (West Greenwich), 215* disposed part” of community, 716; called 

“MATTHEW Mizen,” 713n; text of, 794 virtuous minority, 81; and coalition prox 

MAwWNEY, JOHN (Providence), 685; id., 685n (East Greenwich, April 1790), 788; favors 

MAWNEY, PARDON (East Greenwich-N), 164;* Constitution, xxxvili, 226; opposes debtor 

id., 913n; appointed to count votes in ref- relief in favor of robust commercial policy, 

erendum, 622, 663; and distribution of xxix; Opposition to, 788; presses for state 

printed copies of Constitution, 47 convention, xxxvili; secret meeting of for 

—in RI Convention, 904; on committee to coalition prox of April 1790, 790; united be- 

draft amendments, 936, 940; motion of, hind repeal of paper-money law, 617. See also 

911; votes, 913n, 976, 995 Antifederalists; Country party; Factions; Fed- 

Maxson, Amos (Westerly), 214* eralists; Party spirit; Prox 

Maxson, BENJAMIN (Hopkinton), 171* MERCANTILE TOwNs: are Federalist strong- 

Maxson, GeorGE (Hopkinton), 171* holds, 648; instructions to deputies, 227; 

Maxson, JESSE (Hopkinton-Y*), 623 request congressional protection if they 

—in RI Convention, 904, 986; payment of, separate from RI, 652. See also Barrington, 

1010; votes, 976, 996 R.I.; Bristol, R.I.; Newport, R.I.; Provi-
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dence, R.I.; Seaport towns (Federalist); Constitution, 985n, 1005, 1006; instructs 

Warren, R.I. deputies to adopt Constitution, 902, 991- 

MERCHANTs: abhor measures of Country party 92; RI Convention delegates from, 905; vote 

in General Assembly, xxxvi; Antifederalists on referendum on Constitution, 176—77,* 

work to turn farmers against, 538; are dili- 233 

gent and enterprising, 1052; called friends MILITARY: amendment to Constitution pro- 

of Congress, 752; can survive in RI out of hibiting quartering of troops, 1083; Con- 

Union, 966; Congress lays duties on im- gress has too much power over, 69; martial 

ported goods, 651; Constitution will benefit, law in RI during Revolution, 387, 388n; 

93, 146, 657; criticism of rule of state gov- needs money to run, 489; powers of kings 

ernments by, 30; currency disaster during and presidents compared, 144; praise of 

Revolution fresh in minds of, xxix; have suf- Congress’ power over, 103; RI amendment 

fered in RI, 542, 859; insist on payment in limiting compulsion to serve in, 980, 1001; 

specie, xxviii; interests of linked to farmers, RI could not mount a campaign against 

734, 784; lending practices of severely lim- other states, 812; should be subordinate to 

ited by RI legislature, xxxiii; mechanics de- civilian authority, 980, 1001-2. See also 

pendent upon in RI, 784; as necessary seg- Army; Army, standing; Militia 

ment of society, 784; of Philadelphia will | Muixir1a: amendment limiting out-of-state ser- 

boycott RI, 537; of Providence in procession vice of, 218, 999; amendment to Constitu- 

honoring Washington, 1066; of Providence tion stating necessity of, 1083; Constitution 

write to Constitutional Convention, xxxv— grants president too much power over, 246; 

xxxvl, 9; recognized necessity of Congress’ Henry Knox’s plan to nationalize militia 

regulation of commerce, xxvili—xxix; re- may anger Quakers, 754; in Little Compton 

quired payment of duties in specie decried celebration, 345; preferable to standing 

by, 515; requisition of RI debts would not be army, 299; in Providence celebration of NY 

resisted by, 658; in RI are Federalist, 573, ratification, 370; in Providence celebration 

589, 598, 648; in RI may resort to smuggling of Va. ratification, 349; and Providence 

if RI is cut off from lawful trade with Union, Fourth of July 1788 celebration, 285, 286, 

489, 597-98: in RI suffer out of Union, 497, 288, 296, 296n, 297, 303, 304; regulations 

499, 514, 546, 575, 586, 589, 657, 723, 724, for not congressional priority, 754; in RI 

729, 823, 983; in RI want to be in Union, form of ratification, 978, 999; welcomes 

534; should be allied with landholders in RI, John Adams to Watertown, Mass., 363. See 

299; smuggled under British rule, 535; and also Army 

Test Act, xxxii; toasted by African Ameri- MILLARD, JOHN, JR. (Warwick), 213* 

cans in Providence, 307; villainized unfairly | MILLARD, SAMUEL (Warwick), 212* 
in RI, 724-25; will be subject to state and MILLER, JAMES (Warren), 211* 

federal duties under Constitution, 514; would MILLER, NATHAN (Warren, Deceased), 996; 

express their concerns in a state convention, id., 931n; threatens that Warren will defect 

129. See also Commerce; Providence, R.I. to Mass., 899, 965, 970n—71n; votes to call 

MERRIFIELD, ABNER (Mass.), 807 state convention, 472 

MIDDLE STATES: do not want RI senators to ©—in RI Convention (March), 905; declines to 

strengthen New England, 545 serve on committee to draft amendments, 

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.:: slave trade in, 90 940; motions of, 944, 959; replaced by Ben- 

MIDDLETOWN, R.I.: and amendments to Con- jamin Bosworth, 984n, 986; responses to 

stitution, 832; British occupation of, 873, speeches of, 956, 965; speeches of, 937, 944, 

932n; considers NY circular letter and sec- 945, 946, 947, 952, 953, 954, 956, 962-63, 

ond constitutional convention, 443; consid- 965; voted not to adjourn to May 1790, 976 

ers RI Convention’s bill of rights and MILLER, PETER (Cumberland), 161* 

amendments, 832; Convention delegate re- MILLERD, JONATHAN (Smithfield), 204* 

placed, xliv, 902, 989; deputies from, Ixxviii; © MILLERD, NATHAN (Warwick), 212* 

Federalists in get votes for ratification, 1044, Minor, PHINEHAS (Hopkinton), 76, 172,* 

1045n; had opposed Constitution, 729; in- 623 

structs deputies against calling state conven- MINOT, GEORGE RICHARDS (Mass.) 

tion, 624; instructs deputies not to reject —letters to, 524—25n, 553, 563-64
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MITCHELL, EPHRAIM, JR. (North Kingstown), Mory, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* 

188* Mory, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 188* 

MITCHELL, JEREMIAH (New Shoreham), 186* MosHe_R, PAuL (Tiverton), 209* 

MITCHELL, JONATHAN, JR. (New Shoreham), MOSHER, STEPHEN (Tiverton), 209* 

186* MOSHER, ZEBEDEE (Tiverton), 209* 

MITCHELL, JOSEPH (New Shoreham), 186* Mott, DANIEL (New Shoreham), 186* 

MITCHELL, STEPHEN MIx (Conn.), 256n Mott, Jacos (Portsmouth), 718 

—letters to, 236n —letters to, 717-18; cited, 696n 

MITCHELL, THOMAS (New Shoreham), 186* Mott, Lopwick (New Shoreham), 186* 

MOoLassEs, 488, 490, 492, 508, 1091 Mowrey, THOMAS (Scituate), 203* 

Monarcuy: Americans accustomed to royal Mowry, ABEL (Smithfield), 204* 

government, 922; Constitution balances at- Mowry, DANIEL, III (Smithfield), 447, 629 

tributes of, 1053; Constitution will create, Mowry, DANIEL, JR. (Smithfield), 204* 

61; king compared to US president, 144, Mowry, Davin (Glocester), 169% 

246, 738; Netherlands similar to, 117; as © Mowry, ELEAZER (Smithfield), 204* 

worst form of government, 61. See also Aris- | Mowry, Jos (Smithfield), 205* 

tocracy; Great Britain; President, U.S.; Mowry, Jos, JR. (Smithfield), 205* 

Tyranny Mowry, JONATHAN (Smithfield), 205* 

Money: coinage, 567, 569n, 574, 1037, 1039n; Mowry, NATHANIEL (Smithfield), 204* 

Continental bills, 893, 894n; copper coin- Mowry, Pui.ip (Smithfield), 204* 

age under Articles of Confederation, 410, Mowry, RICHARD, JR. (Smithfield), 204* 

410n, 569n; copper coins flood into RI, Mowry, SOLOMON (Smithfield), 204* 

567-68; currency disaster during Revolu- Mowry, STEPHEN (Smithfield), 205* 

tion fresh in merchants’ minds, xxix; deval- Mowry, WILLIAM (Smithfield), 206* 

uation of Continental currency, 874, 876n; ©§ MUHLENBERG, FREDERICK A. C. (Pa.), 560, 1084 

federal coinage, 366, 489, 543, 561; Feder- MUMFORD, GIDEON (East Greenwich), 663 

alists exaggerate Constitution’s benefit to Mumrorp, NATHANIEL (South Kingstown), 

circulation of, 462; funded debt increases 206* 

circulation of, 896; is most important object | MUMFORD, PETER (Newport), 594 

in government, 489; merchants, shopkeep- MUMFORD, SIMON Ray (South Kingstown), 

ers, and others insist on payment in specie, 206* 

XXVill; proposed amendment for two-thirds | MUNRO, SIMEON (Bristol), 154* 

vote to borrow, 980, 1002, 1022; scarcity of MUNRO, WILLIAM, II (Bristol), 154* 

circulating, xxviii, 31, 145, 505-6. See also Murrey, Epwarp (Newport), 178* 

Debt, U.S.; Debts, private; Paper money MurRRAY, MUMFORD & BOWEN 

MOoNnegY, JOSEPH (Exeter), 165* —letter from, cited, 509-10 

MONEY, SAMUEL (Exeter), 165* —letter to, 376 

MONOPOLIES: amendment prohibiting, 988, Music, 1078—79; and Providence celebration 

1002 of ratification and independence, 289, 291, 

MONROE, JAMES (Va.) 294; and Providence celebration of Wash- 

—letter to, quoted, xxxvi ington’s visit, 1065; in RI celebration of NH 

MONTMORIN, COMTE DE (France): id., 640n ratification, 281, 283. See also Celebrations 

—letters to, 640, 762-63, 1020-22; quoted, 

837 NATIONAL CHARACTER: vindicated under Con- 

Moopy, SAMUEL (Mass.): sermon of, quoted, stitution, 1080 

610, 610n “A NATIVE AMERICAN”: text of, 532-33 

Moon, EBENEZER (Exeter), 165* NATURAL RIGHTS, 924; violated in RI, 1051 

Moon, SANFORD (Exeter), 166* NATURE, STATE OF: people decide on govern- 

Moore, GEORGE (Richmond), 200* ment, 194; RI is in, 794; RI referendum puts 

Moorg, SiLas (Richmond), 201* citizens in, 181; states considered in, 222. See 

Morris, GOUVERNEUR (Pa.) also Law of nature 

—letter to, 616 Navy, U.S.: can be built without ratification, 

Morris, ROBERT (Pa.), 842, 843, 844, 869; in 258; Newport will be port of, 357 

US Senate, 838, 841, 893 NECKER, JACQUES (France), 433, 434n
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NEGUS, JOHN (Tiverton), 208* NEw SHOREHAM, R.I.: delegates do not vote in 

NeEGus, KNOLES (Tiverton), 209* RI Convention, xliv; deputies from, Ixxix; RI 

NELSON, THOMAS, JR. (Va.): accompanies Wash- Convention delegates from, 905; vote on 

ington to RI, 1054, 1056, 1073, 1074, 1076 referendum on Constitution, 185—86,* 233 

NELSON, WILLIAM, JR. (Va.): id., XXxvi New York, 98; Albany Fourth of July celebra- 

—letter from, quoted, xxxvi tion, 239; amendments proposed by in RI 

THE NETHERLANDS: and loans to US, 115, Convention, 753, 754n, 939-40; cannon 

118n, 760, 760n; no reason to defend RI, fired in honor of RI ratification, 1024; dom- 

760; only nominally a republic, 117; owns St. inates commerce of NJ and Conn., 367; as 

Eustatius, 816; toasted, 474, 1024; took forty fictitious author of a letter to RI, 656; future 

years to gain independence, 292; will back ratification toasted, 346; influence on RI, 

a separate RI, 766; will not ally with RI out- Xxxix, 32; merchants in accept paper money, 

side of Union, 377. See also Europe; St. 606, 607n; as a model for RI to follow in 

Eustatius ratifying Constitution, 417; Newport cele- 

NEw ENGLAND: all states in have ratified ex- brates ratification by, 241, 370; news of rat- 

cept RI, 308; apportionment of taxation dis- ification by arrives in Maine, 385; possible 

cussed in, 917; benefits from three-fifths that Federalist counties secede from, 366-— 

clause, 919, 920; conduct of RI betrays, 545; 67, 415; Providence celebrates ratification 

Congress wants to discourage production of by, 241, 368-70, 372-73; ratifies US Con- 

rum, 490; Constitution will not serve inter- gress’ amendments to Constitution, 941n; 

ests of, 401; importance of RI in Congress, rejects Impost of 1783, 738; RI intended to 

405, 512; molasses as a necessary of life in, ally with outside of Union, 421; support in 

490; opposes poll tax, 930; RI’s interests tied for RI Antifederalists, 258; toasted aboard 

to, 547; senators from want RI’s votes in Sen- packet Polly, 350; trade with RI, 536n; and 

ate, 749; will stand behind Congress’ actions Vt.’s disputed statehood, 563; will ratify, 111, 

against RI, 764. See also Northern States 354, 366, 377. See also Newspapers, in New 

NEw HAMPSHIRE: did not ratify amendments York; Northern States 

to Articles of Confederation, 739n, 931n; as —Convention of: amendments and circular 

fictitious author of a letter to RI, 656; might letter of printed in RI, xxxix—xl, 422, 425, 

oppose Constitution, 237; news of ratifica- 495-2'7n, 427, 428-29, 429n, 435n:; circular 

tion reaches RI, 109-10, 297; ratifies US letter and amendments of described meta- 

Congress’ amendments to Constitution, phorically, 451; circular letter of, 450-51; 

730n, 941n; ratifies Constitution, xxxix, Federalists are respectable minority in, 366; 

241, 280-81, 282, 283, 305; support in for form of ratification of contains bill of rights, 

RI Antifederalists, 258; Va. receives news of 959; has ratified with proposed amend- 

ratification by, 349, 350n; will ratify, 32, 98, ments, 399; majority in are Antifederalists, 

111, 219, 277 277, 366; ratification by held up Congress’ 
—celebration of NH ratification: in East implementing Constitution, 660; ratifica- 

Greenwich, 241; in Littke Compton, 241; in tion by is uncertain, 395; ratifies Constitu- 

Newport, 241, 281; in Providence, 241, tion, xxxix, 241, 368-70, 371, 378, 379, 385, 

281, 285-308n; in RI, 280-—85n; in Wick- 388n, 396-97, 420, 435; thirteen RI towns 

ford, 241 respond to, 459; will adjourn rather than re- 

—Convention of: adjourns, 5, 111, 219, 733, ject Constitution, 277 

733n, 961, 962, 970n; false report that itre- | New York City, N.Y.: cannon fired in honor 

jected Constitution, 109; impact of on RI, of RI ratification, 1024; as potential capital 

110; recommends amendments to Consti- for federal government, 389, 398, 401-2, 

tution, 241, 931n. See also New England; 413, 596; would benefit as federal capital if 

Newspapers, in New Hampshire; Northern RI and Vermont joined Union, 553 

States New YORK FEDERAL REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE: 

NEw JERSEY: commerce of dominated by NY, distributes An Additional Number of Letters 

367; as fictitious author of a letter to RI, 656; from the Federal Farmer, 267n 

ratifies US Congress’ amendments to Con- NEWELL, BENJAMIN (Smithfield), 205* 

stitution, 646, 730n, 941n; ratifies Constitu- © NEWELL, JONATHAN (Smithfield), 205* 

tion, 149, 357-58. See also Northern States NEWELL, ROBERT (Providence), 287, 501n
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NEwMAN, AuGustT (Newport), 594 in described as calm and orderly, 182; town 

NEWMAN, THOMAS (Smithfield), 204* meetings, 482-84, 579-82; Washington re- 

“A NEWPORT MAN”: text of, 114-18 sponds to freemen, 1057-58; Washington 

NEwPortT MECHANICK’S MEETING, 119 visits, 1054-64, 1073-74, 1076-77; will be- 

NEWPORT- PROVIDENCE COMMITTEE come port for US navy, 357; will suffer out 

—letter from, 771-73 of Union, 483, 870, 983 

Newport, R.L: British occupy, 873, 876n, |—petitions from: for repeal of tender provi- 

932n, 1060n; celebrates NH ratification, sion of paper-money act, 178, 464; to House 

280-—85n; celebrates NY ratification, 370; of Deputies calling for a state convention, 

celebrates RI ratification, 1015; citizens 538, 538n; compared with Providence’s, 

reanimated by NH ratification, 283; clergy 592-93; to US Congress for exemption 

of address Washington, 1013-14, 1055, from foreign duties, 458, 579-82, 583, 584- 

1057, 1058-59, 1073, 1076; clergy of wel- 85, 585, 585n, 588-89, 590, 591-92, 594, 

come Washington to RI, 1055, 1056, 1073; 597n; for exemption from foreign duties re- 

and coalition prox of April 1790, 771-73; ferred to committee in House of Represen- 

commentaries in on referendum vote, 179- tatives, 597n; to US Congress for protection, 

82; commerce in will be diminished without xliti—xliv, 491, 495, 503, 509, 510-11, 828- 
ratification, 658; committee responsible for 29 
Washington’s visit toasted, 1060; Country —and tender provision and limitation act: 

party advises RI farmers to withhold pro- deputies from oppose, 250; Quakers in pe- 
duce from, xxxi; criticism of Federalists in, tition to repeal rejected, 178; votes to re- 
58; deplorable situation in, 251, 585, 862; peal, 179, 180. See also Jews; Seaport towns 
deputies from, Ixxix; designated customs NEWSPAPERS: advertise Fourth of July 1788 cele- 

district, 601-2; elects delegates to Conven- bration in Providence, 288; criticize RI eco- 
tion, 684, 693-94; establishment of, xxvi; as nomic plan, 273; demonstrate interests of RI 

Federalist stronghold, 265, 284, 370, 581, respected in Congress, 547; importance in 
648, 866, 1014; Federalists in boycott refer- publishing public information, 278; print let- 
endum, xxxviii, 178—79,* 181-82, 219, 295, ters from members of Congress, 876-79, 880; 

226n, 233; freemen of address Washington, print RI form of ratification, 902; print RI 
1014, 1055, 1057, 1073, 1076; instructions Trade Bill, 871; reports of US House of Rep- 
from have favorable impact in RI House of resentatives debates on RI Trade Bill, 848- 

Deputies, 507; instructions to deputies to 49, 851-54; scurrility pervasive in, 266; un- 
call convention, XXXViil, 181, 182-85, 995, fairly criticize RI for failure of Impost of 1781, 

296-27, 230, 231, 232n, 446n, 457, 482-83, 273. See also Press, freedom of the 
484n, 488, 499, 500, 501n, 508, 509n, 624- — In CONNECTICUT 

25; justices of the peace from, 500, 501n, = —_ American Mercury, 53, 67, 71, 245n; material 
503n; letter from citizens of to Henry Mar- printed from, 432; material printed from, 

chant, 593-94; potential secession of from quoted, xxx 

RI, 458, 469, 484, 503, 509, 511, 729-30, = — Connecticut Courant, 5, 53, 67, 71, 245n, 435, 
828-29, 891n; praise of harbor of, 419; pro- 435n; material printed from, 428-29 

tests failure to send delegates to Constitu- —Connecticut Gazette: material printed from, 

tional Convention, xxxvii, 3, 10, 17, 21-23, 300-301, 907, 1034-35; material printed 

24, 29; representation of in House of Dep- from, quoted, 644n, 696n 

uties, xxvi; RI Convention delegates from, | —New Haven Gazette, 5, 58; material printed 
905; RI legislature considers repeal of city from, quoted, 70 

charter of, xxxiii; ruined by rejection of 

Constitution, 729-30; should seek protec- — IN DELAWARE ; ; 
tion from Coneress against discrimination — Delaware Gazette, 88; material printed from, 

BONBESS BRON ’ 259 
464; as site of second session of RI Conven- 

tion, 712n, 753, 795, 872, 893, 899, 968, 986, — IN MARYLAND 

1014; slave trade in, 90; suffers during —Georgetown Times, and Patowmack Packet, 

American Revolution, 1057, 1058; supports 644n 
ratification, 564; thanks delegates to Con- — Maryland Journal, 5, 6,7, 89, 462, 463n; ma- 

vention, 1023; toasted, 1073; town meeting terial printed from, 227-28
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—IN MASSACHUSETTS: Antifederalist editori- | —New Jersey Journal, 88 

als in, 713n; Boston printers refuse to print — 1 New York: sent to Conn., 379, 382n: sent 

anonymous Antifederalist essays, 51, 56-57 to RL. 405 409 470. 471 “488 480n 491 

— American Herald, 6, '7, 109, 354n. See also Po- 493 495n 05 558 BTA , , , , 

was; Edward rE. ; ; — Albany Gazette: material printed from, 30 
— Berkshire Chronicle: material printed from, Daily Advertiser. 5.7. 417m: terial printed 

280 aily Advertiser, 5, 7, n; material printe 

— Boston Gazette, 5, 6, 52, 62; material printed O78 Te ee ee teal 
from, 108, 809; material printed arom printed from, quoted, 838n; prints items on 
quoted, me, Beem) prints items RI ‘ 71 ‘ — the debate over the Constitution in RI, 713n 

te over the vonstitugon Mm “90s __ Gazette of the United States, 794-95, 837, 
prints Franklin's last speech, 68 847n; material printed from, 484, 514—15n, 

— Cumberland Gazette: material printed from, 559—53n, 553, 597-98, 633, 851-54, 862- 

408 . . . . 63, 865-66; material printed from, quoted, 
— Hampshire Chronicle: material printed from, 644n; prints items on the debate over the 

350 ; ; Constitution in RI, 713n 
— Herald of Freedom, 481n; material printed — Independent Journal, 5, 417n 

from, 411, 461—62n, 796, 1023; prints items —New York Daily Gazette, 838, 847n; prints 

on the debate over the Constitution in RI, items on the debate over the Constitution 

713n in RI, 713n 
—Independent Chronicle: material printed —New York Journal, 6, 34, 870—71n; material 

from, 1031—32n; reference to federal pil- printed from, 1005; material printed from, 

lars, 1037 quoted, 14, 18n; prints items on the debate 
— Massachusetts Centinel, 6, 7, 52, 53, 89, 97- over the Constitution in RI, 713n 

98, 146n, 354n, 434n, 550, 694n, 723n; ma- — New York Packet, 5; material printed from, 
terial printed from, 50-51, 100, 135-36, 996-27, 532-33 

140-42, 217-18, 220, 257, 277, 284, 296- — __ Northern Centinel: material printed from, 59 
97, 308-9, 361-62, 362-63, 379, 380, 393- 

94n, 394, 430—31n, 452, 453, 467, 536, 609, — IN NoRTH CAROLINA 
613, 615-16n, 637-39, 639-40, 651, 764- — State Gazette of North Carolina: material 

65n, 779-81n, 797, 836-37n, 860-62, 1024- printed from, 564 
25, 1042-43; material printed from, quoted, — Wilmington Centinel: material printed from, 

xxxvi, 62-63n, 110, 304n—5n, 398n, 446n, quoted, 644n 
502n-3n; pillars illustration, 434, 434n; 9 _ sn PENNSYLVANIA 

prints items on the debate over the Consti- = ___ American Museum, 512n, 1088—89n 

tution in RI, 713n; prints Hancock’s prop- — _ Carlisle Gazette, 5, 6; material printed from, 
ositions, 97; prints George Mason’s objec- quoted, 113 

tions, 66; Twelfth Federal Pillar, 644n; will (Columbian Magazine, 1088n 

not publish anonymous Antifederalist pieces, — — Federal Gazette, 252n, 256n; material printed 
51, 56-57. See also Russell, Benjamin from, 252-53, 256, 460, 503-5, 566, 619- 

— Massachusetts Gazette, 5,7, 41, 97, 354n; ma- 20n, 656—57n, 683—84n, 716, 809-10, 810— 

terial printed from, quoted, 283n 15, 822-27n, 827-28; prints items on the 
— Massachusetts Spy: material printed from, debate over the Constitution in RI, 713n 

612 —Freeman’s Journal, 6, 7, 79-80; material 
— Salem Mercury: material printed from, printed from, 29-—30n, 60-—62n; prints Cen- 

quoted, 108n tinel essays, 69 
— Worcester Magazine, 7; material printed from, | — Independent Gazetteer, 5, 6, 33, 35, 79-80; ma- 

84 terial printed from, 236-37, 258; material 
in New HAMPSHIRE printed from, quoted, xxxiii; prints Centi- 

—New Hampshire Mercury, 6 nel essays, 69. See also Oswald, Eleazer 

—FPennsylvania Gazette, 5, 53, 67, 88, 107n, 
— IN NEw JERSEY 933n, 1018; material printed from, 59-60, 

— New Jersey Gazette: material printed from, 98; material printed from, quoted, 36-37, 

quoted, xxxi 53, 64, 65
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— Pennsylvania Herald, 5, 6, 34, 88, 112; mate- 418-22, 431, 432—35n, 435, 449-51, 458- 

rial printed from, 25, 93; material printed 60n, 462, 471-72, 473, 474, 478-80, 480- 

from, quoted, xxxvi 81, 484n, 493-94, 494-95, 499-501, 501- 

— Pennsylvania Journal: material printed from, 3n, 515-19, 519-20, 520-21, 531-32, 536- 

quoted, 65 37, 537-39n, 539-40, 548-49, 600-603, 

— Pennsylvania Mercury, 6, 89, 257 616-18, 660-62, 669-71, 697-99, 715, 718- 

— Pennsylvania Packet, 5, 6, 36, 112; material 19, 723-27, 727-30, 730-31, 731-33, 734- 

printed from, 613-14n, 872; prints items 36n, 736-37, 758-60, 760-61, 761-—62n, 

on the debate over the Constitution in RI, 765-67, 767-68, 781-83, 783-86, 786-—87n, 

713n 797-98, 798-99, 802-3, 803-7, 815-19n, 

; Lo 819-20, 827, 856-57, 1004—5n, 1016-17, 
— IN RHODE ISLAND, |]-li, lx; Constitution 1051-53. 1055—61n, 1062-64: material 

printed in, 3; Federalist essays in increase printed from cited 719n 790m: material 
between first and second sessions of RI Con- ; , , . ; 

fj ; , printed from, quoted, xxxiv, xxxvi, 8-9, 36, 
vention, 712n; print Federalist appeals to 40. 99n. 675n. 694n. 819n. 968n. 1005n: NY 

state Convention, 711n; print recommended Convention materials . di 9 43- . 
printed in, ; praises 

amendments of NH Convention, 241; print behavior of RI Antifederalists in General As- 

RI bill of rights and amendments to Consti- sembly, 671; praises decision to call state con- 

tution, 901-2; print various documents vention, 669; prints Franklin’s last speech, 

from NY Convention, 241; report closely on 68; prints General Assembly proceedings, 3, 
NC ratification, 643n—45n; report legisla- 121-26n, 229-30, 259, 269, 429-25, 456, 

tive proceedings, 277, 278n, 472-73, 537, 471-72, 499-501, 856-57; prints RI bill of 

634-36, 668-73; sent to Mass., 381, 382n rights and amendments, 981n; prints RI 

—Newport Herald, 1, liv-lvii, 9, 36, 41, 59, 65, Convention proceedings, 754, 754n, 906, 

67, 71, 89, 92, 97, 107n, 239, 249, 262, 267n, gag, 979-73, 987, 1028—30n; prints RI form 
270, 296, 299n, 300n, 304n, 305n, 347n, of ratification, 1003—4n; prints US Senate 
350n, 352n, 374, 375, 376, 417n, 429n, bill boycotting RI commerce, 837; reporting 
431n, 445n, 455-56, 460, 467n, 484n, 489n, for benefit of historians, 458-59; reports 
491, 493n, 502n, 543n, 548n, 553n, 569n, NC ratification, 644n; reprints NC amend- 
575n, 583n, 585n, 610, 625n, 633n, 634, ments, 645n; toasted in East Greenwich, 
637n, 643n, 646n, 676n, 677n, 682n, 684, 344. See also Edes, Peter 

703n, 714n, 727n, 730n, 735n, 749n, 753, — Newport Mercury, 1, lvii—lviii, 41, 53, 64, 76, 
754, 754n, 761, 768n, 769, 773n, 780n, 781, 89, 92, 106, 109, 227n, 232n, 252n, 258n, 

803n, 807n, 814n, 818n, 827n, 847n, 863n, 962, 271, 299n, 300n, 304n, 456, 484n, 

901, 906n, 915n, 942n, 969n, 970n, 976n, 514n, 538n, 543n, 553n, 583n, 637n, 643n, 
990n, 996, 1005, 1035n, 1037n, 1060n, 646n, 647n, 651n, 655n, 673n, 715n, 735n, 
1062n, 1072n, 1088n; accused of partisan- 769, 807n, 902, 916n, 976n, 1033, 1047n, 

ship, 243, 306; Antifederalist essays in, 238, 1060n, 1072n, 1082n; background material, 
712n; background material, liv—lvi; called lvii-lviii; Federalist essays in, 712n; impar- 
the scourge by majority, 28; criticizes Wil- tiality of, 114; material printed from, 102-— 

liam West, 300n, 306-7, 396; filled with scur- 8n, 114-18, 251—52n, 283-84, 305-6, 308, 

rilous pieces, 58; impartiality of, 269; legis- 570-71, 594-95, 630, 653-55, 658—60n, 

lature ceases payment to for publishing 714-15, 722-23, 763-64, 1061-62; mate- 

laws, 278; major Federalist essays in, 238, rial printed from, quoted, 64, 644n; prints 

712n; material printed from, 26-27, 30, 31, Constitution, 26; prints General Assembly 
39-40n, 40, 56, 80-81, 82—83n, 83-—84n, proceedings, 501-—3n; prints RI bill of rights 

84-86, 86-87, 93-94, 94-96, 98-99, 101, and amendments, 981n; prints RI referen- 

108-9, 119-20, 143-45, 145-46, 180-82, dum act, 135n; refuses to publish partisan 

220—25n, 225—-26n, 253-55n, 260-61, 262- pieces without names of authors, 371; re- 
63, 263, 265-66, 266-67n, 267, 269, 271- ports NC ratification, 644n; reprints US 

72, 272-73, 278, 282-83, 284—-85n, 285, House of Representatives proceedings, 645n. 
306-7, 339-43, 343-44, 344-45, 345-46n, See also Barber, Henry; Southwick, Solomon 

346, 351-52, 352, 363-64, 364-65, 370, ©—Providence Gazette, 1, li-lii, lvi, 34, 36, 41, 52, 

371-72, 372, 382-83, 390-93n, 394-98n, 63, 64, 65n, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 76, 78, 79, 89,
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97, 107n, 110, 112, 129n, 192n, 198n, 239, 569n, 571n, 579n, 585n, 590n, 603n, 611n, 

258, 262, 270, 271, 282n, 283n, 286, 297, 620n, 628n, 636n, 637n, 643n, 644n, 646n, 

299n, 300n, 348n, 349n, 350n, 359n, 368n, 676n, 677n, 692n, 716n, 747, 749n, 769, 

370n, 374, 375, 376, 385n, 445n, 465n, 796, 836n, 837-38, 845n, 84’7n, 855n, 863n, 

489n, 502n, 537n, 538n, 539n, 552n, 569n, 942n, 968n, 970n, 971n, 1007n, 1030n, 

611n, 620n, 633n, 637n, 643n, 646n, 666n, 1035n, 1036, 1048n, 1060n, 1062n, 1064n, 

671n, 676n, 677n, 716n, 727n, 730n, 746n, 1072n, 1082n; advertises Hitchcock’s ora- 

751n, 769, 777n, 786n, 790, 791n, 814n, tion, 294n; attempts to influence voters, 

845n, 847n, 855n, 863n, 879n, 901, 902, 684; background material, lii—liv; circula- 

906n, 933n, 942n, 969n, 970n, 973, 1007n, tion of, 151, 382n; Federalist essays in, 238, 

1030n, 1033, 1060n, 1062n, 1064n, 1066n, 712-13n; impartiality of, 244, 248; major 

1067n, 1072n, 1082n, 1088n; attempts to in- Antifederalist essays in, 238; material printed 
fluence voters, 684; background material, from, 27-28, 50, 51-52n, 56-57, 57-58, 62— 

li-lii; criticized for leniency towards Anti- 63n, 64-65, 72, 73-75, 81-82, 137, 146-51, 
federalist agitators, 301; Federalist essays in, 182-85, 193-98n, 199—200n, 244—45n, 245— 

238, 712-13n; material printed from, 32, 48, 248-51, 259-60, 267-68, 273-76, 278- 

90, 137-39, 139, 218-19, 248, 287-88, 289, 80, 281-82, 287, 289-91, 297-300n, 307- 
294-96, 300, 301-5n, 346-47, 347-48n, 8n, 349-50n, 350, 354-59, 369-70, 372-73, 
352-54, 359-61, 377-79, 386-88, 399-400, 38385 403-4, 462-63, 465-66, 467, 472- 
413-17, 460, 468-70, 507, 512-13, 513-14, 73. 473. 487, 507, 521-22, 539, 571-73, 
546-48, 565—66n, 590-91, 595, 620, 645-583, 611, 619, 633-34, 646—48n, 655, 674n, 
46, 650-51, 657—58n, 668—69n, 691-92, gs, 686-88, 689, 690-91, 720-21, 737-40, 
692, 693, 719, 744—47n, 770-71, 778-79, 44943, 750-51n, 762, 773-76, 776-77, 
pos ae me hae ane a 7410, 787-89, 789-90, 868-69, 876-77, 890, 894, 
nae 047, a 067-72; mate 1005-6, 1033-34, 1043, 1053-54, 1065- 

printed from, quoted, xxxi, xxxiv—xxxyv, 68, 6’n. 1077—79: terial printed f 

100, 113, 417n, 472n, 644n, 1005n, 1029n- wed. wand vei 418 63-64. 66. 67. 100, 
30n, 1032n; praises calling of state conven- eee ene een eee eee ue > Pr 8 ; 113, 263-64, 264, 296n, 359n, 404n, 1033; 
tion, 673n; prints US Congress’ proposed : ws 

os os praise for A Citizen of New-York (John Jay), 
amendments to Constitution, 569n; prints . ; 

-_ ; 263-64; praises calling of state convention, 
Franklin’s last speech, 68; prints General As- - 

; ar 673; prints coalition prox of April 1790, 
sembly proceedings, 231-32, 425n; prints Ls .: ; 

aor 773n; prints Constitution, xxxvii, 25; prints 
proxes, 778-79, 787, 788, 789n; prints RI ; 

; ; os General Assembly proceedings, 472-73, 551, 
bill of rights and amendments, 981n; prints 7973. pri f 

RI form of ratification, 1003-4n, 1003n, ° *—79; prints House of Deputies proceed: 
1017; prints RI referendum act, 135n; prints ings, 126-28, 128-29, 129-30, 231; prints 

summary of Hitchcock’s oration, 294-95; House of Magistrates proceedings, 151-33; 

prints US Senate bill boycotting RI com- prints RI bill of nights and amendments, 
merce, 837; reports NC ratification, 644n; 981n; prints RI form of ratification, 1003- 

reports on convention vote in RI General dn, 1017n; prints RI referendum act, 135n; 
Assembly, 636n; reprints President Washing- prints US Senate bill boycotting RI com- 
ton’s speech to Congress, 645n; spreads merce, 837, 848n; prints Washington’s last 

news of leveling bill in RI legislature, xxxiii. circular letter (1783), 364n; sent to Mass., 
See also Carter, John 551; should change its title and masthead, 

—Providence Gentlemen and Ladies Town and 478-80. See also Wheeler, Bennett 

Country Magazine, O51n — IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
— United States Chronicle, 1, hi-liv, lvi, 30, 34, 36, — South Carolina Weekly Chronicle, 5 

41, 52, 53, 58-59, 65-66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 76, 

87, 89, 92, 97, 109, 112, 182, 192n, 193n, |= —IN VIRGINIA 
296n, 239, 249, 258n, 262, 263, 270, 271, —Petersburg Virginia Gazette, 6; material 

276n, 283n, 285n, 286, 288n, 296n, 297, printed from, quoted, 66; prints R.H. Lee’s 

304n, 305n, 307n, 309n, 345n, 346n, 347n, amendments and letter to Randolph, 99- 

348n, 359, 370n, 374, 375, 376, 417, 445n, 100, 107n 

455, 463n, 468, 502n, 505n, 539n, 548n, — Virginia Herald, 89
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— Virginia Independent Chronicle, 7, 92; prints 983n; Bennett Wheeler attends, 479, 480. 

Franklin’s last speech, 68 See also Country party 

— Virginia Journal: material printed from, 32— NORRIS, JOHN (Bristol), 154* 

33, 268; prints Mason’s objections, 66 Norris, JOHN (Newport), 594 

—Winchester Virginia Gazette: prints Mason’s NORTH CAROLINA: address to George Wash- 

objections, 66 ington (10 May 1789), 564, 564n; citizens of 

satisfied with Constitution, 868; collection 

Ney, Joun (Exeter), 165" of impost and tonnage duties in, 736-37, 
NEY, STEPHEN (Charlestown), 155* 794 USC tf llecti 

NICHOLAS, GEORGE (Va.): id., 226n m Sane ees ee On 
letter to, 296 of federal duties in, 720; US Congress will 

, . we consider as foreign nation, 511, 570-71; de- 

NICHOLS, BENJAMIN (Warwick), =t8 lay of ratification disagreeable to neighbors, 

NicHots, Davip (Coventry), 158 545; disagreeable situation in outside of 
NIcHOLS, Davip (Hopkinton), 172,* 472, 618n, Union, 534; fears coercion by US Congress, 

623 . 850; as fictitious author of a letter to RI, 656; 

NICHOLS, GEORGE (East Greenwich), 164" fraught with fraud and villainy, 512: oppo- 
NICHOLS, JONATHAN (Coventry), 156* a8 eo Ore 

, , sition to three-fifths clause in, 919, 932n; 

NICHOLS, JONATHAN, IT (Coventry), 158" out of Union, 467, 482, 485, 533; and pro- 
NICHOLS, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 215, 630, hibition of slave trade, 968n—69n; ratifica- 

705 tion by shocks Country party, 657; ratifica- 

Nicnots, Paut (Warwick), 213* tion by will accelerate ratification in RI, 541, 
NICHOLS, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216* 564, 567, 648, 674, 877: ratifies US Con- 

NIcHOLs, WILLIAM (West Greenwich-N), 216* gress’ amendments to Constitution, 730n, 

—in RI Convention, 705, 905, 986; payment 941n; refuses to give Confederation Con- 

of, 1011; votes, 705n, 976, 995 gress power to regulate commerce, 739n; 

NIGHTINGALE, JOSEPH (Providence), 287, 578; rejection of Constitution by balances RI out- 
id., 25n; calls for town meeting, 496, 889; side of Union, 406; RI Antifederalists in- 
on committee to draft instructions to dele- spired by constitutional amendments pro- 

gates at state Convention, 889; on commit- posed by, 756; RI isolated by ratification in, 

tee to draft instructions to town deputies, 747. RI receives news of ratification in, 456, 

626, 628; endorsed as delegate to RI state 642-48; RI receives news of refusal to ratify, 
Convention, 685; signs protest against letter 373—76; state debt of, 829; suspension of act 

boycotting Constitutional Convention, 23; against under expectation of ratification, 
signs report of town meeting, 890; and 597n, 681; toasted aboard packet Polly, 350; 
Washington's visit, 631, 1064 US capital should be located there, 375; vi- 

NIGHTINGALE, SAMUEL (Providence), 287, olence in Dobbs County reported in RI, 

1067n; id., 1085n; and expenses of Provi- 239; will become asylum for fugitives from 

dence celebration, 1085-87 justice, 535. See also Newspapers, in North 
NILES, JONATHAN (East Greenwich), 163* Carolina; Southern States 

NILES, JOSEPH, JR. (West Greenwich), 216* —Convention of, 565; false report of ratifica- 

NILES, NATHANIEL (West Greenwich), 216* tion by, 4, 99n, 463; has adjourned, 961, 

NOCTURNAL CONVENTIONS, xlii, 863, 864; 970n; has rejected Constitution, 393, 399, 

compromise fairness of delegate elections, 406; proposes amendments, 374, 414, 753, 

690; Country party meets in and maintains 754n, 940, 942n, 953, 968n, 983n; ratifies 

policies, 472, 472n, 473, 541, 552, 756, 761, Constitution, xli, 644n, 645, 646, 648, 650, 
764; Country party meets in East Greenwich 651, 652, 657, 661, 664, 665n, 723, 728, 748, 

in March 1789 and nominates prox, 488; 942n, 961, 970n; refuses to ratify until 
Country party meets in South Kingstown in amendments are passed, 642n; second rati- 
March 1790 and nominates prox, 768, 769, fying convention called, 460, 482, 547, 

781-82, 786; criticism of, 431, 473, 590-91, 643n; will convene, 263 

591n, 595n; defined, 317; Federalists en- —prospects for ratification in: doubtful it will 

gaged in, 690; held, 652; mechanics in Prov- ratify without amendments, 563; future rat- 

idence, 720-21n; reference to legislation ification toasted, 346; hopes it will ratify, 

drafted at, 540; and RI Convention, 982, 385, 407; probably will not ratify, 641; will
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ratify, 277, 354, 366, 369, 371, 377, 406, 412- 118n, 222; Indian depredations in, 222; 

13, 430, 453, 453n, 460, 512, 533, 547, 564, judge replaced in, 542; Ohio Company pur- 

565, 616, 643n—44n; will ratify with amend- chased land in, 544n; possible treaty with In- 

ments, 563 dians in, 418; sale of will pay US debt, 103, 

Nortu Kincstown, R.I.: considers NY circu- 222, 275, 276n, 417, 825, 969n; sale of will 

lar letter and second constitutional conven- produce revenue, 61. See also Ohio; Western 

tion, 443; considers RI Convention’s bill of lands 

rights and amendments, 832-33; deputies NORWICH, COonwn:: slave trade in, 90 

from, Ixxix; does not vote to repeal tender Nova Scotia, 542 

provision, 559; elects delegates to stateCon- Noyes, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214,* 472 
vention, 694-95; favored test act, xxxii; in- | Noyes, THomas (Westerly), 214* 

structs deputies against calling state conven- Nye, CALEB (Hopkinton), 172* 

tion, 625; RI Convention delegates from, Nye, CALEB, JR. (Hopkinton), 172* 

905; town meeting, 91; vote on referendum 

on Constitution, 186-—89,* 233. See Wick- |OaTus: Gov. Fenner’s proclamation ordering, 

ford, R.I. 1042; may accelerate ratification in states 

NORTH PROVIDENCE, R.I.: considers NY circu- out of the Union, 535; RI governor and leg- 

lar letter and second constitutional conven- islature take, 1041, 1043, 1046; RI legisla- 

tion, 443—44; deputies from, lxxix; deputies ture required to take to defend Constitu- 

of are given no instructions regarding call- tion, 1038 

ing a state convention, 625; elects delegates “‘OBSERVER,”’ 238, 780n; text of, 364-65 

to state Convention, 695; instructs deputies OFFICEHOLDERS, RHODE ISLAND: are Anti- 

to obtain state convention, 403, 404n, 409, federalists because of selfishness, 474; com- 

625; reverses instructions to deputies on pensation of, 608; Country party attempts to 

state convention, 403-4, 407; RI Conven- perpetuate control over, 753, 786; county- 

tion delegates from, 905; town meetings, level officials selected by RI legislature, 

402-4; vote on referendum on Constitu- xxvii; number of will increase in an inde- 

tion, 189-90," 233 pendent RI, 884; receive salary in paper 

NorTH vs. SOUTH: and composition of US money corrected for depreciation, 551; Fed- 

Senate, 545; rejection of Constitution by NC eralists hope to get appointed, 777; RI 
balances RI outside of Union, 406; RI and needs men of character to serve as, 636; RI 

Vt. ratifications needed to balance, 309 proposed amendments prohibit Congress 

NORTHERN STATES: dislike power of Southern from appointing, 974; Country party hopes 

States in Congress, 104; importance of RI in to maintain its control over, 826; state-level 

Congress, 405, 512, 547; prefer New York officials chosen by freemen in RI towns, 

City as site for federal capital, 389; US pres- xxvii; and Test Act, xxxii 

ident balances regional interests, 922; want | —deputy governor, lxxiv; elected annually by 

RI votes in Congress, 411, 1019, 1020; will freemen, xxvi. See also Owen, Daniel; Potter, 

dominate Congress, 104; will suffer without Samuel J. 

an efficient federal government, 39. See also © —governor, Ixxiv; elected annually by free- 

New England men, xxvi; General Assembly more power- 

NortTHupP, DAvip (East Greenwich), 163* ful than, xxvii; John Collins intervenes in 

NorTHUuP, GIDEON (North Kingstown), 188* dispute between Country party and mercan- 

Nortuup, Henry (North Kingstown), 187* tile towns, xxxi; salary of, 635. See also Col- 

NorTHUwP, JAMES (North Kingstown), 189* lins, John; Fenner, Arthur, Jr. 

NORTHUP, JAMES, JR. (North Kingstown), 188* = OFFICEHOLDERS, STATE: Landholder says he 

NortuvupP, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* never was one, 260; oppose Constitution for 

NortTHupP, JOSEPH (North Kingstown), 188* selfish reasons, 266, 272, 474, 897 

NorTHUP, REMINGTON (North Kingstown), OFFICEHOLDERS, U.S.: denial of objection of 

189* too many, 884; Antifederalists hope to be- 

NortTuupP, STEPHEN (North Kingstown), 187* come, 633, 753, 867-68, 983, 1039, 1040n, 

Nortuup, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 187* 1043; applications for, 1035-36; call for 

NORTHWEST TERRITORY: British will relin- speedy recess appointments in RI, 596; com- 

quish posts in under Constitution, 102, 114, pared to God in their powers, 254; con-
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firmed by Senate, 941n; Constitution criti- seeks federal position, 1015-16, 1016n, 

cized for absence of religious test for, 246; 1044-45; signs letter from Providence free- 

criticism of under Constitution, 61; customs men to John Adams, 476-—78n; signs letter 

collectors must be federally appointed, 492; from Providence freemen to Washington, 

described as patriots and statesmen, 595; 475; signs report of town meeting, 890; and 

equal suffrage in Senate empowers RI to Washington’s visit to RI, 631, 1071 

confirm, 938; Federalists hope to become, —letters from, 398-—99n, 402, 406-7, 427-28, 

245, 250, 487, 543, 557-58, 596-97, 753n, 474-76, 476—78n, 679, 705-6, 891n, 1015- 

768, 867-68, 1015-16, 1018, 1038, 1039, 16; quoted, 425n, 428n, 649n, 1040n; cited, 

1040, 1040n, 1043-44, 1049; future virtue 411, 684, 706n 

of questioned, 824; Gov. Fenner may sup- —letters to, 389-90, 411; cited, 243, 398, 

port Constitution if Antifederalists maintain 398n, 427 

appointments, 867; Gov. Fenner requests OLNEY, JOSEPH (Glocester), 167* 

that federal appointments be delayed until OLNEy, OBEL (North Providence), 190* 

RI is represented in Congress, 1008; lack of | OLNEY, SAMUEL (North Providence), 189* 

in US may diminish standing in eyes of Eu- OLNEY, STEPHEN (North Providence), 444 

rope, 544; Landholder says he never was, OLNEY, THOMAS (North Providence), 189% 

260; opposition to appointment of Anti- OLNEy, THOMAS, JR. (North Providence), 189* 

federalists as, 633, 1044; proposed amend- “ONE OF THE FREEMEN OF THE STATE OF 

ment prohibiting from holding state offices, RHODE-IsLAND,” 712n; text of, 786-87n 
980, 1002; quality of government depends “ONE OF THE PEOPLE”: text of, 308 

on, 718; questions principles of those who =OsBAND, WEAVER (Tiverton), 209* 

will be elected, 246; rejection of honorific |OsGoop, SAMUEL (Mass.), 24n 

titles for US president, 544, 545n; in RI criti- OSWALD, ELEAZER (Pa.): as printer of [ndepen- 

cized as party men, 596; RI must appoint, dent Gazetteer, 35, 112. See also Newspapers, 

753; salaries of, 543, 568, 572, 620, 635-36; in Pennsylvania, Independent Gazetteer 

swarm around US Congress, 568; titles for, OrTis, IsAAc (Cumberland), 162* 

471, 493; and US president’s power to re- Ors, JOSEPH (Mass.), 1090; id., 1091n 

move appointed officers, 554, 560; wel- Oris, SAMUEL A. (Mass.), 847n, 848, 1084; id., 

comed by Federalists in RI, 758; will assist 744n 

president in avoiding indolence and cor- —letters from, 743-44n 

ruption, 750; will soon be appointed, 1018. © Orro, Louts-GuUILLAUME (France): id., 640n 

See also Expenses of government; Salaries —letters from, 640, 762-63, 1020-22; quoted, 

Oun10, 103. See also Northwest Territory 837 
OHIO COMPANY, 542; id., 544n OwEN, DANIEL (Glocester-A), 167,* 969n, 995; 

OLIN, HENRY (West Greenwich), 216* id., 315; appointed to draft letter to Confed- 

OLIN, HENRY, JR. (West Greenwich), 217* eration Congress enclosing referendum re- 

OLIPHANT, Davip (Newport), 1036 turns, 233, 234; bill calling for state conven- 

OLNEY, CHARLES (North Providence), 189* tion negatived by, 666n, 670, 671n; bill 

OLNEY, CHARLES, JR. (North Providence), calling town meetings to give instructions 

189* on new Constitution, 673—75n, 728, 730n; 

OLNEY, CHRISTOPHER (Providence), 287, 302 called a profound hypocrite, 982; compared 

OLNEY, Emor (Scituate), 202* to Washington, 783; as deputy governor, 

OLNEY, EPENITUS (North Providence), 189* 288, 297, 970; forms election prox of March 

OLNEY, Esex (Johnston), 174* 1790, 778, 788, 789; informs Washington of 

OLNEY, Ezra (North Providence), 189* RI ratification, 985n; as judge of RI Superior 

OLNEY, GEORGE (Providence), 626, 628 Court, 865n, 869; as deputy governor of RI 

OLNEY, HEZEKIAH (North Providence), 189* received securities, 559; as member of Prov- 

OLNEY, Isaac (Johnston), 174* idence Abolition Society, 933n; not ap- 

OLNEY, JEREMIAH (Providence), 369; id., 390n; pointed US district judge, 1009n; as poten- 

calls for town meeting, 467-68, 889; and tial US senator, 1050; recommended for RI 

celebration of Society of the Cincinnati, district judge by Gov. Arthur Fenner, 1008- 

346-47; on committee to draft instructions 9n; replaces John Collins on Country party 

to delegates at state Convention, 889, 891n; prox, xlii, 768, 769, 770-71, 800, 982; with-
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draws from Country party prox, xliii, 711n, 317-18; despite attachment to RI demands 
768, 769, 770-71, 779, 781, 782, 783n import duties paid in hard currency, 633; 

—in RI Convention: as president, xli, xliv, empowers Country party, 554; existing pol- 

898, 903, 904, 906, 907, 984n, 986, 987n, icy of in RI would continue under Consti- 

990n, 996, 1000, 1004, 1008; as president tution, 513, 979, 1000-1001, 1021; existing 

paid by state, 903, 1010, 1012; received policy of RI uncertain under Constitution, 

Portsmouth’s instructions, 702, 703n, 912; 8, 242, 409, 412, 665n; history of is the his- 

responses to speeches of, 912, 952; speeches tory of RI government, 229; interest pay- 

of, 911, 912, 938, 940, 944, 952, 955, 959, ments on loans of, 601; legal tender for state 

963; thanked for his impartiality, 985n, 990, impost of 1789, 972n; majority in RI sup- 
1003n, 1028, 1029n ports, 256; motion to rescind tender provi- 

—letters from, 985n, 1006-7, 1008-9; cited, sion of defeated by House of Deputies, 

xliv, 865n, 1007n, 1008, 1039, 1040n XXxi1x, 243; penalty acts repealed and tender 

—letters to, 1009; quoted, xliv; cited, 1007n provision strengthened, xxxiii; penalty for 

—circular letter of, 712n, 714n; response to, refusing to take oath supporting, xxxii; pe- 

786-87; text of, 769-71 tition to repeal tender provision, xxxiv, 142, 

OwEN, SOLOMON (Glocester), 169* 225, 230, 231, 422, 424, 553; predictions of 

OweEN, THomas (Glocester), 167* dangers of confirmed, 590-91; program of 

OwEN, THomas, III (Glocester), 169* will be repealed, 647, 720; public debate 

over, 3; Quaker opposition to RI radical pro- 

PAcA, WILLIAM (Md.), 240, 261-62 gram of, 249; and redemption of mortgages, 

‘“PaciFicus” (Alexander Hamilton), 574, 575n 596; and redemption of state debt, xxxvi, 

Pappock, IcHABoD (Hopkinton), 172* xxxvili, 126n, 409-10, 412, 422, 423-24, 

PAGE, AMBROSE (Providence), 685 498-29, 430, 459n-—60n, 460, 755, 972; RI 

PAGE, DANIEL (Glocester), 169* Convention delegates convert remunera- 

PAGE, JOHN (Va.): opposes RI Trade Bill, 837, tion in into hard currency, 1010; RI Con- 

848, 849-50, 851-54, 855n vention proposes amendment regarding, 

PAGE, WILLIAM, JR. (Glocester), 169* 979, 982, 983n; RI last stronghold of, 716; 

PAIN, BAZALEEL (Glocester), 168* RI legislature attempts to curb problems 

PAIN, BENJAMIN (Glocester), 169* caused by, 603; RI legislature authorizes 

PAIN, BENONI (Smithfield), 204* emission of (1786), xxx; RI legislature au- 

PAIN, CAPTAIN, 751n thorizes first emission of (1710), 815n; RI 

PAIN, JEHU (Smithfield), 205* radical program of, xxvii—XxxVill, XxXIX, XXX, 

PAIN, JOHN (Cranston), 159* XXXl1, XXXli, XXXv, xxxviil, li-lii, Iv—lvi, 9, 25, 

PAIN, JOHN (New Shoreham), 186* 28, 32-33, 38, 43, 44, 53, 56, 59, 80-81, 94, 

PAIN, JONATHAN (Smithfield), 204* 141, 148, 238, 273, 274, 340, 362-63, 365, 

Pain, NATHAN, III (Glocester), 167* 387, 428-29, 430-31n, 452, 458, 554, 557, 

PAIN, SAMUEL R. (Bristol), 154* 565, 606, 619, 657, 1035, 1044; RI towns to 

PAIN, WILLIAM (New Shoreham), 186* instruct deputies on, xxix—xxx; use of has 

PAINE, BENJAMIN (Johnston), 174* led to a shortage of hard currency in RI, 

PAINE, JOHN (Johnston), 174* 823, 885; Westerly and Hopkinton petition 

PAINE, SQUIRE (Johnston), 174* RI legislature for, xxix. See also ‘““Know Ye”’ 

PAINE, THOMAS (Pa., France), 793, 793n; men; Legal tender; Money; Tender laws 

quoted, 280, 280n —criticism of: abused by “Know Ye” men, 

PALMER, AMOs (Hopkinton), 172* 264; barrier to ratification, 256, 557, 872, 

PALMER, BENEDICT (Little Compton), 176* 893; dangerous system adopted by various 

PALMER, ELKANAH (Little Compton), 176* states, 85; endangers creditors, xxxili, 265- 

PALMER, FonEs (Hopkinton), 171* 66; foundation of party spirit in RI, 874 

PALMER, JOHN (Hopkinton), 171* —depreciation of, xxxiv, 227, 424, 452, 469, 

PALMER, Lawton (Hopkinton), 171* 475, 476, 486, 496, 498, 500, 503, 538, 541- 

PALMER, LAwTON, JR. (Hopkinton), 171* 42,551, 590, 859, 1026; scale of, xxxiv—xxxv, 

PALMER, THOMAS (Little Compton), 176,* 831 638, 642, 662, 663n 

PaPpER Money: Antifederalists support, 393, —in national politics, xxxv; and compliance 

551; bill altering is passed, 616-18; defined, with Treaty of Peace, 12; Continental Con-
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gress criticized for depreciating at 40-to-1 to party strife nationwide, 401; RI Conven- 

rate, 275; Constitution prohibits states from tion adjournment caused by, 794; sows ani- 

emitting, xxxviii, 65, 278, 362, 513, 810, mosity between farmers and merchants, 

1053; recommended by Confederation Con- 538; state convention will be called when al- 

gress, 275 layed, 199 
—in other states: NC Convention proposes PATRIOTISM, 1078; absent in RI Antifederalists, 

amendment concerning, 983n; in NY, 510 93, 272; Americans possess, 532; Antifeder- 

—supporters of: are dishonest, 252; are patri- alists described as patriots, 100, 244, 248; 

Otic, 272; are villains, miscreants, 567; seven- call of a convention is patriotic, 151; cele- 

ninths of RI population, 227 brations are expression of, 290, 297; Con- 

PARKER, FRANCIS (Scituate), 202* stitution will ensure, 283, 284; in debating 

PARKER, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* Constitution, 27—28; defined as loving coun- 

PARKER, JOSIAH (Va.), 850, 851, 854 try more than party, 897; delegates to state 

PARKER, THOMAS (Scituate), 203* convention should demonstrate, 687; felt 

PARTRIDGE, GEORGE (Mass.), 716, 1038; id., because of growth and honors of US, 568; 

717n loses out to self-interest, 116-17; motivation 

PaRTy Spirit: Antifederalists look to maintain for effective president, 750; necessity breaks 

their doctrine, 782; celebrations help to through all rules of, 598; need not be syn- 

overcome, 290; Centinel written with, 69; onymous with Federalists, 686; ratification 

compromises minds of honest men, 742; as a sign of, 723; rekindled by NH ratifica- 

Constitution based on accommodation, 252; tion, 283; renewed in Constitutional Con- 

Constitution will decrease, 645, 697, 1027; vention, 293; requires Federalists to write 

danger of unbridled passion, 228; Demon against Antifederalists, 267; requires no re- 

of Discord disseminates, 565; engenders dis- ligious test, 548; RI cannot be happy with- 

honesty, 698; hope it will subside, 146, 254, out, 595; RI Federalists have, 198, 252; RI 

347, 352, 359, 388, 414, 602, 617-18, 669, Federalists will lose if foreign duties are lev- 

681, 683, 697, 1032; inflamed by Articles of ied against, 589; RI has, 875, 1025; RI said 

Confederation, 291; method of allaying, not to be sole possessor of, 565; shunning 

774; opposition to Constitution result of, of RI demonstrates, 613; strong at start of 

875; in Pa., 252; some men thrive on, 742; Revolution, 292-93, 465; will cause US to 

threat to general good, 727; threatens civil respond to RI’s rejection of Constitution, 

discourse, 260; toast to harmony, 295, 346, 879. See also American Revolution; Virtue 

350; will always spring up, 732, 774; will in- | —individuals have: John Adams, 558; Henry 
fluence appointments to office, 543. See also Marchant, 558; George Washington, 631 

Antifederalists; Country party; Factions; Parr, JONATHAN (Johnston), 174* 

Federalists; Mercantile party PATTEN, WILLIAM (Newport): id., 991n; offers 

—in Rhode Island, liv, 130, 136, 251, 351, 377, prayers during RI Convention, 904, 984n, 

418, 514, 538, 565, 647, 657, 727, 731, 733, 988; signs address of Newport clergy to 

740, 761, 772, 774, 784, 1089; advocates dis- Washington, 1059; thanked by RI Conven- 

union, 546; based on disagreements over tion, 990, 1003n. See also Clergy 

paper money, 874; both sides distrust each PayNn, JOHN (Cranston). See Pain, John (Cran- 

other, 308; Country party votes together, ston) 

872; delegates to state convention should be | PEABODy, BENJAMIN (Middletown), 177* 

moderate, 538, 689, 691; ended, 1049; Fed- | PEABODy, CALEB (Middletown), 177* 

eralists seeking Quaker support, 249; has PEABODy, JOSEPH (Middletown), 832, 991 

made the state unhappy for several years, PEACE: Americans are experiencing, 1025; 

873; merchants and landholders should ally, Congress possesses power to make under 

299; Newport Mercury will not publish pieces Constitution, 732; Constitution will provide, 

without authors’ names, 371; no indication 108, 109, 660, 669, 673, 715, 723, 731, 879, 

of in Newport in celebrating NH ratifica- 886, 1034, 1050, 1059; dependent on RI rat- 

tion, 284; Providence Fourth of July 1788 ification, 878, 897; effort needed to main- 

celebration meant to dispel, 303; referen- tain, 267; at home depends on Union, 363; 

dum encourages division of state into par- kings’ and presidents’ powers over com- 

ties, 131; Rhode Islanders would contribute pared, 144; personified, 661; ratification
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process characterized by, 293; rejection of | PECKHAM, RoBERT (Hopkinton), 172* 

Constitution would hurt, 700; supporters of | PECKHAM, SAMUEL (Middletown), 177* 
will attend Providence celebration of ratifi- | PECKHAM, SILAs (Middletown), 177* 

cation and independence, 290; toasted, 346, PECKHAM, STEPHEN (Middletown), 177* 

1024, 1030, 1031, 1060, 1068; politically © PECKHAM, STEPHEN (Scituate), 203* 

unconnected contiguous territories cannot PECKHAM, TIMOTHY (South Kingstown), 206* 

maintain, 877. See also Civil war; Insurrec- PECKHAM, TimoTHy (South Kingstown), 208* 

tions, domestic; Invasion, foreign; Treaty of | PECKHAM, WILLIAM (Middletown), 177* 

Paris (1783); Violence; War PECKHAM, WILLIAM (South Kingstown), 207* 

PEARCE. See Peirce; Pierce PECKHAM, WILLIAM, JR. (Middletown, Re- 

PEARCE, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 157* signed), 177* 

PEARCE, DANIEL (West Greenwich), 215* —in RI Convention, 986; payment of, 1010; 

PEARCE, GILEs (North Kingstown), 188* resigns as delegate, xliv, 905, 985n, 989, 992, 

PEARCE, JAMES (Little Compton), 176* 1045n; votes, 976, 995 

PEARCE, JOHN (Scituate), 202* PEIRCE. See Pearce; Pierce 

PEARCE, JOHN, II (Little Compton), 176* PEIRCE, GEORGE (Exeter), 164* 

PEARCE, JOSEPH (Little Compton), 176* PEIRCE, PARDON (Coventry), 157* 
PEARCE, JOSEPH (North Kingstown), 187* PEIRCE, PRESERVED (East Greenwich), 47, 622 

PEARCE, JOSHUA (North Kingstown), 187* PEIRCE, SAMUEL (also Pearce) (Warren-Y) 

PEARCE, LANGWoRTHY (North Kingstown), —in RI Convention, 905; on committee to 

188* draft amendments, 936, 940; votes, 976, 996 

PEARCE, LAWRENCE (South Kingstown), 208* PEMBERTON, JAMES (Pa.) 

PEARCE, NATHANIEL (Little Compton), 176* —letter to, cited, 55, 55n 

PEARCE, SAMUEL ( Johnston), 174* PENALTY OR FORCE ACTS, xxxi, xxxil, 455; de- 

PEARCE, SILVESTER (North Kingstown), 188* fined, 318; elements of, xxx—xxxi; repealed, 

PEARCE, STEPHEN (Coventry), 158* xxxill; Varnum argues unconstitutionality 

PECK, AARON (Providence), 1085, 1087 of, xxxil. See also Paper money; Trevett v. Wee- 

Peck, BENJAMIN (Cumberland), 162* den (1786) 

PECK, EBENEZER (Barrington), 152* PENDLETON, AMOS (Westerly), 214* 

PECK, JONATHAN (Bristol), 154* PENDLETON, BENJAMIN (Westerly), 214* 

PECK, JONATHAN, JR. (Bristol), 154* PENDLETON, EDMUND (Va.) 

PECK, JOSEPH (Providence), 889 —letters to, 485 

PecK, PELEG (Scituate), 202* PENDLETON, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214* 

Peck, PELEG (Smithfield), 205* PENDLETON, SAMUEL (Westerly), 214* 

PECK, SAMUEL V. (Bristol), 154* PENNSYLVANIA: Antifederalists in inspired by 

PECK, SOLOMON (Barrington), 152* Md. minority, 262; constitution of 1776, 

PECK, WILLIAM (Providence), 856n, 863; id., 793n; constitution of 1790, 738, 740n; Fed- 

722n; seeks federal appointment, 722n, eralists strong in, 252; as fictitious author of 

1044-45; and Washington’s visit to RI, 631, a letter to RI, 656; party spirit in, 252; peti- 

1074 tions Assembly for rejection of ratification, 

—letters from, 722; cited, 722n 253n; ratifies US Congress’ amendments to 

PECKHAM, BARBER (South Kingstown), 207* Constitution, 941n; refuses to give Confed- 

PECKHAM, BENEDICT (North Kingstown), 188* eration Congress power to regulate com- 

PECKHAM, BENJAMIN (South Kingstown) , 207* merce, 739n; rejects Impost of 1783, 738; 

PECKHAM, BENJAMIN (Westerly), 214* support for RI Antifederalists in, 258; vio- 

PECKHAM, ELISHA (Middletown), 177* lence and call of state convention, 35, 112, 

PECKHAM, Isaac (Little Compton), 176* 275; violent opposition to Constitution in, 

PECKHAM, JAMES (Charlestown), 155* 252. See also Newspapers, in Pennsylvania; 

PECKHAM, JOHN P. (South Kingstown), 207* Northern States; Philadelphia 

PECKHAM, JOSEPH (Middletown), 177* —and seceding assemblymen, 6, 35, 59, 61, 

PECKHAM, JOSEPHUS (South Kingstown), 207* 62n 

PECKHAM, JOSHUA (Middletown), 177* —Convention of: rejects amendments to Con- 

PECKHAM, PELEG (Middletown), 177* stitution, 111-12, 417n; Debates of sold in RI, 

PECKHAM, RICHARD (Middletown), 177* lviii; Dissent of Minority of, 6, 53, 64, 107n,
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111-14, 240; ratifies Constitution, 112, 252; of Confederation, xxxvii; are more enlight- 

RI reprinting of James Wilson’s speech in, ened, 197; have always been free, 745; lack 

75-76 information and leisure time to connect 
PENNSYLVANIA SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING THE their thoughts, 653; misinformation sways 

ABOLITION OF SLAVERY, 55n, 933n against Constitution, 635; must want Con- 

THE PEOPLE: all of mankind are free, 923; stitution before it is ratified, 967; have more 

Americans are more enlightened than RI, natural genius and determination to secure 

279; Americans called heroic and enlight- liberty than others, 883; ratification in in- 

ened, 549; Americans will not accept Con- terests of, 546, 877; RI Convention derives 

stitution, 246-47; are great and extensive, power from, 961, 967; voice of should gov- 

291; are veterans at tearing down govern- ern RI, 674; should be warned of conse- 

ments but novices at building them, 882; quences of eschewing Union, 546, 758; will 

benefit from US legislative process, 922; bring misery to themselves and mischief to 

benefit of is the object of rulers, 1025; cele- others, 611; will not be swayed by Antifed- 

brations bring together, 290; Constitution eralists, 262; will recognize value of Consti- 

anathema to interests of, 246; Constitution tution, 557 

is a revolution of, 150; Constitution should PERKINS, EBENEZER, JR. (Coventry), 158* 

be submitted to, 275; Constitution would PERKINS, JOSEPH (South Kingstown), 207* 
benefit, 671; to decide on ratification, 44, | PERKINS, SANps (South Kingstown), 207* 

125; disappointment with RI, 609; effective | PERRY, AMos (Coventry), 157* 

government protects all parts of, 744; en- PERRY, BENJAMIN (South Kingstown), 206* 

trusted to promote their own advantage, PERRY, EDWARD (Richmond), 446 

1081; expressed displeasure with Articles of | PERRY, FREEMAN (South Kingstown), 207* 

Confederation, 740; fail to understand im- PERRY, GODFREY (Tiverton), 210* 

plications of ratification, 276; interests not PERRY, JOHN (Tiverton), 208* 

reflected in Constitution, 246; may apply to PERRY, SAMUEL, JR. (South Kingstown), 207* 

Congress for redress, 921; must determine PERRY, WILLIAM (South Kingstown), 207* 

taxation powers of Congress, 274; new gov- “PETER”: text of, 1047 

ernment peaceably formed by, 717; opinion PETERSON, EpwarpD, 574, 595, 596, 801n, 1005; 

of determines strength of government, 290; writes petition on behalf of packet boat cap- 

overjoyed with ratification, 281-82; presi- tains, 597n 

dent accountable to, 750, 922; reciprocate PETERSON, NATHAN (South Kingstown), 207* 

protection and allegiance of good govern- _ PETITION: in RI form of ratification, 978, 999 

ment, 744; satirical as auctioneers, 467; sen- | PETITIONS: amendment to Constitution pro- 

timents of determine form of government, tecting right to, 1083; Baptists petition First 

290; share a vision of governance, 532; Continental Congress (1774) for religious 

should consider amendments, 899; should freedom, 808, 809n; clergy to General As- 

determine mode of elections, 920; should sembly opposing slave trade, 38; of the 

have knowledge of government proceed- Coasters, 608; to Constitutional Convention 

ings, 278; should unite across order and calling for abolition of slave trade and slav- 

rank, 290; should use Congress to improve ery, 49; for exemption from foreign duties 

society, 547; sovereignty of, 235, 293, 976, by NC, 597n; from Lord George Gordon to 

997-98; state Convention is sign of trust in, Parliament, 462n; private petitions before 

536; superior to legislature, 939; voice of as House of Deputies, 44, 128, 129; protesting 

voice of God, 557, 912; voice of must prevail, foreign duties levied on RI by US Congress, 

253; will not be as united under a different 458, 577-78, 579-82, 583, 585, 586, 588- 

constitution, 107n 95, 597n, 598; from Quakers opposing slave 

—of Rhode Island: adhere to revolutionary trade, 48-49, 54, 55n, 800, 800n, 857, 857- 

principles which Constitution partially vio- 58, 858n, 865, 865n, 933n; from Quakers to 

lates, 605; have always been attached to de- repeal tender provision and limitation act, 

mocracy, 605; deserve state convention on 123, 158, 178, 184-85, 185, 210, 230, 231, 

Constitution question, 308; elevate personal 249; for rejection of ratification in Pa., 253n; 

agenda to status of law, 638; empowered by for repeal of tender provision of paper- 

RI laws to select delegates to amend Articles money act, 464; RI seaport towns should rat-
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ify Constitution and petition US Congress ‘“PLUuTARCH,” 713n; text of, 860-62 

for protection, 871; satirical submitted to Pocock, PELIG (New Shoreham), 186* 

US Congress, 430-31 Poetry, 305-6, 351, 452, 640, 736; The Amer- 

—to call a convention: from Bristol, xxxviii; to ican Union Completed, 1003n, 1031, 1032n; 

General Assembly, 151, 153-54, 193-98, A Character, 860-61; Charles Churchill, An 

219-20, 220, 230, 231, 232n; from Newport, Epistle to Wiliam Hogarth, 249, 251n; A Coun- 

454; from Providence, xxxvili, 454, 499, 500, try Dialogue, 86-87; A fair bargain, 1088- 

501n, 503-5, 537, 538, 539 89n; Homer, The Odyssey, 798; Horace, Car- 

PETTES, JOSEPH (Charlestown), 155* mina, 882, 885n; A new Song, 372-73; 

PETTYES, WILLIAM (Hopkinton), 172* Alexander Pope, 765, 767n; Alexander Pope, 

PHETTEPLACE, ELIAKAM (Glocester), 169* An Essay on Man, 465n; printed in RI, 712n; 

PHETTEPLACE, EZEKIEL (Glocester), 169* A Real Old Whig, 637-39; Rhode-Island 

PHETTEPLACE, EZEKIEL, JR. (Glocester), 169* Conversion, 1048; A Rhode Island Medita- 

PHETTEPLACE, JOHN (Glocester), 167* tion, 820-21; A Soldier, 1077-79; The An- 

PHETTEPLACE, SAMUEL (Glocester), 167* archiad, 613, 613n; W.W., Gotherniel, &c. 

PHETTEPLACE, SAMUEL, JR. (Glocester), 169* &c., 430-31; A Yankee, 15I1n. See also Satire 

PHILADELPHIA, PA.: merchants and brewers of | POLITICAL AND LEGAL WRITERS AND WRIT- 

plan boycott of RI goods, 537; as potential INGS: John Adams, Defence of the Constitu- 

capital for federal government, 389, 401-2, tions, 118n, 793n, 819-20, 820n; Joseph Ad- 

553, 553n, 891, 1045. See also Pennsylvania dison, Remarks on Several Parts of Italy, 117, 

‘“‘PHILANTHROPOS”’: text of, 660-62, 1051-53 118n; John Arbuthnot, Of the Laws of Chance, 

‘“PHILELAETHEROS’’: text of, 62—63n 884, 885n; Sir Francis Bacon, 410, 410n; Sir 

PHILLIPS, AARON (Glocester), 169* William Blackstone, 104, 143-45; Rev. Ben- 

PHILLIPS, ADAM (Glocester), 168* jamin Colman, Government the Pillar of the 

PHILLIPS, ANDREW (Glocester), 169* Earth, 881, 881n; Anthony Ashley Cooper 

PHILLIps, DAVID (Scituate), 203* (Earl of Shaftesbury) , Sensus Communts, 392, 

PHILLIPS, ISRAEL (Scituate), 203* 393n; Benjamin Franklin, 793; Grotius, 132; 

PHILLIPS, JAMES (Coventry), 157* Christiaan Huygen, De Ratiocinis in Ludo 

PHILLIPS, JAMES, JR. (Coventry), 157* Aleae, 885n; ““Machieval like”’ (Machiavelli), 

PHILLIPS, JOHN (Hopkinton), 172* 758; Sir Thomas More, Utopia, 816, 818n; 

PHILLIPS, JOHN (Scituate), 203* Newtonian philosophy, 479; Charles Pinck- 

PHILLIPS, JOSEPH (Glocester), 169* ney, Observations on the Plan of Government, 5; 

PHILLIPS, REUBEN (Smithfield), 205* Richard Price, 793; Baron Samuel von Puf- 

PHILLIPS, RICHARD (North Kingstown), 188* fendorf, 132; Josiah Quincy, Jr., Observations 

PHILLIPS, RICHARD (son of William) (North on the Act of Partament Commonly Called the 

Kingstown), 188* Boston Port-Bill, 81, 81n; J.J. Rousseau, 115- 

PHILLIPS, THOMAS (Coventry), 157* 16, 118n; Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of 

‘““PHOCION”’ (Theodore Foster): authorship of, Chesterfield, 861, 862n; James Steuart, An 

381; response to, 359-61; text of, 354-59 Inquiry into the Principles of Political Economy, 

PHYSICIANS, 1066 561, 562n; Turgot, Baron de Laune, 793. See 

PICKERING, TIMOTHY (Pa., Mass.): id., 142n also Classical antiquity; Literary references 

—letters to, 142, 453 POLITICAL CONDITIONS UNDER THE CONFED- 

PIERCE. See Pearce; Peirce ERATION: abuse of power in RI government, 

PIERCE, JOHN (East Greenwich), 163* 257; clashes between states make governing 

PIERCE, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 163* difficult, 291; Congress is ineffective, 738, 

PIKE, JONATHAN (North Providence), 189* 750; decline after Revolution, 291; desper- 

PIKE, PETER (North Providence), 190* ate, 60, 83, 108, 222, 263, 402, 660, 685, 783, 

PILsBuRY, TOBIAS (Exeter), 166* 811; lacks an executive, 750; RI called de- 

PINCKNEY, CHARLES (S.C.), 5 plorable, 767, 794, 880, 883; RI fiscal poli- 

PITCHER, JOHN (North Providence), 190* cies alienate, xxxv; states must follow Con- 

PLACE, SIMEON (Glocester), 168* federation Congress, 20; states will be 

PLAICE, THOMAS (East Greenwich), 164* disgraced if they do not ratify Constitution, 

“PLAIN TRUTH”: text of, 64-65 39; war only means of enforcing Confeder- 

PLATT, RICHARD (N.Y.), 398, 399n, 402, 402n ation legislation, 750; will improve under
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Constitution, 41, 59, 108, 119-20. See also Rest, RI, 1037; will treat RI and NC the 

Amendments to Articles of Confederation; same, 498 

Anarchy; Articles of Confederation; Eco- POTTER, ANTHONY (Cranston), 159* 

nomic conditions under the Confederation; POTTER, BENJAMIN (Charlestown), 155* 

Factions; Foreign opinion of the U.S.; Party POTTER, BENJAMIN (Exeter), 165* 

spirit POTTER, BENJAMIN, JR. (South Kingstown), 

POLITICAL CONDITIONS UNDER THE CONSTI- 207* 

TUTION. See States under the Constitution POTTER, CALEB (Cranston), 159, 160,* 481 

POLITICAL PartiEs, 745; calculating duration PoTTer, CALEB (Hopkinton), 442 

of, 745; coalition of toasted, 1016, 1030; PoTTER, CALEB (Scituate), 202* 

criticism of Newport Federalists, 58; on debt POTTER, CHRiIsty (South Kingstown), 207* 

relief in RI, xxix; divide in RI on election of | POTTER, DANIEL (Richmond), 200* 

US senators, 1042; in RI identified, 24. See POTTER, Davip (Coventry), 156* 

also Antifederalists; Country party; Factions; POTTER, DAvip (Richmond), 200,* 446 

Federalists; Mercantile party; Party spirit POTTER, ELISHA R. (South Kingstown), 208* 

‘““POLITICIANS. — A SCRAP,”’ 819-20 POTTER, FONES (Coventry), 157* 

PoLL Taxes: objections to, 930-31, 974, 980, | PoTTER, GEORGE (Coventry), 157* 

1001, 1022. See also Taxation POTTER, GEORGE (West Greenwich), 215* 

POLty (packet), 348, 349, 350 POTTER, GEORGE (Westerly), 214* 

POPULATION: federal government will give POTTER, GIDEON (Richmond), 201* 

grants of land to Rhode Islanders, 813-14; PorTer, HENRY (South Kingstown), 207* 

Federalists said to be about forty percent of | POTTER, HOLLOMAN (Cranston), 160* 

RI, 379; increasing under Constitution, 741; © PoTTeR, IcHABOD (Coventry), 156* 

of RI in 1783, 484; RI is least populous state, | PoTTER, INcom (Richmond), 200* 

918; RI’s will decrease proportionally, 572; =PorTrTer, JaMEs (Middletown), 177,* 472, 624 

by town, 321. See also Immigration POTTER, JAMES (Richmond), 200* 

PORTSMOUTH, R.I.: and amendments to Con- POTTER, JESSE (Glocester), 168* 

stitution, 833-34; British occupy, 873,932n; POTTER, JOHN, JR. (Scituate), 202* 

calls for repeal of tender provision of paper- POTTER, JONATHAN (Hopkinton), 172* 

money act, xxxii; considers NY circular let- | POTTER, JOSEPH (Cranston), 159* 

ter and second constitutional convention, POTTER, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 216* 

444-45; considers RI Convention’s bill of | POTTER, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214* 

rights and amendments, 833-34; delegates POTTER, JOSIAH (Coventry), 156* 

vote in RI Convention, xliv; deputies from, POTTER, MOSEs (Scituate), 203* 

Ixxix; determines remuneration for dele- | POTTER, NATHAN (Coventry), 156* 

gates to state Convention, 695, 696, 697, POTTER, NICHOLAS (Glocester), 168* 

703n; elects delegates to state Convention, POTTER, PARDON (Coventry), 156* 

695-97, 699-700; establishment of, xxvi; POTTER, PHILip (Coventry), 156* 

Federalists in get votes for ratification, 1044, POTTER, REUBEN (Coventry), 158* 

1045n; had opposed Constitution, 729; in- | PoTTER, Rowse (South Kingstown), 207* 

structions of delegates to state Convention, POTTER, SAMUEL (Glocester), 168* 

695, 697, 699, 699-703n, 833, 907, 912, PoTTER, SAMUEL (Scituate), 203* 

913n, 983n, 985n, 1005, 1006; instructs dep- POTTER, SAMUEL J. (South Kingstown-N), 206,* 

uties on state convention, 625, 626; instructs 554; id., 969-70n; on coalition prox of April 

deputies to adopt Constitution, 992-94; in- 1790, 779; on Country party prox of March 
structs deputies to vote against Constitu- 1790, 778, 782-83, 800; in House of Depu- 
tion, 101; population of, 932n; representa- ties, 500; votes against calling state conven- 

tion of in House of Deputies, xxvi; RI tion, 473 

Convention delegates from, 905; town meet- —in RI Convention, 905; speech of, 961; 

ing, 526; town meeting and Convention del- votes, 976, 995 

egates, 902; vote on referendum on Consti- POTTER, STEPHEN (Coventry), 156, 156,* 863, 

tution, 190—91,* 233 869 

Post Orrice, U.S.: Ebenezer Hazard defends POTTER, STEPHEN (South Kingstown), 206* 

policies of, 240; problems with in Little | POTTER, SYLVESTER (Cranston), 159*
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POTTER, THOMAS (Cranston), 159* PRICE, RICHARD (England), 534, 536n, 793 

POTTER, THOMAS (Portsmouth), 699 PRICE, SAMUEL (Coventry), 156* 

PoTTER, THomas (South Kingstown), 447 Promissory NOTES. See Limitation act 

POTTER, WILLIAM (Cranston), 160,* 481 PROPERTY, PRIVATE: abolition of slavery would 

POTTER, WILLIAM (Exeter), 164* endanger, 924, 927; acquiring and holding 

POTTER, WILLIAM (Richmond), 200* as a natural right, 976, 997; amendment to 

POTTER, WILLIAM (Scituate), 202* Constitution protects in eminent domain, 

POTTER, WILLIAM (Smithfield), 204* 1083; American Revolution fought to pro- 

POTTER, WILLIAM (Warwick) (two men with tect, 569; Constitution endangers, 763; Con- 

same name), 213* stitution will protect, 57, 82, 384, 689, 760, 

POTTER, WILLIAM F. (Scituate), 202* 1051; endangered by RI radical economic 

Powars, Epwarp E. (Mass.): as printer of program, 80, 81, 265, 556, 638, 862; govern- 

American Herald, 51, 52n, 57. See also News- ments protect, 532, 549; holders of pleased 

papers, in Massachusetts, Amencan Herald with RI ratification, 1035; hopes that Con- 

PowER, NICHOLAS (Providence), 467-68 stitution will not endanger, 490-91; inade- 

PRATT, ABNER (Scituate), 203* quately protected by Articles of Confedera- 

PRATT, JOHN (Scituate), 202* tion, 740; land values affected by economy 

PRAY, JOHN (Glocester), 169* of seaports, 729; land values decrease in RI, 

PREAMBLE TO U.S. CONSTITUTION, 933n; in- 724, 741; real estate as collateral for paper 

compatible with slavery, 926; praised, 926; money loan, xxix, xxx; in RI endangered 

quoted, 222; read in RI Convention, 926. See while out of Union, 475, 658; is sacred, 569; 

also Constitution, U.S. social compact instituted to protect, 785. See 

PRESIDENT, U.S.: accountable to the people, also Agriculture; Farmers 

750, 922; becomes private citizen after term § PROSPERITY: coalition prox of April 1790 to 

in office, 738; as commander-in-chief, 144, promote, 773; Constitution should be re- 

246; compared to House of Commons, 744; jected if doing so will improve, 735; Consti- 

compared to monarch, 117, 246, 738; elec- tution will ensure, 483, 488, 494, 496, 669, 

tion of, 738, 922; Hancock as possible first, 714, 715, 879, 1059, 1063, 1089; dependent 

96; happiness depends on establishment of on commerce in RI, 602; RI will experience 

efficient powers of, 886; insufficient qualifi- if it rejects Constitution, 258, 418, 419, 700, 

cations for in Constitution, 246; power of mis- 734; separation from Union will decrease, 

represented by Antifederalists, 725; power of 546, 548; toasted, 1024, 1056, 1060, 1068. 

over meeting of Congress, 144; praise of, See also Anarchy; Commerce; Economic con- 

750, 923; and removal of cabinet members, ditions under the Confederation; Economic 

554, 560, 562n; salary too high, 572; term conditions under the Constitution; General 

of, 738; titles for, 493, 550; Washington as welfare; Happiness 

likely first, 96, 410. See also Veto power; PROVIDENCE ASSOCIATION OF MECHANICS AND 

Washington, George MANUFACTURERS: address to Washington, 

PRESS, FREEDOM OF THE, li—lii; amendment 1013, 1032-34; Federalists hold fake meet- 

proposed protecting, 218, 1083; Boston ing of, 720-21; incorporated, 721n; in pro- 

printers refuse to print anonymous Anti- cession honoring Washington, 1066; re- 

federalist pieces, 51, 56-57; Constitution ceives Washington’s response, 1013, 1032- 

criticized for absence of protection for, 34, 33, 1034. See also Manufactures; Mechanics 

61, 75, 247, 265; Constitution does not en- PROVIDENCE CONVENTION (1781), 23n 

danger, 33, 56-57; danger to, 266; dimin- PROVIDENCE CounTy, R.L.: freemen of advise 

ishes ignorance, 267; importance of, 51; delegates to RI Convention, 685 

praise of, 34, 218, 247, 267; in RI Conven- Provipence, R.I.: Antifederalists in work 

tion’s bill of rights, 978; and RI reprinting against ratification, 1044; calls for a state 

of A Citizen of America (Noah Webster), li; convention, xxxvili, 151, 192-93, 193-98, 

still held in RI, 265. See also Amendments to 226-27, 230, 231, 232n, 457, 499, 501n, 

the Constitution; Bill of rights; Civil liber- 503-5, 538, 538n; ceremony for ratification 

ties; Newspapers of Constitution, 382; and coalition prox of 

PRICE, BENONI (Warwick), 212* April 1790, 771-73; commerce in will be di- 

Price, MATHEW (Warwick), 212* minished without ratification, 658; commit-
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tee of arrangement for Washington’s visit, 458, 464, 576, 577-78, 583, 585, 585n, 588, 

1064; conduct of freemen in town meeting 590, 591-92, 597n; for repeal of tender pro- 

described, 199; considers NY circular letter, vision, 467-68, 469-70, 496, 498, 503 

445-—46n; considers RI Convention’s bill of | —letters from: gentlemen of to George Wash- 

rights and amendments, 834; Constitution ington, 474-76; gentlemen of to John Ad- 

will benefit, 356-57; Country party advises ams, 476—78n; merchants and tradesmen of 
RI farmers to withhold produce from, xxxi; to Constitutional Convention, quoted, xxxv— 

deplorable situation in, 862; deputies from, xxxvi, 9; merchants and tradesmen of to 

Ixxx; deputies of oppose tender and limita- James Mitchell Varnum, quoted, xxxvi 

tion act, 250; designated customs district, PROVIDENCE SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING THE 

601-2; empowered state Convention dele- ABOLITION OF SLAVERY. See Slavery 

gates to seek US Congress’ protection in PROx: coalition (Federalist) prox (East Green- 

event of failure to ratify, xliii—xliv; establish- wich, April 1790), 768, 770, 771-72, 773, 

ment of, xxvi; as Federalist stronghold, 265, 777, 778, 779, 779n, 784-90, 800; Country 

280, 282, 349, 648, 866; Federalists in boy- party (Antifederalist) prox (East Green- 

cott referendum, xxxviii, 219, 225, 226n; wich, March 1789), 488; Country party 

freemen of address Washington, 1014, 1055, (Antifederalist) prox (South Kingstown, 

1064-65n, 1068-69, 1074, 1076; freemen’s March 1790), 768, 769, 778-79, 779n, 784, 

address responded to by Washington, 1069- 790, 800; defined, 318-19; political party 

70; instructions from have favorable impact nomination process in RI, xxvii, xlii, 781 

in RI House of Deputies, 507; instructions ‘“PRUDENS,” 713n, 815n; text of, 809-10 

to Convention delegates, 888-91; instructs | PRusst1A: will not ally with RI outside of Union, 

Convention delegates to protest rejection or 377-78 
adjournment, 889-90; instructs deputieson | PsEUDONYMs: “A,” 69, 71-72; “A.B.” (Francis 

state convention, 446n, 469, 471-72, 472- Hopkinson), 239; “A.B.C.D. &c. &c.,” 713n, 

73, 499, 500, 501n, 508, 509n, 626-28; jus- 790; The Address of the Seceding Pennsyl- 

tices of the peace from, 500, 501n, 503n; vania Assemblymen, 6; Agricola, 712n, 735n, 

nocturnal convention of Federalists in, 758-60, 765-67, 803-7, 807n, 815—19n; Al- 

720-21; potential secession of from RI, 458, fred, 240; Algernon, 240; Algernon Sidney, 

461, 469, 484, 503, 509, 511, 712n, 828-29, 240; Alpha, 713n, 720-21; Amendment, 

889-90, 890-91, 891n; protests failure to 218-19, 239; American Cincinnatus (George 

send delegates to Constitutional Conven- Washington), 347; American Fabius (George 

tion, xxxvii, 3, 10, 17, 21-23, 24, 29; repre- Washington), 89; American Philosopher, 238, 

sentation of in House of Deputies, xxvi; RI 265-66; An American, 613; An American: 

Convention delegates from, 905; RI ratifi- To the Members of the Va. Convention 

cation announced in, 1017; salutes RI Con- (Tench Coxe), 240; An Antifederalist, 90; 

vention delegates, 1030; slave trade in, 90; An independent Elector, 689, 689n; An In- 

toasted, 1068, 1075; town meeting, 467- dependent Elector, 383-85, 455, 465-66; 

70, 496-98, 576-79, 631-—32n; town meet- An Observer, 113; An Officer of the Late 

ing instructs deputies, 467-70; vote on Continental Army (William Findley?), 6, 64, 

referendum on Constitution, 192,* 233; 65n; An Old Man, 6; Anarch, 4, 94—96n; An- 

Washington visits, 1064-79. See also Cele- tifederal Wit, 62n; Argus, 51—52n, 56-57; 

brations; Rhode Island, College of; Sea- Auctioniers, 467; Bread and Beer, 248; Bru- 

port towns tus XV (Melancton Smith?), 240; Buccina- 

—celebration of: bells and cannon in celebra- tor, 712n, 781-83; Candidus, 68, 78-79; 

tion of RI ratification, 1017; Fourth of July Candour, 300; A Card, 82—84; Cato (George 

and NH ratification, 285-308n, 365, 567, Clinton), 245n; Centinel, 462, 790; Centinel 

1085-87; NH ratification, 280—85n, 286; NY (Samuel Bryan), 6, 33, 64, 68-70, 73-—75n, 

ratification, 368-70; RI ratification, 1023; 80, 149; Centinel (spurious), 6; Charleston- 

Va. ratification, 348—50n iensis, 432; Cid Hamet (John Carter), li, 79; 

—petitions of: compared with Newport’s, Cincinnatus (Arthur Lee), 6, 34; A Citizen, 

592-93; to US Congress for protection, 491, 5; A Citizen of America (Noah Webster), li, 

495, 503, 509, 510-11, 828-29, 889-90; lviii, 5, 77-79, 113; A Citizen of New Haven 

protesting foreign duties levied against RI, (Roger Sherman), 513n; A Citizen of New-
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York (John Jay), lviii, 239, 240, 263-64; A Coalition of Parties (David Howell), 712n, 

Citizen of United America (Tench Coxe), 783-86; Genuine Information (Luther Mar- 

713n, 796n, 802n, 810-15, 814n, 822-27n; tin), 245n; Glocester-Man, 75, 82; Greenwi- 

Columbus, 4, 84-86; A constant reader, chiensis, 712n, 734-—-36n, 758, 760n, 765- 

796n; A constant Reader in a neighbouring 67, 767-68, 803-7, 815-19n; Grotius, 890; 

State, 278; Cosmo, 455, 519-20; A Country Hampden, 80-81; Hermit of Providence 

Customer, 79; A Country Dialogue, 86-87; (Arthur Fenner), 861; Honestus, 463n; Im- 

A Countryman, 713n; A Countryman (Hugh partialis, 34; Janus, 17; John De Witt, 6, 51, 

Hughes), 6; A Countryman (United States 57; Jonathan, xxx, xlv; Landholder (Md.), 

Chronicle), 787-89; Crito (Samuel Hopkins), 71; Landholder (Oliver Ellsworth), 5, 53, 

32, 37, 49; Curtius, 5; A Customer (Newport 67, 70-72, 100, 240, 244—45n, 249, 1041n; 

Mercury), 763; A Customer (United States Landholder (R.I.), 238, 259-60; The Land- 

Chronicle), 79; Dawn of Federalism, 83—84n; holder No. X (spurious) , 239; Letter from a 

Detector, 455, 515-19; Dissent of the Mi- Hermit to His Friends, 238, 245—48; Lucius, 

nority of the Pa. Convention, 6, 64, 107n; 51n; Lycurgus, 72, 238, 245n, 248-51; 

The Duck-seller of Tiverton (Benjamin M’Fingal (John Trumbull), 639n; Maria, 7; 

Howland), 18, 19n; Every honest Man, Marplot, Jun., liii, 455, 478-80; Matters of 

251n; Fabius (John Dickinson), li, 239, 240, Fact, 5; Matthew Mizen, 713n, 794; ‘‘M.C.,” 

257-58; A fair bargain (Francis Hopkin- 6; The Meal-seller of Exeter, 18, 19n; as pre- 

son), 1O88-—89n; A Farmer (David Howell), eminent delineator of political characters, 

713n, 882-85, 1027; A Federal Centinel, 5; 637; “N,”’ 933n; A Native American, 532- 
A Federalist (multiple essays), 5, 52, 53, 62, 33; A new Song, 372-73; A Newport Man, 

63n, 136n, 140-42, 456, 658-60n; A Fed- 4, 106n, 107n, 114-18; A Number of Your 

eralist who is for Amendments, 429n; Foe- Readers, 787; Observer, 238, 364-65, 780n; 

deral Constitution, 5, 36; Foreign Spectator One of the Freemen of the State of Rhode- 

(Nicholas Collin), 5; A Freeholder, 712n; A Island, 712n, 786-87n; One of the Pamphlet- 

Freeholder (Newport Herald), 675n, 727-30, Mongers, 79; One of the People (Pennsyl- 
731-33, 734, 735, 735n, 758, 760n, 969n; A vania Gazette), 5, 36; One of the People 

Freeholder (United States Chronicle), 238, (Newport Mercury), 308; The Operator, 79; 

403-4; A Freeman (Newport Herald), 4, 143- Oracle (Jonathan J. Hazard), 15-16; Origi- 

45, 220-25n, 239, 480, 489n; A Freeman nal Thorn, 79; Our Machiavel (Jonathan J. 

(Philadelphia Independent Gazetteer), 240; A Hazard), 433; Pacificus (Alexander Hamil- 

Freeman (Providence Gazette), 4, 137-—39n, ton), 574, 575n; A Pamphlet-Monger, li, 79; 

489n, 692; A Freeman (Tench Coxe), 113- Paper Money, 238; A Pennsylvanian (Tench 

14; A Freeman (United States Chronicle), 455- Coxe), 113-14; Peter, 1047; Peter Preju- 

56, 571-73, 620n, 636n, 646n, 713n, 789- dice: The New Breeches (John Mifflin?), 

90; A Friend of Society and Liberty (Tench 240; Philadelphiensis (Benjamin Workman), 

Coxe), 240; A Friend of sound Politics, and 6, 79-80, 149; Philanthropos (Newport Her- 

Rational Religion, 240; A Friend to Free- ald), 456, 660-62, 1051-53; Philanthropos 

dom of Election, 690-91; A Friend to Good (Tench Coxe), 53, 92, 104, 107n; Philelaeth- 

Government (Newport Herald), 238, 363-64; eros, 4, 53, 62—63n; Phocion (Theodore 

A Friend to good Government (United States Foster), 238, 354-59, 359-61, 381; Plain 

Chronicle), 69-70; A Friend to Justice and Truth, 5; Plain Truth (United States Chroni- 

Freedom, 686-88; A Friend to Justice and cle), 64-65; A Plough Jogger, 238, 253; Plu- 

good Government, 712n, 763-64; A Friend tarch, 713n, 860-62; Political Driver, 17; Po- 

to Paper Money, 238, 271-72; A Friend to litical Hermit (Arthur Fenner), 365, 365n, 

Rule and Order, 4, 139, 731, 731n; A Friend 861; Political Scraps, 239; Politicians.—A 

to the Confederation, 34; A Friend to the Scrap, 819-20; Portius, 6; Prudens, 713n, 

Rights of Mankind, 382-83, 392, 393n; A 809-10, 815n; Publius (Alexander Hamil- 

Friend to the State, 455, 493-94, 493n; A ton, James Madison, John Jay), lviii, 5, 63- 

Friend to the State of Rhode-Island, 712n, 64; A real Federalist, 72, 100, 238, 244—45n, 

723-27, 730n, 734, 735n, 758, 760n, 968n, 259-60; A Real Old Whig, 637-39; A Real 

969n; A Friend to the Town, 489n; A Friend Patriot, 239; The Recantation, 238, 394- 

to the Union, 238, 413-17; Friends to the 98n; Republican, 305n; A Rhode-Island
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Landholder, 4, 80, 97, 146-51; A Rhode-Is- concerned with, 254; people governed by, 

land Man, 4, 53, 92, 102-8n, 114-18; A 340; requires a decisive action regarding RI, 

Rhode-Islander, 351, 429n, 435; A Rhode- 876; requires diminishing party spirit, 295; 

Islander (two items), 267n, 272-73; Rho- RI needs a state convention to discuss, 131; 

diensis, 238, 418-22, 433, 434n; Satietas, 79; should be sought, 774; toasted, 295, 350, 

Senex, 113; Smithfield Money-changer (John 1030. See also General welfare; Happiness; 

Sayles), 13, 14n; A Soldier, 1077-79; Solon, Patriotism; Virtue 

junior (also Solon, Jr. and Solon, jun.) (Da- | PUBLIC OPINION: in RI of interest to others, 

vid Howell), 238, 347-48n, 352-54, 377- 795; strength of government depends upon, 

79n, 386-88, 399-400, 465n, 712n, 737- 290; will soon favor ratification in RI, 763; 

40n, 744-47n, 750-5I1n, 969n, 1026-27; A wrong only briefly, 774-75. See also Foreign 
Song (1768), 1018n; Spectator, 712n, 798- opinion of the U.S.; Honor; The People; 

99; Tamony, 7; The Tanner of Hopkinton Ratification, prospects for 

(Abel Tanner), 18, 19n; A Téte a Téte, or © PuBLIC SprRit: checks avarice, ambition, and 

Whispering Dialogue, 238; Thorn, 79; Tib. vanity, 539. See also Patriotism 

Gracchus, 238, 278-80; Twelfth Federal Pil- PuLmMan, NATHANIEL (West Greenwich), 215* 

lar, 644n; Uncus, 5, 70; Uniform, 695n,697- =PUNISHMENT: cruel and unusual prohibited, 

99; Union & Federalism, 277; Upland 978, 1084 

Thorn, 79; Veritas, liv; Veritatis Amicus (Da- | PURKIN, WILLIAM (Charlestown), 155* 

vid Howell), 513n; “Vir.,” 4, 73-75; “W.,” | PUTNAM, JOCKTHAN (Glocester), 167* 

655n; The Weekly Reviewers, 359-61, 359n; 

“X.,”" 803n, 819, 827; “X,” 712n; “X.Y,” QuAKERS: address of to President Washington, 

256; “Y,” 113; A Yankee, 6, 151n; “Z.”’ (New- 718, 718n; attacked by Antifederalists, 698; 

port Mercury), 456, 653-55, 655n, 807n; “‘Z.”” and Baptist petition for religious freedom to 

(United States Chronicle), 75n, 81-82, 113, Continental Congress (1774), 808, 809n; 

245, 273, 278-80; “Z’’ (Philadelphia Free- and Bible reading, 55n; contemptible poli- 

man’s Journal), 7 ticians, ruled by their feelings not reason, 

PUBLIC CREDIT: Alexander Hamilton reports 857-58; deserve protection in Constitution 

on, 932n; can be secured without ratifica- as conscientious objectors, 247; favor con- 

tion, 258; Constitution will restore, 76, 257, gressional prohibition of slave trade in 

375, 654, 1069, 1070, 1080; depends on suf- 1808, 955; Henry Knox’s plan to nationalize 

ficient revenue to pay interest, 754; public militia may anger, 754; memorial of to re- 

faith toasted, 1068, 1075; RI lacks, 50, 56, peal tender provision and limitation act, 

119, 251, 266, 459, 572, 746, 826; RI outside 123, 158, 178, 184-85, 185, 210, 230, 231, 

Union threatens, 726; states must pay their 249; mocked for rejection of titles, 544; no 

fair share of requisitions to maintain, 363- better than other people, 858; oppose Con- 

64; still sound under Articles of Confeder- stitution at first because of slave provisions, 

ation, 115; suffers under Articles of Confed- 955; oppose slave trade, 43-44, 48-49, 54, 

eration, 253. See also Debt, U.S.; Debts, state; 55n, 307, 308n, 800, 800n, 808, 857-58, 

Honor; Justice; Virtue 858n, 865, 865n, 933n; as pacifists, 698; and 

PuBLIC CREDITORS: called Philistines, xxxvi; RI radical economic plan, 249; rights of 

and forfeiture of claims on debt under mankind not defended by in American Rev- 

paper-money act, xxxiv; have defrauded olution, 858; shifting historical attitudes to- 

soldiers, 275; impatient to have US debt wards, 858; strength of in RI, 480-81; will 

funded, 896; justice demands state fund support Antifederalists (or Country party), 

full debt to, 755; lose their securities, 557; 249-50 

original security holders in RI not paid, QUARTERING OF TROOPS: amendment to Con- 

874; RI will be, 1089. See also Debt, U:S.; stitution prohibiting, 1083 

Debts, state 

PuBLic DEBT. See Debt, U.S.; Debts, state RALPH, JABES (Scituate), 202* 

PusLic Goon: Country party works against, Ramsay, DAvIpD (S.C.) 

799; Federalist coalition prox of April 1790 = —letter from, quoted, 268n 
supports, 771-72; knowledge of diminishes Ramsay, JAMES (Great Britain), 37, 38n 

ignorance, 267; officeholders should be RANDALL, HENRY (Cranston), 159*
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RANDALL, HENRY, JR. (Cranston), 160* —by numbers: eight states have ratified, 241, 

RANDALL, JOB (Scituate), 203* 270-71; eleven states have ratified, 241, 366, 

RANDALL, JOHN (Cranston), 159* 413, 421, 456, 464, 468, 473, 482, 621-22, 

RANDALL, JOSEPH (Johnston), 174* 642n; five states have ratified, 98; nine states 

RANDALL, JOSEPH (North Providence), 189* have ratified, xxxix, 283, 284, 287, 288, 293, 

RANDALL, PETER (North Providence), 189% 296n, 308, 344, 345, 351; once nine states 

RANDALL, STEPHEN (Scituate), 202* ratify should go into effect with amend- 

RANDALL, WATERMAN (Cranston), 160* ments to follow, 378; ratification by nine 

RANDALL, WILLIAM (Cranston), 160* states changes situation, 347; ratification by 

RANDALL, WILLIAM (North Providence), 189* nine states imminent, 280; seven states have 

RANDALL, ZURIEL (Cranston), 160* ratified, 98, 101, 267; six states have ratified, 

RANDOLPH, EDMUND (Va.): as non-signer of 110, 136, 143, 149; ten states have ratified, 

Constitution, 53, 65; praise of for not at- 285, 349, 353, 354; twelve states have rati- 

tacking delegates to Constitutional Conven- fied, 674, 727, 728, 883 

tion, 92; RI reprinting of letter from R. H. — praise of, 343; achieved unanimously, 252; 

Lee to, 99-100, 107n, 245n called an easy transition, 660; called the 

—letter to Va. House of Delegates, 6, 91-93, great jubilee of America, 345; debate in, 

102, 239 27-28; as peaceful, 293; a peaceful revo- 

RATHBONE, ANTHONY (North Kingstown), lution, 150, 344; state convention method, 

187* 131-32 

RATHBONE, THOMAS (North Kingstown), 187* | —in states: all states have ratified, 1021; all 

RATHBUN. See Rothbun states ratified excepting RI, 665n, 669; co- 

RATHBUN, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* ercion may be counterproductive, 852, 875; 

RATHBUN, STEPHEN (Westerly), 214* false report that NH rejected Constitution, 

RATHBUN, WALTER (New Shoreham), 186, 109; Md. Convention beginning, 257; NC 

186* has ratified, 723; news of Va. ratification ar- 

RATIFICATION, PROCESS OF: all will be decided, rives in RI, 345; NH Convention adjourns, 

149; Article VI, quoted, 217-18; calling a 109-10; only RI and NC left to ratify, 640; 

convention will end RI’s troubles, 632; Con- opportune time for ratification in RI, 870; 

stitutional Convention recommends state ratification in Md., 261-62; RI is only state 

conventions (17 September 1787), 121, 124, not to call a state convention, 98, 100, 124, 

132, 137, 140, 195, 220, 221, 222-23, 224, 128-29, 137, 138, 197-98, 669; SC is eighth 

229, 230, 269, 445, 446n, 483, 495, 497, 509, state to ratify, 270-71 

539, 571, 621, 627, 873, 994n; federal gov- RATIFICATION, PROSPECTS FOR: delayed for 

ernment will remain unorganized until all lack of national experience, 291; favorable, 

conventions have met, 268; French Revolu- 265, 267; God will hopefully prevent, 248; 

tion compared to, 660-61; a liberal and not to be expected that all of the states 

manly discussion in other states, 727; non- would ratify immediately, 393; optimistic, 

ratifying states will not confederate with 252, 264-65; remaining states will take cues 

each other, 339; rejection of limited-term from neighbors, 545; will never happen, 247 

ratification, 366; RI needs more time, 591; —in Rhode Island: Beelzebub alone must re- 

in RI new revenue bill is step towards, 633; joice in RI’s refusal to ratify, 639; can no 

speculation about non-ratifying states, 4; longer be doubted, 716; conditional adop- 

text of RI referendum act, 133—35n; threat- tion or rejection unlikely, 867; doubtful, 41, 

ens dissolution of civil compact, 183; time 50, 252, 256, 552, 664, 706, 707, 712n, 722, 
to set up new government is just sufficient, 743, 749, 753, 762, 859, 866, 872; fair, 651; 

379 further delay would be considered a rejec- 

—criticism of: Federalist rush to obtain, 51, tion, 807; good, 711n; hopes it will not be 

73-74, 276; insufficient means for address- last state to join Union, 460-61; hopes it will 
ing constitutional questions, 183; referen- ratify, 145, 369, 385, 489, 598, 743, 749; im- 

dum not an acceptable method, 124, 131- proved in RI after liquidation of state debt, 

32, 138, 196-97, 198; referendum prevents 665n; improving, 300, 559, 669, 756; likely 

RI from offering amendments, 197; too far with congressional request, 566; majority of 

removed from the people, 275 citizens are opposed to, 973; might call a
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convention, 488; must submit, 366, 376, Ray, JOSEPH (Cumberland), 161* 

388, 401, 404-5, 466, 611, 659, 753, 763, Razr, ANTHONY (Cumberland), 161* 

808; needs amendments to save face, 510; RazeE, IsAAc (Cumberland), 162* 

no discussion of in nocturnal convention, RAZE, JOSEPH (Cumberland), 162* 

864; only state out of Union, xli; ratifies, | READ, GEORGE (Del.), 842, 843, 844 

xxvii, xliv, 1005, 1007; rejection expected, —letters to, 564, 749 

877, 886, 896; rejection in referendum ‘A REAL FEDERALIST,” 245n, 259-60; text of, 

might have some impact on other states, 244-—45n 

125; RI Convention will neither ratify nor “A ReaL OLD Wuic”: text of, 637-39 

reject, 907, 907n; should reject Constitution RECALL: filling vacancies made by, 22; and RI 
immediately, 734; some do not want to rat- delegates to Congress, 121-22; states should 

ify, 510; sooner or later will ratify, xlii, 460, be allowed power of, 830, 831, 832-33, 834, 

485, 508-9, 510, 548, 581, 660; the sooner 984n, 1002, 1022 

the new government is established the “THE RECANTATION”’: text of, 394—98n 

sooner RI will ratify, 405; state Convention ReEDWooD, WILLIAM(?), 511n 

will adjourn before it ratifies, 750, 751; REFERENDUM. See Rhode Island referendum 

strong hopes mingled with fears, 887; too REHOBOTH, Mass., 608n, 1024 

trifling to notice, 371; Constitution will be | RELIGION: American ancestors had Christian 

adopted as soon as Convention meets, 982; fortitude and courage, 343; basic principles 

will be adopted despite natural inclinations of right and wrong not followed by RI, 810; 

of Antifederalists, 869; will come in once celebration of Passover compared to Amer- 

other states ratify, 111, 125, 236, 379, 641, ican independence, 289; checks avarice, 

660; will not ratify, 28, 32, 59, 111, 228, 418, ambition, and vanity, 539; Christianity will 

533, 632, 761, 796, 893; will ratify, 90, 93, triumph, 661; US Congress should not 

119, 142, 257, 367, 368, 381, 406, 408, 410, countenance petitions motivated by, 865; 

512, 546, 554, 581, 586, 588, 594, 599, 609, and Conn. blue laws, 541, 543n; day of 

611, 647, 676, 677, 678, 679, 680, 681, 682, thanksgiving proclaimed, 635, 636-37, 636n, 

689, 715, 722, 723, 730, 748, 793, 836, 866, 639, 640n; declarations of scripture declare 

872, 873, 875, 880, 887, 893, 960; will ratify progress of mankind, 661; deistical princi- 

from self-interest, 852; will ratify if NY rati- ple growing, 246; deists were a majority in 

fies, xxxix; will ratify shortly, 512, 581, 676, Constitutional Convention, 247; delegates 

677, 678, 679, 680, 681, 719, 720, 730, 836, to Convention ought to love, 689; hymn 

960; will ratify with amendments, 412; will reference, 1047, 1047n; king as head of 

restore honor, 645. See also Rhode Island church, 144; Muslim celebrations and 

Convention Fourth of July, 290; no established church 

—in states: in Conn. good, 32; Conn. has rat- in RI, 939; RI Convention meets in Second 

ified, xxxvili; Ga. has ratified, xxxvili; good Baptist Church, 941n; RI Convention opens 

prospects that all will ratify, 50, 111, 119; with prayers, 941n; RI should be in constant 

Mass. has ratified, xxxviii, 257; Mass. will rat- prayer for Union, 183-84; should be kept 

ify, 32, 98; false report of NC, 4; hopes for out of government, 939; should be reflected 

in NC, 385, 407; likely in NC, xli, 277, 354, in code of laws, 540; should not be a finan- 

366, 369, 371, 377, 406, 412-13, 430, 453, cial drain on the state, 549; worship linked 

453n, 460, 512, 533, 616, 643n, 643n—44n; to Providence celebration of NH ratifica- 

NC will probably not ratify, 641; in NH tion, 294. See also Biblical references; Clergy; 

good, 32, 98, 111, 219, 277; NH has ratified, God; Religion, freedom of; Religious tests 

xxxix; NY has ratified, xxxix, 368-70, 371, | RELIGION, FREEDOM OF, xxvii; amendment 

378, 379, 385, 388n, 396-97; NY is uncer- proposed protecting, 218, 977, 997, 1083; 

tain, 395; NY will not reject if nine states Baptists petition First Continental Congress 

have ratified, 277; NY will ratify, 111, 354, (1774) for, 808, 809n; Congress should not 

366, 377; SC will ratify, 98, 99n, 237, 268; jeopardize, 939; Constitution will defend, 

Southern States certain, 262; Va. will ratify, 60, 344, 1059; French Revolution will estab- 

xxxix, 89, 262, 268, 277, 285. See also individ- lish in France, 661; guaranteed by RI char- 

ual states ter of 1663, 941n; limits to in other colonies 

Ray, Henry (Cumberland), 161* benefited RI, 939; politicians and philoso-
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phers long sought after, 548-49; in RI form Congress levies direct taxes, 218; states do 

of ratification, 977, 997; states should not not pay under Articles, 750. See also Con- 
jeopardize, 939. See also Bill of rights; Civil gress under Articles of Confederation; Tax- 

liberties; Clergy; God; Religion; Religious ation 

tests RESERVED PowERs: belong to states, 143, 219, 

RELIGIOUS TESTS: Constitution criticized for 294, 1084; none remaining for states, 247; 

absence of, 246; Constitution praised for in RI form of ratification, 976, 997, 1021; 

prohibition of, 548-49, 1064n; history of in James Wilson’s argument for, 33. See also 

RI, 549n Delegated powers; Implied powers 

RELPH, JABEZ (Scituate). See Ralph, Jabes REYNOLDS, ABLE (Exeter), 166* 

REMINGTON, BENJAMIN (Jamestown-Y): votes | REYNOLDS, Amos (West Greenwich), 215* 

to call state convention, 472 REYNOLDS, BENJAMIN (Exeter), 165* 

—in RI Convention, 904; votes, 976, 995 REYNOLDS, BENJAMIN (son of Jonathan) (North 

REMINGTON, HENRY (Warwick), 213* Kingstown), 188* 

REMINGTON, HEZEKIAH (North Kingstown), | REYNOLDS, BENJAMIN (son of R.) (North Kings- 

187* town), 188* 

REMINGTON, JONATHAN (Scituate), 203* REYNOLDS, FRANCIS (North Kingstown), 187* 

REMINGTON, JOSEPH, JR. (Scituate), 203* REYNOLDS, GEORGE (Exeter), 164* 

REMINGTON, JOSHUA (Johnston), 174* REYNOLDS, GEORGE (Exeter), 165* 

REMINGTON, THOMAS (Coventry), 157* REYNOLDS, GEORGE (North Kingstown), 188* 

REMINGTON, THOMAS (Warwick), 213* REYNOLDS, HENRY (Exeter), 166* 

REMINGTON, THOMAS, III (Warwick), 213* REYNOLDS, HENRY (South Kingstown), 206* 

REMINGTON, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 188* = REYNOLDS, JABEZ (North Kingstown), 187* 

REPRESENTATION: appropriate under Consti- REYNOLDS, JAMES (West Greenwich), 215* 

tution, 58; inadequate under Constitution, REYNOLDS, JOHN (North Kingstown), 188* 

52; needed in well-populated country, 131; REYNOLDS, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* 

praise of state equality in Senate, 58, 309, REYNOLDS, JONATHAN (Exeter), 165* 

358-59, 361-62, 825, 938, 941n; of townsin REYNOLDS, JONATHAN (North Kingstown), 187* 

House of Deputies, 44, 45n, 123-24, 126n, REYNOLDS, JONATHAN, JR. (Exeter), 165* 

127-28. See also House of Representatives, | REYNOLDS, JOSEPH (Exeter-N), 165;* and pa- 

U.S.; Republican form of government per money, 18, 19n; as RI Convention del- 

REPRISALS: kings’ and presidents’ powers over egate, 904, 976, 995; votes against calling 

compared, 144 state convention, 473 

‘“REPUBLICAN,” 305n REYNOLDS, JOSEPH (North Kingstown), 188* 

REPUBLICAN FORM OF GOVERNMENT: Constitu- REYNOLDS, JOSEPH, JR. (Exeter), 166* 

tion guarantees to states, 294; Constitution REYNOLDS, ROBERT (Exeter), 164* 

opposes, 453; defense of small republics, 76, REYNOLDS, SAMUEL (East Greenwich), 163* 

115; as goal of American Revolution, 822; REYNOLDS, STEPHEN (Exeter), 166, 166* 

happiness promoted by, 147, 353; majority © REYNOLDS, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 188* 

rules in, 147, 353, 774, 775, 784-85; Daniel REYNOLDS, ZACCHEUS (Hopkinton), 172* 

Owen supports, 771; praise of, 147, 248; RHOopDE IsLAND: call for division of among 
praise of Constitution as, 922; under RI con- other states, xxxvi, XXXVIiI-XXXVill, XXXIXx, 

stitution, 194. See also Government, debate 257, 362-63, 367, 368, 370, 385, 405, 410, 

over nature of; Representation 419, 420, 421, 484, 500, 730, 733, 734, 756, 

REQUISITIONS: can be used by Confederation 762, 811, 825-26, 879, 952, 965; cannot ex- 

Congress to raise revenue, 61; Confedera- ist as an independent state, 578, 687, 722; 

tion Congress refuses to accept RI paper citizens of compared to hogs, 870; citizens 

money in payment of, xxxv; demanded by of owe no allegiance to state government if 

Confederation Congress, 273; Gov. Han- outside of Union, 891; compared to Algiers, 

cock advocates paying to Congress, 363-64; 81, 430, 434, 434n, 797; Constitution printed 

if paid US debt will be reduced, 103; RI in, lviii, lix, 3, 25-26, 43, 44, 88, 121, 964, 

complies with, 61, 269; RI should be re- 970n; continues to abide in the principles 

quired to pay as leverage to gain ratification, of Confederation, 605; did not ratify amend- 

xliii, 657, 658; should be used before US ments to Articles of Confederation, 931n; as
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example of why Constitution should be nate and perverse, 553; returning prodigal 

adopted, 56, 85, 252, 429; God only can sister, 614; Rhoda, 1048; Rogues-Island, 274; 

judge, 882; important despite small size, sister Rhoda, 1048; spectacle of reproach 

149-50, 308; inhabitants of as stiffnecked and derision, 565; spirit of villainy, 296; that 

and dishonest, 564; inhabitants of have little insignificant, devoted spot of wicked- 

more natural genius and determination to ness, 429; this little stray commonwealth, 

secure liberty than others, 883; majority in 855n; trifling, 243; your little Sister Rhoda, 

lack honor, common sense, and honesty, 255 

616; maligned for religious and economic RHODE ISLAND CHARTER (1663), xxvi-xxvil; 

unorthodoxy, xxxvii; motto of, 394; pariah and representation of towns in House of 

among the states, xl, 256, 264, 279; people Deputies, 44, 45n 

of called deluded, 716; rapidly driving to- | RHODE ISLAND, COLLEGE OF (BROWN), 587; ad- 
wards ruin and disgrace, 741; ratification in dresses Washington, 1014, 1055, 1070-71, 

interests of, 700, 877, 879; seeks harmony 1074; celebrates Va. ratification, 349; re- 

and friendly intercourse with sister states, ceives Washington’s response, 1071; stu- 

605; should be considered as US ally, 850, dents celebrate NH ratification, 281, 282, 

853; toasted, 299, 350, 1054, 1056, 1060, 283, 284; Washington visits, 1055, 1066, 

1068, 1073, 1076; tradition of freedom in, 1067, 1074, 1076, 1078, 1079 

746n; uncertainty of being out of Union, RHODE ISLAND CONVENTION, 984n-—85n; agrees 

711n; will be sold along with Articles of Con- to support provision protecting state judi- 

federation (satirical) , 277. See alsoEconomic claries, 952; Antifederalists talk of circum- 

conditions under the Confederation; News- venting, xliii; Article I, section 10, read by, 

papers, in Rhode Island 937; Article II of Constitution read by, 937; 

—history and background: April 1786 elec- calls on town meetings to instruct delegates, 

tion, xxx; creation of counties in, xxvi— 711n; US Congress will await final action 

xxvii; early government of, xxvi; elections from, 860; discusses location of new govern- 

of, xxvli, xxxill; officers of, Ixxiv; settlement ment, 911; Federalists in discuss miseries of 

of, xxvi; towns in, xxvii; voting in, Xxvii seaport towns, 752; gallery behaves well, 

—described as, 484, 495; an Augean Stable, 761; might be influenced by US Congress, 

731; Botany Bay of America, 731; a bride 707; must consider necessity of adoption in 

fearful of matrimonial rites, 647; child of addition to quality of document, 728; not as 
the Union, 759; a coy, unwilling maid, 1048; important as the people, 939; opening ses- 

a degraded state, 261; this deluded State, sion of, 898; originates from the people, 

764; this Devoted State, 427; a disgraceful 961, 967; praised for service, 1028, 1029n; 

figure among the other states, 243; drowned purpose of is to critique Constitution, 937; 

in sin and misery, 243, 453; a federal gov- reads Debates, Resolutions and Other Proceed- 

ernment of towns, xxvii; in a fit of lunacy ings, of the Convention of the Commonwealth of 

and in need of blood letting, 885; a foolish Massachusetts (1788), 940; RI Trade Bill 

slut, 412; forlorn, 678; a foul quarter, 857; would provoke to oppose Constitution, 851, 

fraught with fraud and villainy, 512; a free, 852; toasted, 1016, 1024, 1030; unlikely to 

distinct sovereignty, 735; insignificant, 764; improve on Constitution, 884; will not be 

little nest of villains, 257; a little Refractory affected by spring 1790 state elections, 789 
State, 952; little sister, 408, 860; the little Sis- | —adjournment of, xlii, 714, 751, 753, 755, 

ter, 401; Little speck in Creation, 892; that 757, 761, 762, 764, 795, 807-8, 859, 873, 

little State, 264; the little W-h-r-, 402; a mir- 963, 973, 973n, 975, 1019; akin to rejection 

ror which shows a future without energetic of Constitution, 749, 891; Antifederalist pro- 

Federal control as anarchical, 228; a mole- posal to adjourn defeated, 984n; Antifed- 

hill amid twelve important mountains, 350; eralists conspire to adjourn, 706, 707; calls 

a nest of miscreants, 854; nest of smugglers, for prior question, 762, 898, 909n, 914; de- 

849; our little perverse sister, 140; our wan- bate over length of adjournment, 963-66; 

dering sister, 836; our wicked State, 269; decided at nocturnal convention, 761; ex- 

perverse or deluded brethren, 809; a petty pected to adjourn before ratifying, 751; mo- 

territory, 257; poor, lonely, divided state, tion for, 898, 930; rejected, 990n; some del- 

718; refractory fools, 660; refractory, obsti- egates in ignore instructions from towns not
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to adjourn, 983; warned against adjourn- 44, 46, 46n, 50-51, 51n, 77, 110, 121, 124, 

ment or rejection, 732-33; will adjourn, 126-28, 128-29, 129-33, 230, 237, 243, 

915, 916; will affect spring 1790 elections, 269, 275, 286, 407-8, 422, 424, 428, 450, 

768, 795; will harm RI, 686, 972-73; will not 452, 454, 457, 458, 459, 471, 537, 538, 539, 

ratify or reject, 907, 907n; without ratifica- 541, 544, 551, 552, 564, 571, 636n, 666n, 

tion would insult Congress, 724, 729, 971- 728; people to express opinion on calling, 
72 612, 614; RI only state not to call, 98, 100, 

—and bill of rights and amendments to Con- 124, 128-29, 137, 138, 143, 183, 199, 221, 

stitution: Antifederalists carry through amend- 222-23, 224, 235, 385, 571, 627; RI should 

ments to Constitution, 756; approves all but call, 351, 384, 431, 465-66, 565, 657, 671; 

two of US Congress’ proposed amendments some towns instruct deputies to call, 151, 

to Constitution, 899, 938, 939, 941n, 981, 408, 454-55, 457, 458, 482-83, 484n, 488, 

981n, 984—85, 989, 991n; approves amend- 496-97, 498, 499, 500, 501n, 503-5, 508, 

ments, 711n, 714n, 979-81; approves bill of 509n; uncertain whether RI will call, 657, 

rights, 71ln, 714n, 899; bill of rights re- 662; US House of Representatives rejects 

ported by RI Convention, 753, 757; bill of recommending that RI call, 648n; RI will 
rights suggested in, 751, 898; and commit- call, 282, 309, 345, 487, 489, 494, 506, 581, 

tee to draft bill of rights and amendments, 585, 591, 595, 596, 689; will call when par- 

757, 915, 916, 921, 936, 987; considers tisanship diminishes, 199; will not call, 641 

amendments to Constitution, 751, 974; lim- | —delegates to: Antifederalists in believed to 

iting slave trade, 899, 1002; opposes a bill of be poorly educated, 872; called reasonable 

rights based on NY’s, 982; orders distribu- men, 937; Antifederalists to will work for 

tion of bill of rights and amendments to reconciliation at home, 1019, 1019n; Fed- 

Constitution to voters, 753, 757, 973, 981; eralists in are men of ability, 722; instructed 

paper money amendment, 979, 1001-2; by towns, 1028; as members of RI legisla- 

proposed by Mass., 940; proposed by NC, ture, 964, 970n; should not be swayed by 

940; proposed by NY, 939-40; proposed by party spirit, 732; should not have their 

Va., 940; proposes bill of rights and amend- minds made up, 691; will be symbols of jus- 

ments, xlii, 974, 976-79, 1019; in RI form tice and virtue, 742 

of ratification, 1000-1004n; state amend- —election of delegates to, xlii, 684-708; ad- 

ments to Constitution read in, 936; submits vice for freemen of Providence choosing 

proposed bill of rights and amendments to delegates to, 685; advice to delegates of, 

towns, 830-36; suggested in, 898 723-27; all freemen should participate in 

—calls for: act calling, xli-xli, 636n, 645n, nominating process, 691-92; Antifederalist 

668, 675—76n, 680, 682, 683, 684, 686, 714, majority in, 711n, 722, 743, 748, 749, 762, 

715, 719, 720, 722, 749, 793, 859, 873, 948n, 815, 859, 907, 982, 1042; commentaries on, 

959-60, 962, 969n, 975; act calling called a 705-8; compromised by conspiracies, 690; 

“spark of federal fire,’ 715; called, 43, 44, drunkenness will compromise election pro- 

46, 50, 83—84n, 84, 100, 101, 138, 198, 219- cess, 697; Federalists should serve in, 697; 

20, 220, 222-23, 645n, 666n—667n, 671, Federalists unhappy with results of, 705-6, 

680, 682, 683, 684, 686, 689, 722, 722n, 723, 707; intentions are not enough to merit 

1019; calling of to be discussed in town election, 692; reasons to draft instructions, 

meetings, 601; calling of will end congres- 700; relinquishing power of nomination 

sional acts against RI commerce, xli, 701; privileges designing men, 692; should be 

Gov. John Collins and calling of, xlii, xliu, done by ballot, 691; to take place in town 

308, 666n, 671, 671n, 673, 673n, 678, 679, meetings, 693; towns should elect deputies 

680, 682, 683, 719, 887; commentaries on who favor Constitution, 475; 

legislature’s calling of, 678-84n; deputies | —form of ratification, 996-—1004n; orders 300 

instructed not to call, 457, 481, 621-22, 630, copies to be printed, 985n, 990, 1003n; 

649-50; hope God will help call in RI, 591; printed as broadside, 1012; proposed, 984n; 

House of Magistrates delays, 666n, 670, 672, sends to US Congress, 902; sent to George 

680, 682, 683; legislature postpones consid- Washington, 985n, 1038 

eration of, 505, 508, 510; legislature rejects © —housekeeping: clergy thanked for their 

call of, xxxvil, Xxxvill, Xxxxix, xl, xli, 3-4, 43, good offices, 990, 1003n; declines to read
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Constitution, 914; does not discuss Consti- for requesting leniency from US Congress, 

tution, 760; full attendance in, 898; moni- 613; declares Treaty of Peace law of the 

tors elected in, 908, 909n, 912; no official land, 30; described as ignorant puppies, 

chaplain in, 939, 941n; Daniel Owen elected 679; and election of US senators, 667n, 671, 

president of, 898, 903, 906, 907; Daniel 866-67, 1007, 1008, 1027, 1029, 1045-46; 

Owen thanked for presiding, 990; reads failed session, 30; fails to protect constitu- 

Constitution, 917, 938; remuneration of del- ents from dangers or embarrassments, 539; 

egates to, 695, 696, 697, 703n, 903, 1010- Federalist majority in, 599, 753; formulates 

12; resolutions of RI General Assembly read plan for collecting taxes, 601; governed by 

in, 908; resolutions of US Congress read in, the voice of the people, 674; insulted by 

908; rules and orders in, 898, 906, 907, 908, celebration of NH ratification in Provi- 

909, 909n, 910-12, 913n, 914, 915, 916; dence, 298; intends to honor financial re- 

Daniel Updike elected secretary of, 898, sponsibilities to US Congress, 603; measures 

906, 907 of reflect badly on character of RI, xxxvi; 

—proceedings and debates: debates in, 936- members of given broadside copies of RI 

42n, 943—48n, 950-51, 951-68; Theodore Convention’s bill of rights and amendments 

Foster’s notes of debates in, lix—lx, 900- to Constitution, 901; opposition to Consti- 

901, 906, 909n, 910-14n, 917-34n, 936- tution result of indecision of council, 875; 

42n, 943-48n, 951-71n, 973n; newspapers Opposition to Constitution result of party 

print proceedings of, 754, 754n, 901-2, 949, conflict rather than determination to reject, 

972-76, 987, 1028-30n; proceedings of, 875; orders 1,000 copies of Constitution 

936, 942—43n, 949; Daniel Updike’s notes printed as broadside, xxxvii, 3, 26, 43, 136, 

of debates in, 900, 909, 917-—34n, 936-—42n, 140, 234; orders delegates to Confederation 

950-51 Congress, 255, 256n; orders printing and 

—and ratification: fails to ratify the Constitu- distribution of 150 copies of US Congress’ 

tion in the first session, 711n; Federalists in amendments, xli, 1082; passes legislation 

attempt to force vote on, 755; hard to get disadvantaging mercantile towns, Xxxiil; 

motion to, 982; hopes second session will passes Revenue Act, 735n; predicts speedy 

ratify, 810; joining Union should be as great ratification, 723; proceedings of, 616-19, 

a concern as ratification, 744; praised for 634-37; Providence petition to, 193-98; 

caution in not ratifying immediately, 798; provides for collection of same impost du- 

ratifies, xxvul, xliv, 985n, 989-90, 1014, ties as those called for by US Congress, x]; 

1028, 1039; reports of ratification by, 1014- recognizes advantages of ratification, 700; 

50; reservations to ratification, 999-1000; rejects Constitution, 256; requests US Con- 

should not ratify until Senate’s bill to boy- gress to postpone foreign duties on RI, 678- 

cott RI is repealed, 850; will likely ratify, 748; 79, 723; resolution of requesting governor 

would be encouraged to ratify if US Con- apply to US Congress to suspend acts 

gress encouraged them, 828 against RI, 676-77; resolution to distribute 
—site of: East Greenwich defeated as, 968; Lit- NY circular letter and form of ratification to 

tle Rest, xlii; Newport, 712n, 753, 795, 872, town clerks, xxxix—xl, 243, 425; sends acts 

893, 899, 968, 986, 1014; South Kingstown, to town meetings for consideration, 944— 

666n, 668, 669, 670, 675, 678, 679, 683, 686, 48n; should forsake local prejudice and 

898, 906, 907; convened in the Second Bap- party attachments when considering Con- 

tist Church in Newport, 941n, 984n, 987 stitution, 645; should notify Confederation 

RHODE ISLAND GENERAL ASSEMBLY: addresses Congress how RI would be willing to join 

Washington, 1079-80; agreeable to some Union, 417; supports ratification, 701; text 
provisions in Constitution, xxxix; allows re- of act requesting that US Congress retract 

quests for secret ballots in town meeting sanctions on RI, 701; text of address to Con- 

elections, 690, 691n; Antifederalist majority gress explaining rejection of Constitution, 

in, 227, 551, 562, 1043; behavior in June 602-3; voted to address President Washing- 

1789 meeting of, 538; bill adjusting terms of ton reaffirming loyalty to Union despite de- 

repayment of private debts proffered, 863, layed ratification, 600; Washington responds 

867; bill regarding equal representation of to, 1080-81; will collect federal impost, 554; 

towns in House of Deputies, 230; criticized will insist on amending Constitution, 613;
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will propose a bill for electing US represen- will not call convention without congres- 

tative, 1027, 1029; willing to grant addi- sional pressure, 552; will soon call, 345; will 

tional authority to Congress in place of rat- try to call state convention, 536. See also 

ification, 235 Rhode Island Convention 

—history and background: bicameralism of, | —and RI radical economic plan: penalty act 

xxvi; broad powers of under charter, xxvi; amended by, xxxi; redeems state debt, 

more powerful than governor, xxvii; serves XXXIli-Xxxiv; rejects repeal of tender law, 

as appeals court of last resort, xxvii; sits as a 544; repeals penalty acts and strengthens 

unicameral body, xxvi tender provision of paper-money program, 

—and Constitutional Convention: considers XXXill; requests towns to instruct deputies 

report of, 11, 42-47, 229-37; explains fail- on paper currency, xxix—xxx; suspends and 

ure to appoint delegates to Congress, xxxvii, repeals paper-money act, xxxiv; towns peti- 

3, 8, 9, 10, 19—21n, 23, 29, 61, 139, 199, 221; tion for state currency, xxix; votes to keep, 

reads congressional resolution of 21 Feb- 538, 541. See also Paper money; Tender laws 

ruary 1787, xxxv; refuses to appoint dele- © —and slavery: gradual emancipation law 

gates tO, Xxxv; response to boycott of Con- passed by, 48, 60, 236-37, 926, 933n; pro- 

stitutional Convention by, xxxvi. See also hibits importation of slaves, 48, 60; prohibits 

Constitutional Convention slave trade, 4, 32, 43-44, 48-50, 54, 60, 237, 

—and newspapers: biased reports of proceed- 924, 926, 933n. See also Slave trade; Slavery 

ings of, 243; ceases payment to Newport Her- |—special session of: called, xli, 10, 11, 673; 

ald for publishing acts, 278; news of leveling called to consider the dispute between 

bill is spread by Providence Gazette, xxxiii; re- Country party and mercantile towns, xxxi; 

port meeting of in East Greenwich, 471-73; considers a Sstate-trade system as proposed 

report meeting of in Newport, 499-505, by Smithfield Convention (1786), xxxi; con- 

537-39; report meeting of in South Kings- siders modification of state paper-money 

town, 458-60; report proceedings of, 3, 10- program, xxxii; tender acts to be repealed 

14n, 14-19n, 121-26, 229-32, 243, 259, in, 596 

269, 422-25, 456, 471-72, 472-73, 499- —letter from to US Congress, cited, 972n 

501, 501-3n, 856-57 —letter from to Confederation Congress con- 

—and RI Convention: act calling to consider cerning referendum, 229-31, 232, 234, 

Constitution, 675—76n; calls RI Convention, 234-—36n 

665-84n, 682, 683, 684, 686, 689, 699-700, —letter from to President Washington and 

703, 714, 715, 723, 793, 906, 946, 959-60, Congress, xli, 455, 605-7, 615, 616n, 660n, 

962; contradictions in its refusal to call, 223, 706, 707n, 896 

627; debates bill to call, 601; deputies of | RHODE IsLanD House or Deputies: about 

mercantile towns instructed to call for, 227; evenly divided, 662; agrees to appoint RI 

fails to call, 601; feels pressured to call, delegates to Constitutional Convention, 

665n; General Assembly should be called xxxv; allotment of deputies by town, xxvi, 

immediately after adoption of Constitution, 44, 45n, 123-24, 126n, 127-28; Antifeder- 

856-57; may never call, 562; must consider alist majority in, 866; call for special session 

consequences of further delaying, 536; passes to elect US senators if Constitution is rati- 

act requiring towns to meet concerning, xli; fied, 667n, 671, 673, 1006-7; clerks of, 

payment of Convention officials, 903; peti- Ixxxi; Committee appointed to draft letter to 

tions from Newport and Providence call for, Congress, 234; committee appointed to re- 

219-20; postpones consideration of, 505, port a scale of depreciation for paper 

508, 510; rejects call of, 3-4, 44, 50-51, 51n, money, XXxXiV-Xxxv; Committee appointed 

56, 60n, 81, 110, 124, 125, 230, 236, 237, to report on paying state debt, xxxii, xxxiii; 

269, 286, 422, 428, 452, 457, 544, 634, 634n; Country party takes control of, 597n; de- 

requires instruction of deputies on whether feats paper-money proposal in March 1786, 

to call state convention, 600, 603—4; reso- xxx; defeats test act, xxxii; Federalist gain 

lution of US Congress read in, 908; should in, 404—5, 408, 585, 586, 588; hopes to es- 

call to protect reputation, 609; text of act tablish paper money on firm basis, xxxii; 

directing freemen to instruct their repre- judges called on by to explain Trevett v. Wee- 

sentatives upon calling convention, 603-4; den (1786), xxxii; list of deputies in, Ixxvi-
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Ixxxi; as lower house of RI General Assembly, © RHODE ISLAND OFFICEHOLDERS. See Office- 

XXvVi; majority of members favor Constitu- holders, Rhode Island; Officeholders, state 

tion but are constrained by instructions, 634; | RHODE ISLAND REFERENDUM, 573n; Antifed- 

members of semi-annually elected by free- eralists do not have a majority of freemen 

men, Xxvl, XXvil; Motion to rescind tender in, 225; attempts to amend bill calling for, 

provision of paper money defeated in, 129-30; Bristol and Little Compton support 

xxxix, xl, 243; newspapers report proceed- Constitution in, xxxviii, 153-54, 174-76; 

ings of, 3, 121-33, 269, 537; proceedings of, called, xxxviii, 110, 121-237, 133, 133-—35n, 

234; reads Constitution, 44; rejects appoint- 220-21, 223-24; commentaries on, 217-28; 

ing delegates to Constitutional Convention, Constitution rejected by majority of towns 

xxxvi, 9, 29, 875, 876n; rejects population in, 227n, 687; contrary to mode recom- 

amendment to Articles of Confederation, mended by Constitutional Convention and 

931n; requests that Gov. John Collins apply Confederation Congress, 224, 571, 627; 

to Congress to delay foreign duties on RI, Country party’s true intentions in calling, 

667n, 671, 676; salaries of, xxvi; takes oath 227; defects in proposal for, 223; demon- 

to defend Constitution, 1043. See also Rhode strates republican principles of RI legisla- 

Island General Assembly ture, 235; deprives freeman of liberty, 183; 

—and RI Convention: calls, xli-xli, 665n, Federalists boycott, xxxvili, 151, 181-82, 

666n, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 678, 679, 680; 199, 219-20, 225, 227, 228; General Assem- 

dismisses proposal to call, xxxix; postpones bly considers results of, 229-37; positive 

consideration of, xl; rejects call of, xxxvii, vote in would lead to state convention, 132; 

XXXVili, XXxix, xl, xli, 44, 243, 424, 454, 457, praised, 275; presumed abortive by General 

459, 472-73; rejects Newport petition call- Assembly, 225; rejection of Constitution ex- 

ing for, 454; rejects Providence petition call- pected by General Assembly, 226; report of 

ing for, 454; text of bill calling, 668 sent to Confederation Congress, 229-30; re- 

RHODE ISLAND HOUSE OF MAGISTRATES: agrees sults of tallied, xxxvili-xxxix, 229, 231-32, 

to appoint RI delegates to Constitutional 232-33, 233, 235, 236, endpapers; votes in 

Convention, xxxvi; Antifederalist majority town meetings, 151-217; will be divisive, 

in, 588, 866; approves population amend- 150; will create confusion, 226 

ment to Articles of Confederation, 931n; —described as: anti-federal, 227; considered 

composition of, xxvi; demands to read in- an informal rejection, 388; illegal and un- 

structions given to deputies, 665—66n, 669; precedented, 225, 384-85; ineffectual and 

elected annually by freemen, xxvi, xxvii; indecisive, 228; insufficient means for ad- 

Federalists in hope to win seats with coali- dressing constitutional question, 183, 224, 

tion prox, 777; intervene in dispute be- 227-28; mode most likely to obtain ratifi- 
tween Country party and mercantile towns, cation, 136; seditious, 227 

XxXx1; Invited to Providence celebration, 288, RHODE ISLAND SUPERIOR CowurRT. See Judiciary, 

297; list of assistants in, xxv; no regular sal- Rhode Island, Rhode Island Superior Court; 

aries for, xxvi; proceedings of, 129-33, 234; Trevett v. Weeden 

rejects appointing delegates to Constitu- RHODE ISLAND TRADE BILL, 880, 882, 882n, 

tional Convention, xxxv, 9, 29, 875, 876n; 885, 885n, 886n; about to take effect, 951, 

requests town meetings to instruct deputies, 959, 962, 964, 966, 967, 969n, 971n; to be 

666n, 670, 672 678, 680; as upper house of considered by US House of Representatives, 
RI General Assembly, xxvi. See also Rhode 892; called a common calamity, 880; called 

Island General Assembly hostile, degrading, and unexpected, 873; 

—and RI Convention: call of hindered by, can only be prevented from taking effect by 

670; calls, xlii, 680, 682, 719; bill asking that RI ratification, 886; US Congress’ exemp- 

town meetings instruct on calling, 672, 673- tion for will end, 975; US Congress will delay 
75n; rejects call of, xlii, 666n, 670, 672, 680; enacting, 875, 961, 962, 963, 969n, 971, 

split on calling, 666n, 671 971n, 972, 973n; enjoyed by Federalists, 
‘““A RHODE-ISLAND LANDHOLDER”’: text of, 146— 880; originates with Oliver Ellsworth, 1040- 

51 41; pending before US Senate, 837-55, 873, 

‘““A RHODE-ISLAND MAN”: response to, 114-18; 876n, 878, 881, 1019-20; text of, 845-48; 

text of, 102—8n US House of Representatives opposes, 837,
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838, 848-55, 855n, 1020; US Senate passes, | ROBERTS, THOMAS (Scituate), 203* 

xliii, 876, 881, 892, 894, 896, 1020; willforce | RoBINSON, BENJAMIN (South Kingstown), 206* 

RI ratification, 869; will isolate RI, 960 ROBINSON, CHRISTOPHER (South Kingstown), 

‘“‘A RHODE-ISLANDER,” 267n; texts of, 272-73, 207* 

351, 435 ROBINSON, CHRISTOPHER, JR. (South Kings- 

RHODES, JOHN (Exeter), 165* town), 206* 

RHODES, NEHEMIAH (Cranston), 159* ROBINSON, JAMES (Newport), 593, 771-73, 776 

RHODES, WILLIAM (Johnston), 174* ROBINSON, JOHN (South Kingstown), 206* 

RHODES, ZACHARIAH (Cranston), 437 ROBINSON, ROWLAND (Jamestown), 173* 

‘““RHODIENSIS,” 433, 434n; text of, 418-22 ROBINSON, SYLVESTER, 865n, 869 

RicE, ANTHONY (Warwick), 212* RODMAN, ROBERT (South Kingstown), 207* 

Rice, DANIEL (Coventry), 157* RopMAN, WILLIAM (South Kingstown), 207* 

RICE, EBENEZER (Coventry), 156* Rocers, AMos (Hopkinton), 172* 

Rice, Henry (Warwick), 212* ROGERS, DANIEL (Newport), 593 

RIcE, JOHN (Coventry), 157,* 158* ROGERS, JOHN (Middletown), 177* 

RIcE, JOHN, JR. (Coventry), 158* RoGErs, JOHN (Newport), 178* 
RIcE, JOSEPHUS (Warwick), 212* ROGERS, JOSEPH (Newport), 593 

Rick, NATHAN (Warwick), 212* ROGERS, ROBERT (Newport), 593 

Rice, THOMAS, JR. (Warwick-N), 212;* as RI ROGERS, ROBERT (Richmond), 201* 

Convention delegate, 905, 976, 995; votes | RoGrErs, THomas (West Greenwich), 216* 

against calling state convention, 473 ROGERS, WAIT (Richmond), 201* 

RIcE, WILLIAM (Warwick), 212* ROGERS, WILLIAM (Pa.), 565; id., 566n 

Rice, WILLIAM (Warwick), 213* ROMAN CATHOLICs: end of religious test for, 

Ric vs. Poor, 697; congressmen of fortune 549n 

do not feel for common people, 930; fed- | ROME: civil war in republic, 292; festivals in his- 

eral Funding Act favors rich, 803; poor and tory of, 290; government of compared with 

needy in RI cannot survive out of Union, Constitution, 294; great in war, disintegrates 

966; ratification will help poor in RI, 746n; in peace, 411; was not built in a day, 1052. 

rich states will alter Constitution to their See also Classical antiquity; Governments, an- 

benefit, 938 cient and modern 

RICHARDSON, Davip (Glocester), 169* ROSE, JAMES (North Kingstown), 188* 

RICHARDSON, JACOB (Newport), 41 1n ROSE, JOHN (New Shoreham), 186* 

RICHMOND, ADAM (West Greenwich), 216* Rosg, THOMAS (New Shoreham), 186* 

RICHMOND, BARZILLAI (Providence), 287 Ross, JAMES (Westerly), 215* 

RICHMOND, Davip (Glocester), 169* Ross, PELEG (Westerly), 215* 

RICHMOND, EDWARD (Exeter), 165* Ross, WILLIAM (Glocester), 167* 

RICHMOND, JOHN (Exeter), 165* ROTATION IN OFFICE: in RI form of ratifica- 

RICHMOND, PEREs (Little Compton), 83, 175* tion, 977, 997-98 

RICHMOND, R.I.: approves RI Convention’s bill | ROTHBUN, GEORGE (Exeter), 165* 

of rights and amendments, 834; considers NY ROTHBUN, JOSEPH (Exeter), 165* 

circular letter, 446; RI Convention delegates ©ROTHBUN, OBEDIAH (Exeter), 166* 

from, Ixxx, 446, 703—5n, 905; vote on refer- © ROTHBUN, SIMEON (Exeter), 165* 

endum on Constitution, 200—201,* 233 Rowunp, Davin, JR. (Tiverton), 209* 

RICHMOND, STEPHEN (Exeter), 165* ROUND, JOTHAM (Tiverton), 209* 

RICHMOND, THomas (Little Compton), 175* Roy, WILLIAM (Coventry), 157* 

RICHMOND, WILLIAM (Little Compton), 175,* Rum, 488, 490, 632 

442; id., 486n RUMREILL, THoMaAS (Newport), 179, 185, 594 

—letter from, 486 RUNNOLDS, JAMES (Glocester), 168* 

RICHMOND, WILLIAM (West Greenwich), 215* |= RusH, BENJAMIN (Pa.) 

ROBARTS, EPHRAIM (Cranston), 159* —letter from, quoted, 55n 

ROBARTS, OLIVER (Cranston), 159* —letter to, cited, 55n 

ROBBINS, THOMAS (South Kingstown), 206* RUSSELL, BENJAMIN (Mass.), 637; as printer of 

ROBERTS, CALEB (Coventry), 157* Massachusetts Centinel refuses to print anon-
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ymous Antifederalist material, 51, 5I1n—52n, —in RI Convention, 905, 1042, 1042n; absent, 

56-57. See also Newspapers, in Massachu- 987, 990n, 996n; on committee to draft 

setts, Massachusetts Centinel amendments, 936, 940; votes, 976, 995 

RUSSELL, JONATHAN (Bristol), 154* SANDS, TREDWELL (New Shoreham), 186* 

RUSSELL, JOSEPH AND WILLIAM (Providence) SANFORD, JOHN (Portsmouth), 191* 

—letters from, 474-76, 476-—78n SANFORD, PELEG (Tiverton), 208* 

RUSSELL, WILLIAM (Providence), 287, 1064 SANFORD, RESTCOME (Portsmouth), 191* 

RUTLEDGE, EDWARD (S.C.): id., 892n SANFORD, SAMUEL (Tiverton), 209* 

—letter to, 892 SARLE, EZEKIEL (Cranston), 160* 

SARLE, JOSEPH (Cranston), 160* 

SAILES, NATHANIEL. See Searle, Nathaniel SAROLE, JOSEPH (Tiverton), 209* 

SAILORS: leaving RI for other states, 821, 828; SATIRE, 94—96n, 351-52; alliance between RI 

praise of as active and hearty, 1052; of Prov- and Algiers, 797; Antifederalists’ attributes 

idence in procession honoring Washington, of a governor, 780; Articles of Confedera- 

1066. See also Commerce; Shipbuilding tion for sale, 277; critical of RI Antifederal- 
SALARIES: amendment to Constitution limit- ists, 430-31, 449-50; defense of Newport 

ing change in, 1083; and US Congress, 572, Herald, 2771-72; division of RI between its 

636n, 981; enumerated for federal officers, neighbors, 362-63; A fair bargain, 1088- 

573n; Federalists defend, 620, 635-36, 89n; of Greenwichiensis, 759; has had an ef- 

645-46, 646n; officeholders’ are too high, fect, 371; one RI town should have drafted 

572, 640, 648, 697, 884; RI judges paid at new constitution for US, 137; by Peter Edes, 

six-for-one in paper money, 500; RI must 259; The Recantation, 394—98n; of Rhode 

pay portion of for federal officials, 533; RI Islanders, 280; spurious Centinel XV, 69, 70 

proposed amendment providing for state © SAUNDERS, AUGUSTUS (Westerly), 214* 

compensation for members of US Congress, SAUNDERS, CALEB (Hopkinton), 172* 

830, 832-33, 834; should be determined and SAUNDERS, EDWARD (Westerly), 214* 

paid by states, 921; Confederation Treasury SAUNDERS, HENRY (Hopkinton), 172* 

Board issues warrant to discharge debt owed SAUNDERS, ISAAC (Charlestown), 155* 

to William Ellery, 596 SAUNDERS, JAMES, JR. (Westerly), 214* 

SALISBURY, NIEL (Cranston), 159* SAUNDERS, PELEG (Westerly), 214* 

SALISBURY, PEARCE (Cranston), 159* SAUNDERS, UrIAH (Hopkinton), 172* 

SALISBURY, WILLIAM, III (Scituate), 202* SAwpy, BENJAMIN (Tiverton), 209* 

SALISBURY, WILLIAM, JR. (Scituate), 202* SAWDY, BENJAMIN, JR. (Tiverton), 209* 

SALSBERRY, JOHN (Little Compton), 176* SAwDy, WILLIAM (Tiverton), 210* 

SALSBERY, ABNER (North Providence), 190* SAWYER, LEMUEL (Little Compton), 175* 

SALSBERY, BENJAMIN (Glocester), 167* SAYLES, AHAB (Glocester), 169* 

SALSBERY, CHARLES (Glocester), 168* SAYLES, BENJAMIN (Smithfield), 205* 

SALSBERY, JOHN (Glocester), 167* SAYLES, CHARLES (Smithfield), 204* 

SALSBERY, STEPHEN (Glocester), 168* SAYLES, CHRISTOPHER (Glocester), 168* 

SALSBURY, GEORGE (Barrington), 153* SAYLES, DANIEL (Smithfield), 205* 

SALSBURY, PELEG (Warwick), 212,* 448 SAYLES, Darius (Smithfield), 205* 

SALT: duties on, 1090, 1091, 1091n SAYLES, Esek (Smithfield), 205* 

SAMPSON, SAMUEL (Providence), 192* SAYLES, EZEKIEL (Glocester), 167* 

SANDERS, BENJAMIN (Warren), 211* SAYLES, ISHMAEL (Glocester), 168* 

SANDERS, HENRY (Glocester), 168* SAYLES, ISRAEL (Glocester), 167* 

SANDERS, JACOB (Warren), 211* SAYLES, JOHN (Smithfield-N), 204;* id., 909n; 

SANDERS, OTHNIEL (Glocester), 167* called Smithfield Money-changer, 13, 14n; 

SANDERS, ROBERT, JR. (Glocester), 167* on committee examining referendum votes, 

SANDERS, STEPHEN (Glocester), 169% 233; on committee to draft a bill to repeal 

SANDS, EDWARD (New Shoreham), 186* tender act, 618n; and Fourth of July 1788 

SANDS, JOHN (New Shoreham), 185, 186* and NH ratification celebration in Provi- 

SANDS, Ray (South Kingstown, New Shoreham- dence, 299, 302, 303; in House of Deputies, 

A), 208,* 996 12-13, 122, 127, 128, 230, 628; introduces
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import duties in RI legislature, 601; as mem- 60, 864, 866, 871, 890-91, 891n; suffer with- 

ber of Providence Abolition Society, 933n; out ratification of Constitution, 483, 488, 

votes against calling state convention, 473 752, 972-73; surrounding farmers con- 

—in RI Convention, 905; on committee to nected to, 734; toast to harmony between 

draft amendments, 936, 940; motions of, country towns and, 346; will petition Con- 

898, 909, 912, 940; responses to speeches of, gress for protection, 491, 495, 506, 509, 

944, 959, 962; speeches of, 910, 912, 937, 510-11, 1051. See also Commerce; Federal- 

951, 953, 956, 958, 959; votes, 976, 995 ists; Mercantile towns; Newport, R.I.; Provi- 

SAYLES, JOHN, III (Smithfield), 204* dence, R.I. 

SAYLES, JOHN, JR. (Smithfield), 204* SEARLE. See Sarle 

SAYLES, OZIEL (Smithfield), 204* SEARLE, NATHANIEL (Little Compton), 83, 

SAYLES, SILVANUS (Smithfield), 204* 84n, 175* 

SAYLES, SMITH (Smithfield), 205* SEARLES, EDWARD (Scituate), 203* 

SAYLES, STEPHEN (Smithfield), 205* SEARS, GEORGE (Newport-Y), 593, 624; on 

SAYLES, STUKELY (Smithfield), 205* committee to draft bill to repeal tender act, 

SAYLES, SYLVANUS (Smithfield), 628, 671n, 618n; on committee to draft petition pro- 

778 testing foreign duties levied against RI, 579, 
SAYLES, THOMAS (Glocester), 168* 582; elected and instructed as deputy, 179, 

SCHUYLER, PHILip (N.Y.), 842, 843, 844; id., 185, 482-83, 484n; as RI Convention dele- 

1016n gate, 694, 905, 976, 986, 994 

—letter from, 891n SEAVOUR, OBED (Smithfield), 205* 

—letters to, 1015-16; cited, 706n SECESSION: RI should not be allowed to secede 

SCITUATE, R.I.: considers NY circular letter from Union, 822; of RI would be disastrous, 

and second constitutional convention, 446— 733; some towns will leave RI and join Mass. 

47; considers RI Convention’s bill of rights and Conn., 458, 461, 469, 484, 488, 503, 

and amendments, 834-35; deputies from, 534, 572-73, 655, 712n, 714, 822, 825-26, 

Ixxx; favored test act, xxxii; instructs depu- 828-29, 859-60, 864, 866, 871, 890-91, 891n 

ties against calling state convention, 628; RI SECRECY: in Constitutional Convention, 69, 

Convention delegates from, 835, 905; vote 112; of East Greenwich prox of March 1789, 

on referendum on Constitution, 201-—3,* 488; of Federalists in Providence, 788; of 

233 South Kingstown prox of March 1790, 786. 
SCOTLAND: union with Britain, 107n See also Constitutional Convention; Noctur- 

SCOTT, JEREMIAH (Cumberland), 161* nal conventions 

SCOTT, JOSEPH (Coventry), 156* SECTIONALISM: Congress sets import duties 

Scott, NATHAN (Coventry), 157* based upon, 512; feature of American poli- 

SCRANTON, DANIEL (Warwick), 213* tics, 545, 922; importance of RI in Congress, 

SEABERRY, CONSTANT (Little Compton), 175* 405, 512; RI and NC non-ratifications bal- 

SEABURY, JOSEPH (Tiverton), 208* ance, 393; RI and Vt. ratifications needed to 

SEAMANS, DANIEL (Scituate), 202* balance, 309; should be considered before 

SEAMANS, Levy (Scituate), 202* amending Constitution, 929-30. See also 

SEAMANS, WILLIAM (Scituate), 201* North vs. South 

SEAMEN. See Sailors SEDGWICK, THEODORE (Mass.), 564, 855; id., 

SEAPORT Towns, 360, 578, 591, 866; all fed- 371n, 836n; election of to US House of Rep- 

eral, 866; depopulating, 785; economic dis- resentatives, 550, 551n; facilitates ratifica- 

tress in, 746n, 785; foreign duties to be tion in Mass., 550; praised, 550, 881; and RI 

levied on RI disproportionately harm Fed- attendance in Congress, 126n; and vote on 

eralists in, 591; instructions to deputies, assumption of federal debt, 881n 

230, 231; may resort to smuggling if RI is | —letters from, 836, 877-78, 879n, 1022; cited, 

cut off from lawful trade with Union, 489, 880 

597-98; petition Congress for exemption —letters to, 371, 550-—52n, 880-81; cited, 

from foreign duties, 583, 584, 585n, 586, 548n, 879n 

588-95, 59’7n, 598; potential secession of, | SEGAR, JOHN (South Kingstown), 207* 

458, 461, 469, 484, 488, 503, 534, 572-73, SEGAR, JOSEPH (South Kingstown), 207* 

655, 712n, 714, 822, 825-26, 828-29, 859- SEGAR, SAMUEL (South Kingstown), 206*
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SEGAR, THOMAS (South Kingstown), 206* —letters to, 605-7, 615, 616n, 855 

SEGUR, COMTE DE (France) SENTER, Isaac (Newport), 464, 594; id., 464n; 

— letter to, quoted, 1054n and celebration of Society of the Cincinnati, 

SEIXAS, Moses (Newport), 594, 1061, 1063 346-47; on committee to draft instructions 

SENATE, U.S.: amendment proposing that sen- to deputies, 482-83, 484n; and instructions 

ators be elected like representatives, 218; to town deputies, 179, 185; on Newport- 

and amendments to Constitution, 1082; will Providence committee promoting coalition 

be aristocratical, 69; bill of demands that RI prox of April 1790, 771-73, 776; and peti- 

discharge Confederation requisitions, xiii; tion to Congress regarding foreign tonnage 

connection with president, 144; considers and impost, 579, 582, 592, 611 

boycotting RI, 837-55; considers treatment SEPARATE CONFEDERACIES: non-ratifying states 

of RI as foreign nation, 608, 860, 864, 867; will not confederate with each other, 339; 

election of, 144, 686, 738, 744, 808, 1014, not seriously considered, 339. See also Union 

1015, 1023, 1027, 1029, 1037, 1039, 1042, SEPARATION OF Powers: branches of govern- 

1043, 1045-46, 1050; equal state represen- ment should be distinct, 560; Constitution 

tation in, 58, 309, 358—59, 361-62, 825, 938, provides, 737-38, 1021; insufficient in Ar- 

941n; favorably compared with House of ticles of Confederation, 737-38; insured by 

Lords, 738; has lost sight of moderation and ratification of all states, 309; in RI form of 

forbearance, 881; has no judicial power, ratification, 977, 997 

145; journal of must be published as stipu- SHARP, GRANVILLE (England), 54; id., 55n 

lated in RI proposed amendments, 980, SHAW, IsRAEL (Little Compton), 176* 

1001; journal of to record yeas and nays if SHAw, NATHANIEL (Tiverton), 210* 

requested, 1002; location of federal capital SuHaw, PETER (Little Compton), 176* 

and importance of RI in, 893; Middle and SHAW, SETH (Little Compton), 176* 

Southern States do not want New England SHaw, THomaAs (Portsmouth), 191* 

to be strengthened by RI’s two senators, SHAyS, DANIEL (Mass.), 64; needed figure like 

545, 749; Northerners want RI in Union to show wrong path, 85. See also Shays’s 

with its two senators, 1020; power to con- Rebellion 

firm federal officeholders, 941n; receives SHAyS’sS REBELLION, 38, 84, 94, 272; Antifed- 

petitions from abolition societies, 933n; re- eralists equated with, 301; criticism of, 556, 

sponse to states delaying ratification, 545; RI 557n; crushed by Mass., 269; and Gen. Ben- 

and committee report of, 839; RI appoint- jamin Lincoln, 257n; RI compared with, 

ment of senators, 753, 983, 985, 1022; RI 509. See also Insurrections, domestic; Shays, 

Federalists hope to appoint one, 777; RI Daniel 
proposed amendment allowing states to re- SHEARMAN. See Sherman 

call and replace senators, 830, 831, 832-33, SHEARMAN, BENAJAH (Exeter), 166* 

834, 984n, 1022; RI proposed amendment SHEARMAN, CALEB (Portsmouth), 191* 

deleting its executive and judicial powers, SHEARMAN, CHRISTOPHER (Portsmouth), 191* 

830; RI senators hope to influence President SHEARMAN, CHRISTOPHER, JR. (Portsmouth), 

Washington, 1040n; RI senators would be 191* 

partial towards Antifederalists, 1039; RI will SHEARMAN, Davip (South Kingstown), 207* 

be equal to other states in, 717; salaries too © SHEARMAN, EBENEZER (Newport), 594 

high, 572; should take no more punitive mea- | SHEARMAN, EBER (Exeter), 165* 

sures against RI until after the Convention, SHEARMAN, EBER, JR. (Exeter), 165* 

875; term of, 144, 218; titles for, 493; toasted, SHEARMAN, ELKANAH (Glocester), 168* 

1024, 1030; will await RI senators before ap- | SHEARMAN, GIDEON (Portsmouth), 191* 

pointments for RI, 1018; will not write ad- © SHEARMAN, HENRy T. (Portsmouth), 190* 

dress to RI, 508 SHEARMAN, JAMES (South Kingstown), 207* 

—RI Trade Bill, xliii, 712n, 763, 870, 871, | SHEARMAN, JOSEPH (Portsmouth), 191* 

871n, 1019-20; influenced RI ratification, SHEARMAN, Moses (Exeter), 165* 

1014, 1043; opposition to passage of, 1020; © SHEARMAN, MOSES, JR. (Exeter), 165* 

passed, 881, 892, 894, 896, 1020; pending SHEARMAN, PELEG (Portsmouth), 191* 

before, 873, 876, 878; text of, 843-46n. See SHEARMAN, REYNOLDS (Exeter), 166* 

also Debt, U.S. SHEARMAN, ROBERT (Exeter), 166*
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SHEARMAN, SAMUEL (Portsmouth), 191* SHERMAN, RICHARD (Tiverton), 209* 

SHEARMAN, THOMAS (Portsmouth), 699 SHERMAN, ROGER (Conn.), 58, 1038; as A Citi- 

SHEARMANY, EBENEZER (Newport). See Sher- zen of New Haven, 513n; as Federalist 

man, Ebenezer leader, 543; proposed that amendments 

SHEFFIELD, EDMOND (New Shoreham), 186* should be printed at end of Constitution, 

SHEFFIELD, JOSEPH (Charlestown), 155* 575n—76n; requested by William Ellery to 
SHEFFIELD, THOMAS (Charlestown), 155* lobby on his behalf for federal office, 597; 

SHELDON, AUGUSTUS (Richmond), 200* as US representative, 597n, 752, 753n 

SHELDON, BENJAMIN (Smithfield), 205* —letter from, 512-13 

SHELDON, IsAAc (South Kingstown), 207* SHERMAN, SAMPSON (Portsmouth), 718 

SHELDON, JAMES (Cranston), 159* —letters to, 717-18; cited, 696n, 719 

SHELDON, JAMES (Richmond-N), 200,* 446; SHERMAN, SAMPSON (Tiverton), 209* 

id., 913n; on committee examining refer- SHERMAN, SILAS (North Kingstown), 187* 

endum votes, 233; on committee to draft in- SHERMAN, STEPHEN (North Kingstown), 188* 

structions to deputies, 446; on committee to SHIPBUILDING, 462, 463n, 466, 812; commerce 

make out Richmond’s accounts, 704; drafts in RI enables, 729; praise of, 1052; in RI suf- 

instructions for delegates to RI Convention, fers out of Union, 825, 826; Washington in- 

703-4; in House of Deputies, 127, 130; as spects Indiaman, 1067, 1074, 1076 

member of Providence Abolition Society, SHIPPEE, JOSEPH (Glocester), 169* 

933n; votes against calling state convention, SHIPPEE, THOMAS (Smithfield), 204* 

473 SHIPPENSBURG, Pa.: RI ratification toasted in, 

—in RI Convention, 704, 905; on committee 1054 

to draft amendments, 936; motions of, 911, SHIPPIE, THOMAS, JR. (East Greenwich), 163* 

939; speeches of, 939, 940, 951, 957, 958; SHOPKEEPERS: Of Providence in procession 

votes, 705n, 976, 996 honoring Washington, 1066 

SHELDON, JEREMIAH (Johnston), 174* SHORT, JAMES (Warren), 211* 

SHELDON, NEHEMIAH (Johnston), 174* SHORT, JOHN (Barrington), 152* 

SHELDON, NICHOLAS (Cranston), 160* SHORT, WILLIAM (Va.) 

SHELDON, NICHOLAS, JR. (Cranston), 159* — letter to, quoted, 855n 

SHELDON, PARDON (Cranston), 160* Stmmons, AARON (Little Compton), 176* 

SHELDON, PARDON (Providence): captain of | Srmmons, ABILL (Little Compton), 175* 

ship Warren, 1019 SIMMONS, ABNER (Tiverton), 210* 

SHELDON, POTTER (Richmond), 201* Stmmons, ADAM (Little Compton), 175* 

SHELDON, REMINGTON (Cranston), 160* SIMMONS, CALEB (Little Compton), 176* 

SHELDON, ROGER (Exeter), 165* Stmmons, GEORGE (Little Compton), 83, 176* 

SHELDON, STEPHEN (Cranston), 160* SIMMONS, GIDEON (Little Compton), 175* 

SHELDON, WILLIAM (Richmond), 200* SIMMONS, ICHABOD (Tiverton), 210* 

SHERBURNE, Henry (Newport), 594; as justice Srtmmons, Isaac (Little Compton), 175* 

of the peace, 501n; as RI deputy secretary, | StmMons, JOHN (Little Compton), 176* 

23, 122, 234, 236n; seeks federal office, 753; = Stmmons, NATHANIEL (Little Compton), 175* 

signs freemasons’ address to Washington, SIMMONS, PELEG, JR. (Tiverton), 208* 

1061; and Washington’s visit to RI, 1073 StmMons, WILLIAM (Little Compton), 175* 

—letters from, 682, 753-54; cited, 682n, 768, | Stmmons, ZARAH (Little Compton), 176* 

903 SISSION, RODMAN (Richmond), 200* 

—letter to, cited, 753 SIssON, ELIsHA (Westerly), 215* 

SHERMAN. See Shearman SISSON, GEORGE (blacksmith) (Portsmouth), 

SHERMAN, ABNER (Tiverton), 209* 191* 

SHERMAN, DANIEL (Tiverton), 209% SISSON, GEORGE (Portsmouth), 191* 

SHERMAN, EBER (North Kingstown), 188,* 443 SISSON, GEORGE (Warren), 211* 

SHERMAN, HENrRy (North Kingstown), 188* SISSON, GEORGE (Westerly), 214* 

SHERMAN, JOHN (North Kingstown), 188* SISSON, JAMES (Warren), 211* 

SHERMAN, LotTT (Tiverton), 210* SISSON, JOB (Portsmouth), 191* 

SHERMAN, NATHANIEL J. (North Kingstown), SISSON, JONATHAN (Westerly), 214* 

187* SISSON, JOSEPH (Portsmouth), 191,* 699
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SISSON, PARDON (Portsmouth), 190* horrent if applied to whites, 929. See also 

SISSON, PHILIP (Tiverton), 209* Fugitive slave clause; Quakers; Slave trade 

SISSON, RICHARD (Portsmouth), 191* —Providence Society for Promoting the Abo- 

SISSON, THOMAS (Tiverton), 209* lition of Slavery, 50, 857, 933n; criticism of, 

SLAVE TRADE, 569n; cessation of secondary to 925, 933n; disappointment of toasted, 1060; 

ratification of Constitution, 927, 929; US incorporation of, 858n, 1042, 1046 

Congress should have power to abolish, 923; = SLocuM, GILES (Portsmouth-N), 191* 

criticism of provision in Constitution con- —in RI Convention, 696, 699-702, 905, 1011; 

cerning, 8, 37-38, 49, 54, 61, 974; discussed on committee to propose amendments, 

in RI Convention, 899, 923-30, 946; dis- 987; votes, 976, 995, 1045n 

grace to liberty and humanity, 981; First © SLOCUM, JOHN (Newport), 594 

Continental Congress prohibits, 48, 955, SLOCUM, STEPHEN (Portsmouth), 191* 

968n; hard to prohibit unless all states SLocum, THomMaAs (Warwick), 213* 

agree, 928; hope that Constitution will end, | SLocuM, WANTON (Middletown), 177* 

307; New England rum used in, 490; New- Stocum, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 188* 

port merchants involved in, 969n; not RI’s = SMALL SraTEs: Constitution will benefit, 357- 

concern, 924; opposition to, 32, 41n, 43-44, 59, 361-62. See also Senate, U.S. 

48, 54, 55n, 762, 928; perseverance of SmiTH, ABRAHAM (North Providence), 190* 

toasted, 1060; petition to Constitutional SMITH, ARNOLD (Glocester), 167* 

Convention to abolish, 49, 865, 865n; peti- SmITH, CHRISTOPHER (Scituate), 202* 

tion to US Congress to abolish, 857-58, Smiru, DANIEL (Glocester), 167* 

858n; Quakers oppose, 43-44, 48-49, 54,  SmiTH, DANIEL, JR. (Smithfield), 206* 

55n, 307, 308n, 800, 800n, 808, 857-58, SmiTH, Epwarp (North Providence), 189,* 

858n, 865, 865n, 933n; regulation of should 473 

be left to states, 924; RI amendment con- SmirTu, ELISHA (Smithfield), 205* 

cerning, 834, 834n, 955-57, 974, 1002, Smrru, EsexK (Glocester), 167* 

1022; RI prohibits, 4, 32, 43-44, 48-50, 54, Smiru, Esex (North Providence), 189* 

60, 237, 237n, 924, 926, 933n; Second Con- SmiTu, EsEeK (Smithfield), 205* 

tinental Congress votes to discontinue, 957, SMITH, FREDERICK (Newport), 1059 

969n; several states have prohibited, 928; SMITH, HEZEKIAH (Mass.): id., 270n 

Southern States favor keeping open, 956. —letters to, 269-70; quoted, 270 

See also Quakers; Slavery SMITH, ISRAEL (Smithfield), 204* 

SLAVERY: abolition of by RI, 48, 60, 236-37, | Smiru, JAMES (Smithfield), 205* 

926, 933n; abolition of incompatible with SMITH, JEREMIAH (Exeter), 165* 

ratification, 927; abolition of will ruin peo- SMITH, JEREMIAH (North Kingstown), 187* 
ple, 926; and Bible, 929; cannot be abol- Situ, JESSE (Glocester), 169* 

ished completely yet, 926; compromises re- SMITH, JESSE (North Providence), 189* 

garding essential to maintaining the Union, SMITH, JOB (Providence), 288, 290 

857-58; Constitution criticized for not abol- = SmiTH, JOHN (Glocester), 167,* 169,* 831 

ishing, 247, 974; Constitutional Convention SMITH, JOHN (Johnston), 174* 
tried to suppress, 924; criticism of Consti- SMITH, JONATHAN (Scituate), 203* 

tutional Convention for extending, 54; in- SMITH, JosHuUA (Smithfield), 205* 

consistent with American liberty, 90, 247; SMITH, JOSIAH (Bristol), 154* 

necessary for Southern States, 925,927; not | SmiTH, JUNI (Smithfield), 205* 

prohibited by God, 926; Pa. act for gradual SmitTH, MARTIN (Glocester), 169* 

abolition of, 55n; petition to Constitutional SMITH, MELANCTON (N.Y.): id., 339n 

Convention for abolition of, 49; prohibited | —speech of in NY Convention, quoted, 414— 

in England, 54; in RI Convention, 923-30; 15, 417n 

RI not responsible for in Southern States, —letters to, 339 

923; Richmond proposes that effectual mea- SmiTrH, NATHAN (Scituate), 202* 

sures be taken to abolish, 834; Southern SMITH, NATHANIEL (Barrington), 152* 

States angry with Quaker antislavery peti- SMITH, NATHANIEL (Bristol), 154* 

tions to US Congress, 808; toast to emanci- SMITH, NATHANIEL, II (Bristol), 154* 

pation of slaves, 307; would be found ab-  SmiruH, NEHEMIAH (North Providence), 189*
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SMITH, RANDALL (Cranston), 159* SOCIAL COMPACT, 353; binds Union together, 

SMITH, RICHARD (Bristol), 154* 546; Constitution as, 857; individuals of 

SMITH, RICHARD (Scituate), 202* states must sacrifice some liberty to preserve 

SMITH, RICHARD, JR. (Bristol), 154* others, 732; instituted for protection, 785; 

SMITH, Rurus (Glocester), 779 started in Europe but not improved upon 
SMITH, SAMUEL (Bristol), 154* there, 732; theory of in RI form of ratifica- 

SMITH, SIMEON (Glocester), 168* tion, 976, 997 

SMITH, SIMON (Glocester), 169* SOCIETY OF THE CINCINNATI. See Aristocracy; 

SMITH, STEPHEN (Bristol), 154* Cincinnati, Society of the 

SMITH, STEPHEN (Glocester), 167* ‘“‘A SOLDIER”: text of, 1077—79 

SMITH, STEPHEN (Scituate), 202* SOLDIERS: toasts for those killed in Revolution, 

SMITH, STEPHEN, JR. (Scituate), 202* 347, 350, 1056, 1068. See also Army; Military; 

SMITH, THomMas (Glocester), 167* Militia 

SMITH, THOMAS (Smithfield), 204* ‘“SOLON, JUNIOR”’ (also “Solon, Jr.” and “Solon, 

SMITH, WILLIAM (Bristol), 154* jun.”) (David Howell), 465n, 712n, 969n; at- 

SMITH, WILLIAM (Mass.): id., 744n tribution of, 1026-27; texts of, 347—48n, 

—letter to, 743-44n 352-54, 377-79n, 386-88, 399-400, 737- 

SMITH, WILLIAM (Newport): id., 991n; as pre- 40n, 744-47n, 750-—51n 

siding clergyman at RI Convention, 904, | SOUTH CAROLINA: amendments proposed by 

985n, 989; signs address of Newport clergy Convention of, 240-41, 270; Assembly alters 

to Washington, 1059; thanked by RI Con- payment of private debts, 268, 268n; Con- 

vention, 990, 1003n. See also Clergy vention begins in, 268; Federalist majority 

SMITH, WILLIAM (Smithfield), 205* in, 268; as fictitious author of a letter to RI, 

SMITH, WILLIAM LOUGHTON (S.C.): id., 892n; 656; half of wealth is in slaves, 927; mer- 

accompanies Washington to RI, 1054, 1055, chants in accept paper money, 606, 607n; 

1065, 1074, 1076; speeches of in US House and prohibition of slave trade, 969n; ratifies 

of Representatives, 850, 851 US Congress’ amendments to Constitution, 

—diary of, 1072-75 730n, 941n; ratifies Constitution, 241, 270- 

—letter from, 892 71; refuses to give Confederation Congress 

SMITHFIELD CONVENTION (1786), xxxi power to regulate commerce, 739n; will rat- 

SMITHFIELD, R.I.: considers NY circular letter, ify Constitution, 98, 99n, 237, 268. See also 

447; deputies from, lxxx; instructs deputies Newspapers, in South Carolina; Southern 

against calling state convention, 628-29; RI States 

Convention delegates from, 905; vote on SouTH KInGstTown, R.I.: approves RI Con- 

referendum on Constitution, 204—6,* 233; vention’s bill of rights and amendments, 

votes no new instructions for deputies, 447 835; considers NY circular letter and sec- 

SMUGGLING: during colonial period, 490; US ond constitutional convention, 447-48; 

Congress should not be overly concerned considers repeal of tender provision, 554; 

with stopping, 852; Congress will guard deputies from, Ixxx; instructs deputies 

against by RI, 494-95, 849; in non-ratifying against calling state convention, 629; RI 

states, 512; resolution on by the Providence Constitutional Convention held in, 711n; 

Association of Mechanics and Manufactur- RI Convention delegates from, 905; site of 

ers, 1033n; RI called nest of smugglers, 849; RI Convention, 666n, 668, 669, 670, 675, 

RI may be involved with while not in Union, 678, 679, 683, 686, 898, 906, 907; vote on 

489, 597-98, 763, 763n, 804-7, 814, 816, referendum on Constitution, 206-8,* 233. 

821, 862, 896, 1019, 1035-36; RI Trade Bill See also Little Rest, R.I. 

would encourage, 851, 853. See also St. SOUTHERN STATES: angry with Quaker anti- 

Eustatius slavery petitions to US Congress, 808; and 

SNELL, DANIEL (Warwick), 212* apportionment of direct taxes, 917; com- 

SNELL, PARDON (Little Compton), 176* merce of dominated by Europe, 39; dislike 

SNOW, JOSEPH, JR. (Providence) , 219; id., 296n; power of Northern States in Congress, 104; 

and celebration of NH ratification in Prov- do not want RI senators to strengthen New 

idence, 294; offers prayers on Fourth of July, England, 545; favor keeping slave trade 

286 open, 956; need slavery to be viable, 925;
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Union might be abandoned by if constitu- SPECULATORS, xxxv; benefit from power of 

tional compromise over slavery is reopened, state assemblies, 275; criticism of, 556; pub- 

858; US president balances regional inter- lic debt of RI in hands of, xxviii, 874; will 

ests, 922; weakened by three-fifths clause, benefit from Constitution, 878. See also 

919, 920; will dominate Congress, 104. See Debt, U.S.; Debts, state 

also Northern States SPEECH, FREEDOM OF, 260-61; amendment to 

—and slavery in RI Convention: attachment Constitution protecting, 1083; Constitution 

to slavery, 923, 925, 926, 928, 956; not worth does not protect, 265; demanded at Ameri- 

angering when Constitution will not be can Revolution, 260; as a natural right, 653; 

changed, 927; responsible for their own leg- in RI form of ratification, 978, 999; still 
islation, 923; should be considered before held in RI, 265. See also Bill of rights; Civil 

amending Constitution, 929-30; should be liberties 

left alone, 925; should sacrifice interest in SPENCER, AMOS (East Greenwich), 163* 

slave trade for Union, 924 SPENCER, ANTHONY (East Greenwich), 163* 

SOUTHWICK, SOLOMON (Newport), lil; id., lvii; SPENCER, GARDNER (East Greenwich), 163* 

as printer of Newport Mercury, lvii; prints SPENCER, GEORGE (East Greenwich), 163* 

Washington’s last circular letter, 364n. See SPENCER, HENRY (East Greenwich), 163* 

also Newspapers, in Rhode Island, Newport SPENCER, JEREMIAH (East Greenwich), 164* 

Mercury SPENCER, JOHN (East Greenwich), 163* 

SOUTHWORTH, WILLIAM (Little Compton), SPENCER, MICHAEL (East Greenwich), 163* 

175* SPENCER, MOSES (East Greenwich), 163* 

SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY, 409, 412; RI amend- SPENCER, NATHAN (East Greenwich), 164* 

ment protects, 979, 1021 SPENCER, NICHOLAS (North Kingstown), 188* 

SOVEREIGNTY: central government needs, 103— SPENCER, SILAS (East Greenwich), 164* 

4; encapsulates freedom to choose alliances, SPENCER, THOMAS (East Greenwich), 164* 

735; equals happiness, 794; interests ought SPENCER, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 164* 

to govern, 804, 806; sovereign nations pro- SPENCER, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 187* 

tect each other, 735, 818. See also Govern- SPENCER, WILLIAM (West Greenwich), 216* 

ment, debate over nature of SPENCER, WILSON (East Greenwich), 163* 

—under Constitution: of the people, 235, 293, SPENCER, WILSON, JR. (East Greenwich), 163* 

638, 976, 997-98; states retain certain pow- SPINK, ISHMAEL (North Kingstown), 187* 

ers, 732; states will retain, 370 SPINK, NICHOLAS (North Kingstown), 188* 

—and Rhode Island: demands to retain, 258; SPINK, OLIVER (Exeter), 164* 

fears loss of, 419-21, 655n, 756; never as- SPINK, WILLIAM (West Greenwich), 216* 

sumed separate status during Revolution, SPRAGUE, ABRAHAM (Cumberland), 162* 

890-91; RI is sovereign and independent, SPRAGUE, AMos (Cumberland), 161* 

735; RI will go undefended, 760; RI would SPRAGUE, JONATHAN (Smithfield), 204* 

be fragile outside of Union, 894-95; will re- SPRAGUE, JONATHAN, JR. (Cranston-N), 159;* 

tain if it ratifies, 370 in RI Convention, 904, 976, 996 

— of states: to be protected by federal govern- SPRAGUE, JOSEPH (Smithfield), 204* 

ment as RI amendment, 979, 1000, 1021; Spracue, Rurus (Johnston), 174* 

beware loss of by states, 766; congressional SPRAGUE, STEPHEN (Cranston), 160,* 437 

repression of slave trade removes state sov- SPURR, JOHN (Providence), 1067n 

ereignty, 924; limited by Constitution, 665n, St. Eustatius: id., 736n; RI compared to, 434, 

941n; provided by Articles of Confedera- 434n, 652, 653n, 763, 820; RI will surpass in 

tion, 736n, 750; toasted in Providence, 299; wealth, 734. See also Smuggling 

will strive to retain, 1021 STAFFORD, ARNOLD (East Greenwich), 163* 

SPAIN: and loans to US, 760, 760n; no reason STAFFORD, EDWARD (Warwick), 212* 

to defend RI, 760; toasted, 474, 1024; will | STArroRD, JOHN (Coventry), 157* 

back a separate RI, 766 STAFFORD, JOHN (Cranston), 160* 

SPALDING, AHOLIAB (Smithfield), 204* STAFFORD, JOHN (Tiverton), 210* 

SPALDING, NATHANIEL (Smithfield), 205* STAFFORD, JOSEPH (Coventry), 157* 

SPECIE. See Money STAFFORD, THOMAS (Warwick), 213* 

“SPECTATOR,” 712n; text of, 798-99 STAMP AcT (1765), 556
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Stamp ACT ConGrRess (1765), 23n STEERE, WILLIAM (Glocester), 169* 

STANBOROUGH, JOHN, JR. (Hopkinton), 172* STERRY, CYPRIAN (Providence), 1085, 1087 

STANFORD, JOHN (Providence): id., 296n; and STEUBEN, BARON WILHELM VON (N.Y.), 739, 

Providence celebration, 286, 294 740n 

STANLEY, COMFORT (Barrington), 152* STILLMAN, GEORGE (Westerly-Y): in RI Con- 

STANTON, JOSEPH, JR. (Charlestown-N), 155;* vention, 905, 976, 986, 988, 995 

id., 315; description of, 1045-46, 1049; STILLMAN, GEORGE, JR. (Westerly), 214* 

elected as US senator, 1041, 1045-46, 1049, STILLMAN, JOHN (Westerly), 214* 

1050; elected major general of state militia, STILLMAN, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214* 

261, 261n; as member of Providence Aboli- STODDARD, ARNOLD (Little Compton), 175* 

tion Society, 933n; as speaker of House of | SropDARD, BENJAMIN (Little Compton), 176* 

Deputies, 500, 501, 538, 566 STODDARD, BROWNELL (Little Compton), 176* 

—in RI Convention, 904; motions of, 940, 964; | Sropparp, Isaac (Middletown), 177* 

responses to speeches of, 945; speeches of, | STODDARD, NATHANIEL (Little Compton), 175* 

911, 912, 936, 952, 955, 956, 957; votes, 976, © STODDARD, SALISBURY (Middletown), 177* 

995 STODDARD, ZEBEDEE (Little Compton), 175* 

STANTON, ROBERT (Richmond), 703 STONE, ASABEL (Glocester), 168* 

STANTON, STEPHEN (Charlestown), 155* STONE, CHARLES (Scituate), 202* 

STAPLES, EBENEZER (Smithfield), 204* STONE, Ezra (Glocester), 168* 

STAPLES, JOSEPH (Cumberland), 162* STONE, JABEZ (Coventry), 157* 

STAPLES, ROBERT (Smithfield), 204* STONE, JAMES (Glocester), 168* 

STAPLES, STEPHEN (Cumberland), 162* STONE, JEREMIAH (Scituate), 202* 

STATES UNDER THE CONSTITUTION: Constitu- STONE, JEREMIAH (West Greenwich), 217* 

tion endangers sovereign immunity of, 409, STONE, JOHN (Glocester), 168* 

412; Constitution will control separate in- STONE, MICHAEL JENIFER (Md.), 851 

terests of, 886; danger of from federal gov- STONE, PETER (Cranston-N): in RI Conven- 

ernment, 69, 1021; have no reserved power, tion, 904, 976, 996 

247; restoration of peace and order, 1019; STONE, THOMAS (Warwick), 213* 

rights of will be protected, 58; sovereignty STONE, WESTCOT (Coventry), 156* 

of guaranteed in RI proposed amendments, STONE, WILLIAM (Coventry), 158* 

979, 1000; will be mere corporations, 61. See = STONE, WILLIAM, JR. (Coventry), 157* 

also Legislatures, state; Sovereignty; Suprem- STRAIGHT, JOSEPH (Warwick), 212* 

acy clause STRAIGHT, NATHAN (West Greenwich), 216* 

STEADMAN, DANIEL (South Kingstown), 207* STRAIGHT, SAMUEL (Coventry), 157* 

STEADMAN, JAMES (South Kingstown), 206* STRAIT, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* 

STEADMAN, THOMAS, JR. (South Kingstown), STRAIT, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216* 

207* STRANGUE, WILLIAM (Exeter), 165* 

STEADMAN, WILLIAM (South Kingstown), 206* = STREETER, GEORGE (Smithfield), 204* 

STEELE, JOHN (N.C.): id., 882n STRONG, CALEB (Mass.), 842, 843, 844; id., 

—letters from, 881-82; quoted, 837; cited, 747n; on US Senate committee to boycott 

882n RI, 838 

STEERE, CALEB (Glocester), 168* —letters from, 747, 749, 877, 879n; cited, 880 

STEERE, ELISHA (Glocester), 169* SUGAR, CHRISTOPHER (Westerly), 214* 

STEERE, ENOCH (Glocester), 167* SULLIVAN, JAMES (Mass.): id., 535n—36n 

STEERE, JOB (Glocester), 168* —letters from, 534—36n; cited, 545n 

STEERE, JOHN (Glocester), 169* —letter to, 545 

STEERE, NOAH (Glocester), 168* SULLIVAN, JOHN (N.H.), 6, 387, 388n; id., 892n 

STEERE, RuFus (Glocester), 169 —letter from, 892 

STEERE, STEPHEN (Glocester-N) , 167;* id., 941n SUNDERLIN, AUGUSTUS (Exeter), 165* 

—in RI Convention, 904; on committees, 936, SUNDERLIN, DANIEL (Exeter), 165* 

940, 988, 991; motions of, 936, 950, 958; re- SUNDERLIN, DANIEL, JR. (Exeter), 165* 

sponses to speeches of, 936; speeches of, SUPREMACY CLAUSE: criticism of, 61, 75. See 

937, 938; votes, 976, 995 also Sovereignty; States under the Consti- 

STEERE, THOMAS (Glocester), 168* tution
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SwANn, THOMAS (Bristol), 154* TANNER, SAMUEL (West Greenwich), 216* 

SWANZEY, MAss., 1024 TANNER, WILLIAM (Hopkinton), 172* 

SWEET, BENAJAH (Smithfield), 205* TANNER, WILLIAM, IT (Hopkinton), 172* 

SWEET, BURTON (West Greenwich), 217* TANNER, WILLIAM, JR. (Hopkinton), 172* 

SWEET, ELISHA (West Greenwich), 216* TARBOROUGH, N.C., 375 

SWEET, HENRY (West Greenwich), 216* TARBOX, JOHN (East Greenwich), 163* 

SWEET, JABEZ (Exeter), 165* TARBOX, SAMUEL (East Greenwich), 163* 

SWEET, JAMES (East Greenwich), 163* TARBOX, SPINK (Coventry), 156* 

SWEET, JAMES (Johnston), 174* TAXATION, 463; bonds on RI’s foreign com- 

SWEET, JAMES (North Kingstown), 188* merce suggested as inducement to call 

SWEET, JEREMIAH (Glocester), 167* convention, 586, 641-42; cannot be levied 

SWEET, JESSE (West Greenwich), 217* without consent of the people, 977, 998; col- 

SWEET, JOHN (Exeter), 165* lection of revenue requires disagreeable 

SWEET, JOHN (West Greenwich), 216* measures to be adopted against RI, 877; and 

SWEET, JOHN, JR. (Exeter), 166* Confederation Congress, 274, 737, 740-41; 

SWEET, PELEG (West Greenwich), 216* Confederation Congress needs power over, 

SWEET, PENTACOST (West Greenwich), 216* xxxv, 104, 108, 230, 231, 232, 235; US Con- 

SWEET, PHILIP (Johnston), 174* gress imposes foreign duties on RI, 570-71, 

SWEET, PHILip (Smithfield), 205* 632, 635, 640, 665n; US Congress postpones 

SWEET, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 187* foreign duties on RI, 506, 598, 599n, 611, 

SWEET, SAMUEL (Warwick), 212* 667n, 671, 674, 714, 718-19, 720, 722, 723, 

SWEET, SILVESTER (East Greenwich), 164,* 729, 737, 794, 808-9, 961, 963, 969n, 971, 

439 971n, 972, 973, 973n; US Congress trusted 

SWEET, SIMEON (Glocester), 168* with, 739; US Congress will have excessive 

SWEET, STEPHEN (North Kingstown), 188* power under Constitution, 61, 69, 626, 648, 

SWEET, THADDEUS (Hopkinton), 172* 763; US Congress will never levy direct taxes 

SWEET, VALINTINE (Johnston), 174* except during war, 742; debate over in Sec- 

SWEET, WIGHTMAN (Warwick), 212* ond Continental Congress, 946, 948n; de- 

SWEET, WILLIAM (West Greenwich), 216* bated in RI Convention, 917-20, 953-55, 

SWEET, WILLIAM, JR. (East Greenwich), 163* 982, 1000, 1022; depreciation of paper 

SWEET, WILLIAM, JR. (West Greenwich), 217* money likened to, xxxiii; Federalists exag- 

SYMMES, JOHN CLEVES (N,J.), 276n gerate Constitution’s moderation of, 462; of 

grog in England, 931; impost best means of 

TABER, JOSEPH (Tiverton), 209* raising revenue, 535; made necessary by 

TABER, LEMUEL (Tiverton), 208* speculators, 275; as most important part of 

TAFT, Moses (Glocester), 169* governing, 490-91; motion to remove du- 

TALBOT, BENJAMIN, JR. (Providence): id., 31n ties on salt and molasses rejected, 635; ne- 

—letter from, 30-31 cessity of revenue will force US Congress to 

TALBOT, SILAS (N.Y.), 662; id., 31n act against RI, 896; objection to poll tax, 

—letter from, cited, 662 930-31, 974, 980, 1001, 1022; opposition to 

—letters to, 30-31, 219-20, 486, 491, 662- in RI, 1075; and payment of in paper money 

63n; quoted, xli; cited, 662 by RI, xxxi-xxxii; post-Revolution burden, 

TALLMAN, JAMES (Tiverton), 209* XXVill; proposed amendment to Articles of 

TALLMAN, JOHN (Portsmouth), 191* Confederation to share by population, 931n; 

TANDY, JOHN (Newport), 594 receipt of revenue from in RI, 124; RI de- 

TANNER, ABEL (Hopkinton), 18, 19n, 172* mands import duties paid in hard currency, 

TANNER, BENJAMIN (North Kingstown), 187* 633; RI legislature debates, 932n; RI legis- 

TANNER, FRANCIS (South Kingstown), 207* lature enacts duties similar to those of US, 

TANNER, HENRY (West Greenwich), 215* 500-501, 501-3n, 505-6, 507, 508-9, 514, 

TANNER, ISAAC (South Kingstown), 206* 515, 517-18, 600, 633; RI legislature passes, 

TANNER, JOHN (Hopkinton), 172* xxxiil; RI legislature will levy a tax if RI debts 

TANNER, JOSEPH (Hopkinton), 172* are requisitioned by US Congress, 659; RI 

TANNER, JOSHUA (Hopkinton), 172* proposed amendments concerning, 974, 

TANNER, Jos1as (South Kingstown), 207* 980, 1001, 1022; RI should stop collecting
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for US Congress, 734; RI will pay little in  Terrrr, IsrAEL (Smithfield), 205* 

Union, 572, 1089; RI willing to give Confed- ‘Trrrr, James (Smithfield), 204* 

eration Congress power to levy an impost, Terri, JAMES (South Kingstown), 207* 

258; RI’s calling of convention should pro- ‘TEFFT, JOHN (Exeter), 164* 

tect from congressional measures against ‘TEFFT, JOHN (Westerly), 215* 

the state, 681; toast to faithful maintenance =TEFFT, JOSEPH (Richmond), 201* 

of system of, 1068, 1075, 1076; unfair in TEFFT, PETER (Smithfield), 204* 

West Greenwich, RI, 763-64; will increase if Terrr, Rurus (North Providence), 190* 

RI delays entering Union, 733, 746. See also Terrr, SAMUEL (Scituate), 203* 

Debt, U.S.; Duties; Requisitions TEFFT, SAMUEL, II (Richmond), 201* 

—direct taxes: amendment that they be ap-_ Terrt, Tasor (Richmond), 201* 

portioned by value of property, 834; under  ‘TEFFT, TENNANT (South Kingstown), 206* 

Articles of Confederation, 948n; fear of TrFrr, TENNANT, JR. (South Kingstown), 206* 

need to levy on land, 885; land tax necessary Trrrr, THOMAS (Richmond), 200,* 446, 704 

if RI does not ratify, 962; opposition to, 965; TEMPLE, SIR JOHN (England), 401, 418-19, 

prohibited in RI proposed amendments 422n, 432, 433; id., 402n 

without consent of three-quarters of states, TENDER Laws, 576; Constitution will destroy, 

980, 1001, 1022; prohibited without requi- 252, 716; Constitution’s prohibition of 

sition, 218, 1000, 1001; will not be levied on praised, 65; of Mass. not extended, 277, 

land, 1089-90; will only be apportioned 2770 
among states, 931 —tender provision of RI paper-money act: 

—Tonnage Act (20 July 1789), 574n, 655n; ap- criticism of, 65, 252, 260, 476; elements of, 

plicability to RI questioned, 589; compared xxx; few debtors take advantage of under 

to the Intolerable Acts (Boston Port Bill), paper-money act, xxxili; maintained in RI, 

592; economic effects on RI, 581, 583; Fed- 551, 552; majority in RI support, 256; mod- 

eralists in RI disproportionately harmed by, ified, 859, 859n; obstacle to ratification in 

535, 573, 586, 589, 591, 729; foreign duties RI, 542, 554; Providence petition for repeal 

will harm RI if not suspended, 575, 677; RI of, 467-68, 469-70, 496, 498, 503; remains 

removed from Union by, 591; RI should be intact, xl, 452, 455, 471, 473, 496, 510, 541, 

exempted from on legal grounds, 583-84, 559; repeal of, xxxii, xxxix, 450, 455, 464, 

589; seaport towns petition Congress for ex- 505, 544, 553-54, 564, 576, 612, 662, 662- 

emption from, 586 63n; repeal of a harbinger of ratification, 

TAYLER, BENJAMIN (Scituate), 202* 634; RI towns to give instructions on, 457, 

TAYLOR, GIDEON (Little Compton), 175* 471-72, 473; strengthened, xxxiii; support- 

TAYLOR, JOHN (Mass., R.I.): id., 821n; Anti- ers of will never ratify Constitution, 256; sus- 

federal activities in RI, 566, 821, 821n; de- pended, 640, 640n; unjust in RI, 80-81, 390, 

nial of acquiescence to ratification in Mass., 452-53; will be repealed, 720. See also Paper 

566, 566n; favors RI ratification, 731, 731n money 

TAYLOR, JONATHAN (Little Compton), 175* TERRY, SILAS (Exeter), 165* 

TAYLOR, JOSEPH (North Kingstown), 188* TERRY, WILLIAM (Exeter), 166* 

TAYLOR, JUDE (Westerly), 214* Test Act: defeated by RI towns, xxxii; de- 

TAYLOR, NATHANIEL (Little Compton), 175* fined, xxxii, 319 

TAYLOR, Puiip (Little Compton), 175* Tew, RICHARD (Jamestown), 173* 

TAYLOR, REUBEN (Portsmouth), 190* THATCHER, GEORGE (Maine): id., 385n 

TAYLOR, ROBERT (Little Compton), 175* —letters to, 385—86n, 406, 885—86n, 1090-91 

TAYLOR, ROBERT (Newport), 179, 185 THATCHER, THOMAS (Mass.): id., 1091n 

TAYLOR, THOMAS (Westerly), 214* —letter from, 1090-91 

TAYLOR, WILLIAM (South Kingstown), 207* THAYER, BARTLETT & Co. 

TEFFT, BENJAMIN (Richmond), 201* —letter to, 751 

TEFFT, CALEB (South Kingstown), 206* THAYER, SILAS (Glocester), 168* 

TEFFT, CLARKE (Richmond), 201* THAYER, SIMEON (Providence), 720-21; id, 

TEFFT, DANIEL, III (South Kingstown), 207* 721n 

TEFFT, EBENEZER (South Kingstown), 206* THOMAS, ALEXANDER (Portsmouth), 190* 

TEFFT, GARDNER (South Kingstown), 206* THOMAS, GEORGE (North Kingstown), 187*
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THOMAS, GEORGE (North Kingstown), 188* TILLINGHAST, JOHN (Providence), 889 

THOMAS, GEORGE (North Kingstown), 833 TILLINGHAST, JONATHAN (Providence), 889 

THOMAS, NICHOLAS (Scituate), 202* TILLINGHAST, NICHOLAS P. (Newport), 594 

THOMAS, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 188* TILLINGHAST, PARDON (Exeter), 164* 

THOMPSON, EBENEZER (Providence), 603, 867, | TILLINGHAST, PARDON (West Greenwich), 216* 

871, 1064, 1067n TILLINGHAST, PARDON, JR. (West Greenwich), 

THOMSON, CHARLES (N.Y.): id., 265n; as sec- 217% 

retary of Congress, 20n, 23n, 25n, 29n,46n,  TILLINGHAST, SAMUEL (Exeter), 164* 

970n TILLINGHAST, STUCKLY (Exeter), 164* 

—letters from, 264-65; cited, 970n TILLINGHAST, THOMAS (East Greenwich), 439 

THORNTON, BORDEN (Johnston), 174* TINCKOM, HEZEKIAH (Glocester), 167* 

THORNTON, CHRISTOPHER (Johnston), 174* TIVERTON, R.L: celebration in, 474; deputies 

THORNTON, CHRISTOPHER (Warwick), 213* from, Ixxx, 210; RI Convention delegates 

THORNTON, DANIEL (Johnston), 174* from, 905; vote on referendum on Consti- 

THORNTON, JAMES, SR. (Pa.): id., 55n tution, 208-10,* 233 

—letter from, cited, 55n ‘To RELIEVE THE DISTRESSED” (Country party 

—letter to, 54-55 motto), 431; defined, xxx, 319; toasted, 

THORNTON, JONATHAN (Johnston), 174* 1016 
THORNTON, RICHARD (Johnston), 174* TOASTS: to “a convention by daylight” made 

THORNTON, RICHARD (Smithfield), 204* by RI Federalists, 595; aboard packet Polly 

THORNTON, SOLOMON, JR. (Johnston), 174* celebrating Va. ratification, 350; in East 

THREE-FIFTHS CLAUSE: disadvantageous for Greenwich, 344, 1016-17; to emancipation 

Southern States, 919, 920, 932n; discussed of slaves, 307; in Fourth of July 1788 cele- 

in RI Convention, 918, 945-47, 957 bration in Providence, 286, 295-96, 297, 

THRoop, Amos (Providence), 468—70, 472 303, 305, 305n, 306, 307; in Littke Compton, 

THURBER, EDWARD (Providence), 467-68 345; in Newport, 1073, 1076-77; news of Va. 

THURSTON, EDWARD (Newport), 603 ratification in Providence, 348n; offered by 

THURSTON, GARDNER (Hopkinton), 171* African Americans in Providence, 307; of- 

THURSTON, GARDNER (Newport): id., 991n; fered by Antifederalists in Providence, 299; 

meeting house of as site of RI Convention, Pa. Federalists make in honor of RI virtuous 

987, 1004, 1005n, 1024; as presiding clergy- minority, 82—83n; in Providence, 1030, 

man at RI Convention, 904, 984n, 987, 1074-75, 1076-77, 1078, 1079; at Provi- 

1004; signs address of Newport clergy to dence dinner honoring Washington, 1068; 

Washington, 1059; thanked by RI Conven- by RI chapter of Society of the Cincinnati, 

tion, 990, 1003n. See also Clergy 347; in Tiverton, 474; in Warren, 1024; in 

THURSTON, GEORGE (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 441, Wickford, 346. See also Celebrations 

623; votes to call state convention, 472 TOMPKINS, BENJAMIN (Little Compton), 175* 

THURSTON, JOHN (Portsmouth), 191,* 699 TOMPKINS, Davip (Little Compton), 175* 

THURSTON, ROWLAND (Hopkinton), 171* TOMPKINS, GAMALIEL (Little Compton), 175* 

THURSTON, SAMUEL (Newport), 178* TOMPKINS, JOHN (Little Compton), 175* 

THURSTON, WILLIAM (Hopkinton), 171* TOMPKINS, NATHANIEL (Little Compton), 175* 

“Trp. GRACCHUS”’: text of, 278-80 TOPHAM, JOHN (Newport), 23, 594; id., 23n 

TIFFANY, THOMAS (Warwick), 212* Tories. See Loyalists 

TILLINGHAST, DANIEL (Exeter), 164* TOURTELLOT, ASA (Scituate), 203* 

TILLINGHAST, DANIEL (Providence): and cele- © TOURTELLOT, JONATHAN (Scituate), 203* 

bration of NH ratification in RI, 296; cele- TOURTELLOT, WILLIAM (Glocester), 169* 

bration of RI ratification at house of, 1030, Tower, Levi (Cumberland), 161* 

1036; as commander of artillery company at TOwN MEETINGs: called to consider NY circu- 

Providence celebrations, 286, 287, 288, 296, lar letter, xi, 435-49; characterized by impa- 

304, 349, 370, 1030, 1036, 1065; signs letter tience and disorder, 183; displaced during 

from Providence freemen to John Adams, British occupation, 932n; elect Convention 

476-78n; signs letter from Providence free- delegates, 693-705; fairness of elections in 

men to Washington, 475 challenged, 690; good forum for local mat- 

—letters from, 474-76, 476-—78n ters only, 224; instruct delegates to RI Con-
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vention, 1028; instruct deputies on state TREATY OF Paris (1783): British violate in re- 

convention, xlviii, 457-58, 620-30; motions taining Northwest posts, 114, 118n; and re- 

from to elect delegates to state convention, vival of slave trade, 48; RI legislature de- 

46; positive description of in Providence, clares as law of the land, 30, 61; US 

199; referendum votes in, 151-217, end- compliance with, 12, 16, 24, 25n. See also 

papers; RI Convention calls to instruct American Revolution 

them, 711n; RI Convention’s bill of rights = TrEVETT v. WEEDEN (1786), 30, 319-20, 387, 

and proposed amendments sent to, 711n, 388n; broadside of case, 1026, 1027, 1027n; 

714n, 791, 899, 981, 982; RI legislature David Howell resignation over, 1026; ele- 

sends acts to for consideration, 944—48n; ments of case, XxxI—xxXxXi1 

and secret ballots in, 439, 440n, 663, 690. TRIAL By Jury. See Jury trial 

See also Towns Tripp, JAMES (Warwick), 212* 

Towns: deputies’ salaries determined by, xxvi; Tripp, JOHN (Tiverton), 209* 

divided between seaport and inland, 355- ~— Tripp, SETH (Johnston), 174* 

56; and freemanship, xxvi, xxvii; printed ‘Tripp, WILLIAM (Newport-Y): id., 23n; as RI 

Constitution distributed among, 44, 47, Convention delegate, 694, 905, 976, 994; as 

51n; and representation in House of Dep- RI deputy, 472, 482-83, 484n; signs protest 

uties, 44, 45n, 123-24, 126n, 127-28, 230; against letter boycotting Constitutional Con- 

seat of political power in RI, xxvii, xxx. See vention, 23 

also individual towns; Town meetings TRUMBULL, JOHN (Conn.): id., 639n, 1035n; as 

TOWNSEND, JOHN (Newport), 501n co-author of The Anarchiad, 613, 613n 

TOWNSEND, SOLOMON, JR. (Barrington), 435 —letter from, 1035 

TOWNSEND, THOMAS (Newport), 594 TUCKER, NATHAN (Charlestown), 155* 

TRADE BILL. See Rhode Island Trade Bill TUCKER, ST. GEORGE (Va.) 

TRADESMEN (Artisans): benefit from Union, — letter to, 236n 

93, 109, 504; Boston meeting of, 119, 120n; Tucker, THomas Tupor (S.C.), 855 

of Providence write to Constitutional Con- —letter from, 236n 

vention, xxxv—xxxvi, 9; in RI suffer out of | TURNER, STUKLEY (Glocester), 167* 

Union, 821, 823, 828. See also Providence, TURNER, WILLIAM (Glocester), 167* 

RI. TURPIN, BENJAMIN (Providence), 501n 

TRANQUILITY, Domestic: Americans are expe- TWEEDY, JOSEPH WHIPPLE (Newport), 179, 

riencing, 1025; Antifederalists in RI threaten, 180n, 667, 668n, 671n 

411; Constitution will restore, 109, 283n, 868, ‘““TWELFTH FEDERAL PILLAR,” 644n 

1050; desired, 373; Federalists enable in TYLER, Moses (Barrington), 152, 152* 

Mass., 257; God assists RI in obtaining, 340-  TyLer, WILLIAM, II (Providence), 501n, 603 

41; governments must provide, 546; party TYRANNY: as basic principle of Constitutional 

spirit hinders, 784; RI ratification will re- Convention, 247; Constitution will lead to, 

store in RI, 507, 879 74, 245-46; established when virtue is lack- 

TREADWELL, JOHN (Conn.), 256n ing, 341; in Europe, 732; Federalists sup- 

TREASON: Othniel Gorton accused of, 301; port, 250, 266; hard to convert to freedom, 

states’ abandonment of Articles of Confed- 61; James Jackson abhors, 850; refusal to call 

eration described as, 108, 108n; William state convention is akin to, 536; RI radical 

West accused of, 301 economic plan called, 764; will result with- 

TREASURY, U.S.: solvency of, 559-60. See also out Constitution, 86, 184. See also Aristoc- 

Hamilton, Alexander racy; Despotism 

TREATIES: Britain pays little respect to, 114; for 

commerce would occur under Constitution, UNICAMERALISM: of 1776 Pa. constitution re- 

416; Congress possesses power to make un- placed in 1790, 738, 740n; of Articles criti- 

der Constitution, 732; inability to obtain cized, 739 

negatively affects commerce abroad, 741; “UNIFORM”: text of, 697-99 
kings’ and presidents’ powers over com- UNION: allowing slave trade is necessary to 

pared, 144; RI must enter into with rest of maintain, 857, 929; alternative to is lawless- 

Union, 533; unlikely RI would be able to en- ness, 613; amendments to Constitution 

ter into while out of Union, 418-19 should not influence RI and NC from join-
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ing, 555; Antifederalists oppose joining, 56, of approves letter to President Washington 

59, 510, 748, 752; Antifederalists uncon- and Congress affirming loyalty to, xli; might 
vinced joining is in their interest, 542; be admitted at any time, 541; most favorable 

bonds of forged by Revolution, 546, 605; time for to enter, 414; must be forced into, 

called American family, xliv, 408, 1005n, 656, 969n; necessity of being in, 728, 753, 

1011, 1019, 1034; called family, 28, 105, 116, 877; no hope for without, 611; permitted to 

199, 838, 1055; called federal family, 599, withdraw from to show miseries of disunion, 

614, 632, 686; called twelve revolted states 393; possibility that mercantile towns of will 

by RI Antifederalists, 651; under Constitu- join, xli; principles of have no operation in, 

tion “is more perfect,” 810; Constitution 536; punishment of for refusing to join, 

will preserve, 27, 39, 105, 373, 689, 886, 577-78; rejection of Constitution by will be 

1080; dissolved when states vote against rat- secession from, 733; RI is a curse to, 252; RI 

ification, 347; Edmund Randolph supports, out of, xxxvi, xli, 467, 468, 478, 497, 620, 

92; endangered under Articles of Confed- 674; separation from bad for, 714n; should 

eration, 184, 196, 222, 291, 588; ensures be cast out of, 9, 81; should join if com- 

against domestic violence and disputes be- merce is threatened, 735; threat of striking 

tween other states, 868; hopes that it will en- RI out of, xxxvi, xxxvil; uncertainty of out 

dure forever, 511, 511n; importance of, 26- of, 711n; unlikely to join, 751; will join, 

27, 38, 92, 103-4, 183-84, 254, 351, 363, xxxvii, 586, 669, 751; will not be welcome in 

408, 414, 444-45, 495, 532, 535, 546, 547, ports of, 537 

563, 577, 687, 700, 741, 742, 747, 786, 824-— “UNION AND FEDERALISM”’: text of, 282-83 

25, 1018, 1062; limited increase in Con- UNITED STATES: as an example to others, 1053, 

gress’ power to result in, 258; lost without 1054n, 1063; blessed by God, 341, 343, 569, 

national principles and manners, 540; NC 636-37, 771, 1025, 1032, 1050; can be a 

ratification leaves just a shadow of schism, global power without ratification, 258; de- 

644n; no state in wholly free from folly, 570; serves to be a great country, 136; diversifi- 

only adoption of amendments would pre- cation of, 532; first principles of, 531; a free 

serve, 375; praise of in debate over Consti- and independent land, 267; has many nat- 

tution, 27-28; product of God, 1062; se- ural advantages, 105; has no right to inter- 

cures liberty, 532; separate confederacies fere with RI, 735; lacking in national ideas 

not seriously considered, 339; shared goals at its inception, 291; pride in, 568; respect- 

amongst Americans, 532; supporters of will ability among the nations of the earth rising 

attend Providence celebration, 290; toasted, under Constitution, 660; states of will flock 

346, 474, 1017, 1024, 1030, 1031; twelve sis- to RI for foreign goods, 734; toasted, 1056; 

ters have acceded, 883 unlike Europe has refined government, 732; 

—and Rhode Island: actions of threaten, 224, will benefit from RI ratification, 752. See also 

425, 886; Antifederalists in want proof of American Revolution; The People; Union 

blessings of, 541; bound to by history ifnot | Uppike, DANIEL (North Kingstown), 187;* id., 

by ratification, 591, 752, 879, 894-95; citi- 906n-7n; as clerk of House of Deputies, 

zens of never consented to separation from 634, 674, 676n, 677n; on Country party prox 
Union, 890-91; completed with ratification of March 1790 as attorney general, 779, 
of, xxvii, 677, 723, 847, 897, 1032, 1033, 791n 

1034, 1035; Confederation Congress views | —in RI Convention: assists committee to draft 

as outside of, 456, 516; could not survive amendments to be proposed to Constitu- 

outside of, 80, 101, 224, 715, 744; defection tion, 936; notes of debates, 900, 909, 917- 

of from warrants severe criticism, 638; ex- 34n, 936-—42n, 950-51; reads letter from 

clusion of affects, 487, 546, 662, 700, 701, Washington, 966; as secretary, lix, 898, 900, 

734, 748, 873; favored by but only under 903, 906, 907, 943, 981, 985n, 996, 1000, 

principles of good government, 452; fear of 1002, 1006n, 1012 

losing liberty prevents from joining, 638; UPDIKE, JAMES (North Kingstown), 188* 

has been isolated from by paper money and —-UPDIKE, JOHN (Providence), 578 

nocturnal conventions, 590-91; in interests | UPppike, Lopowick (North Kingstown), 189* 

of to join, 377, 384, 416, 422, 431, 466,609, UrTrer, ABRAM (Hopkinton), 171* 

613, 826, 877; is dissolved, 669; legislature UTTER, ABRAM, JR. (Hopkinton), 171*
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UTTER, JOSIAH (Charlestown), 155* VERNON, SAMUEL (Newport), 594; id., 180n 

Urrer, THomas (Coventry), 157* —letter from, 179-80 

VERNON, WILLIAM (Newport): id., 180n 

VALLET, Davip (Glocester), 169* —letter from, 1035-36 

VALLET, JONATHAN (Glocester), 169* —letter to, 179-80 

VAN Doorn, MOsEs (Bristol), 154* VETO POWER: debated in RI Convention, 

VAN RENSSELAER, STEPHEN (N.Y.) 922-23; each branch of Parliament has, 

—letter to, 891n 143; praise of US president’s, 738; presi- 

VAN STAPHORST, NICOLAS AND JAcoB (The dential can be overridden, 143; for US 

Netherlands): id., 366n president modeled after Mass. Constitu- 

—letter to, 366 tion, 932n 

VARNUM, JAMES MITCHELL (East Greenwich): | VICE PRESIDENT, U.S.: salary of, 572; titles for, 

id., 315, 544n, 1027n; carries letter from 493, 550. See also Adams, John 

Providence merchants and tradesmen to  ViIcEs. See Licentiousness; Luxuries; Rhode Is- 

Constitutional Convention, xxxv—xxxvi; and land, radical economic plan of; Virtue 

celebration of Society of the Cincinnati, © VINCENT, NicHo.as (Hopkinton), 172* 

346-47; and Constitutional Convention, 9; = VINCENT, WILLIAM (Westerly), 214* 

payment as delegate to Confederation Con- VIOLENCE: and Albany Fourth of July celebra- 

gress, 122; trained Daniel Updike, 906; and tion, 239; Antifederalists have aversion for, 

Trevett v. Weeden (1786), xxxii, 1026; will be 339; Constitution guards against, 868; and 

replaced as judge of Western territory, 542 Lord George Gordon, 462; military force 

—letters from, 8; quoted, xxxvi might be necessary for Congress to collect 

—letter to from Providence merchants and requisition from RI, 658-59; over the Con- 

tradesmen, quoted, xxxvi stitution in NC, 239; in Pa., 252; and Pa. As- 

VARSE, ISAAC (Westerly), 214* sembly’s call of state convention, 35, 112, 

VASSALL, WILLIAM (England): id., 793-94n 275; possible outcome from Hamilton’s pro- 

—letter from, 793-94n posed economic plan, 761; praise of new 

VAUGHAN, AMOS (East Greenwich), 163* Constitution without bloodshed, 1025; pre- 

VAUGHAN, BENJAMIN (East Greenwich), 163* monition of in RI, 261; against the press 

VAUGHAN, BENJAMIN, JR. (East Greenwich), called for, 272; against RI Federalists a pos- 

163* sibility, 285-86, 485, 829, 859; RI fiscal pol- 

VAUGHAN, CHRISTOPHER (East Greenwich), icies potentially prevent, xxxv; against RI 

163* will not be supported, 258, 747; threatened 
VAUGHAN, DANIEL (North Kingstown), 187* by Country party if celebration of NH rati- 

VAUGHAN, DAviIp (East Greenwich), 163* fication goes forward in Providence, 285- 

VAUGHAN, Davip (son of David) (East Green- 308n, 781n; unnecessary when legal re- 

wich), 163* course will do, 302—3, 304. See also Civil war; 

VAUGHAN, Davip, II (East Greenwich), 163* Insurrections, domestic; Invasion, foreign; 

VAUGHAN, JOHN (East Greenwich), 163* War 

VAUGHAN, JOHN (North Kingstown), 187* VIOLL, JOSIAH (Barrington), 152* 

VAUGHAN, JOHN (Scituate), 202* VIOLL, SYLVESTER (Barrington), 152* 

VAUGHAN, JosHuUA (North Kingstown), 188* “Vir.’’: text of, 73-75 

VAUGHAN, ROBERT (East Greenwich), 163* VIRGINIA, 98; amendments proposed by read 

VAUGHAN, THOMAS (East Greenwich), 163* in RI Convention, 940, 942n; citizens of sat- 

“VERITATIS Amicus” (David Howell): quoted, isfied with Constitution, 587; commerce be- 

513n tween RI and, 495—96, 536n; Convention of, 

VERMONT, 1088; as an independent district, 195, 198n, 268, 575n, 795, 795n, 942n; as 

467, 467n; commerce with RI, 542, 742; dis- fictitious author of a letter to RI, 656; letter 

agreeable situation in, 534, 545; disputed to House of Delegates from Gov. Edmund 

statehood of, 563, 564n; resources of, 103; Randolph, 6, 91-93, 102, 239; import duties 

US Congress considers delayed statehood levied by, 93-94; likely to ratify, 89, 262, 268, 

for, 553; will become asylum for fugitives 285; news of ratification arrives in RI, 345; 

from justice, 535. See also New England Providence celebrates ratification by, 241,
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348-50n; ratification by changed every- protect US president from corruption, 750. 

thing concerning amendments, 415; ratifies See also Corruption; Honor 

Constitution, xxxix, 241, 376; RI Antifeder- 

alists communicate with Antifederalists of, | WADE, NATHANIEL (Glocester), 167* 

749; RI Convention criticizes, 920; and slav- © WADE, WILLIAM (Glocester), 169* 

ery discussed in RI Convention, 928. See also © WADE, ZEBULON (Glocester), 168* 

Southern States WADSWORTH, JEREMIAH (Conn.), 256n; id., 

VIRTUE: Americans’ compared with others’, 485n-86n 

116; Americans possess, 31, 532; of an indi- —letters from, 485—86n; quoted, xl 

vidual has no bearing on his political argu- —letters to, 1035-36; cited, 485 

ments, 259; Antifederalists lack, xl, 256,257, © Warr, BENJAMIN (Exeter), 166* 

301, 726; Antifederalists work against virtu- WAIT, BERIAH (North Kingstown), 188* 

ous government, 59-60; as basis for first | Warr, GIDEON (West Greenwich), 217, 217* 

principles of government, 253, 531, 645, Wart, Rurus (West Greenwich), 217* 

1062; best people serving as federal office- Warr, THomas (West Greenwich), 216* 

holders, 824; celebrations as an expression | WALDRON, JOHN (Bristol), 154* 

of, 290; Constitution will encourage, 252, | WALDRON, JOHN, II (Bristol), 154* 

346, 351, 565, 742, 1034, 1058; Country WaLpron, NEewTon (Bristol), 154* 

party lacks, xxxvi, xl, 72, 726; danger of lic WALKER, CHARLES (Scituate), 202* 

centiousness, 228, 342; delegates to state | WALKER, JOHN (Va.), 842, 843, 844 

Convention ought to possess, 687, 689,691; | WALKER, Mr., 219 

displayed during American Revolution, 81; | WALKER, NATHANIEL, JR. (North Providence), 

does not change nature of justice, 259; dor- 190* 

mant under paper money program, 229; WALKER, OBADIAH (Scituate), 202* 
Federalists in RI are patient but will not last, | WALL, DANIEL (North Kingstown), 188* 

567; Federalists in RI are virtuous, 83n, 119, © WALL, SAMUEL (Coventry), 158* 

142, 267, 361, 379, 474, 480, 726, 764, 792, | WALL, WILLIAM (North Kingstown), 187* 

813; freemasonry promotes, 1061; good citi- ©=WALLCUTT, JOHN (Cumberland), 161* 

zen points out danger and ruin, 659; grows WANTON, GIDEON (Newport), 603 

as society grows older, 661; honest men pur- WANTON, JOHN (Newport), 178,* 179, 180n, 

sue, 557; hope that RI has enough to ratify, 261n, 352, 352n, 603, 1018 

731; importance of in making good citizens, | War: in Europe, 343, 568; French and Indian, 

387; lack of collapses governments, 531; 114-15; only means of compelling payment 

lack of in human nature, 811; lack of in RI, of national debt under Articles, 741, 750; RI 

xl, 53, 252, 260, 266, 340, 383, 512, 730; lack- Trade Bill could be considered a declara- 

ing under Articles of Confederation, 253; tion of, 849, 851, 853; two-thirds of US 

liberty not endangered under Constitution Congress to declare, 980, 1002; politically 

when people retain, 384, 1029; lost after unconnected contiguous territories cannot 

American Revolution, 85, 108, 342-43, 386— maintain peace, 877; US has no right to 

87, 569; NC and RI fraught with fraud and make against RI, 735. See also American 
villainy, 512; needed for prosperity, 466; Revolution 

needed to check avarice, ambition, and van- = WAR Power: kings’ and presidents’ compared, 

ity, 539; and opposition to slave trade, 43- 144; vested in Congress, 144, 732 

44, 923; people do not have enough to live Warp, HENRy (Providence): id., 489n; as RI 

under mild government, 253; representa- secretary, 46-47, 122, 134, 135n, 298, 426, 

tive government enhances, 547; RI favors 502, 604, 619, 637, 675, 677n, 909n; on co- 

propriety after debts retired in depreciated alition prox of April 1790, 779; on commit- 

paper money, xxxvi; RI said not to be sole tee inviting President Washington to Provi- 

possessor of, 565; support for RI anathema dence, 631; on committee to draft address 

to, 264, 279; toasted, 347, 1016, 1030, 1056; to Washington, 1064; on Country party prox 

Washington praised for, 631, 1061, 1080; of March 1790 as secretary of state, 779; re- 

will hopefully come to RI, 261, 408; will pre- placed on East Greenwich prox, 488 

vail, 84; will protect against tyranny, 341; will © —letter from, 909n
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WARD, JOHN (Providence), 889, 1065n Owen, 783; first annual message to US Con- 

WARD, SAMUEL (Westerly), xxix gress quoted, 645n, 1070, 1072n; as first 

WARDELL, ISAAC (Bristol), 154* president, 465, 811-12, 824; God protects, 

WARDWELL, SAMUEL (Bristol), 154* 88, 892, 1057, 1058, 1061, 1069, 1070; 

WARDWELLE, BENJAMIN (Bristol), 154* health of, 561, 562n, 871, 871n, 892, 1070, 

WARNER, BENJAMIN (Glocester), 169% 1080, 1080n, 1081; inauguration of as US 

WARNER, OLIVER B. (Newport), 594 President, xl, 574, 575n, 643n; informs US 

WARNER, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 187* Congress of RI ratification, 985n, 1008n; in- 

WARNER, WILLIAM (Cranston), 159* vited to visit RI, 1049; as possible first pres- 

WARNER, WILLIAM (Warwick), 213* ident, 96, 410; praise of, 88, 102, 116, 293, 

WARRANTS: protection from unreasonable 364, 492, 801, 803, 872, 873, 1015, 1062, 

searches and seizures in Congress’ proposed 1068, 1069, 1070; progress of the new gov- 

amendments, 1083; protection from unrea- ernment under is better than hoped, 640; 

sonable searches and seizures in RI Conven- Quakers address to, 718, 718n; receives 

tion’s bill of rights, 978, 998-99 news of RI ratification, 1017, 1018, 1023; re- 

WARREN (ship): and celebration of RI ratifi- gard for RI shown by in Revolutionary War, 

cation, 1017, 1030, 1036 631; respects pacifists, 698; RI Federalists in 

WARREN, GAMALIEL (Tiverton) , 209* mercantile towns request protection if they 

WARREN, R.I.: burned during American Revo- secede, xli, 458; and RI form of ratification, 

lution, 873; calls for repeal of tender pro- 985n, 1003n; RI legislature addresses to re- 

vision of paper-money act, xxxii; celebrates affirm loyalty to Union, 600; RI legislature 

RI ratification, 1024; deputies from, 1xxxi; approves letter to explaining its failure to 

Federalists win large majority in, 866; and ratify, xli; RI reprinting of letter from ex- 

fishing, 963; might secede to Mass. without pressing support for Constitution, 87-89; 

RI ratification, 899, 965, 970n—71n; petition should not ratify Constitution because of 

for exemption from foreign duties, 585n, him, 73-74, 74n-—75n; should warn states 

597n; RI Convention delegates from, 905; before interdiction of commerce, 535; simi- 

vote on referendum on Constitution, 210- lar leader needed, 736; support of as reason 

11,* 233; will petition US Congress for pro- for ratifying Constitution, 60, 70, 73, 565; 

tection, 495. See also Seaport towns toasted, 295, 307, 346, 350, 474, 1016, 1024, 

WARWICK, R.I., 663, 1047n; considers NY circu- 1030, 1056, 1060, 1068, 1073, 1076-77; tour 

lar letter and second constitutional conven- of New England by did not include RI, 631- 

tion, 448; deputies from, Ixxxi; establishment 32n, 632; transmits Congress’ constitutional 

of, xxvi; Federalists boycott referendum in, amendments to states for ratification, 876n, 

225; instructs deputies against calling state 981n, 1082; urged to write to RI General As- 

convention, 629; instructs deputies to calla sembly, xl, 474-75, 476-77, 487; virtue of, 

state convention, 663, 680; representation 561, 1061, 1080; visited RI following RI rat- 

of in House of Deputies, xxvi; RI Conven- ification, 632n, 1013-14, 1054-79; will help 

tion delegates from, 905; vote on referen- adopt amendments, 504; will not write ad- 

dum on Constitution, 211-—13,* 233 dress to RI, 508. See also American Revolu- 

WASHINGTON County, R.I.: citizens of form tion; Great men and the Constitution 

convention to advise voters electing dele- | —described as: American Cincinnatus, 293; 

gates to state Convention, 685; RI Conven- Atlas of the New-Government, 561; Father 

tion delegates of appointed to committee to of their Country, 631n; Honorable Nomi- 

amend Constitution, 940; RI Convention nator to Offices, 557; political Father and 

meets in, 898, 906, 907 Saviour of his Country, 651; “THE MAN,” 

WASHINGTON, GEORGE (Va.), 4, 239, 558, 651 

651n, 1012; addresses state executives re- —addresses to, 1013-14, 1032-34, 1055, 1057, 

garding payment of officers, 274, 276n; and 1058-59, 1061, 1062-63 

appointments, 753, 871; arrives in NYC to —responds to addresses, 1032-33, 1034, 

take oath, 486; to be informed of difficulties 1057-58, 1059, 1060n, 1061-62, 1063-64, 

in RI, 758; circular letter of June 1783, 87, 1069-70 

274, 276n, 364, 364n; as commander-in- —letters from, 614, 616, 651, 855, 1009, 1032; 

chief, 355, 1062, 1079; compared to Daniel quoted, xliv, 110, 676n, 1054n; cited, 6, 88-
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89, 618, 618n, 619n, 632n, 643n, 679n, 837, | WATSON, JEFFRY (South Kingstown), 206* 

971, 972n, 1007n WATSON, JEFFRY, JR. (South Kingstown), 207* 

—letters from as president of Constitutional | WaTSON, Jos (Jamestown), 779 

Convention to president of Congress, 25, | WATSON, JOHN (South Kingstown), 206* 

26, 28n, 42-43, 44, 88, 322-23, 354, 737- Watson, MATTHEW, JR. (Barrington), 152* 
38, 739n, 741, 742n Watson, NICHOLAS (Exeter), 165* 

—letters to, 474-76, 632, 648-49, 677-78, | WaTSON, SAMUEL (North Kingstown), 188* 

678-79, 872—76n, 985n, 1006-7, 1007-8, | WATSON, STEPHEN (Exeter), 165* 

1008-9, 1044-45, 1049; quoted, xliii, 375; © Watson, STEPHEN (North Kingstown), 187* 

cited, xliv, 458, 643n, 648, 649n, 651n, 652, © Watson, WALTER (South Kingstown), 207* 

653n, 667n, 675, 676n, 677n, 679n, 681, | WEATHERHEAD, AMAZIAH (Cumberland), 162* 

682n, 713n, 719n, 722n, 855n, 862, 865n, © WEATHERHEAD, ENOCH (Cumberland), 161* 

948n, 960, 969n, 971n, 972n, 1007n, 1008, | WEATHERHEAD, JOHN (Cumberland), 162* 

1036n, 1039-40, 1040n WEATHERHEAD, Levi (Cumberland), 161* 

—letter to as president of Constitutional Con- = WEATHERS, JOHN (West Greenwich), 215* 

vention from James M. Varnum, quoted, WEATHERS, THOMAS (North Kingstown), 189* 

XXXVI WEAVER, BENJAMIN, JR. (West Greenwich), 

—letter to as US president from RI General 216* 

Assembly, 455, 605-7, 896 WEAVER, CHRISTOPHER (East Greenwich), 164* 

WATERMAN, ANDREW (Smithfield-N), 205;* id., | WEAVER, DANIEL (Middletown), 177* 

913n; introduces import duties in RI legis- | WEAVER, DUTE (East Greenwich), 163* 

lature, 601; as mob leader in Providence, | WEAVER, JAMES (West Greenwich), 217* 

299, 302; votes against calling state conven- WEAVER, JONATHAN (East Greenwich), 163* 

tion, 473 WEAVER, JOSEPH (Middletown), 177* 

—in RI Convention, 905; motions of, 898,944, | WEAVER, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 216* 

957, 964; proposed adjournment, 975; on WEAVER, MATTHEW (Middletown), 177* 

rules committee, 906, 913n; speeches of, | WEAVER, PHILIP (Warwick), 213* 

910, 966; votes, 976, 995 WEAVER, THOMAS (Scituate), 202* 

WATERMAN, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 157* WEAVER, WILLIAM (East Greenwich), 164* 

WATERMAN, BENJAMIN (Johnston), 174* WEAVER, ZEBULON (Hopkinton), 76, 77 

WATERMAN, CHRISTOPHER (Cranston), 159* WEBB, GEORGE (Richmond), 200,* 703-4 

WATERMAN, DANIEL (Johnston), 174* WEBB, GEORGE, JR. (Richmond), 200* 

WATERMAN, ELISHA (Cumberland), 161* WEBB, JOHN (Richmond), 200* 

WATERMAN, GEORGE (Cranston), 159,* 481, | WeBB, JOSEPH (Conn.): id., 371n 

621 —letters from, 371; quoted, 243 

WATERMAN, JoB (Johnston), 174* WEBBER, THOMAS (Newport), 178* 

WATERMAN, Jos, JR. (Johnston), 174* WEBSTER, NOAH (N.Y., Conn.), 17; A Citizen 

WATERMAN, JOHN (Cranston), 160* of America, 77—79, 293, 294, 294n 

WATERMAN, JOHN (Johnston), 174* —letter to, quoted, xxxi 

WATERMAN, LABEN (Johnston), 174* WEEDEN, EDWARD (East Greenwich), 163* 

WATERMAN, NATHANIEL (Johnston), 174* WEEDEN, JOHN (Jamestown), 172, 173* 

WATERMAN, THOMAS (Coventry), 156, 157* WEEDEN, JOHN (South Kingstown), 207* 

WATERMAN, WILLIAM (Johnston), 174,* 473 WEEDEN, THOMAS (Exeter), 164* 

WATERMAN, WILLIAM (Warwick), 213* “THE WEEKLY REVIEWERS”: text of, 359-61 

WATERMAN, ZURIEL (Cranston), 160* WEIGHT, YELVERTON (Coventry), 158* 

Watson, BENJAMIN (North Kingstown), 187* WELLS, Amos (Hopkinton), 171* 

WATSON, BENJAMIN, JR. (North Kingstown), WELLS, CLARKE (Hopkinton), 171* 

187* WELLS, Epwarp (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 171,* 

WartTsoN, CALEB (North Kingstown), 187* 441-42 
Watson, ELIsHA (son of Jeffry) (South Kings- | WELLS, Epwarp S. (Hopkinton), 171* 

town), 207* WELLS, ELNATHAN (Hopkinton), 171* 

Watson, ELisHaA (son of John) (South Kings- | WELLS, HeENry (Hopkinton), 171* 

town), 207* WELLS, JOHN (Glocester), 169* 

WartTsoNn, EZEKIEL (South Kingstown), 207* WELLS, JOHN (Warwick), 213*
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WELLS, JOHN, JR. (Glocester), 168* WESTCOTT, SAMUEL (Cranston), 160* 

WELLS, JONATHAN (Hopkinton), 171* WESTCOTT, URIAN (URIAH?) (Cranston), 160* 

WELLS, JosHuA (North Kingstown), 188* WESTERLY, R.I.: calls for repeal of tender pro- 

WELLS, MaTTHEw (Hopkinton), 171* vision of paper-money act, xxxii; considers 

WELLS, RANDAL (Hopkinton), 171* NY circular letter, 449; deputies from, 1xxxi; 

WELLS, SAMUEL (Hopkinton), 171* Federalists boycott referendum in, 225, 

WELLS, THoMAs (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 171* 226n; instructions to deputies, 231, 449, 

WELLS, Major THomas (Hopkinton), 76, 77 629-30; petitions RI legislature to issue 

WELLS, THomas, II (Hopkinton), 171* state currency, xxix; RI Convention dele- 

WELLS, THOMAS, JR. (Hopkinton), 171* gates from, 905; vote on referendum on 

WELLS, THOMPSON (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 170, Constitution, 214—-15,* 233 

171* WESTERN LANDs: Britain continues to occupy 

WELSTAM, NICHOLAS (Newport), 594 forts in, 741; danger from Indians in, 103; 

WESCOTT, JOHN (Foster), 440 federal government will give grants of land 

West, Francis (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 171* to Rhode Islanders, 813-14; judge replaced 

WEST GREENWICH, R.I.: considers RI Conven- in, 542; RI has no, xxviii; RI must share in 

tion’s bill of rights and amendments, 835- cost of settling, 726; RI share of lost out of 

36; deputies from, lxxxi; instructs deputies Union, 756, 825; sale of to pay US debt, 103, 

against calling state convention, 630; op- 222, 275, 276n, 417, 829, 969n; and taxation 

poses ratification in town meeting, 705, discussed in RI Convention, 917. See also 

835-36; population of, 932n; RI Conven- Northwest Territory 

tion delegates from, 705, 905; vote on ref- | WEVER, DANIEL (Coventry), 158* 

erendum on Constitution, 215-17,* 233 WEVER, JOHN (Coventry), 158* 

West Inpies, 850; British exclude US from WeEVER, JONATHAN (Coventry), 156,* 157* 

trade with, 568; as European colonies, 804—  =WeEveER, LANGFORD (Coventry), 158* 

5, 816 WHALEY, JoB (Coventry), 157* 

WEST, JOHN (Scituate), 202* WHALEY, SAMUEL (South Kingstown) , 206* 

WEsT, WILLIAM (Hopkinton), 171* WHALEY, SAMUEL, JR. (South Kingstown) , 206* 

WesT, WILLIAM (Scituate), 201," 432, 450, WHALEY, THOMAS (Coventry), 158* 

451n; id., 316; as Antifederalist leader in RI, | WHALEY, THOMAS, JR. (Coventry), 157* 

285-86, 296, 297n, 301; called a rabble- © WHEELER, BENNETT (Providence): id., lii—liii; 

rouser, 301; and celebration of NH ratifica- as Antifederalist, 480; attends nocturnal 

tion and Fourth of July in Providence, 285, conventions, 479, 480; criticism of being 

296, 297-99, 297n, 302, 305n, 371, 372n, chameleon-like, 478-80; said to be impar- 

390-—93n, 396, 567, 569n, 780, 781n; criti- tial printer, 81, 790; as secretary of Provi- 

cized in Newport Herald, 306-7; impeach- dence Association of Mechanics and Man- 

ment of called for, 301; as judge of RI Su- ufacturers, 1034 

perior Court, 285, 301, 301n, 863, 869; as —prints: US Congress’ amendments, 619n, 

possible counterfeiter, 567; satirized in 1082-84; Country party prox of March 

poem, 305-6, 430-31n; as town meeting 1790, 779n; Hitchcock’s oration, 294n; 

moderator, 835 House of Deputies proceedings, 126-28, 

WESTCOT, BENJAMIN (Coventry), 156* 128-29, 129-30, 231; House of Magistrates 

WESTCOT, CALEB (Scituate), 202* proceedings, 131-33; NY amendments and 

WESTCOT, CALEB (Warwick), 213* circular letter as broadside, lviii, 426n-—27n, 

WESTCOT, DANIEL (Scituate), 203* 942n; RI Impost Act (1789), 1015n; United 

WESTCOT, EPHRAIM (Coventry), 157* States Chronicle, lii-liv, 773n, 787, 790, 876, 

WESTCOT, EPHRAIM, JR. (Coventry), 158* 890. See also Newspapers, in Rhode Island, 

WESTCOT, JEREMIAH (Warwick), 213* United States Chronicle 

WESTCOT, OLIVER (Scituate), 202* WHEELER, HENRY (Scituate), 202* 

WESTCOT, PELEG (Scituate), 203* WHEELER, HEZEKIAH (Scituate), 203* 

WESTCOT, THOMAS (Warwick), 213* WHEELER, SILAS (South Kingstown), 207* 

WESTCOTT, JOHN (Foster), 299, 623, 671n, 693 WuHrppPLe, ABRAHAM (Cranston), 159* 

WESTCOTT, JONATHAN (Cranston), 159* WHIPPLE, ABRAHAM, JR. (Cranston), 45, 129, 

WESTCOTT, NATHAN (Cranston), 159* 437; id., 45n—46n
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WHIPPLE, AMOS (Cumberland), 161* WHITMAN, HEnry (East Greenwich), 164* 

WHIPPLE, BENAJAH (Glocester), 168* WHITMAN, JACOB, JR. (Providence), 1067n 

WHIPPLE, BENJAMIN, JR. (North Providence), | WICKES, ABEL (Coventry), 158* 

189* WICKES, BENEDICT (Coventry), 157* 

WHIPPLE, CHRISTOPHER (Cumberland), 162* = WICKES, JOSEPH, JR. (Coventry), 157* 

WHIPPLE, DANIEL (Cumberland), 161* WICKES, STUKLEY (Warwick), 212* 

WHIPPLE, DANIEL (North Providence), 189* WICKFORD, R.I., 394; celebrations in, 241, 346 

WHIPPLE, ELEAZAR (North Providence), 189* |= WickHAM, THOMAS (Newport), 593 

WHIPPLE, ELEAZER (Cumberland), 161* WIGHT, AARON (Scituate), 203* 

WHIPPLE, EPHRAIM (Cumberland), 161* WIGHT, BENJAMIN (Scituate), 202* 

WHIPPLE, EsEK (Glocester), 168* WIGHT, JOHN (Scituate), 202* 

WHIPPLE, IBROOK, JR. (Cumberland), 162* WIGHT, JOSEPH (Scituate), 203* 

WHIPPLE, JABEZ (North Providence), 473 WIGHT, SAMUEL (Scituate), 202* 

WHIPPLE, JAMES (Warwick), 213* WIGHTMAN, CALEB (Coventry), 158* 

WHIPPLE, JEREMIAH (Cumberland), 161* WIGHTMAN, Davip (Warwick), 213* 

WHIPPLE, JEREMIAH, JR. (Cumberland), 162* WIGHTMAN, ELISHA (Cranston), 159* 

WHIPPLE, JOHN (Glocester), 168* WIGHTMAN, JAMES (East Greenwich), 163* 

WHIPPLE, JOHN (North Providence), 189* WIGHTMAN, JAMES, JR. (East Greenwich), 163* 

WHIPPLE, JOHN (Providence), 287, 304, 370, | WIGHTMAN, JOHN (Cranston), 159* 

1067n WIGHTMAN, JOSEPH (East Greenwich), 163* 

WHIPPLE, JOHN (Smithfield), 205* WIGHTMAN, OTHNIEL (Warwick), 212* 

WHIPPLE, JOSEPH (Cumberland), 162* WIGHTMAN, PHILIP (Warwick), 212* 

WHIPPLE, JOSEPH (Smithfield), 206* WIGHTMAN, SAMUEL (East Greenwich), 163* 

WHIPPLE, JOSEPH, JR. (Cumberland), 161* WIGHTMAN, VALENTINE (Newport), 594 

WHIPPLE, JOSEPH TWEEDY (Newport), 178* WIGHTURN, VALENTINE (Newport). See Wight- 

WHIPPLE, Moses (Cumberland), 161* man, Valentine 

WHIPPLE, NICHOLAS (North Providence), 189* |= WILBORE, BENJAMIN (Richmond), 201* 

WHIPPLE, PRESERVED (Cumberland), 162* WILBUR. See Willbur 

WHIPPLE, SIMON (Cumberland), 161* WILBUR, CHRISTOPHER (Smithfield), 204* 

WHIPPLE, SIMON, II (Cumberland), 161* WILBUR, DANIEL (Johnston), 174* 

WHIPPLE, STEPHEN (Cumberland), 161,* 473 WILBUR, DANIEL (Smithfield), 204* 

WHIPPLE, STEPHEN (Glocester), 167* WILBUR, JOB (Scituate), 203* 

WHIPPLE, STEPHEN (Smithfield), 204,* 628 WILBUR, JOHN (Scituate), 203* 

Waite, DANIEL (Hopkinton), 76, 77, 171* WILBUR, JONATHAN, JR. (Coventry), 157* 

WHITE, OLIVER (Hopkinton), 171* WILBUR, JOSEPH (Johnston), 174* 

WHITE, WALTER (Westerly-Y): as RI Conven- WILBUR, SAMUEL (Scituate), 202* 

tion delegate, 905, 976, 986, 995; votes to WILBUR, SIMEON (Scituate), 202* 

call state convention, 472 WILcox, ABRAHAM, JR. (Exeter), 18, 19n, 473 

WHITEHILL, ROBERT (Pa.), 111-12 WILCOx, COOKE (Portsmouth), 191* 

WHITEHORNE, SAMUEL (Newport), 594 WILCOX, JOB, JR. (Exeter-N), 164;* as RI Con- 

WHITFORD, AMOS (Exeter), 165* vention delegate, 904, 976, 995 

WHITFORD, CALEB (East Greenwich), 163* WILKINSON, BENJAMIN (Cumberland), 161* 

WHITFORD, EZEKIEL (Exeter), 165* WILKINSON, BENJAMIN (Glocester), 167* 

WHITFORD, JOHN (Exeter), 166* WILKINSON, ISRAEL (Smithfield), 204* 

WHITFORD, LEvi (West Greenwich), 216* WILKINSON, JOHN (Cumberland), 162* 
WHITFORD, NICHOLAS (Coventry), 157* WILKINSON, JOHN (North Providence), 190* 

WHITFORD, NICHOLAS (West Greenwich), 215* = WILKINSON, SIMON (Cumberland), 161* 

WHITFORD, RUBEN (West Greenwich), 216* WILKINSON, WILLIAM (Glocester), 168* 

WHITFORD, SIMEON (West Greenwich), 215* WILLBUR. See Wilbur 

WHITFORD, SOLOMON (Coventry), 158* WILLBUR, AARON (Little Compton), 175* 

WHITFORD, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216* WILLBUR, BURDEN (Little Compton), 175* 

WHITING, ABIJAH (N.J.): id., 680n WILLBUR, DANIEL (Little Compton), 176* 

—letter to, 679-80 WILLBUR, Isaac (Little Compton), 176* 

WHITMAN, DANIEL (Exeter), 164* WILLBUR, JEREMIAH (Westerly), 214*
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WILLBUR, JOHN (Little Compton), 176* WILLIAMS, WILLIAM (Johnston), 174* 
WILLBUR, JOSEPH (Little Compton), 175* WILLIAMSON, HuGH (N.C.), 595, 597n 

WILLBUR, JOSEPH (Westerly), 214* WILLMARTH, TIMOTHY (Glocester), 167* 

WILLBUR, THOMAS (Little Compton), 176* WILSON, JAMES (Pa.), 70, 609; in Constitu- 

WILLBUR, WILLIAM (Little Compton), 176* tional Convention, 67 

WILLBUR, WILLIAM, JR. (Litthe Compton), | —speeches of: in State House yard (6 Oct. 

176* 1787), 5, 33, 34, 37; in Pa. Convention, 5- 

WILLCOCKS, COOKE (Portsmouth). See Wilcox, 6, 75-76; on Fourth of July 1788, 240; praise 
Cooke of, 102 

WILLCOXx, ABRAHAM, JR. (Exeter), 166* WINDELL, OLIVER (N.Y.), 793 

WILLCOXx, DANTEL (Cumberland), 161* WINDSOR, MR., 869 

WILLCOX, EBENEZER (Exeter), 165* WING, BENJAMIN (Smithfield), 205* 

WILLCOX, GEORGE (Exeter), 164* WINGATE, PAINE (N.H.), 842, 843, 844, 847n 

WILLCOx, Hopson (Exeter), 164* WINSOR, ABRAHAM (Glocester), 167* 

WILLCOX, Isaac (Exeter), 166* WINSOR, ABRAM (Smithfield), 204* 

WILLCOxX, Isaac (Tiverton), 209* WINSOoR, Amos (Glocester), 167* 

WILLCOX, IsataH (Westerly), 214* WINSOR, ANAN (Glocester), 168* 

WILLCOox, ISAIAH, JR. (Westerly), 214* WINSOoR, AUGUSTUS (Smithfield), 204* 

WILLCOX, JEFFERY (Exeter), 166* WINSOR, DANIEL (Smithfield), 206* 

WILLCOX, JOHN (Exeter), 166* Winsor, Isaac (Johnston), 174* 

WILLCOx, NATHAN (Exeter), 165* WINSOR, JAMES (Johnston), 174* 

WILLCOx, NOAH (Exeter), 166* WINSOR, JESSE (Glocester), 169* 

WILLCOX, PELEG (Richmond), 200* WINSOR, JOHN (Smithfield), 205* 

WILLCOX, ROBERT (Exeter), 164,* 165* WINSOR, OLNEY (Providence): id., 614n 

WILLCOX, STEPHEN (Richmond), 201* —letter from, 614-15n 

WILLCOx, THOMAS (Tiverton), 209* WINSOR, SAMUEL (Glocester), 168* 

WILLCOXx, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 216* WINSOR, SAMUEL (Johnston), 174* 

WILLCOX, VALENTINE (Westerly), 214* WINSOR, SAMUEL, III (Providence): id., 614n—- 

WILLCOXx, WILLIAM (South Kingstown), 207* 15n 
WILLCOX, WILLIAM (Tiverton), 209* —letter to, 614—15n 

WILLIAMS, AMos (Glocester), 168* WINSOR, STEPHEN (Glocester), 127, 169,* 473 

WILLIAMS, BENJAMIN (Cranston), 159* WINSOR, ZENAS (Smithfield), 205* 

WILLIAMS, CALEB (Johnston), 174* WINSTON, JOSEPH (N.C.) 

WILLIAMS, DANIEL (Johnston), 174* —letters to, 881-82; quoted, 837 

WILLIAMS, ELISHA (Cranston), 160* WINWORD, GODFREY (Newport), 594 

WILLIAMS, EPHRAIM (Scituate), 202* WISE, JOHN (Mass.), 57; id., 57n 

WILLIAMS, FREDERIC (Cranston), 160* WITNESS, RIGHT NoT To TESTIFY: amendment 

WILLIAMS, JOHN (Cranston), 160* to Constitution protecting, 1083 

WILLIAMS, JOHN (Foster-N, Scituate): id.,671n; | WitNEss, RIGHT TO CONFRONT: amendment 

absence from General Assembly, 666, 671n, to Constitution protecting, 1084; in RI Con- 

682n, 719n; and bill calling state conven- vention’s bill of rights, 977 
tion, 666n, 671n; as member of Providence WITTER, JOSEPH, JR. (Hopkinton), 76,77, 171* 

Abolition Society, 933n WITTER, SAMUEL (Hopkinton), 172* 

—in RI Convention, 693, 904, 1010; motions of, | WODELL, CHRISTOPHER (Tiverton), 209* 

912, 957, 958, 991n; responses to speeches WODELL, GERSHOM (Tiverton), 209* 

of, 936, 967-68; speeches of, 936, 952, 967; | WODELL, GERSHOM, JR. (Tiverton), 209* 

votes, 693n, 976, 996 WODELL, WILLIAM (Tiverton), 209* 

WILLIAMS, NATHAN (Cranston), 159* WOLFE, CHARLES D. (Bristol), 154* 

WILLIAMS, OLIVER (Johnston), 174* WoMEN: and ball given in Providence to cele- 

WILLIAMS, PELEG (Johnston), 174* brate RI ratification, 1037; in East Green- 

WILLIAMS, ROGER (Providence), 615n, 671n wich celebration, 344; toasted, 295, 347, 

WILLIAMS, RuFus (Glocester), 169* 350, 1017, 1024, 1056, 1060, 1068; watch 

WILLIAMS, SQUIRE (Glocester), 167* Providence procession honoring Washing- 

WILLIAMS, WILBUR (Johnston), 174* ton, 1066, 1067, 1074
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Woop, ABNER (Little Compton), 176* WORDING, BENJAMIN (Charlestown), 155* 

Woop, ABNER (Tiverton), 208* WORDING, CHRISTOPHER (Charlestown), 155* 

Woop, BARNET (Scituate), 202* WORDING, SAMUEL (Charlestown), 155* 

Woon, BENJAMIN (Scituate), 202* WORKMAN, BENJAMIN (Pa.), 80 

Woop, CALEB (Coventry), 157* WRIGHT, JOHN (Hopkinton), 172* 

Woop, CHARLES (Glocester), 167* WRIGHT, THomaAs (Hopkinton), 172* 

Woop, EZEKIEL (Scituate), 202* WYATT, SAMUEL (Middletown), 177* 

Woop, GEorGE (Little Compton), 175* Wynkoop, HEnry (Pa.): id., 893n—94n 

Woop, IcHABop (Little Compton), 175* —letter from, 893-94n 

Woop, Isaac (Little Compton), 175* 

Woop, JOHN (Coventry), 156,* 157* “X.,” 712n, 803n; response to, 827; text of, 

Woop, JOHN (Middletown), 177* 819 

Woop, JOSEPH (West Greenwich), 216* “X.Y.”: text of, 256 

Woop, PELEG (Little Compton), 176* 

Woop, ROBERT (Coventry), 157* YEAW, ABRAHAM (Scituate), 202* 

Woop, THomas (Coventry), 156* YEAw, Davin (Scituate), 203* 

Woop, THomas (Glocester), 168* YONGE, CHARLES (Barrington), 152* 

Woop, WILLIAM (Glocester), 169* YOUNG, JOSEPH (Scituate), 202* 

WOODMAN, EDWARD (Tiverton), 208* YOUNG, STEPHEN (Scituate), 203* 

WoopMaAN, JOHN (Little Compton), 175* YOUNG, STEPHEN, JR. (Scituate), 202* 

WoopMaAN, JOHN, II (Litthke Compton), 175* YOUNG, THOMAS (Mass.), 793, 793n 

WoopMaN, RoBERT (Little Compton), 175* YOUNG, THOMAS (West Greenwich), 217* 

WoopMaNn, WILLIAM (Little Compton), 175* 

WOODMANSEE, JOHN (Richmond), 200* “Z,.”’ (United States Chronicle) ,'75n, 113, 245, 273; 

WOODMANSEE, JOSEPH, JR. (Richmond), 200, attacked by Tib. Gracchus, 278-80; text of, 

200* 81-82 

WOODWARD, STEPHEN (Glocester), 167* “Z.”? (Newport Mercury), 456, 655n, 807n; text of, 

WoopworTH, ELIsHA (Little Compton), 175* 653-55
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: Rhode Island Freemen Vote on the Constitution 

Referendum Results by Town, 24 March 1788 | 

Town Yeas Nays 

Barrington 9 34 
Bristol 26 23 

- Charlestown 6 51 
| Coventry 0 180 

Cranston 0 101 
Cumberland 10 113 | 
East Greenwich 2 91 
Exeter 6 142 
Foster 0 177 | 
Glocester | 9 228 | 
Hopkinton 33 | 95 
Jamestown : 5 1] 
Johnston | 2 79 
Little Compton 63 57 
Middletown 6 40 
Newport | 1 | 10 
New Shoreham 0 32 
North Kingstown . 2 160 
North Providence 0 48 
Portsmouth 12 60 | 
Providence 0 I 
Richmond | 1 68 
Scituate 0 156 
Smithfield _ 2 158 

South Kingstown 1 125 
Tiverton 23 92 
Warren 2 4] 
Warwick 3 140 
Westerly 12 56 
West Greenwich 2 145 

Total 238 2,714 

| REFERENDUM: Until 17 January 1790, the Rhode Island legislature repeatedly refused to submit the 
Constitution to the consideration of a state convention. Instead the legislature provided for a state- 
wide referendum that was held in town meetings on 24 March 1788. Freemen voted yea or nay on : 
the Constitution and their votes were recorded and sent to the legislature where they were tabu- 
lated. Federalists, most obviously in Newport and Providence, boycotted the referendum. 

Map: Red-colored towns generally opposed the Constitution, while cream-colored towns supported : 
it. Warwick and Jamestown were more closely divided. With a sizable majority in the state Conven- 
tion at the time of the final vote, Antifederalists ‘‘allowed”’ ratification to take place when five of 

their delegates voted in favor of the Constitution and four did not vote. One Antifederalist delegate 
was replaced by a Federalist on the day of the vote.
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Kingstown, an Antifederalist stronghold, After de- 

bating the Constitution for almost a week, the dele- 

gates proposed a bill of rights and other amend- 

ments to the Constitution before adjourning to 

reassemble in Newport on 24 May 1790. Because the 

first federal Congress threatened Rhode Island with 

draconian commercial sanctions, Antifederalist lead- 

ers manipulated the Convention vote so that the 

Constitution was ratified on 29 May 1790 by a vote 

of 34 to 32. 

This volume, the final of three on Rhode Island, 

contains the public and private debates over the 

Constitution from 20 January through 29 May 1790, 

which includes the two parties’ efforts to win the an- 

nual spring election for state officeholders, Con- 

gress’ effort to pass punitive legislation directed at 

Rhode Island, and the town meetings of 21 April 

called to consider the bill of rights and proposed 

amendments adopted by the March session of the 

state Convention. Parts VII and VIII cover the March 

and May sessions of the state Convention. The doc- 

uments for the March session feature the cryptic but 

informative notes of debates taken by Convention 

secretary Daniel Updike and Convention observer 

Theodore Foster of Providence. The volume ends 

with the aftermath of ratification in Rhode Island 

consisting of documents from 29 May through 20 

November 1790, including reports of Rhode Island’s 

ratification, brief accounts of celebrations of that 

event, private commentaries, and a significant group 

of documents describing President George Washing- 

ton’s visit to Newport and Providence in August. 

The volume also has a three-color map on the end- 

papers that demonstrates how Antifederalists, de- 

spite a sizable majority of delegates, “allowed” rati- 

fication to take place, Additional editorial apparatus 

includes both a general ratification and a Rhode Is- 

land chronology and a listing of Rhode Island office- 

holders. The back matter includes an appendix con- 

taining the twelve amendments adopted’ by Congress 

in September 1789 and sent to the states for ratifi- 

cation, an addendum of four documents that project 

editors became aware of toward the completion of 

the current volume, and the cumulative index for all 

three Rhode Island volumes. 

THE Eprrors 

Joun P. Kaminski and Gaspark J. SALADINO have 

been editing The Documentary History of the Ratification 

of the Constitution since 1970, CHARLES H. SCHOEN- 

LEBER joined the staff in 1987. RICHARD LEFFLER 

served as editor from 1973 to 2009. JONATHAN M, 

Rerp and MarGarer R. FLAMINGO have worked with 

the project for five and four years, respectively. 

Jouanna E. Lannér-Cusin and Davin P, Fre.ps are 

in their second year with the project. Timoruy D. 

Moore joined the project in 2010. Parrick T. 

ConLey, the foremost historian of Rhode Island, has 

read the manuscript and offered valuable and in- 

sightful advice on Rhode Island history.
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Critical acclaim for The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution: 

“No student of the period should neglect this splendid scholarly achievement.” 

AMERICAN HisTORICAL REVIEW | 

“A reference work’s reference work.” JOURNAL OF AMERICAN HisTORY 

“.,. the great work will always hold a high and honored place in the annals of 1 

American scholarship.” ViRGINIA MAGAZINE OF HisTORY AND BIOGRAPHY 

“Each new volume now fills another vital part of a heroic mosaic of national 

history.” AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL q 

“These volumes will be used always as examples of the editor’s art. The value of 

each volume and the whole series is awesome in terms of constitutional history.” 

GEORGIA HisTORICAL QUARTERLY 

“| a monument not to be bettered and one likely to be a landmark for all 

future excursions into the history of the ratification of the federal Constitution.” 

Nortu Carouina HISTORICAL REVIEW 
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